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Historical evolution of weight at birth in a primary health
attention unit in Sao Paulo, Brazil

A.M.U. Escobar, M.H. Valente, F.M.S. Gomes,
L.M.I. Cirino, L.I.M.C. Silva, L. Prearo,
S.J.F.E. Grisi

Departamento de Pediatria da Faculdade de Medicina da
Universidade de São Paulo (FMUSP) Brasil

Objectives: Comparing exclusive maternal nursing time of
children who were born between 2000 and 2008 with
individuals who were born between 1977 and 1987 (current
adults) seen at a School Health Center (Centro Saúde Escola
–CSE) of FMUSP since birth.
Methods: Information was obtained from two flows of data
collection. The retrospective data on adults who were users
of the CSE enrolled and supervised by the service since
childhood were obtained from the charts. Information of the
children who were enrolled in the service was obtained from
the electronic data bank of the local pediatric service.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: 631 charts of adults and 884 of children were
evaluated. The results obtained both on the adults and the
children groups are described on the table below.
Conclusions: When comparing the groups, it was noticed
that the same profile of weight at birth could be observed on
the individuals studied in the 70’s and 80’s and on the first 8
years of this century, which is the same as saying that it has
been stable for approximately 30 years, maybe due to the
influence of similar external environment. Weight at birth
epidemiological studies are used in health evaluation of
newborns and adults, being related to cardiovascular diseases,
hypercholesterolemia, obesity, diabetes mellitus, arterial
hypertension, and depression1,2. Weight at birth is the result
of a series of environmental, genetic and socioeconomics
factors. Aggravation that may lead to an alteration of
pregnancy duration, and velocity of inside of uterus growth
may determine fetus alterations that will lead to permanent
metabolic alterations and their consequences in adult life.

Weight at birth Adults n (%) Children n (%)

,2 kg 17 (2.7) 28 (3.2)
2–2.5 kg 53 (8.4) 48 (5.4)
2.5–4 kg 538 (85.3) 774 (87.5)
.4 kg 23 (3.6) 34 (3.6)
Total 631 (100) 884 (100)

Chi Square: 5.411, p . 0.05.

1. D.J. Baker et al., Lancet, 341:938–41, 1993.
2. C.N. Hales, D. Barker. Br Med Bull., 60:5–20, 2001.
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Historical evolution of exclusive maternal nursing time
in a primary health attention unit in Sao Paulo, Brazil

F.M.S. Gomes, M.H. Valente, L.I.M.C. Silva,
A.M.U. Escobar, S.J.F.E. Grisi

Departamento de Pediatria da Faculdade de Medicina da
Universidade de São Paulo(FMUSP) Brasil

Objectives: Comparing exclusive maternal nursing time of
children that were born during 2007 and 2008, to individuals
born between 1977 and 1987 (current adults) seen at a
School Health Center (Centro Saúde Escola –CSE) of
FMUSP since birth.
Methods: Information was obtained from two flows of data
collection. The retrospective data of adults who were users of
CSE enrolled and supervised by the service since childhood
were obtained from the charts. Information on children who
were enrolled in the service was obtained from the electronic
data bank of the local pediatric service. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: 405 charts of adults and 436 of children were evaluated.
Values of duration of exclusive maternal nursing were evaluated
on both groups. The results obtained both on the adults and
children groups are described on the table below.

Nursing time Adults n (%) Children n (%)

,1 month 193 (47.7) 58 (13.3)
1 to 3 months 148 (36.5) 197 (45.1)
3 to 6 months 56 (13.8) 88 (20.2)
.6 months 8 (2) 93 (21.3)
Total 405 (100) 436 (100)

Chi Square: 157.2858, p , 0.05.

Conclusions: When comparing the groups, it was noticed
that there has been a significant improvement on exclusive
maternal nursing time in studied individuals in the same
Primary Attention service on Sao Paulo city that were born in
two distinctive decades, namely the 70’s and 80’s and the
years 2007–2008. Therefore, it is observed that there was an
important improvement in health orientations given to
mothers, which certainly contributed to health promotion,
especially in countries with deprived population. Exclusive
maternal nursing time influences ideal growth, child’s
cognitive development and protection against infections;
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reduces child mortality, the risk of allergies development,
sudden death and protects against adult chronic diseases1,2.
It is necessary that we assist women and children’s health,
approaching the various factors that lead to current low
nursing index: women having a job, contraception and new
family structures. Above all, especially in developing
countries, there is the need to improve the approach of said
problem with new public policies for maternal nursing.

1. D.A. Lawor et al., Arch Dis Child., 90: 582–588, 2005.
2. S. Arenz et al., Int J Obes., 10:1247–1256, 2004.

P-1A-3

Preconception counselling on nutrition and folic
acid use

F. Hammiche1, J.S.E. Laven1, M. de Cock5,
M.J. van de Graaf-Verhagen1, E. Birnie1, J.H. de Vries5,
E.A.P. Steegers1, R.P.M. Steegers-Theunissen1,2,3,4

Departments of 1Obstetrics and Gynaecology;
2Epidemiology; 3Paediatrics; 4Clinical Genetics,
Erasmus MC, 3015 GD Rotterdam, Netherlands;
5Human Nutrition, Wageningen University, 6701 BH
Wageningen, the Netherlands

Objective: Maternal malnutrition is implicated in subfertility,
miscarriages, congenital malformations, and intrauterine
growth restriction (IUGR). These reproductive failures all
originate in the periconceptional period when gametes and
embryonic tissues are most vulnerable to environmental
factors. Therefore, changing unhealthy nutritional behaviours
preconceptionally in parents-to-be is important to improve
general health, reproductive performance and pregnancy
outcomes. Our objective was to evaluate the preconceptional
nutritional intake of couples planning pregnancy and to
investigate whether preconception nutritional counselling
increases healthy nutritional behaviours.
Methods: Between October 2007 and April 2009 couples
planning pregnancy were invited for two preconception
counselling visits for screening and advice on nutrition and
folic acid use at the outpatient clinic of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology, Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, in the Netherlands.
Questionnaires were filled out by the couple at home and
checked during the visit. We defined a reproduction
nutritional risk score (RNR-score) with a maximum total
RNR-score of 6, based on 6 questions about the intake of
food groups according to the recommended daily intakes.
The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to analyse the
significance between paired continous variables, the Mc
Nemar test for paired dichotomous variables and the Chi-
Square for non-paired categorical variables.
Results: 419 couples visited the preconception counseling
clinic once and a subgroup of 110 couples came twice with
a fixed time interval of 3 months in between. At the first

visit women and men had a mean age of 31 years (range
19–44) and 32 (22–63), 53.2% and 58.5% were from
Dutch origin and 22.2% and 28.2% were low educated,
respectively. The low compliance of 26% for the second
visit was due to the fact that couples were already very
satisfied about the first counseling and therefore less
motivated to come a second time. In 99.1% of the women
and 97.3% of the men the nutritional intakes were not
according to the recommendations. An improvement,
however, could be established in the couples who came
for the second visit, i.e., women 93.6%, men 94.5%.
Women significantly increased the consumption of fruit
from 64.5% to 80.0% (p , 0.001) and fish from 39.1% to
51.8% (p , 0.001), and folic acid use increased from 67.3%
to 84.5% (p , 0.001). Men only significantly increased fruit
consumption from 48.5% to 68.0% (p , 0.001). The RNR-
score decreased significantly from 2.6 to 2.4 in women and
from 2.5 to 2.2 in men (both p , 0.05) in men.
Conclusion: This data confirms the very high prevalence
of unhealthy nutritional behaviors in couples planning
pregnancy in a Western country. We emphasize that the
period of planning pregnancy should be used as ‘a window of
opportunity’ to change unhealthy nutritional behaviors by
individualized preconception counseling. Future studies
should corroborate on the predictive value of the RNR-score
for reproductive performance, and beyond.
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P-1A-4

Secular trends of birth outcomes in Southern Brazil

A.R. Hernandez, M. Agranonik, M.Z. Goldani,
C.H. Silva

Núcleo de Estudos da Saúde da Criança e do Adolescente –
Hospital de Clı́nicas de Porto Alegre – Universidade Federal do
Rio Grande do Sul. Rua Ramiro Barcelos, 2350 CEP 90035-
903 - Porto Alegre/RS – Brazil

Objective: Low birth weight (LBW) and prematurity have
been considered risk factors for infant morbidity and
mortality, affecting patterns of health and disease during
the life course. The aim of this study was to evaluate secular
trends of LBW, preterm births and their contributions
for intrauterine growth restriction rate in the city of Porto
Alegre, a large city in a developed area in Southern Brazil
during 15 years.
Methods: This is a registry-based study. Data were obtained
from birth certificates of all live births in the city from 1994
to 2008. The birth weight and gestational age were analyzed
among the total of newborns. Linear regression was
performed in order to determine secular trends of LBW
and preterm birth rates. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance was obtained.
Results: A total of 312,662 singleton newborns were
delivered in the city during the period, with a steady
reduction in the total number of live-births of 23.5%.
The results showed significant increase in LBW and preterm
births rates from 8.7% to 9.2% and from 7.0% to 9.8%,
respectively (P 5 0.015; P , 0.001). Meanwhile, there were
significant reductions in LBW rates among term births
from 4.8% to 3.8% and among preterm births from 60.7 to
58.4%.
Conclusions: These results show that Southern Brazil is
going through a demographic and epidemiologic transition
characterized by a significant decrease in the number of live-
births. We also observed an increase in LBW due to a
significant rise in preterm birth rates associated with a
reduction in the intrauterine growth restriction rate, mainly
among term newborns. This scenario may lead to changes in
adult patterns of health and disease in the future. Supported
by CNPq.

P-1A-5

Nutrient supplementation in pregnancy: development of
evidence-based best-practice guidelines

A.J. Hure1,2, I.M.R. Wright1, R. Smith1,3, C.E. Collins2

1Mothers and Babies Research Centre, Hunter Medical Research
Institute, Newcastle, NSW, 2305, Australia; 2Health Sciences
and; 3Medicine and Public Health, Faculty of Health,
University of Newcastle, NSW, 2308, Australia

Background: Nutrient supplementation in lead up to, and
during, pregnancy is common in both Western and
developing countries. However, evidence-based guidelines
on the use of nutritional supplements to optimise pregnancy,
birth and postpartum outcomes are needed.
Objectives: 1. To derive from published literature data
on the safety and efficacy of nutrient supplementation in lead
up to, and during, pregnancy. This includes single and
combination supplements, containing macro- and/or micro-
nutrients, 2. To construct a set of evidence-based national
nutritional guidelines on an appropriate use of supplements
for pregnancy in Australia, and 3. To disseminate the findings
to the relevant interest groups including health professionals
and consumer groups, primarily women of childbearing age.
Methods: The Cochrane Library and PubMed were searched
for previously published meta-analyses and recent systematic
reviews (from 1999 onwards) using the key search terms
‘pregnancy’, ‘supplement’, and ‘nutrient’. Hand searching of
reference lists was also undertaken. The review of reviews was
then translated into evidence-based best-practice guidelines,
using the Appraisal of Guidelines for Research and Evaluation
Instrument1.
Results: To date, 16 meta-analyses for a range of macro- and
micro-nutrients have been identified, and the data extracted.
These include data for energy and protein, long-chain
polyunsaturated fatty acids (marine oil), combination micro-
nutrient preparations, the antioxidants (vitamins A, C, E,
b-carotene, lycopene, and selenium, either singularly or in
combination), vitamins D, folate, vitamin B6 (pyridoxine),
iron, calcium, magnesium and zinc. Of these, folate remains
the only ubiquitously recommended nutrient for supplemen-
tation before and during pregnancy, because of the major
relative risk (RR) reduction in neural tube defects (0.28; 95%
confidence intervals (CI) 0.13, 0.58)(2). This is despite
possible risks associated with an increased incidence of
multiple births (RR 1.4; 95% CI 0.93, 2.11)2. Prophylactic
calcium supplementation may offer benefits in high-risk cases
of preeclampsia (RR 0.48; 95% CI 0.33, 0.69), particularly
where dietary intake is poor3. Iron supplements improve
haematological markers, but users also frequently experience
adverse gastrointestinal disturbances (RR 1.90; 95% CI 1.09,
3.33), and other clinically important outcomes are not
improved4.
Conclusions: With the exception of folate, nutrient supple-
mentation before and/or during pregnancy, is not generally
recommended, unless dietary intake is inadequate. This is
because of significant deficits in the available evidence for
their safety and efficacy. Further work is needed to synthesise
the best of the available evidence and to then develop a set of
clear guidelines for appropriate use. Given that this is a
widespread practise, advice on nutrient supplementation
should be integrated into standard antenatal care.

1. The Agree Research Trust, http://www.agreetrust.org/
instrument.htm, accessed 18 June 2008.
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2. J. Lumley et al., Cochrane Database Syst Rev.,
3:CD001056, 2001.

3. G.J. Hofmeyr et al., Cochrane Database Syst Rev,
3:CD001059, 2006.

4. L. Reveiz et al., Cochrane Database Syst Rev., 2:CD003094,
2007.

P-1A-6

Risk factors for low birth weight at a School Health
Center in Sao Paulo, Brazil

J.C.L. Sgroi, L. Prearo, A.M.U. Escobar, S.J.F.E. Grisi

Departamento de Pediatria da Faculdade de Medicina da
Universidade de São Paulo (FMUSP)

Objective: This study aimed to identify the following
variables related to pregnancy : maternal age, education,
desire of pregnancy, parity, prenatal care (including time of
onset and number of consultations); associated morbidity,
weight gain and smoking, besides the type of delivery and sex
of children and their relationship with the incidence of low
birth weight ( less than 2500 g).
Methods: All children under one year of age who were
attended in the Health Center School since January to
December 2007, were included in the study. SPSS version
16.0 was used for statistical analysis. Chi-Squared and Mann-
Whitney tests had been employed to select the composing
variables of the final statistics model. Subsequently, the multi-
alternated Logistic Regression model was applied to the
analysis of the final results to compose a predictive model of
risk of low birth weight. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent were
obtained.
Results: The casuistic was composed by 383 children. The
low birth weight rate was 6.3%. Factors associated to low
birth weight were: under five prenatal appointments,
maternal smoking, weight gain under 8 kg and hypertension
during pregnancy. Variables of study present during
pregnancy: maternal age, maternal educational level, preg-
nancy desire, moment in which the mother began the
prenatal follow up and parity didn’t show any signif-
icant statistical relationship with low birth weight. Variables
related to the conditions surrounding these children’s births:
type of childbirth and gender didn’t present a significant
statistic relationship with low birth weight. Using the
technique of Logistic Regression, a predictive model for low
birth weight was composed. For example: in a mother who
held up to 5 pre-natal consultations, who smoked during
pregnancy, won less than 8 kg during pregnancy and is
hypertensive, the probability of a child with low weight is
87.8%.
Conclusions: The identification of risk factors for low birth
weight is very important to determine health and public
actions directed to improve maternal conditions, and to

children at risk, aiming to reduce the morbidity rates related
to low birth weight. The birth weight is a complex process;
the result of a series of factors of biological, social and
environmental origin. Identifying those risk factors that
intervene significantly in birth weight means one step
further towards implementing actions directed at the
prophylaxis of such events, especially when it comes to
maternal conditions and to the development of strategies
aiming the prevention and controlling of future illnesses to
the level of health assistance services and regarding children in
risk situations1.

1. B.F. Araújo, A.C. Tanaka. Cad Saúde Pública. 23:2869,
2007.

P-1A-7

Weight at birth and maternal nursing time in a primary
health attention unit in Sao Paulo, Brazil

L.I.M.C. Silva, M.H. Valente, F.M.S. Gomes, A.R. Precioso,
A.M.U. Escobar, S.J.F.E. Grisi

Departamento de Pediatria da Faculdade de Medicina da
Universidade de São Paulo (FMUSP) Brasil

Objective: Comparing total maternal nursing time on
newborns with proper and low birth weight and supervised
at Centro de Saúde da Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade
de São Paulo.
Methods: The casuistic was composed of 263 children that
were born between January 2008 and September 2009,
being excluded from the study those who were still been
nursed by their mothers or the ones who were never breast
fed. All data concerning the children are kept in an
electronic data bank. Data regarding the children’s weight
at birth and maternal nursing time were obtained from
this data bank. Mothers’ answers to questioning about the
total in months (m) of maternal nursing time and child’s
weight at birth were extracted for analysis. Children with
weight <2.500 grams were considered newborns of low
birth weight (LBW). Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent
were obtained.
Results: The information found in the 263 analyzed charts
has shown 24 LBW (9.1%). Total maternal nursing time and
weight at birth are described on the table below.
Conclusions: LBW nursing time was significantly different
from the nursing time of children born with proper weight.
Low birth weight newborns breast feed for a shorter period of
time. Health policies must, therefore, direct efforts to
encourage maternal nursing, especially low birth weight
newborns. Nursing during the first months of life is
fundamental for the health and well-being of the individual
during all their lives, for it protects against many diseases,
promotes growth and child development and prevents adult
chronic diseases. In this sense, health professionals should
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engage in the support programs, encouraging parents of LBW
in the nursing process. Weight at birth is the result of
complex processes of biological, social and environmental
order that interfere in the genetic potential of the individual.
Low birth weight newborns’ vulnerability demands maternal
milk as the best nutritional condition possible to provide
factors that may benefit them on the medium and long term
consequences1.

0 to 3 m
. 3 m to

6 m
. 6 m to

12 m
12 m or

more

, or 5 2500 g 10 4 9 1
. 2500 g 117 45 30 47
Total (263)* 127 49 39 48

*Chi-Square: 9.45, p , 0.05.

1. M.T. Joca et al., Escola Anna Nery Revista de Enfermagem.,
9:356–364, 2005.

P-1A-8

Historical evolution of birth body mass index on users of
a School Health Center in Sao Paulo, Brazil

M.H. Valente, F.M.S. Gomes, L.M.I. Cirino,
A.M.U. Escobar, S.J.F.E. Grisi

Departamento de Pediatria da Faculdade de Medicina da
Universidade de São Paulo (FMUSP) Brasil

Objectives: Comparing body mass index (BMI) at birth of
children who were born between 2007 and 2008 with
individuals who were born between 1977 and 1987 (current
adults) seen since birth at the School Health Center (Centro de
Saúde Escola – CSE) of FMUSP, according to the referential
proposed by the World Health Organization (WHO)1.
Methods: Data collection related to the identification of the
individual, date of birth, gender, weight and length. Such
information was obtained according to two flows of data
collection. Retrospective data for adults who were users of the
CSE and were enrolled and supervised since childhood was
obtained from the charts. Information on the children who
were enrolled on the service was extracted from an electronic
data bank of the local pediatric service. The Quetelet index or
BMI (Weight at birth(kilograms)/Length(meters)2) of both
groups of users was done, with the results of each group
distributed according to the percentiles (P) described in the
BMI curve of the World Health Organization, stratified in:
,P1; P1-P3; P3-P15; P15-P50; P50-P85; P85-P97; P97-P99
and .P991. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Data were obtained on weight and length at birth
of 168 adults, 118 women and 51 men, and 787 children,
401 girls and 386 boys. The values of BMI at birth were

verified on the groups of adults and children, respectively,
being distributed as follows: ,P1[7(4.2%) and 33(4.2%)];
P1-P3[1(0.6%) and 14(1.9%)]; P3-P15[12(7.13%) and
75(9.5%)]; P15-P50[58(34.5%) and 230(29.2%)]; P50-
P85[61(36.3%) and 279(35.4%)]; P85-P97[21(12.5%) and
115(14.6%)]; P97-P99[2(1.2%) and 19(2.4%)], and
.P99[6(3.57%) and 22(2.8%)], according to the graphic
below.

Conclusions: When comparing both studied groups (adults
and children), a similarity was noticed on the BMI at birth
profiles, with the curves dislocated to the right, for more
elevated percentiles, in relation to the WHO curve. There-
fore, during the thirty years that were studied there was no
significant alteration on the weight and length pattern of the
studied population. The BMI epidemiologic study, recently
validated for children between zero and 36 months of age,
defines the nutritional state and proportionality of the
newborn, with the possibility of being related to adult
chronic diseases2,3.

1. WHO Multicentre Growth Reference Study Group.
WHO Child Growth Standards. World Health Organiza-
tion, 2006.

2. J. Karlberg et al., Acta Paediatr., 92:648–652, 2003.
3. D.J. Baker et al., Lancet, 341:938–941, 1993.

P-1A-9

Preconception counselling on modifiable lifestyle
risk factors The Rotterdam Reproduction Risk Score
(R3 Score)

N.H. van Mil1, F. Hammiche1, J.S.E. Laven1,
M. Wildhagen1, G.J. Bonsel1, E.A.P. Steegers1,
R.P.M. Steegers-Theunissen1,2,3,4

1Obstetrics and Gynaecology; 2Epidemiology; 3Clinical Genetics;
4Paediatrics, Erasmus MC, University Medical Center, Rotter-
dam 3015 GD, The Netherlands

Objective: Periconceptional lifestyle factors play a significant
role in reproduction1–3. Here, we show the first intervention
results of a special clinic for preconception counselling in
terms of modified lifestyle risk factors in couples planning
pregnancy.
Methods: One hundred and ten couples planning pregnancy
visited twice the preconception counselling clinic for screening
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and advice on healthy and harmful lifestyle factors at the
outpatient clinic of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Erasmus
MC, Rotterdam, in the Netherlands. Questionnaires and the
open accessible website www.zwangerwijzer.nl (in Dutch)
were filled out by the couple at home. During the counselling
visit the questionnaires were checked, a physical examination
was performed and advises were provided to modify lifestyle
risk factors, to improve healthy behaviors and to increase
health literacy. The risk factors considered were the use of
medication, tobacco, recreational drugs, alcohol, absent folic
acid use (women only), lack of physical activity, caffeine
intake >6 cups/day, BMI ,20 or >30, hypertension
(systolic >160 mmHg and/ or diastolic >90 mmHg), waist
circumference (women >88 cm, men >102 cm), waist-to-hip
ratio (.0.8) and risk of infection by toxoplasmosis and
listeriosis. Each risk factor was scored with one or two points
(literature based) and a total score was computed, i.e., the
Rotterdam Reproduction Risk Score (R3 Score, score in
women 0–13 and men 0–11). The individual risk factors and
R3 Score were assessed at the two visits and compared and
tested using Wilcoxon signed rank test.
Results: In women and men a reduction of around 30% in
the R3 Score was observed at the second visit 3 months after
the first visit for preconception counseling (women 3.9 vs.
2.8; p 5 0.000, men 2.3 vs. 1.6; p 5 0.000). Major
reductions were observed in alcohol consumption (women
35.5% vs. 20.9%; p 5 0.0001, men 60.2% vs. 46.6%;
p 5 0.003), increased folic acid use (women 76.3% vs.
84.5%; p 5 0.0001), increased physical activity (women
24.5% vs. 38.8%; P 5 0.002, men not significant) and
reduced infection risk (women 41.8% vs. 7.3%; p 5 0.000).
Conclusion: The preconception period is a window of
opportunity for counselling on modifiable lifestyle risk factors
in couples planning pregnancy. Future studies should
corroborate on the predictive value of the R3 Score on
reproductive performance, and beyond.

Rotterdam Reproduction Risk Score
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1. M.A.M. Hassan, S.R. Killick. Fertil Steril., 81:384–392,
2004.

2. G.F. Homan et al., Hum Reprod Update, 13:209–223,
2007.

3. R.E. Chapin et al., Environ Health Perspect., 112:69–78,
2004.

P-1A-9B

Relation of maternal hypertension with infant growth: the
ABCD study

M. de Beer1,2, T.G.M. Vrijkotte3, M.F. van der Wal2,
M.M. van Weissenbruch1, R.J.B.J. Gemke1

1Department of Pediatrics, VU University Medical Centre, De
Boelelaan 1109, Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 2Department of
Epidemiology, Documentation and Health Promotion, Public
Health Service, Nieuwe Achtergracht 100, Amsterdam, the
Netherlands; 3Department of Social Medicine, Academic
Medical Centre, Meibergdreef 9, Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Objective: To investigate the association of pre-existent and
pregnancy-induced hypertension with the offspring’s weight
and length gain in the first 14 months of life. We
hypothesized that hypertension during pregnancy is an
independent determinant of growth acceleration in the
offspring.
Methods: Prospective community-based cohort study of 8266
pregnancies (Amsterdam Born Children and their Develop-
ment, ABCD study). 3994 women from the original cohort
completed questionnaires (both prenatal and postnatal)
obtaining information about pre-existent and pregnancy-
induced hypertension which was replenished by information
from the obstetric caregiver. Anthropometry in the offspring
was followed during the first 14 months of life. The main
outcome measures were presence or absence of growth
acceleration in weight or length, respectively (growth
acceleration: DSDS . 0.67 vs. absence of growth acceleration:
DSDS # 0.67). Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Pre-existent hypertension was significantly related to
growth acceleration in weight and length. After correction for
the intermediating variables birth weight and pregnancy
duration, the association remained significant for growth
acceleration in weight (OR 1.89; 95%CI 1.21–2.97;
p , 0.01). Pregnancy-induced hypertension showed similar
results, although correction for birth weight and pregnancy
duration rendered the associations non significant. In
stratified analyses by birth weight (standardised birth weight
ratio below vs. above average), the aforementioned relations
were established in the below average birth weight group.
This is illustrated in the figure presenting raw data. It
demonstrates the modifying effect of standardized birth
weight on the association between maternal hypertension and
accelerated weight gain: only in the below average birth
weight group a synergistic effect of maternal hypertension on
accelerated weight gain was present.
Conclusions: Infants of women with pre-existent hyperten-
sion more frequently have growth acceleration in weight and
length during pregnancy, yet the mechanisms acting on
postnatal growth in weight and length appear to be different.
In contrast to pre-existent hypertension, the association
between pregnancy-induced hypertension and accelerated
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growth appears to work entirely through a reduction in birth
weight and pregnancy duration. Financial support was
granted by ZonMw.

P-1B-10

Systemic leptin antagonist inhibits hypothalamic leptin
signal transduction in new born rat pups

L. Abdennebi-Najar2, M. Desai1, G. Han1, E. Casillas1,
J. Djiane3, A. Gertler4, M.G. Ross1

1Dept Obstet & Gyn, Harbor-UCLA Medical Center.USA;
2Institut Polytechnique laSalle. Rue Pierre Waguet, 60026
Beauvais Cedex France; 3Institut de la recherche Agronomique.
78352 Jouy-en-Josas France; 4The Hebrew University of
Jerusalem. PO Box 12 Rehovot 76100 Israel

Objective: Leptin, produced by the adipose tissue, plays a
pivotal role in hypothalamic appetite regulation. Leptin
mediates central anorexigenic signalling responses via JAK-
STAT3 pathway by binding to its receptor (ObRb) with
subsequent phosphorylation of STAT3 with negative feed-
back inhibition by endogenous inhibitor, SOCS-3. Using a
rat model, we have shown that maternal food restriction
results in growth restricted newborns that develop hyperpha-
gia and hyperleptinemia prior to adult obesity. It is likely that
inhibition of increased leptin mediated effects early in life
may alter the sensitivity of the JAK-STAT3 signal transduc-
tion and prevent obesity. Thus, we investigated the effects on
hypothalamic leptin signaling using a recombinant rat
pegylated leptin antagonist (L39A/D40A/F41A).
Methods: 1 day old male control pups, matched for body
weights received either (i) saline, (ii) leptin (10 mg/g, s.c),
(iii) pegylated leptin antagonist (PEG-MLA, 20 mg/g, s.c) or
(iv) leptin plus PEG-MLA. Hypothalamus was dissected from
individual pups at 30, 45 and 60 minutes. Protein expression
of ObRb, STAT3, pSTAT3 and SOCS3 was analyzed
(Western Blot). 4 pups per group were studied and data is
compared to saline treatment.
Results: As expected, leptin treatment up regulated JAK-
STAT3 signalling pathway at 30 mins: ObRb (2-fold),
STAT3 (2-fold), pSTAT3 (1.5-fold) and SOCS3 (3-fold).
Further at 45 and 60 mins, pSTAT3 was down regulated
(0.5-fold) whereas all other signal molecules continued to be
up regulated. In contrast, leptin plus PEG-MLA showed no
change in any of the signal molecules except for pSTAT3
which was down regulated at 45 and 60 mins (0.4 and 0.5-
fold, respectively). PEG-MLA treatment showed similar
changes as PEG-MLA with leptin.
Conclusions: The findings suggest that systemically adminis-
tered PEG-MLA effectively blocks leptin signal induction of
hypothalamic JAK-STAT. It is likely that PEG-MLA impairs
binding of leptin to its ObRb receptor and inhibits leptin
signaling. Leptin-specific antagonists may assist in under-
standing the underlying mechanisms contributing to a

programmed or diet induced obesity and provides a potential
therapeutic intervention strategy.

P-1B-11

Ethnic differences in overweight at age 2: The role of
prenatal factors, birth outcome and postnatal factors

M.L.A. de Hoog1,2, M. van Eijsden2, K. Stronks1,
R.J.B.J. Gemke3, T.G.M. Vrijkotte1

1Department of social medicine, Academic Medical Centre,
University of Amsterdam, Meibergdreef 9, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands; 2Department of Epidemiology, Documentation and
Health Promotion, Public Health Service, Nieuwe Achtergracht
100, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 3Department of Paediatrics,
VU university medical centre, De Boelelaan 1117, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands

Objective: Childhood overweight/obesity is a major public
health problem worldwide which disproportionally affects
specific ethnic groups. So far, little is known whether these
differences already exists at early age and what factors
contribute to these ethnic differences. Therefore, the present
study assessed possible ethnic differences in overweight at the
age of 2 years and the explanatory role of prenatal factors,
birth outcome and postnatal factors.
Methods: Data were derived from a large population-based
cohort study: the Amsterdam Born Children and their
Development (ABCD) study. Pregnant women filled out an
extensive, multi-lingual, questionnaire around the 16th week
of pregnancy. Pregnancy outcome and growth data (weight
and height) during the first 2 years of life of 3120 singleton
infants were available from the Youth Health Care Registration
in Amsterdam. Eight ethnic populations were distinguished:
Dutch (n 5 1608), Surinamese-Hindustani (n 5 57), Surina-
mese-Creole (n 5 123), Antillean (n 5 41), Turkish (n 5 171),
Moroccan (n 5 261), Ghanaian (n 5 57), and other non-
Dutch countries (n 5 800). Overweight status at age 2 was
defined by the International Obesity Task Force (IOTF) age
and gender specific guidelines. We assessed the explanatory role
of prenatal factors (maternal age, height, parity, diabetes,
hypertension, pre-pregnancy-BMI, maternal education, smok-
ing habits, alcohol use and physical activity of the mother all
during pregnancy), birth outcome (birth weight, gestational
age and gender) and postnatal factors (weight gain in the first 6
months and duration of exclusive breastfeeding). Multivariate
logistic regression was used to analyse the data. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: Prevalence of overweight was significantly higher in the
Turkish (19.3%), Moroccan (16.9%) and Ghanaian (17.5%)
children (reference Dutch: 7.2%). Pre-pregnancy-BMI of the
mother was associated with overweight of the child and partly
contributed to the ethnic differences. Nevertheless, the risk of
being overweight remained increased in Turkish (OR: 2.43;
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95% CI: 1.42–4.15) Moroccan (OR: 2.09; 95% CI: 1.29–3.40)
and Ghanaian (OR: 2.58; 95% CI: 1.16–5.70) children. Most
of the ethnic differences were accounted for by weight gain
during the first 6 months of life. This factor reduced odds ratios
for most ethnic minority groups, however the risk was still
increased for the Turkish (OR: 1.78; 95% CI: 1.01–3.13) and
Moroccan (OR: 1.70; 95% CI: 1.03–2.83) children. Of all
other factors, only birth weight affected overweight but did not
explain ethnic differences.
Conclusions: Turkish, Moroccan and Ghanaian children in the
Netherlands have a 2 to 3 fold higher risk of being overweight,
which is partly explained by maternal pre-pregnancy BMI. The
most important explanatory factor was weight gain during the
first 6 months of life. In contrast to ethnicity and maternal pre-
pregnancy BMI, infants’ weight gain might be eligible for
intervention. More research is needed to the underlying factors
of this early weight gain to tackle ethnic differences in
overweight in children. Supported by the Netherlands Organisa-
tion for Health Research and Development (ZonMw).

P-1B-12

Growth from birth to adulthood and abdominal obesity
in a Brazilian birth cohort

D.A. González1, A. Nazmi2, C.G. Victora1

1Post-graduate Program in Epidemiology, Federal University of
Pelotas, Brazil; 2Department of Food Science and Nutrition,
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo, CA, USA

Rapid weight gain in childhood may increase the risk of
chronic adult diseases. Few studies have examined the effects
of lifecourse weight gain on waist circumference (WC), hip
circumference (HC) or waist-to-hip ratio (WHR).
Objective: To evaluate the effects of birthweight and weight gain
from birth to age 23y on WC, HC and WHR in young adults.
Methods: Population-based birth cohort study. Individuals
born in 1982 in Pelotas (southern Brazil) were visited on a
number of occasions from birth to age 23–24y. Assessment of
the three dependent variables (WC, HC and WHR) was
carried out in a sample 856 subjects in 2006 (442 males, 414
females). Weight gain from birth to early adulthood was
evaluated by using a conditional weight model in each period
(0–2, 2–4, 4–15, 15–18/19 and 18/19–23y). Conditional
growth analyses were carried out with adjustment for
confounders (family income at birth, maternal variables –
education, skin colour, height, BMI before the pregnancy,
smoking in pregnancy – and gestational age). WC and HC
were also mutually adjusted. Multiple linear regressions were
used in adjusted analyses, all stratified by sex. Stata 9.0 was
used for analysis. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Weight gains during all age ranges studied were positively
associated with WC and HC in both sexes. These effects were
strongest from the 4–15y range (b 5 5.0 cm for both circumfer-

ences; P , 0.001 in all the cases). Proxies for visceral adipose tissue
(WHR, and WC adjusted for HC) were associated with weight
gain after 2y in females (b 5 , 1.0 cm and P , 0.01) and after
4y in males (b 5 , 0.7 cm and P , 0.05). Subcutaneous adipose
and muscular tissues, assessed by HC adjusted for WC, were
associated with birthweight and weight gain from 0–2y in both
sexes (b 5 0.5 cm for males and 1.0 cm for females; P , 0.05),
and again with weight gains from 4–18y in males (b 5 0.5 cm;
P , 0.05) and 4–15y in females (b 5 1.7 cm; P , 0.001).
Interactions between weight gain and baseline nutritional status
were found for girls only. Rapid weight gain from 2–4y had a
stronger effect on WC adjusted for HC, as well as on WHR, for
girls born with intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) than for
those without IUGR (P for interaction 5 0.007). For the 0–2y
period, there was no such interaction. Likewise, rapid weight gain
from 2–4y had a stronger effect on these outcomes among girls
who were stunted at 2y than for those who were not stunted (P
for interacion 5 0.09).
Conclusions: Weight gains in utero and in the first two years
had long term effects on HC, but weight gain after age four
years was strongly associated with WC. Weight gains up to
age 2 years may reduce cardiovascular risk associated with
adult fat patterns in a middle-income setting. This study was
partially funded by The Wellcome Trust. The initial phases
of the cohort study were supported for the PRONEX, the
Brazilian Ministry of Health, International Development
Research Centre of Canada, and the United Nations
Development Fund for Women (UK).

P-1B-13

Socioeconomic position and trajectories of growth and
adiposity across childhood: the Avon Longitudinal Study
of Parents and Children

L.D. Howe1,2, K. Tilling1, B. Galobardes1, D.A. Lawlor1,2

1Department of Social Medicine, University of Bristol, Bristol,
United Kingdom; 2Medical Research Council Centre for Causal
Analyses in Translational Epidemiology, University of Bristol,
Bristol, United Kingdom

Objective: Growth is frequently used as an indicator of
overall child health, given its responsiveness to health, social
and environmental conditions. Additionally, it is associated
with longer-term health; shorter adults have increased risk for
cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes. Adiposity in
childhood has health and psychological consequences and is
associated with both adiposity and adverse health in
adulthood. Socioeconomic differentials in height and adip-
osity have been reported in children. There is, however,
limited understanding of the pattern of these differentials
across childhood: at what age do they emerge, do they change
over childhood, do they differ between boys and girls?
Methods: Using data from 7269 boys and 6769 girls from the
Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children, we examined
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trajectories of height and adiposity in children from birth to ten
years (median and IQR numbers of repeat measures per child
11, 5–19 for height; 9, 4–16 for weight). Adiposity was
measured as ponderal index (PI, kg/m3) for 0–2 year olds and
body mass index (BMI, kg/m2) for 2–10 year olds. Trajectories
were modelled using random effects multi-level models. We
explored how trajectories differed between socioeconomic
groups using several socioeconomic indicators.
Results: Four growth periods were estimated for height,
separately for boys and girls: boys 0–3, 3–10, 10–29 and
29–120 months, girls 0–2, 2–11, 11–32, and 32–120
months. There was some indication of each overall growth
pattern differing between socioeconomic groups, but socio-
economic differences in growth for each period were small.
Most of the socioeconomic differentials in height appear to be
driven by birth length, with higher socioeconomic mothers
having longer babies. Socioeconomic differentials in PI at
birth were not observed. There was some socioeconomic
gradient in PI across the first two years, with children from
lower socioeconomic groups being more adipose, but the
differences at this age were very small. Important socio-
economic differentials in adiposity emerged later in child-
hood, with the difference being more pronounced and
occurring earlier in girls compared with boys. For girls, BMI
started to increase more rapidly among lower socioeconomic
groups after approximately 6 years old, leading to earlier and
more pronounced socioeconomic inequalities in BMI than in
the boys. At seven years old, the mean BMI in girls whose
mothers were educated to less than O-level was 16.6 kg/m2

(SD 2.4), compared with 16.1 kg/m2 (SD 1.8) for girls of
mothers educated to degree level. The corresponding BMIs
for boys were 16.1 kg/m2 (SD 1.9) and 15.9 kg/m2 (SD 1.5).
Observed inequalities tended to be wider using maternal
education as the socioeconomic indicator, compared with
paternal education or household social class.
Conclusions: Since socioeconomic differentials in linear
growth (indicated by length or height) are established at
birth, interventions to reduce these should look at risk factors
in parental or earlier generations. The emergence of socio-
economic differentials in adiposity in later childhood suggests
interventions in infancy and early childhood may also be
relevant here, especially for girls.

P-1B-14

Maternal smoking during pregnancy and offspring
overweight: the role of familial factors

A.N. Iliadou1, I. Koupil2, E. Villamor3, D. Altman1,
N. Långström1, C. Hultman1, S. Cnattingius1,4

1Dept of Medical Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Karolinska
Institute, Stockholm, Sweden; 2Centre for Health Equity Studies
(CHESS), Stockholm University/Karolinska Institute, Stock-
holm, Sweden; 3Departments of Nutrition and Epidemiology,
Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, MA; 4Unit of Clinical

Epidemiology, Inst of Medicine, Karolinska University Hospital,
Stockholm, Sweden

Objectives: An association between maternal smoking during
pregnancy and childhood obesity has been found in several
recent studies, although the mechanism by which prenatal
smoking exposure influences offspring’s risk of overweight
remains unclear. We aim to investigate whether familial
factors confound the association between maternal smoking
during pregnancy and overweight in early adulthood in
Swedish males.
Methods: In a population-based cohort of 124 203 singleton
males born to Nordic mothers in Sweden between 1983 and
1988, we examined the association between maternal
smoking during pregnancy and the risk of overweight in
the offspring at around age 18 years. Data on pregnancy and
birth characteristics was obtained from the Medical Birth
Register, parental social characteristics from Census and
Education Register, and offspring outcome variables from
conscript examinations. Maternal smoking was measured and
recorded during the first antenatal visit, usually at 8 to 12
gestational weeks. We also investigated the association
between maternal smoking in pregnancy and offspring body
mass index within 8250 full siblings and 182 half siblings. By
examining effects of change in maternal smoking behaviour
between pregnancies, we aimed to partially control for
unmeasured familial confounding such as common genes
and shared environment. Fully adjusted analyses include
adjustments for offspring birth weight, head circumference,
gestational age, birth order, urban living and age at
conscription, maternal age, height, maternal body mass index
and pregnancy weight gain, parental education and socio-
economic status. Analyses were performed using generalised
estimating equation models and linear mixed models in SAS
taking into account the correlated structure of the data. The
study was approved by the research ethics committee of the
Karolinska Institutet.
Results: The risk of overweight was increased in sons of
smoking mothers compared to sons of non-smokers (adjusted
OR 1.42, 95% CI 1.35–1.49 and 1.56, 95% CI 1.46–1.66,
for 1–9 cigarettes per day, and more than 10 cigarettes per
day, respectively). Stratifying for maternal smoking habits
across two subsequent pregnancies, there was a significantly
increased risk of overweight in the second born son (adjusted
OR 1.71, 95% CI 1.40–2.09) if the mother smoked in both
pregnancies. On the other hand, neither first born sons of
mothers who quitted smoking between pregnancies nor
second born sons of mothers who started to smoke in the
second pregnancy were at significantly increased risk of
overweight. The effect of smoking during pregnancy on the
offspring’s body mass index was not present when the
association was evaluated within full and half sibling pairs.
Conclusions: Our results support the importance of familial
factors, more specifically shared environmental factors, in the
association between maternal smoking during pregnancy and
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overweight in young adult males. Funding: Swedish Research
Council and Swedish Council for Working Life and Social
Research.

P-1B-15

Mother’s smoking in pregnancy modifies the effects of size
at birth and concurrent body mass index on blood
pressure in adolescents

I. Koupil1, R. Silverwood2

1Centre for Health Equity Studies (CHESS), Stockholm
University/Karolinska Institute, Sveavägen 160, 106 91 Stock-
holm, Sweden; 2Department of Epidemiology and Population
Health, London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,
Keppel Street, London WC1E 7HT, United Kingdom

Objective: To investigate a modifying effect of maternal
smoking on associations of size at birth and length of
pregnancy with blood pressure at age 18 years.
Methods: We studied associations of length of pregnancy, birth
weight for gestational age, and body mass index at age 18 with
systolic blood pressure, pulse rate and hypertension at age 18 in a
register-based cohort of 1657 Swedish men born 1982–1985
(third generation UBCoS Multigen) in multivariable regression
analyses, adjusted for age at measurement, place of residence and
maternal education. We used a path analysis approach to examine
the relationships of mother’s pre-pregnancy body mass index with
birth weight for gestational age, body mass index and systolic
blood pressure in a sub-sample of 731 men with additional
information on maternal height and pre-pregnancy weight.
Analyses were conducted in STATA version 10 and Mplus
version 5.1. Ethics committee clearance was obtained.
Results: Among sons of smoking mothers, standardised birth
weight was negatively associated with systolic blood pressure
at age 18, both before and after adjustment for concurrent
body mass index. Such an association was not present among
sons of mothers who did not smoke in pregnancy (p-value
interaction 0.037). On the other hand, preterm birth
increased the risk of hypertension among sons of non-
smoking mothers (p-value interaction 0.027), both before
and after adjustment for concurrent body mass index. Among
sons of non-smoking mothers, standardised birth weight was
positively associated with body mass index at age 18, and
body mass index was the strongest predictor of high systolic
blood pressure (p-value interaction 0.036), pulse rate and
hypertension. Our path analysis models fit the data very well,
both for smokers and non-smokers separately and overall
(assessed using a multiple group analysis with no constraints).
Some of the estimated effects are clearly similar between the
two models (mbmi-bmi), whilst others differ markedly (e.g.
stdbwt - bmi, bmi - sbp), indicating a modifying effect of
maternal smoking on the pathways.
Conclusions: Mother’s smoking in pregnancy is a strong
modifier of the associations between foetal growth indicators

and later overweight and hypertension. Funding: VR and
FAS.

Figure 1: A priori path model fitted independently for smokers and
non-smokers (mbmi: mother’s pre-pregnancy body mass index;
stdbwt: birth weight for gestational age; bmi: body mass index at age
18; sbp: systolic blood pressure at age 18).

P-1B-16

Patterns of food intake and risk of diabetes and
cardiovascular disease in 12 y children in Pune
Maternal Nutrition Study

H.G. Lubree1, N.V. Thuse1, D. A. Raut1, P. S. Hardikar1,
T.B. Konde1, C.V. Joglekar1, L.V.Ramdas1, S.S. Naik1,
C.H.D. Fall2, C.S. Yajnik1

1Kamalnayan Bajaj Diabetology Research Centre, KEM
Hospital Research Centre, Pune, MS, India; 2MRC Epide-
miology Resource Centre, University of Southampton, South-
ampton General Hospital, Southampton, UK

Objective: The developing countries are undergoing a rapid
transition which has contributed to the escalating epidemic of
chronic non-communicable diseases. The key component of
this transition is the nutritional transition which involves
change in dietary pattern and physical activity associated with
urbanization. We examined the association between dietary
patterns and body composition and cardiovascular risk factors
at 12y in rural Indian children.
Methods: Pune Maternal Nutrition Study (PMNS) is an
ongoing, prospective study of maternal nutrition, fetal growth
and cardiovascular risk. At 12y follow-up the children
(n 5 690) were examined for body composition (DXA) and
cardiovascular risk factors (glucose, insulin, lipids, and blood
pressure). A customized food frequency questionnaire (FFQ)
was used to assess intake over the preceding one year for 16
food categories (114 food items). Principal component
analysis (PCA) was used to summarize the food intake. The
components summarise the intake information and are
independent of each other, hence can be used in multivariate
analysis. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and patients consent were obtained.
Results: These children were 12 y old with a BMI of 14.5 Kg/
m2 and fat% of 15.5. Their median (IQR) total plasma
cholesterol, HDL cholesterol and triglyceride concentrations
were 130 (116,145), 41 (37,47) and 55 (45,68) mg%
respectively. Median (IQR) systolic blood pressure was 106
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(99,113) mmHg. None of the children were vegans. 20% were
lacto vegetarian and 67% non vegetarian. In the PCA, 6
components (patterns) emerged, explaining more than 60%
variation. These were: increased frequency of consumption of
micronutrient rich foods like green leafy vegetables, fruits (P-1),
energy dense and bakery products (P-2), lentils-rice (P-3),
saturated fats (P-4), rotis (bread) (P-5) and more frequent
consumption of non-vegetarian and less of fermented foods (P-
6). We performed multivariate analysis for associations between
food intake and risk factors, results are shown as sd change in
risk factor per 1 sd change in frequency of food intake. P-1 was
associated with higher adiposity (fat %) (b 5 0.11, p , 0.01).
P-2 with plasma higher triglyceride concentrations and adiposity
(both, b 5 0.1, p , 0.01), P-4 with plasma cholesterol
concentrations (b 5 0.09, p , 0.05), and P-6 with higher
systolic blood pressure (b 5 0.09, p , 0.05).
Conclusion: Our results demonstrate the dietary patterns that
may contribute to the NCD risk in a rapidly transiting society
like Indians. On the background of intrauterine program-
ming by maternal nutrition, childhood exposure to urbanized
and globalised patterns of nutrition could predispose these
children to increased risk of type 2 diabetes and cardiovas-
cular diseases. Nutritional education of parents and children
may have a significant role in the prevention of NCDs.
Funding source: The Wellcome trust, UK.

P-1B-17

‘SYM-KEM’: School based lifestyle intervention project –
improvement in physical fitness with exercise program

V. Madkaikar, P. Kharkongor, M. Sayyad, S. Naik, S. Bhave,
A. Pandit, D. Bhide, R. Yeravdekar

Dept of Pediatrics, KEM Hospital, Pune and Symbiosis Institute
of Health Sciences, Pune, India

Objectives: (i) To evaluate the effect of an exercise program
on physical fitness parameters in school children. (ii) To
study the association of these parameters with birthweight,
current BMI, waist, skinfolds and parental BMI.
Methods: Participants: We studied 411 children (average age
11.6 yrs, 53% boys) from Grades VI & VII of Symbiosis School,
Pune, who were enrolled, in an intervention program for
prevention of childhood obesity since 2005 (‘SYM-KEM’).
Anthropometry: The height, weight & waist measurements
(children & parents), birth weights & sexual maturity ratings
(SMR) of children were obtained from the annual health records.
Fitness tests: Fitness tests were conducted before & after a 6
months intervention program with informed parental con-
sent. Four health & three sports related fitness tests were
conducted under the supervision of a sports consultant. The
test readings were compared with local standard norms1.
Intervention (Exercise) program: A 6-month basic fitness
program covering flexibility, endurance & muscular strength
was implemented 4 times a week.

Results: All fitness parameters except push-ups improved
significantly after intervention. In push-ups, children were
already above 75th centile at baseline (Table 1). The
improvement was independent of age, sex, BMI & SMR.

Table (1) Fitness parameters before & after intervention
(n 5 411).

Fitness Test

Before

Intervention Centile

After

Intervention Centile

% Improvement Median

(range)

Health Related

9 min run walk (mtrs) 1241 (199) 35–40 1291 (244) 45–50 2.4 (25.8 to 11.6)***

Sit ups (counts/min) 22.0 (10.1) 40–55 25.9 (10.2) 60–85 13 (26.9 to 50)***

Push ups (counts/min) 20.2 (10.9) 75–95 20.5 (10.6) 75–95 4.8 (234 to 48)NS

Sit & Reach (cm) 18.0 (5.6) ,5 19.0 (5.9) 5–10 3.3 (210 to 23)***

Sports Related

Skipping (counts/min) 68.5 (40.0) 55–75 87.5 (34.1) 85–95 28.9 (2.1 to 73.4)***

Shuttle Run (seconds) 12.8 (1.2) 35–40 12.4 (0.9) 55–60 2.3 (22.2 to 7.1)***

Standing Broad Jump

(mtrs)

1.28 (0.22) 50–55 1.35 (0.24) 70–75 6.0 (22.9 to 14.7)***

Values are Mean (SD). P-value by MLRA adjusted for age, sex, BMI and SMR grading.
***p , 0.001.
NS: Non-significant.

All baseline fitness parameters showed significant correlation
with current BMI (r , 5 20.35, p , 0.001 for all fitness
parameters), waist ( , 20.28, p , 0.001) and triceps skinfold
( , 20.25, p , 0.001) after adjusting for age, sex & SMR.
Five of the seven fitness parameters correlated significantly
with maternal BMI ( , 20.18, p , 0.05) (none with paternal
BMI). Birthweight correlated significantly with 9 min walk
(0.12, p , 0.05) and shuttle run (0.11, p , 0.05) but not
with other parameters.
Conclusions: The exercise programme implemented showed
significant effect in improving the health and sports related fitness
within a short time of 6-months. Child’s adiposity was associated
with baseline fitness parameters. Birthweight and maternal BMI
also showed correlations with some fitness parameters.

1. Nimkar, ND. Doctoral thesis, University of Mumbai,
2008.

P-1B-18

Obese status and metabolic syndrome among school-age
children in Beijing, China

J. Mi

Department of Epidemiology, Capital Institute of Pediatrics,
2 Ya Bao road, Beijing 100020, China

Obesity, with an increased risk for developing chronic disease,
is increasing dramatically in China. Few studies estimate the
obesity related metabolic syndrome (MetS) in Chinese
children and adolescents.
Objective: To determine the prevalence and clinical
phenotype of MetS among overweight and obese school-
children in Beijing.
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Methods: Based on Beijing Child and Adolescent Metabolic
Syndrome (BCAMS) study, 1 885 children with overweight
and obese were screened and recruited in a clinical examina-
tion including measurements of waist circumference, fasting
plasma glucose and insulin, serum lipid profile. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: The prevalence rates of MetS, based on the modified
NCEP definition for children, were 0.9%, 7.6% and 29.8% in
the normal weight, overweight and obese children, respectively.
Abnormal obesity (81.6%), elevated BPs (47.7%) and high TG
(35.6%) were the leading three metabolic abnormities among
obese children. More than one quarter of children suffered from
elevated BPs (29.8%), abnormal obesity (27.4%) and high TG
(26.0%). With the increase of body mass index, the clustering
of MetS components and insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) were
remarkably increased (P,0.001).
Conclusions: MetS has been in an epidemic status among the
obese children and adolescents in Beijing. Acknowledgments:
The study was supported by Grants (H030930030031,
D08050700320801) from Beijing Municipal Science &
Technology Commission.

P-1B-19

Maternal dietary type in pregnancy and child health
outcomes

J.M.D. Thompson1, C.R. Wall2

1Department of Paediatrics; 2Discipline of Nutrition, University
of Auckland, Private Bag 92019, Auckland 1142, New Zealand

Objective: Maternal diet during pregnancy has been related,
particularly in extreme circumstances, to early outcomes such as
birth weight. The objective of this analysis was to determine
whether the effects of maternal diet may have long term
consequences. As such we analysed whether maternal dietary type
during pregnancy has an effect on childhood health outcomes in
terms of BMI, body fat and cardiovascular risk factors.
Methods: The Auckland Birthweight Collaborative Study is a
longitudinal case-control study. All infants were born at term
and approximately half of the sample were born small for
gestational age (SGA) and the other half born appropriate for
gestational age (AGA). Data was collected from mothers
shortly after the birth of their infants in relation to socio-
demography, ante-natal and obstetric related factors. Mothers
also filled in semi-quantitative food frequency questionnaires
(FFQ) relating to dietary intake during the first and last
months of their pregnancies. From these FFQ’s we have
previously defined dietary types during pregnancy (junk,
traditional and healthy) using principle components analysis.
The children have been followed up at approximately 1, 3.5
and 7 years of age. At each time point weight, height and
percentage body fat (PBF) (via bio-electrical impedance) were
measured. The assessment at 3.5 and 7 years of age also

included measurement of systolic and diastolic blood
pressure. Analysis was carried out using standard regression
techniques that allowed for the disproportionate sampling of
the SGA infants. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: We were unable to detect any significant effect of
maternal dietary type during pregnancy on the children’s
health outcomes. For example a change of 1 s.d. in the junk
diet score during pregnancy was associated with an increase in
PBF at 3.5 (0.17%, p 5 0.70) and at 7 the effect was similar
(0.13%, p 5 0.81). The effects of the traditional and healthy
diet scores were in the opposite direction but again not
significant. Similarly the effects on blood pressure were not of
note, and relatively small in magnitude.
Conclusions: We have been unable to show any effect of
maternal dietary type on measures of obesity and cardiovas-
cular disease in childhood. This suggests that the effects of
maternal diet on child health may be relatively short term.
Alternatively, other factors such as child diet and environ-
mental exposures could be correlated with maternal diet or
simply over ride the effects of maternal diet due to the relative
closeness of these factors to the time of measurement of the
outcomes. On behalf of the Auckland Birthweight Colla-
borative Study.

P-1C-20

Maternal obesity and a high maternal nutritional plane
result in initial fetal overgrowth followed by slowing in
the fetal growth trajectory in late gestation

S.P. Ford1,2, Y. Ma1,2, N.M. Long1,2, L.A. George1,2,
A.B. Uthlaut1,2, M.J. Nijland1,3, P.W. Nathanielsz1,3

1Center for the Study of Fetal Programming, University of
Wyoming, Laramie, WY; 2Department of Animal Science,
University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY; 3Center for Pregnancy
and Newborn Research, University of Texas, Health Sciences
Center, San Antonio, TX, USA

Objective: Maternal obesity (MO) is paradoxically associated
with both macrosomia and IUGR reflecting competing
mechanistic processes dependent on multiple placental and
maternal and fetal metabolic, cardiovascular and endocrine
systems which clearly differ at different stages of gestation.
We used our established ovine model of MO and high
maternal nutritional plane (HNP) to determine their impact
on fetal growth rate, placental vascularity and circulating
hormone and metabolite concentrations in maternal and fetal
blood in the first and second halves of gestation.
Methods: Study design: We assigned mature ewes to control
(C, 100% NRC recommendation) or obesogenic (OB, 150%
NRC) diets from 60 days before conception to necropsy at
0.5 gestation (G, Term 5 150days; n 5 7/dietary group) or
0.9G (n 5 7/dietary group). Only singleton pregnancies were
studied. Analyzed by GLM procedures of SAS.
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Results: MO ewes body weight increased by , 30% from diet
initiation to mating (P , 0.05) and 43% and 52% from diet
initiation to 0.5 and 0.9G respectively. In contrast, C ewes
exhibited only modest nonsignificant body weight increases -
diet initiation to conception (2.9%), and 5.7% and 7.0% to 0.5
and 0.9G respectively. At 0.5G MO fetuses were , 30%
heavier and had greater crown rump length (CRL) than C
fetuses (P , 0.05). At 0.9G, fetal weight and CRL of C and
MO ewes did not differ suggesting slowed late gestational fetal
growth in MO versus C fetuses. Placental arteriole diameters
were markedly greater ( , 37%; P , 0.01) in OB versus C ewes
at 0.5G, but were similar at 0.9G.This corresponded to a
decrease in angiogenic factor mRNA and protein expression of
VEGF, PLGF, FGF-2, ANG-1 and ANG-2 in the placental
vasculature in OB ewes from 0.5 to 0.9G. At 0.5G, maternal
blood concentrations of glucose, insulin, and IGF-1 were
greater (P , 0.05) in OB than C ewes. At 0.9G, while glucose
and insulin remained elevated (P , 0.05) in the blood of MO
versus C ewes, IGF-1 concentrations had returned to levels
observed in the blood of C ewes. While blood glucose, insulin,
and IGF-1 levels were also elevated in fetal blood of MO versus
C ewes at 0.5G (P , 0.05), at 0.9G, only insulin remained
elevated in fetal blood of MO versus C ewes, while glucose
concentrations were reduced to levels found in C fetuses. Also at
0.9G, fetal IGF-1 concentrations were markedly lower
(P , 0.02) in the blood of MO versus C fetuses.
Conclusions: Our findings clearly implicate altered placental
angiogenesis as a contributory factor to the slowing of fetal
growth and the paradoxical occurrence of both macrosomia
and IUGR in the presence of MO and HNP. NIH INBRE
1P20RR16474.

P-1C-21

Long term effects on infant capuchin monkey adrenal
function after maternal exposure to constant light during
late gestation

C. Torres-Farfan1, N. Méndez1, L. Abarzua-Catalan1,
F.J. Valenzuela1, H. Reynolds1, G.J. Valenzuela2,
M. Serón-Ferre1,3

1Programa de Fisiopatologı́a, ICBM, Facultad de Medicina,
Universidad de Chile, Santiago; 2Women’s Health, Arrowhead
Regional Medical Center, Colton, CA; 3Universidad de
Tarapacá, Arica, Chile

During pregnancy the fetus may be exposed to some
detrimental conditions. However it copes with them and
programs for adaptation to the new environment to come, as
a newborn, infant and adult. It is clear that some detrimental
conditions experienced in utero have negative effects that
become apparent late in adult life, suggesting the presence of
compensatory mechanisms that allow normal function
between these life stages. The adrenal gland may be important
in this compensation. A condition that inevitably impacts the

fetus is the photoperiod to which the mother is exposed. In fact,
in capuchin monkey, maternal exposure to constant light during
the last third of gestation induced precocious maturation of the
fetal adrenal and resulted in increased plasma cortisol
concentrations in the newborn soon after birth1,2.
Objectives: explore effects of this treatment in the infant
monkey adrenal function.
Methods: Four pregnant capuchin monkeys were maintained
in constant light (LL) from 63% gestation to term and other
four remained in light:dark cycle (14:10; Control). After
delivery the newborns and their mothers returned to 14:10
photoperiod. We measured: i) plasma DHAS and cortisol
(RIA) response to exogenous ACTH at one and ten month in
infants pretreated with dexamethasone to suppress endogen-
ous ACTH and ii) we assessed directly adrenal function at 10
months of age by measuring in vitro the cortisol and DHAS
response to ACTH and mRNA and protein levels (RT-PCR
and immunoblot) of the key factors in steroid synthesis StAR
and 3b-HSD and adrenal weight.
Results: At one month of age plasma levels of cortisol and the
cortisol response to ACTH were doubled compared to
control infants whereas, plasma levels of DHAS and the
DHAS response to ACTH were markedly reduced. At 10
month of age, DHAS was still lower but closer that those
observed in control animals whereas cortisol response to ACTH
was similar to that of the control group. A compensatory
response was detected at the adrenal level, consisting in a 30%
increase in adrenal weight and about 50% reduction of protein
and mRNA levels of StAR and 3b-HSD and of the magnitude
of cortisol and DHAS response to ACTH in vitro.
Conclusion: Our results support that chronic maternal
exposure to constant light during the last third of gestation
induced different effects on newborn adrenal function in
DHAS and cortisol production and in the response of these
steroids to ACTH, at birth and at the 10 month of postnatal
life. We observed that the adrenal hyperfunction present at
one month of age subsided by 10 months of age, providing a
normal plasma cortisol response to ACTH. The mechanisms
involved at the adrenal level, were a decrease in steroidogen-
esis accompanied by an increase in adrenal size. We speculate
that these compensatory mechanisms overcome the adrenal
function alterations induced during pregnancy allowing the
infant to grow with a normal plasma cortisol concentration.

1. C. Torres-Farfan et al., J Pineal Res., 41:58–66, 2006.
2. C. Torres-Farfan et al., J Physiol., 554:841–856, 2004.

P-1C-22

The method of cross-fostering per se induces obesity and
hypertension in male offspring of control and obese mice

P.A. Matthews1, A.M. Samuelsson1, L. Poston1, P.D. Taylor1

1Division of Reproduction and Endocrinology, King’s College
London, United Kingdom
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Objective: Cross-fostering is often used in studies of
developmental programming to investigate the relative
contribution of exposure to a specific maternal environment
during the critical in utero and post natal periods. Our
objective was to determine the potential effects of the cross-
fostering procedure per se on the development of obesity and
blood pressure in offspring of control and obese mice.
Methods: Female C57BL/6J mice were fed either a control
diet (3% fat, 7% sugar) or a highly palatable, hypercalorific
diet (16% fat, 33% sugar) for six weeks and throughout
pregnancy and lactation1. On postnatal day 2, half of the
litters were cross-fostered to dams on the same diet as their
biological mother. The remainder of the litters were
suckled by their biological mother. All offspring were
weaned onto a control diet. Offspring body weights and
food intake were measured weekly. At three months of age
offspring blood pressure was measured by radio-telemetry
in conscious, unrestrained animals, following surgical
implantation of a probe into the left carotid artery.
Offspring inguinal fat pad mass was determined following
sacrifice.
Results: Both male and female cross-fostered offspring were
significantly heavier than the respective non-cross-fostered
‘controls’ over the time period studied (p , 0.01 or 0.001,
RM ANOVA). Calorific intake was increased in male and
female cross-fostered offspring of control but not obese dams
compared to the respective ‘controls’ (p , 0.001, RM
ANOVA). Inguinal white adipose tissue (WAT) mass was
significantly heavier in male, but not female cross-fostered
offspring compared to respective ‘controls’. Systolic blood
pressure was significantly increased in male cross-fostered
offspring compared to the respective non-cross-fostered
‘controls’ during both the day and night (male SBP [mmHg,
mean 6 SEM] Day: OC/C, 114.3 6 0.7, n 5 6 versus OC,
100.4 6 1.7, n 5 5, p , 0.001; OO/O, 120.3 6 1.8, n 5 6
versus OO, 105.3 6 2.4, n 5 6, p , 0.001; Night: OC/C,
123.2 6 1.1, n 5 6 versus OC, 108.8 6 2.2, n 5 5, p , 0.001;
OO/O, 134.3 6 2.1, n 5 6 versus OO, 121.4 6 1.9, n 5 6,
p , 0.001; unpaired t-test). In addition, diastolic blood pressure
(DBP) was significantly increased during both day and night in
male cross-fostered offspring of obese dams compared to the
respective ‘controls’ (p , 0.05 and p , 0.01 respectively). In
female offspring, no effect of cross-fostering on SBP was
observed, whilst DPB was significantly raised only in cross-
fostered offspring of obese dams during the night-time period
(p , 0.05).
Conclusions: The method of cross-fostering itself can
programme significant obesity and systolic hypertension in
male, but not in female offspring. An interaction of cross-
fostering with the maternal environment leads to diverse
effects on offspring diastolic blood pressure and appetite, with
hyperphagia only observed in cross-fostered offspring of dams
fed a control diet. These findings have important implica-
tions for the use of this technique for investigation of
critical periods relevant to developmental programming.

Acknowledgements: Funded by the British Heart Foundation
(FS/05/045) and EARNEST.

1. A.M. Samuelsson et al., Hypertension, 51:383–392, 2008.

P-1C-23

Perinatal programming of appetite control – influence of
birth weight and early postnatal growth on leptin

S.P. Sebert1, N. Dellschaft1, N.Patel1, L.L.Y. Chan1,
R.C. Bell2, D. Keisler3, D.S. Gardner4, H. Budge1,
M.E. Symonds1

1Early Nutrition Research Unit, Academic Child Health, School
of Clinical Sciences, University of Nottingham, United King-
dom; 2Alberta Institute of Human Nutrition, University of
Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada; 3Department of Animal
Sciences, University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri, USA and;
4School of Veterinary Medicine and Science, University of
Nottingham, United Kingdom

Objectives: To determine the influence of maternal caloric
intake during the period of maximal fetal growth on long term
programming of appetite control through modulation of leptin
action. Additionally, we aimed to establish the influence of early
postnatal growth on later metabolic outcomes.
Methods: Pregnant twin-bearing sheep were fed either a
control diet (C; n 5 20) or a 60% nutrient restriction diet
(NR; n 5 20) from 110 days up to term. (147 days). Mothers
gave birth naturally at term to twins. Ten offspring in each
group were then reared by their mother as singletons in order
to promote postnatal growth (high weight gain – HG).
Another group of 10 offspring from each group were reared
by their mother together as twins in order to restrict postnatal
growth (low weight gain – LG). The male:female ratio of each
group was 1. After weaning, all offspring were kept in a control
indoor environment up to 17 months of age. Overnight fasted
plasma samples were taken at weaning (3 months of age),
sexual maturity (7 months of age) and adulthood (17 months
of age) to measure fasting plasma leptin. At 17 months of age,
animals were kept for 2 weeks in individual pens to measure
their daily food intake. Appropriate institutional animal ethics
committee approval was obtained.
Results: A 60% reduction in maternal food intake during late
gestation significantly reduced their weight gain during this
period. Over this time whilst NR sheep gained 10% body
weight, C gained 40% in body weight (p , 0.001). Offspring
born to NR mothers weighed less (C: 4.8 6 0.21 kg, NR:
3.9 6 0.15 kg, p , 0.01). As expected HG offspring gained
more weight during the postnatal period (C-HG: 0.31 6 0.001,
C-LG: 0.23 6 0.01, NR-HG: 0.30 6 0.01 and NR-LG
0.24 6 0.01 kg/day). The NR-HG group exhibited the highest
fractional growth rate up to weaning when they increased their
body weight , 6 times compared with the NR-LG group that
only gained 4.5 times their body weight (p , 0.01). At weaning,
all animals had similar plasma leptin concentrations. However,
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by 17 months of age, NR-HG had significantly higher plasma
leptin compared to both the C-HG group and NR-LG groups
(p , 0.05). However, this alteration in plasma leptin was not
related to any significant changes in energy intake.
Conclusions: We have demonstrated that caloric restriction
during the period of maximal fetal growth is related to long term
changes in plasma leptin that are dependent on postnatal growth.
These changes in plasma leptin are, however, unable to modify
energy intake, implying central leptin resistance. We are now
undertaking further analysis of adipose tissue and hypothalamic
samples from these offspring to determine potential changes in
leptin production and central leptin signalling.

P-1D-24

Paternal age and offspring survival

H. Meister, J.K. Pedersen, A. Skytte, K. Christensen,
A-M. Nybo Andersen

Division of Epidemiology, Institute of Public Health, University
of Southern Denmark, J B Winsløws Vej 9B, DK-5000 Odense,
Denmark

Objectives: Advanced paternal age (APA) has been linked to a
number of adverse health outcomes in the offspring such as
intrauterine death, schizophrenia, and some cancers1–3. The
mechanisms behind such associations are debated, but point
mutations in the male germ cells4 and epigenetic changes5

have been suggested. It has been demonstrated that daughters
of old fathers in European aristocratic families had an
increased mortality. The authors suggested an x-linked
susceptibility to be the responsible mechanism6. The aim of
this study was to examine the association between paternal
age and long-term survival of the offspring as well as cause
specific mortality beyond their childhood years.
Methods: From the population covering Danish Twin
Registry we used the cohort of subjects born in 1870–1930
who survived to an age of 6 years. For 5,834 subjects the age
of their father at birth was registered, and these subjects
constituted the study population. We used survival analysis
to estimate the mortality hazards in four paternal age groups
(, 25 y, 25–34 y, 35–44 y, 451 y). Finally we estimated the
paternal age-related hazard ratios of death from cardiovascular
diseases, cancer, and other causes, respectively, to examine
whether there was any association between fathers age and
cause specific mortality. The Danish Twin Registry and the
analyses are approved by the Danish Data Protection Board.
Results: The overall mortality from age 6 years and onwards
did not differ between the paternal age groups. The Kaplan-
Meier survival curves for the four paternal age groups were
identical. We found no interaction between paternal age and
sex on mortality risk. In offspring of fathers aged 451y, we
found a hazard ratio of 1.26 (95% CI: 1.00–1.60) of dying
from cardiovascular diseases by, but no such increase for
deaths from cancer or other causes.

Conclusions: Overall, there was no evidence of an increased
mortality by offspring of older fathers, neither in men nor in
women. However, an increased mortality from cardiovascular
diseases with advanced paternal age was suggested.

1. Andersen et al. Am J Epidemiol., 160:1214–1222, 2004.
2. Yip et al. Int J Epidemiol., 35:1495–1503, 2006.
3. Malaspina et al. Arch Gen Psychiatry, 58:361–367, 2001.
4. J.F. Crow. Science, 301:606–607, 2003.
5. Perrin et al. Schizophr Bull., 33:1270–1273, 2007.
6. L.A. Gavrilov, N.S. Gavrilova. Springer-Verlag, 7–31, 2000.
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Maternal 1-C metabolism and cognitive function in the
offspring: The Pune Maternal Nutrition Study

V.K. Bhate1, C.V. Joglekar1, R.S. Ladkat1, H.G. Lubree1,
U.S. Deshmukh1, D.S. Bhat1, D.A. Raut1, S.V. Watve2,
V.S. Paralikar1, C.H.D. Fall 3, C.A. de Jager4

, C.S. Yajnik1

1Kamalnayan Bajaj Diabetology Research Centre, Pune-India;
2Jnana Prabodhini Institute of Psychology Pune-India; 3Medical
Research Council, Epidemiology Resource Centre, University of
Southampton-UK; 4Department of Physiology, Anatomy and
Genetics, University of Oxford, Oxford-UK

Objective: Folate and vitamin B12 (B12) are required in the
remethylation of homocysteine to methionine and then to S-
adenosylmethionine. S-adenosylmethionine is involved in
numerous one carbon transfer reactions involving proteins,
phospholipids, DNA, and neurotransmitter metabolism. B12

and folate are important in neuronal development and their
deficiency may lead to neuropsychiatric dysfunction. In a sub-
set of the Pune Maternal Nutrition Study (PMNS) cohort,
maternal B12 concentrations during pregnancy were positively
related to cognitive performance in the offspring at 9y of age.
We now report the relationship between maternal and
offspring B12 and folate nutrition with offspring cognitive
function at 12y of age in the whole PMNS cohort.
Method: We studied 690 children (331 girls). Maternal plasma
B12, total homocysteine (tHcy) and methymalonic acid MMA,
and red cell folate concentrations, were measured at 18 wks and
28 wks gestation. Tests of cognitive function in the children at
12y included: Colour Progressive Matrices (CPM-fluid intelli-
gence), Digit span (working memory), Colour trail (focused
attention), UCLA version of Rey’s auditory verbal learning
(AVLT-verbal learning & memory), Picture completion (visuo-
conceptual ability), and Block design (visuo-spatial skills).
Associations between maternal plasma B12 and folate status
and offspring cognitive function were analysed using linear
regression, adjusting for appropriate confounding variables.
KEM Hospital, Research Centre ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: The children were 12y old, 99% school going and
studying in the 5th standard. When compared with Indian
reference norms (NIMHANS), their cognitive performance was
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between 50th–75th percentile for CPM, picture completion and
colour trail A tests, and between 25th–50th percentile for colour
trail B, auditory verbal learning and block design tests. Age,
gender, head size, weight, socio-economic status and maternal
education were significantly positively associated with the child’s
cognitive function. We performed multivariate analysis for
associations between indicators of maternal 1-C metabolism and
cognitive function in the child, results are shown as sd change in
cognitive function per 1 sd change in exposure. After adjusting for
confounders, indicators of maternal 1- C metabolism at 28 wks
gestation were significant predictors of cognitive functions except
memory. Maternal tHcy (visuo-conceptual ability, b 5 0.09),
MMA (intelligence b 5 0.11, sustained attention b 5 0.11) and
folate concentrations (visuo-spatial skills b 5 0.16) favorably
predicted cognitive function (p , 0.05 for all) while maternal B12

unfavorably predicted visuo-spatial skills (b 5 0.11, p , 0.05).
The child’s own B12 status at the time of testing favorably
predicted sustained attention, verbal learning and memory
(b 5 0.11, p , 0.05 for all), however folate was not associated
with any cognitive function. Indicators of maternal 1-C
metabolism at 18 wks gestation were not associated with child’s
cognitive performance.
Conclusion: Our results indicate that 1-C metabolism during
intrauterine life may influence brain development and cognitive
function. The second half of pregnancy may provide a window of
opportunity for nutritional intervention (vitamin B12 & folate) to
improve neuro-cognitive function of the fetus. Support: Well-
come Trust UK and Department of Biotechnology of India.

P-2A-26

Life-course sociodemographic conditions and quality of
life among adolescents in a Brazilian birth cohort

H.D. Gonçalves1, D.A. González1, L. Anselmi1, A.M.B. Menezes1

1Post-graduate Program in Epidemiology, Federal University of
Pelotas, Brazil

Objective: To evaluate the associations of gender, skin colon,
maternal education at birth and socioeconomic position
(SEP) change from birth to 11–12y on familiar and social
aspects of Quality of Life (QoL) in early adolescence.
Methods: Population based birth cohort study. All the 5249
individuals born in Pelotas (southern Brazil) in 1993 were
repeatedly visited from birth to age 11–12y (follow-up rate
87.5%). Socioeconomic variables were collected in 1993 and
2004–05. This cohort is one of the few available in low and
middle income countries with data on sociodemographic and
health aspects of the children and their family. Information of
QoL was obtained in 2004–05 and seven variables were
selected for analysis, including familiar (bad relationship
with father, bad relationship with mother, frequent family
conflicts and frequent physical punishment by parents) and
social aspects (sensation of discrimination, fear of the
neighbourhood and academic failure). All the analyses were

developed in STATA 9.2, using Poisson regression in order to
estimate the relative risks. A hierarchical model was
considered for adjustment. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent were
obtained.
Results: Skin colour was associated with near all the familiar
outcomes (30–40% higher risk among non-whites compared
to whites), with the exception of family conflicts. Sex was
only associated with physical punishment by parents (30%
less frequent among girls). Maternal education was inversely
associated with bad relationship with father and mother,
physical punishment and family dysfunction. The association
with family conflicts was U-shaped and the intermediate level
of maternal education showed a protective effect. Current
poverty (always poor and non-poor/poor) was adversely
associated with all family aspects of QoL with the exception
of family conflicts, which was more frequent only among
those always poor. In relation to social aspects of QoL, fear of
the neighbourhood of residence and discrimination were
20–30% more frequent among women and non-whites
individuals when compared to their respective reference
groups. Non-whites adolescents also showed higher risk of
academic failure, but conversely female sex provided a
protective effect. Maternal education was inversely associated
with discrimination, but not with fear of the neighbourhood.
Academic failure was 20 times more frequent among
adolescents with lower maternal education at birth than the
better off, even after controlling for potential confounders.
Likewise, SEP change was not associated with fear of
neighbourhood, but was associated with discrimination,
which was more frequent among those currently poor (always
poor and non-poor/poor). Academic failure was also 2.5
times more frequent among subjects who were always poor
when compared to those who were never poor.
Conclusions: Lower SEP experienced across the life had an
accumulative effect on social and familiar aspects of QoL,
principally for academic failure. Skin colour and gender also
showed important long-term effects on different outcomes.
These results suggest than politics should be directed to
improve access to education of quality, especially in the lower
SEP groups, involving both parents and children. This would
help to minimize iniquities across the life and in next
generations.

P-2A-27

Maternal vitamin C administration prevents memory
impairment in adulthood following prenatal hypoxia

E.J. Camm, D.A. Giussani

Department of Physiology Development & Neuroscience,
University of Cambridge, United Kingdom

Objective: Previous studies have shown that prenatal hypoxia
can impair memory consolidation in the chick1, and if
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combined with preterm delivery, can delay learning ability in
lambs2. To date, it is unclear whether adverse conditions in
pregnancy such as prenatal hypoxia can programme neuro-
logical disease in adulthood. Furthermore, the mechanisms
underlying such impairments remain unknown. This study
tested the hypothesis that the developmental programming of
neurological disease by prenatal hypoxia is secondary to
oxidative stress. We investigated in rats the effects of prenatal
hypoxia on behaviour and cognitive function in adulthood,
and determined whether vitamin C had any neuroprotective
effects.
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Figure 1. Values are mean 6 SEM for (A) birth weight (B) latency
to find the submerged platform in the water maze over 4 days of
training, and (C) search time in the target quadrant during the probe
trial, in offspring of control (C, white), hypoxic (H, black),
hypoxic 1 vitamin C (HC, dark grey) or control 1 vitamin C (CC,
light grey) pregnancies. *P , 0.05 vs. control, #P , 0.05 vs. hypoxic,
, P , 0.05 vs. day 1 of training (One-way ANOVA or Two-way
ANOVA 1 Tukey’s test).

Methods: From days 6–21 of pregnancy, 44 female Wistar
rats (n 5 5–6 per group) were divided into control (C: 21%
O2) and hypoxic (H: 14% O2) pregnancies, with and without
vitamin C (0.5 g.100 ml21 in drinking water). At birth, litters

were culled to 8 pups, and weighed weekly until the
completion of the study. At 3.5 months, open field and
Morris water maze testing was performed to assess exploratory
behaviour and cognitive function, respectively. To control for
sex and within litter variation, only up to 2 male offspring
from any one litter were studied (n 5 10–12 per group).
Results: Relative to controls, hypoxic pregnancies tended to
reduce birth weight (Fig. 1A), and significantly increased
catch-up growth from postnatal days 7–14 (fractional growth
rate: H: 1762%, P , 0.05). Maternal treatment with
vitamin C significantly improved birth weight in hypoxic
pregnancies (P , 0.05); fractional growth rates were unaltered
(20.462%). All rats learnt the position of the submerged
platform in the water maze as the experiment progressed
(decrease in latency, P , 0.001, Fig. 1B). After four days of
training, the platform was removed, and a probe test was
performed. Relative to controls, hypoxic animals spent less
time searching in the quadrant that had previously contained
the submerged platform, and more time in the opposite
quadrant (P , 0.05, Fig. 1C), suggesting impaired memory
retention. Maternal treatment with vitamin C significantly
reducedthigmotactic(wall-hugging) behaviour (P , 0.05, data
not shown), and improved performance in the probe trial
(P , 0.05). There was no treatment effect on open field
performance, as measured by path length, speed, and the
percentage of time spent in the centre and periphery of the arena.
Conclusions: The data show that prenatal hypoxia can impair
memory retention in adulthood. Maternal treatment with
vitamin C improved performance in the Morris water maze
following prenatal hypoxia, suggestingthat oxidative stress-
could be a key link in the developmental programming of
neurodegenerative disease. Support: The British Heart
Foundation, The Royal Society and the BBSRC.

1. E.J. Camm et al., Reprod Fertil Dev., 12:165–172,
2000.

2. E.J. Camm et al., Dev Brain Res., 132:141–150, 2001.

P-2A-28

Developmental programming of dysfunctional hypotha-
lamic neural stem cells in leptin deficient, low birth
weight newborns

M. Desai1, T. Li1, M.G. Ross1

1Dept. of Ob/Gyn, LABioMed at Harbor-UCLA Med.
Ctr. USA

Objective: Appetite regulatory circuits in the hypothalamus
develop in utero to assure neonatal food intake, and the set-
points for appetite regulation are programmed during the
gestational and lactational newborn periods. Low birth weight
(LBW) offspring have a programmed dysfunction in
hypothalamic neuronal development with reduced anorexi-
genic neural pathways and dysregulation of central signaling
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of orexigenic and anorexigenic neuropeptides. Programmed
hyperphagia and obesity in LBW offspring results, in part,
from impaired anorexigenic mechanisms. Although leptin
and insulin serve as hypothalamic modulators of appetite/
satiety in the adult, they have critical neurotrophic properties
during fetal life, including development of hypothalamic
appetite pathways. As LBW offspring have decreased cord
blood leptin and insulin levels, we hypothesized that reduced
neurotrophic stimulation during critical periods may alter the
development of appetite pathways. We utilized neural stem
cells (NSC) to investigate the growth and differentiation of
hypothalamic neuronal cells, in response to leptin and
insulin. We hypothesized that LBW-associated leptin-defi-
ciency (LD) causes impaired neuronal NSC proliferation and
differentiation.
Methods: Control dams received ad libitum food, whereas
study dams were 50% food-restricted from pregnancy day
10 to 21 to produce LBW-LD newborns. At day 1 of age,
hypothalamus was dissected and cultured in complete
medium (CM) containing growth factors and heparin.
At day 8–9 of culture, NSC were digested and seeded in
CM or differentiating medium (DM; without growth
factors and heparin) for basal studies. For studies of
neurotrophic proliferation responses, NSC cultured in CM
were treated with leptin (10, 20, 40 ng/ml) or insulin (10,
20, 40 mg/ml) every 48 h for 8 days and proliferation rate
measured by MTT assay. For differentiation responses,
NSC cultured in DM were treated with leptin or insulin
(as above) and cell differentiation quantified by expression
(Western Blot) of neuronal (NeuN, Tuj1) or astrocyte
(GFAP) markers.
Results: The basal proliferation index of NSC was significantly
reduced in LD newborns (15%). Although LD and Control
NSC responded to leptin and insulin with dose-dependent
increments in proliferation, LD NSC displayed reduced
proliferation at all doses as compared to Controls (50–60%).
Further, LD had reduced basal differentiation to both
neuronal (Tuj1, 22%) and astrocyte (GFAP, 42%) cell lines,
as compared to Controls. In response to leptin, both LD and
Controls showed dose-dependent increments in differentia-
tion though at all times, the LD exhibited reduced neuronal
( , 34%) and astrocyte ( , 29%) differentiation as compared
to Controls. In response to insulin, both LD and Controls
showed dose-dependent increment only in neuronal differ-
entiation. Once again, LD exhibited reduced neuronal
( , 32%) and astrocyte ( , 40%) differentiation as compared
to Controls.
Conclusions: Low birth weight, leptin-deficient newborns
have programmed dysfunctional hypothalamic neuronal stem
cells, evident by reduced basal and stimulated proliferation
and neuronal/astrocyte differentiation. These results indicate
that impaired NSC proliferation and differentiation is the
likely etiology for reduced anorexigenic neural pathways in
LBW offspring, and contribute to the resulting hyperphagia
and obesity.

P-2A-29

Rat embryonic hypothalamic neural stem cells response to
trophic factors: Selective differentiation responses to
leptin and insulin

M. Desai1, T. Li1, M.G. Ross1

1Dept. of Ob/Gyn, LABioMed at Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr.
USA

Objective: Although leptin and insulin serve as hypothalamic
modulators of appetite/satiety in the adult, they have critical
neurotrophic properties during fetal life, including develop-
ment of hypothalamic appetite pathways. Low birth weight
(LBW) offspring have a programmed dysfunction in
hypothalamic neuronal development with dysregulation of
central signaling of orexigenic and anorexigenic (satiety)
neuropeptides. As LBW offspring have decreased cord blood
leptin and insulin levels, we hypothesized that reduced
neurotrophic stimulation during critical periods may alter the
development of appetite pathways. We utilized neural stem
cells (NSC) to investigate the growth and differentiation of
hypothalamic neuronal cells in response to leptin and insulin.
We determined the putative signaling pathways essential for
proliferation versus differentiation.
Methods: Hypothalamus from E20 control rat embryo and
cultured in complete medium (CM) containing growth
factors and heparin. At day 8–9 of culture, NSC were seeded
in CM or differentiating medium (DM; without growth
factors and heparin) for basal studies. For studies of
neurotrophic proliferation responses, NSC cultured in CM
were treated with leptin (10, 20, 40 ng/ml) or insulin (10, 20,
40 mg/ml) every 48 h for 8 days and proliferation rate
measured by MTT assay. For differentiation responses, NSC
cultured in DM were treated with leptin or insulin (as above)
and cell differentiation quantified by expression (Western
Blot) of neuronal (NeuN, Tuj1) or astrocyte (GFAP)
markers. Signaling pathways were examined by measure of
select molecules (Notch 1, Hes1, pERK1/2 and pSTAT3)
and NSC responses in the presence of selective pathway
antagonists.
Results: Both leptin and insulin enhanced NSC proliferation.
In CM cultures, there was a dose-dependent effect of leptin
(35%, 39%, 72%) and insulin (23%, 28%, 43%) on NSC
proliferation. However, there were selective NSC differentia-
tion and signaling responses to leptin and insulin. Leptin
treatment of NSC in DM cultures resulted in marked increase
in expression of neuronal markers (NeuN: 185%; Tuj1:
46%) with a non-significant trend towards increased astrocyte
marker (GFAP). In contrast, insulin treatment caused
significant increase in GFAP (78%) with non-significant
increment in NeuN and Tuj1. In studies of signaling
responses, leptin and insulin induced NSC proliferation in
association with increased Notch1 and Hes1, as well as
increased phosphorylation of ERK1/2 and STAT3. In
contrast, NSC differentiation was associated with inhibition
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of Notch1 and activation of ERK1/2 and STAT3 pathway.
Inhibition of ERK activation by PD98059 or STAT3 by
AG490 completely blocked leptin/insulin induced NSC
proliferation and differentiation.
Conclusions: Leptin and insulin have potent effects on NSC
proliferation, with selective effects on NSC differentiation,
enhancing neuronal or glial cells, respectively. Both NSC
proliferation and differentiation include ERK1/2 and STAT3
pathways, though only proliferation includes Notch1 and
Hes1 signaling. These results indicate a critical role of in
utero neural trophic factors and suggest that excess or
deficient leptin/insulin associated with IUGR or macrosomic
fetuses, may permanently alter neural pathway development
and adult behavior.

P-2A-30

A comparison of intra-uterine and early postnatal head
growth and subsequent cognitive development in term
low birthweight infants in Brazil and the UK – evidence
for a critical period?

A.M. Emond1, P.J. Blair1, P.I.C. Lira2, S.H. Eickman2,
M.C. Lima2, R.J. Amorim2, A. Ashworth3

1University of Bristol, UK; 2Federal University of Pernambuco,
Recife, Brazil; 3London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, UK

Infants born at term with low birthweight (LBW) are
recognized to show impairments in their mental and motor
development, but debate continues as to the relative
importance of intra-uterine and post-natal insults on
subsequent development, and on the contribution of poverty
and continuing undernutrition on outcome. We have used
birth cohorts from very different social settings to investigate
the relationship between head growth and subsequent IQ in
term LBW, and to assess whether there is evidence for a
critical period.
Objective: to investigate the relation between head growth
during different time periods and IQ at 8 years, and to
identify factors associated with more rapid head growth.
Methods: a) Brazil: Two parallel cohorts of term LBW and
appropriate birth weight (ABW) infants were enrolled at birth
in Northeast Brazil. Anthropometric measurements were made
at birth, 2 m, 6 m, 12 m, 24 m and at 8 years. Cognition was
assessed at 8 years (n 5 164) with the Weschler Intelligence
Scale for Children (WISC III). b)UK: A population-based birth
cohort from South West England- the Avon Longitudinal
Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC)- was used.
Anthropometric measurements at birth, 2 m, and 9 m and
were available from 7035 term infants, of whom 158 (2.2%)
were term LBW. Cognition was assessed at 8 years (n 5 3901)
using the WISC III. In both datasets, the head circumference
measurements were converted to SD scores using the updated
British 1990 Growth Reference. Multivariable analysis with a

two-stage residual model was used to relate head growth
between successive time points with IQ. Appropriate institu-
tional ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained in both the Brazil and UK studies.
Results: Mean birth weight in the term LBW group was
2.35 kg in Brazil vs 2.28 kg in UK, and in the ABW group
3.21 kg in Brazil vs 3.49 kg in UK. At 8 years, mean IQs were
lower in the LBW vs the ABW groups in both settings: 75.2
vs 79.4 in Brazil and 97.8 vs 104.8 in UK. In the LBW group
from Brazil, head growth from birth-2 m and from 2–6 m,
conditional on previous size, were significant independent
predictors of IQ at 8 years. Head growth from 6m-8 years
and head size at birth were unrelated to IQ. In the ABW
group there was no significant relationship between condi-
tional head growth and IQ for any time period. Determinants
of more rapid head growth from birth-6m in LBW infants
were maternal height and rate of weight gain. In the LBW
group from UK, head growth between birth and 2m was
associated with IQ at 8 years. Head size at birth and head
growth from 2–9m were unrelated to IQ. In the ABW group
from the UK there was also an association between head
growth between birth-2m and 2m–9m and IQ, although the
relationship between increasing head gain and IQ was more
striking amongst the LBW group.
Conclusions: In term LBW infants, head growth from birth-
6m is more important than prenatal or later postnatal head
growth in predicting IQ at 8 years. Funding support:
Wellcome Trust, UK and CNPq, Brazil.

P-2A-31

Antioxidant defenses in hippocampus of adult rats
submitted to neonatal handling

F.U. Fontella1, C. Noschang2, R. Krolow2, D. Arcego2,
L.A. Diehl2,3, A.P. Toniazzo2, M.Z. Goldani1, C. Dalmaz2,3

1Núcleo de Estudos da Saúde da Criança e do Adolescente –
Hospital de Clı́nicas de Porto Alegre – Universidade Federal do
Rio Grande do Sul. Rua Ramiro Barcelos, 2350 CEP 90035-
903 - Porto Alegre/RS – Brazil; 2Departamento de Bioquı́mica,
UFRGS, Brazil; 3Programa de Pós-Graduação em Neurociên-
cias, UFRGS, Brazil

Objective: Neonatal handling is an experimental paradigm of an
early experience which permanently alters hypothalamic-pitui-
tary-adrenal axis function resulting in increased ability to cope
with stress and decreased emotionality and sexual behavior. It
also produces morphological changes in critical neuroendocrine
areas that are involved in social bonding in adult rats (1–3). As
early as the prenatal or neonatal period, stress can alter the rate of
cognitive decline and neurodegenerative changes in the brain,
with prenatal restraint and maternal separation usually causing
damage to the brain, whereas brief neonatal handling confers
resilience to stressors in adulthood and to age-related memory
decline (4–6). The occurrence of negative outcomes of early
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stress can be reversed by subsequent events known to be
beneficial to the ageing process. After the early developmental
period, it is currently unknown how stress will impact on the
ageing process, due to a lack of studies. On the other hand, the
brain is specially susceptible to oxidative stress because it has
high oxygen consumption and low antioxidant defenses system.
In the present work we investigated the effect of neonatal
handling (10 minutes/day during 10 days) on antioxidant
defenses and on DNA damage in adult rat hippocampus, a
structure of brain involved with memory and particularly
susceptible to influences of stress hormones.
Methods: Litters were divided into intact and handled. In the
handled group, pups were placed in an incubator (32o C)
10 min/day, from days 1 to 10 after birth. Litters were
weaned and separated by sex on postnatal day 21. On
postnatal day 60, the animals were sacrificed and the
hippocampus was dissected and part of it was immediately
used in single-cell gel electrophoresis (Comet) assay in order
to detect DNA damage. The other part was kept at 2708C
until analysis of the antioxidant enzymes activities SOD
(superoxide dismutase), GPx (glutathione peroxidase) and
CAT (catalase).
Results: Results were analyzed by Student’s t test. No
differences between handling and intact groups were found
on SOD, GPx and CAT activities in hippocampus neither in
Comet assay.
Conclusions: We concluded that handling does not confer
antioxidant protection, nor induces oxidative stress on the rat
hippocampus. Therefore, the antioxidant defenses probably
do not contribute to long-term alterations observed in the
animals handled in early life.

1. A.S. Todeschin et al., Horm Behav., 56:93–100, 2009.
2. R.L. Huot et al., Psychopharmacol., 158:366–373, 2001.
3. D.D. Francis et al., Neurosci J., 22:7840–7843, 2002.
4. M.C. Pardon, I. Rattray. Neurosci Biobehav Rev.,

32:1103–20, 2008.
5. M.J. Meaney et al., Neurobiol Aging, 12:31–38, 1991.
6. A.L. Rodrigues et al., Brain Res., 1002:94–9, 2004.

P-2A-32

Effects of neonatal malnutrition caused by milk produc-
tion inhibition at distinct periods of lactation on the
behavior of adult offspring

Fraga-Marques MC1,2, Bonomo IT2, Pires L2, Silva JO1,
Claudio Neto S1,2, Passos MCF3, Lisboa PC2, Moura EG2,
Manhães AC1

1Laboratory of Neurophysiology, Department of Physiological
Sciences; 2Laboratory of Endocrine Physiology, Department of
Physiological Sciences, Biology Institute, State University of Rio
de Janeiro. Vinte e oito de setembro Avenue 87, Rio de Janeiro
city, Brazil; 3Applied Nutrition Department, Nutrition Insti-
tute, State University of Rio de Janeiro. São Francisco Xavier
Street 524, Rio de Janeiro city, Brazil

Objective: Maternal hypoprolactinemia induced by bromo-
criptine (BRO) treatment at the end of lactation programs for
obesity1 and hypothyroidism2 in adult offspring and these
changes may affect behavior, but if the prolactin inhibition
occurs in mid-lactation the obesity does not happens, but
hypothyroidism will still be present. In the present study, we
analyzed the long-term effects of maternal hypoprolactinemia
at mid- and late lactation associated with learning/memory,
novelty-seeking and anxiety levels in adult male rat offspring.
Methods: 1) Mid of lactation: lactating rats were divided into 2
groups: injected twice a day with 1 mg of BRO (MIDBRO 5

17) or saline (MIDC 5 22) at 7th, 8th and 9th days; 2) End of
lactation: injected using the same protocol at 18th, 19th and
21th days (ENDBRO 5 44; ENDC 5 34). Offspring were
tested at adulthood. Test 1: Anxiety levels were assessed in
elevated plus-maze (EPM). Time spent in the open arms, total
number of arm entries (open1closed), and decision making
(time in the central area) were recorded over a period of 10 min
(subdivided into four 2.5 min segments: S1 to S4). Test 2: Rats
were tested in the hole board arena (HB) in order to assess
novelty-seeking behaviour. Rats were allowed 10 min to explore.
The number of explored holes (head-dips) was noted.
Results: EPM: Mid lactation period – An interaction (ANOVA:
F 5 2.9, df 5 3, P 5 0.038) between TREATMENT (MID-
BRO X MIDC) and SEGMENT (S1 to S4) was observed
regarding the duration of open arms visits: the decrease in time
spent in the open arms throughout the 4 segments was
significantly more accentuated in MIDC (from 10.0 6 3.1 s in
S1 to 1.0 6 0.9 s in S4) than in MIDBRO (from 3.2 6 1.8 s in
S1 to 1.6 6 1.1 s in S4). End of Lactation – ENDBRO rats
(8.8 6 3.3 s) spent less time (Mann-Whitney: Z 5 2.4,
P 5 0.018) in the open arms than C (27.0 6 8.2 s). ENDBRO
rats (15.7 6 2.1 entries) had smaller number (ANOVA:
F 5 15.9, df 5 1, P , 0.001) of total arm entries than ENDC
(27.6 6 2.1 entries). ENDBRO rats (7.4 6 1.0 s) spent less time
in the central area (ANOVA: F 5 16.4, df 5 1, P , 0.001) than
ENDC (13.5 6 1.0). HB: There were no significant differences
regarding the number of head dips between groups neither
during mid- or late lactation.
Conclusions: Irrespective of the milk inhibition period,
anxiety levels were more susceptible to the effects of
malnutrition than novelty-seeking behavior. Support:
FAPERJ, CNPq, CAPES, SR2-UERJ.

1. I.T. Bonomo et al., J Endocrinol., 192:339–344, 2007.
2. I.T. Bonomo et al., J Endocrinol., 198:331–337, 2008.

P-2A-33

Effects of maternal hyperleptinaemia during lactation on
learning/memory, anxiety-like and novelty-seeking beha-
vioral traits in adult rat offspring

Fraga-Marques MC1,2, Pereira-Toste F1, Silva JO1,
Claudio Neto S1,2, Passos MCF2,3, Lisboa PC2,
Moura EG2, Manhães AC1
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1Laboratory of Neurophysiology, Department of Physiological
Sciences; 2Laboratory of Endocrine Physiology, Department of
Physiological Sciences, Biology Institute, State University of Rio
de Janeiro. Vinte e oito de setembro Avenue 87, Rio de Janeiro
city, Brazil; 3Applied Nutrition Department, Nutrition Insti-
tute, State University of Rio de Janeiro. São Francisco Xavier
Street 524, Rio de Janeiro city, Brazil

Objective: Previously, we have shown that hyperleptinaemia
caused by neonatal injections of leptin in the rat pups results
in increased anxiety levels and novelty-seeking behavior at
adulthood, without affecting memory/learning1. Here, we
studied whether maternal hyperleptinaemia during lactation
could affect these behaviors in the adult offspring.
Methods: During the first 10 days of lactation (from PN1 to
PN10), lactating Wistar rats were s.c. injected once per day
with either 50 ml of saline (SAL, n 5 11) or murine leptin
(LEP - 8 mg/100 g of body mass, n 5 11). Experiment 1:
Learning/memory was assessed at PN140 in the radial arm
water maze (RAWM). Each animal was tested 4 times (trial) a
day for 5 consecutive days. They were allowed 2 min to
explore and find the hidden escape platform. The latency to
find the platform was noted. Experiment 2: At PN148,
anxiety levels were assessed in the elevated plus-maze (EPM).
Entries into the open arms (Entries OA) and total number of
arm entries (Entries TT) were recorded over a period of
10 min.Experiment 3: At PN 149, animals were tested in the
hole board arena (HB) in order to assess novelty-seeking
behavior. Animals were allowed 10 min to explore. The
number of explored holes (head-dips) was recorded.
Results: Exp. 1: LEP rats (567 6 140 s) displayed a significantly
(ANOVA: F 5 5.5, df51, P 5 0.03) shorter time than C ones
(728 6 212 s) to find the hidden platform. Exp. 2: LEP rats
(1.8 6 0.6) presented significantly higher number of Entries
OA (ANOVA: F 5 5.9, df 5 1, P 5 0.026) than C ones
(0.4 6 0.2). No differences between groups were observed
regarding Entries TT (ANOVA: F 5 0.002, df 5 1, P . 0.05).
Exp. 3: There were no significant differences (ANOVA:
P . 0.05) between groups regarding the number of head dips.
Conclusions: Maternal hyperleptinaemia reduces anxiety
levels and improves learning and memory performance at
adulthood without interfering with novelty-seeking behavior.
Thus, the programming effect of neonatal hyperleptinemia
on behavior depends on the via of administration and
maternal hyperleptinemia may induce milk or gastrointestinal
imprinting factors on the offspring. Support: FAPERJ,
CNPq, CAPES, SR2-UERJ.

1. M.C. Fraga-Marques et al., Horm. Behav., 55:272–279, 2009.

P-2A-34

Gene expression profiling in laser-microdissected hippo-
campal subregions of prenatally undernourished adult
female rat offspring

M. Fraser1,2,3, L.A. McNoe4, B. Ikenasio-Thorpe1, R.J.
Landon1, A.E. Reeve4, M. Davison5, B.H. Breier6

The Liggins Institute1; Department of Physiology2 and National
Research Centre for Growth and Development3; The University
of Auckland, Auckland; Department of Biochemistry and the
Otago Genomics Facility4; University of Otago Dunedin;
Department of Psychology5; Faculty of Science, The University of
Auckland; Institute of Food, Nutrition and Human Health6;
Massey University, Albany Campus, Auckland, New Zealand

Objective: Prenatal nutrition has the potential to program brain
function and change the development of metabolic and
cognitive outcome during postnatal life. (1–3) To elucidate
the molecular mechanisms by which early life undernutrition
may impact on the development of the hippocampus, a brain
structure important in establishing learning and memory, and
hence for cognitive performance, we compared the transcrip-
tional profiles of hippocampal subregions cornu ammonis
(CA)1, CA2/3 and dentate gyrus (DG) from adult female
rat offspring whose mothers were undernourished or fed
ad-libitum during pregnancy.
Methods: Pregnant Wistar rats were fed either ad libitum
(AD) or 30% of AD intake of a standard chow diet
throughout gestation (UN). At weaning (3 weeks), female
offspring from AD or UN mothers were fed a chow diet for
the remainder of the study. Brains were collected at 20 weeks
and hippocampal subregions CA1, CA2/3, and DG were
isolated from coronal rat brain slices by laser microdissection
and RNA was isolated, amplified, and hybridized to a
rat oligonucleotide microarray containing approximately
10,000 transcripts ( , 50 mer oligonucleotides). Gene
expression analysis included Genespring, GeneGO Metacore,
and Ingenuity Pathway analysis. To gain insight into the
biological relevance of observed gene expression changes by
perinatal undernutrition, genes with at least a 1.5-fold change
and p-value <0.05 (Fisher’s exact test) were selected and
categorised using gene ontology-based algorithms into
biological functions, canonical pathways, and gene networks.
Results: Numerous signalling, biosynthesis and metabolic path-
ways, including oxidative phosphorylation, amyloid processing,
LXR/RXR activation, aminoacyl-tRNA, phenylalanine, tyrosine
and tryptophan biosynthesis, cell cycle and cell death regulation,
mitochondrial dysfunction, b-adrenergic and IL-4 signalling
pathways were significantly influenced by prenatal undernutrition.
Conclusions: The results of this study provide insight into
molecular pathways by which prenatal undernutrition may
influence the development of cognitive function in adult life
and provide a basis for generating hypotheses about the
impact of nutrition before birth on long-term cognitive
function and learning outcome.

1. B.A. Ikenasio-Thorpe et al., J. Endocrinol., 193:31–37, 2007.
2. J. Landon et al., Learning and Behavior., 35:79–86, 2007.
3. J. Landon et al., In: Developmental Origins of Health and

Disease. 370–378, 2006.
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P-2A-35

Early childhood obesity is associated with poor cognitive
development

M. Galván1,2, J. Kain2, R. Uauy2,3

1Institute of Health Sciences (ICSA), U. Autónoma Estado
de Hidalgo, Pachuca, México; 2Institute of Nutrition
and Food Technology (INTA), U. of Chile, Santiago,
Chile; 3London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,
London, UK

Objective: To determine the relationship between obesity
and intellectual development in 5y-old children attending
public nursery schools in Santiago, Chile.
Methods: Cross-sectional evaluation nested in a cohort study,
anthropometric data was collected in 104 non-obese (N-Ob)
(BMI > 21 Z to <1) and 109 obese children (Ob) (BMI .

2 Z) (WHO 2006). We applied the Intelligence Wechsler
Scale WPPSI-R (IQ) and assessed socioeconomic status (SES:
medium, low-medium, and low) from household resources
and educational level of the main provider. Outcomes
were analysed as continuous variables; normality was tested
prior to using parametric statistics, uni and multivariate
analyses were used to meet the objective. The study was
approved by INTA’s Ethics Committee; participants provided
informed consent.
Results: 49% were girls, average IQ was 92 6 9, differences by
age (4y: 94 6 9; 5y: 91 6 9 p , 0.01) were noted, no
differences found by obesity status (N-Ob vs Ob) and sex.
Mean IQ in N-Ob preschoolers was higher than in Ob of
medium SES (p , 0.001). A trend for lower IQ was observed
in obese children by SES (p , 0.001) (Figure 1). The
interactions between obesity and socioeconomic status were
significant (p , 0.01); thus, multivariate analysis (MA) was
conducted for each SES. Table 1 summarizes results showing
a negative effect of BMI on IQ for children of medium
SES (p 5 0.038). In older children the IQ were lower. The
multivariate model explained 20.5% of the variability in IQ.
The effect of BMI on IQ was not significant for other SES
levels. Children of lower socioeconomic levels had lower IQ
scores independent of Ob status. Our results strengthen the
hypothesis that obese children have a lower performance on
cognitive tests. This might be due to sedentary lifestyles and
psychosocial-emotional problems1–3.
Conclusions: this study provides evidence that childhood
obesity is associated with poorer cognitive development in
pre-school children of low income families, especially those
slightly better off. Young children’s cognitive performance is
determined by socioeconomic conditions prevailing at home
and by nutritional status. Countries with high prevalence of
childhood obesity should consider interventions aimed at
healthy eating and active living in order to prevent chronic
diseases as well as enhancing cognitive development. This
study was funded by Fondecyt # 1090252 and Junta
Nacional de Auxilio Escolar y Becas.

Table 1. Multivariate Analysis for IQ by Medium SES.

Variables R2 b 95% CI p

20.5
BMIZ score 21.73 23.35;20.10 0.038
Age (months) 20.60 21.09;20.12 0.016
Sex (girls 5 0, boys 5 1) 4.03 20.08;8.15 0.055
Height for Age Z 21.57 23.84;2.69 0.725

R2: Determinant coefficient adjusted (%); CI: Confidence interval.

Fig. 1. Mean of intellectual coeficient (IQ) in preschoolers non-
obese and obese according to socioeconomic status (SES).

1. J.L. Mille et al., Dev Neuropsychol; 34:272–283, 2009.
2. F. Wang, P. Veugelers. Obesity Rev; 9:615–22, 2008.
3. J.M. Mond et al., Int J Obes (Lond). 31:1068–1073,

2007.
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Maternal vitamin B12 and folate status during
pregnancy and excessive infant crying: results from a
large prospective cohort study

G. Goedhart1, M. Van Eijsden1, M.F. van der Wal1,
G.J. Bonsel2

1Municipal Health Service, Department of Epidemiology,
Documentation and Health Promotion, P.O. Box 2200, 1000
CE Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 2Erasmus Medical Center,
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, P.O. Box 2060, 3000
CB Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Objective: The origins of excessive infant crying are largely
unknown. Excessive crying may be a symptom of a
dysregulated hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical axis and
associated dysregulation in the sleep-wake circadian rhythm.1

Besides the effect of maternal psychosocial problems during
pregnancy on crying behavior, maternal nutritional status
may be involved. Maternal vitamin B12 and folate deficiencies
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during pregnancy affect fetal brain development; infants born
to deficient mothers show symptoms like irritability and
failure-to-thrive.2 Furthermore, vitamin B12 has been
reported to be successful in the treatment of sleep-wake
rhythm disorders.3 This explorative study is the first to
examine whether 1) maternal vitamin B12 and folate status
during pregnancy are associated with excessive infant crying,
and 2) whether this association is modified by the presence of
psychosocial problems during pregnancy.
Methods: From January 2003 till March 2004, all pregnant
women in Amsterdam were approached during their first
prenatal visit (613 weeks of gestation); 8266 women
(response rate 67%) filled out a questionnaire covering
sociodemographic data, lifestyle and (psychosocial) health;
4389 women also provided a blood sample for biomarker
analyses. A few months (63) after delivery, 5132 women
filled out a second questionnaire about the health of mother
and infant. Vitamin B12 and folate concentrations were
determined in serum, standardized for gestational age at
blood sampling and then categorized into quintiles (Q1–Q5).
Infant crying was measured by the question: ‘How many
hours per day (24 hours) on average did your baby cry in the
past week?’ Excessive crying was defined as crying > 3 hours
per day on average in the past week. The following maternal
psychosocial problems were measured by self-report: depres-
sive symptoms, anxiety, pregnancy-related anxiety, jobstrain,
and parenting stress. For this study, multiple births were
excluded. Finally, complete data were available for respec-
tively 2944 (vitamin B12 analyses) and 2644 (folate analyses)
women. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: The prevalence of excessive infant crying in our
sample was 3.4%. Logistic regression analyses showed that
vitamin B12 concentration was significantly associated with
excessive crying, univariate as well as multivariate (adjusted
for ethnicity, education, maternal age, parity and maternal
smoking) (Q1:OR 5 3.59[1.58–8.16]; Q2:OR 5 2.63[1.12–
6.17]; Q3:OR 5 2.73[1.17–6.41]; Q4:OR 5 2.75[1.18–6.42];
Q5:reference group). Stratified analyses showed a much stronger
association between vitamin B12 concentration and excessive
crying among women who experienced one or more psycho-
social problems during pregnancy compared to women who did
not. Folate concentration was not significantly associated with
excessive crying.
Conclusions: This explorative study showed that maternal
vitamin B12 status during early pregnancy is associated with
excessive infant crying in the first months after birth. This
association is modified by the presence of maternal
psychosocial problems during pregnancy. Maternal folate
status is not associated with excessive infant crying.

1. M.F. Van der Wal et al., J. Dev. Behav. Pediatr.,
28:431–437, 2007.

2. M.M. Black. Food Nutr. Bull., 29:S126–S131, 2008.
3. M. Okawa et al., Sleep, 13:5–23, 1990.
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Life long oestrogen exposure and later adulthood
cognitive function in naturally post menopausal
women from Southern China: The Guangzhou Biobank
Cohort Study

M. Heys1, C.Q. Jiang2, C.M. Schooling1, W.S. Zhang2,
T.H. Lam1, K.K. Cheng3, G.M. Leung1

1School of Public Health, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, The
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, China; 2Guangzhou
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Guangzhou Number 12 Hospital, Guangzhou, China;
3Department of Public Health and Epidemiology, University of
Birmingham, UK

Objective: In animal and in vitro studies oestrogen has both
neurotrophic and neuroprotective properties. Epidemiologi-
cal evidence is inconclusive, but suggests a positive association
between reproductive period and later life cognitive function.
We examined the interrelationships of several reproductive
milestones, all proxies of endogenous oestrogen exposure,
with cognitive function in a large cohort of older Southern
Chinese women.
Methods: Structural equation modeling (SEM) was used
in a cross-sectional study of naturally post menopausal older
(>50 years) Chinese women from the Guangzhou Biobank
Cohort Study (phases 2 and 3) to examine the interrelation-
ship of age of menarche, age of menopause, age of first
pregnancy, parity and duration of breast feeding with
cognitive function assessed by the immediate and the delayed
10-word recall task in 10,875 women (phases 2 and 3) and
the mini-mental state examination (MMSE) in 5,235 women
(phase 3).
Results: Earlier age of menarche and later age of menopause
were associated with better cognitive function on all three
outcomes, adjusted for age, education, childhood and
adulthood socio-economic position and current physical
activity: one year earlier age of menarche was associated with
0.02 (95% confidence interval 0.008 to 0.03) more words on
the 10-word delayed recall task and one year later menopause
with 0.02 (0.004 to 0.03) more words. Lower parity, younger
age at first pregnancy and shorter duration of breast feeding
were also associated with better cognitive function and did
not affect the associations of age of menarche or menopause
with cognitive function. Further adjusting for adiposity (waist
hip ratio and body mass index), skeletal growth (leg length
and sitting height) and cardiovascular risk factors (blood
pressure, lipid profile and fasting plasma glucose) did not
change the pattern of results.
Conclusion: In a large cohort of naturally postmenopausal
women from a population with very different socio-cultural
and reproductive histories to those usually studied, we found
most proxies of higher endogenous oestrogen exposure
associated with better cognitive function. Greater endogenous
oestrogen exposure throughout the life course may have long
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lasting benefits for cognitive development and maintenance,
with corresponding implications for healthy aging. These
findings support the biological evidence for a cognitively
protective role of endogenous oestrogen and may add insight
to the ongoing debate regarding the cognitive effects of
Hormone Replacement Therapy. However, any attempts to
modify these factors will need to consider any potential
detrimental effects, such as increased risk of cardiovascular
disease and breast cancer with younger age of menarche and
loss of the beneficial effects of breast feeding for the mother
and baby. Acknowledgements: The University of Hong Kong
(HKSAR), Guangzhou Public Health Bureau (China),
Guangzhou Science and Technology Bureau (China), The
University of Birmingham (UK).
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Is better nutrition in childhood in a developing
population associated with better cognitive function
in later adulthood?: The Guangzhou Biobank
Cohort Study
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K.K. Cheng3, T.H. Lam1, G.M. Leung1

1School of Public Health, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, The
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, China; 2Guangzhou
Occupational Diseases Prevention and Treatment Centre,
Guangzhou Number 12 Hospital, Guangzhou, China;
3Department of Public Health and Epidemiology, University
of Birmingham, UK

Objective: There is growing evidence that early life exposures,
such as childhood socioeconomic status, are related to later
adulthood cognition. However, the specific aspect of early
conditions underlying this association is not clear. Animal
protein intake is positively associated with earlier walking in
infants. Dietary supplementation with meat in infants and
children in developing countries results in better cognitive
function, independent of iron status. Protein energy
supplementation with vegetables, milk and sugar (not meat)
given from birth to 24 months in developing populations is
associated with better cognitive function in early adulthood
(mean age 32 years), especially amongst women. Inadequate
childhood nutrition is associated with poor short term
academic and cognitive outcomes. However, it is not known
whether childhood nutrition has life long effects on cognitive
function. We examined the association of childhood meat
eating with adulthood cognitive function in southern China
where the older population lived through significant hardship
during their early years.
Methods: Multivariable linear regression was used in a cross-
sectional study of 20,086 Chinese men and women aged >50
years from the Guangzhou Biobank Cohort Study (phases 2
and 3) 2005–8. We assessed the association of childhood
meat eating with amnesic-MCI and delayed 10-word recall

score. The 10-word recall is a test of new learning ability from
the CERAD (Consortium to Establish a Registry for
Alzheimer’s Disease) test battery which has been validated
as a culturally and educationally sensitive tool for identifying
dementia in population based research in developing
countries. Amnesic-MCI was defined as a delayed recall score
of 3 or less out of 10, corresponding to 1 standard deviation
below the mean.
Results: Adjusted for age, sex and education, childhood meat
eating 1–6 days per week and daily childhood meat eating
were associated with a higher 10-word recall score (number of
words recalled 5 0.08 [95% confidence interval 5 0.02 to
0.13] and 0.24 [0.16 to 0.33] respectively) and with lower
odds of amnesic-MCI (odds ratio 5 0.80 [95% confidence
interval 5 0.72 to 0.89] and 0.79 [0.67 to 0.94] respectively).
Additional adjustment for childhood and adulthood socio
economic position and current physical activity attenuated
these findings, however daily childhood meat eating remained
associated with a higher 10-word recall score (0.17 [0.08 to
0.26].
Conclusions: A diet that includes a small amount of daily
meat in childhood (after infancy) may have long-term
positive effects on cognitive function. If confirmed, these
results highlight the importance of adequate childhood
nutrition. Alternatively childhood meat eating may reflect a
generally more cognitively protective childhood environment
and nutrition. Irrespective, these findings also emphasise the
childhood and adolescent antecedents of adult disease, with
corresponding public health implications for healthy aging.
Future research should examine the role of childhood
exposures in long term cognitive development and if a role
for childhood meat eating is verified, should elucidate the
type and quantity of macro and micro nutrients that may be
cognitively protective and the biological mechanisms behind
these effects, so that preventive strategies can be implemented.
Acknowledgements: The University of Hong Kong
(HKSAR), Guangzhou Public Health Bureau (China),
Guangzhou Science and Technology Bureau (China), The
University of Birmingham (UK).
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Transgenerational effects of prenatal synthetic
glucocorticoid exposure on molecular regulation of
the pituitary gland

M. Iqbal1, N. Shikarpuri1, A. Kostaki1, S.G. Matthews1,2,3

1Department of Physiology; 2Department of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology; 3Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, University of
Toronto,1 King’s College Circle, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Objective: Approximately 10% of pregnant women are at risk
of preterm labour. Almost 50% of infants born preterm
develop respiratory distress syndrome (RDS). Pregnant
women at risk of premature delivery are administered
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synthetic glucocorticoids (sGCs) to promote fetal lung
maturation and greatly reduce the prevalence of RDS. Until
recently, many centres were treating with multiple courses of
sGCs. However, we and others have shown in animal models
that in utero exposure to sGCs permanently modifies
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) function. Recently,
we have shown that these modifications extend into the
second generation (F2). Specifically, the F2 generation
offspring of grandmaternal guinea pigs that had been exposed
to 3 repeated courses of sGCs exhibit both a reduction in
basal HPA function as well as reduced responsiveness to
various stressors, despite no manipulation of the F1

generation mothers during pregnancy. In the present study,
we hypothesized that the reduction in basal HPA activity and
reduced responsiveness to a challenge in F2 offspring results
from transgenerational influences of sGCs on pituitary
expression of HPA-related genes.
Methods: Pituitaries were collected from adult male and female
offspring (F2) of mothers (F1) that had themselves been
prenatally exposed to betamethasone (1 mg/kg; BETA), dex-
amethasone (1 mg/kg; DEX) or saline (VEH). Anterior pituitary
expression of proopiomelanocortin (POMC), adrenocortico-
trophic hormone (ACTH), corticotrophin releasing hormone
receptor 1 (CRH-R), arginine vasopressin receptor 1b (AVP-R)
and glucocorticoid receptor (GR) mRNA and protein were
analyzed using in situ hybridization and western blot analysis.
Results: Grandmaternal exposure to BETA resulted in a
significant decrease in the expression of POMC mRNA
(p , 0.01) in the anterior pituitaries of F2 male and female
offspring. There was also a corresponding reduction in
ACTH protein (p , 0.05). Compared to controls, the F2

BETA females also displayed a significant decrease in GR
mRNA (p , 0.05) and protein (P , 0.01), as well as a
significant reduction in CRH-R mRNA (P , 0.05). F2 BETA
males displayed a trend towards increased GR mRNA. F2

DEX animals exhibited intermediate expression profiles –
consistent with the degree of modification of the HPA axis.
Conclusions: There are transgenerational influences of
prenatal exposure to sGCs on HPA function in adult F2

offspring, and the present data indicate that these effects are
mediated, in part, by altered molecular regulation within the
anterior pituitary. The reduction in POMC, ACTH and
CRH-R expression is consistent with the inability of these
animals to mount a normal HPA response to stress. BETA, as
compared to DEX, has more pronounced transgenerational
effects on HPA-related gene expression, and this mirrors the
magnitude of the effects of BETA and DEX on F2 HPA
phenotypes. The difference in sGC efficacy may be due to
differences in formulation and metabolism of these com-
pounds. We are currently investigating whether these
transgenerational effects extend to the hypothalamus and
higher brain centres. These findings clearly have implications
for the clinical use of sGCs, and underscore the importance of
avoiding overuse of these compounds in pregnancy. Funded
by: Canadian Institutes for Health Research.
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Birth weight is associated with hyperactivity among
primary school children in rural Malaysia
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1Nutrition Programme, School of Health Sciences, Universiti
Sains Malaysia, 16150 Kubang Kerian, Kelantan, Malaysia;
2Biomedicine Programme, School of Health Sciences, Universiti
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3Health Psychology Unit, Faculty of Allied Health Sciences,
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, 50300 Kuala Lumpur,
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Objective: Low birth weight continued to be one of the
major problems among children and mothers, especially those
living in rural area. It is one of the factors that affect brain
development and cognitive functions1. However, the implica-
tion of low birth weight on children behaviour needs special
attention. Hence, the main objective of this study was to
determine the association between birth weight with
behavioural problems among primary school children.
Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted in
randomly selected five rural primary schools in Kelantan,
which is a state located at north-east Malaysia. This study
involved 210 children aged between 6–10 years old
comprising of 106 boys and 102 girls. Socioeconomic data
were obtained using a standard questionnaire, relevant
anthropometry data such as weight and height were
obtained using standard methods. Body fat was also
measured using Innerscan�R Body Composition monitor
(Model BC545, Tanita, Japan). Birth weight data was
obtained from the birth certificate. Behavioural problems
were assessed using a Malay Language translated and
validated Strength and Difficulty Questionnaire (SDQ).
There were 25 items of psychological attributes that were
divided into 5 scales, namely emotional symptoms, conduct
problems, hyperactivity, peer relationship problems and pro-
social behavior. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Parents’ informed consent was also obtained.
Results: The results showed that 15% children were born
with low birth weight and the rest (85%) were born with
normal birth weight. Overall, birth weight ranged from 1.5 kg
to 4.8 kg.Low birth weight children had consistently higher
mean score for all of the SDQ scales compared to normal
birth weight children but the difference was not statistically
significant. However, among the SDQ scale, birth weight
showed significant and inverse correlation with hyperactivity
scale (r 5 20.2, P , 0.05).
Conclusions: Low birth weight is a public health concern and
it is important to overcome this problem as it affects the
behaviour of the children. More intensive research is required
to highlight the importance of developmental origins on
children behaviour especially among rural community.
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Table 1. The association between birth weight and SDQ
scales.

Strength and Difficulty Questionnaire Scales

Birth

weight

Emotional

symptom

Conduct

problems Hyperactivity

Peer relationship

problems

Pro-social

behavior TOTAL

r value 0.1 20.1 20.2 0.1 0.0 20.1

P value 0.47 0.96 0.04 0.27 0.97 0.69

1. S.M. Grantham-McGregor et al., Proc. Nutr Soc., 59:
47–54, 2000.
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Apgar scores at birth predict autonomic nervous system
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Berkeley, CA 94720-1170, USA; 2UCSF School of Nursing,
2 Koret Way, Box 0606, San Francisco, CA 94143, USA;
3University of British Columbia, 1403–1483 W 7th Ave,
Vancouver, BC V6H 4H6, Canada

Objective: The neonatal Apgar score, assessed at one and five
minutes after birth, consists of a standardized evaluation of heart
rate, respiratory effort, muscle tone, facial response to stimulus,
and peripheral circulation – all measures reflective of, or
influenced by, regulatory processes in the autonomic nervous
system (ANS). We hypothesized that Apgar scores might index
early autonomic reactivity to the stress of birth and could thus be
associated with later standardized measures of ANS reactivity.
Methods: In a cohort study of 270 children of low-income,
Latino farm workers near Salinas, California, demographic
and health measures were collected at birth and ANS
reactivity was evaluated at ages 6 and 60 months using
standardized, developmentally appropriate protocols for rest
and responses to challenges. ANS measures included cardiac
pre-ejection period (PEP) and respiratory sinus arrhythmia
(RSA), representing the sympathetic and parasympathetic
branches of the ANS, respectively. Mean PEP and RSA
resting, challenge (mean across challenges) and difference
(challenge minus rest) scores were calculated. Profile scores
summarized patterns of activation (1) or inhibition (2) of
sympathetic (S) and parasympathetic (P) responses (i.e., S1/
P1, S2/P2, S1/P–, S2/P1).1 ANOVA and logistic
regression were used to assess relations among Apgar scores
and 6- and 60-month profiles of ANS regulation. Appro-
priate institutional ethics committee clearance and partici-
pants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: The cohort comprised children of predominantly
low-income (97%), Spanish-speaking (96%), first-generation
immigrant (86%), married (82%) mothers (mean age 26.1,
SD 5.2 years). Of the study sample (mean gestational age

38.8 weeks, SD 1.9), 147 (54.4%) were evaluated at 6
months, 214 (79.3%) at 60 months, and 91 (33.7%) at both.
Children at both time points were statistically representative
of the cohort as a whole. Using ANOVA, Apgar scores were
not associated with mean sympathetic or parasympathetic
resting, challenge or difference scores at 6 or 60 months.
However, at both ages Apgar scores were associated with
specific ANS profiles. At 6 months, low 5-minute scores
predicted a ‘‘reactive’’ ANS profile (S1/P2) with odds ratio
3.24 (95% CI 0.98–10.7, p 5 .05) adjusted for sex, birth-
weight, gestational age, maternal age, parity and cesarean
delivery. At 5 years, both low 1- and 5-minute Apgars
exclusively predicted ‘‘co-activation’’ (S1/P1) profiles with
adjusted ORs 3.60 (95% CI, 1.62–8.03, p , 0.01) and 3.68
(95% CI, 1.44–9.38, p , 0.01), respectively.
Conclusion: Low neonatal Apgar scores, after adjustment for
important confounders, were strongly and significantly asso-
ciated with profiles of autonomic regulation later in childhood.
Though no link was found to sympathetic or parasympathetic
activation alone, low Apgar scores were associated with a
‘‘reactive’’ ANS profile at 6 months and a ‘‘co-activation’’ profile
at 60 months. These findings suggest that abnormal responses to
birth stress, as marked by low Apgar scores, may reflect an early
predisposition to ANS reactivity followed by parasympathetic
compensation over time to a more adaptive sympathetic/
parasympathetic balance by five years of age. Associations
between Apgar score at birth and later physiological measures
have not been demonstrated previously and suggest possible
longer-term health and developmental implications.

1. A. Alkon et al., Dev Psychobiol., 42:64–78, 2003.
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Low protein diet in uteri affects the cerebral renin-
angiotensin system expression and impairs centrally
angiotensin II dipsogenic responses in rats

M.C. Lima1, J.E. Scabora1, J.A.R. Gontijo1, F.F. Mesquita1,
I.P. de Lima 1, P.A. Boer2

1Department of Internal Medicine, Faculty of Medical Science,
UNICAMP, Postal Code: 6111, CEP 13083-887, Campinas,
SP, Brazil; 2Department of Morphology, Institute of Biosciences,
Sao Paulo State University (UNESP) CEP 18618-000,
Botucatu, SP, Brazil

Studies in maternal protein restricted diet animals confirmed
the link between alterated hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocor-
tical (HHA) system and adult cardiovascular, metabolic and
behavioral disease. In rats, angiotensinogen is synthesized in
many areas of the brain. Although no renin expression
appears to occur in the brain, recently discovered tonins can
produce the active peptides angiotensin II (AngII) and III.
However, to our knowledge, there is little information in the
literature concerning the effects of maternal protein-restricted
diet on the expression of components of the intracellular
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renin-angiotensin system (RAS) in the brain and, the
contribution of this system to dipsogenic behavior in rats.
Objective: Investigate the effects of maternal low protein diet
exposure in uteri on centrally RAS signaling compounds and
intracerebroventricular (i.c.v.) AngII thirst-induced response.
Methods: Virgin female Wistar rats were fed during
pregnancy a normal-protein diet (NP17% casein, n 5 6) or
protein-restricted diet (LP6% casein, n 5 6). The male pups
were followed and maintained with normal chow until
adulthood. Cerebral tissues were obtained from male off-
spring of time-mated rats at 16 week-old. Protein expression
of AngII receptors (AT1R and AT2R) and intracellular RAS
pathways was measured (n 5 6) by western blot. To examine
the thirst-induced effect after i.c.v. AngII administration, 16-
week-old rats were randomly assigned to one of the following
protocol groups: (a) i.c.v. single-dose of 3 ml, 400pmol or
4 nmol AngII (Experimental) compared to (b) i.c.v. 3 ml
0.15 M NaCl (Control) and, the volume of water drunk was
measured during the next 30 min.Data are presented as
mean 6 SEM and n refers to animals sourced from separate
litters. Data obtained over time were analyzed using
appropriate ANOVA. Post hoc comparisons between selected
means were made by Bonferroni’s contrast test.
Results: The arterial blood pressure increased significantly more
in LP than in NP rats at 16 weeks of age; LP pressure increased
from 116.2 6 6.5 mmHg to 137.9 6 6.9 mmHg (P , 0.01), as
compared with a smaller and non-significant rise from
114 6 7.4 mmHg to 128.868.7 mmHg in NP. In LP, this
significant rise appeared after 12 weeks of age. Western blot
analysis in male offspring of NP and LP rat cerebral tissues
yielded a single band at the expected weight of corresponding
proteins. The expressions of AT1R (71.33%) and SOCS-3
(43.8%) protein studied in the brain of 16-week-old LP rats
were significantly lower, when compared to NP rats
(P , 0.001). Conversely, the AT2R expression increased in LP
(141.56%) when compared to NP offspring (P , 0.05). The
i.c.v. AngII injection on dipsogenic response in LP offspring
showed significant decreased water consumption over 30 min-
utes in rats to 4 nmol dose compared to response in NP rats
(LP 5 1.35 6 0.76 ml vs. NP 5 3.27 6 1.35 ml, P , 0.05).
Conclusion: The present study might indicate that, also in
the brain areas, protein underfeeding exerts a modulator effect
on AngII receptor expression. Although the precise mechan-
ism responsible for the subsequently fall in water AngII-
induced consumption in LP offspring rats is still unclear, at
first time, the current study supports the association of
decreasing i.c.v. angiotensin-induced dipsogenic responses
with also decreased central AT1R/AT2R receptor rate when
compared with age-matched NP rats. Support: FAPESP.
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Association between antenatal maternal anxiety and
neurocognitive functioning in five year old children
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Objective: Symptoms of anxiety and stress are reported to occur
frequently during pregnancy. These antenatal maternal factors
are known to have a negative influence on the behavioural and
emotional development of the offspring. Increasing empirical
evidence is found for an association between prenatal exposure
to maternal anxiety and altered cognitive functioning. So far,
little attention has been paid to the effects of antenatal maternal
anxiety on the cognitive functioning of children in the
preschool age. The current study aims to assess the relation
between maternal anxiety during pregnancy and several aspects
of cognitive functioning at the age of five.
Methods: The present study is part of a longitudinal
community based multi-ethnic cohort (ABCD study).
Antenatal maternal anxiety was measured using the State-
Trait Anxiety Inventory around the 17th (SD 5 4) week of
pregnancy. Children’s neurocognitive profile is currently
examined using four tests from the Amsterdam Neuropsy-
chological Tasks. These tasks are estimates of sensory-motor
speed, response speed stability, visuo-motor skills, response
selection and response inhibition. Preliminary analyses using
a subsample (N 5 556) are based on a single neurocognitive
task that estimates sensory-motor speed and response speed
stability. We expect to assess and evaluate the complete
neurocognitive profiles (including visuo-motor skills,
response selection and response inhibition) of approximately
2000 children in the coming year. Analyses were conducted
using the regression function in SPSS 17.0 (SPSS Inc.).
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Antenatal maternal anxiety (Mean 5 35.83, SD 5

9.48) was associated with a delay in children’s sensory-motor
speed (F(17, 462) 5 2.34, p , 0.01) and less stability in
children’s response speed (F(17, 462) 5 1.69, p , 0.05), even
when corrected for possible confounding variables: birth
weight, gestational age, parity, maternal ethnicity, SES,
postnatal anxiety and depression, antenatal smoking and
alcohol use. No relation was found between antenatal
maternal anxiety and response inhibition or errors made by
the children.
Conclusions: Promising preliminary results supported our
hypothesis that five year olds, who were exposed to high levels
of maternal anxiety and stress in utero, have a compromised
neurocognitive profile compared to children prenatally
exposed to low levels of maternal anxiety.
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fourth graders: a nationwide cohort of Chilean children
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Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile

Objective: To analyze the association between school
performance and perinatal variables with national informa-
tion of primary school children and to determine whether this
possible association is influenced by either the socio-
economic characteristics of the family or the educational
environment.
Methods: School performance was measured using national
data from the SIMCE test for the measurement of
educational quality, Ministry of Education, Chile, which is
taken annually and nationwide to evaluate educational
achievements.1 A historical cohort of fourth graders who
took the SIMCE test in year 2006 and had full perinatal data
was studied.2 Perinatal information was obtained from the
National Registry of live births.3 Both databases were
anonymously linked using the official individual identifica-
tion number assigned at birth to each child. Outcomes were
achievement levels in the SIMCE language and mathematics
tests according to sex, birth weight (BW), birth length (BL),
gestational age, maternal years of education (MYE) and type
of school ownership (TOA). SIMCE scores are classified in
three achievement levels: poor, intermediate and advanced,
according to specific cut-off points determined using a
standardized procedure by the Ministry of Education.2 SPSS
version 15.0 was used for statistical analysis which included
contingency tables with chi square and logistic regression to
calculate odds ratios (OR) for poor achievement. Univariate
and multivariate analyses were performed. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance was obtained.
Results: 247.648 subjects entered the study; 96.7% of the
children who took the SIMCE tests that year. Males represented
50.8% of the study population. LBW (,2,500 g) and preterm
(<37 weeks) incidences were 4.6% and 10.9%, respectively.
48% of children attended public schools and only 6.3%
attended private schools. Females had better results in language,
and males in math. The distribution of language scores resulted
in 40%, 27.2% and 34.7% for poor, intermediate and advanced
achievement levels, respectively. The distribution of mathematics
scores resulted in 38.9%, 34.7% and 26.4% for poor,
intermediate and advanced levels of achievement, respectively.
Univariate analyses of each unadjusted OR for poor achievement
showed an inverse association of BW and BL in both tests,
stronger for BW and for mathematics. Level of achievement
improves with higher BW, up to 3501–4000 g for language and
in all BW categories for mathematics. These results were similar
when using multivariate analysis adjusting for MYE and TOA.

Conclusions: This study showed an inverse and graduated
association between selected perinatal variables and the
proportion of poor achievement in both SIMCE tests, which
is independent of the socio-economic characteristics of the
family and the educational environment. Our results are
similar to previously published data from developed
countries.4,5 This is one of the first studies to show this
association in a developing country.

1. SIMCE web page: http://www.simce.cl/ Accessed March
2008.

2. SIMCE database [2006]. Santiago, Chile: SIMCE,
Ministry of Education, 2006.

3. Yearly live births databases [1994–1998]. Santiago, Chile:
D. of Statistics, Ministry of Health.

4. M. Richards et al., BMJ., 322:199–203, 2001.
5. T.D. Matte et al., BMJ., 323:310–314, 2001.
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Maternal seafood consumption and neurodevelopment
at 14 months in a prospective Spanish cohort:
The INMA study

M.A. Mendez, M. Guxens, J. Julvez, J. Forns,
R. Garcia-Esteban, M. Ferrer, M. Kogevinas, J. Sunyer

Center for Research in Environmental Epidemiology (CREAL)
and Municipal Institute of Medical Research (IMIM-Hospital
del Mar), 88 Dr. Aiguader Street, Barcelona, Spain

Objectives: Maternal seafood consumption during pregnancy
may be beneficial for child neurodevelopment, perhaps via
mechanisms involving fatty acids and other nutrients
concentrated in certain types of seafood. However, at high
intakes, seafood consumption may increase fetal exposure to
potentially neurotoxic contaminants, some of which are
lipophilic and may be most abundant in fatty fish. Relatively
few population-based studies to date have sufficient data on
women at high intakes to adequately explore these effects.
This study uses data from a population-based sample of
women from the Mediterranean coast of Spain, a setting with
high seafood intakes, to further examine these relationships.
Methods: Data come from the INMA (Environment and
Childhood) birth cohort in Sabadell, Barcelona, which
recruited 657 women in the 1st trimester of pregnancy.
Neurodevelopment was assessed in 561 children at 14 months
using the Bayley Scales of Infant Development. Maternal
seafood intakes were assessed using a food frequency
questionnaire (FFQ) administered in both the 1st and 3rd
trimesters. Maternal serum organochlorine levels and cord
blood mercury were measured. Multivariable linear regression
was used to assess associations between different types of
seafood and test scores in full-term infants, adjusting for
covariates including maternal education, parity and breast-
feeding duration. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
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Results: Mean intakes of lean fish in the 1st and 3rd trimesters
were linearly and positively associated with test scores after
multivariate adjustment, but associations with fatty fish were
non-linear. Compared to non-consumers, children whose
mothers reported intermediate intakes of fatty fish (7–20 g/d)
had significantly higher test scores, while the highest intakes
(20–80 g/d) were associated with lower scores (NS). Trimester of
intake appeared to influence associations particularly for fatty
fish, as positive associations for moderate consumption were
observed only for intakes reported in early pregnancy. Adjusting
for PCB levels slightly strengthened associations; adjustment for
mercury had no meaningful effect. Other seafood types were not
meaningfully associated with performance.
Conclusions: These results suggest maternal intakes of both lean
and fatty fish are positively associated with child neurodevelop-
ment at 14 months, but that elevated fatty fish intakes may
not be beneficial. Similarly, another Spanish cohort found
beneficial effects of maternal fish intakes up to 3 times/week on
neurodevelopment at 4y, but lower scores among children
exposed to higher intakes. Additional studies in other high-
intake settings are needed to better understand these relation-
ships. Support: Spanish Ministry of Health, Instituto de Salud
Carlos III, the Generalitat de Catalunya-CIRIT, The European
Union projects EARNEST FOOD-CT-2005-007036 and
NewGeneris FOOD-CT-2005-01632.

1. M. Mendez et al., Public Health Nutr., 25:1–9, 2008.
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Neonatally-handled rats show different reactions to
changing the position of the food in a sex-specific manner

C. Noschang1, F. Fontella2, R. Krolow1, L. Diehl1,
D. Arcego1, P.P. Silveira2, C. Dalmaz1

1Dep. Bioquı́mica, ICBS; 2Pediatria, Fac Medicina, Universi-
dade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul Rua Ramiro Barcellos 2600
anexo, Porto Alegre, Brasil

Objective: Early life experiences have profound influences
on neuroendocrine systems and on behavior in the adult
life. Rats subjected to repeated brief maternal separation
(handling) during the first two weeks of life show reduced
stress response, are less emotionally reactive, consume more
palatable food, and show different performances in learning
and memory tasks. The higher motivation to ingest
palatable food may be related to hedonic factors, or to
the formation of a habit. The purpose of the present study
is to evaluate the effects of neonatal handling on the
habituation to a sweet food in a Y-maze, and the effects of
changing the position of the food in the maze, using male
and female animals. In addition, we studied memory in a
water-maze and the effects of changing the position of the
platform (the animals should switch behavior from one
mode of responding to another, apart from motivational
changes).

Methods: Pregnant Wistar rats were randomly selected.
Litters were divided into non-handled and handled. In the
handled group, pups were placed in an incubator 10 min/
day, days 1–10 after birth. Behavior procedures started after
postnatal day 60. 38 males and 20 females were used. Sweet
food was placed in one arm of the Y-maze, which was
explored for 5 min, during 5–7 days. Afterwards, the food
was placed in the other arm. Number of entries and
consumption were measured. Performance in the water-maze
test was also evaluated. This behavioral task consisted of two
phases: (1) acquisition, where rats were trained for 7 days,
four trials/day, to find a submerged platform; (2) reversal
learning, when the platform place was changed and animals
were trained for 3 days. The latency to find the platform was
measured.
Results: Results were analyzed by repeated measures
ANOVA. On the Y-maze handled animals increased sweet
food consumption during the habituation (males, P , 0.01;
females, P , 0.001). When the sweet food was placed in the
other arm, handled females continued consuming more sweet
food (P 5 0.05), but handled males consumed the same as
controls (P . 0.05). Handled rats did more entries (P , 0.05,
both arms). We next evaluated perseverative behavior in the
water-maze. No significant differences were observed between
handled and control male animals.
Conclusion: There was a sex-difference in the way males and
females handled rats react to a change in the position of a
reward. This behavior in the males is not related to
perseverative behavior in general, since these animals were
able to find a new position of the platform in the water-maze.
We believe that factors such as anxiety or perception of sweet
flavor could modify the final answer. These possibilities
however need to be tested to a better understanding. Support:
CNPq and CAPES.
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Cognitive abilities in young adults with very low birth
weight

R. Pyhälä1, K. Räikkönen1, J. Lahti1, K. Heinonen1,
A-K. Pesonen1,2, S. Strang-Karlsson2,3, P. Hovi2,3,
A-L. Järvenpää2, J.G. Eriksson3,4,5,6, S. Andersson2,
E. Kajantie2,3

1Department of Psychology, University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 9,
00014 University of Helsinki, Finland; 2Hospital for Children
and Adolescents, Helsinki University Central Hospital, Helsinki,
Finland; 3National Institute for Health and Welfare, Helsinki,
Finland; 4Department of General Practice and Primary Health
Care, University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland; 5Vasa Central
Hospital, Vaasa, Finland; 6Unit of General Practice, Helsinki
University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland

Objective: Very low birth weight (VLBW, <1500 g)
constitutes a risk for cognitive impairments and lower IQ in
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later life, even if individuals with major handicaps are excluded.
Some evidence also suggests that intrauterine growth restriction
defined as being small for gestational age (SGA, birth weight
for gestational age <22 SD) can be related to impaired
cognitive abilities. However, studies concerning adulthood are
scarce and effects of both VLBW and SGA status are rarely
tested together. Our aim was to examine whether VLBW
influences the neurocognitive performance in young adulthood
and whether being born SGA or appropriate for gestational age
(AGA) has an effect on these outcomes.
Methods: A total of 103 VLBW adults without neurosensory
impairments and 105 term-born controls participated in the
study. Of the VLBW adults, 37 (35.9%) were born SGA.
Mean age of the participants at the time of the cognitive
testing was 24.6 years (SD 2.1 years). Cognitive abilities were
tested using four subtests of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale (WAIS) III. These subtests measured verbal fluency and
comprehension (Vocabulary), verbal short-term memory and
concentration (Digit Span), abstract reasoning and concept
forming (Similarities), and visuo-spatial perception and
processing (Block design). Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent were
obtained.
Results: The figures present the mean performance (695%
confidence intervals) in standardized scores for the control,
VLBW-AGA and VLBW-SGA adults in four subtests of
WAIS III, adjusted for sex, age and parental education. Scores
represent the difference from the mean score of the whole
sample in SD units.
Conclusions: Results related to four subtests of WAIS III
indicate that the neurocognitive performance is weaker
among VLBW adults compared to adults born at term. This
impairment pertains particularly to verbal and nonverbal

tasks that require abstract reasoning and processing. Being
born SGA may increase the risk of impaired cognitive
performance even within the VLBW group.

P-2A-48

Low-moderate prenatal alcohol exposure and risk to child
behavioural development

M. Robinson1,2, W.H. Oddy1, N.J. McLean2, P. Jacoby1,
N.H. de Klerk1, S.R. Zubrick3, C.E. Pennell4, F. J. Stanley1,
J.P. Newnham4

1Telethon Institute for Child Health Research, Centre for Child
Health Research, The University of Western Australia; 2School of
Psychology, The University of Western Australia; 3Centre for
Developmental Health, Curtin University of Technology; 4School
of Women’s and Infants’ Health, The University of Western
Australia at King Edward Memorial Hospital, Australia

Objective: A high maternal consumption of alcohol during
pregnancy has been associated with developmental risks for
the fetus. However, associations with low-moderate drinking
in pregnancy have been inconsistent with alcohol exposure
during pregnancy proving difficult to measure accurately in
many studies. The aim of this study was to examine the
association of fetal alcohol exposure during pregnancy with
child and adolescent behavioural development.
Methods: In the Western Australian Pregnancy Cohort
(Raine) Study, 2,900 women provided data at 18 and 34
weeks gestation on weekly alcohol intake: no drinking,
occasional drinking (< one standard drink per week), light
drinking (two-six standard drinks per week), moderate
drinking (seven-ten standard drinks per week) and heavy
drinking (> 11 standard drinks per week). Their children
were followed up at ages two, five, eight, ten and 14 years.
The Child Behaviour Checklist (CBCL) was used to measure
child behaviour. Regression models were used to analyse the
effect of prenatal alcohol exposure on CBCL scores over 14
years, assessed by continuous z-scores and clinical cut-points,
after adjustment for confounders. The control variables
included maternal sociodemographic information from the
prenatal period as follows: maternal age, maternal education,
family income, the presence of the biological father in the
family home, maternal smoking and maternal experience of
stressful events in pregnancy. The child’s age at follow-up was
also adjusted for in the models. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: Light drinking and moderate drinking in the first
three months of pregnancy were associated with child CBCL
z-scores indicative of positive behaviour over 14 years after
adjusting for maternal and sociodemographic characteristics.
These changes in z-score indicated a clinically meaningful
reduction in total (OR 5 0.63, 95%CI 5 0.46, 0.86),
internalizing (OR 5 0.57, 95%CI 5 0.42, 0.76), and
externalizing (OR 5 0.69, 95%CI 5 0.51, 0.93) behavioural
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problems across the 14 years of follow-up for the children of
light drinkers compared with the children of non-drinkers at
18 weeks gestation. Alcohol intake at 34 weeks gestation
showed no significant relationship with child behavioural
problems.
Conclusions: Low levels of alcohol consumption by women
in early pregnancy do not appear to be harmful to the
subsequent mental health of the offspring whereas high levels
of alcohol exposure during pregnancy should be discouraged
during pregnancy due to the consistent finding across
multiple studies that high levels of alcohol exposure during
pregnancy are associated with an increase in adverse outcomes
for the offspring. Our data suggest that women who conceive
unexpectedly whilst consuming limited amounts of alcohol
have not placed their unborn child at increased risk of
behavioural problems during childhood. Abbreviations: OR
(odds ratio), 95%CI (95% Confidence Intervals)

P-2A-49

Intrauterine growth restriction is associated with
increased impulsivity using the Snack Delay Test in 3
years old girls

P.P. Silveira1,2, A.K. Portella1,2, J. Diorio1, H. Gaudreau1,
M. J. Meaney1, R.D. Levitan3 – on behalf of the MAVAN
Study Team
1Douglas Mental Health University Institute, 6875 LaSalle Blvd.,
H4H 1R3, Montreal, Quebec, Canada; 2Núcleo de Estudos da
Saúde da Criança e do Adolescente – Hospital de Clı́nicas de Porto
Alegre – Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul. Rua Ramiro
Barcelos, 2350 CEP 90035-903 - Porto Alegre/RS – Brazil;
3Centre for Addiction and Mental Health and Department of
Psychiatry, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada

Objective: Low birth weight increases the risk for cardiovascular
diseases, diabetes and overweight in adulthood. Intrauterine
growth restriction (IUGR) is associated with an increased
preference for carbohydrates over protein in adult women (1).
Because eating disorders associate with impulsive behaviors, we
investigated the association between IUGR and impulsivity
using a snack-delay task in 3 year-old Canadian children.
Methods: Eighty-eight children derived from a cohort based
in two different cities in Canada (Montreal and Hamilton)
were tested using the Snack Delay Test at 36 months of age as
part of the Maternal Adversity, Vulnerability and Neurode-
velopment (MAVAN) project. During this test, the child,
with hands on the table, must wait for the experimenter to
ring a bell before retrieving a Smartie�R from under a glass
cup (four trials, delays of 10, 20, 30, and 15 sec). The ability
to wait for the signal is the measure of impulsivity. IUGR was
defined by a birth weight ratio lower than 0.85 (BWR 5

children’s birth weight/mean population birth weight, gender
and gestational age specific) (2). Data were examined using a
repeated-measures ANOVA with IUGR category as the

independent variable and the time to reward in the different
trials as dependent variable. A correlational analysis between
time to reward and BWR (used as a continuous variable) was
also performed.
Results: IUGR girls showed a shorter waiting time in the
different trials (p , 0.05). In addition, in IUGR girls BWR
correlated with time to reward at a level that reached a
borderline significance (p 5 0.06). None of these effects were
detected in boys.
Conclusions: IUGR interacted with gender to increase
impulsivity in 36 month-old girls in a task using palatable
food as a challenge. Considering that IUGR women also
prefer to eat more carbohydrates in adulthood, it is plausible
that impulsivity is an important behavioral component
influencing feeding behavior in IUGR girls/women. This
altered feeding preference could contribute to an increased
risk for binge eating, obesity, metabolic syndrome and related
disorders in adulthood in this group.

1. M.A. Barbieri et al., Pediatr Res., 65:215–220, 2009.
2. M.S. Kramer et al., Pediatrics, 103:599–602, 1999.
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Morningness propensity among young adults born
prematurely – The Helsinki Study of Very Low Birth
Weight Adults

S. Strang-Karlsson1,2, E. Kajantie1,2, P. Hovi1,2, J. Lahti3, K.
Räikkönen3, A-K. Pesonen3, K. Heinonen3, A-L. Järvenpää1,
J.G. Eriksson2,4,5,6, S. Andersson1, E.J. Paavonen7

1Hospital for Children and Adolescents, Helsinki University
Hospital, P.O. Box 280, 00029 Helsinki, Finland;
2Department of Health Promotion and Chronic Disease Prevention,
National Institute for Health and Welfare,
P.O. Box 30, 00271 Helsinki, Finland; 3Department of
Psychology, University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 9, 00014 Helsinki,
Finland; 4Department of General Practice and Primary
Health Care, University of Helsinki, P.O Box 20, 00014 Helsinki,
Finland; 5Vasa Central Hospital, Vaasa, Finland; 6Unit of General
Practice, Helsinki University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland;
7National Institute for Health and Welfare, Child And Adolescent
Mental Health, Helsinki, Finland

Objective: In a previous study concerning sleep in young
adults born prematurely at very low birth weight (VLBW;
,1500 g), we found that adults with VLBW go to bed and
get up earlier than their term-born peers, suggesting an
advanced sleep phase. Because that finding was post hoc and
since circadian rhythm disturbances may adversely affect
health, we now conducted a prospective follow-up to assess
circadian rhythmicity.
Methods: During 2007–2008, 218 young adults (aged 21 to
29 years) from the Helsinki Study of Very Low Birth Weight
Adults participated in a follow-up study. Of them, 190
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(87.2%) filled out the Morningness-Eveningness Question-
naire (MEQ). Of the participants, 97 (51.1%) were born
prematurely at VLBW, and 95 (48.9%) at term gestation.
The MEQ is a widely used method to measure self-reported
individual differences in circadian preferences, such as
preferred bed times/awakening times and perceived optimal
times for physical and mental activities. A summary score is
generated from the questionnaire, with higher scores
indicating more tendency towards morningness. We excluded
6 individuals with neurosensory impairments (blindness,
cerebral palsy) from the analyses. Information on current
health status and working conditions was gathered by self-
report in conjunction with the clinic visit. T-tests and
ANCOVA were used to compare the two groups. Appro-
priate institutional ethics committee clearance and partici-
pants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Young adults born at VLBW scored higher than term-
born controls on the MEQ (47.1 versus 44.6, group difference
2.4, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.5 to 4.4, p 5 0.016). After
adjustment for age and gender (group difference 2.4, 95% CI
0.4 to 4.4, p 5 0.019) and additionally for depressive symptoms
measured by the Beck Depression Inventory (group difference
2.2, 95% CI 0.3 to 4.2, p 5 0.026), the results remained
significant. Controlling for working conditions (night shifts or
current gainful employment) did not explain the findings (p-
values ranging from 0.032 to 0.040).
Conclusions: Young adults born prematurely at very low birth
weight report a propensity towards morningness. The finding
may reflect biological programming of the suprachiasmatic
nucleus. The finding is potentially significant, given the central
role of circadian rhythms in promoting health.

P-2A-51

Intrauterine social exclusion by fetal programming: an
experimental paradigm to poor countries reality

S. Thomaz1, M. Andreo1, B. Vaccari1, S. Cordellini2,
J.A.R. Gontijo4, A.F. Godinho3, P.A. Boer1

1Department of Morphology; 2Department of Pharmacology;
3CEATOX, IBB, UNESP, CEP 18618-000, Botucatu, SP,
Brazil; 4Department of Internal Medicine, FMC, UNICAMP,
Postal Code: 6111, CEP 13083-887, Campinas, SP, Brazil

According to Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, one billion people will be suffering from
starviness at the end of 2009. Epidemiological studies have
shown adverse environmental factors leading to intrauterine
growth retardation and low birth weight, suggesting
individuals predisposing to later onset of metabolic syn-
drome. This has led to the concept of the developmental
origin of adult diseases – ‘‘fetal programming’’. During
mammalian neural development and maturation, stimulation
from environment can influence brain development and
function, and such effect is at least in part due to distinct

sensory systems activation. In our laboratory we have verified
that angiotensin, minaralo and glucocorticoid receptors,
which has a key role in stress, anxiety response, modulation
of exploratory behavior and facilitator role in learning and
memory acquisition, is significantly altered in adult rats
whose mothers were submitted to gestational undernutrition.
Objective: Evaluate physical, sensory motor and behavioral
effects in rats exposed to undernutrition in uteri.
Methods: Pregnant rats were divided into two groups. The
daily food supply of one group (FR50) was restricted to 50%
of the food consumed by the other group (NF), fed ad
libitum. Ano-genital distance (AGD) was measured at birth.
After birth, were assessed sensory motor functions (palmar
grasp, surface righting and negative geotaxis reflex), physical
parameters (opening eyes, first body hair appearance, incisive
eruption and ears unfolding). In the postnatal day 23
(PND23) offspring were tested in the open-field (OF),
elevated plus maze (EPM) and hole board (HB) apparatus. In
the PND90 animals were tested in OF and EPM only.
Results: HB tests showed none difference between FR50 and
NF groups. AGD values were significantly higher in FR50
(2.56 6 0.11 v 1.81 6 0.05 p , 0.0001, in NP). Both
PND23 and PND90 FR50 offspring presented lower scores
to open-field freezing and grooming, impaired to higher
ambulation and rearing frequency compared to NF. Number
of entries and permanency time were increased in open arms
to FR50 animals with consequent decreased both values in
close arms. Sensory motor values were higher in FR50 to
negative geotaxis and surface righting reflex.
Conclusion: Similar results obtained to PND23 and PND90
offspring suggest that alterations caused at intrauterine
environment level persist from infancy to adulthood, by
imprinting. Since maternal steroids cross placenta, raised
maternal androgen levels during gestation may contribute to
increased AGD in male pups of food-restricted mothers. It
might be possible that precocious enhanced AGD indicate
that alterations of intrauterine environment can result in
development of disease in later life. Increased FR50 activity in
EPM observed here reflects a conflict between rodent’s
preference for protected areas and innate motivation to
explore novel environments. Sensory motor values alterations
in FR50 may indicate labyrinth alterations, since negative
geotaxis and surface righting reflex are associated to postural
behaviors. Freezing and grooming behaviors have been used
widely as a measure of fear in the open-field, and decreased
values observed suggest lower levels of social reinstatement.
These data reproduce characteristics clinically classified as
marasmatic undernutrition, an epidemiologic public health
problem in developing countries. Support: FAPESP.
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Association of birthweight and head circumference at
birth to cognitive performance in 9–10 year old children
in South India: prospective birth cohort study
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Objective: To examine whether birthweight and head
circumference at birth are associated with cognitive ability
in 9–10 year old South-Indian children.
Methods: We studied 505 (239 boys and 266 girls) healthy,
full-term born children from the Mysore Parthenon birth
cohort, for whom weight and head circumference were
measured at birth. Their cognitive function was assessed at a
mean age of 9.7 years using 3 core tests from the Kaufman
Assessment Battery for children and additional tests measur-
ing long-term retrieval/storage, attention and concentration,
visuo-spatial and verbal abilities. We also collected data on a
variety of potential confounders like maternal age, parity,
gestational age at birth, season of birth, mode of delivery, sex,
children’s current age and size, time of cognitive testing,
parents’ area of residence, educational attainment and current
socio-economic status. Associations between birth measure-
ments and cognitive function were examined by multiple
linear regression analysis using stata version 10. The study was
approved by the Holdsworth Memorial Hospital, Mysore,
research ethics committee and informed verbal consent was
obtained from parents and children.
Results: Girls scored better than boys in word order (short-
term memory), pattern reasoning (planning and fluid
reasoning), verbal fluency-names (broad retrieval ability,
speed and flexibility of verbal thought process), and coding-
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-III (visual-motor
processing speed and coordination, short-term memory,
attention and concentration) (p , 0.05 for all). In multiple
linear regression, adjusted for a variety of confounding
variables listed above, Atlantis score (learning ability/long-
term storage and retrieval) rose by 0.1 SD (95% CI: 0.01 to
0.19; p 5 0.02) and 0.1 SD (95% CI: 0.04 to 0.22;
p 5 0.006) per 1 SD increase in newborn weight and head
circumference respectively. Kohs’ block design score (visuo-
spatial ability) increased by 0.1 SD (95% CI: 0.02 to 0.20;
p 5 0.02) per 1 SD increase in birthweight. These associa-
tions were similar in boys and girls. The associations were
reduced, and mainly non-statistically significant, after adjust-
ing for current head circumference, suggesting that they may
be mediated partly by increased post-natal brain growth.
Conclusions: Higher birthweight and larger head circumfer-
ence at birth are associated with significantly better learning,
long-term storage and retrieval, and visuo-spatial abilities in
childhood, independent of confounding factors such as socio-
economic status and parents’ educational attainment. The
effect of pre-natal growth on childhood cognitive function

may act partly through increased post-natal brain growth.
Acknowledgements: We are grateful to the families who
participated in the study and to the entire research team who
made substantial contribution to the study. Support: The
Parthenon Trust, Switzerland, the Wellcome Trust and
Medical Research Council, UK.
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Effects of prenatal glucocorticoids on the functional
development of the cerebral cortex in sheep
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Antenatal betamethasone (BM) therapy is clinically used to
accelerate fetal lung maturation in babies threaten premature
labor. In spite of the benefit of such a therapy for the survival of
preterm babies there is increasing concern because antenatal
glucocorticoids inhibit brain growth.1 While postnatal gluco-
corticoids affect neurodevelopment,2 the functional conse-
quences of antenatal glucocorticoids for intrauterine brain
maturation are not clear. Postnatally, late neuronal responses to
an auditory stimulus generated in the auditory cortex are an
established marker of maturation of complex cortical brain
function. Therefore, we detected for the first time development
of cortical acoustic evoked potentials (cAEP) in the sheep fetus.
Objective: To examine if antenatal (BM) treatment has
persistent effects on maturation of cAEP as a measure of
functional brain development.
Methods: Pregnant ewes carrying chronically instrumented
fetuses received three courses of BM (2 3 110 mg/kg body
weight 24 h apart corresponding to 2 3 8 mg BM adminis-
tered to a 70 kg pregnant woman, n 5 9) or an equal volume
saline (n 5 6) at 105, 112 and 119 dGA (days gestational age,
term 150 days). cAEP were induced before each BM course
and six days after the last course using a tone of 500 Hz,
100 dB SPL and 50 ms duration with randomly chosen
stimuli intervals of 0.8 1.2 sec applied at the maternal
abdominal wall for 4 3 5 min.cAEP were recorded from the
Cz position at the fetal skull and averaged from 100ms prior
to 500ms after the stimulus. Peak latencies and amplitudes of
the components P1, N1, P2 and N2 were detected. Results:
cAEP were detected in 7/9 BM and 5/6 control fetuses at
105 dGA and in all fetuses at 111 dGA. Latency of all
components decreased continuously until 125 dGA
(p , 0.05, Fig. 1) reflecting ongoing myelination. Beta-
methasone delayed the developmental decrease of peak
latencies. P2 and N2 did not and P1 and N1 started to
decrease at 125 dGA. Compared to controls, latency of all
components was delayed at 125 dGA (p , 0.05, Fig. 1).
Developmental increase of the amplitudes reflecting matura-
tion of cortical neuronal circuits was not affected by BM.
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Conclusions: Maturation of cAEP is affected even by a single
course of BM. The results are in agreement with the delay in
myelination shown previously.3
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Fig. 1. Development of the latencies of the P1 and N2 in saline
(white) and BM treated fetuses (black bars). Mean1SEM, *p , 0.05
compared to 105 dGA, $p , 0.05 compared to controls.

1. J.P. Newnham, T.J. Moss, Sem Neonatol., 6:285–292,
2001.

2. T.F. Yeh et al., N Engl J Med. 350:1304–1313, 2004.
3. I. Antonow-Schlorke et al., Obstet Gynecol., 113:142–151,

2009.

P-2A-54

Effects of maternal smoking during pregnancy and
preterm birth on physical size in late childhood: Possible
Moderation by ADHD Status?

T.L. Wigal1, R. Ferrer1, P. Wadhwa1, E. Sonuga-Barke2,
L.E. Arnold3, A. Stehli1, L. Hechtman4, F. Crinella1,
K. Godfrey2, S. Hinshaw5, H. Kramer6, J. Newcorn7,
J.M. Swanson1 for the MTA Cooperative Group
1University of California Irvine, Irvine CA USA; 2University of
Southamptom, Southamptom, UK; 3Ohio State University,
Columbus OH USA; 4McGill University, Montreal CN;
5University of California Berkeley, Berkeley CA USA; 6Stanford
University, Palo Alto CA USA; 7Mt. Sinai School of Medicine,
New York City NY USA

Objective: Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD) is associated with a number of prenatal risk factors.
Two of these are maternal smoking during pregnancy and
preterm birth, and both are associated with low birth weight.
The Developmental Origins of Health and Disease
(DOHaD) concept recognizes low birth weight as a non-
specific marker of adverse intra-uterine environments

hypothesized to produce adaptive changes in organ structure
and function with long-term consequences. We evaluated
the effects of maternal smoking during pregnancy and
birth weight on height, weight, and body mass index in
school-aged children.
Method: Within the Multimodal Treatment study of
children with ADHD (MTA) were selected two groups for
evaluation: stimulant-naı̈ve children with diagnoses of
ADHD (n 5 83) and a local normative control group
(LNCG) of age and sex group-matched classmates
(n 5 246). From parent interview we obtained reports of
birth weight, preterm status, and maternal smoking during
pregnancy. We measured physical size and body composition
during childhood at 9–11 years of age. Our primary analyses
were conducted with a 0.05 significance level to evaluate in a
2 3 2 3 2 design main effects of Smoking Status, Preterm
Status, or Group and all of the interactions of these factors.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
patients consent were obtained.
Results: The standardized birth weight for the pre-term
children was lower than the non-preterm children for both
the ADHD group (z 5 20.65 for Preterm vs. z 5 0.05 for
non-Preterm) as well as the LNCG (z 5 20.66 for Preterm
vs. z 5 0.14 for non-Preterm). The effect of Smoking Status
on birth weight was evident in both groups also (z 5 20.76
for Smokers vs. z 5 0.06 for non-Smokers in the ADHD
group and z 5 20.59 for Smokers vs. z 5 0.07 for Non-
Smokers for the LNCG). In analyses of childhood size, the
main effect of Smoking Status was not significant, but there
was a significant interaction of Smoking Status x Group in
the analyses of weight (F(1,328) 5 6.29, p 5 0.013) and body
mass index (F(1,326) 5 4.89, p 5 0.028). Specifically, in the
normative control group, children of mothers who smoked
during pregnancy had higher weight and body mass index
than children of mothers who did not, but this expected
pattern was not observed in the ADHD group.
Conclusions: According to the DOHaD hypothesis, maternal
smoking during pregnancy may result in low birth weight and
produce a ‘‘thrifty’’ phenotype in offspring (e.g., increased
insulin resistance) that contributes to higher weight and BMI
in later life. This prediction was confirmed in the LNCG but
not in the ADHD group. The ADHD children exposed to
maternal smoking during pregnancy and having low birth
weight were still lighter and had a lower BMI in childhood.
This suggests that some prenatal influences on postnatal
physical size in childhood may act differently in children with
ADHD than in the general population. Support: The
National Institute of Mental Health by a Cooperative
Agreement for the design and implementation of the MTA.

P-2A-55

Increased corticosterone levels and decreased hypothala-
mic dopaminergic activity in neonatal rats submitted to
cold stress
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T.P. Henriques1, R.E. Szawka2, L.A. Diehl3, B.C.C. Aranda1,
V. Sebben1, C.R. Franci4, J.A. Anselmo-Franci2,
P.P. Silveira3, R.M.M. de Almeida5, A.B. Lucion1

1Departamento de Fisiologia, Universidade Federal do Rio
Grande do Sul, Brasil; 2Faculdade de Odontologia de Ribeirão
Preto, Universidade de São Paulo, Brasil; 3Departamento de
Bioquı́mica, UFRGS, Brasil; 4Faculdade de Medicina de
Ribeirão Preto, USP, Brasil; 5Centro de Ciências da Saúde,
Universidade do Vale dos Sinos, Brasil

Objective: The first two weeks of life in rodents is known as
the ‘‘stress hyporesponsive period’’, in which the pups show
decreased neuroendocrine responses to stress. However, this is
a neurodevelopmental sensitive period in which the animal is
susceptible to environmental events, such as stress and the
quality of maternal care, which may have long-term effects
upon the individual. Our study investigated plasma corticos-
terone and hypothalamic dopaminergic activity in neonatal
rats submitted to cold stress. We also investigated the possible
influences of gender and maternal care received.
Methods: In the end of 18 postpartum day (P0), the 60
Wistar dams had their litters culled to 8 pups. From P1 to
P10, dams had their maternal behaviour analysed according
to previous works, in which licking behaviour was taken as a
measure of the quality of maternal care (population’s mean
licking frequency 5 5,52 6 0,1863). Dams showing the
higher and lower frequencies of licking were selected as High
Licking (mean . 6,991, n 5 10) and Low Licking (mean ,

4,1814, n 5 12), respectively. At P13, a pair of pups was
removed from the litter and immediately sacrificed by
decapitation (control group) and another pair was removed
from the litter and placed in a plastic container inside a cold
chamber (08C, 6 min), being sacrificed 15 min after the
termination of the cold stress. Blood trunk was taken for
plasma corticosterone radioimmunoassay. The brains were
quickly removed for dissection of the hypothalami for
dopamine and DOPAC High Performance Liquid Chroma-
tography analysis. The dopaminergic activity was measured
by the DOPAC/dopamine ratio (turnover).
Results: The three-way ANOVA with Duncan Post Hoc
showed an effect of stress increasing plasma corticosterone
(p , 0,001) and decreasing dopamine turnover (p 5 0,05).
There were neither gender nor maternal care differences in
both measurements.
Conclusions: Stress increased plasma corticosterone in the pups.
Surprisingly, we found that stress decreased the hypothalamic
dopaminergic activity, as opposed to the effects usually found in
adult and infant animals. We suggest that this is due to the
peculiarity of cold stress, since the monoaminergic responses
vary depending on the stressor used, additional to the particular
neurochemical responses on neonatal period. Pups might have a
differentiated hypothalamic dopaminergic activity driven by
cold. Effects of gender and maternal care on corticosterone and
dopaminergic activities are possibly seen only after the puberty.
Support: CAPES and CNPq.

P-2A-56

Nocturnal polysomnographic studies in a children’s
sample with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder,
hyperactivity-type

Y.A. de Armas

Ave 23 No. 23003 e/ 230 y 234 Lisa. C. Habana

Children with ADHD can present a high prevalence rate of
comorbidity with sleep disorders. The exact nature of these
sleep problems are still to be determined.
Objectives: To describe the sleep disorders found by
nocturnal polysomnographic study (PSG) in a sample of 10
children with diagnosis of ADHD with hyperactivity-
impulsivity-type.
Methods: We studied 10 children (1 female and 9 males)
with a mean age of 9,30 (SD: 4,498148) who met DSM-IV
criteria of (ADHD) with hyperactivity-type ADHD (ADHD/
H). They were evaluated by a nocturnal polysomnographic
study and neurological exploration. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: All studies were abnormal, 7 (70%) of the children
presented period movements legs syndrome (PMLS). The
sleep architecture of 8 (80%) children with ADHD shows an
increase in the percentage of phase III and consequently
decreases of phase II of slow sleep. The REM latencies was
increased in 7 (70%) of the studied children, whereas the
REM percentage was diminished in 5 (50%). Epileptiform-
type paroxysms were observed in 40% of the children who
presented symptoms of ADHD/H and in 4 of them
declarations of parasomnias were demonstrated, for 40%.
Conclusion: The increase in phase III may be related to the
alterations in noradrenaline and dopamine transmission
present in children who suffer from ADHD. Some children
with ADHD can have a region of the brain with intense
epileptic activity, which does not trigger epileptic seizures but
gives rise to behavioural disorders.

P-2A-57

Long-lasting effects of maternal separation upon distinct
memory tasks and DNA damage to the hippocampus in
rats

L.A. Diehl1,3, C.G. Noschang1,4, R. Krolow1,4,
L. de Oliveira Alvares2,3, D. Engelke2, A.C. Andreazza1,4,
C.A. Gonçalves1,3,4, J.A. Quillfeldt2,3, C. Dalmaz1,3,4

1Departamento de Bioquı́mica, Universidade Federal do Rio
Grande do Sul, Brasi; 2Departamento de Biofı́sica, Universidade
Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Brasi; 3Programa de Pós-
Graduação em Neurociências, Universidade Federal do Rio
Grande do Sul, Brasil; 4Programa de Pós-Graduação em
Bioquı́mica, Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul,
Brasil
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Objective: The first two weeks of life are a critical period for
neural development in rats. Repeated long-term separation
from the dam is considered to be one of the most potent
stressors to which rat pups can be exposed, and permanently
modifies neurobiological and behavioral parameters. Pro-
longed periods of maternal separation usually increase stress
reactivity during adulthood, and enhance anxiety-like
behavior. The purpose of the present study was to verify if
repeated long-term maternal separation would affect perfor-
mance in different memory tasks in adulthood; we also
verified DNA damage to the hippocampus in different ages.
Methods: Male Wistar rats were subjected to repeated
maternal separation (3h/day) during postnatal days 1–10.
At 70 days of age, the subjects were exposed to sequential (7
days apart) different tasks to evaluate memory. The animals
were sacrificed to analyse DNA damage to the dorsal and
ventral hippocampus using the comet assay at 21 days of age
and one month after the last behavioral evaluation (adult age).
Results: In the object recognition test, maternal separated
animals showed a deficit in performance, exploring less the
new object (Student’s t test, P , 0,05). No effects were
observed in the Morris water maze (repeated measures
ANOVA, P . 0.05). In the inhibitory avoidance task,
maternal separated animals showed a marginally significant
difference, with higher latencies to step-down, especially
when short-term memory was tested (90 min after training;
Student’s t test; P 5 0,08). An increased defensiveness
towards the cat odor (conditioning session) was detected in
maternal separated rats (Student’s t test; P , 0,005), whereas
no significant effect was found during the context session
24h later. A higher score of DNA damage was observed in
dorsal and ventral hippocampus of adult maternal separated
rats (Student’s t test, Adult: Dorsal, P , 0,001, Ventral,
P , 0,001 and at 21 days of age: Dorsal, P . 0,05 and
Ventral, P . 0,05).
Conclusion: These results suggest that an early stress
experience such as maternal separation may increase damage
to the hippocampus and also affect defensive behavior in
adulthood, and this effect is task-specific. Performance was
affected mainly in tasks involving emotional aversive
contents, which underlies the process of memory consolida-
tion. Support: CAPES and CNPq.

P-2A-58

Maternal smoking during pregnancy and chronic head-
ache in schoolchildren

C.E. Fabbri1, M.R. Gutierrez1, H. Bettiol1, A.A.M. Silva2,
M.A. Barbieri1

1Department of Pediatrics, Faculty of Medicine of Ribeirao
Preto, University of Sao Paulo, Avenida Bandeirantes 3900,
Ribeirao Preto, SP, Brazil; 2Department of Public Health,
Federal University of Maranhao, Rua Barao de Itapary 155, Sao
Luis, MA, Brazil

Objective: To study the prevalence of chronic headache and
its association with maternal smoking during pregnancy and
other risk factors in schoolchildren aged 7–11 years.
Methods: Children from two population-based birth cohorts
studied in Ribeirão Preto (RP) in 19941 and in São Luis (SL)
in 1997/982, Brazil, were re-examined in 2004/05 and 2005/
06, respectively, and mothers were re-interviewed3. Chronic
headache was defined as at least two occurrences in the last 15
days before the interview, with or without aura4. Mothers
were considered light smokers when smoked 1–9 cigarettes/
day, heavy smokers when consumed >10 cigarettes/day, and
no smokers. The risk factors associated with chronic headache
were evaluated by multiple Poisson regression analysis. The
Strength and Difficulties Questionnaire-SDQ5 was applied
for all children. Responses were classified as normal, border-
line and abnormal. The control variables were maternal
schooling and occupation of the family head at birth, child’s
blood pressure, bruxism and gender. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: The total prevalence of chronic headache among
schoolchildren was 25.8% (29.8% for males and 24.4% for
females) in RP, and 11.1% (15.5% for males and 11.2% for
females) in SL. The prevalence of headache among children
from light smoker mothers was 19.3% and 40.5% among
heavy smokers in RP, and 9.6% and 24,4% respectively for
light and heavy smokers in SL. In both cohorts, the factors
associated with chronic headache were maternal smoking
during pregnancy (RR for heavy smokers 1.560, 95%CI
1.128–2.159 in RP and RR 5 2.540, 95% CI 1.148–5.619
in SL) and abnormal score of the SDQ (RR 5 1.900, 95% CI
1.383–2.595 in RP and RR 5 2.102, 95% CI 1.228–3.598
in SL). The remaining factors were female gender (RR 5

0.731, 95% CI 0.565–0.949), bruxism (RR 5 1.389,
95% CI 1.058–1.824), high blood pressure (RR 5 1.421,
95% CI 1.049–1.925) for Ribeirão Preto and maternal
schooling at birth >12 years (RR 5 3.388, 95% CI
1.321–8.686) for SL.
Conclusions: Maternal smoking during pregnancy and
general difficulties detected in the mental health screening
were found to be risk factors for chronic headache at school
age in both cohorts. Biological factors – female gender,
bruxism, blood pressure – were risk factors for chronic
headache only in RP, whilst a social factor – maternal
schooling – was a risk factor only in SL. Support: CNPq,
FAPESP and FAEPA.

1. H. Bettiol et al., Rev Saúde Públ., 32: 18–28, 1998.
2. A.A. Silva et al., Cad Saúde Públ., 17: 1413–23, 2001.
3. V.C. Cardoso et al., Braz J Med Biol Res, 40:1165–76,

2007.
4. Classificação Internacional das Cefaléias. 2 %

a Ed. Sociedade
Brasileira de Cefaléia. São Paulo. Alaúde Editorial Ltda.,
2006.

5. R. Goodman. J Child Psychol Psych, 40:791–801, 1999.
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Unwanted pregnancy and its detrimental effect on early
language development in the offspring: the HBC Study

K. Matsumoto1, K.J. Tsuchiya1, T. Miyachi1, H. Itoh2,
N. Kanayama2, N. Takei1,3, the HBC Study Team
1Research Center for Child Mental Development, Hamamatsu
University School of Medicine; 2Department of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology, Hamamatsu University School of Medicine, Han-
dayama 1 Higashiku, Hamamatsu 4313192, Japan; 3Division of
Psychological Medicine, Institute of Psychiatry, King’s College
London, De Crespigny Park, SE5 8AF London, UK

Objective: Unwanted pregnancy has been suggested to be
associated with low birth weight123 and delayed neurodeve-
lopment, particularly in motor and social domains4. How-
ever, language development in infants in relation to unwanted
pregnancy has yet to be explored. This is of a particular
concern since delayed language development is a predictor for
behavioural as well as cognitive problems during childhood5.
To capture a longitudinal effect of unwanted pregnancy, we
investigated the association between unwanted pregnancy and
the development of expressive language during 1 to 6 months
of age using a multi-purpose cohort, the Hamamatsu Birth
Cohort for Mothers and Children (HBC).
Methods: The HBC study was initiated in 2007, the
methodology of which is discussed elsewhere (Tsuchiya
et al., a poster to be presented). Among 209 dyads of
mothers and their children enrolled by August of 2008,
165 children completed direct assessments at 1st, 4th, and
6th months of age of the child. Expressive and receptive
language, and motor skill were assessed with the Mullen Early
Scales of Learning6. Mothers were questioned on intention to
pregnancy at approximately 20th week of gestation, and were
categorised into three groups: ‘‘intended’’, ‘‘mistimed’’, and
‘‘unwanted’’, defined according to a previous study1. In the
present study, ‘‘mistimed’’ and ‘‘intended’’ were convention-
ally merged into ‘‘wanted’’, since mistimed pregnancy is
defined as having an intention to give birth in later life.
Additionally, we asked each of mothers to provide names of
two individuals who had been most pleased to know she was
pregnant. If she provided the name of the husband or partner,
the pregnancy was defined as ‘‘wanted by father’’; otherwise,
the pregnancy was categorised as ‘‘unwanted by father’’. As
for potential confounders, socio-economic status such as
annual income, educational history for both mother and
fathers, and parity were also identified. Institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ consent were obtained.
Results: Although no remarkable difference was found in
expressive language development by the 4th month of age,
‘‘unwanted-by-father’’ children showed lower scores than
‘‘wanted-by-father’’ children at the 6th month. Then, we
compared the score across children ‘‘wanted by both parents’’,
‘‘unwanted by father and wanted by mother)’’, ‘‘unwanted by
mother and wanted by father’’, and ‘‘unwanted by both

parents’’, and found that it was the lowest in the group of
children ‘‘unwanted by both parents’’ in the 6th month
(figure).
Conclusions: Unwantedness of pregnancy by father appears
to have a detrimental effect on expressive language develop-
ment in infants. Although unwantedness of pregnancy in
mothers per se exerts no similar effect, it may have an
additive, detrimental effect in combination with unwantedness
of pregnancy by father.

1. D.V. D’Angelo et al., Perspect Sex Reprod Health,
36:192–7, 2004.

2. S.A. Collier & C. J. Hogue, Matern Child Health J.,
11:65–71, 2007.

3. A.P. Mohllajee AP et al., Obstet Gynecol., 109:678–86,
2007.

4. S.R. Crissey. Pop Res Policy Rev., 24:593–615, 2005.
5. L. Rescorla et al., J Speech Lang Hear Res., 50:1063–78,

2007.
6. E.M. Mullen, Pearson Assessments, Minneapolis, MN, 1995.
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Is better nutrition in childhood in a developing popula-
tion associated with better cognitive function in later
adulthood?: The Guangzhou Biobank Cohort Study

M. Heys1, C.Q. Jiang2, C.M. Schooling1, W.S. Zhang2,
K.K. Cheng3, T.H. Lam1, G.M. Leung1

1School of Public Health, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, The
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, China; 2Guangzhou
Occupational Diseases Prevention and Treatment Centre, Guangz-
hou Number 12 Hospital, Guangzhou, China; 3Department of
Public Health and Epidemiology, University of Birmingham, UK

Objective: There is growing evidence that early life exposures,
such as childhood socioeconomic status, are related to later
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adulthood cognition. However, the specific aspect of early
conditions underlying this association is not clear. Animal
protein intake is positively associated with earlier walking in
infants. Dietary supplementation with meat in infants and
children in developing countries results in better cognitive
function, independent of iron status. Protein energy
supplementation with vegetables, milk and sugar (not meat)
given from birth to 24 months in developing populations is
associated with better cognitive function in early adulthood
(mean age 32 years), especially amongst women. Inadequate
childhood nutrition is associated with poor short term
academic and cognitive outcomes. However, it is not known
whether childhood nutrition has life long effects on cognitive
function. We examined the association of childhood meat
eating with adulthood cognitive function in southern China
where the older population lived through significant hardship
during their early years.
Methods: Multivariable linear regression was used in a cross-
sectional study of 20,086 Chinese men and women aged >50
years from the Guangzhou Biobank Cohort Study (phases 2
and 3) 2005–8. We assessed the association of childhood
meat eating with amnesic-MCI and delayed 10-word recall
score. The 10-word recall is a test of new learning ability from
the CERAD (Consortium to Establish a Registry for
Alzheimer’s Disease) test battery which has been validated
as a culturally and educationally sensitive tool for identifying
dementia in population based research in developing
countries. Amnesic-MCI was defined as a delayed recall score
of 3 or less out of 10, corresponding to 1 standard deviation
below the mean.
Results: Adjusted for age, sex and education, childhood meat
eating 1–6 days per week and daily childhood meat eating
were associated with a higher 10-word recall score (number of
words recalled 5 0.08 [95% confidence interval 5 0.02 to
0.13] and 0.24 [0.16 to 0.33] respectively) ) and with lower
odds of amnesic-MCI (odds ratio 5 0.80 [95% confidence
interval 5 0.72 to 0.89] and 0.79 [0.67 to 0.94] respectively).
Additional adjustment for childhood and adulthood socio
economic position and current physical activity attenuated
these findings, however daily childhood meat eating remained
associated with a higher 10-word recall score (0.17 [0.08 to
0.26].
Conclusions: A diet that includes a small amount of daily
meat in childhood (after infancy) may have long-term
positive effects on cognitive function. If confirmed, these
results highlight the importance of adequate childhood
nutrition. Alternatively childhood meat eating may reflect a
generally more cognitively protective childhood environment
and nutrition. Irrespective, these findings also emphasise the
childhood and adolescent antecedents of adult disease, with
corresponding public health implications for healthy aging.
Future research should examine the role of childhood
exposures in long term cognitive development and if a role
for childhood meat eating is verified, should elucidate the
type and quantity of macro and micro nutrients that may be

cognitively protective and the biological mechanisms behind
these effects, so that preventive strategies can be implemented.
Acknowledgements: The University of Hong Kong
(HKSAR), Guangzhou Public Health Bureau (China),
Guangzhou Science and Technology Bureau (China), The
University of Birmingham (UK).
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Profiles of psychological development in children whose
mothers underwent hyperthyroidism or hypothyroidism
during pregnancy
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1Psicóloga Clı́nica; 2Departamento de Psicologı́a, Pontificia
Universidad Católica del Perú. Av. Universitaria 1831,
San Miguel, Lima 32, Perú; 3Facultad de Medicina de San
Fernando, Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos. Av. Grau
755, Cercado, Lima 1, Perú; 4Instituto Nacional Materno
Perinatal. Jr. Miró Quesada 941, Cercado, Lima 1, Perú

Objectives: Normal levels of production of thyroid hormones
T3 and T4 in pregnant women play a critical role in the
development of CNS structures of future offspring. In the
case of hypothyroidism, lack, delay or inadequacy of
treatment is associated to maternal and fetal morbidity
including posterior poor intellectual development1. The
objective of this study was to test if lower levels of
psychological development in children are associated to
previous maternal hypothyroidism during pregnancy.
Methods: Two groups of children (Group 1, N1 5 7 and
Group 2, N2 5 6) whose mothers underwent hyperthyroid-
ism or hypothyroidism and received concomitant pharmaco-
logical treatment during pregnancy, were tested using the 4
subscales of the Escala de Evaluación de Desarrollo
Psicomotor (EEDP) (Asssessment Scale of Psychomotor
Development)2 and the Spanish version of the Standford-
Binet Intelligence Scale. Level of psychological development
(low development and non low development) of Group 1
(3,7 1/2 2,1 years old) and Group 2 (1,6 1/2 1,1 years
old) and type of maternal condition during pregnancy
(hyperthyroidism and hypothyroidism) were analyzed con-
jointly using 2 3 2 contingency tables and running corre-
spondent x2 association tests. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent were
obtained.
Results: There was no significant association between level of
development and type of maternal condition during
pregnancy when levels of development were those measured
by the Psychomotor, Sensory, or Psychosocial Subscales of
EEDP while there was a significant association between level
of development measured by the Phonological Subscale of
EDDP and type of maternal condition (p , ,05) being low
development associated to hypothyroidism and non low
development to hyperthyroidism. Level of intelligence (low
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IQ and non low IQ) and type of maternal condition were
analyzed conjointly using the same statistical procedures
described above. No significant association between level of
intelligence and type of maternal condition was found.
Conclusions: As the two groups under study were not
equivalent in terms of age, it remains as a question to answer
in prospective research using larger samples if the specific
profile of phonological development found for group 2 equals
profiles of phonological development of children of similar
age whose mothers underwent hyperthyroidism during
pregnancy or did not undergo any disorder associated to
the level of production of the thyroid hormones.

1. M.L. Mitchell, M.Z. Klein. Eur J Endocrinol., 151:
U45–U48, 2004.

2. S. Rodrı́guez et al., EEDP. Escala de Evaluación del Desarrollo
Psicomotor de 0-24 meses. Santiago: Galdoc, 1976.
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Maternal low protein diets during pregnancy and/or lactation
impair male offspring motivation to work for reward

L. Reyes-Castro1, R.D. Wimmer2, C.J. Bautista1,
G.L. Rodrı́guez-González 1, E. Zambrano1, P.W. Nathanielsz 2,
M. Nijland2, T. McDonald2

1Departamento de Biologı́a de la Reproducción. Instituto
Nacional de Ciencias Médicas y Nutrición Salvador Zubirán,
México. D.F; 2Center for Pregnancy and Newborn Research,
University of Texas Health Sciences Center San Antonio,
TX, USA

Objective: Studies in several species have shown that
suboptimal maternal nutrition during pregnancy and/or
lactation impairs brain structure and function. The focus of
these developmental programming studies has mostly been on
brain reproductive and appetitive behavior. We evaluated
effects of a maternal low protein (MLP) diet on motivational
performance in male rat offspring (OFF) using the
progressive ratio task.
Methods: Pregnant Wistar rats were assigned to a control
(C - 20% casein; CC) or a restricted (R - 10% casein; RR)
isocaloric diet in pregnancy and lactation. A third group
received C and R in pregnancy and lactation, respectively
(CR). A fourth group received R in pregnancy and C in
lactation (RC). At birth litters were adjusted to 10 pups. At
90 days of age, male OFF were tested on a progressive ratio
schedule of reinforcement (PRS) task. The animals were first
trained to press a lever to obtain a reward in the form of a
drop of 7% sucrose solution. After completing training rats
were tested for 8 consecutive days on the PRS. In the PRS the
animals have to systematically increase their response for each
successive reinforcement. In contrast to free sucrose con-
sumption tests using an operant schedule of conditioned
reinforcement allows to distinguish between the ‘‘liking’’ of a
reward and the motivation to obtain a reward.

Results: Fig 1 shows that compared with controls all three
protein restricted male OFF groups made fewer responses and
received fewer rewards.

Figure 1. A) Number of rewards and B) number of responses in males
at 90 days of age in the four experimental groups exposed to different
diets during pregnancy and/or lactation. Data averaged over 8 consecutive
days and displayed as mean 6 SEM; n 5 5, *vs CC, p , 0.05.

Conclusions: We believe this is the first demonstration of
decreased motivation to obtain a reward following exposure
to MLP diets in rodents. Several possible factors may
influence brain development in ways that explain our
findings. 1. Exposure of the developing brain to high levels
of glucocorticoid. We have shown that these MLP diets raise
maternal serum GC1. Our own studies in the baboon
(unpublished) show that exposure of OFF to stress or GC at
higher levels than those appropriate for the current stage
of development alter OFF performance in the progressive
ratio test. 2. Decrease in brain growth factors. 3. As we
demonstrate at this meeting MLP diminishes the concentra-
tion of polyunsaturated fatty acids in the milk.

1. E. Zambrano et al., J Physiol., 563:275–284, 2005.
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Limbic-hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal angiotensina and
corticosteroid receptors expression in adult rats after
undernutrition in utero

D.B. Torres1, A. Lopes1, S. Thomaz1, M. Andreo1,
B. Vaccari1, S. Cordellini2, J.A.R. Gontijo4, P.A. Boer1

1Department of Morphology; 2Department of Pharmacology,
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CEP 18618-000, Botucatu, SP, Brazil; 4Department of
Internal Medicine, FMC, UNICAMP, Postal Code: 6111, CEP
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Millions of children die annually or will develop metabolic
diseases, cardiovascular and cognitive deficits in adulthood,
resulting from protein-calorie malnutrition both during
pregnancy and in early life. The undernutrition fetal
programming has medical and social relevance, especially in
developing countries, like Brazil. Protein-calorie malnutrition
and hypertension represent global public health problem. The
central RAS play an important role in the control of fetal
cardiovascular responses, body fluid balance, and neuroendo-
crine regulation. Recent progress have been made in
demonstrating that altered fetal RAS development as a
consequence of environmental insults may impact on
programming of hypertension later in life. Also, altered
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal responses to stress can occur
by early environmental events. Aditionally, altered expression
of brain mineralo and glucocorticoid receptors (MR and GR,
respectively) is thought to be central to this process. In this
way, we hypothesise that altered levels of expression of AT1
receptor, MR and GR in some neural pathways may influence
cardiovascular control and stress response and contribute to
adult cardiovascular diseases in fetal origins.
Objective: To investigate the effects of maternal under-
nutrition exposure in utero on adult AT1, MR and GR
expression in hypothalamic regions, which are known to have
roles in the regulation of the cardiovascular system and/or
body fluid and electrolyte balance.
Methods: Pregnant rats were divided into two groups. The
daily food supply of one group (FR50) was restricted to 50%
of the food consumed by the other group (NF), fed ad
libitum. Only male pups were used in the study. body weight
(BW) was mesured in the day of birth. Arterial blood pressure
(AP) was measured weekly, since the 42nd day of age. In the
age of 90th days, the rats were perfused and their brain
processed for immunohistochemistry analyze.
Results: Our results shown that FR50 offspring presented
significant reduction in BW (5.67 6 0.16 v 6.84 6 0.13 in NF,
p , 0,001) and AP increased from 6th to 12nd week (6th,
149.1 6 3.4 v 125.1 6 3.2 in NF, p , 0,001; 12nd, 164.4 6 4.9
v 144.0 6 3.3 in NF, p 5 0,02). In the figure we have represented
the immunoexpression found in FR50 brain when compared to
NF (PVN, paraventricular nucleus; SFO, subfornical organ).
Conclusion: Impaired angiotensinergic neural pathway within
the brain may have important consequences in homeostatic
functions, particularly related to the control of arterial pressure.
Our results suggest that HPA response to stress in FR50 rats is
enhanced. We hypothesize that reduced hippocampal response
to stress is probably a compensative response to systemic
glucocorticoid rate enhanced. Support: FAPESP.

P-2B-64

Is flat pelvis associated with low birth weight?

J.G. Alves1, L.C. Siqueira2, L.M. Mello2, J.N. Figueiroa1,
J. Menezes1

1Instituto de Medicina Integral Professor Fernando Figueira
(IMIP), Rua dos Coelhos, 300 – Boa Vista, Recife, Brazil;
2Escola Pernambucana de Medicina, Av. Jean Emile Favre,
422, Imbiribeira, Recife, Brazil

The relation of pelvis size to fetal growth restriction has not
been adequately studied and has not been mentioned in
intrauterine growth restriction reviews1,2. However, some
studies have suggested that stroke is more common among
the offspring of mothers who had a ‘‘flat’’ bony pelvis3,4.
Objective: To verify the correlation between the mother’s
pelvic size and newborn birth weight.
Methods: A cross sectional study with 226 mothers with
singleton pregnancy but without preterm delivery was under-
taken between August 2008 and April 2009 at Instituto de
Medicina Integral Professor Fernando Figueira (IMIP), Recife,
Brazil. Methods: We measured the conjugate, intercristal and
interspinous diameters of the mothers with a Collins pelvimeter.
We used multiple linear and logistic regression analyses to
examine the effects of each pelvic diameter on birth weight.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Low birth weight was observed in 19 (8.4%) of the
newborns, and 29 (12.8%) of the mothers had flat pelvis. The
mothers with a flat pelvis have a higher proportion of low birth
weight offspring; 6/29 (20.6%) versus 13/197 (6.5%); Fisher
exact test 5 0.021. Pearson correlation for weight at birth with
pelvis intercristal, interspinous and conjugate diameters, were
0.265, 0.305 and 0.289, respectively (all p , 0.001). After
controlling a range of covariates the relation of birth weight
with interspinous and conjugate diameters remained.
Conclusions: Our findings agree with the idea that intra-uterus
volume restriction occasioned by flat pelvis lead to fetal growth
restriction. These also support the hypothesis that malnutrition
during the fetal life could lead to an inadequately development
of the pelvis (flat pelvis) which is associated with transmission of
fetal growth restriction to the next generation. In conclusion, the
size of the pelvis assessed using clinic pelvimetry has a positive
correlation with birth weight and can predict fetal growth
restriction before pregnancy.

1. T.Y. Tan, G.S. Yeo. Curr Opin Obstet Gynecol., 17:
135–142, 2005.

2. K. Marsál. Curr Opin Obstet Gynecol., 14:127–135, 2002.
3. C. Osmond et al., Stroke, 38:264–270, 2007.
4. C. Berkley. Pictorial Midwifery, London, UK: Bailliere,

Trindall and Cox; 1941.
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abdominal at birth
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Objective: To determine the correlation between mesenteric
adiposity in neonates with the waist abdominal.
Methods: We measured the mesenteric fat thickness in
118 newborns with gestational age >37 weeks. We used an
ultrasound, ATL HDI 5000 (CA, Bothell) with CL 4–7 MHz
or CL 2–5 MHz curvilinear transducer. Waist circumference
(WC) was measured at the narrowest circumference between
xiphisternum and umbilicus. The interoperator and intrao-
perator reliability was assessed. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: The sonographic measurements showed good
interoperator and intraoperator reliability, with intraclass
correlation coefficient of 0.94 (95% CI; 0.88 to 0.98). There
is a negative correlation between mesenteric fat and waist
abdominal (r 5 20.321; p 5 0.001).
Conclusions: Mesenteric fat is more sensitive to the lipolytic
effects of catecholamines to release more free fatty acid (FFA)
which leads to an increase of gluconeogenesis, impairment of
metabolism and action of insulin and increase lipoprotein
synthesis 1. Mesenteric fat is also a cardiovascular risk
factor 2,3. We showed that mesenteric fat can be recognized in
newborns by ultrasound scan. Our findings suggest that
intrauterine growth restriction may be associated with
mesenteric adiposity. This could be one more explanation
to the effect of low birth weight on accumulating visceral fat
in childhood and adulthood.

1. P. Mathieu et al., Int J Biochem Cell Biol., 40:821–836,
2008.

2. K.H. Liu et al., Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord.,
27:1267–7123, 2001.

3. K.H. Liu et al., Diabetes Care, 29:379–384, 2006.
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Collection of muscle tissue in an epidemiological study to
investigate life course influences on sarcopenia

H.P. Patel1,2, H.E. Syddall1, H.J. Martin1, C. Cooper1,
A. Aihie Sayer1,2

1MRC Epidemiology Resource Centre; 2Academic Geriatric
Medicine, University of Southampton, Southampton General
Hospital, Tremona Road, Southampton, SO16 6YD, UK

Objective: Sarcopenia, the loss of muscle mass and strength
with age, is associated adversely with disability, morbidity and
mortality. Epidemiological study findings suggest influences
across the life course are important in determining muscle
mass and strength as associations have been seen between
birth weight and both adult muscle mass and strength. Our
objective was to ascertain the feasibility and acceptability of
obtaining muscle tissue from healthy older men, with
historical records of growth in early life, to identify cellular
and molecular mechanisms underlying the life course
influences on sarcopenia.

Methods: 105 men with documented birth weight participat-
ing in the Hertfordshire Sarcopenia Study consented for
detailed physiological quantification of muscle mass, strength
and a biopsy of the vastus lateralis using the Weil-Blakesley
conchotome. Muscle tissue was processed for immunohisto-
chemical, and molecular studies. Acceptability was ascer-
tained by questionnaire and a pain Visual Analogue Scale
(VAS). 100 mm on the scale indicated severe pain. Appro-
priate institutional ethics committee clearance and partici-
pants’ informed consent was obtained.
Results: Muscle biopsy was successfully performed in 102 out
of 105 participants, with mean yield 107 mg (range
20–290 mg). The three participants who did not have a
biopsy were on treatment that may have influenced wound
healing (long term aspirin n 5 1, methotrexate n 5 1, long
term steroids n 5 1). 93 participants provided feedback. The
median pain VAS score during the procedure was 7 mm
(interquartile range [IQR] 1–34), 4 mm (IQR 0–16) one day
after the procedure and 1 mm (IQR 0–4) 7 days after the
procedure. 60 (64%) participants were back to their normal
levels of activity one day after the procedure. 85 (91%) found
this procedure acceptable and would have the procedure again
for research purposes. There were no serious wound
complications.
Conclusions: Muscle biopsy using the Weil-Blakesley con-
chotome is both feasible and acceptable in community
dwelling older men participating in epidemiological research.
The excellent yield of biopsy tissue will allow morphological
and molecular studies of muscle to be integrated into an
epidemiological study facilitating investigation of mechan-
isms underlying life course influences on sarcopenia. This
work was supported by the Medical Research Council, UK
and the University of Southampton.

P-2B-67

Protein restriction during pregnancy may
alter the oxidative capacity of the skeletal
muscle

P.E. Budri 1, L.C. Cabeço1, M. Baroni1, P.A.T. Souza2,
S.C. Carvalho2, S.M.M. Matheus2, P.A. Boer3,
M. Dal Pai Silva1

1Laboratory of Muscle Biology, Departament of Morphology,
State University of São Paulo ‘‘Julio Mesquita Filho’’, Rubião
Junior, CEP 18618-000, Botucatu city, Brazil; 2Departament
of Anatomy, State University of São Paulo00, Rubião Junior,
CEP 18618-000, Botucatu city, Brazil; 3Laboratory of Fetal
Programing, Departament of Morphology, State University of
São Paulo, Rubião Junior, CEP 18618-000, Botucatu city,
Brazil

Objective: Stimulus in the pregnancy stage, such as protein
restriction, can affect various morphophysiological parameters
of offspring with consequences in adulthood. This phenomenon,
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known as induced phenotypic traits (fetal programming),
can cause changes in skeletal muscle phenotype in the
short and long term. Since stimulus during pregnancy affects
the morphophysiological patterns of specific muscles, our
hypotesis is that, under this condition, the oxidative
metabolism of muscle fibers can be changed. The aim of
this study was to evaluate the effect of the maternal low
protein diet exposure, during gestation, on the oxidative
metabolism of the Extensor Digital Longus muscle (EDL) of
the offspring.
Methods: Wistar rats, aged 16 weeks, from mothers groups
that were fed with hipoproteic diet, with 6% of the protein
(GH, n 5 7), and normoproteic diet, with 17% of the protein
(GN, n 5 7) were sacrificed and the EDL muscle were
removed, weighed, and fragments frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Histological sections (8 mm), obtained in a cryostat at 2208C
were submitted to the histochemical reaction NADH_TR.
This reaction allowed us to identify the oxidative, inter-
mediate (oxidative/glicolytic) and glicolytic muscle fibers.
Muscle fiber frequencies (%) and the cross-section area (mm2)
were calculated using a computerized imaging analysis
system QWin V3 for Windows (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany).
The statistic analyzis used was the test t-student, with
p , 0,05.
Results: There was no change in muscle weight between
groups (p . 0.05). However, fetal protein restriction reduced
the frequency (GN 5 30,3 6 3,1; GH 5 25,4 6 3,5) of the
intermediate fibers and increase the area of glycolytic fibers
(GN 5 3064,18 6 1157,4; GH 5 3199,12 6 217,0), with
p , 0,05. There was a considerable increase of the percentage
of glycolytic fibers (GN 5 36,0 6 4,9; GH 5 41,28 6 9), but
this was not significant.

There was no change in area of muscle fibers between
groups (p . 0,05).
Conclusions: Protein restriction during pregnancy changed
muscle fiber types composition in EDL muscle of the
offspring. These changes may be contributing to the increase
in the insulin resistance of this muscle1,2, once the
intermediate fibers are more sensitive and glycolytic fibers
are less sensitive to insulin3. Support: FAPESP (Proc. 2007/
59970-8).

1. S.E. Ozanne et al., Am J Physiol., 271:E1128–E1134,
1996.

2. A.E. Toscano et al., Nutrition, 24:270–278, 2008.
3. J. He et al., Diabetes, 50:817–823, 2001.
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Detection of biofilms on endotracheal tubes in
ventilated newborn and intervention in biofilms
and respiratory infections of P.seudomonas aeruginosa
in rat model

J. Yu, B. Chen, T. Ran

Department of neonatology, Children’s Hospital, Chongqing
University of Medical Sciences, Chonqing 400014, China

Objective: To investigate the phenomenon of microbial
colonization and associated biofilm accumulation on the
surface of endotracheal tubes (ETTs) removed from neonates
with intubated ventilation, to research effect of inhalation of
Erythromycin and Ambroxol combining Ciprofloxacin
respectively against respiratory infection with ETT-associated
biofilm of P.aeruginosa.
Methods: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used for
examination of presence of biofilm on ETTs’ surface, bacteria
harvested from the surface of ETTs and the secretions of
lower respiratory, and assessed on antimicrobial susceptibility,
respectively. Rat model of P.aeruginosa biofilm infection was
established. The biofilms were treated by follow 5 groups
respectively, which include group 1 (control), group 2
(ambroxol), group 3 (erythromycin), group 4 (erythromy-
cin1 ciprofloxacin), group 5 (ambroxol1 ciprofloxacin).
Results: SEM showed that incidence of microbial coloniza-
tion increased significantly after 2 days duration of tube
use (12/20), biofilm formation was observed about 3 days
after intubation, and its architecture became more mature
and complex over 3 days. Of 14 positive cultures from ETTs
(4 grew normal flora), 7 pathogens were isolated. Of 13
positive cultures from secretions of lower respiratory (1 grew
normal flora), 10 pathogens were isolated. There were
7 samples had the same pathogen both on surface of ETTs
and in secretions of lower respiratory, accounted for 50%.
The gram-negative bacteria isolated from the surface and the
secretions presented multi-resistance to antibiotics. Rat model
was intervened after 7 days inhalation. The bacterial colony
counts (BCC) in lung tissues (3104 CFU/ml) from every
group were (139.250 6 42.0162), (101.625 6 40.4190),
(109.625 6 33.4747), (57.750 6 37.8295) and (22.25 6

17.31840), respectively. It were significantly different that
the group1, group2 and group3 were compared with the
group4 and group5 respectively (P , 0.05). it also was
significantly different that the group4 was compared with
the group5(P , 0.05), but not significantly different between
the group 1, group 2 and group 3, respectively (P . 0.05).
BCC from ETT biofilm were as follows (3104 CFU/ml):
(170.000 6 48.3263), (127.625 6 39.0163), (133.500 6

33.6876), (70.375 6 35.7768) and (38.125 6 19.1045),
respectively. The biofilm of the ETT surface was thickest in
the group1. It were less in the group2 and group3, least in the
group4 and group 5. The group 5 was less a little.
Conclusions: The ETT-biofilm develops into mature and
complex with the duration of tube use. There is correlation
between microbial colonization, biofilm formation on the surface
of ETTs and the lower respiratory infection in prolonged
intubated ventilated neonates. The combination Ambroxol with
Ciprofloxac was significantly effective on ETT-associated biofilm
of P. aeruginosa and relevant respiratory infection, which is better
than the combination Erythromycin with Ciprofloxacin.
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A way of managing cheaply food poisoning due to
enterotoxigenic. E. Coli and shigella in community in low
– resource countries – kenya

M.W. Ngugi

Health King Baudouin Foundation Kenya

Objective: Several drug-resistant community acquired infec-
tions are causing global concern e.g. Enterrotoxigenic toxic
E.coli and Shigella organisms transmitted by untreated water
and unhygienically prepared foods. The study for 14 years in
Kenya shows the breakdown of public health facilities,
untreated, water, poverty resulting in hygienic housing and
misuse of antibiotics in trying to treat enteric pathogens has
increased the mortality and morbidity. This shows that
although the current Enterrotoxigenic E.coli are sensitive to
new introduced quinolones and cephalosporins; these drugs
kill the bacteria byt they do not effective on already produced
toxins in patients gut. A new approach to control this
problem must be introduced to control the spread and
management of toxin-produced in the gut. Antibiotics
combined with neutralizing agents of toxins might be
effective in controlling these problems.
Methods: From 1983, food poisoning agents were investi-
gated during the outbreak in Kenya. Sensitivity was done,
toxin produced was investigated, and model of transmission
was studied. Health providers used antibiotics with toxin
neutralizing agents and those without.
Results: Result showed 33% of food poisoning was due to
heat toxins producing E-coli. These organisms continued,
developing resistance to new drugs. Food poisoning due to
toxigenic (E.coli) responded better with antibiotics combined
with activated magnesium aluminium silicate. This is a
chemical that has a high absorbent power to neutralize toxins
produced. Those treated with antibiotics only continued to
have stomach ache and constipation.
Conclusion: Our study shows that antibiotics with magne-
sium aluminium silicate are effective in treating food
poisoning due to toxigenic E-Coli. Treating water as ‘‘Point
of use’’ with Chlorine should be promoted controlling food
poisoning diseases.

P-2C-70

Fish meal supplementation during gestation protects
against endotoxin-induced fetal programming of the
dermal immune response in sheep

R.E. Fisher1, M. Or’Rashid1, S. Pant1, B.W. McBride1,
H.J. Boermans2, N.A. Karrow1

1Department of Animal and Poultry Science; 2Department of
Biomedical Science, University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario,
Canada

Over the past few years there has been a switch in the
westernized society from a balanced omega-3:omega-6
polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) ratio to a diet highly
supplemented with omega-6 (n-6) PUFAs. This switch in
PUFA balance combined with bacterial infection during
pregnancy may have an impact on programming of the fetal
immune system and may increase the risk of the offspring’s
susceptibility to inflammatory diseases.
Objective: To investigate differences in the antigen-specific
dermal immune response of offspring born to mothers that
had been supplemented with either fish meal (FM) rich in
omega-3 docosahexaenoic acid or soyabean meal (SM) rich in
omega-6 polyunsaturated fatty acid (n-6 PUFA), and
challenged with endotoxin on day 135 of gestation.

Figure 1: Dermal hypersensitivity response to OVA and CAA in
offspring born to mothers supplemented with FM or SM during
gestation and treated with endotoxin or saline during late gestation.

Methods: Twenty-one ewes were allocated to either a diet
supplemented with FM (n 5 11) or SM (n 5 10). On day
135 of gestation (of an approximate 145 days gestation
period) half of the ewes from each treatment were either
challenged with 1.2 mg/kg Escherichia coli endotoxin admi-
nistered i.v., or saline as control. At 4 months of age, all
offspring received the antigens ovalbumin (OVA) and
Candida Albicans cellular extract (CAA) administered i.m. A
secondary booster of OVA and CAA was repeated on all
offspring 10 days later. On day 21 of the trial offspring were
subjected to a dermal hypersensitivity response test using
both OVA and CAA administered i.d. Skin-fold measure-
ments were performed at 0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 24, 48 and 72 hours
post injection to assess the dermal immune response to these
specific antigens. The University of Guelph’s Animal Care
Committee approved the experimental protocol in accor-
dance with the Canadian Council of Animal Care.
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Results: All offspring responded to both the CAA and OVA
antigen over time (p , 0.0001). Amongst the offspring born to
mothers fed a SM supplemented diet, there was a significant
difference in the hypersensitivity response between offspring
born to mothers receiving endotoxin, as compared to offspring
born to mothers receiving saline (CAA, p , 0.0010; OVA,
p , 0.0023). However, the offspring born to mothers fed a FM
supplemented diet showed no significant difference between
endotoxin treatments for either antigen (CAA, p , 0.0982;
OVA, 0.3331). When comparisons were made across dietary
treatments with respect to endotoxin challenge, it was
demonstrated that offspring born to mothers fed a FM
supplemented diet had an attenuated hypersensitivity response
compared to offspring born to mothers fed a SM supplemented
diet (CAA, p , 0.0038; OVA, p , 0.0225) (see Figure).
Conclusions: Offspring born to mothers fed a diet supple-
mented with FM 1 endotoxin in late gestation had an
attenuated dermal hypersensitivity response to both CAA and
OVA compared to offspring born to SM 1 endotoxin treated
mothers. This suggests that FM may protect against endotoxin-
induced fetal programming of the dermal immune response.

P-2C-71

Role of infection agent in cardiovascular disease in Slovak
population.

J.Gašparovič1, V. Mongiellová1, J. Tomka2, E. Kováčová1,
J. Kazár1

1Slovak Medical University, Bratislava, The Slovak Republic;
2The National Institute of Cardiovascular Diseases, Bratislava,
The Slovak Republic

Objective: The participation of the infectious agents in the
pathogenesis of atherosclerosis still remains a controversial issue.
We tested buffy coats of the cardiovascular (CV) patients, i.e.
with coronary heart disease (CHD), hypertension and those who
underwent reconstructive vascular surgery (RVS) by PCR using
the specific primers directed to Chlamydophila pneumoniae, C.
psittaci and cytomegalovirus (CMV).
Methods: Of 228 patients CMV was detected in 77, but C.
pneumoniae only in 11 subjects and C. psittaci was not
detected at all. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: At the same time, high proportion of patient,s sera
contained specific IgG antibodies to CMV (68.7%) and IgA
antibodies to C. pneumoniae (66.6%). Serological results
correlated well with the findings of interleukin-6, C-reactive
protein, hypercholestrolemia, and diabetes. Some correlation
was observed also with PCR detection of CMV, but not C.
pneumoniae. In one PCR-negative sample for C. pneumoniae,
we detected parachlamydiae.
Conclusions: The search for their possible involvement in
buffy coats and arterial specimens will be the purpose of our
further study. Support: 2006/07-SZU-02 of Ministry of
Health, Slovak Republic and by 2006/10-SZU-05.
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Study of hypothalamic leptin receptor expression in low-
birth-weight piglets and effects of leptin supplementation
on neonatal growth and development
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1Universite Paris-Sud. Institut National de la Recherche Agrono-
mique. UMR 1197 NMPA, Orsay; 2UPSP EGEAL Institut
Polytechnique LaSalle. Rue Pierre Waguet 60026 Beauvais; 3The
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. PO Box 12, Rehovot 76100 Israel;
4Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique. Université Paris-
Sud UMR 1197 NOPA, Jouy-en-Josas, France; 5Institut National
de la Recherche Agronomique. UMR 703 Ecole Nationale
Vétérinaire, Nantes, France; 6Service de médecine infantile CHU.
Hôpital d’enfants 1002 Tunis. Tunisie

Objective: Low birth weight resulting from intrauterine
growth retardation (IUGR) is a risk factor for further
development of metabolic diseases. The pig appears to
reproduce nearly all the phenotypic pathological conse-
quences of human IUGR and is likely to be more relevant
than rodents in studies of neonatal development.
Methods: In the present work, we characterized the model of
low-birth-weight piglets with particular attention to the
hypothalamic leptin-sensitive system, and we tested whether
postnatal leptin supplementation could reverse the precocious
signs of adverse metabolic programming.
Results: Our results demonstrated that 1) Newborn IUGR
piglets present altered adipose tissue cellularity and exhibit
abnormal hypothalamic distribution of leptin receptors 2)
IUGR piglets present an altered postnatal growth charac-
terised by a catch-up growth and development of increased
adiposity since pre-pubertal age; and 3) postnatal leptin
administration can partially reverse the IUGR phenotype by
correcting growth rate, body composition, and accelerated the
development and maturation of organs involved in metabolic
regulation.
Conclusions: We conclude that IUGR may be characterized
by altered leptin receptor distribution within the hypotha-
lamic structures involved in metabolic regulation and that
leptin supplementation can partially reverse the IUGR
phenotype. These results open interesting therapeutic per-
spectives in physiopathology for the correction of defects
observed in IUGR.

P-3B-73

S100B protein concentrations in serum and abdominal fat
of neonatally handled rats chronically exposed to a highly
palatable diet in adulthood

C.S. Benetti1, P.P. Silveira1, M.C. Leite2, A.K. Portella1,
C.A. Gonçalves2, C. Dalmaz2, M.Z. Goldani1
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em Saúde da Criança e do Adolescente, Hospital de Clı́nicas de
Porto Alegre – Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul. Rua
Ramiro Barcelos, 2350 CEP 90035-903 - Porto Alegre/RS –
Brazil; 2Departamento de Bioquı́mica, UFRGS- Brazil

Objectives: According to our previous findings, neonatally-
handled rats demonstrate an increased preference for palatable
food in comparison to controls1, but seem less vulnerable to
the damaging metabolic effects of a chronic exposure to a
highly palatable diet, with attenuated abdominal fat accu-
mulation after this challenge2. Serum S100B is influenced by
diet and by body weight gain3. In humans and animals
studies, myocardial ischemia increases serum S100B4,5.
Therefore, the aim of our study was to verify if neonatal
handling and further chronic exposure to chocolate would
alter S100B protein concentration in serum and abdominal
fat in adulthood.
Methods: Nests of Wistar rats were (a) handled for
10 minutes in the first 10 days of life or (b) left undisturbed
until weaning. At 3 months of age, the females (n 5 48) were
assigned to receive or not chocolate 1 standard lab chow for
30 days and then sacrificed to dissect the abdominal fat and to
collect the serum. A group of animals receiving chocolate was
deprived for 30 days, receiving only rat chow before the
sacrifice. S100B protein was determined in both serum and
abdominal fat6. Repeated measures ANOVA or Two-Way
ANOVA were used for the analysis.
Results: Handling did not affect the consumption of
chocolate or chow nor body weight, although rats receiving
chocolate had increased body weight and abdominal fat
deposition. Chronic exposure to chocolate was associated
with an increase in serum S100B levels in non-handled rats
(NH chow 5 3.65 6 0.46, NH chocolate 5 6.14 6 1.19),
while handled animals had no change in S100B levels with
the exposure to the diet (H chow 5 4.19 6 0.39, H
chocolate 5 3.4 6 0.62), in which we found an interaction
between group 3 diet, P 5 0.039. S100B in abdominal fat
did not differ between groups during chocolate exposure.
After 30-days-period of chocolate deprivation, the difference
between groups in S100B levels was not detected anymore.
Conclusions: These results indicate that neonatal handling is
associated with a differential response to a chronic ingestion
of a highly palatable diet at a biochemical level, protecting
against the chocolate-induced increase of serum S100B levels
in females, and possibly against the development of
abdominal obesity and cardiovascular risk. Supported by
CAPES, CNPq.

1. P.P. Silveira et al., Physiol Behav., 80:739–745, 2004.
2. C.S. Benetti et al., Pediatr Res., 62:405–411, 2007.
3. K. Holtkamp et al., J Neural Transm., 115:937–940,

2008.
4. R. Pfeifer et al., Resuscitation, 79: 46–53, 2008.
5. G.S.L. Mazzini et al., Life Sci., 77:882–889, 2005.
6. M.C. Leite et al., J Neurosci Methods, 169:93–99, 2008.

P-3B-74

Introduction of a high omega-3 fatty acid diet reverses the
programmed increase in adiposity, but not hypertension,
in offspring of mothers treated with dexamethasone

M. Bollen1, P.J. Mark, T.A. Mori2, B.J. Waddell1

1Schools of Anatomy & Human Biology; 2Medicine &
Pharmacology, The University of Western Australia, Perth,
W.A., Australia

Objective: Maternal dexamethasone (Dex) treatment in the
rat programs several phenotypic outcomes including adult
hypertension1, hyperleptinemia1 and increased proinflamma-
tory cytokines2. These adverse outcomes are prevented,
however, if offspring are raised on a postnatal diet enriched
with omega-3 (n3) fatty acids from birth1,2. The objectives of
this study were to determine the effects of maternal Dex on
offspring adiposity and blood pressure (BP), and to examine
whether programmed changes are reversed by introduction of
a high n-3 fatty acid diet in adulthood.
Methods: Offspring of control (Con) and Dex-treated
mothers (0.6mg/ml drinking water, from day 13) were
cross-fostered to untreated mothers at birth and males raised
on normal chow for 40 weeks. A semi-pure diet (5% fat)
containing either standard (Std) or high (Hn3) omega-3 fatty
acid levels was then introduced. Body weights were recorded
weekly throughout the study and BP was measured by tail-
cuff plethysmography in trained animals before and 10 weeks
after the switch to semi-pure diets. Body fat (% abdominal
and % whole body) was measured by DEXA analysis at 50
weeks of age.
Results: Maternal Dex reduced birthweight (P , 0.001) by
18% and thereafter bodyweights remained slightly, but
consistently, lower in offspring of Dex-treated mothers
(overall treatment effect P , 0.001, two-way ANOVA).
There was no significant interaction between treatment and
age in this analysis of body weight, indicating an absence of
catch-up growth. BP was elevated (7%; P 5 0.02) in offspring
of Dex-treated mothers at 40 weeks of age, and this difference
remained evident after 10 weeks on the Hn3 diet (7% higher
in Dex on Std diet; 6.5% higher in Dex on Hn3 diet; post-
switch treatment effect P 5 0.05). There was a significant
interaction (P 5 0.02) between treatment and diet for
abdominal body fat (%), and so treatment effects were
analysed separately for each diet. This analysis showed that
offspring of Dex-treated mothers had higher abdominal fat
on the Std diet (Dex/Std: 55 6 2% vs Con/Std: 49 6 2%;
P 5 0.04), but not on the Hn3 diet (Dex/Hn3: 49 6 1% vs
Con/Hn3: 52 6 3%; NS). Total body fat (%) showed a
similar overall pattern (treatment-diet interaction P 5 0.03),
although the group comparison between Con/Std and Dex/
Std did not reach statistical significance (P 5 0.06).
Conclusions: This study shows that maternal Dex treatment
programs increased adiposity in adult offspring, and confirms
that adult hypertension is a feature of this programming
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model. Introduction of a high n3 diet in adulthood reversed
the increase in adiposity but not that in BP. The latter
contrasts with our previous demonstration that programmed
hypertension is prevented when offspring are raised on a high
n3 diet from birth1,2.

1. C.S. Wyrwoll et al., Endocrinology, 147:599–606, 2008.
2. C.S. Wyrwoll et al., J Endocrinol., 198:571–579, 2008.

P-3B-75

Life-course socioeconomic factors, skin colour and
abdominal obesity in adulthood in a Brazilian birth
cohort

D.A. González1, A. Nazmi2, J.S. Yudkin3, C.G. Victora1

1Post-graduate Program in Epidemiology, Federal University of
Pelotas, Brazil; 2Department of Food Science and Nutrition,
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo;
3University College London, UK

Obesity is an increasingly prevalent nutritional disorder
throughout the world. In particular, abdominal obesity is
associated with cardiovascular and metabolic risk.
Objective: To evaluate the effects of skin colour and life-
course socioeconomic indicators on waist circumference
(WC), hip circumference (HC) and waist-hip ratio (WHR)
in young adults.
Methods: Population-based birth cohort study. Individuals
born in 1982 in Pelotas (southern Brazil) were visited on a
number of occasions from birth to age 23–24 y. A sample of the
cohort was sought in 2006 and 972 individuals were located.
Assessment of the three dependent variables (WC, HC and
WHR) was carried out in 856 subjects (442 males, 414
females). The independent variables were collected at the
different follow-up visits: self-reported skin colour (2004),
family income at birth (1982), family income in adulthood
(2004) and family income change (1982 and 2004). Possible
confounding or mediating variables were also collected in 2004:
current smoking, sedentary behaviour, fiber and fat intake,
alcohol consumption, attained education of the individual and
parity (for women). ANOVA was used in crude analyses and
multiple linear regressions in adjusted analyses. The adjusted
analyses took into account the different levels of determination.
Tests for linear trend were used for ordinal variables. Stata 9.0
(Statacorp, College Station, Texas, USA) was used for analysis.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: In men, family income at birth and in 2004–05 were
positively associated with WC and HC (b 5 , 2.4 cm and
P , 0.001 in all the cases), but not with WHR (b 5 , 0.005
and P 5 0.1 in both periods). Regardless of current income,
men born to wealthier families had larger WC and HC as
adults (b 5 1.7 cm and p , 0.01 for both circumferences).
Skin colour was not associated with any of the outcomes. In
women, early poverty was associated with smaller HC

(b 5 1.4 cm; p 5 0.05), and current poverty with larger
WC (b 5 22.3 cm; P 5 0.003). Poverty at any age thus led
to higher WHR (b 5 20.015 for family income at birth and
20.011 for family income in adulthood; P , 0.01 in both
cases). Black women had larger WC and HC than white
women (b 5 , 3.2 cm and P < 0.01 in both cases), but there
were no differences in WHR (b 5 0.006; P 5 0.4). All the
associations were partially mediated by education and
behavioural variables.
Conclusions: The effects of early socioeconomic position on
WC and HC persist even after adjustment for adult
socioeconomic position, highlighting the importance of
interventions during the first years of life. Support: Partially
funded by The Wellcome Trust. The initial phases of the
cohort study were made possible by support from the
PRONEX, the Brazilian Ministry of Health, International
Development Research Centre of Canada, and the United
Nations Development Fund for Women (UK).

P-3B-76

Intergenerational ‘mismatch’ and adiposity in a develop-
ing population: The Guangzhou Biobank Cohort Study

S. Kavikondala1, C.Q. Jiang2, W.S. Zhang2, K.K. Cheng3,
T.H. Lam1, G.M. Leung1, C.M. Schooling1

1Department of Community Medicine and School of Public
Health, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, The University of Hong
Kong, Hong Kong SAR, China; 2Guangzhou Occupational
Diseases Prevention and Treatment Centre, Guangzhou Number
12 Hospital, Guangzhou, China; 3Department of Public Health
and Epidemiology, University of Birmingham, UK

Background: Intergenerational ‘mismatch’ between maternal
and adult environments, common in developing economies, has
been hypothesized as contributing to obesity. In a population
with recent socio-economic development, we examined whether
the association of maternal conditions, proxied by maternal
literacy, with adult adiposity, proxied by body mass index (BMI)
and waist-hip ratio (WHR) were modified by later life
conditions, proxied by socio-economic position (SEP) at three
life stages. We also examined if maternal conditions had sex-
specific associations with adult adiposity.
Methods: In a cross-sectional study of 19,977 adults (>50
years) from the Guangzhou Biobank Cohort Study (phases 2
and 3 in 2005–8), we used multivariable linear regression to
assess the association of maternal literacy with BMI and WHR,
and whether the associations varied with sex, age or SEP.
Results: The adjusted association of maternal literacy with WHR
varied with sex (p-value 5 0.04). In men, maternal literacy was
not associated with WHR or BMI. In women, maternal illiteracy
was associated with higher WHR (0.004, 95% confidence
interval (CI) 0.002 to 0.006) and higher BMI (0.17, 95% CI
0.04 to 0.29), after adjustment for age, lifestyle, life course SEP
and paternal literacy. There was little evidence that associations
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varied with SEP at any stage, although continuity of poor
conditions into early life may have exacerbated the positive
association of maternal illiteracy with higher WHR in women.
Conclusions: Mismatched maternal and later life conditions
do not appear to be associated with adiposity, but poor
maternal conditions in developing populations may increase
adiposity in women. Whether such sex-specific intergenera-
tional effects are driven by epigenetics, maternal sex
hormones or other mechanisms remains to be determined.
Our findings, although preliminary, imply that a transient
epidemic of obesity may occur in the first generation of
women who experience economic development.

P-3B-77

Maternal distress in early life predicts the waist-hip ratio
in schoolchildren

A.L. Kozyrskyj1,2, Y. Zeng1,2, B.J. MacNeil3, I. Colman2,
K.T. HayGlass4, E.A.S. Sellers5, A.B. Becker5

1Dept Pediatrics; 2School of Public Health, University of
Alberta, 11402 University Ave, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada;
3School of Rehabilitation Medicine; 4Dept Immunology; 5Dept
Pediatrics and Child Health, University of Manitoba, 727
McDermot Ave, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Objective: This study was undertaken to determine the
association between risk of overweight at age 10–11 years,
and exposure to stress during pregnancy, the postpartum
period and early school-age. Low birth weight, and maternal
psychopathology in later childhood have been reported to
contribute to stress and overweight in children. Our
findings will determine whether maternal distress in early
life also has a role to play in the development of overweight
in children.
Methods: This was a longitudinal follow-up of the nested
case-control study of the 1995 SAGE birth cohort in
Manitoba, Canada. As part of a research objective to
investigate the association between overweight in pre-
adolescence and the onset of adolescent asthma, waist and
hip measurements were obtained during a clinic visit at
10–11 years of age. In chronological order, the evaluated
child stress exposures were: low birth weight (proxy for
pregnancy stress), maternal distress in the postpartum period
and recent stress hormone levels (cortisol, DHEA), which
were assayed in a blood sample obtained in children at age
7–10 years. The ratio of cortisol and dihydroepiandrostre-
none (DHEA), a proposed marker of the stress response, was
also assessed. Multiple linear regression was conducted to
determine the relationship between the waist/hip ratio and:
low birth weight, postpartum maternal distress and recent
stress markers in children (cortisol, DHEA, cortisol/DHEA).
Maternal distress was defined from provincial database
records, as at least one health care encounter or prescription
medication for depression or anxiety during the postpartum

period. Results are presented as regression coefficients at the
95% level of confidence. All analyses were adjusted for sex.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Hormone levels and waist-hip measurements were
available for 375 children, 10–11 years old, in the SAGE
nested case-control study. At this age, 50% of children had a
waist-hip ratio of 0.84 and in 10%, the ratio approached risk
for overweight (0.93 and higher). The waist-hip ratio was
significantly higher in girls than boys. Sex-adjusted waist-hip
ratios increased linearly with plasma levels of DHEA (increase
in waist-hip ratio of 0.005 for each unit increase in DHEA
level, p , 0.03). Independent of this correlation with a
marker of recent stress, exposure to maternal distress in the
postpartum period predicted an increase of 0.014 in the
waist-hip ratio of children (p , 0.02). The waist-hip ratio was
unrelated to low birth weight status, cortisol levels and the
cortisol/DHEA ratio.
Conclusions: We found risk for overweight in a population of
Canadian schoolchildren to be predicted by exposure to
maternal distress in early life, independent of recent stress in
the child, a recognized determinant of overweight. We were
unable to find greater risk for overweight in children born low
birth weight, a common outcome of stress during pregnancy.
Although the pathways by which maternal distress leads to
overweight are unknown, they may be related to the non-
responsive feeding styles of depressed mothers during the
postpartum period.

P-3B-78

Maternal nutrient reduction from 0.16 to 0.9 of gestation
is accompanied by increases in Agouti-related peptide
protein expression in fetal baboon hypothalamic arcuate
and paraventricular nuclei

C. Li, P.W. Nathanielsz, T.J. McDonald

Center for Pregnancy and Newborn Research, Dept Ob/Gyn,
Univ. Texas Hlth. Sci. Ctr, San Antonio, San Antonio,
TX, USA

Objective: Food intake in post-natal animals is regulated by
hypothalamic peptides including the orexigenic Agouti-
related peptide (AGRP), e.g., in hamsters, food deprivation
increases AGRP gene expression in hypothalamic arcuate
(ARC) neurons. Most studies of ARC control of appetite have
been done in postnatal rodents, but development of these
systems in non-rodent species, appears to occur during fetal
life. However to our knowledge, only 3 fetal studies on this
subject have been published to date: two for sheep and one
for the rhesus monkey. In order to provide further data we
determined the normal distribution and effect of moderate
maternal nutrition reduction (MNR) on AGRP protein
expression In near term fetal baboon ARC and paraventri-
cular (PVN) nuclei. We hypothesized that AGRP protein
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expression would be upregulated in ARC neurons and fibers
and PVN fibers with MNR.
Methods: From 30 to 165 days (d) gestation (G)(0.16 to
0.9G), pregnant baboons were fed as ad lib controls (CTR;
n 5 7) or fed 70% of CTR diet (MNR; n 5 7) with necropsy/
fetal brain collection at c-section under general anesthesia at
165 dG. AGRP protein was quantified in the fetal ARC and
PVN by immunohistochemistry and image analysis for
fraction (area immunostained/area of the field 3 100%) and
density [arbitrary density units (DU)]. Statistical comparisons
were made with the rank sum test with alpha level set at 0.05.
Data are expressed as mean 6 SEM, with CTR values
presented first.
Results: AGRP protein expression was significantly increased
(p , 0.05) in ARC cell bodies and fibers (fraction – 2.11 6

0.4 vs. 8.07 6 1.67%; density – 47.59 6 8.68 vs.
168.77 6 30.99 DU) while it was increased in fibers only
in the PVN (fraction – 0.8 6 0.16 vs. 2.24 6 0.38%; density
– 19.94 6 3.97 vs. 54.72 6 9.09, dU) in MNR vs. CTR.
Conclusions: The near term fetal baboon appears able to
sense moderate reductions in nutrient availability and
responds by upregulating synthesis of AGRP in the ARC
and PVN. If these differences persist postnatally, they could
offer an explanation for some forms of obesity. Supported by
HD 21350-18.
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P-3B-79

Precocious weaning programs some metabolic syndrome
components in adult rat offspring

N.S. Lima1, E.G. Moura1, A.P. Santos-Silva1, P.A.F. Trotta2,
F. Nogueira-Neto1, E. Oliveira1, M.C.F. Passos2,
P.C. Lisboa1

1Department of Physiological Sciences, Roberto Alcantara Gomes
Biology Institute, State University of Rio de Janeiro, Boulevard
28 de setembro 87, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil; 2Department of
Applied Nutrition, Nutrtion Institute, State University of Rio de
Janeiro, Rua São Francisco Xavier s/n, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

Objective: Maternal under nutrition during lactation programs
for overweight and central leptin resistance in adult offspring1.
Also, the inhibition of the 3 last days of lactation, treating the
dams with bromocriptine (a PRL inhibitor) programs for

overweight, hyperleptinaemia and leptin resistance in adult-
hood2 and higher triglycerides and cholesterol. Then, we
evaluated how early weaning without the use of pharmacolo-
gical substances can imprint the offspring and program for
hormonal and metabolic dysfunctions.
Methods: After birth, excess pups were removed to kept only six
male pups per dam, which were separated into the two following
groups: EW (Early Weaning) – dams received anesthetic
(thiopental 20.06 mg/ml/100 g) and were involved with a
bandage to interrupt the breastfeeding in the last 3 days of
lactation, and C (Control) – pups had free access of maternal
milk during all lactation (21 days). After weaning, EW and C
offspring had free access to water and standard diet until 180
days-old when they were killed to collect blood and tissues.
Visceral fat mass was weighed. Fasting glycemia was determined
using a glucosimeter. Body fat and protein mass were
determined by carcass method. Serum hormones were deter-
mined by radioimmunoassay and lipids by colorimetric assay.
Results were significantly different when p , 0.05.
Results: At weaning, EW pups presented lower body weight
(212%), body nose-rump length (24%), visceral fat mass
(240%), body fat content (230%), glycemia (210%),
serum leptin (273%) and insulin (220%), but higher body
protein content (140%). When adult, EW offspring showed
a transient increase in body weight (19%) with no changes in
food intake. At 180 days-old, these offsprings presented
higher visceral fat mass (184%), body fat (136%), glycemia
(115%), serum triglycerides (196%), but lower body
protein (222%).
Conclusions: Early weaned adult rats displayed higher visceral
adiposity, hyperglycemia and hypertrygliceridemia, which are
components of the metabolic syndrome. Our model
reinforces the idea that neonatal malnutrition caused by
shortening lactation is important for metabolic programming
of future diseases, even when no pharmacological treatment is
used. Support: FAPERJ, CAPES, CNPq.

1. M.C.F. Passos et al., Horm Metab Res., 36:625, 2004.
2. I.T. Bonomo et al., J. Endocrinol., 192:339–344, 2007.

P-3B-80

Alkylresorcinol urinary metabolites are possible
biomarkers for intake of whole grain wheat and rye

M. Marklund, R. Landberg, P. Åman, A. Kamal-Eldin

Department of Food Science, Swedish University of Agricultural
Sciences, PO Box 7051, S-750 07 Uppsala, Sweden

Objective: A diet including whole grain products is
considered to be part of a healthy life style and epidemio-
logical studies have shown relationships between whole grain
consumption and decreased risks of several chronic diseases,
e.g. obesity, type 2 diabetes, coronary heart diseases, and
some cancers. Establishment of an alternative measurement of
whole grain intake through the use of a biomarker may
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overcome obstacles related to traditional intake assessment tools
(e.g. food frequency questionnaires and dietary recalls). A group
of phenolic lipids, alkylresorcinols (AR) are found in high
amounts in the outer layers of rye and wheat grains. Among
commonly consumed products, AR are only present in those
containing bran or whole grain of these cereals. AR are suggested
as biomarkers for whole grain rye and wheat intake. Ingested
alkylresorcinols are absorbed in the small intestine and they are
thought to be eliminated by hepatic metabolism, including v –
and b-oxidation, leading to formation of two major metabolites:
DHBA (3,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid) and DHPPA (3-(3,5-
dihydroxy)-1-propanoic acid). These can be excreted either as
such or as more polar conjugates. The aim of the study was to
investigate the response of urinary AR metabolites excretion after
3 different AR intakes and to evaluate the distribution of free
and conjugated urinary metabolites.
Methods: The study was conducted as a randomized 3-way
crossover design with seventeen participants. During each
treatment period the participants were assigned to 1 of 3
doses of AR (as rye bran flake product), which should be
included in their diet. At the end of each treatment the
participants collected urine in two 24-h periods. Excretion of
urinary AR metabolites was used to determine the recovery of
ingested AR as urinary AR metabolites. Distribution of
conjugates and free metabolites was estimated by analyzing
urine samples (n 5 9), incubated with different deconjugating
enzymes. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Excretion of AR metabolites increased with increas-
ing AR intake, from 76 6 15 mmol/24 h at the lowest dose
(85 mmol) to 189 6 57 mmol/24 h at the highest dose (342
mmol). However, the recovery of ingested AR as urinary
metabolites in 24 h collections decreased with increasing dose,
from 89 6 18% at the lowest intake level to 45 6 15% at the
highest level. Urinary DHPPA was conjugated to a greater
extent (54 6 14%) than DHBA (34 6 10%), which is more
hydrophilic. The major conjugates were glucuronides and the
DHPPA/DHBA ratio in urine was 1.4 6 0.3.
Conclusions: The large proportion of conjugated metabolites
in urine suggests that suitable deconjugation methods (e.g.
multipotent enzyme mixture) are essential, in order to ensure
quantification of the total pool of urinary AR metabolites.
The decrease in recovery could be due to a dose-dependent
shift in elimination route or to the limited collection time. A
wider understanding of AR pharmacokinetics is crucial for
the potential use of urinary AR metabolites as biomarkers for
whole grain wheat and rye intake.

P-3B-81

Effect of late gestational nutrient restriction on gene
expression of markers of white and brown adipocytes in
postnatal sheep

M. Pope, S. Sebert, H. Budge, M.E. Symonds

Early Nutrition Research Unit, Academic Child Health, School
of Clinical Sciences, University of Nottingham, United Kingdom

Objectives: It has recently been shown that brown adipose
tissue (BAT) is present in adult humans and that its abundance
is reduced with obesity1. Birth results in the rapid activation of
BAT that is normally accompanied by its loss and replacement
with white adipose tissue2. Recent studies in rodents, however,
have suggested that brown and white adipocytes have very
different origins with bone morphogenetic protein acting
through PR-domain-containing (PRDM)163,4 having a pivotal
role in this process. The aim of our study was to establish the
primary molecular changes in brown and white fat i.e.
uncoupling protein (UCP)1, peroxisome proliferator-activated
receptor coactivator (PGC)1a and PRDM16 in the perirenal-
abdominal depot that rapidly changes its characteristics over
the first month of life in sheep. This was combined with an
investigation of the impact of late gestational nutrient
restriction of the mother, as these offspring deposit more fat
in later life5.
Methods: Eighteen twin-bearing pregnant sheep were randomly
assigned to a normal (C, 100% of total metabolisable (ME)
requirements, n 5 9) or nutrient restricted (NR) (60% of total
ME, n 5 9) diet from 110 days gestation until term (i.e. 147
days). The timing of nutrient restriction coincides with the
period of maximal fat deposition in the fetal sheep. One twin
was humanely euthanased on the first day of life and its sibling
sampled at 30 days of age. The mRNA abundance for UCP1,
PGC1a and PRDM16 in adipose tissue was measured by real-
time PCR. Appropriate institutional animal ethics committee
approval was obtained.
Results: Over the first month of life there was the expected
decline ( , 100 fold) in UCP1 mRNA abundance
(P , 0.0001) in both groups of offspring. However, gene
expression for PGC1a and PRDM16 increased by , 10 fold
between birth and one month of age (P , 0.001). The
magnitude of this adaptation was greatest in male offspring
born to control fed mothers, a process that was significantly
down-regulated in male (e.g. PGC1a: 30 days – C 5.1 6 0.7;
NR 1.5 6 0.5 DCt (P , 0.01)), but not, females offspring
born to mothers NR through late gestation. Fat mass
increased in all offspring with age but this process was much
greater in females than males irrespective of prenatal diet
(Females: 1.83 6 0.18; Males 1.06 6 0.13 g/kg body weight
P , 0.001).
Conclusions: The rapid growth of white fat during postnatal
life is accompanied by a pronounced upregulation of
molecular markers previously presumed to define BAT.
During early postnatal life the development of white fat also
appears to be very different between males and females. This
difference may be critical in determining not only the long
term effects of maternal diet but also the very different fat
distribution with gender.

1. W.D. van Marken Lichtenbelt et al., N Engl J Med.,
360:1500–1508, 2009.
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2. M.E. Symonds et al., J Endocrinol., 179:293–299, 2003.
3. Y.H. Tseng et al., Nature, 454:1000–1004, 2008.
4. P. Seale et al., Nature, 454:961–967, 2008.
5. D.S. Gardner et al., Am J Physiol., 289:R947–R954, 2005.

P-3B-82

Intrauterine growth restriction programs addictive/reward
behavior

E. Keen-Rhinehart1, M. Desai1, M.G. Ross1

1Dept. of Ob/Gyn, LABioMed at Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr.
USA

Objective: Human studies during the past two decades have
confirmed the developmental programming effects of low
birth weight (LBW) on obesity and metabolic syndrome. In
addition, animal models of LBW demonstrate the develop-
ment of adult obesity and dysregulation of behavior,
including central appetite/satiety pathways. Notably, LBW
in humans is an independent risk factor for obesity as well as
the early onset of compulsive behaviors such as binge eating.
Although prior studies have focused on hypothalamic appetite
and ingestive behavior pathways, food intake is also regulated
by central reward pathways. One of the most important
components of the central reward pathway is the mesoac-
cumbens dopaminergic (MADA) pathway, beginning in the
ventral tegmental area (VTA) with projections to the nucleus
accumbens. Our rat model of maternal food restriction results
in intrauterine growth restricted (IUGR) newborns that
develop hyperphagia and adult obesity. We hypothesize that
hyperphagia and the predisposition to adult obesity in LBW
offspring can be attributed, in part, to enhanced susceptibility
to food ‘‘addiction,’’ caused by programmed changes in the
central MADA reward pathway. We sought to assess the
offspring dopaminergic reward pathway via expression of
tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) in the VTA, as well as intermittent
sucrose intake, as a measure of the propensity for food
‘‘addiction’’.
Methods: Control dams received ad libitum food, whereas
study dams were 50% food restricted from pregnancy day 10
to 21. After birth, all pups were nursed by Control dams and
weaned at 3 weeks to ad libitum feed. At 1 day of age, brains
were collected from female offspring and stained for tyrosine
hydroxylase (TH) in the ventral tegmental area (VTA). At
9 months of age, IUGR and control females were given access
to 10% sucrose for 24 h followed by sucrose access for
90 minutes every other day for 2 weeks.
Results: IUGR rats at birth exhibited 50% more TH protein
expression in the VTA. When provided intermittent sucrose,
adult IUGR rats consumed significantly more sucrose than
controls (18.4 6 1.2 vs 12.8 6 0.9 ml/90 min), respectively).
Conclusions: IUGR programs changes in VTA dopamine
production as early as day 1 of age, suggesting an upregula-
tion of central reward pathways. Increased intermittent

sucrose ingestion is consistent with enhanced adult addictive
potential. These results suggest that IUGR offspring may be
predisposed to reward-mediated food intake, contributing to
adult obesity, and potentially additional addictive reward
behaviors.

P-3B-83

Maternal influences on offspring obesity in young
adulthood: effects of BMI, parity and pregnancy
weight gain

R.M. Reynolds1, A.W. Shiell2, C. Osmond2,
D.I.W. Phillips2, K.M. Godfrey2

1Endocrinology Unit, Queen’s Medical Research Institute,
University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh; 2MRC Epidemiology
Resource Centre, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

Objective: The prevalence of obesity among women of child-
bearing age is increasing. Pre-gravid obesity and excessive
weight gain in pregnancy are associated with adverse perinatal
outcomes and increasing evidence suggests an influence on
adiposity in childhood and adolescence. We examined
whether maternal factors, including nutritional status and
diet, have persisting effects on offspring obesity in early
adulthood.
Methods: We studied 276 men and women born in
Motherwell, Scotland during 1967–68, whose mothers had
been advised to eat one pound (0.45 kg) of red meat daily
during pregnancy and to avoid carbohydrate-rich foods.
Our previous studies have demonstrated higher blood
pressure and heightened cortisol responses to stress in those
whose mothers reported higher meat and fish consumption
in pregnancy1,2. At age 30 years we measured the
offspring’s height and weight (to derive body mass index
(BMI)), waist circumference and four-site skinfold thick-
nesses (Harpenden callipers); sex-adjusted percentage body
fat and fat mass index (FMI) were calculated. The mother’s
weight gain and dietary intake during pregnancy were
extracted from antenatal records. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: Percentage body fat was greater in offspring of
mothers with a higher BMI at the first antenatal visit (rising
by 0.35% per kg/m2, p , 0.001) and in offspring whose
mothers were primiparous (difference 1.5% in primiparous
vs. multiparous, p 5 0.03). Grouping the mother’s pregnancy
BMI into tertiles, offspring percentage body fat was highest
(32.2%) in those whose mothers were primiparous with a
BMI . 24.15 kg/m2 and lowest (26.4%) in those whose
mothers were multiparous with a BMI , 21.52 kg/m2,
p , 0.001. Higher offspring percentage body fat was also
independently associated with higher pregnancy weight gain
(regression coefficient 7.4% /kg/week, p 5 0.002). There
were similar significant associations of increased maternal
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BMI, greater pregnancy weight gain and parity with increased
offspring waist circumference, BMI and FMI. In exploratory
analyses, offspring percentage body fat was higher in those
whose mothers reported a lower fish intake in early pregnancy
(p 5 0.032), but was not related to fish intake in late
pregnancy. The findings were independent of current lifestyle
factors influencing adiposity including smoking, gender,
physical activity levels and social class. Table 1 demonstrates
the combined effect size of factors predicting offspring
overweight.
Conclusions: We show for the first time that risk of obesity
in early adulthood is influenced by prenatal influences
independently of current lifestyle factors. Maternal adiposity,
greater gestational weight and parity all impact on offspring
obesity. Exploratory analyses suggest a possible influence of
low fish intake in early pregnancy. This study highlights
the importance of maternal influences during pregnancy
to prevent the intergenerational cycle of obesity. Strategies to
raise public awareness of the risks of maternal obesity on
offspring future health are required.

Table 1: Predictors of offspring overweight (BMI .25 kg/m2)
at age 30 years.

Odds ratio 95% CI P value

Subject’s gender (1 5 male,
2 5 female)

0.31 0.18–0.53 ,0.001

‘‘ smoking (0 5 no,
1 5 yes)

0.51 0.28–0.93 0.028

Maternal age (years) 1.00 0.65–1.55 0.99
‘‘ 1st antenatal BMI (z) 1.99 1.45–2.73 ,0.001
‘‘ antenatal weight gain (z) 1.40 1.06–1.85 0.018

Primiparous mother
(0 5 multip, 1 5 primip)

1.75 1.02–3.00 0.043

1. A.W. Shiell et al., Hypertension, 38:1282–1288, 2001.
2. R.M. Reynolds et al., JCEM., 92:2208–2210, 2007.

P-3B-84

Postnatal early overnutrition changes the adrenal
medullary function in adults rats

A.S. Rios1, E.P.S. Conceição1, I.H. Trevenzoli1,
M.S. Figueiredo1, Frankenfeld SGP1, M.G. Passeri,
E. Oliveira1, M.C.F. Passos2, E.G. Moura1, P.C. Lisboa1

1Department of Physiological Sciences, Roberto Alcantara Gomes
Biology Institute, State University of Rio de Janeiro, Boulevard
28 de setembro 87, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil; 2Department of
Applied Nutrition, Nutrtion Institute, State University of Rio de
Janeiro, Rua São Francisco Xavier s/n, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

Objective: Postnatal early overnutrition (EO) is a risk
factor for future obesity and metabolic disorders. Rats

raised in small litters develop overweight, hyperphagia,
hyperleptinemia, hyperinsulinemia and hypertension when
adults. Since catecholamines have well-known effects on
cardiovascular parameters, we aimed to investigate if
changes in adrenal medullary function may be related to
increasing blood pressure of early overfed animals at
adulthood.
Methods: To induce postnatal EO, litter size was reduced to 3
pups/litter (SL: small litter) and the groups with normal litter
size (10 pups/litter) were used as control. Rats had free access
to standard diet and water post weaning. Body weight and
food intake were monitored daily and offspring were killed at
180 days-old. We evaluated the adrenal total catecholamines
(adrenaline and noradrenaline) content by the trihydroxyin-
dole method and adrenal tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) content
by western blotting. Blood pressure was measured by the
tail-cuff method using a Letica LE 5000 device. The first
measurement of these cardiovascular parameters was dis-
carded and the mean the three subsequent measurements
were recorded.
Results: As expected, EO induced higher body weight (19%,
p , 0.05) and food intake (18%, p , 0.05) in adult rats.
These programmed rats showed higher adrenal catechola-
mines content (135%, p , 0.05) that can suggest a higher
production or a lower release. Adrenal TH expression show
no significant difference compared to control group, however
we cannot discard changes in enzymatic activity. Systolic
blood pressure was higher in adult SL rats (110.2%,
p , 0.05).
Conclusions: We evidenced that postnatal EO induces long-
term effects upon the adrenal medullary function. It is
possible that higher total catecholamines content may due to
higher biosynthesis or decrease in secretion of these
hormones. However, since SBP was higher it is suggestive
of a higher catecoholamine action, which can contribute to
the development of adult chronic cardiovascular diseases.
Support: Capes, CNPq and FAPERJ.

P-3B-85

Birth weight and body composition in a remote
Aboriginal Australian community

J.A. Scott1, W.E. Hoy1, S.K. Sharma1,2, H. Bloomfield2

1Centre for Chronic Disease, School of Medicine, University of
Queensland, Australia; 2Menzies School of Health Research,
Northern Territory, Australia

Objectives: To describe the relationship between birth weight
(BW) and body composition in one remote Australian
Aboriginal community with high rates of chronic disease
related morbidity and mortality.
Methods: 1,078 adults participated in a chronic disease
health screen between 2004 and 2006. 309 males and 214
females had a recorded BW. Ages were 20–49 years. Height,
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weight, fat free mass (FFM) BMI, waist circumference (WC),
and percent fat (%Fat) were assessed. Data were analysed in
gender specific BW quartiles. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and patients consent were obtained.
Results: Mean (SD) BW was 2.80 kg (0.54) for males and
2.72 kg (0.50) for females. The tables give mean values of
body composition variables by BW quartiles.
Conclusion: Males of the highest birth weight quartile had
higher weight, FFM, BMI, WC, and %Fat relative to those
with lower birth weights. None of the parameters were high
relative to representative Australian standards (AusDiab)1.
There were similar trends, although not significant in weight
and FFM in females. Notably, however, females over the
entire birth weight spectrum had average WC measurements
in the obese range by nonAboriginal standards (.88 cm)1,
without a trend by birth weight. The promoters of the
preferential central deposition of fat in females, with its
especial conservation in those of lower birth weights, is
worthy of much further study.

Table 1: Mean (SD) of body composition variables by BW
quartiles in males.

BW Height

(cm)

SD Weight

(kg)

SD FFM

(kg)

SD BMI

(kg/m2)

SD WC

(cm)

SD %Fat SD

1.15–2.49 171.9 5.7 63.0 14.2 51.6 5.3 21.3 4.6 82.4 13.2 16.1 9.2

2.50–2.79 170.9 5.2 62.8 11.8 51.8 5.3 21.4 3.7 81.6 11.0 16.2 7.8

2.80–3.16 171.9 4.9 63.5 11.8 52.0 5.6 21.5 4.0 82.2 10.6 15.9 7.8

3.17–4.69 172.7 7.2 71.5 17.9 56.4 5.4 23.8 5.0 86.4 13.9 19.2 8.9

p 0.4380 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0031 0.0014

Table 2: Mean (SD) of body composition variables by BW
quartiles in females.

BW

Height

(cm) SD

Weight

(kg) SD

FFM

(kg) SD

BMI

(kg/m2) SD

WC

(cm) SD %Fat SD

1.07–2.40 159.2 5.3 62.9 15.5 41.6 5.0 24.8 6.0 91.2 15.3 34.1 9.0

2.41–2.72 159.9 5.3 62.1 14.3 40.8 3.9 24.3 5.5 88.5 16.0 33.0 9.4

2.74–3.03 161.1 5.0 65.8 19.3 41.7 5.1 25.5 7.7 93.1 19.2 35.6 10.2

3.04–4.31 161.5 6.0 67.4 19.2 43.6 5.7 25.8 6.7 92.3 15.4 36.1 9.0

P 0.1455 0.2081 0.0817 0.4378 0.2920 0.1876

1. D.W. Dunstan et al., Diabetes Res Clin Pract., 57:119–129,
2002.

P-3B-86

Increased visceral fat mass is correlated with impaired
glucose homeostasis in obese adolescents

E.M. van der Beek1, D. Wegruber2, G. Boehm1,2,
K. Widhalm3

1Danone Research – Centre for Specialised Nutrition,
Wageningen, The Netherlands; 2Sophia Children’s Hospital,
Erasmus University Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 3Dept Clinical

Nutrition & Metabolism, University Clinic of Pediatrics,
University of Vienna, Austria

Objective: The prevalence of childhood obesity has increased
rapidly over the past decades and is a strong risk factor for
adult obesity and an important risk factor for adverse health
outcomes in childhood and adulthood1. Increased central and
visceral fat, rather than a high body mass index (BMI) is
linked to higher risks of development of obesity and
metabolic and cardiovascular diseases in later life2,3. Studies
in adults have shown that increased abdominal fat mass, a
measure of central and visceral fat, is associated with an
increased risk of insulin resistance, dyslipidemia, hypertension
and coronary heart disease and overall mortality rates4. In the
present study we investigated the influence of body fat
distribution on glucose homeostasis in obese children with
impaired glucose tolerance.
Methods: A total of twenty six Caucasian children aged
between ten and twelve years, with a BMI above 25 showing
moderate to severe impairment of glucose tolerance, were
included in the study. Plasma glucose and insulin concentra-
tions were measured at baseline and 30, 60, 90, and 120 min
after ingestion of an oral glucose load (OGTT). Whole body
insulin sensitivity (WBISI) was determined by a two-step
euglycemic clamp. Quantification of visceral and abdominal
subcutaneous fat depots was performed using magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). In addition, intrahepatocellular
lipid content (IHCL) was measured using 1H-NMR spectra.
Results: The Table shows that BMI showed a significant
negative correlation with WBISI (r 5 20.53, p 5 0.005), and
a positive correlation with calculated HOMA index (r 5 0.45,
p 5 0.02). When insulin sensitivity was clustered in three
tertiles representing children that showed low (Q1), moderate
(Q2) or high insulin sensitivity (Q3), we observed a distinct
relation with the total amount of visceral fat mass: visceral fat
mass was significantly higher in children with low insulin
sensitivity (the Q1 tertile group of adolescents). Also, WBISI
showed a clear correlation to IHCL (r 5 0.36, p 5 0.00012),
independent of BMI.

Patient characteristics Range Mean 6 SEM

Age (yrs) 10–12 10.96 6 0.72
BMI (kg/m2) 25.1–41.1 31.9 6 4.7
120 min glucose (mg/dl) 53–128 96.2 6 24.5
Fasting glucose (mg/dl) 59–125 82.1 6 17.1
Fasting Insulin (mU/l) 6.4–43.3 22.2 6 9.3
HOMA-IR 1.41–9.62 4.5 6 2.2
WBISI 0.78–6.18 2.8 6 1.5

Conclusions: These results clearly show that increased visceral
fat mass is associated with a disturbance in glucose
homeostasis and more predictive of insulin insensitivity than
BMI. Moreover, the data suggest that insulin resistance, but
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not the obesity by itself, determines the risk for fatty liver in
children. These data confirm the relevance of the abdominal
fat mass as a risk factor for metabolic syndrome at the start of
adolescence.

1. W.H. Dietz. Pediatrics, 101:518–525, 1998.
2. C.S. Fox et al., Circulation, 116:39–48, 2007.
3. M.I. Goran et al., Diabetes, 57:3007–3012, 2008.
4. J.P. Despres, I. Lemieux. Nature, 444:881–887, 2006.

P-3B-87

A study of the birth weight-obesity relationship
using a longitudinal cohort and sibling and twin
pairs

N.S. The1, P. Gordon-Larsen1, L.S. Adair1

1Department of Nutrition, Gillings School of Global Public
Health, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Objective: Sibling and twin studies offer a unique opportunity
to better understand how early life factors, such as birth weight,
influence adult health outcomes. This study designs provide
control for confounding factors that are typically unmeasured
or poorly measured in traditional cohort studies. Further,
monozygotic twins are genetically identical; thus, differences in
birth weight within pairs likely reflect differences in fetal growth
that are unrelated to genetic factors1. The objective of this study
was to examine the association between birth weight and later
obesity in a traditional cohort and in a subsample of matched
sibling pairs.
Methods: Using nationally representative US data from the
National Longitudinal Study of Adolescent Health on adoles-
cents followed over three measurement periods across 8 years
into young adulthood, we evaluated the association between
birth weight and later obesity in a traditional cohort
(n 5 15,729) and in a subsample of matched sibling pairs (full
siblings: n 5 1,252; monozygotic twins: n 5 287; dizygotic
twins: n 5 460). In the full cohort, we used random effects
longitudinal poisson regression to estimate the relationship
between birth weight and obesity across the three measurement
periods, controlling for sex, age, race/ethnicity, parental
education, and parental income. In the subsample of matched
sibling pairs, we used random effects longitudinal linear
regression models to regress within-pair BMI differences across
the three measurement periods on within-pair birth weight
differences. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and participants’ informed consent were obtained
Results: In the full cohort, among individuals with a non-
obese mother, those born high (.4 kg, versus normal, >2.5
to <4 kg) birth weight were more likely to become obese later
in life (IRR 5 1.49, 1.30–1.72). In the sibling subsample,
birth weight difference was positively associated with BMI
difference later in life (b 5 2.67, 0.99–4.35) for female
monozygotic pairs; the twin with a heavier birth weight was
more likely to have a higher BMI later in life. In contrast, we

observed no association between birth weight difference and
BMI difference in full sibling pairs, dizygotic twins or in
monozygotic male twins.
Conclusions: Results from the cohort analysis suggest that
high birth weight is positively associated with later obesity.
Findings from the twin studies suggest that independent of
shared maternal and genetic factors, the intrauterine
environment unique to each fetus contributes to later obesity
only in female monozygotic twin pairs. Support: NIH
(NICHD: 1R01HD057194).

1. R. Morley, T. Dwyer. Paediatr Perinat Epidemiol., Suppl
1:2–7, 2005.

P-3B-88

Offspring growth, cardiovascular and adipose phenotypes
display differential sensitivity to maternal protein under-
nutrition at one year of age in mice

A.J. Watkins1, E.S. Lucas1, A. Wilkins1, C. Osmond2,
J.J. Eckert1,3, F.R.A. Cagampang3, M.A. Hanson3,
T.P. Fleming1

1School of Biological Sciences, University of Southampton, Bassett
Crescent East, Southampton SO16 7PX, UK; 2MRC Epidemiology
Resource Centre, Southampton General Hospital, Southampton
SO16 6YD, UK; 3Institute of Developmental Sciences, Develop-
mental Origins of Health and Disease (DOHaD) Division, School
of Medicine, University of Southampton, Southampton General
Hospital, Southampton SO16 6YD, UK

Objectives: Numerous studies using rodent and domestic
animal models have shown that altered maternal nutritional
status encompassing oocyte maturation, preimplantation
embryo development, and/or throughout gestation can all
impact upon the long-term health and physiology of the
offspring. However, most studies are terminated at young
adulthood and whether identified phenotypes persist into
late adulthood is less clear. Here, we extended an earlier study
in mice from 6 months of age (young adult)1,2 to 1 year
(mature adults to determine the stability of our initial
observations).
Methods: Offspring from mothers fed normal protein diet
(NPD; 18% casein) or isocaloric low protein diet (LPD; 9%
casein) during oocyte maturation (for 3.5 days prior to
mating; termed Egg-NPD and Egg-LPD respectively), or
LDP exclusively during preimplantation development (for
3.5 days following mating) before returning to NPD till term
(termed Emb-LPD) or NPD or LPD throughout gestation
(termed NPD and LPD respectively) were allowed to develop
till 52 weeks of age. Measurements of body weight (weekly)
and blood pressure and organ allometry (52 weeks) were
taken. mRNA expression of uncoupling protein 1 (Ucp1)
adrenergic receptor beta 3 (Adrb3), insulin receptor (Insr) and
insulin-like growth factor I receptor (Igf1r) in interscapular
and retro-kidney fat samples were analysed using quantitative
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RT-PCR. Serum insulin and glucose levels were measured
using commercially available kits. All experiments were
conducted using protocols approved by UK Home Office
and local ethics committee.
Results: No differences were observed in body weight
between Egg-LPD and Egg-NPD offspring for up to 1 year
of age. Emb-LPD females displayed significantly increased
body weight, whilst LPD females displayed significantly body
weight profile when compared to NPD females. Egg-LPD,
NPD and Emb-LPD offspring had significantly elevated
systolic blood pressure when compared to respective control
offspring at 52 weeks. LPD females had significantly reduced
inguinal and retro-kidney:body weight ratios when compared
to NPD females. Fat pad gene expression analysis revealed
significantly increased mRNA levels for Ucp1 and Adrb3I in
female LPD interscapular fat, whilst Emb-LPD females has
increased mRNA levels for Igf1r and Insr in retro-kidney fat
when compared to controls.
Conclusions: These data show that maternal dietary protein
undernutrition during specific windows of the reproductive
cycle or development can induce long-term changes within
the offspring that persist for up to 1 year into mature
adulthood. Whilst elevated blood pressure was observed in all
offspring, altered growth profiles, organ allometry and fat
gene expression were only observed when maternal LPD was
administered post fertilisation, indicating window-specific
sensitivity with respect to long-term offspring health and
physiology. This work was supported by the National
Institutes of Health, [grant number U01 HD04435], BBSRC
[BBF007450] and the Gerald Kerkut Charitable Trust.

1. A.J. Watkins et al., Biol Reprod., 78:299–306, 2008.
2. A.J. Watkins et al., J Physiol., 586:2231–2244, 2008.

P-3B-89

Insulin-like growth factor 2 regulates body weight and
metabolism in adult mice on a HF diet

F. Zhang1, M. Gu1, H. Lehnert1,2, A. Ceriello1, M. Vatish1,
J. Zhang1

1Clinical Science Research Institute, Warwick Medical School,
The University of Warwick, Clinical Sciences Building,
University Hospital - Walsgrave Campus, Clifford Bridge Road,
Coventry, CV2 2DX; 21st Medical Department, University of
Lübeck Medical School, Ratzeburger Allee 160, 23538 Luebeck,
Germany

Objective: Mice born to dams fed a low protein (LP) diet
during gestation and lactation have similar phenotype with
insulin like growth factor-1 (Igf2) knock out (KO) mice. A
LP diet during pregnancy reduces hepatic Igf2 expression in
the fetal offspring. Given that maternal LP fed offspring fed a
high fat (HF) diet from weaning have increased body weight
gain1, the aim for this study was to investigate whether Igf2

regulated body weight in adulthood in response to HF
feeding.
Methods: Both Igf2 KO and wild type (WT) female mice
were fed either a HF or chow diet for 6 months and were
sacrificed.
Results: The KO female mice gained , 30% (p,0.01) more
body weight on the HF diet than mice on chow diet, whereas
WT mice did not gain more weight on the HF compared to the
chow diet. HF feeding significantly increased fasting plasma
glucose by , 30% (p , 0.01), triglyceride levels by , 36.3%
(p , 0.05) and total cholesterol levels by , 44% (p , 0.01) in
the KO mice. In contrast, no significant increase in plasma
fasting glucose, triglyceride, HDL and LDL, except a , 21%
increase in total cholesterol levels in the WT mice. Consistently,
HF feeding has no significant effects on adipose leptin mRNA
expression, but markedly increased adipose leptin mRNA levels
in the KO mice. HF feeding up-regulated hepatic mRNA levels
of liver X receptor-alpha (regulator of hepatic lipid biosynthesis
and secretion) in the KO mice, but not in WT mice. HF feeding
increased hepatic mRNA levels of lipogenic genes including
acetyl-CoA carboxylase-1 and -2 and fatty acid synthase in
the WT mice, and the magnitude of these lipogenic genes
appeared to be exaggerated in the KO mice. In contrast, HF diet
induced significant increase in expression of fat oxidative genes
such as peroxisome proliferator activated receptor-alpha, carni-
tine palmitoyltransferase-1a in the WT mice, but this increase
was suppressed in the KO mice. HF feeding increased expression
of glucokinase by , 4.5-fold (p , 0.001) in the WT mice, but
only , 2.2-fold (p , 0.05) in the KO mice. These data are
consistent with increased plasma triglyceride and glucose levels in
the KO mice fed a HF diet. Furthermore, HF feeding markedly
increased expression of H19 and this increase is reduced by
, 50% in the KO mice. H19 RNA levels are strongly correlated
with mRNA levels of genes studied except pepck.
Conclusions: Igf 2 regulates body weight and metabolism in
adulthood under HF feeding. H19 may also be involved in
the regulation of body weight by Igf2. Acknowledgments: Igf2
KO mice were provided by University of Warwick animal unit.
Molecular analysis was mainly funded by Research Develop
Fund of Warwick University awarded to JZ.

1. Stocker C, et al., Int J Obes Relat Metab Disord.,
28:129–136, 2004.

P-3B-90

Upregulated adipocyte renin-angiotensin system in
intrauterine growth restricted offspring: mechanism for
obesity-mediated programmed hypertension

M. Desai1, G. Han1, O. Khorram1, W.J. Pearce2, M.G. Ross1

1Dept. of Ob/Gyn, LABioMed at Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr;
2Dept. of Biochem/Pediatrics, Loma Linda University, USA

Objective: Intrauterine growth restricted (IUGR) newborns
have an increased risk of adult obesity, hypertension and
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coronary heart disease, and obesity accounts for 70% of
essential hypertension. Thus, adipose tissue clearly is a critical
factor in the development of obesity-mediated hypertension.
Dysregulation of systemic renin-angiotensin is a primary
factor in the pathogenesis of essential hypertension. All
components of the renin-angiotensin system (RAS) are
expressed in adipose tissue, and recent studies have shown
that adipose-derived angiotensinogen (AGT) contributes
significantly to plasma AGT concentrations and modulates
blood pressure. Obese individuals show upregulation of
adipose RAS, and adipose tissue-specific overexpression of
AGT raises blood pressure and body fat in mice. The major
vasopressor effects of AngII are mediated through its receptor
type 1 (AT1) whereas interaction with receptor type 2 (AT2)
modulates cell proliferation and renal sodium excretion. We
have shown that maternal undernutrition during rat
pregnancy results in IUGR pups. When allowed rapid
catch-up growth, IUGR offspring exhibit hypertension and
hypertrophic adipocytes prior to overt obesity. We hypothe-
sized that adipogenic RAS may be one of the underlying
mechanisms contributing to obesity-mediated hypertension.
Methods: From gestational day 10 to 21 (term), Control
dams received ad libitum food, whereas study dams were 50%
food restricted to produce IUGR pups. All pups were nursed
by Control dams and weaned at 3 weeks to ad libitum feed.
At 1 day and 9 months of age, retroperitoneal adipose tissue
was analyzed for mRNA expression (real time RT-PCR) of
AGT, angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE), renin and AT2
receptor in IUGR and Control male offspring. Plasma AGT
levels were determined by Western Blot. Data are normalized
to b-actin and presented as fold change.
Results: At 1 day of age, IUGR pups had significantly
reduced adipose mRNA expression of AGT (0.5-fold,
P , 0.01) and AT2 receptor (0.6-fold, P , 0.05) as compared
to Controls. However, adipose ACE and renin expression,
including plasma AGT levels were unchanged. In contrast, at
9 months of age IUGR adults, now obese, exhibited
significant (P , 0.001) upregulation of adipogenic RAS:
AGT (3-fold), AT2 receptor (9-fold), renin (5-fold) and ACE
(2-fold). Plasma AGT levels were markedly higher in adult
IUGR (7-fold, P , 0.001) as compared to Control offspring.
Conclusions: In IUGR offspring, adipose AGT likely
contributes to elevated plasma AGT levels. Importantly,
these changes occur in parallel with development of
hypertrophic adipocytes and subsequent obesity. Thus,
programmed hypertension in IUGR offspring may occur as
a result of upregulation of adipose RAS with potential impact
on RAS-induced systemic responses. These findings suggest
an important role of adipose RAS in the hypertensive
phenotype of IUGR offspring.

P-3B-91

Individual health risk factors and frequency of obesity in
Slovakia

K. Volkovova, J. Gasparovic, K. Raslova, M. Staruchova,
M. Dusinska

Slovak Medical University, Bratislava, Slovakia

Objective: Obesity results in higher morbidity, reduced
quality of life, discrimination and early mortality. It
represents a major threat to health systems in developed
and developing countries. The prevalence of overweight and
obesity is alarming and is increasing in Slovakia as well. The
pathogenesis of obesity involves genetic predisposition,
metabolic, hormonal and behavioral aspects. The aim of this
work was to collect biological material from a large sample of
population and assess the frequency of obesity and different
health risk factors in Slovakia.
Methods: We have investigated 2386 forty years old
volunteers from 7 towns in the country. The volunteers
completed a questionneire from which we gained information
about their personal and family illnesses, occurence of
allergies, immunological disturbances and about the medica-
ments they were using. The questionnaire contained
antropometrical data as well. Basic biochemical examination
was performed. Obesity, dyslipoproteinemia, hypertension,
smoking, diabetes, metabolic syndrom and positive family
history were evaluated as individual health risk factors.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Obesity was detected in 26.1% of probands
(BMI . 30), slightly more in women (26.5%) than in men
(25.7%). 70.4% of voluntaires had dyslipoproteinemia (total
cholesterol . 5 5 and/or HDL-C , 5 1(males); 1,2(females)
and/or LDL-C . 5 4 and/or triacylglycerols . 5 1,7). The
prevalence of hypertension (HT), defined as systolic pressure
. 5 140 and/or diastolic pressure . 5 90 and/or treated HT,
was 22.2%. 26.8% of the investigated persons were smokers.
Frequency of obesity, dyslipoproteinemia, and above all, the
frequency of hypertension has rised since 2003 in the
population of 40 years old people when comparing with
former data.
Conclusions: Early detection of individuals with health risk
factors helps to prevent the development of serious metabolic
and cardiovascular diseases. Support: 2006/07-SZU-02 of
Ministry of Health, Slovak Republic.

P-3B-92

Growth in fetal life and infancy is associated with
abdominal adiposity at the age of 2 years. The Generation
R Study

B. Durmus1,2,3, D.O. Mook-Kanamori1,2,3, R. Manniesing4,
S. Holzhauer1,2, A. Hofman3, E.M. van der Beek5,
G. Boehm5, E.A.P. Steegers6, V.W.V. Jaddoe1,2,3

1The Generation R Study Group, Erasmus Medical Center,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 2Department of Pediatrics,
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands;
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3Department of Epidemiology, Erasmus Medical Center,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 4Biomedical Imaging Group
Rotterdam, Departments of Radiology and Medical Informatics,
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 5Danone
Research – Centre for Specialised Nutrition, Wageningen,
The Netherlands; 6Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Objective: Early weight gain is associated with an increased
risk of obesity. It is not known whether rapid weight gain in
fetal life and infancy is also associated with increased
abdominal adiposity. We examined the associations of fetal
and postnatal growth characteristics with abdominal fat mass
at the age of 2 years.
Methods: This study was performed in 481 children participat-
ing in a prospective cohort study from early fetal life onward.
Fetal and postnatal growth characteristics in second and third
trimester, at birth and at the age of 2 years were related to
abdominal fat mass (subcutaneous distance and area, preper-
itoneal distance and area) measured by ultrasound according to
the method of Suzuki at the age of 2 years. The area measures
were used to optimize precision and accuracy of our technique.
Results: Fetal and birth weight showed tendencies towards
positive associations with abdominal subcutaneous fat mass.
Fetal weight in second trimester of pregnancy was inversely
associated with preperitoneal fat area (23.73 (95% con-
fidence interval 27.23, 20.10) % per standard deviation
score (SDS) increase in weight. Weight gain from birth to the
age of 2 years was positively associated with preperitoneal fat
mass measures. These associations remained significant after
adjustment for age, gender, breastfeeding and body mass
index. Positive associations were found between catch up
growth in weight and abdominal fat mass measures.
Conclusions: Our results suggest that rapid growth rates in fetal
life and infancy are associated with increased abdominal
subcutaneous and preperitoneal fat mass in healthy children.
Further studies need to explore whether these associations persist
in later life and are related to metabolic syndrome outcomes.

P-3B-93

Maternal smoking and offspring body composition in
adolescence and adulthood in a Brazilian birth cohort

D.P. Gigante1, C.G. Victora1, M.J. Brion2, B.L. Horta1,
R.C. Lima3, G.C. Minten1, F.C. Barros3

1Post-graduate Program in Epidemiology. Federal University of
Pelotas, Brazil; 2MRC Centre for Causal Analyses in Transla-
tional Epidemiology, Department of Social Medicine, University
of Bristol, UK; 3Post-graduate Program in Health and Behavior.
Catholic University of Pelotas, Brazil

Objective: The aim of this study was to examine the
association between maternal smoking and offspring body
composition in adolescence and adulthood.

Methods: The 1982 Pelotas Birth Cohort Study included all
children born in maternity hospitals and living in the urban
area of the city of Pelotas, Southern Brazil. All males born in
1982 were legally required to enlist in the Army between
January and April 2000.We were thus able to track 2,250
male participants in 2000, representing 78.9% of the original
cohort. An additional follow-up of both males and females
was carried out in 2004–5. Maternal smoking was collected in
the perinatal study and at the 4 year postnatal follow up,
where information on paternal smoking was also obtained.
Offspring body composition was assessed in male participants
at 18 years using bioimpedance, body mass index (BMI) and
waist circumference (WC) were measured at 23 years in both
males and females. In the present analysis, we used as
predictors maternal smoking in pregnancy and maternal
and paternal smoking collected at 4 years. Outcomes in
adolescence included indices of fat and lean mass, fat to lean
mass ratio and BMI. In adulthood the outcomes were BMI
and WC. Analysis of variance and linear regression were used
in the analyses to adjust for confounding factors (family
income, maternal education, household assets, maternal skin
color, pre-gestational weight, maternal height and, maternal
age) and mediating factors (birth weight, own education,
smoking in adolescence and adulthood, and parity at age 23
years for female). Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Maternal smoking was associated with an increase in
fat mass index (b 5 0.20 95%CI 0.09 to 0.32; p , 0.001),
lean mass index (b 5 0.43 95%CI 0.26 to 0.62; p , 0.001)
and BMI (b 5 0.62 95%CI 0.35 to 0.90; p , 0.001) in male
offspring at age 18 years, adjusted for confounding and
mediating factors. At age 23 years, maternal smoking was
associated with BMI (b 5 0.81 95%CI 0.41 to 1.20;
p , 0.001 and b 5 0.66 95%CI 0.24 to 1.08; p 5 0.002,
in males and females, respectively) and WC (b 5 1.83
95%CI 0.88 to 2.77; p , 0.001 and b 5 1.26 95%CI 0.25
to 2.27; p 5 0.02, in males and females, respectively).
Associations were similar for maternal smoking in pregnancy
and smoking at 4 years postnatal. Paternal smoking was not
associated with any indicator of offspring body composition.
Conclusions: There are many reasons why mothers should
not smoke. Our data are consistent with the literature and
provide further evidence that maternal smoking may increase
waist circumference, BMI and indices of fat and lean mass in
offspring in adolescence and adulthood.
Acknowledgements: Wellcome Trust - Major Awards for Latin
America on Health Consequences of Population Change.

P-3B-94

Maternal high-fat diet induces liver and adipose tissue
alterations in offspring male mice

B.M. Gregório, V.Souza-Mello, F.S. Cardoso-de-Lemos,
C.A. Mandarim-de-Lacerda, M.B. Águila
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Laboratory of Morphometry and Cardiovascular Morphology,
Department of Anatomy, Institute of Biology, State University of
Rio de Janeiro. Av. 28 de Setembro 87 (fds), 20551-030 Rio de
Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

Objecive: This study examined the effects of maternal high-
fat diet (HFD) upon liver and adipose tissue morphology in
male C57BL/6 mice offspring at 3 months-old.
Methods: Virgin female C57BL/6 mice were feed during
pregnancy and/or lactation with Standard Chow diet (SCD -
17% energy from fat, 19% from protein and 64% from
carbohydrate) or HFD (49% energy from fat, 19% from
protein and 32% from carbohydrate). Both diets, including
micronutrient mineral mix, followed the American Institute
of Nutrition recommendation to support growth, pregnancy
and lactation phases (AIN-93G)1. Male pups were divided
into 5 groups, according to maternal diet: SC - from SCD fed
dam; HFG - from HFD fed dam during gestation period;
HFL - from HFD fed dam during lactation period; HFT -
from HFD fed dam during gestation and lactation periods,
maintaining this diet in postnatal life; HFT-SC - from HFD
fed dam during gestation and lactation periods and changing
HFD to SCD at weaning. Before sacrifice, oral glucose
tolerance test (25% glucose in sterile saline- 0.9% NaCl) was
performed in half of males offspring after a 6 h fast2. At
sacrifice, liver and genital fat pad were removed and blood
was collected. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance was obtained.
Results: At birth, males HFT were heavier (16%, p 5 0.03)
than SC. At weaning, as during all the experiment, these
differences were maintained (144%, p 5 0.01 at 3 months
old). Concerning carbohydrate metabolism, oral glucose
tolerance test showed glucose intolerance in HFG in
comparison with SC offspring (136%, p 5 0.008). HFG
offspring presented hyperinsulinemia and hyperglycemia
when compared to SC group (1146%, P 5 0.03), indicating
insulin resistance. These results were confirmed by HOMA-
IR. Hepatomegaly was observed in HFT offspring (1 28%,
p,0.0001), whereas hepatic steatosis was present in HFT
(1291%, p , 0.0001), HFT-SC (1309%, p , 0.0001),
HFG (1270%, p , 0.0001) and HFL (1165%, p , 0.0001)
offspring. Likewise, epididymal fat depot weight was biggest in
HFT offspring (p , 0.0001). Adipocyte hypertrophy occurred
in HFT (141%, p , 0.0001), HFT-SC (114%, p , 0.0001)
and HFG (117%, p , 0.0001) groups in relation to SC
offspring.
Conclusion: Programming by HFD predisposes biometrical
and morphological alterations in offspring adult life. HFD
consumption during gestation provokes more adverse meta-
bolic effect than HFD during lactation. HFD during
gestation/lactation and during postnatal life predisposes fewer
alterations, nevertheless obesity and hepatomegaly are
present. Support: CNPq, Faperj, Capes.

1. P.G. Reeves et al., J.Nutr., 123:1939–1951, 1993.
2. C. Fernandes-Santos et al., Nutr., 7: 818–827.

P-3B-95

Testing the Protein Leverage Hypothesis of human
obesity using dietary surveys

C. Martı́nez-Cordero1, D. Raubenheimer2, C. Kuzawa1,3,
S.J. Simpson4

1The Liggins Institute, 2-6 Park Avenue, Grafton, Auckland,
New Zealand; 2Institute of Natural Sciences, Massey University,
Albany, New Zealand; 3Department of Anthropology, North-
western University, Evanston, IL, USA; 4School of Biological
Sciences, Heydon-Laurence Building A08, University of Sydney,
Australia

Objective: The role of protein in the obesity crisis has, until
recently, been largely ignored. This is for two reasons. First,
protein provides the minor part of the human energy budget.
Second, protein intake has remained far more constant over
time and across populations than either fat or carbohydrate,
both as a percentage of energy in the diet and in terms of
absolute amounts eaten. Hence, while the obesity epidemic
has spread, protein intake has remained relatively unchanged
– giving the impression that protein cannot be responsible.
Recently, we have used a geometric framework from
nutritional ecology to derive a new hypothesis that identifies
protein as a key nutrient in the obesity epidemic, the Protein
Leverage Hypothesis (PLH). PLH postulates that food
consumption in humans is adjusted to maintain a target
protein intake, and consequently the consumption of foods
with low protein content, as is typical of many Westernized
countries, inevitably results in the ingestion of additional
energy. Conversely, on protein-dense foods protein require-
ments are satisfied at lower energy intakes, creating the
potential for weight loss. PLH has been supported by
experimental studies of macronutrient regulation (1), and by
meta analysis of experimental studies (2). Our objective in
this study is to examine whether population-level data from
dietary surveys are consistent with the PLH.
Method: We used 24-h dietary recalls from the 2005 Cebu
Longitudinal Health and Nutrition Survey and the 1995
Australian National Nutrition Survey to test for a relationship
between the percentage of calories from protein and total
calorie intake in adult Filipino and Australian populations,
respectively. PLH predicts a negative relationship between
these variables.
Results: As predicted by PLH, in both populations there
was a negative correlation between protein density of the diet
and calorie intake. However, the relationship was asymme-
trical: as predicted by PLH high energy intakes were not
associated with protein-rich diets, but contrary to PLH low as
well as high energy intakes were associated with low-protein
diets.
Conclusion: Our analyses of population data are consistent
with PLH. However, it remains to be determined whether
the asymmetrical relationship found in this study but not in
experimental studies is due to the sampling method, or a true
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reflection of the nutritional ecology of humans outside of the
experimental setting.

1. S.J. Simpson et al., Appetite, 41:123–140, 2003.
2. S.J. Simpson, D. Raubenheimer. Obesity Rev., 6:133–142,

2005.

P-3B-96

Effect of early-to-mid gestation maternal nutrient restric-
tion and juvenile obesity on pericardial adipose tissue

N. Patel1, S.P. Sebert1, D. Sharkey1, R.C. Bell2,
D.S. Gardner3, M.E. Symonds1, H. Budge1

1Early Life Nutrition Research Unit, Academic Child Health,
University of Nottingham, United Kingdom; 2Alberta Institute
of Human Nutrition, University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB,
Canada; 3School of Veterinary Medicine and Science, University
of Nottingham, United Kingdom

Objectives: Maternal nutrient restriction targeted during
early fetal adipose tissue development can result in an
enhanced inflammatory response within adipose tissue and is
known to affect cardiovascular function1. The extent to
which alterations of pericardial adipose tissue inflammatory
activity induced by prenatal nutrition could increase
cardiovascular risk when it accompanies obesity may be
critical to the understanding of the developmental origins of
cardiovascular disease.
Methods: Pregnant sheep (n 5 18) were randomly assigned to
a normal (7 MJ/day; C-O) or nutrient restricted diet (NR-O
3.5 MJ/day), from days 30 to 80 gestation (term 5 147 days)
and fed to requirements thereafter. After birth, offspring from
both groups were kept with their mothers for the lactation
period of 10 weeks during which all mothers were fed to
metabolic requirements. To promote obesity, both groups
received energy availability ad libitium and a confined space
for exercise (17 animals per 50 m2) between the 4th and 12th
months after birth. Once sheep reached one year of age, they
were humanely euthanased, pericardial tissue immediately
frozen in liquid nitrogen and total RNA extracted for real
time PCR analysis. mRNA abundance for adiponectin,
interleukin (IL)s-6 and -18, monocyte chemoattractant
protein (MCP)1, fat mass and obesity-associated (FTO)
gene, glucose transporter (GLUT) 4 and glucose-responsive
protein (GRP)78 determined by real-time PCR with all
results expressed as arbitrary units (a.u.). Appropriate
institutional animal ethics committee approval was obtained.
Results: Fat mass data was decreased when maternal nutrient
restriction preceded postnatal obesity showed (C-O 328 6 39;
NR-O 232 6 39 g (p , 0.05)). Gene expression of adiponectin,
insulin receptor, IL-18, GRP78 and GLUT4, and FTO genes
were unaffected. However, expression of both IL-6 and MCP-1
mRNA was upregulated in the NRO group compared to the C-
O group (IL-6: C-O 0.075 6 0.01, NR-O 2.0 6 1.0 a.u.;
MCP-1: C-O 1.1 6 0.2, NR-O: 2.2 6 0.6 a.u.; p , 0.05).

Conclusions: Maternal nutrient restriction targeted during
early fetal adipose tissue development resulted in decreased
pericardial adipose tissue mass. More importantly, gene
expression of inflammatory markers IL-6 and MCP-1
exhibited an upregulation in response to maternal nutrient
restriction. Whether the over production of these pro-
inflammatory markers from pericardial adipose tissue may
lead to possible adverse effects upon the heart2 remains to be
established.

1. D. Sharkey et al., FASEB J., 23:1314–1324, 2009.

P-3B-97

Obesity related hypertension, increased sympathetic drive
and selective leptin resistance are programmed by
exposure to a fat-rich diet during development

L.J. Prior1, S.L. Burke1, B. Barzel1,2, G.A Head1,
J.A. Armitage1,2

1Baker IDI Heart and Diabetes Institute, Commercial Road,
Prahran, Australia; 2Department of Anatomy and Develop-
mental Biology, Monash University, Clayton, Australia

Introduction: Maternal obesity or consumption of diets rich
in saturated fatty acids during pregnancy can programme
obesity related hypertension in the offspring but the aetiology
is unclear. Leptin, secreted from white adipose tissue in
proportion to its mass, acts at nuclei in the hypothalamus to
decrease food intake and increase renal sympathetic nerve
activity (RSNA), resulting in increased blood pressure.
Selective leptin resistance; resistance to the anorectic but
not pressor effects of leptin is thought to occur in adult
obesity. It is not known, however, if selective leptin resistance
or altered sympathetic drive can be programmed by maternal
dietary challenge.
Objective: To determine if offspring from mothers fed fat
rich diets in pregnancy and suckling become obese and
hypertensive and to determine if these offspring demonstrate
evidence of selective leptin resistance and increased RSNA.
Methods: Female New-Zealand white rabbits were fed either
a control (3.5% fat from soy oil) or high fat diet (HFD,
13.5% fat from lard and soy oil) 3 weeks prior to mating,
throughout gestation and lactation. Offspring were meal
fed a control diet after weaning (6 weeks), effectively
normalizing the post weaning caloric intake in all animals.
At 4 months of age all rabbits were instrumented with
intracerebroventricular (icv) guide tubes to the lateral
ventricle and electrodes on the renal nerve. Blood pressure
was measured by direct cannulation of the central ear artery.
Basal haemodynamics and RSNA were measured then the
responses to icv injections of leptin (5, 10, 50 and 100 mg)
assessed. The anorectic response to leptin was measured by
comparing 24 hour food intake after an injection of 100 mg
leptin or vehicle. These studies were approved by the local
animal ethics committee.
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Results: Body weight was similar between groups, however
HFD offspring (n 5 9) had , 40% heavier visceral white
adipose deposition compared with controls (n 5 8, P , 0.05)
despite having a similar caloric intake post-weaning. HFD
offspring demonstrated elevated basal blood pressure and
RSNA compared with controls (P , 0.05). HFD offspring
showed augmented pressor responses (DBP 4.8 6 1.0 mmHg
vs 2.6 6 1.0 mmHg, P , 0.05) and renal SNA responses
(P , 0.05) to icv leptin compared with controls. HFD
offspring showed blunted anorectic effects to leptin compared
with controls (28.2 6 4.8 g vs 221.3 6 4.6 g, P , 0.05).
Conclusions: Exposure to a fat rich diet in development
programmes increased adiposity even with a calorie
controlled diet, indicating programmed changes to metabo-
lism. These are the first data to show that offspring from
mothers consuming a HFD show selective leptin resistance.
This selective leptin resistance appears to result from
alterations in hypothalamic integration of appetite and
cardiovascular control and may contribute to the develop-
ment of increased adiposity and elevated blood pressure in
these offspring. Further investigation as to the location and
neurochemical signature of affected neurons is now
warranted. Support: National Heart Foundation of Australia
Fellowship (PF 06M-2766), Monash Fellowship and Baker
grants to JAA.

P-3B-98

The influence of nutrient restriction in late pregnancy and
accelerated postnatal growth on glucose homeostasis
following obesity in the sheep

N.S. Dellschaft, S.P. Sebert, D.S. Gardner1, M.E. Symonds,
H. Budge

Early Life Nutrition Research Unit, Academic Child Health,
School of Clinical Sciences, and Veterinary Medicine and
Science, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK

Objectives: Caloric restriction during pregnancy can lead to an
increase in fat mass, a resetting of appetite regulation and
decreased insulin sensitivity in offspring. Similar effects can also
be observed if weight gain is promoted during early postnatal
life. This study aimed to differentiate between the influence of
these two critical periods in development in order to gain
further insight into the mechanisms by which early growth can
determine later control of body weight and metabolic health.
Methods: Pregnant twin-bearing sheep were either fed to
requirements (R; n 5 9) or nutrient restricted to 60% of this
amount (N; n 5 18) from 110 days up to term ( , 147 days).
Nine offspring in each group were reared by their mother as
singletons in order to promote postnatal growth (accelerated
weight gain – A). Sixteen N twin offspring were reared by
their mother in order to restrict postnatal growth (standard
weight gain – S). After weaning, offspring were either kept in
a control indoor environment in order to promote obesity or

reared in an unrestricted environment and remained lean.
Therefore, a total of four groups were generated: RAO
(n 5 9), NAO (n 5 9), NSO (n 5 7), and NSL (n 5 9).
Glucose tolerance was determined at 6 and 17 months of age
from measurements of glucose and insulin plasma concentra-
tions over a 120 minute period following 0.5 g/kg intravenous
glucose. All offspring were then humanely euthanised.
Appropriate institutional animal ethics committee approval
was obtained.
Results: Offspring born to N mothers were smaller at birth
(3.94 kg 6 0.12 vs. 4.84 kg 6 0.24, (p 5 0.001)) but had
similar adult weights which were enhanced in groups exposed
to an obesogenic environment (RAO: 70.9 kg 6 4.6, NAO:
68.0 kg 6 3.1, NSO: 69.6 kg 6 5.0, NSL: 51.3 kg 6 1.7).
This response was accompanied by increased fat mass (RAO:
13.1% body weight 6 2.2, NAO: 17.1% 6 2.8, NSO:
14.4% 6 1.0, NSL: 7.5% 6 0.9). Insulin responsiveness was
highest in the NAO group and lowest in lean sheep (insulin
area under the curve at 17 months, RAO: 49.2 6 13.4, NAO:
94.4 6 14.1, NSO: 66.4 6 15.0, NSL: 22.0 6 0.3 ng/ul over
120 min; RAO vs. NAO, p 5 0.034; NSO vs. NSL,
p 5 0.030). These differences in insulin responsiveness were
far more marked at 17 than 6 months of age.
Conclusions: Although maternal nutrient restriction reduced
birth weight, it had no long term effect on adult body weight
or composition when the offspring were exposed to an
obesogenic environment. Insulin resistance occurred with the
development of obesity, a process that was determined in part
by maternal diet rather than postnatal growth. Future studies
will establish molecular effects on adipose tissue and the
extent to which appetite control and pancreatic function may
be reset.

P-3C-99

Birth weight and risk of prostate cancer in Swedish men

P.H. Lahmann1, L. Lissner2, P. Wallström3, B. Gullberg3,
H. Olsson4

1Experimental Cardiovascular Research, Department of Clinical
Sciences, Lund University, Malmö, Sweden; 2Department of
Public Health and Community Medicine, The Sahlgrenska
Academy, Göteborg University, Göteborg, Sweden; 3Nutrition
Epidemiology Research Group, Department of Clinical Sciences,
Lund University, Malmö, Sweden; 4Cancer Epidemiology,
Division V, Department of Clinical Sciences, Lund University,
Lund, Sweden

Objective: There is some evidence that birth size and in utero
environment may be related to the onset of prostate cancer
(PCA).1 Similar to breast cancer, the intrauterine period and
prenatal hormonal exposure have been proposed to increase
PCA in adult life.2 The earliest study3 found a strong positive
association with birth weight (BW), findings from subsequent
larger studies, however, are equivocal. The present study
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examined recorded BW in relation to PCA risk controlling
for other perinatal factors and adult body mass index (BMI)
measured prior to diagnosis.
Methods: This case-control study was nested within the Malmö
Diet and Cancer (MDC) Cohort Study4 using available birth
record data from 228 incident PCA cases diagnosed between
1991–2005 and 475 age-matched controls. The MDC cohort
comprises 11,063 male participants. This analysis is restricted
to PCA incidence among 3,562 men born in Malmö
(1923–1945). Cases were matched with controls (1:2) by age
at enrolment of the MDC-study. Cancer cases were ascertained
by record linkage with regional and national cancer registries.
We abstracted birth and maternal characteristics from archived
hospital delivery records. We used Logistic Regression analysis to
examine the effect of BW on PCA risk, with or without
adjustment for gestational age (GA), maternal age, birth order,
and BMI. Age at baseline (matching variable) was included in all
models. BW was modelled both as a categorical (,3000 g,
3000–3499, 3500–3999, .4000) and continuous (by 100 g)
variable. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Mean (6SD) BW and mean GA were 3539 6 534 g
and 39.3 6 2.0 weeks. 19% of men had high BW (.4000 g)
and 13% had BW ,3000 g. Cases had a non-significantly
higher mean BW than controls (3589 6 514 g vs
3516 6 542 g), and were more likely to have high BW than
controls (23% vs 17%). BW was significantly (p , 0.01) and
positively correlated with maternal age (r 5 0.15), and birth
order (r 5 0.25), but not correlated with adult BMI. The risk
of PCA increased by 3% per 100 g BW increase (OR 1.03,
0.97–1.06), but did not reach significance. When using
categorical BW a stronger association became apparent. Men
who weighed over 4000 g at birth had a greater than two-fold
excess risk of PCA (OR 2.32, 1.27–4.23) compared to men
with BW , 3000g (reference). The risk was also increased in
the BW categories 3000–3499 g (OR 2.06, 1.16–3.61), and
3500–3999 g (OR 1.62, 0.93–2.84). The risk estimates were
only marginally attenuated when adjusted for the other
perinatal factors and adult BMI.
Conclusions: Despite lack of statistical significance in the
linear modelling, there is a strong suggestion of increased
PCA risk with higher BW in this population of Swedish men,
independent of other potentially confounding factors. This
preliminary analysis will be repeated with a larger cohort,
including information on grade/stage of PCA.

1. A. Ekbom, Semin Cancer Biol., 8:237–44, 1998.
2. RK. Ross, BE. Hendersson, JNCI, 86:252–4, 1994.
3. G. Tibblin et al., Epidemiology, 6:423–4, 1995.
4. G. Berglund et al., J Intern Med., 233:45–51, 1993.

P-3C-100

Limited evidence of association between common genetic
risk variants for breast cancer and fetal growth

J.A. Marsh1, C.E. Pennell2, N.M. Warrington1, K. North-
stone3, M. Millward4,5, D. Joseph4,5, J.P. Newnham2,
G. Davey-Smith3, L.J. Palmer1

1Centre for Genetic Epidemiology and Biostatistics, The
University of Western Australia, Perth, Australia; 2School of
Women’s and Infants’ Health, The University of Western
Australia, Perth, Australia; 3School of Social Medicine, The
University of Bristol, Bristol, UK; 4School of Medicine and
Pharmacology, The University of Western Australia, Perth,
Australia; 5Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, Perth, Australia

Objective: The incidence of breast cancer over the final
quarter of the 20th Century increased worldwide. Higher
birth weight, higher stature at 14 years of age, lower BMI at
14-years of age, peak growth at an early age and the rate of
increase in height during puberty have been identified as
independent risk factors for breast cancer. Between 2007 and
2008 seven common single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) associated with increased risk of breast cancer were
identified in genome-wide association studies (GWAS), a
further six SNPs were identified from candidate gene studies;
all provided independent replication. To explore the devel-
opmental programming of genes implicated in breast cancer,
we investigated the association of these 13 breast cancer risk
SNPs with fetal growth and birth biometry and examined
both gene:smoking and gene:sex interactions.
Methods: The Western Australian Pregnancy (Raine) Study
recruited 2900 pregnancies between 1989–1991. Ultrasound
biometry was recorded at 18 weeks gestation for all pregnancies
and at 24, 28, 34 & 38 weeks for a randomly selected half of
these pregnancies. The ALSPAC Pregnancy Study recruited
14,541 pregnancies between 1991–1992. In both cohorts birth
anthropometry included head circumference, birth length, birth
weight and ponderal index. Skinfold thickness was also recorded
in the Raine cohort. DNA was collected in both cohorts.
Common variants in confirmed breast cancer risk loci, including
those recently identified in genome-wide studies, were geno-
typed in the Raine cohort (n 5 13 SNPs) and replicated in the
ALSPAC cohort (n 5 7 SNPs). Associations between the SNPs
and fetal growth trajectories from ultrasound measurements and
anthropometric measures at birth were assessed using linear
mixed-effects models and multivariate linear regression, respec-
tively. Gene:environment interactions involving sex, maternal
smoking during pregnancy and each SNP were explored.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Analyses focused on 1,162 and 8,674 singleton-birth
Caucasians with available genotype data in the Raine and
ALSPAC cohorts, respectively. The rs13281615-GG genotype
was associated with proportionally smaller birth weight (P 5 0.02)
and head circumference (P 5 0.03) compared to the AA genotype
in the Raine cohort. A similar trend was observed in the ALSPAC
cohort, however, these results were only replicated in the offspring
from maternal smokers during pregnancy; rs13281615:smoker
interaction for birth weight (P 5 0.02) and head circumference
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(P 5 0.01). No further consistent associations were detected
between the SNPs and fetal growth trajectories or birth
anthropometrics. No SNP:gender interactions were detected.
Conclusion: Limited evidence is available to support the
hypothesis that common, known genetic risk variants for
adult breast cancer act from early life in either males or
females. Further investigation, based on the DOHaD
hypothesis, is warranted into the role of these common adult
breast cancer risk alleles in determining childhood growth
and the onset of puberty.

P-3C-101

Cancer risk in women exposed to diethylstilbestrol in utero

R. Troisi,1,2 M. Hyer3, E.E. Hatch4, L. Titus-Ernstoff2,
W.C. Strohsnitter5, A.L. Herbst6, R.H. Kaufman7,
S.J. Robboy8, R.N. Hoover1, J.R. Palmer9

1National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD, USA; 2Dartmouth
Medical School, Hanover, NH, USA; 3Information Manage-
ment Services, Inc., Rockville, MD, USA; 4 Boston University
School of Public Health, Boston, MA, USA; 5Tufts-New
England Medical Center, Boston, MA, USA; 6University of
Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA; 7Methodist Hospital, Houston, TX,
USA; 8Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC, USA;
9Boston University, Boston, MA, USA

Objective: Diethylstilbestrol (DES), a potent synthetic
estrogen, was administered to several million women in the
United States and Europe between 1940 and the early 1970s.
Initially administered in the misguided belief that it
prevented adverse pregnancy outcomes, it was later promoted
for use in healthy pregnancies. In 1971, a strong association
was reported between DES and clear cell adenocarcinoma
(CCA) of the vagina and cervix in young women.1 The US
National Cancer Institute (NCI) in 1994 combined follow-
up of several cohorts of women with documented DES
exposure to evaluate the incidence of neoplasia and other
health outcomes. Data through 2001 demonstrated no excess
risk of all cancers combined in DES daughters compared with
both the general population and daughters who were
unexposed to DES.2 However; CCA continued to be strongly
associated with DES. There were no significant excess risks
for any of the other tumor sites with the exception of breast,
which demonstrated an elevated relative risk in women 40
years of age and older.
Methods: Cancer incidence, as well as information on cancer
risk factors has been ascertained by questionnaire. Preliminary
analysis of new cancer cases reported through 2006 involved
internal comparisons of DES exposed and unexposed women
estimated with incidence rate ratios (RR) adjusted for birth
year and 95% confidence intervals (CI) from Poisson
regression models. During over 150,000 woman-years of
follow-up, approximately 260 cases of cancer occurred in the
exposed women and 100 in the unexposed women. Approvals

for the study were obtained from the human investigations
committees at the field centers and the NCI. Participants
indicated their informed consent by completing a ques-
tionnaire or telephone interview.
Results: Overall, there was no increased risk among DES-
exposed daughters compared with unexposed daughters for all
cancers (excluding melanoma and cervical cancers) combined
(RR 1.1; CI 0.8–1.4). No new cases of CCA of the cervix/
vagina occurred in the exposed women since 2001. The RR
for breast cancer comparing DES exposed with unexposed
women continued to be modestly elevated (RR 1.2; CI
0.9–1.8), with a more appreciable RR among women age 40
and older (1.4; CI 1.0–2.1). With the exception of CCA,
there were no significant excess risks for other tumors among
exposed daughters, although continued follow-up will be
necessary because of the still small case numbers.
Conclusions: Data on known biological exposures in
pregnancy linked with subsequent cancer risk are rare. The
DES cohorts provide some of the most relevant information
bearing on the hypothesis that elevated in utero estrogen
exposure affects subsequent cancer risk, as well as more recent
concerns about the health effects of environmental endocrine
disruptors. These findings suggest that high, pharmacologic
doses of a synthetic estrogen do not cause an excess risk of
total cancer in offspring; however, risk of breast cancer may
be elevated in exposed women as they become older.

1. A.L. Herbst et al. N Engl J Med., 284: 878–881, 1971.
2. R.Troisi et al. Int J Cancer, 121:356–360, 2007.
3. J.R. Palmer et al. Cancer Biomark Epidemiol Prev.,

15:1509–14, 2006.

P-3C-102

The effect of a flaxseed rich diet on breast cancer

A.G. Lichtenthäler1, G.M. Machado-Santelli2, V.M. Freitas2,
K.M.G. Frota1, J.A.G. Arêas1

1Department of Nutrition, Faculty of Public Health, University
of São Paulo, Dr Arnaldo Avenue 715, São Paulo, Brazil;
2Department of Cell and Developmental Biology, Institute of
Biomedical Science, University of São Paulo, Prof Lineu Prestes
Avenue 1524, São Paulo, Brazil

Objective: To verify the effect of a flaxseed rich diet on breast
cancer, comparing two varieties of flaxseed.
Methods: A human breast cancer cell line (MCF-7) was injected
subcutaneously into athymic mice. After seven weeks, when
tumors were already established, the animals were randomly
divided in three groups: control, fed a basal diet (BD); mice fed
the basal diet supplemented with 10% of either brown (BFS) or
gold (GFS) freshly ground flaxseed. Tumor growth was
monitored weekly during the eight-week treatment with flaxseed.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance was obtained.
Results: The two groups of mice fed a diet supplemented
with flaxseed presented a significant inhibition of the tumor
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growth as compared to the control one. There was no
significant difference between tumor growth of mice fed
brown and gold varieties of flaxseed (figure 1).

Figure 1. Logarithm of tumor volume, measured weekly, in mice fed
different diets: a basal diet (BD); BD supplemented with 10%
brown flaxseed (BFS); and BD supplemented with 10% gold
flaxseed (GFS). Values are means; n 5 9 – 10 mice; b values are the
linear coefficient of the lines 6 SE.

Conclusions: Our results confirm other authors’ observation
of the inhibition of breast cancer growth by dietary
flaxseed1,2,3 and suggest that both varieties of flaxseed – the
brown and the gold – present this property. Further studies
must be conducted to understand the inhibition of breast
cancer by flaxseed. Support: Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa
do Estado de São Paulo – FAPESP.

1. J. Chen et al., Clin Cancer Res, 10:7703–7711, 2004.
2. M. B. Jungeström et al., Clin Cancer Res, 13:1061–1067,

2007.
3. J. Chen et al., Exp Biol Med, 232:1071–1080, 2007.

P-4A-103

Leptin surge inhibition at 30 days reverts
programming in rats treated with leptin on the
first 10 days of life

P.A. Trotta1, E.G. Moura1, J.G. Franco1, N.S. Lima 1,
M.S. Figueiredo1, A.S. Rios1, A. Cordeiro3, L.L. Souza3,
K.J. Oliveira3, P.C. Lisboa1, C.C. Pazos-Moura3,
M.C.F Passos1,2

1Laboratory of Endocrine Physiology, Department of Physiolo-
gical Sciences, Biology Institute, State University of Rio de
Janeiro. Vinte e oito de setembro Avenue 87, Rio de Janeiro city,
Brazil; 2Applied Nutrition Department, Nutrition Institute,
State University of Rio de Janeiro. São Francisco Xavier Street

524, Rio de Janeiro city, Brazil; 3Laboratory of Molecular
Endocrinology, Biophysic Institute Carlos Chagas Filho,
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro. Ilha do Fundão Rio de
Janeiro city, Brazil

Objective: Hyperleptinaemia in the first 10 days of lactation
programmed for higher serum leptin andhigher body weight
in 150 days-old rats1. These animals present hyperleptinemia
already when they were 30 days-old2, which may play a
critical role in the establishment of this programming. Sirtuin
(SIRT1) regulates glucose and lipid metabolism3. So, our aim
was to assess the effects of leptin blockage, at 29 and 30 days,
on the metabolic phenotype in rats programmed with leptin
during lactation and the role of SIRT1.
Methods: After birth, the pups from Wistar rats were injected
subcutaneously with either saline – C (control) or leptin – L
(8 mg /100 g bw/day) from postnatal day 1 to day 10. At 29
and 30 days the animals from both groups received
subcutaneous injections with either leptin antibody – LA
and CA (3 mg/100 g/BW) or saline LS and CS. After weaning
the animals received the same chow till the sacrifice at 200
days. Serum glucose and lipids were measured using
commercial kits. Serum leptin and insulin were determined
by specific radioimmunoassay. SIRT 1 was determined by
Western Blot. All results were analyzed by two-way ANOVA
followed by Newman–Keuls test, and we only reported those
data with significance set at p , 0.05 or less.
Results: The higher visceral (153%) and total fat mass
(133%), hyperleptinemia (167%), hyperinsulinemia (128%)
and hypertriglyceridemia (47%) observed in the LS group
that was programmed by leptin treatment on the first 10 days
of life, are reverted by the treatment with leptin antibody at
29 and 30 days of life (LA). However, the control group
treated with leptin antibody (CA) had most of the
programmed effects of LS group, such as higher total
(133%) and visceral (148%) fat mass, hyperleptinemia
(182%), hypertriglyceridemia (139%) and additionally
higher glycemia (129%, p , 0.05), but not hyperinsuline-
mia. SIRT1 was higher (141%) only in LA group.
Conclusions: Our findings suggest an important role of
serum leptin concentration one week after weaning, char-
acterizing another critical period for imprinting. In addition,
the blockage of the leptin surge, which occurs in LS group at
30 days, reverts most of the programmed changes in
adiposity, serum hormones, lipid and glucose metabolism.
It is possible that SIRT1 stimulation may play an important
role in these reversions and the glucose intolerance in CA
group without hyperinsulinemia could be due to the no
increment of SIRT1. So a higher SIRT1 leads to a better
metabolic adaptation what could be protective against
development of metabolic syndrome. Support: FAPERJ,
CAPES, CNPq.

1 C. Oliveira Cravo et al., Horm Metab Res., 34:400, 2002.
2 F.P. Toste et al., Br J Nutr., 95:830, 2006.
3 F. Liang et al., Nat Rev Endocrinol., 2009.
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P-4A-104

Comparison of age-related dynamics and gender
differences in morbidity and mortality caused by
several groups of diseases: no evidence for unique
general scheme of aging potentially modifiable by
perinatal programming

V.I. Goudochnikov

Santa Maria – RS, Brazil

Objective: Previously Barker and other researchers have
shown that low birthweight was able to program higher risk
of diseases like hypertension, diabetes, etc. in adult state. It
could mean that there exists multiple comorbidity related to
age and gender. Indeed, in our earlier studies we have shown
significant coincidence in the patterns of age-related dynamics
for morbidity and mortality caused by diseases of cardiometa-
bolic group, including hypertension, diabetes mellitus and
myocardium infarction, although there were clear gender
differences in these epidemiologic parameters1. Later on, we
compared cardiometabolic group of diseases with various
types of cancer2, and just recently with the group of
neuropsychiatric disorders. The present work aimed at
analyzing all these results together.
Methods: Primary data were extracted from national
databank DataSus for the period 2001–2004 and three
brazilian states of Southern region (RS, SC, PR). The data
were recalculated for each age group as a percentage of the
total morbidity or mortality. Thereafter, feminine fraction of
morbidity and mortality was calculated in per cent for each
age group. The final data were presented as arithmetic means
of epidemiologic parameters for the period indicated.
Results: Only some, but not all cancer types have demon-
strated age-related dynamics similar to those of cardiometa-
bolic diseases. Besides, clear gender differences were observed
for several non-reproductive cancer types. On the other hand,
from all neuropsychiatric disorders, only cerebrovascular
diseases have shown age-related dynamics similar to those
of cardiometabolic pathologies. Alzheimer and Parkinson
diseases followed pattern associated with aging, but in a mode
quite different from that of cardiometabolic pathologies.
Clear gender differences, as well as in age-related dynamics
were observed for affective disorders, schizophrenia and
epilepsy, as compared to cardiometabolic diseases. Few
differences were registered between three brazilian states of
Southern region.
Conclusions: In fact, there exist no evidence for unique
general scheme of aging. Therefore, in spite of important
unifying role of malnutrition and glucocorticoid exposure3 in
the phenomena of perinatal programming/imprinting, future
studies should be directed to establish the mechanisms
underlying age-related dynamics and gender differences for
various diseases. It seems to us also that such peculiarities,
although preliminary ones, may add some new dimensions to
the complexity of DOHaD concept.

1. V.I. Goudochnikov. Rev. Cient. JOPEF (Curitiba),
2:97–99, 2005.

2. V.I. Goudochnikov. FIEP Bull. (Foz do Iguaçu),
79:235–238, 2009.

3. V.I. Goudochnikov, E.A.F. Kroth. Diabetes Clin. (São
Paulo), 12:55–59, 2008.

P-4B-105

Prenatal exposure to undernutrition has long lasting
negative effect on body mass index and waist circumfer-
ence in females

D.S. Alam, M. Yunus, L. Ali, P.K. Streatfield
1Public Health Sciences Division, ICDDR,B, 65, Shaheed
Tajuddin Ahmed Sharani, Mohakhali, Dhaka -1212, Bangla-
desh; 2Biomedical Research Unit, BIRDEM, 122, Kazi Nazrul
Islam Avenue, Dhaka – 1000, Bangladesh

Objective: Prenatal exposure to undernutrition has long term
consequences including chronic disease and obesity. We examined
the association between exposure to Bangladesh famine
(1974–75) during foetal life, a marker of severe nutritional
deprivation, and body mass index (BMI), abdominal obesity and
body fat percentage during early adulthood (27–31 y).
Methods: We randomly selected 219 individuals aged 27–31
y who were either exposed to famine (n 5 68) or non-
exposed, born before (n 5 81) and after (n 5 70) the famine
with comparable sex distributions from ICDDR,B Health
and Demographic Surveillance System (HDSS) database,
Matlab, Bangladesh. Exposed subjects were born during or
after the famine but were exposed to famine for at least 3 mo
or longer during foetal life. The non-exposed were born either
immediately before or after the famine and had no prenatal
exposure to famine. We measured weight, height, waist
circumference (WC), and skin fold thickness at multiple sites.
Results: Overall the exposed and the non-exposed groups did
not differ in mean BMI, WC, or body fat percentage. When
stratified by sex, exposed females, not males, had significantly
lower BMI, WC and higher prevalence of chronic energy
deficiency (MBI , 18.5) than non-exposed. These associa-
tions remained unaltered after adjustment for socio-economic
status and educational attainment.
Conclusion: These findings suggest that prenatal exposure to
undernutrition differentially affect BMI in resource poor
settings with female fail to compensate for the earlier insult.

P-4B-106

Association of infant anthropometrics with left cardiac
structures and blood pressure during the first 2 years of
life. The Generation R study

L.L. de Jonge1,2,3, J.J.M. Geelhoed1,2,3, M. van Osch-
Gevers3, A. Hofman2, W.A. Helbing3, V.W.V. Jaddoe1,2,3
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1The Generation R Study Group, Erasmus Medical Center,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 2Department of Epidemiology,
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands;
3Department of Pediatrics, Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam,
The Netherlands

The human heart has its highest growth and development rate in
early life1. Various studies showed tracking of left ventricular
mass from childhood to adulthood2,3 and therefore cardiac
structure and function may be permanently affected by several
factors in infancy and early childhood. The aim of this study was
to investigate the influence of child anthropometrics on cardiac
growth and blood pressure during the first 2 years of life.
Methods: This study was embedded in a prospective cohort
study from fetal life onwards. In a subset of 1,001 children two-
dimensional M-mode echocardiographic measurements of left
cardiac structures (left ventricular mass, aortic root diameter and
left atrial diameter) were performed at the age of 6 weeks, 6
months and 2 years. Height, weight, waist and hip circumfer-
ence were obtained during the same visits. Percentage of body fat
was measured with dual energy-X-ray absorptiometry at the age
of 6 months and blood pressure was measured twice at the age of
2 years. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: At the age of 6 weeks, height and weight were
significantly associated with left ventricular mass (increase of
1.05 (95% confidence interval (CI), 0.75, 1.34) grams and
1.20 (95% CI, 0.91, 1.50) grams per standard deviation (SD)
change in weight and height, respectively), 6 months (increase
of 1.32 (95% CI, 0.95, 1.69) grams and 1.22 (95% CI, 0.86,
1.58) grams per SD change in weight and height, respectively)
and 2 years (1.92 (95% CI, 1.48, 2.36) grams and 2.01 (95%
CI, 1.60, 2.42) grams per SD change in weight and height,
respectively). Similar positive associations were found for
height and weight with left atrial and aortic root diameter. The
rate of increase of height and weight during the first 2 years of
life was not related to left cardiac structures. Also, no
associations were found of the waist to hip ratio and percentage
of body fat with left cardiac structures until the age of 2. All
analyses were adjusted for gender and age.
Conclusions: This study indicates that height and weight are
important determinants of cardiac growth in infancy and early
childhood. Small changes in body size in the first 2 years of life
can have consequences for cardiac size and structure in later life.
Further studies are needed to assess whether these associations
persist and have influence on cardiac size in adulthood.

1. A. Ishii et al., J. Perinatal Med., 18: 459–463, 1990.
2. R.M. Schieken, et al., Circulation, 97: 1901–1906, 1998.
3. J.J.M. Geelhoed et al., Am Heart J. 158:71–77, 2009.

P-4B-107

Prevalence of chronic disease in later life among Finnish
war evacuees

H. Alastalo1,2, K. Räikkönen3, A.-K. Pesonen3, C. Osmond4,
D.J.P. Barker5,6, K. Heinonen3, E. Kajantie1,7, J.G. Eriksson1,8,9

1National Institute for Health and Welfare, Department of Chronic
Disease Prevention, PO Box 30, FIN- 00271 Helsinki, Finland;
2University of Helsinki, Department of Public Health, Helsinki,
Finland; 3University of Helsinki, Department of Psychology,
Helsinki, Finland; 4MRC Epidemiology Resource Center, South-
ampton, UK; 5DOHAD Division, Southampton, UK; 6Oregon
Health and Science University, Portland, Oregon, USA and7

Helsinki University Central Hospital, Hospital for Children and
Adolescents, Helsinki, Finland; 8University of Helsinki, Department
of General Practice, Helsinki, Finland; 9Helsinki University
Central Hospital, Unit of General Practice, Helsinki, Finland

Objective: Early childhood separation from parents might have
detrimental effects on health later in life. During World War II
approximately 70 000 Finnish children were evacuated from
their parents to foster families in other Scandinavian countries.
Using the Helsinki Birth Cohort Study (HBCS) data, we have
the opportunity to explore the long-term consequences of
evacuation. The aim was to study prevalence of cardiovascular
disease and type 2 diabetes 60 years after exposure to a traumatic
separation in early childhood due to WWII.

Prevalence of cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes in war
evacuees and non-separated controls in a clinical study. AOR refers
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to an adjusted odds ratio and 95% CI to a 95% confidence interval in
an adjusting model. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

Methods: This study includes 11186 subjects of whom 2003
participated in a clinical study. Of these 1505 (13.0%) and 320
(16.0%), respectively, were former war evacuees. The data on
evacuations were extracted from the Finnish National Archives.
The remaining participants served as controls. The average
duration of the evacuation was 1.8 (SD 5 1.1) years and the
mean age at the time was 4.6 (SD 5 2.4) years. Test for trends
were based on multivariate linear regression and logistic
regressions. The register data was adjusted for gender and date
of birth and the clinical data for gender, age at testing, childhood
and adult socioeconomic status. The prevalence of the outcomes
studied was based on information obtained from a national
register kept by the Social Insurance Institution. In addition,
subjects in the clinical study underwent a 2-hour oral glucose
tolerance test and they also reported whether they had been
diagnosed with coronary heart disease by their physician.
Appropriate Institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Based on register data prevalence of coronary heart
disease was a higher among the former war evacuees (8.2% vs.
4.8%; P 5 0.010). The figure shows that the result obtained
at the clinical study confirms the former war evacuees’ higher
cardiovascular morbidity. Prevalence of type 2 diabetes was
higher among the former war evacuees as assessed by a 2-hour
75-g oral glucose tolerance test. Based on register data there
was no significant difference in diabetes prevalence (6.0 vs.
6.4; P 5 0.540).
Conclusion: Traumatic experiences in early childhood
influence later health outcomes and the prevalence of
cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes in later life.

P-4B-108

Maternal lipid profile in early pregnancy in relation to
prenatal and postnatal growth

S.J. Algera1,2, ThB Twickler3, M. van Eijsden2,
T.G.M. Vrijkotte1

1Department of Social Medicine, Academic Medical Center -
University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, the Netherlands;
2Department of Epidemiology, Documentation and Health
Promotion, Public Health Service of Amsterdam (GGD),
Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 3Department of Vascular Medi-
cine, Academic Medical Center - University of Amsterdam,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Objective: Growing evidence exists that maternal factors in
gestation (such as total cholesterol (TC) and triglyceride (TG)
levels) could act on intrauterine conditions with a subsequent
effects on foetal development and newborn’s health status
later in life. We evaluated whether maternal TC and TG
levels during early pregnancy were associated with birth

weight and infant growth (defined by weight, length and
body mass index (BMI)) during the first year of life.
Methods: Data were derived from a large community based
cohort-study (Amsterdam Born Children and their Develop-
ment study) in which pregnant woman donated venous blood
during their first antenatal visit (median 13 weeks (IQR:
12–14)). In these samples, non-fasting TC and TG levels were
determined. Subsequently, they completed an extensive ques-
tionnaire. Pregnancy outcome (birth weigh, gestational age,
gender) and newborn’s growth data at the age of 1, 3, 6, 9 and
12 months were collected from youth health care centres.
Growth data was transformed into standard deviation scores
(SDS). Associations of TC and TG levels (in quintiles) with
birth weight and infant growth were explored by univariate and
multivariate regression analyses. Only non-diabetic pregnant
woman with live born singleton term deliveries were included
(n 5 2502). Appropriate institutional ethics committee clear-
ance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: TG was positively associated with birth weight
(estimated differences 78.1 6 26.8 gram between highest
quintile and middle quintile), which remained similar after
adjustment for sociodemographic, pregnancy-related and
behavioural factors). TG levels in the lowest quintile were
associated with a lower birth weight (differences 228.6 6 26.6
gram between lowest quintile and middle quintile, after
adjustment). Additionally, TG was related to postnatal growth
patterns. Infants in the lowest quintile displayed a lower weight
(at 1 and 3 months), a shorter length (at 1 month) and a lower
BMI (at 1 month) compared to the other quintiles. From 6
months onwards, growth patterns were similar for all TG
quintiles. Accelerated weight gain (increase of SDS weight
between 1 and 6 months .0.67) was more frequently present
in infants in the lowest TG quintile (24.5%) compared to all
other infants (19.6%, p 5 0.027). TC was neither associated
with birth weight nor infant growth.
Conclusion: Elevated high maternal TG levels during early
pregnancy were associated with higher birth weight. On the
other hand, decreased TG levels were associated with lower
weight, reduced length and lower BMI during the first
months of life with an accelerated weight gain during the first
6 months of life. Both a high birth weight and an accelerated
weight gain are established risk factors for developing cardio-
metabolic diseases later in life. New initiatives should be
launched to study whether active prevention on maternal TG
levels may improve newborn’s growth outcome and its
associated harmful cardio-metabolic profile in adulthood.
Support: The Netherlands Organisation for Health Research
and Development (ZonMw), and the Dutch National
Institute for Public Health and the Environment.

P-4B-109

Relationship of infant feeding patterns to cardiovascular
risk factors in young adults; data from 5 cohorts in low
and middle income countries
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1MRC Epidemiology Resource Centre, University of South-
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Sciences Research Council, University of Witwatersrand, South
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Objective: Studies in high-income countries have shown
that longer duration of breastfeeding in infancy is associated
with a lower risk of later hypertension, type 2 diabetes and
obesity. There is controversy as to whether this is causal
or reflects confounding. Few studies have related age of
introduction of complementary foods in infancy to later
outcomes. Our objective was to test the hypothesis that longer
duration of breastfeeding and later introduction of comple-
mentary foods are protective against adult hypertension,
diabetes and overweight/obesity.
Methods: Data were pooled from 10.912 men and women
aged 15–41 years, from 5 birth cohorts in low- or middle-
income countries (Brazil, Guatemala, India, Philippines,
South Africa) comprising the COHORTS collaboration
(Consortium on Health Orientated Research in Transitional
Societies). Exposure measures were 1) ‘ever’ versus ‘never’
breastfed; 2) total duration of breastfeeding (9 categories from
no breastfeeding to breastfed for more than 24 months) and
3) age at starting complementary foods (6 categories from
0–3 months to .18 months). Outcomes were adult blood
pressure, hypertension/pre-hypertension, plasma glucose con-
centration, diabetes mellitus, impaired fasting glucose,
skinfolds, waist circumference, percentage body fat, and
overweight/obesity. Analyses were adjusted for maternal
socio-economic status, education, age, smoking, race and
urban/rural residence, and infant birthweight. Each cohort
study was approved by an appropriate institutional ethics
committee and participants gave informed consent.
Results: There were no differences in outcomes between
adults who were ever breastfed compared with those who
were never breastfed. Associations between duration of
breastfeeding and adult systolic blood pressure and prevalence
of hypertension were U-shaped; however these were weak and
inconsistent between cohorts. Duration of breastfeeding was
not associated with adult diabetes or adiposity. Participants
who started complementary foods later in infancy had lower
adult BMI, waist circumference and subscapular skinfold
thickness (p , 0.01 for all). BMI changed by 20.19 kg/m2

(95% CI 20.37 to 20.005) and waist circumference by
20.45 cm (95% CI 20.88 to 20.02) per 3-month increase
in age at introduction of complementary foods between birth
and 9 months. These associations were not significant after
adjusting for 2-year weight.

Conclusions: There was no evidence that a longer duration of
breastfeeding protects against adult hypertension, glucose
intolerance or overweight/adiposity in these populations.
Delaying the introduction of complementary foods until
6 months, as recommended by WHO, may reduce the risk of
adult overweight/adiposity. This may be mediated by lower
infant weight gain.

P-4B-110

Does childhood nutrition contribute to sex differences in
risk factors for ischaemic heart disease in a developing
population?: The Guangzhou Biobank Cohort Study

M. Heys1, C.Q. Jiang2, K.K. Cheng3, W.S. Zhang2, T.H.
Lam1, G.M. Leung1, C.M. Schooling1

1School of Public Health, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, The
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, China; 2Guangzhou
Occupational Diseases Prevention and Treatment Centre,
Guangzhou Number 12 Hospital, Guangzhou, China;
3Department of Public Health and Epidemiology, University of
Birmingham, UK

Objective: A male epidemic of ischemic heart disease (IHD)
emerges with economic development. We have previously
hypothesized, based on physiological and epidemiological
evidence, that this epidemic is due to nutritionally driven
levels of pubertal sex-steroids, which generate a life long
more atherogenic body shape and lipid profile in boys but not
girls, without any sex-specific effects on glucose metabolism,
which is in turn more strongly related to the somatotrophic
axis. Here we tested this hypothesis by examining the
association of childhood (<18 years) meat eating with these
IHD risk factors in older adults from a developing Chinese
population.
Methods: Multivariable linear regression was used in a cross-
sectional study of 19,418 Chinese older (>50 years) men and
women from the Guangzhou Biobank Cohort Study (phases
2 and 3) to assess the adjusted associations of childhood meat
eating with waist hip ratio, HDL-cholesterol and fasting
plasma glucose.
Results: Childhood meat eating had sex-specific associations
with waist-hip ratio but not fasting glucose. Childhood daily
meat eating compared to less than weekly meat eating was
associated with higher waist hip ratio (0.007 [95% confidence
interval 0.0002 to 0.01]) in men but not women, adjusted for
age, life course socio-economic position and current lifestyle.
Conclusion: This study adds to a growing body of evidence
suggesting that puberty may be a key developmental window
when sexual dimorphism in IHD risk emerges. The male
epidemic of premature IHD and sexual divergence in IHD
rates which occur with economic development may be
nutritionally driven in childhood or adolescence, with
corresponding implications for men in the developing world
currently experiencing the epidemiological and associated
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nutrition transition during early life. In elucidating the
developmental origins of non-communicable chronic diseases
more attention should be focused on socio-historical context
and the hitherto overlooked role of puberty. Acknowl-
edgements: The University of Hong Kong (HKSAR),
Guangzhou Public Health Bureau (China), Guangzhou
Science and Technology Bureau (China), The University of
Birmingham (UK).

P-4B-111

The Pro12Ala polymorphism of the PPAR-g2 gene
interacts with low birth weight in increasing the risk for
myocardial infarction

A. Khanolkar1, L. Byberg2, B. Zethelius3, R. Silverwood4,
I. Koupil1

1Centre for Health Equity Studies, Stockholm University/
Karolinska Institutet, 106 91 Stockholm, Sweden; 2Dept.
of Surgical Sciences, Uppsala University, Sweden; 3Dept. of
Public Health & Caring Sciences, Uppsala University, Sweden;
4Dept. of Epidemiology & Population Health, LSHTM,
London, UK

Objective: The PPAR-g2 gene regulates adipocyte differ-
entiation and plays an important role in glucose, lipid and
energy metabolism. The substitution of a proline by an
alanine in codon 12 of the PPAR g2 interacts with size at
birth in its effects on insulin sensitivity, lipid metabolism,
blood pressure and antihypertensive medication in adulthood.
Our objective was to investigate the effects of this
polymorphism and birth weight (BW) on insulin resistance,
blood lipids levels and blood pressure at age 50 and on the
incidence of myocardial infarction (MI) at age 50–85 in a
cohort of Swedish men.
Methods: 2322 men comprise the Uppsala Longitudinal
Study of Adult Men (ULSAM). Of these, we had complete
data on birth weight from archives and genotyped data for
674 men from clinical investigations at age 71 with 154 cases
of incident MI recorded in routine registers over 36 years of
follow-up. The Pro12Ala polymorphism (rs1801282) was
genotyped using a 1536-plex Golden Gate Assay and the
Bead Station genotyping system from Illumina. The data was
analysed by linear and Cox regression in STATA 10, with
formal tests for interaction with birth weight categories. All
analyses were adjusted for BMI and age. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: 158 (23%) of the 675 subjects carried either the
Pro12Ala or Ala12Ala polymorphism. These subjects are
compared to those carrying the wild type Pro12Pro variant
in all comparative analysis. We observed statistically
significant differences between the SNP variant and the
wild type in mean levels of glucose measured at 0 min and
60 min after an intravenous glucose tolerance test in the

lowest birth weight tertile (,3290g), but no differences in
lipid levels or blood pressure. The effects of the Pro12Ala
and Ala12Ala polymorphism on MI also depended on the
birth weight of the subjects. Subjects with the Pro12Ala/
Ala12Ala polymorphism in the lowest birth weight tertile
had an increased risk for MI (hazard ratio, HR 5 1.93, p
5 0.03 adjusted for BMI and age) while no significant
effect was seen in subjects in the middle and highest birth
weight tertiles. The tests for interaction between birth
weight and the polymorphism were not statistically
significant.
Conclusions: The Pro12Ala and Ala12Ala genotype is
associated with lower blood glucose levels but increases the
risk for MI in subjects with a low birth weight (,3290g).
These results for MI are in contradiction to previous reports
of this particular genotype providing a protective effect on
insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes in subjects born with
low birth weight. Support source: Wallenberg Consortium
North and Swedish Council for Working life and Social
Research.

Table. Differences in mean glucose levels and hazard ratios
(HR) for MI in men with the Pro12Ala/Ala12Ala poly-
morphism compared to the Pro12Pro wild type, stratified by
birth weight.

Birth weight (g) Subjects Glucose Glucose MI

Tertiles (n 5 674) 0 min P 60 min P cases HR 95% CI

<3290 167 2.2178 0.03> 21.1863 0.03- 47 1.93 1.06–3.52

329123959 337 2.1863 0.06 2.7201 0.08 76 1.25 0.75–2.10

>3960 170 2.1128 0.34 0.2525 0.65 31 0.80 0.32–2.00

P-4B-112

Analysing longitudinal measurements of size early in life
as predictors of later outcomes

A.K. Wills1, C. Osmond2

1MRC Unit for Lifelong Health and Ageing, University College,
London, UK; 2MRC Epidemiology Resource Centre, University
of Southampton, UK

Objective: In the ‘‘Cohorts’’ collaboration a recurring
analytical issue is how to measure the association between
an outcome measured in adult life, for example blood
pressure, and a sequence of height, weight and body mass
index measurements made early in life.
Methods: We illustrate the issues using data on glucose
tolerance among women in the New Delhi study. We discuss
regression models, focussing especially on conditional growth
models. Conditional growth models divide the age range of
size measurements into a sequence of intervals in each of
which growth is measured as the difference between the size
observed at the end of the interval and the size predicted from
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measurements made at the start of the interval. Such
differences are uncorrelated by construction and may be used
as predictors of the later outcome variable. They can be
thought of as the amount by which the subject’s size changed
in the interval beyond that which would have been expected.
Discussion: Related issues on which we comment are a. pooling
such results across cohorts, b. confounding, c. missing data, d.
measurement error, e. selection effects, f. the optimal choice of
age intervals, g. what happens when regression adjustment is
made for size measured at the same time as the outcome variable
(sometimes referred to the reversal paradox), h. an equivalent
procedure that is retrospective not prospective, i. complementary
graphical approaches.

P-4B-113

Head size at birth and mortality from coronary heart
disease in adulthood

KR Risnes1,2, TIL Nilsen1, PR Romundstad1, LJ Vatten1

1Department of Public Health, Norwegian University of
Science and Technology, Trondheim, Norway; 2Department of
Paediatrics, St Olav Hospital, Trondheim University Hospital,
Trondheim, Norway

Objective: Many studies have shown that low birth weight
is associated with increased risk of heart disease in
adulthood1. It is debated whether this association is caused
by genetic or non-genetic factors, and whether life course
exposures could influence the association2. We have studied
if head circumference at birth is associated with later deaths
from coronary heart disease (CHD), and assessed whether
maternal height and adult body mass could modify the
association.
Methods: In this population-based cohort study we have used
information from birth charts of 35 846 men and women
born between 1920 and 1959 who could be followed
from1961 through 2005 with regards to cause specific death.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance was
obtained.
Results: During follow up, 630 people died from CHD
and there was an inverse association of head circumference
with deaths from CHD (ptrend 0.010). The association was
modified by maternal height (pinteraction 0.01) and by adult
body mass (pinteraction 0.05). People in the lowest third of
head circumference, who had a tall mother or a high BMI in
adulthood, were at the highest risk of death from CHD.
Conclusions: Head circumference at birth was inversely
associated with deaths from CHD, and the combination
small head and tall mother, or small head and high adult
body mass, was associated with the highest risk. These
findings suggest that combined effects of genetic factors
(growth potential and intrauterine growth) and non-genetic
factors acting throughout the life course (intrauterine
growth restriction and later weight gain) could mediate the

effects of birth size on adult heart disease. Support: KRR was
financed by the Regional Health Authority (RHA) and
NTNU.

1. R Huxley et al. Am J Clin Nutr, 85: 1244–1250, 2007.
2. Kuh DaB-S, Y. (Ed). A life course approach to chronic disease

epidemiology. 2 ed. 2004.

Table Hazard ratios (HR) for deaths from cardiovascular and
coronary heart disease associated with one standard deviationa

(SD) increase in birth size.

Causes of death by measure of birth size HRb (95% CI) HRc P-valueb

Coronary heart disease (630 deaths)

Head circumference 0.90 (0.83–0.98) 0.90 (0.83–0.97) 0.010

Birth weight 0.92 (0.85–0.99) 0.91 (0.84–0.99) 0.020

Birth length 0.99 (0.92–1.07) 0.99 (0.91–1.07) 0.78

aSD-scores calculated within each sex and birth cohort (,1930, 1930–1939,1940–1949, >1950).
bAdjusted for sex and birth cohort (,1930, 1930–1939, 1940–1949, >1950).
cAdjusted for sex, birth cohort (,1930, 1930–1939,1940–1949, >1950), maternal age (,20, 20–24,
25–29, 30–34, >35 years), birth order (1, 2, . 5 3), maternal marital status (married, unmarried) and
paternal occupation(manual, non-manual).

P-4B-114

Long-term effects of intrauterine growth restriction on
cardiac structure, function and metabolism

C.F. Rueda-Clausen1,2, J.S. Morton1,3, S.T. Davidge1,2,3

1Women and Children’s Health Research Institute and
Cardiovascular Research Centre, Edmonton AB. Canada;
2Department of Physiology; 3Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology, 232 HMRC University of Alberta. Edmonton AB.
T6G 2S2, Canada

Objectives: Using an animal model of hypoxia-induced
intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR), our group has
previously shown that adult IUGR offspring exhibit diastolic
dysfunction and increased susceptibility to ischemia/reperfu-
sion insult (I/R). A growing body of evidence suggests that
alterations in cardiac metabolism could explain some of these
cardiovascular characteristics of this IUGR model. However,
the effects of the hypoxic prenatal insult on cardiac
metabolism during adulthood are still unknown. The main
objectives of this study were to determine whether this
hypoxia-induced IUGR has any effect on cardiac metabolism
later in life and to explore potential sex differences.
Methods: On day 15 of pregnancy (term 22 days), Sprague-
Dawley rats were randomly assigned to hypoxia (12% O2) or
control (21% O2) groups for the last 6 days of pregnancy.
Pregnant dams were returned to normal oxygen conditions
before birth. Cardiac susceptibility to I/R was evaluated in male
and female offspring at 4 months of age using a Langendorf/
working heart system. Cardiac metabolism (total ATP produc-
tion and substrate use) was evaluated in basal conditions and
after (I/R) using radiolabeled substrates. Appropriate institu-
tional ethics committee clearance was obtained.
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Results: Both male and female IUGR offspring exhibited an
increased susceptibility to I/R and an increased post-ischemia
production of ATP when compared to controls (Panels A and C
of Figure). However, there were no effects of IUGR on cardiac
selection of energy substrate (carbohydrates vs. fatty acids) either
at baseline or following I/R (Panel B and D of Figure).

Conclusion: Our results suggest that a prenatal insult causing
IUGR has long-term effects on cardiac energetic efficiency
(produce more ATP but perform less work) after an ischemic
insult. These changes in cardiac metabolism and efficiency are
independent of the cardiac energetic substrate selection and are
comparable in male and female animals. Acknowledgments:
Canadian Institute for Health Research, Heart & Stroke
Foundation of Canada, Alberta Heritage Foundation for
Medical Research and MFN and TORCH Training Programs.

P-4B-115

Leg length and pubertal landmarks in men and women
from a developing population: The Guangzhou Biobank
Cohort Study

C.M. Schooling1, C.Q. Jiang2, W.S. Zhang2, Adab P3,
T.H. Lam1, K.K. Cheng3, G.M. Leung1

1School of Public Health, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine,
The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR; 2Guangzhou

Occupational Diseases Prevention and Treatment Centre,
Guangzhou Number 12 Hospital, Guangzhou, China;
3Department of Public Health and Epidemiology, University
of Birmingham, UK

Leg length is considered to be a reliable marker of pre-pubertal
living conditions, because leg growth largely takes place before
puberty. Cessation of leg growth is driven by oestrogen, and so
occurs at an earlier pubertal stage in women than men.
Objective: We tested the hypothesis that components of
height (leg length and sitting height) have sex-specific
associations with pubertal landmarks using a large sample
of older Chinese.
Methods: We used multivariable linear regression in 10,047
older (>50 years) Chinese from the Guangzhou Biobank
Cohort Study (phase 3) to examine the age adjusted
associations of pubertal landmarks (age of menarche in
women and mean age at voice breaking, first nocturnal
emission and emergence of pubic hair in men) with leg length
and seated height. We also examined whether the associations
varied with sex.
Results: There were sex-specific associations of pubertal
landmarks with leg length (p-value for interaction ,0.001)
and perhaps sitting height (p-value for interaction 0.18). In
women, leg length was shorter by 0.20 centimetres (cm)
(95% confidence interval (CI) 0.16 to 0.24) and seated height
longer by 0.11 cm (95% CI 0.08 to 0.15) per year earlier in
pubertal landmark (menarche). In men leg length was non-
significantly longer by 0.05 cm (95% CI 20.05 to 0.15) and
seated height longer by 0.14 cm (95% CI 0.05 to 0.24) per
year earlier in pubertal landmark.
Conclusions: Apart from providing new evidence concerning
the association of male pubertal landmarks with components
of height, our study shows that leg length may be a biomarker
of different exposures in men and women particularly in
developing countries where age at puberty is above its
physiological minimum and still environmentally driven. Given
that pre-pubertal and pubertal growth have different associations
with adult diseases caution should be used in the interpretation
of associations with components of height. Supported by The
University of Hong Kong (HKSAR), Guangzhou Public Health
Bureau (China), Guangzhou Science and Technology Bureau
(China), The University of Birmingham (UK).

P-4B-116

Early exposure to infectious disease and human
life-histories

C. Störmer

Zentrum für Philosophie und Grundlagen der Wissenschaft,
Universität Giessen, Germany

Objective: Exposure to infectious disease in early life has been
suggested to have a negative effect on later-life survival1,2,
possibly through the induction of inflammatory responses3.
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Alternatively, the high energetic costs of activation and
maintenance of an immune system4 may reduce the resources
available for growth and development, which may have
negative consequences for adult health. However, to date no
studies have investigated whether other outcomes, such as
reproductive performance, might also be affected by such an
early life stressor. In this study, we use historical family data
from the 18th and 19th century Krummhörn population
(Ostfriesland, Germany) and focus on both survival and
reproductive success. We hypothesize that both of these may
be negatively affected by early exposure to disease.
Methods: Using Kaplan-Meier plots and t-tests we compare
survival rates and lifetime reproductive success (measured as
number of children, proportion of surviving children and
grandchildren) between an exposed and a non-exposed group.
The exposed group comprised those exposed to the smallpox
epidemic in 1752–1754 for at least six months during early
development.
Results: Males and females were affected differently by
exposure to early-life infection. While females show no
significant difference in postnatal mortality rates compared to
the control group, in late adulthood (above the age of 40)
survival probability of exposed males exceeds that of men of
the control group (Breslow: p 5 0,017). Concerning repro-
ductive parameters females, but not males, show an effect of
early exposure to infectious disease on their reproductive
performance. Females have a reduced number of births
(exposed: x̄ 5 3.95 6 3.20, non-exposed: x̄ 5 4.90 6 2.93;
a 5 0.037) as well as a decline in the relation of children
surviving to age 15 to number of births (exposed:
x̄ 5 0.43 6 0.31, non-exposed: x̄ 5 0.51 6 0.29; a 5 0.076).
Conclusions: In the Krummhörn, early-life exposure to
infection shows sex-specific differences. While exposure
resulted in negative long-term consequences for female
reproductive success there was no ascertainable negative effect
for exposed males. In contrast to other studies [1], there was
no indication that later-life survival of either sex was
negatively affected by early-life stress. To our knowledge
these results are the first to show an apparent effect of early
disease exposure on reproductive function.

1. Bengtsson T, Lindström M: southern Sweden, 1760–1894.
Pop. Stud. 54:263–277, 2000.

2. Catalano R, Bruckner T: Int. J. Epidemiology 35:
1264–1269, 2006.

3. Crimmins EM, Finch CE: PNAS 103:498–503, 2006.
4. Lochmiller RL, Deerenberg C: OIKOS 88:87–98, 2000.

P-4B-117

Searching for causes and effects of an increase in LBW
children in Japan: The Hamamatsu Birth Cohort for
Mothers and Children (HBC)

K. J. Tsuchiya1, K. Matsumoto1, T. Miyachi1, M. Tsujii2,
H. Itoh3, N. Kanayama3, K. Hirano4, T. Ohzeki4,

N. Takei1,5, the HBC Study Team, and the Hamamatsu
DOHaD Study Team
1Research Center for Child Mental Development, Hamamatsu
University School of Medicine. Handayama 1 Higashiku,
Hamamatsu 4313192, Japan; 2Department of Modern Sociol-
ogy, Chukyo University. Kaidzucho-Tokodate 101, Toyota 470-
0393, Japan; 3Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
Hamamatsu University School of Medicine, Handayama 1
Higashiku, Hamamatsu 4313192, Japan; 4Department of
Paediatrics, Hamamatsu University School of Medicine, Han-
dayama 1 Higashiku, Hamamatsu 4313192, Japan; 5Division of
Psychological Medicine, Institute of Psychiatry, King’s College
London, De Crespigny Park, SE5 8AF London, UK

Objective: The proportion of low birth weight (LBW: born
less than 2,500g) has been steadily increasing for the last two
to three decades in Japan.1 As for the explanatory factors, an
increase in young women with low body mass index and with
lower weight gain than desired during pregnancy is a
candidate.2 In turn, LBW leads to adverse outcomes in
infants’ neurodevelopment such as deviance in cognitive
developments and developmental disorders, e.g. autism.3 An
increase in the prevalence of autism in the last decades as
shown in epidemiologic studies 4 is concordant with the
concurrent the increase of LBW babies in Japan. To explore
these postulated causes and effects of LBW, we initiated a
novel, multi-purpose birth cohort study ‘‘the Hamamatsu
Birth Cohort for Mothers and Children (HBC)’’ in
November 2007. We provide backgrounds and a methodo-
logical perspective of this cohort.

During

pregnancy Delivery 2 w 1 m 2 m 4 m 6 m 10 m 14 m 18 m 24 m

Medical checkups of

mothers and children

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Psychiatric & psychological

checkups of mothers and

children

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Intention for pregnancy 1

Nutrition 1 1 1 1 1 1

Socio-economic status,

parental smoking

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Weight, height, head

circumference

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Gross/fine motor, visual,

receptive/expressive

language

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Sociability, behaviours,

temperament

1 1 1 1 1

Biological sample collection

(smear, venous blood,

cord blood, placenta)

1 1

Methods: Approximately 500 pregnant women, consecutively
referred to two maternity clinics in the north-eastern part of
Hamamatsu City have participated in the study and given
birth. More than 1,000 women and the children are expected
to participate in the HBC by the end of 2010. Each of the
cohort members is followed up until 4 years of age. All the
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participants are being directly evaluated by a well-trained
interview team in a standardised fashion. Each child under-
goes 8 separate assessments during the follow-up. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
consent were obtained.
Results: Assembled information covers a wide range of
variables related to mother’s characteristics and child
development: biological, physiological, paediatric, obstetric,
environmental, nutritional, psychological, psychiatric, socio-
logical, and economical aspects (Table).
Conclusions: The comprehensiveness of the HBC approach with
a representative sample in the community is expected to provide
an informative data source that contributes to an improvement
in health policies for mothers and children in Japan.

1. H. Takimoto et al., J Obstet Gynaecol Res 31:314–22, 2005.
2. H. Takimoto et al., Int J Gynaecol Obstet 92:272–8, 2006.
3. W. W. Eaton et al., J Autism Dev Disord 31:279–85, 2001.
4. S. Baron-Cohen et al., Br J Psychiatry 194:500–9, 2009.

P-4B-118

Effect of birth weight and length on the height of
schoolchildren and young adults

A.C. Ribeiro1, V.C. Cardoso1, A.A.M. Silva2, M.A. Barbieri1,
H. Bettiol1

1Department of Pediatrics, Faculty of Medicine of Ribeirao
Preto, University of Sao Paulo. Avenida Bandeirantes 3900,
Ribeirao Preto, SP, Brazil; 2Department of Public Health,
Federal University of Maranhao, Rua Barao de Itapary 155, Sao
Luis, MA, Brazil

Objective: To determine mean height at school age and
during adult age according to birth weight and length of the
participants in a cohort of liveborn singletons delivered at
hospitals in Ribeirão Preto in 1978/1979, and studied and at
23 to 25 years. An additional objective was to assess the
associations of these birth variables with height at school age
and with final height, controlled by biological and social
characteristics during these ages.
Methods: This was a longitudinal and prospective cohort
study. A total of 1147 individuals (561 men and 586 women)
out of the sample of 6827 births with available weight and
length measurements and with a questionnaire filled out by
the mother were measured also at school age and during adult
age. The variables studied at birth were: weight, length, sex,
maternal schooling and smoking habit, birth order, maternal
age and marital situation, and occupation of the family head.
The variables studied at school age were z-score for height per
age and type of school and those studied during adulthood
were skin color, final schooling, and age at menarche for
women. The mean and standard deviations for final height
were calculated according to the variables determined at the
three times in life. The associations between anthropometric
birth variables and schoolchild and adult height were assessed

by multiple linear regressions in separate models for weight
and height. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: In non-adjusted analysis, children with higher birth
weight and length, born to mothers with better schooling, first
born, born to non-manual workers and studying in paid
private schools were associated with higher height at school age
for both genders. Maternal smoking during pregnancy and
mothers with a companion were associated with lower height
among girls. After adjustment, weight and height, maternal age
and birth order continued to be associated in both genders,
family head occupation continued to be associated among boys
and maternal marital situation among girls. The factors
associated with higher adult height in both genders were:
higher birth weight and height, mothers with higher schooling,
being a first born, older mothers, skilled occupation of the
family head, studying in a paid private school, higher height at
school age and higher final schooling, and late menarche in
women. After adjustment, birth weight and length, school-
child’s height and age at menarche for women continued to be
associated with higher height in both genders.
Conclusions: The effect of birth weight and length persisted
on the height of the schoolchildren and young adults of this
cohort even after adjustment, but the effect of the remaining
variables on schoolchildren’s height disappeared in the adult
age models after adjustment of schoolchildren’s height by the
z-score. This result suggests that height at school age seems to
incorporate the effects of factors present in previous phases of
life on the growth profile during this initial period, thus
becoming an important predictor of growth during later
phases. Support: CNPq, FAPESP and FAEPA.

P-4B-119

Description and determinants of growth profiles in the
first year of life: the EDEN prospective cohort study

J. Botton1–3, N. Regnault1,2, A. Forhan1,2, B. Heude1,2,
M.A. Charles1,2, the EDEN study group
1INSERM; Unit 780, Research in Epidemiology and Biostatis-
tic, Villejuif, France; 2Paris-Sud University; School of Medecine,
Le Kremlin-Bicêtre, France; 3Paris-Sud University; School of
Pharmacy, Châtenay-Malabry, France

Objective: Rapid early postnatal growth has been associated
with obesity, whereas slow growth is predictive of cardiometa-
bolic risk in later life. We aimed at describing frequent patterns
of weight and length growth during the first year of life in
French infants and to study their potential determinants.
Methods: Of the 2002 mother-child pairs included in the EDEN
prospective cohort study, we could obtain growth profiles for
1757 infants of whom 1468 had all of the following potential
determinants recorded: age, weight and height for both parents;
maternal plasma glucose during pregnancy; type of infant feeding;
gestational age; primiparity; maternal education. Individual
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growth trajectories between birth and one year were predicted
using two separate mixed four-effects Jenss models for weight and
length respectively. From the eight coefficients and following a
principal component analysis, we identified patterns by k-means
clustering method performed for boys and girls separately. Factors
associated with these profiles were tested using a multinomial
logistic regression. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: We identified four frequent patterns of growth
during the first year of life (see the figure in boys for weight
growth which contributed more than length growth in the
difference between the patterns): pattern I 5 low birth weight
and constant weight gain; pattern II 5 constant rapid
weight growth; pattern III 5 high birth weight and slow
weight growth; pattern IV 5 rapid weight growth before three
months and slow weight growth thereafter. Similar patterns
were identified in boys and girls. The 572 infants (300 boys)
following pattern II were less often exclusively breastfed in the
first three months (18.7% versus 35% for the other patterns;
p , 0.0001). Among the other profiles, the 225 infants (100
boys) following pattern I were more often premature (19.1%
versus 3.4%; p , 0.0001). Finally, the main difference
between the 537 infants (280 boys) following pattern III
and the 423 infants (236 boys) following pattern IV – which
presents a slowdown in growth after three months – was that
the latter had less frequently an obese or overweight father
compared to others (39.4 versus 47.7%; p 5 0.02).
Conclusions: We described profiles of early growth which
correspond to physiological situations observed in French
contemporary infants. These profiles were differentially
associated with the main groups of determinants of early
postnatal growth (prenatal factors, postnatal nutrition and
genetics), although not enough to be fully discriminated by
them. Follow-up of these subjects could help to identify if
they are also predictors of different heath status.

Figure: Weight growth profiles from birth to 1 year in boys.

P-4B-120

Influence of low birth weight on the nutritional status of
children at 10–11 years old

I.R.L Del Ciampo1, M.C.P. Saraiva2, M.A. Barbieri1,
H. Bettiol1

1Department of Pediatrics, Faculty of Medicine of Ribeirao
Preto, University of Sao Paulo. Avenida Bandeirantes 3900,
Ribeirao Preto, SP, Brazil; 2Department of Paediatrics and
Social Dentistry, School of Dentistry of Ribeirao Preto,
University of Sao Paulo. Avenida Bandeirantes 3900,
Ribeirao Preto, SP, Brazil

Objective: To assess the influence of low birth weight (LBW)
and control variables at birth and at 10–11 years old on the
nutritional status of school age children.
Methods: 874 school age children from a population-based
birth cohort study carried out in 1994 in Ribeirao Preto,
Brazil, were reevaluated in 2004/05. The parents were
interviewed and children were submitted to anthropometric
measurements (weight and height). Birth weight and other birth
data were recovered from questionnaires applied to mothers after
delivery. Intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) was defined by
the birth weight ratio (BWR–birth weight/mean weight for
gestational age). Individuals with BWR , 0.85 were considered
growth restricted. The nutritional status at school age was
considered according to two references, Must et al.1 and NCHS/
CDC2. Children were undernourished when body index mass
(BMI) was below the 5th percentile (P) and with weight excess
when BMI > P85 in both references. LBW (birth weight ,

2500g) and IUGR were the explanatory variables in a
multinomial logistic regression analysis used to determine
variables associated with BMI in separate models for each
explanatory variable and for each reference of nutritional
status1,2, controlling for other variables from birth and school
age. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Undernutrition was present in 10.5% and 11.1%
according to Must et al. and NCHS/CDC references, respectively,
and the proportions of weight excess were 28.7% and 24.2%.
After adjustment LBW and IUGR were not associated to excess
weight at 10–11 years old for both references. There was a positive
association of IUGR with undernutrition for Must et al. (OR 5

2.33; IC 5 1.34–4.07) and CDC (OR 5 2.23; IC 5 1.29–3.84)
and also a positive association of LBW with undernutrition for
Must et al. (OR 5 1.81; IC 5 1.02–3.21) and NCHS/CDC
(OR 5 1.78; IC 5 1.01–3.12). There was a negative association
of IUGR with weight excess only for the NCHS/CDC reference
(OR 5 0.57; IC 5 0.34; 0.93).
Conclusions: The weight excess as a risk factor for metabolic
disorders in later life in individuals born with LBW and IUGR,
seen in other studies, independent of the reference used to define
nutritional status seems not to be yet present at 10–11 year olds.
The results suggest that Ribeirao Preto is still experiencing
nutritional transition. Possibly, due to the high rates of weight
excess without reduction of undernutrition levels, the association
of LBW and IUGR with excess weight has not yet occurred and
is only observed for undernutrition in this setting. Acknowl-
edgements: supported by FAPESP and FAEPA.
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1. A. Must et al. Am. J. Clin. Nutr., 53: 839–46, 1991.
2. NCHS. Hyattsville, MD: National Center for Health

Statistics, 2000: 1–28. (Vital and health statistics no. 314).

P-4B-121

Anthropometry from birth to 24 months among
offspring of gestational diabetic mothers: 2004
Pelotas Birth Cohort

M.A. Dode, I. S. Santos

Programa de Pós-graduação em Epidemiologia. UFPel.
Pelotas, RS, Brasil

Objective: The link between small birth weight and later
obesity or later type 2 diabetes has been repeatedly
documented. More recently, an association between offspring
of gestational diabetic mothers (OGDM) and obesity or
impaired glucose metabolism in early ages has also been
documented, independently of size at birth. Less is known
about the possible association between being born of a
gestational diabetic mother and the growth pattern during the
first years of life. The aim of this study was to describe the
anthropometry, from birth to two years old, among offspring
of women with and without gestational diabetes mellitus
(GDM), in the 2004 Pelotas Birth Cohort.
Methods: Mothers that delivered their babies in 2004, in any
of the five hospitals wards in Pelotas (a city in Southern
Brazil), were interviewed at post-partum, by trained inter-
viewers, using tested, pre-coded questionnaires. A medical
diagnosis of GDM was self-reported. Weight, height and
abdominal circumference of the newborns were collected and
weight/age, length/age and weight/length Z scores calculated,
from delivery to 3th, 12th and 24th months of life.
Results: 4239 children were studied. OGDM had lower
gestational age (p 5 0.004), higher weight (p 5 0.002), and
higher abdominal circumference at birth (p , 0.001) than
offspring of mothers without GDM. Prevalence of large
for gestational age (LGA) babies was threefold as higher in
the OGDM (18.4% vs 6.8%) than in non-GDM group.
Mean weight/age (20.07 vs 20.37; p 5 0.01) and weight/
length (0.85 vs 0.47; p , 0.001) Z scores were also higher
among OGDM at birth. During the first 3 months, there was
an abrupt catch down among the OGDM that remained
smaller than the non-DMG offspring until their 24th
month of life. At birth, LGA OGDM were greater than
LGA offspring from non-GDM mothers but they caught
down steadily and at three months their size was similar
of those born with appropriate weight for gestational age
from non-GDM mothers (after adjustment for economic
level, age and maternal BMI, child hospitalization and
breastfeeding).
Conclusions: Following the Barker’s hypothesis which
establishes that the early years can program later life, the
early and abrupt catch down pattern among LGA OGDM

may be part of the causal pathway for obesity, impaired
glucose tolerance and diabetes mellitus in the future.
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Transmission of risk of coronary heart disease risk across
three generations in the Cohort of Norway (CONOR).
Presentation of a multigenerational linkage within a
large population based cohort

D.A. Hoff1, Ø. Næss1,2

1Division of Epidemiology, National Institute of Public Health,
Oslo, Norway; 2Institute of Health Management and Health
Economics, University of Oslo, Norway

Objective: Earlier studies have reported an inverse and stronger
association between parental risk of coronary heart disease and
offspring birthweight among mothers than among fathers in an
attempt to disentangle intra uterine factors from common
genetic factors shared between parents. There is sparse evidence
adjusting for cardiovascular risk factors and looking at multiple
generations. Here we investigated if there is a differential
association between paternal and maternal risk of coronary
heart disease (CHD) across three generations. This study is part
of a multigenerational linkage within a large population based
cohort including blood samples which will also be presented.
Methods: CONOR was linked to the Medical Birth Registry
(MBR) and Cause of Death Registry, and from the full
cohort two samples we identified parental offspring trios with
grandparental data internally linked within CONOR cohort.
Blood pressure, s-cholesterol, smoking, physical activity,
length of education gestational length were used as covariates.
The analysis was run in cox proportional hazards regression.
Outcomes were birthweight adjusted for gestational length.
Results: CONOR includes 173,236 subjects. We were able to
identify 19,848 parent offspring trios within CONOR. There
was a decrease in risk of myocardial infarction among
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mothers per quintile increase in offspring birthweight,
HR 5 0.87 (0.77–0.98). Among fathers no similar effect
was seen, HR 5 0.94 (0.83–1.08). Adjusting for cardiovas-
cular risk factors hardly changed the estimates. History of
myocardial infarction among mothers mother was related to
offspring birth weight, HR 5 0.92 (0.88–0.97) but there was
no effect for the other grandparents.
Conclusions: This study adds support to the role of
intrauterine programming for the risk of cardiovascular
disease in adulthood. Future studies of this cohort will
investigate the mediating role of birth weight on subsequent
cardiovascular outcomes in the offspring across generations.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained. The study was
funded by our institutions. We would like to thank the
participating health surveys and their universities who have
contributed with data for the CONOR cohort.

1. Ø. Næss et al., Cohort Profile: Cohort of Norway
(CONOR). Int J Epidemiol, 37: 923–932, 2008.

P-4B-123

Socio-economic mobility and the risk of hypertension

L. Högberg1, S. Cnattingius1,2, C. Lundholm1, P. Sparén1,
A. Iliadou1

1Department of Medical Epidemiology and Biostatistics;
2Department of Medicine, Clinical Epidemiology Unit,
Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

Objective: To investigate the association between socio-
economic status (SES) at birth, in adulthood, SES mobility
and the risk of hypertension.
Methods: By using data from the Swedish Twin Registry we
formed a cohort of 23 547 like-sexed twins who were born in
Sweden from 1926 to 1958. Our exposure measures were SES at
birth measured by parental occupation, SES in adulthood
measured by the participants own occupation and SES mobility
that is a combination of these two. Our outcome measure was
hypertension, defined as answering yes to the question of having
hypertension and naming a prescribed antihypertensive drug.
We used logistic regression analyses to estimate odds ratios (OR)
with 95% confidence intervals (CI). Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance was obtained.
Results: Compared with intermediate level white collar
workers, the fully adjusted OR (95% CI) for hypertension
in the unskilled blue collar worker group at birth and in
adulthood amounted to 1.49 (95% CI; 1.15–1.93) and 1.11
(0.92–1.34), respectively. The association between low SES
at birth and hypertension was independent of birth weight,
while differences in body-mass index partly explained
corresponding association with low SES in adulthood.
Compared to those who were intermediate or high level
white collar workers throughout life, blue collar or low level
white collar workers throughout life had an increased risk of

hypertension; OR 1.78 (1.37–2.33). Risks of hypertension
were also increased among upward SES movers; (OR 1.50;
95% CI; 1.13–1.98) and downward SES movers (OR 1.39;
95% CI; 0.94–2.06) although significance was lost for
downward movers after adjustment for BMI.
Conclusions: Those with persisting low SES have the highest
risk of hypertension, but upward and downward SES movers
have also increased risks. We could not disentangle the actual
effects of social mobility from a cumulative effect of low SES.
Support: Swedish Research Council and Swedish Council for
Working Life and Social Research.

P-4B-124

Birthweight and mortality since the 1950s in a remote
Australian Aboriginal community

W.E. Hoy1, J.L. Nicol1

Centre for Chronic Disease, School of Medicine, University of
Queensland, Australia

Objectives: Low birthweight is a risk factor for death in
infants and children, and predisposes to chronic disease in
adults. Birthweights have historically been low in remote
Aboriginal Australia. We analysed associations of birthweight
with deaths in one Aboriginal community against a back-
ground of rapidly changing mortality over time, due to better
health services.
Methods: Participants were 996 people born alive between
1956 and 1985 to Aboriginal mothers in this community,
and for whom birthweights were recorded. For birth intervals
1956–1965, 1966–1975 and 1976–1985, mean (SD) birth-
weights were 2.64(0.49), 2.69(0.54) and 2.87(0.52) kg
respectively. Deaths were documented through 2006, and
infant (0 to ,1 year), childhood (1 to ,15 year) and young
adult deaths (15 to 36 years) were enumerated. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearances were obtained for
the studies generating these observations.
Results: Over the observation period there were dramatic falls
in natural deaths in all age groups and across the entire
birthweight spectrum. The death rates of infants born in the
third birth interval were 10% the rates of those born in the
first interval, while death rates of children born in the third
interval were only 1.5% the rates of those born in the first
interval. Against that background, birth weights below the
median for each birth cohort were associated with higher
mortality, with hazard ratios (HR, 95%CI) of 2.30 (1.3–4.7),
1.74 (1.03–3.1) and 2.69 (1.3–5.6) for natural deaths in
infants, children and young adult respectively. Most strongly
segregated among those of lower birthweight were ‘‘gastro-
intestinal’’ deaths in infants, HR 5.2 (1.2–23), and ‘‘pulmon-
ary’’ deaths in children HR 2.1 (0.94–4.7), while, in adults,
pulmonary deaths were strongly associated with lower birth-
weights, 8.1(1.2–62), as was the combined endpoint of renal
and/or cardiovascular deaths, HR 4.1(1.4–14).
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Conclusions: The survival disadvantage associated with lower
birthweight is confirmed for Aboriginal infants and children.
It is also documented for the first time for Aboriginal adults,
supporting the Barker hypothesis. Better services have
dramatically reduced mortality of infants and children in all
birthweight categories, which must be applauded. However,
improved survival of low birthweight infants has resulted in a
population of adults at higher risk for adult death. The
current trend of improving birthweights promises further
reductions in mortality.

P-4B-125

Infant growth during the first year of life and age at
puberty onset: Hong Kong’s ‘‘Children of 1997’’
birth cohort

L.L. Hui1, M.Y. Wong2, T.H. Lam1, G.M. Leung1,
C.M. Schooling1

1Department of Community Medicine and School of Public
Health, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, The University of
Hong Kong; 2Department of Mathematics, The Hong Kong
University of Science & Technology, China

Objective: Younger age at puberty is associated with adult
metabolic risk; it is unclear whether this is due to events at
puberty or to the preceding growth trajectory as rapid infant
growth is also associated with adult metabolic risk. To clarify
this question, we examined the association of early growth
with age at onset of puberty and whether the association was
mediated by body mass index before puberty, at age 7 years.
Methods: We used interval-censored survival analyses in term
births (3369 boys and 3016 girls, 82% follow-up) from a
Chinese birth cohort, ‘‘Children of 1997’’, comprising 88%
of births in Hong Kong in April and May 1997, to examine
the association of five sex-specific growth trajectories from
birth to 12 months, derived from latent class analyses (figure),
with clinically assessed age at onset of puberty (Tanner stage
II for breast size or penis size). Confounders included were
sex, gestational age and parental education.

Results: There was no evidence that infant growth trajectory had
different associations with age at onset of puberty in boys and
girls. Compared with infants born light who ‘‘tracked’’ (growth
trajectory II), infants born light with slow growth (I) had older
age at onset of puberty (Table). Children born heavy who grew
fast during infancy (trajectory V) started puberty at the earliest
age, about 4 months earlier than the children of same sex in
trajectory I. However, the associations shown were negated by
adjustment for body mass index at 7 years.

Mean birth

weight z-score

Infant

Growth rate

Time ratio

(95% CI)

Adjusted age at onset of puberty,

years (95% CI)

Boys Girls

Trajectory I 20.71 Slow 1.01* (1.00,

1.03)

9.8 (9.7, 9.9) 12.0 (11.8, 12.2)

Trajectory II 20.50 Tracked Ref 9.6 (9.5, 9.7) 11.9 (11.7, 12.1)

Trajectory III 20.24 Fast 0.99 (0.98,

1.00)

9.6 (9.5, 9.7) 11.7 (11.5, 11.9)

Trajectory IV 0.24 Tracked 1.00 (0.99,

1.01)

9.6 (9.5, 9.7) 11.9 (11.7, 12.1)

Trajectory V 0.44 Fast 0.98* (0.97,

1.00)

9.6 (9.5, 9.7) 11.6 (11.4, 11.7)

Conclusions: Earlier age at puberty appears to be a marker of
more rapid pre-natal, infant and childhood growth. Whether
the associations between rapid early growth and adult metabolic
risk are in any way modified by the intensity or duration of
puberty remains to be determined. Acknowledgements: We
thank the Student Health Service and the Family Health Service
of the Department of Health Hong Kong SAR, and grants
HCPFC 216106 and HHSRF 03040711.

P-4B-126

Alberta Pregnancy Outcome and Nutrition (APrON)
study

B.M.Y. Leung1, B.J. Kaplan1,2

1Dept. of Community Health Science, Faculty of Medicine,
University of Calgary, 3330 Hospital Drive NW, Calgary, AB
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T2N 4N1; 2Dept. of Paediatrics, Alberta Children’s Hospital,
2888 Shaganappi Trail NW, Calgary, AB T3B 6A8, Canada

Objectives: Nutrients are essential for brain growth and
development, as well as for good physical and mental health.
It is often assumed that people living in developed countries
have adequate nutrient intake, yet deficiencies are common. The
impact of poor diet is magnified by pregnancy, when a woman’s
nutrient needs increase and the fetus depletes maternal reserves.
Studies have implicated the lasting effects of the uterine
environment on the health of the fetus long after birth. Little
is known, however, about the complex interplay between
prenatal nutrition, maternal mental health, genetics, the uterine
environment, and child development and health. The purpose of
this study is to determine the relationship between maternal
prenatal nutritional intake and status on the mother’s mental
and physical health, and the child’s birth outcomes, neuro-
development, behaviour, and mental/cognitive health.
Methods: This longitudinal cohort study will recruit 10,000
pregnant women in two large centre in Canada (Calgary and
Edmonton, Alberta) to: a, Determine their nutrient intake with
dietary questionnaires and by examining the nutrient status of
their blood; b, Assess their mental health from pregnancy to 3
years post partum; c, Assess their anthropometrics (i.e. body
measurements); d, Assess their thyroid function; e, Evaluate their
obstetrical status, and neonatal outcomes; f, Evaluate their
babies’ neurodevelopment, behaviour, mental health/cognitive
health, growth, anthropometrics, and feeding to age 3; g,
Examine the composition of breast milk their babies receive; h,
Develop a genetic biobank of women, biological fathers, and
infants; i, Multiple time points for data collection through out
pregnancy and postnatally.
Results: The results will be shared with health professionals,
key community stake holders, industry leaders, educators, and
the public.
Conclusions: Examples of potential applications of the study
results might be: a, Ability to capture reliable data about the
nature of the fetal environment, focused on nutritional intake
and status, maternal physical and mental health during
pregnancy and birth outcome as well as development of the
offspring for minimal three years, but can be longer; b, Providing
information to prenatal vitamin producers or informing baby
formula and baby food producers for product design; c,
Providing physicians, nutritionists, nurses and other educators
information about the nutritional status of women and children
in Alberta; d, Providing information to community groups to
inform the most desired contents of food banks, possibly even
leading to specially designed pregnancy-based food banks; e,
Informing Canada’s Food Guide content for pregnant women; f,
Providing information to the public about optimal food choices
during pregnancy and post partum; g, Educating school boards
and daycares about optimal infant feeding and teaching practices;
h, Providing agricultural groups information about what types of
foods are being consumed in Alberta. Support: Alberta Heritage
Foundation for Medical Research (AHFMR).

P-4B-127

Maternal nutrition and blood pressure in young adults
from the 1982 Pelotas Birth Cohort

G.C. Minten1, D.P. Gigante1, B.L. Horta1, F.C. Barros2,
C.G. Victora1

1Post-graduate Program in Epidemiology. Federal University of
Pelotas, Brazil; 2Post-graduate Program in Health and
Behavior. Catholic University of Pelotas, Brazil

Objective: To assess the association between pre-gestational
body mass index (BMI) and blood pressure in 23 year-old
adults belonging to the Pelotas birth cohort.
Methods: In 1982, all births occurring in the city’s maternity
hospitals were included in a perinatal study. Newborns were
weighed and their mothers were weighed and measured.
Other variables related to child-mother health, demographic
and socio-economic characteristics were also collected. Ten
follow-ups were carried out between 1982 and 2004–5, when
mothers and children/adolescents were interviewed, and the
latter had their weight, height and blood pressure measured.
This measure was taken twice through wrist digital
sphygmomanometer. In this analysis variables collected at
birth and in early adulthood were included, and ANOVA and
linear regression were used in the analysis. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.

Results: At 23 years of age, mean systolic and diastolic
pressure was higher in the cohort members whose mothers
were overweight (118.8 6 15.3 and 74.8 6 11.2 mmHg)
and obese before pregnancy (119.8 6 15.8 and 74.9 6

12.2 mmHg), than for those with underweight mothers
(116.9 6 15.3 and 73.9 6 11.5 mmHg) (Figure). The asso-
ciation between pre-gestational BMI and blood pressure
remained when adjustments were made for socioeconomic
variables (family income, maternal schooling and asset index).
Systolic pressure was 1.85 mmHg (0.52 to 2.18) higher if the
mother was overweight before pregnancy compared to normal
weight mothers. For diastolic pressure, the difference between
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overweight and normal weight mothers was 1.66 mmHg
(0.65 to 2.67). In the analysis including birth weight as a
mediating factor, the association remained the same, but
when BMI at age 23 years of age was also included in the
model, the positive association between pre-gestational BMI
and blood pressure disappeared.
Conclusions: These results suggest that the effect of maternal
pre-gestational BMI on blood pressure in adulthood is
explained by the effect of maternal nutrition on anthropo-
metric indices of the offspring. Acknowledgements: Well-
come Trust - Major Awards for Latin America on Health
Consequences of Population Change.

P-4B-128

To what extent do birth weight and gestational
age influence infant mortality when genetic and
environmental factors are accounted for?

L.H. Mortensen1

1Epidemiology, University of Southern Denmark,
Odense, Denmark

Objective: Low birth weight and a short age of gestation are
important risk factors for adverse health outcomes in infancy.
Birth weight and gestational age have been associated with
later-life adverse health and social outcomes, but it has been
argued that these associations do not represent causal effects
of early life exposures, but are partly or fully explained by
confounding from genetic and environmental factors. Nearly
all traits run in families and are shared by siblings to various
degrees: This can be exploited to control for unobserved
genetic and environmental confounding.
Methods: This paper examines the effect of birth weight and
gestational age on infant mortality in a linked dataset
consisting of all children born in Denmark 1977–2006
(n 5 2,214,088). We examine the associations between birth
weight, gestational age and mortality in ordinary cohort
analyses and by comparing children that are discordant on
birth weight or gestational age within sibships using two
strategies: Comparing the outcomes of children whose
mothers are siblings and by comparing children who are
siblings. According to Danish legislation, the study was
approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency.
Results: The cohort analyses reproduce the well-known
associations between birth weight, gestational age and infant
mortality, but out analysis of within-sibship data show that a
substantial part of the associations seen in the cohort analyses
are due to confounding from factors shared in families.
Conclusion: Our results suggest that some of the observed
association between birth weight, gestational age and later health
might not be due to a causal effect of birth weight and
gestational age, but is due to unobserved common causes of birth
weight, gestational age and later health. This has implications for
observational research on the fetal origins hypothesis.

P-4B-129

Parental and grandparental cardiovascular mortality and
offspring birthweight

Ø. Næss1,2, S.G. Iversen1,3, A.S. Lindmann1, P. Magnus1,
R. Selmer1, C. Stoltenberg1, A. Tverdal1, G.D. Smith4

1Division of Epidemiology, National Institute of Public Health,
Oslo, Norway; 2Institute of Health Management and Health
Economics, University of Oslo, Norway; 3Institute of Community
Medicine, University of Tromsø, Norway; 4Department of Social
Medicine, University of Bristol, UK

Objective: To investigate if there is a stronger maternal than
paternal association in cardiovascular mortality risk with
offspring birth weight and to investigate this across three
generations.
Methods: A linkage between the Medical Birth Registry, Cause
of death registry and the population registry in Norway. All
offspring (F2) born between 1967–1996 were linked to their
parents (F1) and grandparents (F0). Mortality follow-up among
parents was from 1967 to 2006 and among grandparents from
1960–1980. The analysis was run in cox proportional hazards
regression. Deaths by cause were followed over the period 1967
to 2006 for parents (F1) and 1960–1980 for grandparents (F0).
All death certificates were registered with Statistics Norway,
without any missing cases. Deaths were coded according to
ICD-7 until 1969, ICD-8 1969-85, ICD-9 1986–95 and ICD-
10 from 1996 onwards. Causes of death from different versions
of ICD were coded according to the European short-list for
causes of death: Circulatory (ICD-10: I00-I99), coronary heart
disease (ICD-10: I20-I25), stroke (ICD-10: I60-I69), lung
cancer (ICD-10: C32-C34), stomach cancer (ICD-10: C16)
and accidents except suicide (ICD-10: V01-V99).
Results: 311,599 trios were identified. There was a stronger
association between maternal risk of coronary heart disease,
stroke and lung cancer. Per quartile decrease in hazard ratio
among mothers was 0.73 compared to 0.93 among fathers for
coronary heart disease. For stroke the similar figures were
0.80 (0.75–0.86) and 0.88 (0.82–0.94), respectively. Adjust-
ment for parental length of education and housing conditions
did not change these estimates. The association between
grandparental risk of coronary heart disease and offspring
birth weight was strongest for the maternal mother. The other
grandparents had smaller effects but the paternal father (F0)
no effect on offspring birth weight (F2).
Conclusions: In this first study to investigate differential
associations between parental and grandparental cardiovascular
mortality risk with offspring birth weight in three generations,
stronger effects were seen through the maternal than the
maternal line. This provides support for the role of the fetal
environment on future cardiovascular disease risk. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained. The study was funded by
our institutions. We would like to thank the Statistics Noway
and the Medical Birth Register for making the data available.
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Hypertensive diseases of pregnancy and difficult babies: A
large-scale cohort study

M. Robinson1,2, W.H. Oddy1, G.E. Kendall3, N.J. McLean2,
J. Li4, P. Jacoby1, E. Mattes1, S.R. Zubrick4, F.J. Stanley1,
C.E. Pennell5, J.P. Newnham5

1Telethon Institute for Child Health Research, Centre for Child
Health Research, The University of Western Australia; 2School
of Psychology, The University of Western Australia; 3School of
Nursing and Midwifery, Curtin University of Technology;
4Centre for Developmental Health, Curtin University of
Technology; 5School of Women’s and Infants’ Health, The
University of Western Australia at King Edward Memorial
Hospital, Australia

Objective: Hypertensive diseases of pregnancy, including
gestational hypertension and preeclampsia, continue to pose a
serious threat to maternal and child perinatal health. In
addition to the risks for the infant’s physical health, such as
intrauterine growth restriction, cerebral palsy and preterm
birth, gestational hypertension was recently found to have
long-lasting behavioural consequences for the child from age
two to 14 years. This study aimed to assess whether
hypertensive diseases of pregnancy are also linked with infant
behaviour in the first year of life.
Methods: This was a prospective pregnancy cohort study of
2,900 pregnancies and 2,868 live births. Mothers completed a
validated Australian adaptation of the Carey Toddler
Temperament Scale (TTS) when the children were one year
of age. Algorithms were used to classify children as difficult
(arrhythmic, withdrawn, low adaptability, intense and
negative in mood), or easy (the opposite characteristics).
We used a multivariable logistic regression model and
adjusted for known biomedical, sociodemographic and
psychological factors from the pre- and postnatal period that
may influence child behavioural development. These data were
collected at 18 weeks gestation and included maternal age,
maternal education, family income, the presence of
the biological father in the family home, maternal smoking
and maternal experience of stressful events in pregnancy.
We also accounted for the appropriateness of fetal growth
and gestational age. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: After adjusting for confounders, children born to
mothers who were diagnosed with gestational hypertension
(OR 5 1.43, 95%CI 5 1.12, 1.83) or preeclampsia (OR 5

1.93, 95%CI 5 1.05, 3.57) were more likely to be difficult
babies in the first year of life than those born to mothers
without either condition. We also found that toddler
temperament was significantly correlated with later mental
health outcomes in childhood through to adolescence.
Conclusions: These data suggest that the link between
maternal gestational hypertension and child behavioural
development begins in the first year of life with a negative

impact on infant temperament. Temperament is considered
to be an intrinsically biological construct, and therefore this
study provides an indication of a biological pathway to
explain the impact of maternal hypertensive diseases of
pregnancy on child behavioural development. Abbreviations:
OR (odds ratio), 95%CI (95% Confidence Intervals).

P-4B-131

Influence of birth weight on bone mineral mass at adult
life: a systematic review

M.M. Schlüssel, J.S. Vaz, G. Kac

Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, Av. Brigadeiro
Trompowsky, s/n8, Ilha do Fundão, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil

Objective: A systematic literature review was conducted to
investigate the possible association between birth weight and
bone mineral mass at adult life.
Methods: The MEDLINE database was searched for English
language papers using key words such as birth weight, birth
size, bone mass, bone area, bone mineral content, bone
mineral density and osteoporosis. Three hundred and ninety
three papers were located in the initial search. An abstract
review to identify clearly the adequate papers reduced this
number to 14. Two authors read each paper and applied a
checklist for methodological quality assessment proposed by
Dawns & Black1. The maximum possible score for each
paper was 20. None study was rejected by the attained score,
however results from studies with higher score were
considered more consistent. Kappa coefficient was applied
to analyze the score consistency between readers.
Results: Birth weight has a crude association with adult bone
mineral content and bone area. Some studies support these
associations even after adjustment for adult body size. Regarding
to bone mineral density, all crude associations observed lost
significance after adjustment for adult body size. Thus the
relation of birth weight with women’s bone mineral density
seems to be mediated by growth in early life. The fourteen
papers mean score was 15.7 (range 10 to 19). In general, the
recent studies (2005–2008) received a better score, denoting an
improvement in data report. However, independently of
publication year, questions that frequently fail were: planned
sample representativeness, effective analyzed sample representa-
tiveness, adequate adjustment for confounding variables and
tacking into account losses of follow-up in data analyses.
Conclusions: The reviewed studies argue that individuals
with lower birth weight become adult with lower bone mass.
Further research is needed to clarify the role of postnatal
growth in the recovery of any deficit in peak bone mass,
programmed during intrauterine development due some
nutritional insult. Support: Coordenação de Apoio de Pessoal
de Nı́vel Superior – CAPES.

1. Downs SH, Black N. J Epidemiol Community Health,
52:377–384, 1998.
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P-4B-132

Early determinants of reproductive life in women from the
1982 Pelotas Birth Cohort

V.M.F. da Silveira1- B.L. Horta2, M.F. da Silveira2

1Departamento de Clı́nica Médica-Universidade Federal de
Pelotas; 2Centro de Pesquisas em Epidemiologia-Universidade
Federal de Pelotas, Brazil

Objectives: To describe the relationship between early exposures
and menarche and fertility in the 1982 Pelotas Birth Cohort.
Methods: A population-based birth cohort carried out in
Pelotas, Brazil. All newborns in the city’s hospitals were
enrolled in 1982. The subjects were followed-up on several
occasions. In 2004–5 (mean age 23 years), we attempted to
trace the whole cohort, and 2083 women were interviewed.
Questions about age of menarche, parity, difficulty to get
pregnant and regularity of menstrual cycles in the last 3
months were accessed from about 1980 non-pregnant women
The multivariable analysis used Poisson regression and the
model included, in a first hierarchic level, socioeconomic and
demographic variables - maternal schooling, age and skin
color, family income in 1982, change in income between
1982 and 2004–5, and women skin color. Next level included
maternal variables (pre-gestational Body Mass Index (BMI)
and smoking during gestation); in the third level birth weight,
birth weight in z scores according to Williams’ curves,
prematurity and breastfeeding duration. Those variables with
p < 0.20 were maintained in the models to control confusion.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participant’s informed consent were obtained.
Results: The mean age of menarche was 12.4 yrs. At age
22–23, 40.5% of the women were mothers of one or more
children. The prevalence of precocious menarche (<9 yrs)
was 3.2% (N 5 64). Early menarche (<11 years) was present
in 24.4% of the women and was associated in the crude
analysis only to maternal pre-gestational BMI Those mothers
whose BMI was in the higher quartile showing 33% of early
menarche (p , 0.001), compared to 19.6%, 22.8 and 32.1 in
those whose mothers had pre-gestational BMI in the lower,
second and third quartile, respectively. In the multivariable
analysis, after controlling to smoking during the gestation,
those subjects whose mother was of low BMI had 20% higher
risk of early menarche, compared to those in the higher BMI.
Regarding to difficulty to conceive, 5.4% of the women
referred that had tried to conceive without success or had
received medical treatment to get pregnant. This difficulty
was more frequent in women from low income at birth, from
low educated, younger, smoker mothers or those whose
mother had a higher BMI. In controlled analysis, those
women from lower tercile of family income had RR 2.47(CI
95%1.01–6.07) of report difficult to conceive than those
from the higher tercile, a RR 3.22(CI 95% 1.00–10.34) in
those of lower educated mothers and RR 2.63 (CI 95%
1.16–5.96) of those from higher BMI mothers. Skin color,

birth weight, gestational age and breastfeeding were not
associated with the outcomes studied.
Conclusions: In these 22–23 yrs. women from a birth cohort,
we find a direct association of low socioeconomics with
difficult to conceive. Low age of menarche was directly
associated only with mothers of low BMI.

P-4B-133

Lifestyle and socioeconomic differences of Pakistani and
white UK pregnant women: the Born in Bradford birth
cohort

N. Small 1, D.A Lawlor2, L. Fairley3, P. Raynor3, J. West3,
J. Wright3, for the Born in Bradford Research Group4

1School of Health Studies, University of Bradford, UK; 2MRC
Centre for Causal Analyses in Translational Epidemiology,
University of Bristol, UK; 3Bradford Institute for Health
Research, Bradford Hospitals Trust, Bradford, UK;
4www.borninbradford.nhs.uk

Objective: To describe differences in lifestyle and socio-
economic characteristics of a bi-ethnic cohort of UK pregnant
women.
Methods: A birth cohort study – recruiting women, and
husbands/partners, in the 26th week of pregnancy. The
inclusion criteria is to be a pregnant woman in Bradford, one
of the UK’s most deprived cities, with 60% of babies born in
Bradford being in the first quintile of area deprivation for
England/Wales. Recruitment began in March 2007; 8,127
mothers, 6,932 babies and 1,865 fathers have been recruited
(May 2008). The target is 10,000 babies with full baseline
data – comprising permission to access routine health data,
a questionnaire and biological samples from mother and
baby. This presentation focuses on characteristics of 5,000
families. Ethnicity, country of birth of parents and grand-
parents, occupation, socioeconomic position, smoking and
alcohol consumption were obtained from questionnaires.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participant’s informed consent were obtained.
Results: 48% of mothers in these 5,000 families were
identified as Asian or Asian British Pakistani, half this group
were born in the UK and half moved to the UK from
Pakistan. There was a bimodal distribution of age at
migration to the UK for mothers born in Pakistan with
peaks at ages 1 and 18. 93% of the white British mothers
were, or had been, in paid employment at the time of
recruitment compared to 53% of the Pakistani mothers
(prevalence ratio 1.74; 95% CI: 1.67–1.82). There were also
marked differences in smoking (prevalence ratio comparing
white British mothers to Pakistani mothers for ever smoked
7.16 (6.12, 8.37) and alcohol consumption (prevalence ratio
for any alcohol consumption during pregnancy or 3 months
before 179.1 (89.6, 357.8). Measures identifying material
deprivation via ascertaining ownership of indicator items and
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subjective assessments of poverty show similarities between
ethnic groups, with high levels of deprivation in both groups.
Conclusions: Recruitment of pregnant women is high in both
ethnic groups, and appears representative of overall births in
Bradford. The cohort exhibits high levels of material
deprivation in both groups. Mothers of Pakistani origin are
less likely to have ever worked and less likely to smoke or
consume alcohol. The questionnaire data linked to obstetric
medical records, to obtain information such as birthweight
and gestational age, should by the date of the conference
allow presentation of ethnic differences in birthweight and
gestational age, together with the extent to which other
characteristics might explain these at that time. Future
work will explore differences in body composition (specifi-
cally evidence for the fat-thin insulin resistant phenotype)
at birth between these ethnic groups and mechanisms for
these differences.

P-4B-134

Effects of depressive symptoms during pregnancy on
major obstetric and neonatal outcomes: results from
a large prospective cohort study

A. Snijders1, G. Goedhart1, A.E. Hesselink1,
M.N. Van Poppel2, T.G.M. Vrijkotte3

1Municipal Health Service, Department of Epidemiology,
Documentation and Health Promotion, P.O. Box 2200, 1000
CE Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 2VU University Medical
Center, EMGO Institute, Department of Public and
Occupational Health, P.O. Box 7057, 1007 MB Amsterdam;
3Academic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam,
Department of Social Medicine, P.O. Box 22660, 1100 DD
Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Objective: Maternal depression during pregnancy may
negatively influence obstetric and neonatal outcomes, how-
ever, results are inconsistent. This large multiethnic prospec-
tive cohort study examined the associations between maternal
depressive symptoms during pregnancy and four major
adverse obstetric and neonatal outcomes: preterm birth, small
for gestational age (SGA), child loss, and a low Apgar score.
Additionally, we examined whether the associations were
modified by ethnic background.
Methods: From January 2003 till March 2004, all pregnant
women in Amsterdam were approached during their first
antenatal visit (613 weeks of gestation); 8266 women
(response rate 67%) filled out a pregnancy questionnaire
covering sociodemographic data, lifestyle and psychosocial
health. To measure depressive symptoms, the CES-D scale
was administered; we trichotomised the total score around the
50th and 90th percentile into low, moderate and high
depressive symptoms. Obstetric and neonatal outcomes were
obtained from two sources: the Youth Health Care Registra-
tion in Amsterdam and the Dutch Perinatal Registration. For

this study, multiple births were excluded. Multiple logistic
regression analyses were performed. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: In our sample, the prevalence of the obstetric and
neonatal outcomes were respectively 5.3% (preterm birth),
12.3% (SGA), 1.4% (child loss), and 1.3% (low Apgar score).
Univariate analyses showed that depressive symptoms (on a
continuous as well as a categorical scale) were significantly
associated with SGA (continuous scale: odds ratio [95% CI]:
OR 5 1.02[1.01–1.02]) and child loss (OR 5 1.03[1.01–
1.04]), but not with preterm birth (OR 5 1.01[1.00–1.02])
and the Apgar score (OR 5 1.02[0.99–1.04]). After adjust-
ment for relevant covariates (maternal age, parity, education,
ethnicity, maternal smoking and maternal pre-pregnancy
BMI), significant associations between depressive symptoms
and obstetric outcomes disappeared. The prevalence of high
depressive symptoms and adverse obstetric outcomes was
higher among ethnic minority groups compared to the Dutch
group. The associations between depressive symptoms and
obstetric outcomes were however not modified by ethnic
background.
Conclusions: In one of the largest samples examining the
effect of depressive symptoms on obstetric outcomes,
maternal depressive symptoms during pregnancy were not
significantly associated with four major obstetric and neonatal
outcomes: preterm birth, SGA, child loss and a low Apgar
score. Associations were not modified by ethnic background.

P-4B-135

Parental and lifetime socioeconomic status and multiple
lifestyle risk factors in middle adulthood

P. Tehranifar1, Y. Liao1, M.B. Terry1

1Department of Epidemiology, Mailman School of Public Health
of Columbia University, New York, N.Y., USA

Objective: Early life social conditions have been associated
with chronic disease risk in adulthood (e.g., cardiovascular
disease and breast cancer), and more recently with single
lifestyle risk factors (LRFs); however, little is known about the
influences of childhood social factors on the co-occurrence of
multiple LRFs among adults. We examined whether engage-
ment in multiple LRFs in adulthood was associated with
parental and lifetime socioeconomic status (SES).
Methods: Data were drawn from an adult follow-up study of
a multiethnic birth cohort of US women (n 5 262; age
range 5 38–46; mean 5 41.8). We considered 4 lifestyle risk
factors: current smoking (yes/no), excessive alcohol drinking
(>7 drinks/week), physical inactivity (,3 METs), and high
BMI (.25 Kg/m2). Using the number of LRFs as an
unordered dependent variable, we conducted polytomous
regression analyses to examine the associations of maternal
education and paternal occupation at the time of participants’
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birth with the number of LRFs in which they engaged as
adults. We also investigated the role of lifetime socio-
economic trajectories by creating 4 categories for each of the
two SES indicators as follows: 1) persistent low SES (e.g.,
blue collar paternal and own occupation), 2) downward social
mobility (e.g., white collar paternal occupation and blue
collar own occupation), 3) upward social mobility (e.g., blue
collar paternal occupation and white collar own occupation),
and 4) persistent high SES (e.g., white collar paternal and
own occupation). The study was approved by the Internal
Review Board at Columbia Medical Center.
Results: No one had 4 LRFs, 34% of the sample had two or
three LRFs, 45% had one LRF, and 21% had no LRF.
Having a mother with less than a high school education and a
father with a blue collar occupation were associated with a
higher likelihood of engaging in any single LRF and in
multiple LRFs, as compared with having no LRFs. After
adjusting for participant’s own education and occupation and
race/ethnicity, the association of paternal occupation with
engaging in 2 LRFs vs. 0 LRF remained strong and
statistically significant (e.g., odds ratios [OR] (95% con-
fidence intervals [CI]) of 2.6 (1.1, 6.0) for paternal blue collar
vs. white collar occupation). When lifetime socioeconomic
trajectories were examined, those with persistent low SES had
the highest probability of engaging in multiple LRFs (e.g.,
OR (95% CI) for persistent low vs. persistent high
educational trajectory: 2.9 (1.0, 8.4) and 6.3 (1.1, 36.8) for
2 and 3 LRFs vs. 0 LRF, respectively).
Conclusions: Our results provide some evidence for a long-
term effect of childhood social conditions on the co-
occurrence of multiple chronic disease lifestyle risk factors
in middle adulthood. Support: The US Department of
Defense Breast Cancer Research Program and the National
Cancer Institute.

P-4B-136

Maternal licorice consumption during pregnancy alters
diurnal and stress-induced hypothalamic-pituitary-adre-
nocortical axis function in 8–year-old children

K. Räikkönen1, J.R. Seckl2, K. Heinonen1, R. Pyhälä1,
K. Feldt1, A. Jones3, A.-K. Pesonen1, D. I. W. Phillips3,
J. Lahti1, N. Komsi1, A.-L. Järvenpää4, J. G. Eriksson5,6,7,8,9,
K.A. Matthews10, T.E. Strandberg11, E. Kajantie5

1Department of Psychology, University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 9,
00014 University of Helsinki, Finland; 2Centre for Cardiovascular
Science, The Queen’s Medical Research Institute, 47 Little France
Crescent, Edinburgh EH16 4TJ, UK; 3MRC Epidemiology
Resource Centre, and Developmental Origins of Health and
Disease Division, University of Southampton, Southampton SO16
6YD, UK; 4Hospital for Children and Adolescents, University of
Helsinki, P.O. Box 610, 00029 HUS, Finland; 5National
Institute for Health and Welfare, P.O. Box 30, 00271 Helsinki,
Finland; 6Department of General Practice and Primary Health

Care, Institute of Clinical Medicine, University of Helsinki, P.O.
Box 41, 00014 University of Helsinki, Finland; 7Vasa Central
Hospital, Sandviksgatan 2-4, 65130 Vasa, Finland; 8Folkhälsan
Research Unit, Biomedicum Helsinki, P.O.Box 63, 00014
University of Helsinki, Finland; 9Helsinki University Hospital,
P.O. Box 100, 00029 HUS, Finland; 10Department of Psychiatry,
University of Pittsburgh, 15215 PA, USA; 11Department of
Health Sciences/Geriatrics, University Oulu, and Oulu University
Hospital, Unit of General Practice, Oulu, Finland, P.O. Box
5000, 90014 University of Oulu, Finland

Objective: Overexposure to glucocorticoids has been pro-
posed as a mechanism by which prenatal adversity ‘programs’
the function of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenocortical
axis (HPAA) thereby increasing risk for adult disease.
Glycyrrhizin, a natural constituent of licorice, inhibits
placental 11b-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 2, the
feto-placental barrier to higher levels of cortisol in the
maternal circulation. We studied if prenatal exposure to
glycyrrhizin in licorice exerts detrimental effects on the HPAA
activity in 8-year-old children.
Methods: A longitudinal urban cohort. Children (n 5 321,
mean age 5 8.1, SD 5 1.4 years) born as healthy singletons
between 35 to 42 weeks of gestation, whose mothers
consumed high (.500 mg/week), moderate (250–499 mg/
week) and zero-low (0–249 mg/week) amounts of glycyr-
rhizin in licorice during pregnancy. The main outcome
measures were diurnal salivary cortisol and salivary cortisol in
response to Trier Social Stress test for Children (TSST-C).
Results: In comparison to the zero-low exposure-level group,
children in the high exposure-level group had higher salivary
cortisol awakening peak (P , 0.03), awakening slope
(P , 0.05) and awakening area under the curve (P , 0.05).
Further, they had higher TSST-C baseline salivary cortisol
(P , 0.003), and their salivary cortisol increased less in
response to the TSST-C (mixed model P , 0.006). These
effects appeared dose-related. The results were not con-
founded by factors implicated as risks for pregnancy and
HPAA function.
Conclusions: Our findings lend support to prenatal ‘pro-
gramming’ by overexposure to glucocorticoids and caution
against excessive use of glycyrrhizin-containing products
during pregnancy.

P-4C-137

Impact of developmental environments on adult
reproduction: A migrant model

G.R. Bentley1, K. Begum2, R.T. Chatterton3, O. Chowdhury4,
L. Houghton1, K. Magid2, L. Murphy5, S. Muttukrishna6,
A. Nunez de la Mora1, T. Sharmeen2, L.L. Sievert5

1Durham University; 2University College London; 3Northwestern
University Medical School; 4M.A.G. Osmani Medical College;
5University of Massachusetts, Amherst; 6University College Cork
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Objective: Investigating the impact of developmental envir-
onments on reproductive function across the life course using
a model of migrant Bangladeshis to the UK.
Method: Cross-sectional studies of Bangladeshi men (aged
18–80) and women (aged 18–60). Participants include: a)
subjects in Bangladesh (sedentees); b) first-generation migrants
who moved to the UK at different life-stages (childhood or
adulthood); c) second-generation British-Bangladeshis, and d)
comparative groups of Britons of European origin. Collection
of saliva/blood samples for analyses of reproductive hormones,
anthropometrics, and questionnaires concerning migration,
reproductive and health histories, nutritional intake, exercise,
household and life stressors.
Results: Bangladeshis represent an ideal population for a
migrant model. Migration has been continuous since the
1960s. Ninety five percent of migrants originate from Sylhet
(northeast Bangladesh), are uniformly Muslim and middle
class. Inter-marriage with other groups is rare. These factors
act as natural controls for potential confounders. Ovarian
function: women who develop in Bangladesh have signifi-
cantly lower levels of salivary progesterone, later puberty,
lower rates of ovulation and indicators of an earlier
menopause compared to women who develop in the UK
(both migrants and European women). Women migrating to
the UK prior to age eight (the slow growth period) have
significantly higher levels of salivary progesterone as adults
compared to adult migrants or sedentees. Length of time in
the UK as an adult migrant has no impact on levels of salivary
progesterone, but does lead to differences in hormone levels
reflecting ovarian reserve (in women .35y): namely, higher
levels of inhibin B and anti-Mullerian hormone (AMH) and
lower levels of follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) compared
to age-matched sedentees in Bangladesh. Testicular function:
levels of salivary testosterone (men aged ,40y) are
significantly higher among adult male migrants to the UK
compared to sedentees, and fat free muscle mass increases
significantly following migration.
Conclusion: Life history theory posits that energy is divided
between growth, maintenance and reproduction. Constraints
on growth in Bangladesh may result from differential
exposure to diseases and poorer health care compared to the
UK; these constraints affect males and females differently via
gonadal function. The rise in gonadal steroid levels and
accompanying muscle mass for migrant Bangladeshi men
(18–40y) suggests a more facultative response to a positive
change in environment compared to females. For the latter,
our data point to a critical window during childhood when
levels of ovarian reproductive steroids are set on a trajectory
for adulthood. Other aspects of female reproductive function
appear more malleable: preliminary data for inhibin B, AMH
and FSH suggest women living in Bangladesh deplete their
follicular pool and approach menopause at a significantly
earlier age than European women. Levels of these hormones
for adult migrants, however, are intermediate between
sedentees and Europeans, suggesting an effect of the UK

environment in adulthood. Lower levels of salivary progester-
one in adult migrants are associated with lower ovulation
rates per cycle, but lifetime fertility could be enhanced by an
extension of the reproductive lifespan. Further research will
illuminate these issues. Support: CONACyT (Mexico);
ESRC/MRC (UK), Prostate (UK), Royal Society (UK),
NSF (USA).

P-4C-138

Secular trend for age at menarche and associated factors in
indigenous and non-indigenous women in the Araucanı́a
region

X.M. Ossa1, S. Muñoz1, H. Amigo2

1Facultad de Medicina, Universidad de la Frontera. Claro Solar
#115, Temuco, Chile; 2Facutad de Medicina, Universidad de
Chile. Independencia #1027, Santiago, Chile

Objective: To estimate the secular trend of age at menarche in
indigenous (Mapuche) and non-indigenous women and its
association with socio-demographics, family and nutritional factors.
Method: Retrospective cohort study, with observational
design of historical cohorts of 688 women (10–46 years
old) establishing four non-concurrent birth cohorts
(1990–1996; 1980–1989; 1970–1979; 1960–1969). Data
were collected from girls and women from health and
educational public systems through structured interviews.
Menarcheal age was collected by recall. Nutritional status at
menarche, sociodemographic and family data were requested.
Weight/height at birth and growth data were not accessible
due to lack of records for many women. Final statistical
analyses used multiple linear regression and Cox’s propor-
tional hazard regression models. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: Age at menarche had decreased 11,2 months (CI,
95%; 14,6–7,7) from the oldest cohort to the youngest, with
no ethnic differences, adjusted by level income, sibling
number and parents cohabitation during childhood. Age at
menarche had decreased 3,7 months per decade since 1960 to
1990. The youngest cohort had approximately double the risk
2,2 (CI, 95%; 1,6–2,7) for an earlier menarche in comparison
with the oldest. The indigenous women had maintained a
later menarcheal age than the non-indigenous through time;
however, this difference is significant only among younger
cohorts.
Conclusions: Better income level, fewer siblings and
cohabitation with one partner during childhood are the
factors that had more influence on the secular trend in age at
menarche, similar to other studies1. In indigenous women, an
accelerated pubertal maturation might arise from two
different mechanisms: either an improvement in life condi-
tions or subjugation to psychosocial stressors 2,3 . These
aspects need more study. In non-indigenous women,
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nutritional factors had influenced the younger cohort
modelling trends in the last years4. A secular trend towards
earlier menarche is relevant because of its association with
non- communicable chronic diseases5,6. In Chile, changes in
age at menarche in less prosperous regions and within
indigenous populations have been unknown. Mapuche
women have their own health risk factors due to gender,
ethnic and social class health disparities. Therefore, it is
important to know if this pubertal trend will turn into
another health risk in the future. Fondecyt Project N8

1060884.

1. I. Wronka, R. Pawlinska-Chmara. Ann Hum Biol, 32:
630–638, 2005.

2. D.A. Coall, J.S. Chisholm. Am J Hum Biol, 00:0–0 (early
view in www3.interscience.wiley.com), 2009.

3. P.D. Gluckman, M.A. Hanson. Mol Cell Endocrinol,
254–255:26–31, 2006.

4. M.I. Hernández et al. Rev Med Chile, 135:1429–1436,
2007.

5. K. McPherson et al. BMJ, 321:624–628, 2000.
6. Y. Feng. et al. Atherosclerosis, 196:590–597, 2008.

P-4C-139

Development of secondary sex characters and secular
trend of age at menarche among Chinese girls in Beijing

F.F. Chen, J. Mi

Department of Epidemiology, Capital Institute of Pediatrics.
2 Ya Bao road, Beijing 100020, China

Objective: Study of sexual development and secular trend of
age at menarche between the 1940s and 2000s among
Chinese females in Beijing.
Methods: We used two large data sets, a 2004 survey and a
60-year cohort study. We investigated pubertal development
of 9,778 Beijing girls aged 6–18 years participating in the
Beijing Child and Adolescent Metabolic Syndrome
(BCAMS) study, a cross-sectional survey of a large repre-
sentative sample conducted in 2004. Tanner stages of breast
and pubic hair development were assessed through visual
inspection by physicians and nurses. Palpation was imple-
mented when assessing breast stages in order to distinguish
adiposity from breast tissue. Self-reported age at menarche
was collected. Tanner Stage 2 of breast (B2) development and
pubic hair (PH2) were used to indicate onset of puberty.
Median ages at menarche (MAM), B2 and PH2, respectively
were calculated. The FOAD (Fetal Origins of Adult Disease)
cohort study collected age at menarche of 4,094 mothers and
481 female children based on original obstetric records
collected during 1948–1954, and a follow-up study from
1995 to 2001, respectively, which represent the MAM of girls
in the 1930s and 1960s in Beijing. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.

Results: For the 2004 sample, 5,040 girls (51.5%) lived in
urban areas. The MAM was 0.6 years (7.2 months) earlier in
urban than rural girls (11.9 yrs vs 12.5 yrs). In all urban and
rural girls, the median age at B2 was 9.5 6 1.2 years,
(9.4 6 1.1, and 9.6 6 1.2 respectively). For PH2, it was
11.1 6 1.1 (10.8 6 1.1, and 11.4 6 1.1 respectively). In the
FOAD cohort, maternal MAM was 14.9 6 1.7 years in the
1940s and 13.4 6 1.4 years in the 1960s. Thus, MAM of
girls in Beijing was advanced by 1.5 years between 1965 and
1985, an average of 0.8 years (9.6 months) per decade, and
the rate decreased to 0.4 years (4.8 months) per decade
between 1985 and 2004.
Conclusions: Urban girls in Beijing have experienced an
earlier onset of menarche over the past six decades, but the
rate of change decreased from ten months/per year during the
1960s21980s to five months in the 1980s–2000s. Among
contemporary girls in Beijing, the urban group had an earlier
onset of secondary sexual characteristics and menarche than their
rural counterparts. Acknowledgements: We are grateful to all
participants for taking part in this study. Support: NSFC
(30872165) and BMSTC (D08050700320801) in China.

P-4C-140

Gestationally programmed leptin and early reproductive
dysfunction in low birth weight female rats

M. Desai1, E. Keen-Rhinehart1, G. Han1, O. Khorram1,
M.G. Ross1

1Dept. of Ob/Gyn, LABioMed at Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr.,
USA

Objective: Obesity in women is associated with reproductive
dysfunction. We have shown that maternal undernutrition in
pregnancy results in low birth weight (LBW) newborns with
hypoleptinemia. When nursed normally, LBW females
develop pre-pubescent hyperleptinemia prior to the onset of
adult obesity and reproductive dysfunction with early
anovulation. Thus, the underlying primary mechanism for
obesity-related reproductive dysfunction may involve leptin,
which is essential for maturation and action of the
hypothalamic–pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis. Centrally, lep-
tin influences secretion of hypothalamic gonadotropin-
releasing hormone (GnRH) and pituitary gonadotropins,
whereas peripheral leptin effects are mediated via the ovary,
though both are mediated by binding to the leptin receptor
(ObRb). We hypothesized that programmed alterations in
leptin and leptin signaling impacts the HPG axis, leading to
reproductive dysfunction in LBW female offspring.
Methods: Control dams received ad libitum food, whereas
study dams were 50% food-restricted from pregnancy day
10 to 21. All pups were nursed by Control dams and weaned
at 3 weeks to ad libitum feed. At 1 day of age, female
hypothalamic and ovarian protein expression of ObRb and
estrogen receptor-alpha (ERa) and hypothalamic expression
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of GnRH were analyzed by Western Blot. Data were
normalized to b-actin.
Results: Consistent with our previous studies, 1 day old LBW
females had significantly reduced body weights (6.1 6 0.1 vs.
6.9 6 0.1 g) and plasma leptin levels (0.7 6 0.1 vs. 1.6 6 ng/
ml) as compared to Controls. LBW female pups showed
significant upregulation of hypothalamic ObRb (2.1-fold)
and ERa (3.2-fold), though downregulation of GnRH (0.5-
fold). Ovarian ObRb expression was significantly increased
(1.6-fold), though ovarian ERa protein level was significantly
decreased (0.6-fold).
Conclusions: LBW hypoleptinemic newborns demonstrate
upregulation of hypothalamic and ovarian ObRb receptors, in
association with marked dysfunction in basal hypothalamic
GnRH, and both hypothalamic and ovarian estrogen receptor
expression. These results suggest that early reduced leptin
levels in LBW newborns alters growth, maturation and
function of HPG axis which later leads to reproductive
dysfunction.

P-4C-141

Early reproductive aging in intrauterine growth restricted
female rats

E. Keen-Rhinehart1, O. Khorram1, M.G. Ross1, M. Desai1

1Dept. of Ob/Gyn, LABioMed at Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr.
USA

Objective: Reproductive aging in rats is marked by three
phases comparable to menopause in women. These phases are
characterized by (1) persistent estrus - small, polyfollicular
ovaries with large and sometimes cystic follicles, and very few
corpora lutea (CL), (2) persistent diestrus - enlarged ovaries
with many CL and very few large antral follicles, and (3)
anestrus - small, atrophic ovaries with very few follicular or
CL elements. We have shown that food restriction in rat
pregnancy results in intrauterine growth restricted pups
(IUGR) with hypoleptinemia. When nursed normally, IUGR
females develop pre-pubescent hyperleptinemia prior to the
onset of adult obesity. Leptin, which is associated with
obesity, is essential for maturation and action of the
hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis (HPA). We thus
hypothesized that elevated leptin levels prior to puberty
causes premature activation of HPA axis, ultimately leading
to early reproductive aging in IUGR females.
Methods: From gestational day 10 to 21 (term), control dams
received ad libitum food, whereas study dams were 50% food
restricted to produce IUGR pups. All pups were nursed by
control dams and weaned to ad libitum feed. At 8 months of
age, reproductive cycles were assessed by daily examination of
vaginal smear and EC40 estrus cycle monitor. At 10 months
of age, plasma estradiol and luteinizing hormone levels were
analyzed using RIA. Ovaries were paraffin embedded,
sectioned (10 mm) and stained with hematoxylin and eosin.

Every 10th section of the ovary was examined to determine
the relative quantity of CL, and small, medium and large
follicles.
Results: At 8 months of age, all control females had normal
estrous cycles. Additionally, control ovaries demonstrated
greater number of small follicles (20 6 1), followed by CL
(7 6 1) with very few large antral follicles (2 6 1), indicative
of normal reproductive cycling and ovulation. In contrast,
among age-matched IUGR offspring, 80% of females had
persistent cornified vaginal epithelium, indicative of the first
phase of reproductive aging. By 10 months of age, 63% of the
IUGR females were in persistent estrus, 37% were in
persistent diestrus, and none showed normal cycling. The
IUGR females in persistent estrus had ovaries with significant
reduction in the number of small follicles (15 6 2) and CL
(3 6 1), though with increased number of large, cyst-like
follicles (5 6 1) indicative of anovulation. Ovaries of IUGR
females in persistent diestrus showed a significantly decreased
number of small follicles (9 6 2) with increased CL (11 6 1),
consistent with continued reproductive aging. Furthermore,
IUGR offspring had decreased estradiol (11 6 2 vs.
18 6 1 pg/ml, p , 0.05) and increased luteinizing hormone
(0.58 6 0.1 vs. 0.28 6 0.05 ng/ml, p , 0.05), indicating
anovulation.
Conclusions: IUGR females at 8 months of age exhibit early
anovulation as evident by persistent estrus phase with absence
of normal cycling. These findings suggest that prenatal
undernutrition combined with increased postnatal leptin
levels and adiposity programs premature reproductive aging
in IUGR females.

P-4C-142

Birth weight as a potential predictor of sex hormones and
related factors in men at age 49–51 years: The Newcastle
Thousand Families Study

M.S. Pearce1, C.L. Relton2, A. Groom2, R.T. Peaston3, T.M.
Pollard4, R.M. Francis5

1Institute of Health and Society; 2Institute of Human Genetics;
5Institute for Ageing and Health, Newcastle University, New-
castle upon Tyne, UK; 3Department of Clinical Biochemistry,
Freeman Hospital, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK; 4Department of
Anthropology, Durham University, UK

Although a number of associations have been shown between
early growth and later levels of reproductive hormones in
women, far less is known regarding the potential for such
associations in men.
Objective: The objective of this study was to investigate
whether birth weight was associated with a range of
reproductive hormones in men in the Newcastle Thousand
Families birth cohort.
Methods: The Newcastle Thousand Families Study is a
prospective study initiated in 1947 when all 1142 children
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born to mothers resident in the city of Newcastle upon Tyne
in northern England were recruited. Detailed information on
many aspects of their lives was collected prospectively during
childhood, including early growth, illnesses and socio-
economic conditions. At age 49–51, 574 study members
returned detailed self-completion questionnaires and 412
attended for clinical examination, including 172 men in
whom the following reproductive factors were measured:
oestradiol, follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), luteinising
hormone (LH), testosterone and sex hormone binding
globulin (SHBG). Measures of free testosterone, the free
androgen index (FAI) and the free oestrogen index (FOI)
were also calculated. These data were analysed, using multiple
linear regression, in relation to birth weight (standardised for
gestational age and sex), with adjustment for body mass index
measured at the same time as when the samples were taken.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Birth weight showed near significant positive univariate
associations with oestradiol (r2 5 0.02, p 5 0.066) and SHBG
(r2 5 0.02, p 5 0.052). After adjustment for contemporary
BMI, the association with SHBG increased in significance
(p 5 0.024), the association with oestradiol lost some signifi-
cance (p 5 0.082) and an association with testosterone
approached significance (p 5 0.074). No other significant or
near-significant associations were found in these data.
Conclusion: Despite the relatively low statistical power of
this study, our findings suggest that birth weight may be
positively associated with levels of reproductive hormones and
related factors in men. These findings are independent of
contemporary BMI. Given the links between reproductive
hormones and related factors, particularly SHBG and
testosterone, and disease outcomes such as type II diabetes
and osteoporosis, it is possible that reproductive hormones
may play a mediating role in the associations between growth
in early life and later risk of disease.

P-4C-143

Neonatal exposure to lipopolysaccharide programs
reproductive function in the female rat

X-Q. Wu, X-F. Li, S. Milligan, K. O’Byrne

Division of Reproduction & Endocrinology, King’s College
London, UK

Objective: Neonatal exposure to immunological challenge
(e.g. lipopolysaccharide: LPS) increases the activity of
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis2 and sensitises
the gonadotrophin-releasing hormone pulse generator to the
inhibitory effects of stress in adult female rats1. The aims of
the present study were to determine whether neonatal
exposure to LPS also exerted programming effects on the
timing of puberty, ovarian cyclicity and ovarian sympathetic
tone, the letter by evaluating nerve growth factor receptor

(p75NGFR) and tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) immunoreactiv-
ity in the ovary of immediate post-pubertal and adult rats.
Methods: Female Sprague-Dawley rats were administered
saline or LPS (Salmonella enteritidis) at a dosage of 50 mg/kg,
i.p. on postnatal days 3 and 5. Body weight was measured
weekly until the end of the experiment. Vaginal opening and
first oestrus were monitored as markers of puberty. Oestrous
cyclicity was monitored by vaginal cytology for 2 consecutive
weeks after vaginal opening and again at 8–10 weeks, followed
by ovariectomy. In a separate group of neonatal saline or LPS
treated rats, ovaries were removed immediately post-puberty. All
ovaries were sectioned at 4 mm and the thickness of theca interna
was measured. Additionally, the presence of p75NGFR and TH
was detected immunohistochemically in the theca interna. All
animal procedures were undertaken in accordance with the UK
Home Office regulations.
Results: Neonatal exposure to LPS delayed puberty (vaginal
opening: LPS 40.6 6 0.7 vs control 38.6 6 0.6, p , 0.05; first
vaginal oestrus: LPS 41.0 6 0.5 vs control 38.7 6 0.5, p , 0.05)
without affecting growth rate, and disrupted estrous cyclicity
both at puberty (regular cycles: LPS 26.1% vs control 66.8%)
and in adulthood (regular cycle: LPS 37.5% vs control 77.7%;
p , 0.05). The thickness of the theca interna was increased in
the immediate post-puberty and adult rats treated neonatally
with LPS. The intensity of immunostaining for p75NGFR and
TH showed no difference in neonatal saline-treated controls, but
the immunohistochemical staining for both was significantly
enhanced in the theca interna cells of neonatal-LPS treated rats
immediately post-puberty and across all stages of the oestrous
cycle in adulthood (p , 0.05).
Conclusions: These data suggest that exposure to LPS during
critical developmental windows in the rat can delay puberty
and have life-long dysfunctional effect on the reproductive
system at the level of the ovary, which might involve in part
increased ovarian sympathetic tone. Acknowledgement: Well-
come Trust and BBRSC. XQW supported by K.C. Wong
Scholarship.

1. Li XF, Endocrinology, 148: 5984–5990.
2. - Shanks N, Proc Natl Acad Sci USA, 97:5645–5650.
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Human chorionic gonadotropin and reproductive failure:
genetic variation and disease-specific gene expression

K. Rull1,2, L. Nagirnaja1, P. Hallast1, L.Uusküla1,
T. Margus1, M. Kaare4, V-M. Ulander3, K. Aittomäki4,
RK. Campbell5, M. Laan1

1Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology; 2Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology, University of Tartu, Tartu, Estonia;
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3Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology; 4Department of
Clinical Genetics, Helsinki University Central Hospital,
Helsinki, Finland; 5Department of Molecular Biology, EMD
Serono Research Institute, MA, USA

Human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) is one of the first
proteins synthesized by fetus. Besides its luteotropic function,
hCG regulates implantation and immunomodulation at the
maternal-fetal interface. Low level of hCG is related to
miscarriage and extrauterine pregnancy whereas high hor-
mone level may indicate a trophoblastic disease. HCG
hormone consists of alpha- and beta-subunit. Critical for
hCG function is the beta-subunit coded by hCG beta genes
(CGB, CGB5, CGB7, CGB8) that share a common gene
cluster with highly homologous luteinizing hormone beta gene
and two beta-subunit non-coding genes (CGB1, CGB2).
Aberrations in the expression profile and genetic variation of
the hCG beta coding genes may lead to the reproductive failure.
Objectives: The aim of the study was to (i) determine the
expressional profile of CGB genes during the normal and
complicated pregnancy; and (ii) find variants in hCG beta
coding genes that are related to recurrent miscarriage (RM,
>3 consecutive pregnancy losses).
Methods: The expression of CGB genes in trophoblastic tissues
from normal and complicated pregnancies (RM, ectopic
pregnancy-EP, molar pregnancy) was determined by real-time
PCR. CGB5 and CGB8 genes that contribute the most to hCG
hormone production were fully resequenced in Estonian and
Finnish RM patients (n 5 184) and fertile women (n 5 195).
Study was approved by Ethics Committee of the University of
Tartu (Estonia) and Helsinki University Central Hospital
(Finland); an informed consent was obtained from every patient.
Results: In the cases of RM, the expression level of CGB genes is
low and correlates with reduced hCG hormone level indicating
their possible involvement in the pathogenesis of miscarriage. In
EP, CGB genes were highly expressed but the hormone
concentration in serum was significantly reduced. In molar
pregnancies both hCG level in serum and expression of CGB
genes were at the upper range of the distribution compared to
normal first trimester pregnancies. As a result of the resequen-
cing study, six polymorphisms (SNPs) showed significant
protective effect towards RM in CGB5 and CGB8 genes
(p 5 0.042–0.007) decreasing the risk to miscarry up to1.8-fold.
The minor allele frequency of these SNPs was 12.05%–14.36%
in fertile females compared to 7.10%–8.15% in RM group.
Three non-synonymous amino acid changes in CGB5 and
CGB8 and a rare promoter polymorphism located within
transcription initiator element of CGB8 were identified only in
RM cases as possible risk variants for RM.
Conclusions: Comparison of expression levels of the CGB
genes and hCG hormone levels in serum indicate a different
contribution of CGB genes in the miscarriage, ectopic and
molar pregnancies Changes in the expression levels of CGB
genes may be caused by genetic variants as demonstrated in
case of CGB5 and CGB8 with variants that either increase or

decrease the risk of miscarriage. The results provide evidence
that genetic factor contributes to the pathogenesis of RM.
Support: HHMI, Wellcome Trust, Estonian Ministry of
Education and Science, Estonian Science Foundation, Sigrid
Juselius Foundation & Finnish State Fund.

P-4C-146

Ovarian gene expression levels and follicle populations in
rat offspring are modified by maternal nutrition

D.M. Sloboda1, G. Howie1, M. Green2, M.H. Vickers1

1Liggins Institute and National Research Centre for Growth and
Development, University of Auckland, New Zealand; 2AgRe-
search, Hamilton, New Zealand

Objective: We have previously shown that moderate maternal
high fat (HF) nutrition advances pubertal age in female
offspring. It is not known however, whether maternal diet has
persistent effects on pituitary-gonadal function. Therefore in
the present study we determined the impact of maternal HF
nutrition on circulating hormones associated with reproduc-
tive function and mRNA expression levels of genes regulating
ovarian steroidogenesis.
Methods: Wistar rats were time-mated at 100 days of age.
Three maternal backgrounds were investigated: 1) control dams
fed standard rat chow from weaning to conception and
throughout pregnancy and lactation (CONT), 2) dams fed a
HF diet (45% kcals as fat) from weaning to conception and
throughout pregnancy and lactation (MHF) and 3) dams fed a
HF diet throughout pregnancy and lactation only (PLHF).
Litter size was standardised to 8 pups and offspring were placed
on either a chow or HF diet from weaning (21 days of age).
Offspring were killed at 160 days of age; blood was collected for
plasma analyses and ovaries were dissected and either fixed for
follicle analyses or snap frozen in liquid nitrogen after which
RNA was extracted for qPCR. All females were investigated at
proestrus. PLHF, but not MHF offspring demonstrated higher
progesterone levels than those offspring born to CONT
mothers. A post-weaning HF diet had no further effect.
Results: Maternal and postnatal HF diets did not alter either
plasma inhibin B or plasma follicle stimulating hormone (FSH)
levels. Although ovarian weight (% of body weight) was similar
between groups, MHF, but not PLHF offspring, demonstrated
higher numbers of primordial follicles/mm3 in adulthood
(p , 0.01). Other follicle populations (primary, secondary and
antral follicles) were not altered by maternal diet or postnatal
nutrition. MHF offspring also demonstrated significantly lower
levels of total ovarian leptin receptor (ObRb) and 3bHSD
mRNA levels (p , 0.01). Ovarian gene expression levels in
PLHF offspring were not different from CONT offspring.
Conclusions: These data suggest that in the rat, maternal HF
nutrition results in persistent changes in ovarian mRNA levels
of key factors regulating steroidogenesis but not in pituitary
secretion of FSH, a key gonadotrophin regulating follicular
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growth. These effects were dependent upon the timing of
maternal HF exposure. We speculate that elevated numbers of
primordial follicles but not later stage growing follicles could
be suggestive of either altered follicular atresia or changes in
other drivers of primordial-primary follicle transition not
currently measured. These data have important implications
for the reproductive function, and potentially reproductive
capacity, in subsequent generations.

P-4C-147

Early life infection impairs reproductive success

A.K. Walker1, S. Hiles1, D.M. Hodgson1,2

1Laboratory of Neuroimmunology, The University of Newcastle,
Australia; 2Hunter Medical Research Institute, Newcastle, Australia

It has been well established that early exposure to a bacterial
agent such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS) results in alterations to
the HPA axis. However, despite the regulatory influence of this
system on the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis, the
question of whether subclinical early life infection has
implications for reproductive success remains largely unexplored.
Objective: We investigated whether neonatal exposure to LPS
impairs sexual development, sexual decline, as well as
reproductive behaviour in later life.
Methods: Animals were exposed to either LPS (Salmonella
enteritidis, 0.05 mg/kg, i.p.) or non-pyrogenic saline (equivo-
lume) on days 3 and 5 of life (birth 5 day 1). Animals were
monitored daily for pubertal markers of vaginal opening in
females, or preputial separation in males from weaning (day
22). Blood was collected across 3 time points during the
pubescent period to monitor surges of lutropin in females and
testosterone in males. Given that the cumulative effects of
perinatal stress have been shown to be amplified in the presence
of a subsequent stressor in later life, animals were exposed to
either restraint and isolation stress or no stress in adulthood
prior to behavioural testing. Following ‘‘stress’’ or ‘‘no stress’’ in
adulthood, animals were paired with a naı̈ve partner of the
opposite sex (either proven male studs or experimentally naı̈ve
females in proestrous) and sexual behaviour was monitored.
Blood was collected at baseline and immediately following
behavioural testing to assess corticosterone and gonadal
hormone responses. To confirm success of mating, females
were checked for sperm using vaginal smears. Between 9 and 12
months of age blood was collected to assess testosterone and
lutropin decline in aged rats.
Results: Developmental data indicated that neonatal LPS
exposure disrupted the normal weight-to-age ratio of vaginal
opening in females, and preputial separation in males.
Neonatal LPS exposure impaired sexual performance in
adulthood on all measures, including initiatory and receptive
behaviours compared to saline controls (p , .05 for all). This
was reflected in the low sperm presence of LPS-treated
matings. No differences were observed in testosterone or

lutropin levels during puberty, nor was there a difference in
the timing of decline in these hormones in aged rats.
However, testosterone and lutropin surges during sexual
behaviour were significantly reduced in LPS-treated animals
compared to controls, which reflected the observed hyperse-
cretion of corticosterone during copulation for these animals
(p , .05 for all).
Conclusions: This research demonstrates the long-term
impact of neonatal infection on reproductive success. Early
life exposure to infection disrupted puberty onset and sexual
performance, in turn leading to lower reproductive success.
Associated changes in neuroendocrine functioning suggest a
possible mechanism through which individuals may exhibit
previously unknown complications with fertility.

P-4C-148

Ovarian response after ovarian stimulation treatment is
modulated by periconceptional folic acid use

J.M. Twigt1, F. Hammiche1, K.D. Sinclair7, N.G. Beckers1,
J. Lindemans3, F.H. de Jong4, J.S.E. Laven1,
R.P.M. Steegers-Theunissen1,5,6,7

1Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology; 2Public Health;
3Clinical Chemistry; 4Internal Medicine; 5Pediatrics; 6Clinical
Genetics and Epidemiology, Erasmus MC, 3015GD Rotterdam,
Netherlands; 7University of Nottingham, Sutton Bonington,
Leicestershire LE12 5RD, United Kingdom

Objective: The B vitamin folate is implicated in reproductive
performance, including pregnancies established by in vitro
fertilization (IVF). We investigated the effects of folic acid use
on ovarian response to mild and conventional forms of
stimulation in women.
Methods: In a randomized controlled trial among subfertile
women, 24 subjects received conventional ovarian stimulation
and 26 subjects underwent mild ovarian stimulation. Blood
samples were obtained for determination of serum oestradiol
and serum folate before treatment was commenced and on the
day of hCG administration. Folic acid use was determined by
questionnaire and serum folate concentrations. Ovarian follicles
were visualised, counted and diameters recorded using transva-
ginal ultrasound. Linear regression analysis was applied with
adjustments for potential confounders.
Results: Oestradiol response after conventional ovarian
stimulation treatment is modulated by serum folate levels
(unstandardized binteraction 5 0.52 and standardized
binteraction 5 0.36; P 5 0.03). In the conventional protocol,
mean follicle number was greater in non-folic acid users
women compared to the folic acid users group (14.1 vs. 8.9,
P 5 0.03). Also, homocysteine levels are independently
affected by the stimulation protocol (unstandardized
bprotocol 5 0.15, standardized bprotocol 5 0.24; P 5 ,0.01).
Follicle number and serum oestradiol concentrations on the
day of hCG were correlated (r 5 0.78, P , 0.01).
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Conclusion: Folic acid use modulates follicular and related
endocrine responses to conventional ovarian stimulation
therapy. Mechanisms of interest for future study are aberrant
DNA methylation of ovarian regulatory proteins, modulation
of folate expressed proteins and the production of reactive
oxygen species.

P-4C-149

The effect of growth and body composition on the onset
of puberty: longitudinal observations in Afro-Caribbean
children

M.S. Boyne1, M. Thame2, C. Osmond3, R.A. Fraser1,
L. Gabay2, M. Reid1, T.E. Forrester1

1Tropical Medicine Research Institute, University of the West
Indies, Mona, Jamaica; 2Department of Obstetrics, Gynaecology
and Child Health, University of the West Indies, Mona,
Jamaica; 3MRC Epidemiology Resource Centre, University of
Southampton, Southampton, UK

Objective: Childhood growth and body composition may
influence the onset of puberty. We therefore examined the effects
of birth size, growth rates throughout childhood and body
composition on the onset of puberty in Afro-Caribbean children.
Methods: The Vulnerable Windows Cohort Study is a
longitudinal observational study of Jamaican mother/child
pairs recruited during the antenatal period. Anthropometry
(weight, height, skinfold measurements, waist circumference)
of the children was measured at birth, at 6 weeks, 3 monthly
to 2 years and then every 6 months. Tanner staging for
puberty and orchidometry were performed 6 monthly starting
at age 8 years. Bioelectrical impedance was done at mean age
11 years. For this report, data analysis was confined to the
140 girls and 119 boys who were seen at all scheduled visits
between birth and age 11 years. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: In the girls, thelarche, pubarche and menarche
occurred at median ages of 8.8, 9.9 and 12.0 years,
respectively. Pubarche in boys occurred at a median age of
11.3 years when the median testicular volume was 2.8 ml.Fa-
ster weight gain during infancy (age 0 to 6 months) and
childhood, but not birth size, were associated with more
advanced puberty (p-values , 0.05). Fat mass at age 8 years
was associated with more advanced puberty (p-values
,0.001) in both sexes. At age 11 years, lean mass, but not
fat mass, is associated with more advanced puberty (p-values
,0.001). Waist circumference in girls at age 11 years was not
associated with the stage of pubarche or thelarche, or the age
of menarche (p-values .0.4). However, the waist circumfer-
ence in boys was related to stage of pubarche (r 5 0.33;
p 5 0.0003) and testicular volume (r 5 0.27; p 5 0.003).
Conclusions: Faster growth throughout childhood, especially
with fat mass accretion, is associated with earlier onset of

sexual maturation. With the onset of puberty, lean mass
accretion significantly increases. More advanced puberty in boys
is associated with greater waist circumference measurement.

P-4C-150

Is there association between intrauterine growth
restriction and early age of menarche?

F. Leite1, M.C.P. Saraiva2, M.A. Barbieri1, H. Bettiol1

1Department of Social Medicine, Faculty of Medicine of
Ribeirao Preto, University of Sao Paulo. Avenida Bandeirantes
3900, Ribeirao Preto, SP, Brazil; 2Department of Paediatrics
and Social Dentistry, School of Dentistry of Ribeirao Preto,
University of Sao Paulo. Avenida do Café. Brasil

Objective: To tested the hypothesis of association between
intrauterine growth restriction and early age of menarche.
Methods: Follow-up data (n 5 1056) from the population based
live birth cohort study of Ribeirão Preto of 19789 were analyzed.
Early menarche was defined as having the first menstrual event
before 12 years-old and intrauterine growth restriction was defined
by three measurements: low birthweight (,2500 grs), small for
gestational age (,10% Alexander growth curve) and fetal growth
ratio (,0.85 mean weight for gestational age). Relative risks were
estimated by generalized estimation equations (Poisson distribu-
tion) with robust method for estimation of standard errors.
Analyzes were adjusted for maternal age, education and marital
status, number of siblings, birth length and preterm. Body mass
index was tested as intervenient or interaction factor in a
subsample of the cohort examined at 9 yrs-old.
Results: Body mass index was tested as intervenient or
interaction factor in a subsample of the cohort examined at 9
yrs-old. The mean age of menarche was 12.3 years (Standard
Deviation 5 1.5). Early menarche was observed for 27.7% for
the entire cohort and 29.1% for the sub-sample. Negative
association was observed between intrauterine growth restriction
and early menarche. The adjusted relative risks and respective
confidence intervals (95% CI) for low birth weight, small for
gestational age and fetal growth ratio were respectively: 0.47
(95% CI: 0.26–0.84), 0.57 (95% CI: 0.37–0.89), and 0.65
(95%CI: 0.47–0.92). No evidence that body mass index was an
intermediate or interaction factor was observed.
Conclusions: this study showed a negative association
between intrauterine growth restriction and anticipation of
age of menarche. Support: FAPESP and CNPq.

P-5A-151

Short term leptin supplementation during early
neonatal period improves pig viability of very low
birth weight piglets

L. Abdennebi-Najar1, P. Gillot1, L. Attig1, A. Gertler2,
V. Halipre1, M. Boukthir3, J. Djiane4
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Objective: In mammals, including human infants, intrauter-
ine growth retardation (IUGR) is associated with low birth
weight and a decrease in perinatal survival. IUGR is also
linked to a high risk for the development of metabolic
diseases during adult life. In a previous study (1), we have
shown that neonatal leptin supplementation enhanced the
development of several organs and partially reverse the IUGR
phenotype by correcting growth rate and development. In this
study, we aimed to test whether neonatal leptin administra-
tion ameliorates the viability of very low birth weight piglets
and improves their survival before weaning.
Methods: At day 1 after birth, control (1.51 kg 6 0.07;
n 5 13) and IUGR piglet (0.97 kg 6 0.04; n 5 26) received
intramuscularly either saline (IUGRsal) (0.9 kg 6 0.1;
n 5 13) or 0.5 mg/kg body weight recombinant porcine
leptin (IUGRlep) (1.02 kg 6 0.1; n 5 13) for 7 days.
Cholesterol, triglycerides, glucose and serum leptin levels
were measured at birth and day 7. Body temperature was
followed during leptin treatment. Piglets were sacrificed at
weaning (day 21). Several organs were weighted and the
endocrine profile determined.
Results: 1) in both control and IUGR group, glucose,
triglycerides and total cholesterol levels increased significantly
from day 2 to day 7; thereafter a significant decrease was
observed at weaning. 2) Leptin treatment enhanced notably
daily weight gain (217 g 6 0.2; 203 g 6 0.4; 160 g 6 0.4 in
control, IUGRsal and IUGRlep, respectively), as well as
corporal body temperature 72 hours after birth (37.5 6 1;
36.8 6 1.6; 35.2 6 1.5 in control, IUGRsal and IUGRlep
respectively, p , 0.05). 3) No differences in the level of
cholesterol, cortisol and T4 were observed between the groups
while a significant decrease of triglycerides levels was observed
at day 7 and day 21 after birth in the IUGRlep group
(3 6 0.7; 3.11 6 0.7; 2.3 6 0.7 in control, IUGRsal and
IUGRlep, respectively at day 7, p , 0.05) and (2.1 6 0.6;
2.4 6 0.5 and 1.5 6 0.3 in control, IUGRsal and IUGRlep
respectively at day 21, p , 0.05) and in 4) the mortality rate
from day 2 to weaning was significantly higher in IUGR
group as compared to control group (9% and 33% in control
and IUGR respectively p , 0.05). Leptin treatment signifi-
cantly improved pig viability by 20%.
Conclusions: These results suggest that neonatal leptin
treatment protects against postnatal outcomes and amelio-
rates viability by improving energetic metabolism and
thermoregulation in very low birth weight piglets. A potential
effect of leptin supply on UCP (Uncoupling proteins) and
PPR (peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor) expressions
in liver and adipose tissue is under investigation.

1. L. Attig et al., Am J Physiol, 295: E1117–E1125, 2008.

P-5A-152

Undernutrition in uteri: role of renin-angiotensin system
on adults cardiac remodeling

M. Andreo1, B. Vaccari1, S. Thomaz1, F.F. Mesquita2

S. Cordellini1, J.A.R. Gontijo2, P.A. Boer1

1Department of Pharmacology, Department of Morphology,
Institute of Biosciences, Sao Paulo State University (UNESP)
CEP 18618-000, Botucatu, SP, Brazil; 2Department of
Internal Medicine, Faculty of Medical Science, UNICAMP,
Postal Code: 6111, CEP 13083-887, Campinas, SP, Brazil

Nutritional insults during embryonic and foetal periods can
be associated to impaired maturation of physiological
functions and cardiovascular diseases in adulthood. Altera-
tions in nutrition and endocrine status during the embryonic,
foetal and neonatal periods can trigger developmental
predictive adaptative responses, causing permanent structural,
physiological and metabolic changes, thereby predisposing
and individual to cardiovascular, metabolic and endocrine
diseases in adult life. The rennin-angiotensin system (RAS)
plays an important role in primary and secondary forms of
hypertension. Components of the RAS, such as angiotensina-
converting enzyme (ACE) and angiotensin II are locally
produced in the cardiac tissues, and are primary candidates
for the factors promoting remodelling, mainly cardiac
myocite hypertrophy and increased extracellular fibrosis,
thereby deteriorating cardiac functions.
Objective: The present study aims to investigate the effects in
arterial blood pressure (AP) and expression of different RAS
compounds in adult rats submitted to undernutrition in uteri
by maternal food restriction.
Methods: Pregnant rats were divided into two groups. The
daily food supply of one group (FR50) was restricted to 50%
of the food consumed by the other group (NF), fed ad
libitum. Only male pups were used in the study. Ano-genital
distance (AGD) was measured in the day of birth and body
weight (BW) of the offspring was measured every week.
Arterial blood pressure (AP) was measured weekly, since the
42nd day of age. In the age of 90th days, their hearts were
rapidly removed and weighed. The samples were stored in
2808C biofreezer to western blotting analysis. One rat of
each mother in both groups had the heart ventricles removed
and 5-mm-thick sections were used to immunohistochem-
istry. Both techniques analyzed the expression of AT1, AT2,
ERK1 and PI3K receptors.
Results: FR50 offspring presented significant reduction in
BW (5.67 6 0.16 v 6.84 6 0.13 in NF, p , 0.001) and
higher AGD (2.56 6 0.11 v 1.81 v 0.05, p , 0.001 in NP).
AP also increased from 6th to 12nd week (6th, 149.1 6 3.4 v
125.1 6 3.2 in NF, p , 0.001; 12nd, 164.4 6 4.9 v
144.0 6 3.3 in NF, p 5 0.02). Expression of AT1, AT2
and ERK1 were increased in FR50 (AT1, 136.43 6 8.66 v
89.32 6 7.35 in NF; AT2, 79.26 6 7.64 v 10.44 6 4.35 in
NF; ERK1, 200.80 6 7935 v 155.10 6 9.820 in NF,
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p < 0.05), however, PI3 K hasn’t show any significant
difference (NF 121.50 6 7.098 v FR50 120.80 6 12.720).
Conclusion: Since maternal steroids cross the placenta, raised
maternal androgen levels during gestation may contribute to
the increased AGD in male pups of food-restricted mothers.
It might be possible that enhanced AGD may, precociously,
indicate that alterations of the intrauterine environment
can result in development of disease later in life. AP values
confirm that RAS modifications in embryonic and early
life may modulate adulthood blood pressure. High levels of
ERK1 and AT1 may be involved in cardiac remodeling.
Besides, such a high increase in AT2 expression may suggest
RAS adaptive response, since AT1 and AT2 receptors plays
antagonistic roles on hypertensive responses. Support:
FAPESP.

P-5A-153

Impaired glucose-induced insulin secretion on pancreatic
beta cell from perinatal protein of malnourished rats is
improved by islets graft in diabetic rats

R.C.S Branco, D.X. Scomparin, S. Grassiolli, P.C.F Mathias,
C. Gravena

Department of Cell Biology and Genetics, State University of
Maringá, Maringá, Brazil

Objective: Altered nutrition, over- or malnutrition, during
fetal and perinatal life, may modulate metabolism and
induces the onset of Type 2 diabetes. It has been reported
that low body weight and/or small length of neonate babies
may develop obesity during adulthood. Protein malnourish-
ment during early lactation provokes impaired glycemic
control in adult rats, which is not reversible by nutritional
recovery. Low parasympathetic activity in rats fed by poor
protein milk has also been observed. Adult rats with perinatal
protein malnourishment presented low blood insulin levels
and their pancreatic islets still secreted low insulin after high
glucose demand.
Methods: Islets from protein malnourished rats were grafted
in diabetic recipient rats to know whether islets injuries were
permanent and to evaluate the capacity of islets in regulating
blood glucose concentration. Hyperglycemic (22–34 mM)
rats were obtained with streptozotocin (STZ) treatment and
used as recipient. Islet came from adult rats, which during
the first 2/3 of lactation mothers received a 4% protein diet
(LP). Control group received normal diet (23% protein)
(NP). After protein restriction, all mothers received normal
diets. Grafts consisted of 1000–1200 islets transplanted on
diabetic rats via portal vein. Fed blood glucose was
monitored. In the 5th day after graft, animals were killed
after 12h-period of fasting and their blood samples were
used to measure glucose and insulin concentration; retro-
peritoneal fat pads were isolated and weighed to estimate
body fatness.

Results: Transplanted islets from LP rats decreased 34% of
fed glucose levels on diabetic rats (p , 0.05); however glucose
level still remained 2 fold higher than that of intact control
ones (p , 0.05). Similar to LP-islets, graft with islets from
control rats provoked same effects on diabetic rats. High
fasting blood glucose and low insulin level of diabetic rats
were corrected by islet grafts. Transplantations were able to
recover 40% of fatness in diabetic rats.
Conclusions: Results demonstrate that islets from perinatal
protein poor nourished rats improve blood glucose concen-
tration in diabetic rats and suggest that beta cell function after
graft may be recovered.

P-5A-154

Gestational protein restriction: expression and localiza-
tion of angiotensin signaling proteins in the heart of
male offspring

R. Brisolla1, F.F. Mesquita1, C.C. Juliani1, J.A.R. Gontijo1,
P.A. Boer2

1Department of Internal Medicine, FMS, UNICAMP, Postal
Code: 6111, CEP 13083-887, Campinas, SP, Brazil;
2Department of Morphology, IBB, UNESP, CEP 18618-000,
Botucatu, SP, Brazil

The maternal protein restriction may lead to a reduction in
the number of cardiomyocytes of the offspring and may be a
risk factor for cardiovascular disorders in adulthood. The
renin-angiotensin system (RAS) play a pivotal role in cardiac
remodeling, i.e. fibrosis and hypertrophy. In the heart all
compounds of RAS, including angiotensin II (Ang II) and its
receptors type I (AT1R) and type 2 (AT2R) are expressed.
Objective: The aim of this study was investigate whether
gestational protein restriction alters the expression and
localization of AT1R and AT2R and RAS signaling pathway
proteins (ERK1/2, PI3K, JAK2 and STAT3) in parallel with
left ventricle hypertrophy and collagen distribution and
systemic hypertension in 16- wk old male offspring.
Methods: Female Wistar rats were put with male Wistar rats.
At the day that we observed the presence of sperm in the
vaginal smear, the dams were kept, ad libitum, on normal
(NP, 17% protein), or low (LP, 6% protein) protein diet over
all pregnancy phase. The experiments were performed only in
male pups. The systolic blood pressure (SBP) was measured
in conscious 6, 8, 10 12, 14 and 16-wk-old rats by an indirect
plethysmographic tail-cuff method. With 16 wk-old, the
animals were killed and left ventricle was waiting and
processed for immunoblotting and immunohistochemistry.
Results: The results were expressed as mean 6 SD. The LP
offspring showed significant reduction in body weight when
compared to NP group (NP: 6.724 6 0.409g vs. LP:
6.157 6 0.157g; P 5 0.05). The SBP increased significantly
in LP rats from 6 to 16 weeks of age (NP 127.3 6

1.3 mmHg; LP 133 6 1.0 mmHg). The mass and left
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ventricle volume was significantly greater in 16-wk old LP
male offspring when compared to NP animals. We also
verified the presence of perivascular fibrosis widespread
throughout the heart tissue. Furthermore, in the current
study the analysis by immunoblotting confirmed by immu-
nohistochemistry demonstrated in LP offspring a significantly
enhance in cardiomiocyte expression of AT1R (NP,
1227 6 138.2 vs LP, 1998 6 165.9, P 5 0.01) and ERK1
(NP, 1403 6 6.46 vs LP, 1623 6 6.355, P 5 0.001). On the
other hand, the expression of PI3 K in LP was significantly
reduced in cardiomyocytes and intramural coronaries
wall (NP, 20.52 6 0.795 vs LP, 11.21 6 0.34, P 5 0.008)
which in turn the heart AT2R expression was unchanged
when compared to NP group (NP 121.40 6 0.974 vs. LP
120.2 6 7.23, P 5 0.8). The study by immunohistochemical
analysis we verified that LP expression of JAK2 and STAT3 are
reduced in both cardiomyocytes and coronary endothelium.
Conclusion: The present results support that early, approxi-
mately 4 weeks of arterial hypertension development, occurs
cardiomiocyte hypertrophy despite an unaltered heart
collagen deposition. In the current study, we may hypothesize
a presumable AT1R transactivation as consequence of
crosstalk between RAS and another growth factor pathway.
These findings may contribute to elucidation of basic
mechanisms of epidemiological studies and could indicate
that maternal underfeeding associated with low birth weight
offspring may result in increased risk of morbidity of
cardiovascular diseases in adulthood. Support: FAPESP.

P-5A-155

Dissociation between in vivo mitochondrial function
and peripheral insulin action in low birth weight subjects
during high-fat overfeeding

C. Brøns1,2, S. Jacobsen1, N. Hiscock3, A. White3,
E. Nilsson1, A. Astrup2, B. Quistorff4, A. Vaag1

1Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark; 2Department of
Human Nutrition, The Faculty of Life Sciences, The University of
Copenhagen, Denmark; 3Unilever Corporate Research, Bedford-
shire, United Kingdom; 4Department of Biomedical Sciences,
Panum Institute, The University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Objective: Low birth weight (LBW) has consistently been
associated with an increased risk of insulin resistance and type
2 diabetes. The aim of this study was to clarify whether LBW
subjects may be more susceptible to develop insulin resistance
and signs of mitochondrial dysfunction upon short-term high-
fat overfeeding as compared with matched control subjects.
Methods: The effects of 5 days intake of a diet high in fat
(60%) and calories (150%) and a control diet were studied
in a randomized crossover setting. We included young
(24–27 years), lean and healthy subjects where 20 had LBW
and 26 normal birth weight (NBW). State-of-the-art
procedures were used including measurements of in vivo

insulin secretion, insulin action, hepatic glucose production,
31PMRS determinations of muscle mitochondrial function and
quantitative real-time PCR was performed on muscle biopsy
tissue for selected oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS)
genes. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: The LBW, but not the NBW subjects developed
peripheral insulin resistance, which was due to impairment of
exogenous glucose storage most likely reflecting decreased
muscle glycogen synthesis. Interestingly, despite similar
plasma FFA levels in LBW and controls, the LBW subjects
showed significantly increased fat oxidation during insulin
infusion as compared with NBW controls. Although the
development of insulin resistance in the LBW subjects in
response to high-fat feeding was associated with relative
reductions of OXPHOS gene expression, in vivo mitochon-
drial function was not impaired in the LBW subjects after
overfeeding. Finally, the LBW subjects were unable to
increase plasma leptin and GIP levels to the same extent as
the NBW subjects in response to overfeeding.
Conclusions: Young, lean and healthy men born with LBW
are more susceptible to a dietary challenge of 5-days high-fat
overfeeding, as evident by development of peripheral insulin
resistance compared to age and BMI matched control
subjects. Our data does not support the current hypothesis
that high-fat diet induces alterations in mitochondrial
function – not even in subjects at risk of developing insulin
resistance and type 2 diabetes. Accordingly, we propose that
peripheral insulin resistance precede, and potentially may be a
cause rather than an effect of mitochondrial dysfunction.
Finally, the LBW subjects were unable to increase plasma
leptin levels when exposed to overfeeding, suggesting that
they do not experience the same degree of appetite reduction
as control subjects after overfeeding. This may promote
further overeating and eventually obesity, insulin resistance
and development of overt type 2 diabetes.

P-5A-156

High fat exposure in early development primes the
development of adult non-alcoholic fatty liver disease

K.D. Bruce1, F.R. Cagampang1, M. Argenton2, J. Zhang3, P.
Ethirajan1, G.F. Clough1, L. Poston2, M.A. Hanson1, J.
McConnell2, C.D. Byrne1

1Institute of developmental Sciences, Southampton University,
Southampton, United Kingdom, S016 6YD; 2Maternal & Fetal
Research Unit, Kings College London, London, United King-
dom, SE1 7EH; 3Clinical Science Research Institute, University
Warwick Medical School, Coventry, United Kingdom

Objectives: Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD)
describes an increasingly prevalent spectrum of liver disorders
associated with obesity and the metabolic syndrome, which
constitutes a considerable health burden to western society.
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However, it is uncertain why steatosis (simple fat accumula-
tion) occurs in some individuals, whilst non-alcoholic
steatohepatitis (more severe steatosis with inflammation-
NASH) occurs in others. Evidence suggests that poor
maternal nutrition increases susceptibility of the adult
offspring to develop the metabolic syndrome, therefore we
hypothesize that poor nutrition during early development
may increase susceptibility to develop NAFLD in adult life.
Methods: We have generated a novel mouse model to test our
hypothesis. Female mice were fed either a high fat (HF) or control
chow (C) diet prior to and during gestation and lactation.
Resulting offspring were either fed a C or HF diet post weaning
to generate four offspring groups; HF/HF, HF/C, C/HF, C/C.
Results: At 15 weeks of age liver histology was normal in both
the C/C and HF/C offspring. Kleiner scoring revealed that
whilst the C/HF offspring developed NAFLD, the HF/HF
offspring developed NASH. At 30 weeks histological analysis
and Kleiner scoring revealed that both the HF/C and C/HF
groups had NAFLD whilst the HF/HF had a more severe
form of NASH. Therefore, exposure to a HF diet in utero and
during lactation contributes towards NAFLD progression.
We investigated the mechanisms by which this developmental
priming is mediated. At 15 weeks of age, hepatic mitochon-
drial electron transport chain (ETC) enzyme complex activity
(I, II/III and IV) was reduced in both groups of offspr-
ing from HF fed mothers (HF/C and HF/HF). We also
observed reduced levels of D-3-Hydroxybutyrate, a marker of
b-oxidation status, in the HF/HF offspring (p , 0.001) vs.
the C/C animals. Microarray analysis demonstrated upregu-
lated mRNA levels of genes involved in lipogenesis, oxidative
stress, and inflammatory pathways. Real-time PCR analysis
validated the expression of the rate limiting enzymes in
mitochondrial and peroxisomal b-oxidation (Cpt1 and Acox1
respectively), which remain unchanged between offspring
groups. Genes associated with Triacylglycerol (TAG) and
fatty acid synthesis (Dgat and Fas respectively) were up-
regulated in the HF/HF offspring, and therefore may
contribute to the severe hepatic steatosis observed in these
animals.
Conclusions: Collectively these data suggest that exposure to
a HF diet during early development increases susceptibility to
develop NAFLD in adulthood by decreasing mitochondrial
complex activity and modulating expression of key genes
controlling lipogenesis.

P-5A-157

Genetic influences on metabolic traits by the
glucocorticoid receptor gene and confirmation of
modification effects

S. Bruce1, E. Kajantie2, A. Rautanen2, J. Kere1,2,
J.G. Eriksson2,3

1Department of Biosciences and Nutrition Karolinska Institutet,
Sweden; 2National Institute of Health and Welfare, Helsinki,

Finland; 3 University of Helsinki, Department of General
Practice, Helsinki Finland

Objective: To explore and replicate our previously reported
glucocorticoid receptor gene (NR3C1) haplotype association
to metabolic traits and further the finding that birth weight
modified the association between glucose tolerance in
adulthood and NR3C1 haplotypes1.
Methods: We studied 1982 individuals of Finnish origin
included in the Helsinki Birth Cohort study. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained. We genotyped ten tagSNPs
of NR3C1 using MALDI-TOF technology (Sequenom) and
observed one region of high linkage disequilibrium, including
four SNPs from rs6195 to rs258747. This region spans exon
2 of NR3C1 all the way downstream of the last exon. The
additional tagSNPs are located upstream of exon 2, within
the region of alternative promoters and exons, and these
showed a lower degree of pair wise linkage disequilibrium.
Within the haplotype block, five major haplotypes of
frequencies above 1% were observed.
Results: In carriers of the H3 haplotype, there was extended
linkage disequilibrium in the upstream regulatory region,
outside the haplotype block. A similar pattern was not found
when evaluating the linkage disequilibrium pattern of carriers
of a haplotype with a similar frequency (H2). We could
confirm the previously reported1 H3 modification trend of
size at birth on the relation between NR3C1 haplotypes and
glucose intolerance, which was most pronounced when
studying the interaction between the effects of birth weight
and haplotype H3 on diabetes (P 5 0.02). The overall
association patterns between glucocorticoid receptor haplo-
types and metabolic traits were complex, where sex influenced
several of the associations. In particular, the H4 haplotype
showed male-specific associations such that H4 increased
prevalence of diabetes (P 5 0.02) and contributed to
increased fasting insulin levels (P 5 0.005) in males.
Conclusions: We report that glucocorticoid receptor haplo-
types are associated with metabolic traits in a complex
manner. These effects are modified by factors such as size at
birth and sex. In order to exhaustively evaluate glucocorticoid
receptor regulation on metabolic traits, we plan to study
DNA methylation in the alternative promoter region, where
no genetic influences on phenotypic traits were found.

1. A. Rautanen, et al. JCEM 91:4544–4551, 2006.

P-5A-158

Evaluation and assessment of the nutritional component
of the comprehensive perinatal services program in
overweight and obese women: the effectiveness of
nutritional intervention on pregnancy weight gain
and neonatal birthweight

R.M. Burwick, M. Ardalan-Bijari, S.L. Kjos
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Harbor-UCLA Medical Center, Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology USA

Objective: To determine the efficacy of the Comprehensive
Perinatal Services Program (CPSP) program in the identifica-
tion of overweight and obese women in pregnancy that could
benefit from nutritional counseling and referral, and the
effects of such interventions on maternal weight gain and
neonatal birth weight.
Methods: A retrospective cohort of overweight (BMI
25.0–29.9) and obese (BMI >30.0) women, initiating
prenatal care and receiving intake through the CPSP program
at Harbor-UCLA Medical Center Faculty Perinatal Practice,
were evaluated by chart review and data abstraction. CPSP is
a comprehensive assessment program developed by the
department of public health in California to evaluate, educate
and assess pregnant patients in areas of nutrition, health
education and psychology. For this study, we evaluated: pre-
pregnancy weight; final pregnancy weight; nutritional
counseling (yes/no); number of visits to the nutritionist;
active exercise (yes/no); and neonatal birthweight. We
excluded women with BMI < 25.0, those presenting for care
>24 weeks gestation, women with multi-fetal gestation, or
those found with pre-gestational or gestational diabetes.
Comparisons were made between overweight and obese
patients, with pregnancy weight gain goals established by the
Institute of Medicine1, and macrosomia defined by birth-
weight >4,000 grams2. Chi-square, T-test, and logistic
regression were utilized for statistical analyses, with multi-
variate logistic regression performed to adjust for potential
confounders. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance was obtained, and as a retrospective chart review
this study was classified as exempt by the Humans Subjects
Committee at Harbor-UCLA Medical Center.
Results: One hundred and thirty two consecutive charts were
reviewed for women meeting inclusion criteria. Utilizing pre-
pregnancy BMI, 63 women were obese and 64 were
overweight, with data missing for 5 subjects. Obese women
were more likely to meet the 2009 IOM guidelines than
overweight women (74% vs. 51%, p 5 0.029; OR 2.70, 95%
CI 1.09–6.65). This difference persisted even after multi-
variate logistic regression to adjust for nutritionist visits and
active exercise (OR 2.60, 95% CI 1.05–6.45, p 5 0.04).
However, despite obese women meeting IOM guidelines
more often than overweight women, there was no significant
difference in the incidence of macrosomia (15.2% vs. 9.3%,
p 5 0.36) or in mean infant birthweight (3447 g vs. 3403 g,
p 5 0.66) for obese and overweight women, respectively.
Conclusions: The nutritional component of the CPSP
program is effective in identifying obese women in pregnancy
that may benefit from nutritional counseling and referral.
Non-diabetic, obese women more often met IOM guidelines
for weight gain in pregnancy, compared to overweight
women. However, differences in weight gain between obese
and overweight women were not explained by nutritionist

counseling or active exercise. Additionally, improvement in
maternal weight gain parameters did not result in reduced
infant birth weights or macrosomia. The optimal pregnancy
intervention for the prevention of LGA infants and
macrosomia is yet to be determined.

1. IOM (Institute of Medicine). Weight Gain During
Pregnancy: Reexamining the Guidelines. Washington,
D.C.: The National Academic Press, 2009.

2. ACOG (The American College of Obstetrics and
Gynecology). ACOG Practice Bulletin: Fetal Macrosomia.
Number 22,Washington, D.C, 2000.

P-5A-159

Elevated late gestational blood pressure and subsequent
abnormal glucose tolerance: The Savitaipale Follow-up
Study

H. Cederberg1, J. Saramies2, J. Jokelainen1, M. Koiranen1,
M. Timonen1, S. Keinänen-Kiukaanniemi1, The Savitaipale
Follow-up Study Group
1University of Oulu, Institute of Health Sciences, Oulu, Finland;
2Savitaipale Health Centre, Savitaipale, Finland

Diabetes is one of the leading causes of premature mortality
from cardiovascular complications in women; early identifi-
cation of women at high risk of insulin resistance would
therefore allow for intervention and significant reduction in
cardiovascular mortality. A growing body of evidence
indicates an association between pregnancy-induced hyper-
tension (PIH), including gestational hypertension and pre-
eclampsia, and insulin resistance. Insulin resistance is the
earliest detectable form of type 2 diabetes (T2D). Hyper-
insulinaemia persists for a length of time post-pregnancy,
leading to the hypothesis that PIH may be associated with an
abnormal glucose tolerance (AGT) or diabetes at a later age.
Objective: To determine the association between elevated,
lower than hypertension level blood pressure during gestation
and consequent AGT (including T2D, impaired glucose
tolerance (IGT) and impaired fasting glucose (IFG)).
Methods: A prospective, population-based study of nullipar-
ous women (n 5 216) born 1933–1956 and living in the
municipality of Savitaipale, Finland. Collected data included
background demographic and clinical data, anthropometric
and cardiovascular measurements and venous blood samples.
Prevalence of AGT was determined using an oral glucose
tolerance test (OGTT) in 1996, repeated in 2007. Glucose
tolerance status was classified according to the WHO criteria.
A retrospective analysis of antenatal clinic records was carried
out to assess a series of gestational blood pressure measure-
ments. Participants provided written consent and the study
was approved by the local ethics committee.
Results: Follow-up with two OGTTs was completed by
77.3% (n 5 167) women. The rates of IGT, IFG and T2D
were 17.6%, 0.5% and 5.5%, respectively, in 1996 and
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higher: 27.5%, 15.6% and 3.0%, respectively, in 2007 for
this female population. There was an increase in the rate of
AGT over the 10-year follow up-period. Women with AGT
were shown to be statistically older (p 5 0.015) and to have a
higher BMI (p , 0.001) at the time of the OGTT. A
significant association was observed between elevated systolic
blood pressure in late pregnancy and AGT during the initial,
and the follow-up study (r 5 0.169, p 5 0.044), independent
of age and BMI at the time of OGTT.
Conclusions: Longitudinal analysis of nulliparous women
shows an increased risk of abnormal glucose tolerance
associated with even below hypertension-level late gestational
blood pressure measurements. Our results are in keeping
with previous reports of an association between gestational
hypertension and insulin resistance. Results from this long-
itudinal follow-up study confirm the findings from the initial
cross-sectional study, the first report of the adverse effects of
lower than hypertension-level blood pressures. Further
analysis is required to identify the high risk group of young
women that may benefit from intervention. This unique
cohort with extensive background data and an exceptionally
high follow-up rate provides a valuable resource for further
studies into the long-term effects of an altered gestational
metabolic status.

P-5A-160

Differential effects of maternal nutrient restriction
between early-to-mid gestation on cardiac and skeletal
muscle in the young adult offspring following juvenile
onset obesity

L.L.Y. Chan, S.P. Sebert, H. Budge, M.E. Symonds,
D.S. Gardner1

Early Nutrition Research Unit, Academic Child Health, School
of Clinical Sciences, and 1School of Veterinary Medicine and
Science, University of Nottingham, United Kingdom

Objectives: Reduced nutrient supply during early organogen-
esis is established to have long term adverse outcomes in
metabolically active organs of the offspring following obesity.
Skeletal and cardiac muscle both have a high energetic
demand for glucose and lipid that is regulated, in part, by the
peroxisome proliferator activated receptor (PPAR)-g and its
coactivator (PGC)1a. It is hypothesized that a re-setting of
muscle metabolism during obesity would result in an
exacerbated adverse metabolic response in those offspring
born to nutrient restricted mothers.
Methods: Pregnant sheep (n 5 26) were randomly assigned to
a normal (7 MJ/day) or nutrient restricted diet (NR, 3.5 MJ/
day) from 30 to 80 d gestation (term 5 147 days) and fed to
requirements at all other times. Following weaning at 10
weeks postnatal age, offspring were reared in an environment
of restricted activity and increased availability of energy dense
food to promote fat deposition and, thus, juvenile obesity.

Two groups of offspring were exposed to this postnatal
intervention, those born to prenatal nutrient restricted (NR-
O, n 5 11) and control fed mothers (O, n 5 7). A further
group of control-fed offspring (n 5 8) remained on pasture,
and were therefore designated as lean (L). At , one year of
age all sheep were humanely euthanased and the Longissimus
Dorsi (LD) muscle and heart sampled, from which total RNA
was extracted and mRNA abundance determined. All results
were calculated using the 22DCT method and expressed as in
arbitrary units (a.u.) as a % of a L reference. Appropriate
institutional animal ethics committee approval was obtained.
Results: The triglyceride content of the LD was raised with
obesity irrespective of the prenatal nutritional environment
(L 23.9 6 1.2; O 35.7 6 2.9 mg/g (P , 0.05)) whilst this was
only raised in the hearts of offspring born to nutrient restricted
mothers (O 7.1 6 2.0; NR-O 20.2 6 3.4 mg/g (P , 0.05)).
PPARg gene expression was raised with obesity in the heart only
(L 1.00 6 0.15; O 2.21 6 0.72 a.u. (P,0.05)) but decreased in
both the LD (NR-O 0.77 6 0.12 a.u. (P , 0.05)) and heart of
the NR-O group. Pre-feeding plasma glucose was negatively
correlated (r2 0.984 (P , 0.001)) with LD PPARg gene
expression in obese offspring but positively correlated
(r2 0.823 (P 5 0.0125)) in NR-O offspring. In addition,
although mRNA abundance for PGC-1a in the heart was
decreased with obesity (L 1.00 6 0.08; O 0.55 6 0.10 a.u.
(P , 0.05)) it was unaffected by maternal diet, whereas prenatal
nutrient restriction reduced gene expression in the LD.
Conclusions: In conclusion, the excess lipid accumulation in
nutritionally programmed offspring following obesity may be
mediated in part by a reduced capacity for LD to deposit
triglycerides following obesity. This effect may be mediated
by a re-setting of PPARg action.

P-5A-161

Enhanced adipose tissue desaturation activity promotes
programmed obese phenotype in intrauterine growth
restricted newborns

J.K. Yee2, M.G. Ross1, W.N. Paul Lee2, M. Desai1

1Dept. of Ob/Gyn; 2Dept. of Pediatrics, LABioMed at
Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr. USA

Objective: Intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) leads to
increased risk of adult obesity and lipid abnormalities. Targets
for prevention and treatment of obesity include stearoyl-
CoA desaturase enzyme 1 (SCD1) which is expressed in
metabolically active organs. In adipose tissue, liver and
muscle, SCD1 converts stearate to oleate (C18:0 to C18:1)
and palmitate to palmitoleate (C16:0 to C16:1). Further,
oleate modulates central appetite suppression, which is
impaired in IUGR offspring. Maternal undernutrition during
rat pregnancy results in IUGR newborns. When allowed
rapid catch-up growth, IUGR offspring develop hypertrophic
adipocytes at 3 weeks of age prior to the development of
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hypertriglyceridemia and overt obesity, implicating adipose
tissue as a primary source of these abnormalities. We thus
hypothesized that upregulated SCD1 in IUGR offspring leads
to increased desaturation indices in adipose tissue prior to
onset of obesity. The desaturation indices (ratios of oleate/
stearate and palmitoleate/palmitate) which represent a
measure of SCD1 activity was studied in 3 week male IUGR
and Control offspring.
Methods: Control dams received ad libitum food from day 10
to 21 of gestation, and study dams were 50% food-restricted to
produce IUGR pups. All pups were nursed by Control dams
and male offspring were studied at 3 weeks of age. Adipose
tissue (non-visceral subcutaneous and visceral retroperitoneal),
liver, muscle, and plasma samples were saponified, fatty acids
extracted, and GC/MS performed. Desaturation indices were
determined for the oleate to stearate ratio and palmitoleate to
palmitate ratio from the relative intensities of gas chromatogram
peaks. Values are means 6 SE.
Results: IUGR males exhibited increased SCD1 activity in
adipose tissue, evidenced by significantly increased oleate/stearate
desaturation index in subcutaneous fat (3.5 6 0.1 vs. 3.2 6 0.1,
p , 0.05) and retroperitoneal fat (3.2 6 0.1 vs. 2.8 6 0.1,
p , 0.05). Similarly, palmitoleate/palmitate desaturation index
was increased in both fat depots of IUGR as compared to
Controls (subcutaneous: 0.06 6 0.01 vs. 0.04 6 0.01, p , 0.05;
retroperitoneal: 0.04 6 0.01 vs. 0.03 6 0.01, p , 0.05). In
contrast to adipose tissue, IUGR males showed significantly
decreased liver oleate/stearate desaturation index (0.19 6 0.01 vs.
0.25 6 0.03, P , 0.01). Muscle and plasma desaturation indices
were comparable to those of the Controls and the palmitoleate/
palmitate desaturation index was undetectable in liver, muscle
and plasma. Lastly, the overall liver stearate to palmitate ratio
was significantly increased in IUGR males as compared to
Controls (1.51 6 0.02 vs. 1.38 6 0.01, p , 0.01).
Conclusions: In IUGR male offspring, the reduced liver
desaturation index together with elevated stearate to palmitate
ratio indicates augmented stearate accumulation, either
from increased production or decreased desaturation. Addi-
tionally, the higher desaturation index in IUGR adipocytes
reflects increased propensity toward fat accrual owing to the
ability of adipose tissue to store more oleate than stearate.
These findings suggest that programmed changes in adipose
tissue may be the major contributory factor leading to adult
obesity in IUGR offspring. As these finding occur prior to the
development of obesity, preventative approaches may be
applicable during early postnatal life.

P-5A-162

DNA methylation in type 2 diabetes risk: A targeted
approach using genes identified in genome wide
association studies

H.R. Elliott1, M.S. Pearce2, J.C. Mathers1, M. Walker3,
C.L. Relton1

1Human Nutrition Research Centre, Institute for Ageing and
Health, Newcastle University, UK; 2Institute of Health and
Society, Newcastle University, UK; 3Institute of Cellular
Medicine, Newcastle University, UK

Objectives: Epigenetic mechanisms are believed to be
important in capturing early life exposures at a cellular level
and mediating changes in gene expression that have long term
effects on health. One important consideration when
confirming a role of epigenetic mechanisms in developmental
programming is to establish the relationship between
epigenetic variation and disease phenotype. The aim of this
study was to identify whether variation in DNA methylation
patterns are associated with risk of type 2 diabetes (T2D). A
targeted approach was adopted in which genes harbouring
SNPs associated with T2D, identified by genome wide
association studies (GWAS), were interrogated for putative
epigenetic perturbation.
Methods: Genes associated with T2D (and related traits) were
selected utilising evidence from published GWAS reports.
Accurate and sensitive quantification of DNA methylation
was conducted in 19 candidate genes (including FTO,
KCNQ1, PPAR gamma and KCNJ11) utilising the
Sequenom�R EpiTYPER�R , a high-throughput MALDI-
TOF based system. DNA samples were derived from the
Relationship between Insulin Sensitivity and Cardiovascular
Disease (RISC) cohort; a group of healthy individuals aged
between 30–60 years of age, with DNA samples collected at
baseline and 3 year follow-up. DNA samples from 11 subjects
were used to identify inter-individual variation in DNA
methylation with further analysis in 48 samples for the
KCNQ1 locus. Numerous biological, physiological and
lifestyle measures were also collected (including height,
weight, body fat, insulin sensitivity by euglycaemic hyper-
insulinaemic clamp measurements, oral glucose tolerance test,
lipid measurements, smoking and family history of disease).
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: DNA methylation was analysed at 941 CpG sites (up
to 52 CpG sites per gene) in a total of 40 amplicons in 19
genes. Methylation analysis using novel amplicons was
successful in 30 (75%) of the amplicons assayed. Fifteen
(37.5%) of the amplicons (in a total of 12 genes)
demonstrated variable methylation levels which were selected
for further analysis within the main RISC cohort. Regression
analysis of DNA methylation against T2D traits revealed a
number of statistically significant observations including
an inverse relationship between methylation of the KCNQ1
locus and HOMA-IR (insulin resistance) (regression coeffi-
cient indicating change in HOMA-IR per unit change in
DNA methylation; 20.03 [95% CI 20.05, 20.001]
p 5 0.008).
Conclusions: These data provide evidence that the
Sequenom�R EpiTYPER�R platform is a valuable high-
throughput system for population-based studies to assess
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variation in methylation in DNA derived from leucocytes. A
number of candidate genes showed inter-individual variation
in methylation and in turn were associated with T2D-related
traits within the RISC cohort. Further work is required to
establish the temporal relationship between methylation and
early life exposures. Acknowledgements: We thank EU FP5
and Astra Zeneca for funding to support RISC and the
Newcastle Healthcare Charity for funding to support DNA
methylation analysis.

P-5A-163

Gene expression profiling in the Cynomolgus macaque
Macaca fascicularis following spontaneous intrauterine
growth restriction

B.S. Emerald1, K. Chng1, R. Chia1, D. M. Sloboda3,
M. H. Vickers3, R. Kambadur1,2, P. D. Gluckman1,3

1Singapore Institute for Clinical Sciences, Singapore; 2Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore; 3Liggins Institute and the
National Research Centre for Growth and Development,
The University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand

Objective: Although an adverse early-life environment has
been linked to an increased risk for development of the
metabolic syndrome, the molecular mechanisms underlying
altered disease susceptibility are largely unknown. To under-
stand the possible molecular mechanisms involved we have
utilised a non-human primate model, the Macaca fascicularis
(Cynomolgus macaque) as they share with humans the same
progressive history of the metabolic syndrome. In the present
study we used birth weight as a surrogate marker indicating a
suboptimal early life environment in order to identify
potential early indicators of altered metabolic function and
studied the effect of low birth weight on gene expression in
key tissues collected from Cynomolgus macaque neonates.
Methods: Tissues were harvested from umbilical cord, hepatic
and skeletal muscle tissue in 4 appropriate and 4 growth
restricted female neonates. Liver and skeletal muscle samples
were collected at 5 days following birth. RNA was isolated
and used to hybridize the Agilent macaque gene expression
micro array.
Results: Using two-way factorial ANOVA, we have identified
1973 genes which were differentially expressed in the three
tissue types between the normal and low birth weight animals
(P , 0.05). Of these 1973 genes we have identified 250 genes
differently expressed (P , 0.05, .1.5 fold difference) in
liver, 850 genes differently expressed (P , 0.05, .1.5 fold
difference) in skeletal muscle and 891 genes differently
expressed (P , 0.05, .1.5 fold difference) in cord samples.
Of particular interest, four genes were common but
differentially regulated between the tissues (up regulated in
liver and muscle but down regulated in cords). Gene ontology
analysis identified that these genes were involved in different
metabolic processes such as cellular lipid metabolism, cellular

biosynthesis, cellular macromolecule synthesis, cellular nitro-
gen metabolism, cellular carbohydrate metabolism, cellular
catabolism, nucleotide and nucleic acid metabolism, biologi-
cal adhesion and development.
Conclusions: Gene expression profiling of metabolic tissues
and cord samples from low birth weight macaques have
identified novel genes which could be potential prognostic
markers for later life disease risk. Further detailed analyses of
these may improve our understanding of how alterations in
such genes due to adverse early life environment predisposes
towards metabolic syndrome. Support: BSE, RK and PDG
are supported by the Agency for Science, Technology and
Research (Singapore). PDG, DMS and MHV are funded by
the National Research Centre for Growth and Development
(New Zealand).

P-5A-164

Differences in adult height and waist circumference
explain gender differences in 2-hour plasma glucose levels

K. Færch1, D.R. Witte1, K. Borch-Johnsen1,2,
T. Jørgensen3,4, A. Vaag1

1Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark; 2Faculty of Health
Sciences, University of Aarhus, Denmark; 3Research Centre for
Prevention and Health, Glostrup, Denmark; 4Faculty of Health
Sciences, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Objective: Low adult height is strongly related to low birth
weight, so effects of height on glucose metabolism may be
related to intra-uterine growth. The prevalence of impaired
glucose tolerance (IGT) is higher in women than in men.
Currently, it is debated whether this higher prevalence in
women is caused by hormonal factors or whether it is simply
due to differences in body size between men and women and
thereby differences in the ability to dispose of the fixed
amount of 75 g glucose during an oral glucose tolerance test
(OGTT). The aim of this study was therefore to test the
hypothesis that men and women of same height and waist
circumference have similar 2-hour post OGTT plasma
glucose (2hPG) levels.
Methods: We used baseline data from 6,111 non-diabetic
men (n 5 3,007) and women (n 5 3,104) of the Inter99
study with available information on height, waist circumfer-
ence (WC), and 2hPG levels. Univariate analyses between
2hPG and height and between 2hPG and WC were
performed stratified by gender. Furthermore, a linear
regression model with 2hPG level as response variable and
height, WC, and gender as explanatory variables was tested.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: The mean 6 SD 2hPG levels were 5.99 6 1.83 for
men and 6.17 6 1.69 for women (p , 0.001 for diff.). In
both men and women we found associations between 2hPG
and WC (p , 0.001) and inverse associations between 2hPG
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and height (p , 0.001). When height, WC, and gender were
included as explanatory variables, there was no difference in
2hPG levels between men and women (p 5 0.881), whereas
both height and WC were still significantly associated with
2hPG levels (p , 0.001). The figure illustrates 2hPG levels
for men and women by height and WC strata.
Conclusions: Gender differences in 2hPG levels can be
explained by differences in body size between men and
women. This finding questions the validity of using the same
standard 75 g-OGTT for classifying IGT in men and women
of different body size. Acknowledgements: The Danish
Medical Research Council, DACEHTA, Novo Nordisk, the
Danish Heart Foundation, Danish Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion, as well as Augustinus, Ib Henriksen, and Becket
Foundations.
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Adrenal renin-angiotensin system signaling pathways in
maternal protein-restricted offspring: effect on sym-
pathoadrenal cell lineage differentiation and arterial
blood pressure

J.C.L. Frederico1, F.F. Mesquita2, D.B. Torres1,
S.R. Taboga3, J.A.R. Gontijo2, P.A. Boer1

1Department of Morphology, IBB, UNESP, CEP 18618-000,
Botucatu, SP, Brazil; 2Department of Clinic Medical, Faculty of
Medical Science, UNICAMP, Postal Code: 6111, CEP 13083-
887, Campinas, SP, Brazil; 3Department of Biology, Institute of
Biosciences, Humanities and Exact Sciences – IBILCE, UNESP,
CEP 15054-000, São José do Rio Prêto, SP, Brazil

During normal pregnancy, fetus is protected from higher
maternal glucocorticoid levels by placental 11b-hydroxyster-
oid dehydrogenase (11b-HSD), and the major mechanism
involved in the genesis of fetal programming is related with
decreased placental enzyme activity, causing overexposure to
maternal glucocorticoids. Glucocorticoids have been involved
in cromaffin cell differentiation as well as induction of the
enzyme tyrosine hydroxylase (TH). There are several studies
showing that some degree of gestational protein malnutrition
reduce 11b-HSD activity in parallel with development of
hypertension in the adult offspring. Otherwise, gestational
protein restriction affects offspring sympathoadrenal activity
and this activity is clearly implicated in the hypertension
pathogenesis. Additionally, adrenal compounds of renin-

angiotensin (AngII) system (RAS) are involved in adrenal
function as well as blood pressure control. The mechanism by
which glucocorticoid exert this effect is, however, unknown.
Objective: Our purpose was to determine possible alterations
in adrenal structure and localization/expression of TH and
RAS signaling pathway proteins in gestational protein
restricted male offspring at 16 weeks old.
Methods: Female Wistar rats were put with male Wistar rats.
At the day that we observed the presence of sperm in the
vaginal smear, the dams were submitted a normal (NP, 17%
protein), or low (LP, 6% protein) protein diet ad libitum
during all pregnancy. To our experiment we used only male
pups that, in the day of birth, were weighted and ano-genital
distance (AGD) measured. The systolic blood pressure (SBP)
was measured in conscious 6, 8, 10 12, 14 and 16-week-old
rats by an indirect tail-cuff method. With 16 weeks-old, the
animals were killed and adrenals processed for immunoblot-
ting and immunohistochemistry and morphometric analysis.
Results: We found significant reduction in LP birth weight
(5.7 6 0.1 vs. 6.3 6 0.1, p 5 0.008) at 16-wk old (315.4 6

22 vs. 343.1 6 23, p 5 0.006) offspring. The higher AGD
was observed in LP (0.52 6 0.02 vs. 0.43 6 0.01, p 5

0.0061). In LP, increased AP was verified from 10-wk
old (155.4 6 7.8 vs. 133.6 6 2.5, p 5 0.02) to 16-wk old
(174.1 6 2.4 vs. 151.1 6 2.64, p 5 0.0001) rats. No differ-
ence was found in adrenal total area despite enhanced
medullar/cortical ratio in LP with a higher medullar area
(14.36 6 0.6776 vs. 11.01 6 0.7903, p 5 0.0031), recipro-
cally to decreased TH expression in the 16-wk old offspring
(55.38 6 79.04 vs. 105.10 6 15.07, p 5 0.017). By blotting,
AngII receptors were increased in LP (AT1R, 552.5 6 25.9%,
P , 0.05 and AT2R, 124.3 6 22.4%, P , 0.05) compared
with controls. Also, RAS signaling pathways proteins (JAK-2,
195.6 6 21.4%, P , 0.05 and SOCS-3, 69.2 6 13.9%,
P , 0.05) were enhanced in LP compared to controls. These
findings were confirmed by immunohistochemistry in all
adrenal cortical zones and in medulla.
Conclusion: Protein restriction in uteri results in hyperten-
sion associated with increased RAS activity and higher adrenal
medullar area. This effect may occur accompanied by
adrenergic hyperactivity in part responsible by genesis and
maintenance of hypertension. The paradoxical TH fall could
also be related to down-regulated action of elevated adrenal
production of catecholamine. Support: FAPESP.
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Polymorphisms in genes within the HPA-axis are
associated with birth-weight and insulin resistance during
adolescence

J.J. Henderson1, S.W. White1, S.J. Lye2, Q.W. Ang1,
J.A. Marsh3, L. Briollais2, S. Louise3, L.J Beilin4,
J.P. Newnham1, T.Mori4, N. Warrington3, L.J. Palmer3,
C.E. Pennell1
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Objective: Suboptimal antenatal and postnatal environments
are associated with the development of the metabolic
syndrome in human populations and multiple species. Since
the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA-axis) has been
implicated in this developmental programming, we analysed
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in HPA-axis genes
for associations with fetal growth trajectories and insulin
resistance (IR) during adolescence.
Methods: 1415 population-based adolescents from the
Western Australian Pregnancy Cohort (Raine Cohort)
previously underwent serial ultrasound biometry of fetal
head (HC) and abdominal circumference (AC) and femur
length (FL) between 18–38 weeks’ gestation. Anthropometry
was measured at birth and the homeostasis model assessment
of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) was measured at 14-years.
545 tagged SNPs within 45 genes that regulate or interact
with HPA-axis function were identified and 499 of these were
successfully genotyped. Associations between HPA-axis SNPs
and HOMA-IR at 14-years were investigated using multi-
variate linear modelling including terms for diet, exercise,
maternal smoking and socioeconomic status. Gene:environ-
ment interactions involving sex and birth-weight were
explored. SNPs with significant associations with HOMA-
IR were tested for association with antenatal growth
trajectories. Linear mixed effects models were used to analyse
ultrasound anthropometrics (HC, AC, FL and HC/AC) and
random effects were fitted for each individual for slope and
intercept. Institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: HOMA-IR was elevated in 29% of the cohort
(3.5–3.9) with levels similar to those seen in adults with type-
2 diabetes. 27 SNPs within 10 HPA-axis genes were
associated with HOMA-IR in males and 55 SNPs within
22 genes were associated with HOMA-IR in females: five
genes were common to both sexes (IGF1R, IRS2, NR3C2,
PCSK2 and SLC2A1). Only one SNP was common to both
males and females, RS16999070, in PCSK2 where the minor
allele was associated with increased insulin resistance. In
males, of 16 SNPs associated with increased HOMA-IR (all
p , 0.05), three were associated with decreased ponderal
index at birth: RS9341105 in IGFBP2 (p 5 0.032);
RS2740210 in OXT (p 5 0.030); and RS11696561 in
PCSK2 (p 5 0.005). Further, of 11 SNPs associated with
decreased HOMA-IR (p , 0.05), two were associated with
fetal AC growth trajectories: RS2871865 in IGF1R
(p 5 0.007) and RS7686433 in NR3C2 (p 5 0.001). In
females, of 31 SNPs associated with increased HOMA-IR
(p , 0.05), four were associated with reduced antenatal

growth trajectories: RS7649121 in ADIPOQ (p 5 0.021);
RS975537 in CRHR2 (p 5 0.045); RS12916884 in IGF1R
(p 5 0.048); and RS11763517 in LEP (0.001). One was
associated with decreased ponderal index at birth: RS822391
in ADIPOQ (p 5 0.002). Further, of the 23 SNPs associated
with decreased HOMA-IR (all p , 0.05), four were asso-
ciated with increased antenatal growth trajectories:
RS10735380 (p 5 0.027), RS10860865 (p 5 0.027) and
RS2162679 (p 5 0.036) in IGF1; and RS17412368 in LEPR
(p 5 0.027). Complex interactions were identified between
birth-weight, SNP and HOMA-IR at 14-years for three SNPs
in males and six SNPs in females such that effects of the SNPs
on HOMA-IR were reduced in low birth-weight males and
increased in low birth-weight females.
Conclusion: These data demonstrate significant gene:
environment interactions between SNPs in HPA-axis genes,
intrauterine growth and HOMA-IR in adolescence which
require further evaluation and replication in other pregnancy
cohorts.

P-5A-167

Birthweight and mortality since the 1950s in a remote
Australian Aboriginal community

W.E. Hoy1, J.L. Nicol1

Centre for Chronic Disease, School of Medicine, University of
Queensland, Australia

Objectives: Low birthweight is a risk factor for death in
infants and children, and predisposes to chronic disease in
adults. Birthweights have historically been low in remote
Aboriginal Australia. We analysed associations of birthweight
with deaths in one Aboriginal community against a back-
ground of rapidly changing mortality over time, due to better
health services.
Methods: Participants were 996 people born alive between
1956 and 1985 to Aboriginal mothers in this community,
and for whom birthweights were recorded. For birth intervals
1956–1965, 1966–1975 and 1976–1985, mean (SD) birth-
weights were 2.64(0.49), 2.69(0.54) and 2.87(0.52) kg
respectively. Deaths were documented through 2006, and
infant (0 to ,1 year), childhood (1 to ,15 year) and young
adult deaths (15 to 36 years) were enumerated. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearances were obtained for
the studies generating these observations.
Results: Over the observation period there were dramatic falls
in natural deaths in all age groups and across the entire
birthweight spectrum. The death rates of infants born in the
third birth interval were 10% the rates of those born in the
first interval, while death rates of children born in the third
interval were only 1.5% the rates of those born in the first
interval. Against that background, birth weights below the
median for each birth cohort were associated with higher
mortality, with hazard ratios (HR, 95%CI) of 2.30 (1.3–4.7),
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1.74 (1.03–3.1) and 2.69 (1.3–5.6) for natural deaths in
infants, children and young adult respectively. Most strongly
segregated among those of lower birthweight were ‘‘gastro-
intestinal’’ deaths in infants, HR 5.2 (1.2–23), and ‘‘pulmonary’’
deaths in children HR 2.1 (0.94–4.7), while, in adults,
pulmonary deaths were strongly associated with lower birth-
weights, 8.1(1.2–62), as was the combined endpoint of renal
and/or cardiovascular deaths, HR 4.1(1.4–14).
Conclusions: The survival disadvantage associated with lower
birthweight is confirmed for Aboriginal infants and children.
It is also documented for the first time for Aboriginal adults,
supporting the Barker hypothesis. Better services have
dramatically reduced mortality of infants and children in all
birthweight categories, which must be applauded. However,
improved survival of low birthweight infants has resulted in a
population of adults at higher risk for adult death. The
current trend of improving birthweights promises further
reductions in mortality.

P-5A-168

Differential response in global DNA methylation patterns
by high fat overfeeding in low birth weight subjects
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B. Yang3, E. Lara2, V. Calvanese2, E. Nilsson1, C. Ling3,
A.F. Fernandez2, M. Esteller2, M.F. Fraga2, P. Poulsen1,
A. Vaag1

1Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark; 2Cancer Epigenetics
Laboratory, Spanish National Cancer Research Centre, Madrid,
Spain; 3Department of Clinical Sciences, Diabetes and
Endocrinology Research Unit, University Hospital Malmö, Lund
University, Malmö, Sweden

Objective: For decades the association between low birth
weight (LBW) and increased risk of metabolic diseases such as
type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease and hypertension, has
been proposed to involve epigenetic mechanisms, including
DNA methylation1. Recent research indicates a time
dependent role of epigenetic programming of LBW subjects
in utero2, and environmental factors appear to have a
modulating role as epigenetic patterns diverge in monozygotic
twin pairs with increasing age3. As unhealthy diets are
associated with an increased risk of metabolic disease a dietary
challenge could unmask a potential role of DNA methyla-
tions in the development of disease. Based on these findings,
we investigated differences in global DNA methylation levels
between LBW and normal birth weight (NBW) subjects.
Additionally, we challenged the subjects with a 5-day high-fat
overfeeding diet to clarify whether LBW subjects respond
differently to the deleterious effects of an unhealthy diet.
Furthermore, we investigated the correlation between DNA
methylation and gene expression.
Methods: Seventeen young LBW men and 22 matched
controls with NBW, received both a 5-day high-fat (60E%)

overfeeding (150% energy) and a weight maintaining control
diet in a randomized crossover fashion. DNA was extracted
from skeletal muscle biopsies and global DNA methylation
measured at 27,578 CpG sites covering 14,475 gene
promoters by the Illumina Infinium Bead Array. Gene
expression was studied in a subset of genes by low density
arrays and quantitative real-time PCR. Appropriate institu-
tional ethnic committee clearance and participant’s informed
consent were obtained.
Results: Few differences in DNA methylation patterns were
observed between NBW and LBW subjects during the
control (2.7%) diet. An increased proportion of genes
changed in DNA methylation between NBW and LBW
subjects during the overfeeding diet (5.9%) (X2: p , 0.001).
The largest response to the high fat overfeeding diet was
observed in NBW subjects were 25.1% of the genes changed
in DNA methylation, whereas only 5.7% changed in the
LBW subjects (X2: p , 0.001). The maximum diet induced
change in methylation was 8.5% within the NBW and 8.2%
within the LBW subjects, whereas methylation differences
between NBW and LBW subjects were 10.2% during the
control and 10.9% during the overfeeding diet. Week
correlations were observed between DNA methylation and
gene expression.
Conclusions: The similar DNA methylation patterns
observed between NBW and LBW subjects indicate only
few epigenetic effects of in utero programming. However,
high fat overfeeding revealed dynamic changes in DNA
methylation patterns in NBW, but not LBW subjects. We
speculate that the limited response in LBW subjects,
unmasked by the unhealthy diet, can have implications for
the increased risk of metabolic disease throughout life.

1. J.C. Mathers, Forum Nutr., 60:42–8, 2007.
2. B.T. Heijmans, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 105:

17046–17049, 2008.
3. M.F. Fraga, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 102:10604–10609,

2005.
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Transgenerational programming of insulin resistance by
early post-natal overfeeding in mice
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1Fundació Sant Joan de Déu, Sta Rosa 39-57, 08950,
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Medical School, Endocrine Division, 300 Longwood Ave,
02115, Boston, MA, USA; 3Hospital Sant Joan de Déu,
Endocrine Division,Passeig Sant Joan de Deu2, 08950,
Barcelona, Spain

Developmental Origins of Adult Health and Disease
Hypothesis proposes that alterations of the peri-natal
environment increases the prevalence of metabolic syndrome
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in adulthood. In humans it has been well documented that
many rural populations are rapidly transitioning to environ-
ments where nutrition is highly affluent during childhood
and infancy. Thus, this ‘nutritional transition’ may have
deleterious consequences on adult health by affecting post-
natal early development. Even more, there is evidence
suggesting that these effects may perpetuate and manifest
into the following generation (i.e. transgenerational program-
ming of disease). Despite this, few studies have examined
adaptive molecular mechanisms during early post-natal
development when offspring is exposed to over-nutrition.
Objectives: Therefore, our specific aims are: (1) First, to
develop a mouse model of early postnatal overnutrion-
associated diabetes to understand molecular mechanisms of
disease. (2) Second, to explore whether postnatal over-
nutrition may influence second generation offspring meta-
bolism.
Methods: Here we have developed a mouse model of
immediate postnatal overfeeding by reducing the size of the
litter during the suckling period to 4 pups/ dam. At weaning,
all mice are maintained on a regular chow diet until
sacrificed.
Results: We show that male mice overfed during the suckling
period (over-nutrition group, O-N) develop many features of
the metabolic syndrome by age four months: Fed and fasted
hyperinsulinemia (Control 5 1.39 6 0.36 ng/ml, O-N 5 9.7 6

3.55 ng/ml; p , 0.05), insulin resistance as assessed by intraper-
itoneal insulin tolerance test (Area Under the Curve; C 5 3.9,
O-N 5 4.4; p 5 0.02) and obesity (% epidydymal fat;
C 5 1.34 6 0.28%, O-N 5 2.32 6 0.38; p 5 0.05). Next, we
explored whether metabolic dysregulation, in males, progresses
to next generation offspring in the absence of any other
additional nutritional interventions. Strikingly, O-N-F2 male
mice also develop both fed and fasting hyperinsulinemia by
age four months as compared to controls (Fed insulin: C-
F2 5 1.89 6 0.36 ng/ml; O-N-F2 5 3.0 6 0.73 ng/ml; p 5

0.08) (Fasting insulin: C-F2 5 0.27 6 0.02 ng/ml; O-N-
F2 5 0.45 6 0.06 ng/ml; p 5 0.02).
Conclusions: Thus, this data supports that insulin resistance
progresses from first to second generation offspring through
the paternal lineage. This effect is specific to glucose-insulin
metabolism, since the obese phenotype does not progress to
second generation offspring: Body weight and % body fat are
similar in both groups. Together, our data suggests that post-
natal overfeeding, prior to weaning, predisposes individuals to
insulin resistance and obesity during adulthood. In our mouse
model, insulin resistance, but not obesity, progresses to next
generation offspring through the paternal lineage. This data
implicates that a complex array of molecular events might
underlay transgenerational progression of adult pheno-
types. In particular, we propose that trans-paternal inheri-
tance of hyperinsulinemia might be mediated by epigenetic
mechanisms, primarily DNA methylation, since males
contribute to second generation offspring through transmis-
sion of DNA only. In summary, we demonstrate that early

nutrition may influence across-generations metabolism,
thereby influencing adult health and disease in, at least, one
generation later.

P-5A-170

Preterm birth: a risk factor for type 2 diabetes? – The
Helsinki Birth Cohort Study

E. Kajantie1,2, C. Osmond3, D.J.P. Barker3,4,
J.G. Eriksson1,5,6,7

1Department of Chronic Disease Prevention, National Institute
for Health and Welfare, 00300 Helsinki, Finland; 2Hospital for
Children and Adolescents, Helsinki University Central Hospital,
00029 HUS, Finland; 3Medical Research Council Epidemiology
Resource Centre and Developmental Origins of Health and
Disease Division, University of Southampton, Southampton
SO16 6YD, UK; 4Department of Medicine, Heart Research
Center, Oregon Health and Science University, Portland,
Oregon 97201-3098, USA; 5Department of General
Practise and Primary Health Care, University of Helsinki,
00014 Helsinki, Finland; 6Vasa Central Hospital, Vasa,
Finland; 7Helsinki University Central Hospital, Helsinki,
Finland

Objective: The risk of type 2 diabetes is increased in people
with a lower birth weight. Low birth weight can be a
consequence of slow fetal growth or short gestation, or both.
While the link of slow fetal growth with type 2 diabetes is
well established, recent studies have suggested that people
born preterm could also carry an increased risk. We assessed
this question in the Helsinki Birth Cohort Study.
Methods: The Helsinki Birth Cohort includes 13345 men
and women born in Helsinki between 1934 and 1944 and
resident in Finland in 1971. Of them, 12598 had adequate
data for gestational age at birth, based on the mother’s last
menstrual period, and were included in the present study. We
based the diagnosis of diabetes on special medication
reimbursement, which in Finland is granted on the basis of
a physician at National Social Insurance Institution reviewing
each case history. Data were analysed with logistic regression.
The study protocol was accepted by the local Ethics
Committee.
Results: 761 people (5.7%) had received special reimburse-
ment for medication for diabetes. They were characterised
by slower fetal growth: the odds ratio for one SD lower
birth weight relative to duration of gestation was 1.19 (95%
CI 1.10 to 1.29). Independent of this association, the
risk of diabetes was also higher in people who were born
before 35 completed weeks of gestation; this is shown in
the Table.
Conclusions: Preterm birth before 35 weeks of gestation is
associated with an increased risk of type 2 diabetes in adult
life. The risk is independent of that associated with slow
fetal growth.
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Table. Odds ratios for diabetes according to gestational age
at birth.

,35 weeks 35 to ,37 weeks

37 to ,42 weeks

(Term) >42 weeks

N of subjects with

diabetes/total N

21/173 (12.1%) 20/496 (4.0%) 606/10783 (5.6%) 84/1146 (7.3%)

Model 1 2.23 (1.40 to

3.55)

0.69 (0.43 to

1.08)

1.0 1.25 (0.99 to

1.59)

Model 2 2.12 (1.24 to

3.63)

0.72 (0.44 to

1.18)

1.0 1.20 (0.93 to

1.54)

Model 1: adjusted for sex and year of birth. Model 2: adjusted for sex, year of birth, mother’s BMI
during late pregnancy, socio-economic status in childhood, parity and birth weight relative to duration
of gestation.

P-5A-171

Intergenerational effects on ischemic heart disease risk:
The Guangzhou Biobank Cohort Study

S. Kavikondala1, C.Q. Jiang2, W.S. Zhang2, K.K. Cheng3,
T.H. Lam1, G.M. Leung1, C.M. Schooling1

1Department of Community Medicine and School of Public
Health, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, The University
of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, China; 2Guangzhou
Occupational Diseases Prevention and Treatment Centre,
Guangzhou Number 12 Hospital, Guangzhou, China;
3Department of Public Health and Epidemiology, University
of Birmingham, UK

Background: Sexual divergence in premature morbidity and
mortality from ischemic heart disease (IHD) widens with
economic development. We have previously hypothesized
and shown in recently developed or developing populations
that pre-adult environment has sex-specific impacts on IHD
risk, perhaps because of environmentally driven increases in
pubertal sex-steroids. Both maternal and contemporaneous
pubertal environment may affect pubertal sex-steroids. Here,
in a rapidly developing southern Chinese population, we
tested the hypothesis that maternal environment distinct from
paternal environment (both proxied by literacy) also has sex-
specific impacts on IHD risk (proxied by Framingham score).
Methods: In 19,748 older (>50 years) adults from The
Guangzhou Biobank Cohort Study (phases 2 and 3)
examined in 2005–8, we used multivariable linear regression
to assess the adjusted associations of maternal and paternal
literacy with Framingham score and whether these associa-
tions varied by sex.
Results: Maternal, but not paternal, literacy had different
associations with Framingham score by sex. Maternal literacy
was associated with lower Framingham score in women
(20.19, 95% confidence interval (CI) 20.32 to 20.07) but
not in men (0.09, CI 20.04 to 0.21) adjusted for age, study
phase, leg length, seated height, age of menarche (women),
life course socio-economic position and paternal literacy.
Conclusions: Intergenerational environmental conditions
may have sex-specific impacts on IHD risk, perhaps driven

by maternal sex-steroids. To what extent increasing levels of
sex-steroids with economic development underlie correspond-
ing changes in patterns of IHD or explain observed inter-
generational effects, such as the negative association between
birth weight and IHD, remains to be determined.

P-5A-172

Prediction of body fat percentage from skin-fold and
bio-impedance measurements in Indian school children

S.H. Kehoe1, G.V. Krishnaveni2, H. Lubree3, A.K.Wills1,
A. Kurpad4, S.R. Veena2, D.S. Bhat3, C.S. Yajnik3,
C.H.D. Fall1

1Medical Research Council – Epidemiology Resource Centre,
University of Southampton, Southampton General Hospital,
Tremona Road, Southampton, UK; 2Epidemiology Research
Institute, Holdsworth Memorial Hospital, Mysore, India;
3Diabetes Unit, KEM Hospital, Rasta Peth, Pune 411011,
Maharashtra, India; 4St. John’s Research Institute, St. John’s
National Academy of Health Sciences, Bangalore, India

Objective: Developmental origins research often requires
measurement of body composition in large numbers of
participants. ‘Bedside’ methods such as anthropometry and
bio-impedance analysis (BIA) are frequently used. South
Asians have a more adipose body composition than other
ethnic groups for a given Body Mass Index. There are
currently no equations developed using a primary reference
method for calculating body fat percentage (BF%) from skin-
folds or BIA in South Asian children. Our objective was to
investigate the agreement between BF% from a primary
reference method and that predicted from published skin-fold
and BIA equations in Indian children.
Method: We measured BF% using primary reference
methods in two groups of Indian children. In Pune, 698
children aged 6 years underwent DEXA scans. We adminis-
tered Doubly Labelled Water (DLW) to 59 children aged 9
years living in Mysore and from this derived BF% using the
equation: BF % 5 100 3 (Weight – TBW/0.77)/Weight,
where TBW 5 Total Body Water. In both groups, at the time
of BF% assessment, we measured sub-scapular and triceps
skin-fold, weight, height, and bio-impedance at 50 kHz using
standardised methods. We used the published equations of
Shaikh (SH)1 and Slaughter (SL) 2 to calculate BF% from
skin-folds and the ‘Bodystat’ manufacturer’s equation to do
the same for BIA measurements. We tested the agreement
between these calculated values of BF% and those derived
from DEXA and DLW. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and informed consent were obtained.
Results: In Pune the mean (SD) weight was 16.2 kg (2.2) and
height was 110.0 cm (6.2). The mean (SD) BF% derived
from DEXA was 18.2% (4.5) for boys and 21.2 (5.2) for
girls. Mean (SD) weight of the Mysore children was 24.1 kg
(3.5) and height was 128.2 cm (5.6). BF% from DLW was
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21.6% for boys (n 5 30) and 29.2% for girls (n 5 29).
Scatter-plots and Bland-Altman analysis showed poor agree-
ment between the BF% values derived from the primary
reference methods and those from the SH equations in both
populations. The SH equations over-predicted body fat at
lower levels of BF% and under-predicted at higher levels. The
SL equations under-predicted BF% of all children except
those with a BF% , 5 10 as measured by DEXA. There was
no systematic bias for the BIA equations, although the limits
of agreement (LoA) were wide (in Pune mean bias: 14.2LoA
26.6, 16.0; in Mysore mean bias 11.95 LoA –7.84, 11.74).
Conclusion: Currently available equations for calculating
body fat percentage from skin-folds in children do not
accurately predict body fat percentage in these two groups of
Indian children. We recommend that equations be specifi-
cally developed for South Asian children. The BIA equation
predicts BF% most accurately at the group level and may be
useful for investigating differences between populations or
changes over time.

1. S. Shaikh, D. Mahalanabis. Am J Hum Biol, 16:278–288,
2004.

2. M.H. Slaughter et al. Hum Biol, 60:709–723, 1988.
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Adiposity, insulin resistance and CVD risk factors in 9–10
year old Indian children: Relationships with birth size and
postnatal growth

G.V. Krishnaveni1, S.R. Veena1, J.C. Hill2, A.K. Wills2,
S.C. Karat1, C.H.D. Fall2

1Epidemiology Research Unit, Holdsworth Memorial Hospital,
Mysore 570021, India; 2MRC Epidemiology Resource Centre,
Southampton General Hospital, Southampton SO166YD, UK

Objective: Fetal undernutrition, resulting in lower birth size
and poor infant growth, may have adverse implications for
the subsequent development of cardiovascular risk factors
even during childhood. We aimed to examine the associations
of birth measurements, current size and postnatal growth on
the risks of insulin resistance and other cardiovascular risk
markers in 9–10 year old Indian children.
Methods: Five hundred and eighty nine children born to
mothers with normal glucose tolerance during the index
pregnancy had detailed measurements taken at birth and
every 6–12 months thereafter until the age of 9.5 years. At
9.5 years, 479 children (255 boys), available for follow-up,
underwent a 2-hr oral glucose tolerance test, and systolic
(SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP; automated BP
monitor) and plasma lipid concentrations were measured.
The study was approved by the Holdsworth Memorial
Hospital, Mysore, research ethics committee and informed
consent was obtained from parents and children.
Results: There were strong positive associations between
adiposity at birth (triceps and subscapular skinfold thickness),

and at 9.5 years. The children’s current size, especially
subscapular skinfold measurements, were positively associated
with glucose (P , 0.05) and insulin concentrations
(P , 0.001), HOMA insulin resistance (P , 0.001), SBP
(P , 0.001) and DBP (P 5 0.04). Lower birthweight was
associated with higher fasting glucose concentrations
(b 5 20.13, P 5 0.003, adjusted for age and sex), indepen-
dent of current subscapular skinfolds (P 5 0.002). Shorter
length at birth was also associated with higher fasting glucose
(P 5 0.002) and HOMA (P 5 0.04) after adjusting for
current adiposity. Lower birthweight was associated with
higher insulin concentrations (P , 0.05 for all), HOMA
(P , 0.001) and higher SBP (P 5 0.002) after adjusting for
current weight. The highest values for HOMA were observed
in children who had lower birthweight and higher 9.5-year
weight, height or adiposity (Figure 1). However, there were
no significant interactions between birthweight and current
size for any outcomes. Increase in size, particularly condi-
tional height growth from birth to 2, 2–5 and 5–9.5 years was
associated with higher HOMA and SBP.
Conclusions: Greater postnatal growth and higher current
adiposity are associated with higher cardiovascular risk
factors in 9-10 year old Indian children. Our study gives
some evidence for an association between reduced birth size
and altered glucose and insulin metabolism, independent
of current adiposity. Support: The Parthenon Trust, Switzer-
land, the Wellcome Trust and the Medical Research Council,
UK.
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Figure 1. HOMA insulin resistance of Mysore children according to
thirds of birthweight and current weight.
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Duration of breastfeeding and the development of
cardiovascular disease risk factors in young adulthood in
Cebu, Philippines

N.R. Lee1, J.B. Borja1, L.S. Adair2

1USC Office of Population Studies Foundation, Inc., Cebu,
Philippines; 2Department of Nutrition, University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, North Carolina, USA
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Objective: The aim of this study is to examine the association
between the duration of breastfeeding and development of
hypertension, insulin resistance and dyslipidemia in young
adulthood in a lower-income country such as the Philippines.
In addition, we aim to explore whether these associations
differ by gender.
Methods: We used data from 1,616 participants (901 males
and 715 females) of the Cebu Longitudinal Health and
Nutrition Survey who were born between 1983 to 1984.
Breastfeeding data were collected prospectively from the
mother every 2 months from birth to two years. Duration
of any breastfeeding was categorized into ,6 months and
>6 months. Outcome measures were collected in 2005
and included: hypertension (systolic blood pressure
>140 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure >90 mmHg),
insulin resistance (homeostasis model assessment for insulin
resistance (HOMA-IR) index .4.65) and dyslipidemia
(triglycerides >150 mg/dl). To estimate the association
between breastfeeding duration and the outcomes, we used
logistic regression models adjusted for birthweight, baseline
maternal characteristics (age, number of prior pregnancies,
and education), household SES (income, assets), environ-
mental hygiene, and urbanicity. Weight at the time of
outcome measurement may be a mediating factor of the
effect of breastfeeding duration on the outcomes; thus,
we did not adjust for adult weight to capture the overall
effect of breastfeeding duration. Heterogeneity of associa-
tions by gender were determined using likelihood ratio tests
(alpha set at P , 0.10). Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent
were obtained.
Results: About 24.4% were breastfed for less than 6 months
and in 2005, 6.9% had hypertension, 6.5% had insulin
resistance and 14.6% had high triglyceride values. Gender
was a significant modifier of the effect of breastfeeding
duration on insulin resistance (p , 0.05) and dyslipidemia
(p , 0.01) but not on its effect on hypertension. Breastfeed-
ing for at least 6 months was associated with lower odds of
insulin resistance (OR: 0.41, CI 0.22–0.76, p , 0.01) and
lower odds of having high triglyceride levels (OR: 0.62, CI
0.42–0.91, p 5 0.01) among males but not among females
(OR: 1.25, CI 0.62–2.52, p 5 0.53 and OR: 1.87, CI
0.91–3.84, p 5 0.09, respectively). Breastfeeding duration
was not associated with developing hypertension in young
adulthood.
Conclusions: Results suggest that breastfeeding for at least 6
months may decrease the likelihood of developing insulin
resistance and dyslipidemia among males. These support the
intensification of programs that promote breastfeeding to
potentially lower cardiovascular disease prevalence, especially
in resource-poor countries. Possible mechanisms that may
explain the heterogeneity of effect by gender need to be
investigated. Support: NIH/NICHHD 1R01HD054501-
01A2 (Modeling the Developmental Origins of Adult Disease
Risk Factors).
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The counts reference ranges of neutrophils from periph-
eral blood and primary utility in diagnosis of septicemia
in very-low-birth-weight infants in southwest China

J. Yu, J. Wang

Department of Neonatology, Children’s Hospital of Chongqing
Medical University, China (400014)

Objective: to build a counts reference ranges of neutrophils
from peripheral blood, analyze the influencing factors and
evaluate the utility in the diagnosis of sepsis in very-low-birth-
weight (BLBW) infants.
Method: clinic datum were collected without perinatal and
neonatal complication, the reference ranges for absolute total
neutrophil count (ATN), absolute total immature neutrophil
count (ATI) and proportion of immature neutrophils to total
neutrophils (I/T ratio) from peripheral blood were built and
some influencing factors were analyzed by group comparison.
Result: The peak value of white blood cell count (WBC)
occurred between 12 and 18 hours after birth with a upper
limit of 24,000/mm3. At birth, the neutrophil percentage of
WBC was 0.63, and maintained the same proportion with
lymphocyte percentage during 8 to 15days. Afterward, the
lymphocyte occupied a proportion of 0.60 in the WBC. ATN
reference range was showed a peak at about 10 hours after
birth, with a upper limit of 19,000/mm3 and a lower limit of
5,700/mm3, which remained unchanged after 60 hours, with
a upper limit of 8,200/mm3 and a lower limit of 2,000/mm3.
Only one case (3.3%) of ATI and I/T values obtained from
the ‘‘normal’’ VLBW neonates was outside the previously
abroad reference ranges. VLBW infants of the females, single
birth and earlier gestational age had significantly higher ATN
counts (p , 0.05). One of 3 cases of definite neonatal
septicemia was demonstrated neutropenia, and the others had
neutrophilia with elevated ATI and I/T ratio.
Conclusion: the domestic reference ranges for ATN differ
from the abroad ones, and the utility of this reference
ranges in the diagnosis of neonatal septicemia requires further
study.

P-5A-176

Prenatal food and micronutrient supplementation have
effects on metabolic status in early childhood, a
randomised trial in rural Bangladesh (the MINIMat trial)

E. Lindström1, LÅ. Persson1, S. Basu2, S. El Arifeen3,
R. Raqib3, EC. Ekström1

1International Maternal and Child Health, Department of
Women’s and Children’s Health, Uppsala University, Sweden;
2Clinical Nutrition and Metabolism, Department of Public
Health and Caring Science, Uppsala University, Uppsala,
Sweden; 3International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research
(ICDDR,B), Dhaka, Bangladesh
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Objective: In a setting where poor nutrition is common we aim
to investigate the effects of prenatal food and micronutrient
supplementation on metabolic status in early childhood.
Methods: A randomised intervention trial was performed in
4436 pregnant women in rural Bangladesh (the MINIMat trial).
Women were randomly allocated to receive promotion to start
food supplementation early in pregnancy or no such promotion
and to receive multiple micronutrients or iron-folate supple-
ments (30 or 60 mg of iron). In a randomly selected subset of
the offspring at 4 years (n 5 1335) blood glucose was measured
and plasma samples analysed for apoA1, apoB, cholesterol,
HDL, LDL, triglycerides, and insulin. Intent-to-treat analysis
was used to evaluate the effects of supplementations. Appro-
priate institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: Children born to women in the group introduced to
early food supplementation had lower apoB (p , 0.05), chole-
sterol (p , 0.05), glucose (p , 0.001), and LDL (p , 0.05) than
children born to women receiving food supplements later in
pregnancy. In addition, multiple micronutrients resulted in
lower glucose than supplementation with folate and 60 mg of
iron (p , 0.01) as well as lower insulin compared to
supplementation with folate and 30 mg of iron (p , 0.05).
Conclusions: An intervention of food supplementation and
multiple micronutrients starting early in pregnancy had
favourable effects on blood glucose and lipid profile in 4-year
old children in Bangladesh.

P-5A-177

Food restriction during gestation and impaired fasting
glucose or glucose tolerance and type 2 diabetes mellitus
in adulthood: evidence from the Dutch Hunger Winter
Families Study

L.H. Lumey1, A.D. Stein2, H.S. Kahn3

1Mailman School of Public Health, Columbia University, New
York, New York 10032, USA; 2Rollins School of Public Health,
Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia 30322, USA; 3Division of
Diabetes Translation, Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion, Atlanta, Georgia 30341, USA

Objective: Several studies have reported inverse associations
between birth weight and risk of type 2 diabetes mellitus
(DM2), but few have related these observations to maternal
undernutrition. We use the circumstances of the Dutch
Hunger Winter of 1944–45 to relate maternal undernutrition
in pregnancy to impaired fasting glucose (IFG, 100–125 mg/
dl), impaired glucose tolerance (IGT, 2-h post-challenge
glucose 140–199 mg/dl) and to type 2 diabetes (DM2,
diabetes history or fasting glucose . 5 126 mg/dl or 2-h
glucose . 5 200 mg/dl) among adult offspring evaluated by
detailed history and conventional oral glucose tolerance tests.
Methods: We studied adults born in one of three hospitals in
affected cities in the western Netherlands to mothers exposed

to famine immediately prior to or during pregnancy (n 5 359)
or born in the same hospitals to mothers not exposed to famine
during pregnancy (n 5 299); and non-exposed same-sex
siblings of individuals in the above two groups (n 5 313).
We defined partially overlapping intervals of famine exposure in
gestational weeks 1–10, 11–20, 21–30, or 31 through delivery
based on available rations of ,900 kcal/day throughout the
gestational-age interval. Offspring exposed in at least one such
interval were considered to have ‘‘any’’ exposure. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: The examined offspring included 956 adults (mean
age 58 y, 46% men) with adequate information to assign each
individual to one of the mutually exclusive states of glucose
regulation as follows: 116 had isolated IFG, 58 had isolated
IGT, 44 had both IFG and IGT (IFG 1 IGT), 131 had
DM2, and 607 were normoglycemic. Compared to the
normoglycemic reference group, the age and gender-adjusted
odds ratio (OR) of any famine exposure for isolated IFG was
0.93 (95%CI: 0.60–1.43), for isolated IGT 0.60 (CI:
0.32–1.13), for IFG 1 IGT 1.19 (CI: 0.62–2.28), and for
DM2 1.88 (CI: 1.25–2.82; p 5 0.002). These OR point
estimates were each attenuated by , 15% with additional
adjustment for waist circumference, but the famine associa-
tion with DM2 remained statistically significant (OR 1.64;
CI: 1.07–2.51; p 5 0.02). The adjusted OR relative to
normoglycemia for the combined states of isolated IFG or
isolated IGT was 0.82 (CI: 0.56–1.18) and for the combined
states of IFG 1 IGT or DM2 was 1.69 (CI: 1.18–2.42;
p 5 0.005). We found no clear differences in ORs across
categories of 10-week gestational-age exposures to famine.
Conclusions: Famine exposure in pregnancy was associated
with an increased likelihood of offspring DM2 but not of
isolated IFG or isolated IGT. The likelihood of offspring
IFG 1 IGT among famine-exposed individuals was inter-
mediate. Our data suggest that prenatal undernutrition may
particularly affect the more severe manifestations of glucose
dysregulation, involving the IFG and IGT pathways in
combination.

P-5A-178

Blood pressure in 21
2-year-old children born extremely

preterm

M. Norman, A. Rakow, A.K. Edstedt Bonamy, L. Swartling,
S. Johansson, M. Vanpee

Department of Clinical Science, Intervention and Technology,
and Department of Woman and Child Health, Karolinska
Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

Objective: Adolescents and young adults born preterm have
elevated blood pressure (BP).1,2 Little is known about the
emergence of high BP in young children surviving extremely
preterm birth (EXPT).
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Methods: Population-based study of 45 EXPT (gestational age
23–26 weeks, mean birth weight 773 [169] g) surviving to a
corrected postnatal age of 32 [1.7] months, and 42 matched
controls born at term (BW 3540 [441] g). After 15 min
acclimatization in the room and 5 min rest in sitting position,
systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP) BP were measured in the up-
right sitting position using a validated oscillometric BP-device
(Omron HEM-907). Data are mean [SD] or proportions (%).
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
parents’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Blood pressures were successfully measured in 75 of
87 children (86%). There were no differences in postnatal
age, gender distribution or resting heart rate (mean 103 and
102 min21, respectively) between EXPT and controls. In
addition, SBP (mean 100 [11] vs 97 [8.1] mmHg, p 5 0.16)
did not differ significantly between EXPT and controls.
However, DBP was higher in EXPT (mean 69 [12] compared
to controls 62 [9.2] mmHg, p 5 0.004) despite that EXPT
were on average 2.1 kg lighter (p , 0.001) and 5.7 cm shorter
(p , 0.001) than controls. The proportion of boys with an
age, gender and height adjusted SBP .90th percentile3 was
16/21 (76%) in EXPT and 6/19 (31%) in controls
(p 5 0.004). The corresponding proportions for girls were
7/16 (44%) and 4/17 (24%) (p 5 0.22).
Conclusions: A large proportion of children, especially boys,
born extremely preterm have elevated systolic and diastolic
blood pressures already at a corrected age of 21

2 years.

1. Edstedt Bonamy A.K. et al. Pediatr Res 2005;58, 845–849,
2005.

2. Johansson S. et al. Circulation 2005; 112:3430–3436,
2005.

3. The Forth Report on the Diagnoses, Evaluation and
Treatment of High Blood Pressure in Chidren and
Adolescents, National High Blood Pressure Education
Program Working group on High pressure in Children
and Adolescents. Pediatrics, 114: 555–576, 2004.
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associations of size at birth and weight gain in infancy
and childhood with adult diabetes risk in five low- or
middle-income country birth cohorts

S.A. Norris1, C. Osmond2, Z. Kimmie1, A.D. Stein3, C.
Kuzawa4, N.R. Lee5, D. Gigante6, M. Ramirez-Zea7, N.
Tandon8, R. Lakshmy9, C.H.D. Fall2 and COHORTS
group
1Birth to Twenty Research Programme, University of the
Witwatersrand, South Africa; 2MRC Epidemiology Resource
Centre, University of Southampton, UK; 3Hubert Department of
Global Health, Emory University, USA; 4Department of Anthro-
pology, Northwestern University, USA; 5Office of Population
Studies Foundation, Philippines; 6Universidade Federal de Pelotas,
Brazil; 7Institute of Nutrition of Central American and Panama,

Guatemala; 8Department of Cardiac Biochemistry, All India
Institute of Medical Sciences, India; 9Department of Endocrinology,
All India Institute of Medical Sciences, India

Objective: The aim of this study is to investigate associations
of size at birth and infant and child growth with adult
diabetes among 5 low- or middle- income country cohorts.
Methods: Data from 6501 participants (47% female) aged
15–32 years were pooled from COHORTS (Consortium on
Health-Orientated Research in Transitional Societies - Brazil,
Guatemala, India, Philippines, South Africa). Exposure
measures were birth size (z-score; WHO 2006) and infant
and child growth (conditional weight at 24 and 48 months).
Outcome measures were impaired fasting glucose (IFG;
glucose >6.1 mmol/l and ,7.0 mmol/l) and diabetes
(glucose >7.0 mmol/l and/or prior medical diagnosis). We
combined these into one outcome measure (IFG/diabetes).
We adjusted for age, sex, socio-economic status at birth,
maternal education, adult height and adult waist circumfer-
ence (WC). Each cohort study was approved by an
appropriate institutional ethics committee and participants
provided informed consent.
Results: The prevalence of IFG ranged from 1% (Philippines) to
17% (India), and diabetes ranged from 0% (Philippines) to 4%
(Brazil) across the 5 cohorts. Birth weight, after adjusting for
confounders other than adult height and WC, was inversely
associated with prevalence of IFG/diabetes (OR 5 0.92 per kg;
0.86–0.99; p 5 0.02). Conditional weight at 24mo (OR 5

0.98; 0.90–1.06; p 5 0.58) and at 48mo (OR 5 1.0; 0.93–1.08;
p 5 0.98) were not associated with prevalent IFG/diabetes. After
adjusting for adult height and WC, birth weight (OR 5 0.88;
0.82–0.95; p , 0.001), conditional weight at 24 mo (OR 5

0.90; 0.82–0.98; p 5 0.02) and at 48 mo (OR 5 0.92;
0.85–0.99; p 5 0.04) were each inversely associated with IFG/
diabetes. There was no evidence of heterogeneity by gender or
cohort in the associations.
Conclusion: Low birth weight is a risk factor, while conditional
weight at age 2 and 4 years are not directly related to adult
diabetes. The inverse associations observed only after adjustment
for adult size suggest that there may be one component of
infant/early childhood weight gain that leads to greater adult
abdominal adiposity and IFG/diabetes risk, and another
component that (like larger birth weight) protects against
IFG/diabetes. Understanding these components of early weight
gain is important in the formulation of effective public health
policy and life-course interventions.

P-5A-180

Cortisol response to AVP 1 CRH challenge is suppressed
in adult offspring of ewes undernourished around the
time of conception

M.H. Oliver, S.E. Todd, A.L. Jaquiery, F.H. Bloomfield,
E.B. Thorstensen, J.E. Harding
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Liggins Institute, University of Auckland and the National
Research Centre for Growth and Development, Auckland,
New Zealand

Objective: Maternal periconceptional undernutrition, result-
ing in a 10–15% decrease in maternal body weight,
accelerates development of the fetal hypothalamic-pituitary-
adrenal axis (HPAA) axis. The aim of this study is to
investigate postnatal HPAA function through to adulthood
(18 months of age) in the same animals.
Methods: Ewes were undernourished from 61 d before to
30 d after mating (PCUN) or well fed (N). Singleton
and twin offspring of both sex were challenged at 4, 10
and 18 months of age with an equimolar dose of CRH
(0.5 mg/kg) and AVP (0.1 mg/kg), with plasma samples
collected over 60 minutes. Plasma cortisol was measured by
mass spectrometry. Area under the curve (AUC) for
cortisol response was calculated. Data were analysed by
ANOVA and multiple regression and are expressed as
means 6 SEM.
Results: Weight at birth was not affected by maternal PCUN
(N; 5.4 6 0.1 vs. PCUN; 5.3 6 0.2 kg), sex or single/twin
status. At 4, 10 and 18 months rams were heavier than ewes
(p , 0.05) but there was no effect of maternal PCUN or
twinning on weight, in either sex. Baseline plasma cortisol
concentrations were not affected by twinning, birth weight or
current weight but were higher in ewes than rams at 18
months (4.5 6 0.5 vs. 2.1 6 0.4 ng/ml, p , 0.005), but not at
younger ages. Plasma cortisol AUC response to CRH 1 AVP
challenge was reduced in PCUN rams at 4 months (Table,
p , 0.05), both PCUN rams and ewes at 10 months (both
p , 0.05), but only in PCUN ewes at 18 months (p , 0.005).
Plasma cortisol AUC response decreased between 10 and 18
months in N rams only (p , 0.05).
Conclusion: Maternal PCUN results in accelerated matura-
tion of the fetal HPA but early in postnatal life, cortisol
responses to CRH1AVP co-challenge are actually dimin-
ished. In rams, the suppressive effects of PCUN appeared
before puberty, remained at 10 months but had diminished
by 18 months of age. This change at 18 months was most
likely due to a decreased cortisol response in N rams. In ewes,
the effect of PCUN on cortisol response appears after puberty
and persists into adulthood. Further studies will investigate
whether the suppressive effect PCUN has on postnatal
cortisol responses to CRH1AVP involves hypothalamic/
pituitary feedback, adrenal post receptor mechanisms or
steriodogenic regulatory factors.

Age in months N (ng/ml.min) PCUN (ng/ml.min)

Rams Ewes Rams Ewes

4- 921660(17) 1012638(21) 734635(13)* 942661(18)

10- 17716134(17)-

-

25456145(22)-

-

1376654(11)* -

-

2023691(18)* -

-

18- 13896112(16)-

-

24436102(24) 11736113(9) 1996682(15)*

Cortisol AUC values are means 6 SEM, numbers per group in brackets. *, within sex PCUN effect
(p , 0.05). y, sex effect (p , 0.05). z, change from previous age (p , 0.05).

P-5A-181

Pre and postnatal determinants of gene expression of
inflammatory markers in subcutaneous adipose tissue

N. Patel1, J. Roda1,2, S.P. Sebert1, D. Sharkey1, R.C. Bell3,
D.S. Gardner4, M.E. Symonds1, H. Budge1

1Early Life Nutrition Research Unit, Academic Child Health,
University of Nottingham, United Kingdom; 2Hospital Pediá-
trico de Coimbra, Portugal; 3Alberta Institute of Human
Nutrition, University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB, Canada;
4School of Veterinary Medicine and Science, University of
Nottingham, United Kingdom

Objectives: Changes in both the pre and postnatal nutritional
environment can have a long term impact on adipose tissue
function in the offspring. This includes a resetting of
inflammatory and related responses as a consequence of
changes in gene expression. The aim of the present study was,
therefore, to determine the extent to which exposure to a
nutrient restricted diet in late gestation, with or without
accelerated postnatal growth, determines gene expression of
inflammatory markers in subcutaneous adipose tissue of
young adult offspring.
Methods: Pregnant twin-bearing sheep were either fed to
requirements (R; n 5 20) or nutrient restricted to 60% of this
amount (N; n 5 20) from 110 days up to term ( , 147 days).
Ten offspring in each group were then reared by their mother
as singletons in order to promote postnatal growth
(accelerated weight gain – A). Ten twin offspring from each
group were reared by their mother together in order to restrict
postnatal growth (standard weight gain – S). After weaning,
offspring were either kept in a control indoor environment in
order to promote obesity or reared in an unrestricted
environment and remained lean. Offspring were humanely
euthanased at 17 months of age, adipose tissue was sampled
and stored at 2808C until analysis of mRNA abundance for
the genes encoding adiponectin, interleukin (IL)s-6 and -18,
monocyte chemoattractant protein (MCP)1, fat mass and
obesity-associated (FTO) gene and glucose-responsive protein
(GRP)78 using real-time PCR. Appropriate institutional
animal ethics committee approval was obtained.
Results: Gene expression for adiponectin was increased with
accelerated postnatal growth (NS: 0.34 6 0.08, NA:
1.3 6 0.41, (p , 0.05)) whereas mRNA abundance for the
FTO and IL-6 genes were both reduced by maternal nutrient
restriction (e.g. FTO - RA: 6 6 1, NA: 3 6 0.2, (p , 0.05)).
Although IL-18 gene expression was downregulated with
obesity (L: 2 6 0.7, O: 0.6 6 0.2, (p , 0.05)), it was
unaffected by the postnatal environment. Surprisingly, there
were no changes in mRNA abundance for GRP-78 or MCP-
1 with any of the interventions.
Conclusion: Subcutaneous adipose tissue exhibits limited
changes in gene expression following manipulation of either
the pre and postnatal nutritional environments. The main
changes are related to increased postnatal growth and coincide
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with the period in which significant amounts of subcutaneous
adipose tissue is being deposited. The extent to which these
changes differ from those in central fat depots is currently
being examined, together with the mechanisms by which they
may act to protect an individual from excess fat deposition
and the metabolic complications that can accompany obesity.

P-5A-182

Gene-environment interactions underlying the
development of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease in
adolescence are influenced by gender

C.E. Pennell1, O.T. Ayonrinde2, J.K. Olynyk2, Q.W. Ang1,
N.M. Warrington3, L.J. Palmer3, L.J. Beilin2, T. Mori2,
W.H. Oddy4, S.J. Lye5, L.A. Adams2

1School of Women’s and Infants’ Health; 2School of Medicine
and Pharmacology; 3Centre for Genetic Epidemiology and
Biostatistics; 4Telethon Institute of Child Health Research, The
University of Western Australia, Australia; 5Samuel Lunenfeld
Research Institute, Mount Sinai Hospital, University of Toronto,
Canada

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a complex liver
disorder. Previous reports describe gender, familial, racial and
ethnic differences in prevalence of NAFLD, suggesting that
gene-environment interactions influence the phenotypic
expression of NAFLD. Single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) in genes associated with lipid metabolism and
cardiovascular disease have been associated with NAFLD in
adults; however, the impact of these genes during early life is
unknown.
Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the
association between SNPs in adiponectin and C-reactive
protein (CRP) with NAFLD during adolescence controlling
for gender, early life events and insulin resistance (IR).
Methods: 1162 population-based adolescents from the
Western Australian Pregnancy Cohort (Raine Cohort)
underwent detailed questionnaire, hepatic ultrasound,
anthropometric and biochemical phenotypic characterisation
at 17-years of age. DNA was extracted and polymorphisms in
adiponectin and the CRP genes were genotyped. Associations
between an ultrasound diagnosis of NAFLD and SNPs were
investigated using multivariate modelling including terms for
diet, waist circumference, HOMA-IR and dyslipidemia.
Analyses focused on 740 adolescents with ultrasound and
genetic data. Genetic modelling was stratified by gender.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: NAFLD was diagnosed by ultrasound in 13% of the
Raine cohort at 17-years of age (9% male, 16% female).
Adolescents with NAFLD had significantly higher weight,
BMI, waist circumference, ALT, HOMA-IR, triglycerides
and HDL-cholesterol than adolescents without NAFLD (all
p , 0.005). Further, males with NAFLD had significantly

higher weight, BMI, waist circumference, fasting glucose and
ALT but lower HDL cholesterol than females with NAFLD
(all p , 0.05). The inverse association between the duration
of breast feeding and the development of NAFLD at 17-years
was seen in males but not females. No other associations
between nutrition in childhood and adolescence and NAFLD
were identified. In univariate analyses, CRP levels were higher
in adolescents with NAFLD than those without NAFLD
(mean 6 SEM: 3.2 6 0.58 mg/L vs. 1.6 6 0.18 mg/L; p ,

0.001); however, when multivariate modelling considered
early life nutrition and waist circumference, the relationship
between CRP and NAFLD was not significant (p 5 0.337).
In multivariate modelling two SNPs in the adiponectin gene
(RS266729; RS182052) and two SNPS in the CRP gene
(RS1572970; RS876538) were associated with increased risk
of NAFLD (all p , 0.01) in males but not females. Further,
one SNP in the adiponectin gene (RS12495941) and one
SNP in the CRP gene (RS2027471) were associated with
decreased risk of NAFLD (both p , 0.05), again in males but
not females. These associations were independent of waist
circumference, BMI, alcohol, CRP level, HOMA-IR and
dyslipidemia.
Conclusions: In the Raine cohort early life nutrition and
polymorphisms in the adiponectin and CRP genes are
associated with the development of NAFLD in males during
adolescence, consistent with the hypothesis that complex
interactions between genes and the environment modulate
the expression of NAFLD. Further, these data suggest that
future studies investigating the influence of genetics and the
environment on the development of NAFLD should stratify
their analyses by gender.

P-5A-183

Programmed enhanced adipogenesis contributes to adult
obesity in growth restricted offspring: Evidence from ex
vivo adipose cell culture

M. Desai1, T.R. Magee1, G. Han1, M.G. Ross1

1Dept. of Ob/Gyn, LABioMed at Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr.,
USA

Objective: Insulin, a potent inducer of adipogenesis and
lipogenesis, acts via stimulation of the adipogenic transcrip-
tion factor (peroxisome-proliferator-activated-receptor,
PPARg) lipogenic transcription factor (sterol regulatory
element binding-protein, SREBP1) and lipogenic enzyme
(fatty acid synthase, FAS). Obese individuals exhibit
upregulation of PPARg, SREBP1 and FAS, and develop
cellular resistance to insulin. In rats, maternal food restriction
in pregnancy results in IUGR newborns which develop adult
obesity, hyperinsulinemia and insulin resistance. IUGR
newborns have low plasma insulin levels, but paradoxically
increased adipose PPARg expression. To determine if IUGR
adipose tissue has a programmed propensity to adipogenesis
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and lipogenesis, in the absence of systemic factors, we
examined IUGR and Control adipose tissue proliferation,
differentiation and signaling in an ex vivo tissue culture.
Methods: Control dams received ad libitum food, whereas
study dams were 50% food-restricted from pregnancy day 10
to term to produce IUGR newborns. Adipose tissue from
1 day old IUGR and Controls was collected, preadipocytes
isolated and grown in absence of insulin. After 48 h,
preadipocytes were treated with insulin (5, 20 or 40 mg/ml)
for 24 h. Cell proliferation rate (MTT) was determined and
cells were extracted and measured for protein expression
(Western Blot) of insulin signal molecules. Additionally,
preadipocytes were allowed to differentiate and treated with
insulin (as above). Adipocyte lipid content (oil-red) and
protein expression of PPARg, SREBP1c and FAS was
determined.
Results: The basal preadipocyte proliferation was significantly
increased in IUGR newborns (2-fold). Consistent with this,
IUGR preadipocytes exhibited significant upregulation of
insulin signaling pathway as evident by increased protein
expression of insulin receptorb (1.5-fold) insulin substrates
(IRS1, 9-fold; IRS2, 8-fold) and AKT (4-fold). In response to
insulin, both Controls and IUGR showed dose-dependent
increment in proliferation though at all times, the IUGR
exhibited enhanced preadipocyte proliferation as compared
to Controls. In differentiated adipocytes, the basal lipid content
was significantly increased in IUGR newborns (1.5-fold).
In concert with this, IUGR adipocytes had significantly
increased protein expression of PPARg (5-fold), SREBP1
(1.5-fold) and FAS (6-fold) as compared to Control
adipocytes. In response to insulin, IUGR adipocytes
continued to exhibit increased lipid content with upregulated
PPARg, SREBP and FAS.
Conclusions: The basal upregulation of adipogenic and lipogenic
factors in newborn IUGR adipose tissue indicates a programmed
obesity phenotype, independent of systemic endocrine influ-
ences. Furthermore, IUGR preadipocytes and differentiated
adipocytes have enhanced insulin sensitivity, which facilitate
increased adipocyte proliferation and differentiation with
enhanced propensity for lipid storage. These results indicate
that programmed enhanced adipogenesis contributes importantly
to the development of adult obesity in IUGR offspring.

P-5A-184

In middle aged Danish Citizens an increase in birth
weight of 1 kg reduces the risk of type 2 diabetes by 45%.

K. Pilgaard1, P. Poulsen2, K. Færch1, B. Carstensen1,
K. Borch Johnsen1, T. Jørgensen3,4, A. Vaag1

1Steno Diabetes Center, Gentofte, Denmark; 2Novo Nordisk,
Bagsværd, Denmark; 3Research Centre for Prevention and
Health, Denmark; 4Faculty of Health Sciences, University of
Copenhagen, Denmark

Objective: Since maternal under nutrition is uncommon in
Scandinavia the relevance of low birth weight in respect to
risk of type 2 diabetes has been questioned. This study was set
to determine the clinical importance of birth weight on the
risk of type 2 diabetes in a group of middle aged Danish
citizens.
Methods: In a population-based prospective intervention
study (The Inter99 study; n 5 6,784), measures of body
composition were recorded and an oral glucose tolerance tests
(OGTT) was conducted at baseline prior to any intervention.
Birth records on participants born in Denmark in the period
from 1939–1969 (n 5 4,654) were collected using national
archives, and birth weight, birth length, parity and pre-
maturity were extracted. Diabetes was defined according to
the WHO 1999 criteria. Insulin sensitivity was assessed by
the Homeostasis Model Assessment (HOMA-IS). Appro-
priate institutional ethics committee clearance and partici-
pants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: The mean birth weight was 3,479 6 526 grams for
men (n 5 2,151) and 3,331 6 512 grams for women
(n 5 2,503). Birth weight was positively associated with
measures of anthropometrics. An increase in birth weight of
1 kg was associated with an increase in adult height (2.9 cm;
95% CI: 2.8–3.1), weight (4.2 kg; 95% CI: 3.8–4.6), BMI
(0.44 kg/m2; 95% CI: 0.31–0.57), waist circumference
(1.6 cm; 95% CI: 1.3–1.9) and hip circumference (1.8 cm;
95% CI: 1.6–2.1). Out of the 4,654 singleton participants 76
had known diabetes and 174 had screen detected diabetes. An
increase in birth weight of 1 kg was associated with a reduced
risk of type 2 diabetes of 45% after adjusting for age, BMI
and gender (OR 0.55; 95% CI: 0.43–0.72), but we also
found a marked non-linear effect with an increase in risk from
birth weigth of 4200 grams. Birth weight was positively
associated with insulin sensitivity and inversely associated
with the area under the OGTT-derived curve for glucose
(223.4 mmol/l 3 min/kg birth weight; 95% CI: 26.1;
240.7; p 5 0.007) and insulin (22,055 pmol/l 3 min/kg
birth weight; 95% CI: 2479:23, 631; p 5 0.009).
Conclusion: Birth weight is associated with adult body
composition (positive), glucose tolerance (positive) and
insulin secretion (inverse), and consequently, among middle
aged Danish Citizens, an increase in birth weight of 1 kg
reduces the risk of type 2 diabetes with 45%.

P-5A-185

A maternal low protein diet programs glucose and fatty
acid metabolism differentially in adult male and female
mouse offspring

T. Plösch1, E.M.E. van Straten1, V.W. Bloks1,
T.H. van Dijk2, J.F.W. Baller1, N.C.A. Huijkman1,
A.S. Gouw3, H.J. Verkade1, F. Kuipers1,2

1Department of Pediatrics; 2Laboratory Medicine; 3Pathology,
Center for Liver, Digestive and Metabolic Diseases, University
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Medical Center Groningen, University of Groningen,
Groningen, The Netherlands

Nutritional conditions during human fetal life can influence
the risk to develop cardiovascular diseases and the metabolic
syndrome in adult life (‘metabolic programming’). Dysregu-
lated fatty acid metabolism and impaired glucose tolerance
are hallmarks of the metabolic syndrome.
Objective: We aimed to establish a mouse model of
metabolic programming focusing on the effects of a maternal
low protein diet during gestation on glucose and lipid
metabolism in the adult offspring.
Methods: Pregnant C57BL/6J mice received a control or a
low protein diet (18% vs. 9% casein) throughout gestation.
Offspring received a low fat diet or a high fat diet from 6–22
weeks of age. Glucose metabolism was studied with a whole-
body-glucose test using [6,6-2H]-glucose. Hepatic gene
expression was characterized by microarray.
Results: Maternal low-protein-diet did not affect glucose
metabolism in male offspring. Male offspring showed lower
insulin sensitivity after receiving a high fat diet than female
offspring, regardless of the diet of the dam. Female offspring
from normal-protein fed dams was relatively resistant to diet-
induced metabolic dysregulation. Maternal low-protein-diet
during gestation led to deteriorated insulin sensitivity upon
high-fat feeding in female offspring, as determined by
biochemical and microarray analyses.
Conclusions: We conclude that, in mice, maternal protein
restriction during gestation does not change the glucose
response to a high fat diet in male offspring. However,
gestational protein restriction changes fatty acid and glucose
metabolism in female offspring in such a way that it resembles
male metabolism. Our study shows limited effects of fetal
malnutrition in male mouse offspring. On the contrary, females
presented a masculinized reaction to a high-fat challenge when
derived from a protein-restricted dam. Support: The Dutch
Heart Foundation, grant 2004T048 to T.P.

P-5A-186

Early–life environment and the development of metabolic
syndrome in adulthood

A.K. Portella, P.P. Silveira, C. Parent, L. Kappeler,
J. Diorio, M.J. Meaney

Douglas Mental Health University Institute, 6875 LaSalle
Blvd., Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Objective: Prevailing conditions during prenatal and early
postnatal life predict long-term health1. Rats that receive
reduced levels of maternal licking during the first days of life
show an increased response to acute stress in adulthood2.
Individual differences in maternal care also modulate the
basal glucocorticoid tone across the circadian rhythm such
that the offspring from low licking/grooming (Low-LG) dams

release more corticosterone across the day (Dhir et al.,
unpublished observations). Increased exposure to glucocorti-
coids is implicated in the development of metabolic
syndrome3,4. Thus, we hypothesized that the offspring from
Low-LG dams may have a greater predisposition for the
development of metabolic syndrome with increasing age.
Methods: Maternal licking/grooming of pups was quantified
across the first six days of postnatal life. Litters were
categorized as either Low-LG (LG , 21 SD below the
mean) or High-LG (LG . 11 SD above the mean). At 7
months of age, ad libitum fed male rats were weighed and
injected IP with saline or insulin (5 U/ Kg). Trunk blood was
collected fifteen minutes after for glucose measurement. Pan
AKT and Phosphorylated AKT (AKP and pAKT respectively)
were quantified in the muscle using western blot, and the
total amount of abdominal fat was weighed.
Results: Low-LG rats had a tendency to be heavier than high-
LG rats (Low-LG: 743.1 6 29.5 g; High-LG: 673.3 6 23.3 g;
P 5 0.073). There was a significant difference in the
abdominal adiposity index (Low-LG: 6.65 6 0.37%; High-
LG: 5.56 6 0.34%; P 5 0.04) such that Low-LG rats had a
higher level of abdominal fat compared to high LG rats.
Maternal care did not have a significant influence on the
glucose response to the insulin challenge, but Low-LG rats
had significantly higher glucose levels than High-LG rats
(Two Way ANOVA, drug P , 0.001, group P 5 0.036 and
drug versus group interaction P 5 0.45). Low-LG rats also
had lower pAKT to AKT ratio following insulin challenge as
compared to the High-LG group (Two Way ANOVA, drug
P 5 0.001, group P 5 0.083 and drug versus group interac-
tion P 5 0.044).
Conclusions: Natural variations in maternal care during
early-life may thus have a long-term influence on the
development of metabolic syndrome in adulthood. Low-LG
rats had a significantly higher propensity to develop central
adiposity and showed evidence of muscle insulin resistance in
middle life. The programming of the HPA axis by variations
in maternal care may be contributing to the development of
metabolic syndrome in adulthood.

1. C.N. Hales, D.J. Barker. Br Med Bull, 60:5–20, 2001.
2. D. Liu et al. Science, 277:1659–1662, 1997.
3. M. Salehi et al. Horm Metab Res, 37:193–197, 2005.
4. D. Qi, B. Rodrigues. Am J Physiol, 292:E654–E667, 2007.

P-5A-187

Higher serum C-peptide concentrations are associated
with slower growth rate in the first year of life in girls

N. Regnault1,2, P. Dargent-Molina3, J.Botton1,2,5,
B. Heude1,2, A. Forhan1,2, J.C. Souberbielle4,
M.A. Charles1,2, the EDEN study group
1INSERM-U780, Villejuif, France; 2Paris-Sud University,
School of Medicine, Kremlin-Bicêtre, France; 3INSERM-U953,
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Villejuif, France; 4INSERM-U845, Necker Hospital, Paris,
France; 5Paris-Sud University, School of Pharmacy,
Chatenay-Malabry, France

Objective: At birth, girls have higher cord blood concentration
of insulin or C-peptide and may be more insulin resistant than
boys. We aimed at analysing the associations of cord blood
serum C-peptide and IGF-1, with anthropometry at birth and
growth in the first year of life in boys and girls separately.
Methods: Cord blood C-peptide and IGF-1 of 378 neonates
born in the EDEN mother-child cohort that recruited non-
diabetic pregnant French women were assayed. Offspring
weight, length, head, arm, wrist and abdominal circumfer-
ences, subscapular and tricipital skinfolds were measured at
birth and 1 year. Additional measurements were obtained
from personal child health records and used to model early
growth in order to compute instant weight and length growth
velocities at 1 and 3 months. C-peptide and IGF-1 were log-
transformed, adjusted for each other in partial correlations
with anthropometry, which also accounted for potential
confounders. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: At birth, even after accounting for subcutaneous
skinfolds, girls had higher C-peptide concentrations (112%,
p 5 0.03) than boys despite a lower birthweight (2153 g,
p 5 0.002). In both sexes, there was no association between
C-peptide and anthropometrics after accounting for IGF-1,
which was positively associated with weight (r 5 0.44,
p , .0001), length (r 5 0.26, p , .0001), head circumference
(r 5 0.21, p 5 0.0002) and ponderal index (r 5 0.22,
p 5 0.0001) after adjustement for gestational age. A positive
association between IGF-1 and subscapular skinfold persisted
after additional adjustment for birthweight and length
(r 5 0.11, p 5 0.05). In the early postnatal period, cord
C-peptide was not associated with early growth in males while
there was a strong negative association in females with weight
growth velocity at 1 and 3 months (eg. 1 month: r 5 20.28,
p 5 0.002) and with length growth velocity (r 5 20.29,
p 5 0.002) and weight (r 5 20.24, p 5 0.01) at 3 months.
Cord IGF-1 was positively associated with weight and length
at 1 and 3 months in males and females but not with growth
velocities. At 1 year, there was no association between cord C-
peptide or IGF-1 and weight or length in males whether or
not the analysis was adjusted for corresponding variables at
birth. In girls, IGF-1 was not associated with anthropometrics
but there was a strong negative association between C-peptide
and weight (r 5 20.28, p 5 0.003), length (r 5 20.20,
p 5 0.03), head (r 5 20.20, p 5 0.03), arm (r 5 20.22,
p 5 0.02) and abdominal circumference after adjustement for
birth anthropometry and 1-hour maternal blood glucose at
screening test for gestional diabetes. Girls in the higher tertile
of cord C-peptide were 490 g lighter compared to those in the
lower tertile. The relationship with abdominal circumference
persisted after additional adjustment for weight and length at
1 year (r 5 20.17, p 5 0.06).

Conclusions: Our results suggest that insulin resistance is
associated with slower early postnatal growth in girls only.
Support: AFD-PNRD, ALFEDIAM, Nestlé, ANR-non-
thematic-program.

P-5A-188

Transcriptional profiling in a model of programmed
metabolic disease: use of gene network and pathway
mapping tools to investigate the protective effects of
maternal leptin administration from later development of
metabolic syndrome

A. Roy, C. Stocker, M. Cawthorne, K. Langlands

Clore Laboratory, University of Buckingham, Hunter Street,
Buckingham, MK18 1EG, UK

Objectives: This study aimed to identify some of the
molecular pathways and metabolic networks through which
maternal leptin administration acts to alleviate the effects of
developmental programming of metabolic syndrome. By
hybridising RNA prepared from micro-dissected hypothala-
mic tissue to Affymetrix rat genome 230 2.0 microarrays, we
sought to investigate the transcriptional consequences of
leptin administration in utero and during lactation in
offspring born to malnourished rat dams. To identify the
molecular mechanisms that predispose an individual to later
metabolic disease, researchers have traditionally focussed on
candidate genes or pathways. Although genome-wide tran-
scriptional profiling facilitates the analysis of a great many
genes, simple fold-change analysis or ontology enrichment
provides only limited insight into the complex interactions
that are associated with whole-body physiology. Increasingly,
it is understood that nutrition in utero and during early life
influences the likelihood of the eventual development of
metabolic disease, for example obesity. Moreover, early
postnatal growth patterns have long-term consequences, with
maternal health (in particular nutrition) being a key
determinant.
Methods: Microarray data were examined using gene/protein
interaction network and multiple biochemical pathway
analysis tools (both open source and proprietary) in order
to generate physiologically relevant results. This allowed the
creation of an ‘‘appetite network’’ populated by a collection
of important neuropeptides, and both autocrine and para-
crine receptors with both orexigenic and anorexigenic effects.
In contrast to existing enrichment analysis, our innovative
analysis pipeline combined pre-processing, gene network,
ontology and pathway mapping tools, such as Matlab,
GenMAPP, Reactome, Ingenuity Pathway Analysis, BioCyc
and BioPython.
Results: Data analysis necessitated a more pragmatic
approach to fold-change thresholds to create our enriched
‘‘appetite network’’ and so allow the identification of key
biological processes subject to regulation by leptin, including
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gastrin, oxytocin, cortisol and neuropeptide Y (NPY) path-
ways. Leptin treatment produced positive effects on gastrin
releasing peptide receptor expression, which potentiates the
release of gastrin, in turn positively feeding back into the
cholecystokinin/gastrin receptor axis. The chemokine recep-
tors such as Ccr2 and Ccr3 are also positively affected by
leptin. Powerful orexigens such as NPY receptors (NPY1 and
NPY5) were observed to be consistently down-regulated.
Finally, oxytocins and vasopressin receptors were also found
to be positively affected by leptin.
Conclusion: Our novel analysis pipeline improved our
understanding of the complex phenotype mediated by leptin’s
direct and indirect effects on biological processes, or nodes,
such as those involving oxytocin, proopiomelanocortin,
norepinephrine and NPY. The analysis also revealed that
leptin was involved in energy balance regulation via
modification of bombesin and gastrin receptors, chemokine
pathways, and via modulating the function of adrenocortico-
tropic hormone and cortisol.

P-5A-189

Developing overweight when stunted: study of
metabolic mechanisms in preschool children of
Yaoundé, Cameroon

R. Saı̈d-Mohamed1, J. Bernard1, P. Pasquet1

1National Museum of Natural History of Paris/National Center
of Scientific Research, UMR 7206, Musée de l’Homme, 17 place
du Trocadero, 75016 Paris

Objective: Animal and human studies suggest the existence
of energy sparing mechanisms related to stunting, includ-
ing metabolic and behavioural pathways1. Among them,
impaired fat oxidation and low physical activity, in stunted
children, could participate in the development of overweight
in countries undergoing nutrition transition1,2. Focused on
preschool stunted-overweight children of Yaoundé (Camer-
oon), the present study aims at confirming these hypotheses
in this population.
Methods: On the basis of a representative screening in all
districts of Yaoundé, children of both sex, aged 24–72
months, were recruited according to their nutritional status
category: stunted-overweight (n 5 15), non-stunted non-
overweight (n 5 51), overweight (n 5 31) and stunted
(n 5 28). To assess possible energy imbalance and reduced
fat oxidation, physical activity, resting metabolic rate and
respiratory quotient were measured using 24-hours dietary
recall, 6 days accelerometry and indirect calorimetry.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Preliminary analysis of data shows no differences in
basal metabolic rate and in fasting respiratory quotient after
adjusting for body weight and age among the four groups and
in the analysis between stunted children as a group (stunted

plus stunted-overweight) and non stunted-non overweight
plus overweight children as the other group.
Conclusions: Unlike previous studies, stunted and stunted-
overweight preschool children of Yaoundé do not seem to
present impaired fat oxidation. The analysis of energy balance
data is actually in progress.

1. A.R. Frisancho. Am. J. Hum. Bio., 15:522–532, 2003.
2. D.J. Hoffman et al., Am. J. Clin. Nutr., 72:702–7,

2000.

P-5A-190

Birth weight and chronic disease profiles in a high risk
Australian Aboriginal community

J.A. Scott1, W.E. Hoy1, S.K. Sharma1,2, H. Bloomfield2

1Centre for Chronic Disease, School of Medicine, University of
Queensland, Australia; 2Menzies School of Health Research,
Northern Territory, Australia

Objectives: Re-examine the relationship between birth weight
(BW) and chronic disease profiles in a remote Aboriginal
community. Aborigines have high rates of low BW. We
previously described an inverse relationship of BW with both
albuminuria and blood pressure in females in one commu-
nity1,2. However, adults with recorded BW were relatively
few (n 5 245) and were relatively young (maximum age 38
yr). We now describe the relationship 10 years on.
Methods: Among 1,078 adults screened between 2004 and
2006, 523 had recorded BW (309 males and 214 females).
Ages were 20–49 years. Blood pressure (BP), urine albumin
creatinine ratio (ACR) and diabetes (history, medications,
glycaemic indices) were assessed. High BP (HBP) was defined
as >140/90 mmHg and albuminuria as >2.5 g/mol.
Results: Mean (SD) BWs were 2.80 kg (0.54) for males and
2.72 kg (0.50) for females, and 25.9% and 34.1% had BWs
,2.50 kg.In males and females respectively, 13.6% and 7.9%
had HBP, 35.7% and 53.9% had albuminuria and 6.5% and
17.3% had diabetes. With adjustment for age and current
weight, BW was not associated with BP in males, but it was
inversely correlated with ACR (log transformed), p 5 0.01. In
females, with adjustment, BW was inversely associated with
systolic BP (24.5 mmHg per kg BWT, p 5 0.014). Females
with BWs above the median had lower rates of HBP, OR
0.30(CI 0.09–0.97), p 5 0.04 and lower rates of albuminuria,
OR 0.54(CI 0.29–1.00), p 5 0.05. BW was not associated
with diabetes in males or females.
Conclusions: These data confirm a predisposing effect of low
BWs to higher BPs and albuminuria in females, and now
expose a similar effect on albuminuria in males. Efforts
should continue to improve BW as well as the other
environmental risk factors for chronic disease in this setting.

1. W.E. Hoy et al., Kidney Int., 56:1072–1077, 1999.
2. G.R. Singh, W.E Hoy. Med J Aust., 179:532–535, 2003.
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P-5A-191

Birth weight and adult cardiovascular risk in a developing
southern chinese population: the Guangzhou Biobank
Cohort Study

C.M. Schooling1, CQ. Jiang2, T.H. Lam, B.J. Cowling1,
Au Yeung SL1, WS. Zhang2, K.K. Cheng3, G.M. Leung1

1School of Public Health, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine,
The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR; 2Guangzhou
Occupational Diseases Prevention and Treatment Centre,
Guangzhou Number 12 Hospital, Guangzhou, China;
3Department of Public Health and Epidemiology, University
of Birmingham, UK

Birth weight is negatively associated with cardiovascular
diseases and diabetes, although the underlying mechanisms
are unclear. Most evidence comes from long-term indus-
trialized populations, potentially confounded by social
patterning or by subsequent exposures, including growth
and final size. In developing populations birth weight is
typically lower and potentially an important contributor to
the growing epidemic of non-communicable chronic diseases,
but the associations are less well-established and birth weight
is often unavailable.
Objectives: To clarify the association of birth weight with
cardiovascular risk we used birth rank as an instrumental variable
for birth weight in a large sample from Southern China.
Methods: We used published data on birth weight by birth
rank from an appropriate population and baseline data from
the Guangzhou Biobank Cohort Study phases 2 & 3
(2005–8) to examine the adjusted associations, using
instrumental variable analysis, of birth weight with clinically
measured cardiovascular risk factors in older (>50 years) men
(n 5 5,051) and women (n 5 13,907).
Results: Birth weight was associated with lower blood
pressure (systolic 20.25 mm Hg 95% confidence interval
(CI), 20.53 to 0.03 and diastolic 20.33, 95% CI 20.48 to
20.18 per standard deviation higher birth weight), but had
little association with glucose, lipids, waist-hip ratio or body
mass index, adjusted for relevant confounders (age, sex, early
life environment and number of offspring).
Conclusions: Birth weight may impact blood pressure; however
associations of birth weight with other cardiovascular risk factors
may not be universal nor related to foetal exposures, with
corresponding implications for prevention. Support: The
University of Hong Kong (HKSAR), Guangzhou Public Health
Bureau (China), Guangzhou Science and Technology Bureau
(China), The University of Birmingham (UK).

P-5A-192

Birth weight, current body mass index and insulin
resistance and secretion in early adult life in two Latin
American populations

A.A.M. Silva1, C.J.N. Santos1, M.A. Barbieri2, H. Bettiol2,
H. Amigo3, P. Bustos3, R. Rona4

1 Federal University of Maranhao, Brazil. Rua Barão de
Itapary, 155, 65020-070, Sao Luis, Brazil; 2 Faculty of
Medicine of Ribeirao Preto, University of Sao Paulo, Brazil. Av.
Bandeirantes, 3900, 14049-900, Ribeirao Preto, Brazil;
3Department of Nutrition, Faculty of Medicine, University of
Chile, Independencia 1027, Santiago, Chile; 4 Department of
Psychological Medicine, King’s College London, Weston Educa-
tion Centre, London SE5 9RJ, UK

Objectives: The aim of this study was to evaluate the
associations between birth weight (BW) current body mass
index (BMI) and weight gain from birth to adult age on
insulin sensitivity (IS) and insulin secretion (ISc) among two
populations of young adults from developing countries.
Methods: Data from two birth cohort studies, one from
Ribeirao Preto (Brazil), with 1984 participants, aged 23 to 25
years old, and the other from Limache (Chile) with 965
subjects aged 22 to 28 years old were used. Weight was
recorded at the time of birth and anthropometric (weight and
height) and laboratory (fasting plasma glucose and insulin)
measurements were taken at adult age. IS and ISc were
estimated using the updated Homeostatic Model Assessment
(HOMA2) index. Four multiple linear regression models
were carried out to test the associations between BW and
adult BMI on log IS and log ISc. Appropriate institutional
ethics committed clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: In the early model young adults in the first birth
weight tertile had a log IS 0.10 standard deviation score
(SDS) lower in Brazil and 0.13 lower in Chile. This effect was
small and close to statistical significance. In the late model,
those in the higher BMI tertile at adult age showed log IS
0.78 SDS lower in Brazil and 0.39 SDS lower in Chile. In
both countries, higher weight gain from birth to adult age
reduced insulin sensitivity and the combination of low BW
tertile and high adult BMI tertile reduced IS even more only
in Brazil. Among Brazilians, those in the low BW tertile
presented higher ISc. Adults in the high BMI tertile showed
log ISc 0.83 SDS higher in Brazil and 0.66 SDS higher in
Chile. High weight gain from birth to adult age and the
interaction between low BW tertile and high BMI tertile
increased insulin secretion in Brazilians only.
Conclusions: Low birth weight tertile and weight gain
from birth to adult age were associated with low IS in
both countries and with high ISc in Brazil only. High BMI
tertile was associated with low IS and high ISc in both
countries. The interaction between low BW tertile and high
BMI tertile reduced insulin sensitivity and increased insulin
secretion among Brazilians only. In those populations of
young adults high compensatory ISc was observed among
those presenting low insulin sensitivity and high BMI.
Support: CNPq, FAPESP and FAEPA (Brazil) and Fondecyt
(Chile).
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P-5A-193

Increased glucose production in fetal sheep with intrau-
terine growth restriction is not suppressed by insulin

S.R. Thorn, L.D. Brown, P.J. Rozance, W.W. Hay,
J.E. Friedman

Perinatal Research Center, Department of Pediatrics, University
of Colorado Denver, Aurora, CO, USA

Objective: Intrauterine Growth Restriction (IUGR) increases
the risk for metabolic diseases including diabetes in later life, yet
little is known about the mechanisms in utero that may underlie
these developments. Here we evaluated the effect of IUGR on
insulin–mediated glucose metabolism in the developing fetus
during late gestation and in isolated fetal hepatocytes.
Methods: Pregnant ewes were exposed to elevated ambient
temperatures daily during mid gestation resulting in placental
insufficiency IUGR. Hyperinsulinemic-euglycemic clamps (3
mU/min/kg insulin infusion) were performed in combination
with glucose tracer infusions in late gestation control and IUGR
fetuses (132 d gestation) to measure glucose metabolism. Fetal
blood samples were analyzed at steady state during basal and
clamp periods. Liver tissue was collected under hyperinsulinemic
conditions and from fetuses that received saline infusions for
molecular analyses and primary hepatocyte studies.
Results: Late gestation IUGR fetuses weighed 35% less and had
lower circulating glucose, insulin, and oxygen concentrations.
IUGR fetuses also had a 10-fold increase in endogenous glucose
production rate during the basal period and strikingly increased
PEPCK and G6 Pase gene expression (20-fold, P , 0.05)
indicating increased gluconeogenesis. Hyperinsulinemia was
unable to suppress glucose production in the IUGR fetuses,
yet significantly increased glucose utilization and oxidation rates
by 50% in control and by 2-fold (P , 0.05) in the IUGR fetuses
indicating increased whole body insulin sensitivity, despite severe
hepatic insulin resistance. Interestingly, insulin robustly stimu-
lated AKT phosphorylation in control and IUGR livers but was
unable to suppress PEPCK or G6 Pase expression in IUGR
animals to levels in control fetuses, suggesting that insulin
resistance is downstream from AKT in the fetal IUGR liver.
Expression of PGC1-alpha, a transcriptional co-activator, was
increased by 4-fold (P , 0.05) and expression of cytochrome C
oxidase, a PGC1-alpha transcriptional target, was increased 2-
fold (P , 0.05) in the IUGR liver, suggesting that PGC1-alpha
may be a crucial early signal for increased hepatic glucose
production in utero. Moreover, chromatin immunoprecipitation
assay results indicate increased binding of HNF4-alpha, a key
liver transcription factor, to the proximal PEPCK promoter. In
culture, primary hepatocytes from IUGR fetuses show a robust
increase in PEPCK (5-fold, P , 0.05) and G6Pase (20-fold,
P , 0.05) mRNA expression after 24 h with hormone stimula-
tion (dexamethasone and cAMP), whereas control hepatocytes
remain refractive to PEPCK activation and had a reduced
response to G6 Pase activation (11-fold increase). Importantly,
IUGR fetal hepatocytes also have strikingly increased rates of

basal (2-fold, P , 0.05) and hormone stimulated (5-fold,
P , 0.05) glucose production after 24 h compared to hepato-
cytes from control fetuses. This suggests a mechanism whereby
IUGR stimulates early chromatin remodeling events that enable
certain transcription factors such as HNF4-alpha to bind and
activate PEPCK gene transcription.
Conclusions: These data indicate that increased gluconeogen-
esis and hepatic insulin resistance are likely targets for fetal
programming and suggest that these phenotypes persist in
culture, consistent with the hypothesis that IUGR may result
in epigenetic modifications leading to chronically increased
glucose production and susceptibility to diabetes.

P-5A-194

Perinatal salt restriction: a new model to programming low
body weight and beta-cell dysfunction in adult Wistar rats

A.F. Vidonho Jr1, K.L. Lopes1, M.S. Rocha2,
L.N.S. Furukawa1, M.S. Coelho1, A.R. Carpinelli2,
J.C. Heimann1

1University of São Paulo School of Medicine; 2Institute of
Biomedical Sciences of the University of São Paulo, Brazil

Several studies support the hypothesis that chronic diseases in
adult life might be triggered by events occurring during fetus
life. Dietary salt consumption represents one of the major
environmental factors in the genesis of hypertension and type
2 diabetes. Previous data have shown that maternal salt intake
during pregnancy and lactation has short and long-term
consequences on body weight, blood pressure, insulin
sensitivity and plasma lipid profile in adult Wistar rats1.
Objective: to evaluate the influences of maternal salt
restriction during the perinatal period on birth weight,
neonatal plasma glucose and beta-cell function in adult
offspring.
Methods: With this purpose, female Wistar rats were fed a
low (LSD: 0.15% NaCl) and normal (NSD: 1.3%) salt diet
since 8 weeks of age. At 12 weeks of age, they were matched
with males that received only NSD. After birth, only 8 pups
(4 males and 4 females) were kept with their mothers. After
weaning, all offspring received NSD and only male rats were
used in the following experiments. Weekly body weight was
evaluated since birth until 12 weeks of age. Plasma glucose
was measured within 24 hours of life. At 8, 10 and 12 weeks
of age, the offspring were submitted to overnight fasting
glucose and insulin measures. At 12 weeks of age, a pool of
offspring pancreatic islets was extracted and incubated in 4
different glucose concentrations (5.6; 8.3; 11.1 and
16.7 mM) and insulin secretion was evaluated. Results
(mean 6 SEM, n 5 8/group): Birth weight and neonatal
plasma glucose were lower (p , 0.05) in offspring from LSD
dams when compared with control group. No differences
were found in fasting plasma glucose at 8, 10 and 12 weeks of
age. Higher (p , 0.05) fasting plasma insulin was found in
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offspring from LSD maternal group. Finally, no differences were
found in insulin secretion from pancreatic islets on a basal
glucose concentration (5.6 mM). Nevertheless, lower (p , 0.05)
insulin secretion was found in offspring pancreatic islets from
LSD dams on 8.3, 11.1 and 16.7 glucose concentrations.
Conclusions: perinatal salt restriction resulted in low birth
weight and modifications in carbohydrate metabolism, with
beta-cell dysfunction, in adult offspring. Support: FAPESP.

1. Vidonho et al., Pediatr Res, 56:842–848, 2004.

P-5A-195

Insulin resistance syndrome in 12 year-old children:
small at birth and big at 12 years - The Pune Maternal
Nutrition Study

C.S. Yajnik1, S.R. Kulkarni1, H.G. Lubree1,
U.S. Deshmukh1, A. Bhalerao1, V. Solat1, T.M. Deokar1,
S.D. Chougule1, C.H.D. Fall2

1Kamalnayan Bajaj Diabetology Research Centre, KEM
Hospital Research Centre, Pune, India; 2MRC Epidemiology
Resource Centre, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

Objective: DOHaD theory proposes that discordance between
intrauterine and post-natal growth predisposes to adult
disease1,2. We demonstrated in the Pune Children Study
(PCS) that urban Indian children born small but grown big were
insulin resistant at 8y of age3. Some of the western studies have
failed to find such an association4. We investigated these
relationships in 12 year-old rural children in the Pune Maternal
Nutrition Study (PMNS) which is a community based
prospective study with high participation and follow up rates.
Methods: Seven hundred and seventy normal singleton babies
were delivered in PMNS. We studied 638 full term births
(338 boys and 300 girls). Weight was measured within 72 h
of birth. Children are followed up every 6 months for growth
measurements, and every 6 years for detailed anthropometry,
body composition (DXA), fasting plasma glucose, insulin,
lipids and blood pressure. We calculated HOMA-R by the
online program. We studied the association of diabetes and
cardiovascular risk factors at 12 years of age with birth weight
and current weight adjusting for age, gender and socio-
economic status. We followed the system of Lucas et al5 for
assessing the contribution of early life and later life factors.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: 90% of pregnant mothers participated in the PMNS
and over 95% of live children were studied at 12 years of age.
Mean birth weight was 2.7 kg; mean weight at 12 was
29.3 kg.These children were short (21.1 sd for boys and
21.2 for girls) and thin (BMI) (21.7 for boys, 21.8 for
girls) by WHO standards. In the ‘early model’ birth weight
predicted higher fat mass (DXA), in the ‘late model’ weight at
12y predicted all components, while in the ‘combined model’
low birth weight and high 12y weight predicted higher

insulin resistance (HOMA-R), triglycerides, blood pressure
and fat mass. Interaction term (birth weight 3 12 year
weight) was significant for all risk factors except HOMA-R.
Conclusions: This is the first prospective study to test
DOHaD predictions in an Indian rural community under-
going rapid transition. The results replicate our findings in an
urban study. Our results provide further evidence to highlight
the importance of the antenatal period in the aetiology of
diabetes and CVD, and reiterates the need to evaluate the
policy of ‘normalising’ the growth of low birth weight
children. The study was funded by Wellcome Trust, London,
and the Medical Research Council (UK).

1. A. Lucas. Programming by early nutrition in man. Bock
GR, Whelan J. ed. Chichester: Wiley, 38–55, 1991.

2. D.J.P. Barker, ed. London BMJ Publishing, 1992.
3. A. Bavadekar et al., Diabetes, 48:2422–29, 1999.
4. R. Valdez et al., Diabetologia, 37:624–31, 1994.
5. A. Lucas et al., BMJ., 319:245–49, 1999.

P-5A-196

Hypoglycemia aggravates brain injury in preterm infants
with acidosis: a clinical multi-factor analysis

J-L Yu, Z-Q Liu, J-H Wang

Department of Neonatology, Children’s Hospital of Chongqing
Medical University, Chongqing, 400014, China

Objective: To explore the effect of perinatal hypoglycemia on
brain injury in preterm infants with acidosis (pH , 7.30).
Methods: The medical histories of a total of 153 preterm
infants with acidosis were analyzed retrospectively. Short term
brain injury included death induced by severe hypoxic
ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) and moderate to severe
HIE with or without seizures. Hypoglycemia was defined as
an initial blood glucose <47 mg/dL.
Results: One hundred and sixteen preterm infants (75.8%)
developed brain injury of different degree, of whom, 10
(8.6%) died of severe HIE and 106 (87.1%) had moderate to
severe HIE. Seventy percent of the preterm infants had
hypoglycemia, of which 102 (95.3%) vs. 14 (30.4%) of
euglycemia preterm infants developed brain injury (OR 5

46.6, P , 0.01). Cutoffs of birth weight, arterial blood pH,
5-min Apgar score and lactic acid analyzed using Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve were 1775 g, 7.15, 6
and 6.15 mM, respectively. The multiple factor logistic
regression analysis showed that the risk factors of brain
injury were as follows: blood glucose <47 mg/dL (OR 5

10.1), arterial blood pH < 7.185 (OR 5 21.4), 5-min Apgar
score <6 (OR 5 8.5), intubation 6 cardiopulmonary resusci-
tation (CPR, OR 5 14.5), birth weight <1775 g (OR 5 13.4)
and lactic acid >6.15 mM (OR 5 7.4). The regression
equation was as follows: Logistic (brain injury) 5 238.763
1 2.315 X 1 1 3.061 X 2 1 2.139 X 3 1 2.676 X 4 1 2.598 X
5 1 2.005 X 6 (x2 5 32.461, P , 0.001).
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Conclusion: Perinatal hypoglycemia is an important risk
factor of brain injury in preterm infant, much as in those with
concomitant neonatal asphyxia and acidosis requiring CPR.

P-5A-197

Vagal hypoactivity is one expression of maternal protein
restriction-induced metabolic programming

J.C. De Oliveira, R.C. Ludmann, L.F. Barella,
R.C.S. Branco, F.N.S. Almeida, R.M. Gomes, A.S. Marques,
M.D. Juliane, C. Gravena, P.C.F. Mathias

Department of Cell Biology and Genetics, State University of
Maringá, Maringá, Brazil

Objective: Lactation is one phase very important to brain
development, while fetal and puberty time is also crucial to
central nervous system (CNS) development. Any injury
during milk-producing stage can alter central metabolism
control of offspring, even when they turn to adult life. It has
been suggested that maternal protein restriction during
lactation provokes impairment of parasympathetic activity
in adult rats, as an expression of CNS altered function.
Present work using direct electrical recording observe whether
protein malnutrition during lactation induces changes on
vagus nerve activity from adult rats.
Methods: During the first 2/3 of lactation Wistar rat mothers
received a 4% protein diet (LP). Control group received normal
diet (23% protein) (NP). After protein restriction, all mothers
and pups received normal diet. At 81-days-old all animals from
both experimental groups were anesthetized to isolate the
superior vagus nerve branch and sympathetic ganglion cervical
superior nerve branch. Using a bipolar electrode connected to a
device that amplified a filtered electrical signal, 8–80 MHz,
nerves activity was registered. Nerve firing rates were expressed
by spike numbers during 5 seconds.
Results: Vagus firing rate was decreased in LP rats, 7.1 6 0.8
spikes/5 sec, when compared to vagal activity from NP rats,
12.3 6 0.7 spikes/5 sec, p , 0.001. Whereas, presenting
increased activity of sympathetic nerve from LP animals,
13.9 6 2.0 spikes/5 sec, compared to NP rats, 10.5 6 1.5
spikes/5 sec, it did not found any significant statistical difference.
Conclusion: Perinatal protein malnutrition decreases para-
sympathetic activity, which can be a candidate mechanism
underlying metabolic changes observed on adult rats.
Support: CNPq/CAPES/Fundação Araucária.

P-5A-198

Gender specific regulation of Pdx-1 and insulin gene
expression in adulthood after exposure to protein
restriction in early life at different windows of
pancreatic development

A. Abuzgaia1,3, D.B. Hardy3,4, K. Marchand3,4, E. Arany1,2,3

1Department of Pathology; 2Department of Medicine, University
Of Western Ontario; 3Lawson Research Institute, St Joseph’s
Health Care; 4Departments of Ob/Gyn and Physiology,
University of Western Ontario

Restriction of protein (LP) during fetal and neonatal life has
been shown in our laboratory to alter the normal develop-
ment of the pancreas and resulting in the predisposition to
glucose intolerance and striking gender differences in key
insulin signaling molecules in skeletal muscle and adipose
tissue in young adulthood (130 days) (Chamson-Reig A, et al,
unpublished). During embryonic development of the pan-
creas, the endocrine cell lineage is controlled by a specific
expression sequence of transcription factors, one of the most
important being pancreatic duodenal homeobox 1 (Pdx-1)
that regulates pancreatic development, beta cell differentia-
tion and function. Studies had shown that insulin secretion
and islet area, measured at 28 d of life was reduced in the
LP diet treated animals. Moreover, the levels of Pdx-1
protein were decreased in the LP offspring rats at this age,
without a change in the steady-state levels of Pdx-1 mRNA.
Given that gender specific differences in glucose intolerance
have been observed in later life (d130), we hypothesized
that the expression of Pdx-1 and downstream Pdx-1 target
genes may altered by nutritional challenges pre- and post-
weaning.
Objective: To examine whether decrease in dietary protein at
different times of pancreatic development is involved in the
overall gene expression of Pdx-1 and insulin in adulthood
(d130) that lead to the observed glucose intolerance.
Methods: Wistar pregnant rats treated with C (20%) or LP
(8%) protein diet were separated to four groups: Control (C)
all life, LP-1 all life, LP-2 at weaning the diet was changed to
C and LP-3 changed the diet to C at birth. Five to seven
different litters were used per each group. Offspring from
each mother, male and female, were sacrificed at d130, the
pancreata dissected and RNA extracted and analyzed by
quantitative real time PCR for the expression of PDX-1 and
insulin. The data obtained was normalized to b-actin.
Results: In males, pancreata at d130, both PDX-1 and insulin
expression was decreased in the offspring of LP-1 and LP-3
dietary groups. On the other hand, PDX-1 and insulin
expression was unaltered in the LP-2 offspring. This is of great
interest considering that our previous studies have demonstrated
that these animals LP-2 were becoming insulin resistant in
peripheral tissues. In the female offspring the expression of Pdx-
1 or insulin was unaltered by any dietary regime.
Conclusions: Collectively, this data illustrates the importance
to further understand the molecular basis of fetal program-
ming between genders and the timing of nutritional
challenges insults. Furthermore, it will give us new insights
of the role of transcription factors involved in the
maintenance and function of beta cells that will allows the
use of new specific drugs to target prenatal prevention of
adult diseases.
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P-5A-199

The effect of stage of gestation on feeding high-
protein on hepatic glucocorticoid sensitivity in the
neonate and later metabolic homeostasis in the
young adult offspring

K. Almond1, P. Bikker2, M. Lomax1, M.E. Symonds1,
A. Mostyn1

1University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK; 2Schothorst Feed
Research, Lelystad, The Netherlands

Objectives: Altering maternal nutrition affects fetal develop-
ment, potentially predisposing offspring to later metabolic
disease. Glucocorticoid (GC) excess has been linked to the
clinical observations associated with the metabolic syndrome.
Tissue sensitivity to cortisol is regulated, in part, by GR and
11bhsd1 and 2. Several studies have shown the effects of
maternal nutrition on the programming of GC action in the
offspring1,2. The hypothesis is that feeding a high protein diet
during gestation alters development of GC sensitivity.
Methods: Pregnant sows were fed one of four isoenergetic diets
(Table) that differed in composition and quantity fed during the
first and final trimester of gestation. Sows fed on a low–high
feeding scheme were fed 2.7 kg/d between day 0 and day 40 of
gestation and 3.5 kg/d between day 70 and day 110 of gestation.
The dietary regimes were reversed for sows fed on a high–low
feeding scheme. At 7 days and 6 months, one median piglet per
litter were selected, humanely euthanized, a blood sample taken
and its liver sampled. GR and 11bhsd1 and 2 mRNA expression
was quantified by real-time PCR (Values are presented as
arbitrary units). Plasma concentrations of glucose and non-
esterified fatty acids (NEFA) were assessed using enzymatic-
colorimetric assays. Offspring that were not selected for tissue
sampling were raised commercially and body composition was
recorded at the slaughterhouse.

C (n 5 8) HP(L-H) (n 5 8) C(H-L) (n 5 8) HP(H-L) (n 5 8)

Diet description High starch High protein High starch High protein

Feeding scheme Low-high Low-high High-low High-low

Results: Piglets born to sows fed high protein had increased
(p , 0.05) liver expression of GR and 11bhsd1 at 1 week. At
6 months of age these piglets born to sows with reduced feed
intake in late gestation had decreased glucose and increased
NEFA plasma concentrations and diameter of the longissimus
dorsi muscle (table).

C HP(L-H) C(H-L) HP(H-L)

GR/18S (arbitrary units) 0.57 6 0.11a 1.05 6 0.19b 0.83 6 0.18 1.70 6 0.44b

11bHSD-1/18S (arbitrary units) 2.47 6 0.76a 6.53 6 1.44b 4.74 6 1.05a 12.12 6 2.20b

Glucose (mmol/l) 4.71 6 0.41a 4.40 6 0.61 4.55 6 0.23 3.75 6 0.16b

NEFA (mmol/l) 0.93 6 0.15a 1.04 6 0.19 1.17 6 0.14 1.41 6 0.07b

Muscle diameter (mm) 56.35 6 0.84a 58.30 6 0.89 58.99 6 0.94b 61.79 6 1.15b

All results are expressed as means 6 SEM. Different letters denote significant differences (P , 0.05)
between groups (Mann-Whitney U test).

Conclusions: Feeding a high-protein diet during pregnancy
programs increased hepatic cortisol sensitivity in the new-
born. Surprisingly this was not associated with any major long
term adverse metabolic outcomes. Indeed, it appeared to
improve glucose tolerance, an adaptation possibly mediated
by increased muscle growth. Studies are currently in progress
to further investigate the potential effects on insulin
responsiveness together with liver and muscle metabolism.

1. M.G. Gnanaligham et al., Am J Phys., 289: 1407–1415, 2005.
2. C.B. Whorwood et al., Endocrinology., 142: 2854–2864,

2001.

P-5A-200

Glucose tolerance near term and offspring birth weight;
effect of high-fat feeding during pregnancy

K. Almond1, P. Bikker2, M. Lomax1, M. Symonds1,
A. Mostyn1

1University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK; 2Schothorst Feed
Research, Lelystad, The Netherlands

Diabetes during pregnancy in humans has been linked to
adverse effects on the offspring such as fetal macrosomia, and
impaired glucose tolerance and obesity in later life1. Previous
studies in pigs have shown that high fat feeding during late
gestation can reduce glucose tolerance at term2, but the long
term effects on the offspring are not known.
Objective: This study examines whether increased fat intake
during pregnancy influences glucose tolerance near to term
and offspring birth weight. The hypothesis is that increased
fat intake will decrease glucose tolerance without effecting
birth weight.
Methods: Pregnant sows were fed one of four isoenergetic
diets (Table). Sows fed on a low–high feeding scheme were
fed 2.7 kg/d between day 0 and day 40 of gestation and
3.5 kg/d between day 70 and day 110 of gestation. The
dietary regimes were reversed for sows fed on a high–low
feeding scheme. On day 108 of gestation glucose (0.5 g/kg;
i.v.) was administered, via a catheter inserted into the sows
ear, and regular blood samples were taken for 1 hour. Blood
from each time point was tested using a glucometer, in order
to determine the rate of glucose clearance.

C (n 5 8) HF(L-H) (n 5 8) C(H-L) (n 5 8) HF(H-L) (n 5 8)

Diet description High starch High fat High starch High fat

Feeding scheme Low-high Low-high High-low High-low

Results: Gestational diet had no effect on basal glucose
concentrations, but resulted in glucose intolerance in
mothers, irrespective of the timing of the additional fat.
Birth weight was unaffected by gestational diet or sow glucose
tolerance.
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C HF(L-H) C(H-L) HF(H-L)

Basal glucose conc. (mmol/l) 4.14 6 0.17 4.6 6 0.09 4.13 6 0.12 4.06 6 0.13

Glucose AUC (mmol min21) 112.75 6 6.53a 140.80 6 3.65b 134.57 6 10.83a 165.88 6 11.47b

Mean birth weight of

offspring (kg)

1.20 6 0.06 1.28 6 0.06 1.23 6 0.09 1.21 6 0.06

All results are expressed as means 6 SEM. Different letters denote values that are significantly different
from each other (Mann-Whitney U test).

Conclusions: Feeding a high fat diet throughout gestation
impairs glucose tolerance without any immediate effects on
birth weight. The prospective findings from this ongoing
study will inform further on the long-term effects that
impaired maternal glucose tolerance may have on her
offspring.

1. D. Dabelea et al., J Matern Fetal Med., 9:83–88, 2000.
2. C. M. C. van der Peet-Schwering., J Anim Sci., 82:

2964–2971, 2004.

P-5A-201

The waist-to-height ratio as a predictor of cardio
metabolic risk in children

P. Arnaiz1,2, M. Acevedo2, C. Dı́az3, R. Bancalari4, S. Barja1,
M. Aglony1, G. Cavada4, H. Garcı́a1, F. Mardones5

1Department of Paediatrics and 2Department of Cardiovascular
Diseases, and 5Department of Public Health, Pontificia
Universidad Católica de Chile; 3Doctoral Program, School of
Public Health, Universidad de Chile; 4Universidad de Los
Andes, Department of Paediatrics and Public Health

Objective: The increasing prevalence of the metabolic
syndrome (MS) in children and adolescents is worrisome.
Studies of anthropometric markers which may simply and
accurately predict MS in children and adolescents are needed.
We planned to compare body mass index (BMI) and central
obesity, as determined by waist to height ratio (WHR), as
predictors of MS in Chilean children.
Method: A prevalence study of 618 schoolchildren from
middle and low social economic strata, all from the urban
area of Santiago, was organized including more obese children
than the general population. We determined weight, height,
waist circumference, systolic and diastolic blood pressure and
fasting lipids and glycaemia. Diagnosis of MS was based on
the presence of > 3 Cook criteria1 (waist > p90; arterial
hypertension > p902; Col HDL < 40 mg/dl; Triglycerides >

110 mg/dl, and Glycaemia >100 mg/dl). MS was modelled
using WHR and z score BMI, through logistic regression.
ROC curves were used to compare zBMI and WHR as
predictors of MS.
Results: This selected sample had a mean age of 11 6 2 years,
52% were females, and nutritional status as determined by BMI
had the following distribution: 190 eutrophic, 174 overweight,
and 254 obese. The prevalence of MS in the sample was 15%.

Mean zBMI was 11.22 6 0.90 and for WHR 0.52 6 0.07,
indicating an over-representation of obese individuals in this
study. The ROC curves determined that the cut-off points and
their diagnostic abilities were the following:

Cut-off point SM Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Correctly classified (%) LR 1

WHR 0.55 71.6 70.2 72 2.5

zBMI 1.76 71 74 73 2.8

LR: Likelihood ratio

Conclusions: Both WHR and zBMI similarly predicted
cardio metabolic risk expressed as MS in children and
adolescents from Santiago. The greater facility for registering
and calculating its value makes WHR a preferable tool for
defining cardio metabolic risk in this group. Similar recent
studies performed in adults have shown that indices of
abdominal obesity are better discriminators of cardiovascular
risk factors than BMI3. The prognostic ability of the
measurements used with children and adolescents may be
further assessed using more accurate estimations of cardio
metabolic risk, such as the carotid intima-media thickness4.

1. S. Cook et al. 1988–1994. Arch Pediatr Adolesc Med., 157:
821–7, 2003.

2. J. Fernández et al. J Pediatr., 145:439–44, 2004.
3. C.M. Ying Lee et al. J Clin Epidemiol., 61:646–653, 2008.
4. N. Mattsson et al. Ann Med., 40:542–52, 2008.

P-5A-202

Low protein diet during gestation alters long chain
polyunsaturated fatty acid synthesis in rat
mammary gland

C.J. Bautista1, S. Montaño1, P.W. Nathanielsz2,
E. Zambrano1

1Department of Reproductive Biology, Instituto Nacional de
Ciencias Médicas y Nutrición SZ, México D.F. México;
2Center for Pregnancy and Newborn Research, UTHSCSA,
San Antonio TX, USA

Objective: Long chain polyunsaturated fatty acid (LCPUFA)
synthesis essential for normal neonatal development of
neonate are synthesized in the lactating mammary gland by
desaturase (D5D and D6D) and elongase (Elvol 5) enzymes.
Docosahexaenoic (DHA) and Arachidonic (AA) acids are
important in neonatal brain and retinal development. We
evaluated effects of low maternal protein intake on expression
of these enzymes in the mammary gland.
Methods: Pregnant rats were assigned to control (C - 20%
casein; n 5 6) or a restricted (R 210% casein; n 5 6) isocaloric
diet in pregnancy (P). At 19 days of P, mothers were weighed,
the mammary gland removed and immediately frozen in liquid
nitrogen. Following extraction (Folch procedure), DHA and
AA were measured by gas chromatography. mRNA was
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measured by RT real time-PCR Expressed relative to control
group. Data are Mean 6 SEM and analysis was by Student’s
T-test with the Bonferroni correction. Significance set at
P , 0.05.
Results: Maternal body weight was not different between
groups. Total mammary gland fat (C 5 75.8 6 1.4 vs
R 5 69.1 6 2.2* g.100 g21, p , 0.05) and relative expression
of D5D, D6D and Elovl 5 mRNA and DHA and AA (Fig 1)
were decreased in R vs C.
Conclusion: The mammary gland is the major site of
synthesis of milk LCPUFA. Low dietary protein decreases
mammary gland fat production. Decreased LCPUFA will
adversely affect brain and retinal development with potential
consequences for cognitive and visual function in later life.

Fig. 1 Mammary gland mRNA D5D and D6D and Elovl 5/mRNA
actina normalized ratio and DHA and AA concentration at 19 day of
P. Mean 6 SEM, p , 0.05, n 5 5. * vs C, T-test.

P-5A-203

Effects of fish oil intake in the diet in mice subjected to
perinatal protein restriction

Bringhenti, T.L. Rachid, B.M. Gregório, C.A. Mandarim-
de-Lacerda, M.B. Águila

Laboratory of Morphometry and Cardiovascular Morphology,
Department of Anatomy, Institute of Biology, State University of
Rio de Janeiro. Av. 28 de Setembro 87 (fds), 20551-030 Rio de
Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

Objective: This study aimed to verify the effects of the
experimental diets (with or without fish oil) in offspring that
received perinatal protein restriction on quantitative and
morphological parameters of the liver and adipose tissue.
Methods: Swiss female mice were divided into two groups:
normal protein (NP-19% protein) and low protein (LP-5%
protein). Both diets followed AIN93-G dietary allowances1.
At 21 days, male offspring were divided into 4 groups,

according to the post-weaning diet (SC – standard chow or
FO – fish oil rich diet): a) NPSC; b) NPFO; c) LPSC; d)
LPFO. Body mass was verified weekly until 4 mo-old, when
euthanasia occurred. Fat deposits (retroperitoneal fat and
epididymal fat masses) were removed and weighed. Liver was
also removed and had its volume measured by Scherle’s
method2. For statistical analysis, ANOVA and post-hoc test
of Tukey were used (p , 0.05). Appropriate Institutional
Ethics Committee clearance was obtained.
Results: LP diet yielded low birth weight in the LP group in
comparison with NP group (217%, p , 0.0001). At the end
of the experiment, NPFO and LPFO groups showed lower
body mass compared to their respective controls NPSC and
LPSC (225%, p , 0.001; 225%, p , 0.001). Considering
the amount of epididymal and retroperitoneal fat pads, the
LPSC group showed a grater values when compared to NPSC
group (131%, 197%; respectively, p , 0.05). Furthermore,
the fish oil rich diet was capable of reducing significantly the
amount of fat pads in LPFO group compared to LPSC group
(254%, p , 0.001). The stereological analysis revealed that
LPSC group showed more macro and microvesicular steatosis
in the liver compared to NPSC group that had a well-
organized liver structure (180%, p , 0.05). On the order
hand, restricted animals that received fish oil diet showed
reduction of volume density steatosis in comparison with
LPSC group (250%, p , 0.05). Besides, fish oil diet lowered
hepatocyte binucleation in LPFO group compared to LPSC
group (241%, p , 0.0001). As for adipose tissue alterations,
maternal protein restriction yielded bigger adipocytes in
LPSC than NPSC group (117%, p , 0.001). On the other
hand, both NPFO and LPFO groups had a smaller
adipocytes compared to their respective controls groups
(219%, p , 0.001; 219% p , 0.0001, respectively).
Conclusions: This study demonstrates that perinatal protein
restriction yields hepatic and adipose tissue structural
alterations. However, fish oil rich diet was able to lower
hepatocyte binucleation and hepatic steatosis as well as
sectional area of adipocytes. Support: Embrapa Caprinos.

1. P.G. Reeves, et al. J.Nutr, 123:1939–1951, 1993.
2. W. Scherle. Mikroskopie, 26:57–60, 1970.

P-5A-204

Gastrointestinal changes in adult rats provoked by dam
food restriction during gestation through lactation

L.C. Cabeço1, D.F. Pinheiro2, M.L.M. Vicentini-Paulino2

1Dept of Morphology, Biosciences Institute, UNESP, Brazil;
2Dept of Physiology, Biosciences Institute, UNESP, Brazil

Many organs and functions have been studied in relation to
maternal programming, but there are few studies on digestive
function. However, changes in gastrointestinal function
may contribute, for example, to the programmed obesity
observed in adult offspring that are food-restricted in uterine1
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or food-restricted in post-natal life2. Our hypothesis is that
the gastrointestinal tract of adult offspring can develop
morphophysiological alterations as a consequence of under-
nutrition during early development. Since rats are altricial
species whose developmental period extends after birth2 we
decided to include the nursing period in our investigation.
Objective: Our objective was to investigate the effects of
dams 30% food restriction during pregnancy and lactation on
intestinal dissacharidases, food efficiency ratio and weight
gain in adult offspring.
Methods: Rat pups were divided in two groups (n 5 6 in each
group) according to maternal diet during gestation through
lactation: C 5 pups born to ad libitum dams and R 5 pups
born to 30% restricted dams. After weaning and until 60 days of
age, both groups were fed ad libitum diet. Lactase, sucrase and
maltase activities, weight gain and food efficiency ratio were
determined at 21 and at 63 days of age. Disaccharidase activity
was determined according to the DAHLQVIST method3. The
food efficiency ratio in first and last post-weaning weeks was
calculated with the following formula: body weight gain
[grams]/food intake [grams]) 3 102. The results were expressed
as mean 6 standard deviation of the mean. The comparison
among groups was achieved using the Student t-test for two
independent samples. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: On Day 1 after birth, the body weight of the R group
was lower (P , 0.001) than that of the C group (5.11 6 0.3 vs.
6.24 6 0.8 g, respectively). The difference between groups was
larger at weaning, when the weight averages were 28.78 6 5.6 g
and 52.14 6 8.6 g, respectively. The weight gain between
weaning to 63 days of age was higher (P , 0.05) for pups born
to restricted dams. Rats born to food-restricted mothers showed
higher food efficiency (P , 0.05) than rats born to ad libitum
mothers at both early post-weaning (from 21 to 28 days) and
adult (from 56 to 63 days) ages. At 21 days of age, the R group
had higher (P , 0.05) intestinal lactase activity than the C group.
There were no differences among weaned groups for sucrase and
maltase activities (P . 0.05). At 63 days of age, the R group had
higher maltase activity (P , 0.05) than the C group. Sucrase
activity was not altered in either group (P . 0.05).
Conclusion: Maternal undernutrition during pregnancy and
through lactation affects the gastrointestinal function of adult
offspring, indicating programming of the gastrointestinal
tract in the early stages of development.

1. H. Desai et al. Reprod Sci,15:785–796, 2008.
2. M.G. Ross, M. Desai. Am J Physiol, 288:R25–R33, 2005.
3. A. Dalquist. Scand J Clin Lab Invest, 44:69–72, 1964.

P-5A-205

The impact of omega-3 fatty acid supplementation on
C57BL/6J male mice subjected to antenatal diet restriction

L.A. Chun1,2, B.S. Knight1,2, C.E. Pennell3,
S.G. Matthews1,2, S.L. Adamson1,2, S.J. Lye1,2

1Depts. of Physiology and Ob/Gyn, University of Toronto, Toronto,
Canada; 2Samuel Lunenfeld Research Institute, Mount Sinai
Hospital,Toronto, Canada; 3School of Women’s and Infants’
Health, The University of Western Australia, Perth, Australia

An adverse antenatal environment is associated with fetal
growth restriction and the subsequent development of the
metabolic syndrome (characterized by obesity, atherogenic
dyslipidemia, hypertension, and insulin resistance). We have
previously shown that imposing an antenatal diet restriction
on C57BL/6J mice leads to the development of symptoms of
the metabolic syndrome in male offspring.
Objective: To determine whether a postnatal diet rich in omega-
3 fatty acids will reduce the likelihood of the development of
glucose intolerance, insulin resistance and obesity in C57BL/6J
(B6) male mice subjected to antenatal dietary restriction.
Methods: Pregnant female mice were either treated as
controls (C) and fed ad libitum for the duration of
pregnancy, or subjected to a 30% caloric restriction (R)
from day 6.5 to 18.5 of gestation. Post-weaning, male pups
were fed either the control diet ( , 1% of dietary fat content
omega-3 fatty acids) or an enriched omega-3 diet (n3,
, 35% of dietary fat content omega-3 fatty acids). Glucose
tolerance testing was conducted at 3 and 12 months of age;
serum insulin was measured using a commercially available
kit. At 12 months of age, body composition was measured by
Dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA).
Results: In response to the postnatal n3 diet, at 3 months of
age, B6R/n3 mice had significantly improved insulin resistance
compared to B6R/C (Insulin AUC 243.9%, p 5 0.0065);
however, at 12 months of age this improvement was no longer
present (Insulin AUC 220.8%, p 5 0.0871). At 3 months of
age, B6C/n3 had unchanged insulin resistance compared with
B6C/C (Insulin AUC 27.3%, p 5 0.4295); whereas at 12
months of age insulin resistance was significantly improved
(B6C/n3 vs. B6C/C: Glucose AUC 218.9%, p 5 0.0254;
Insulin AUC 213.8%, p 5 0.0369). DEXA revealed the B6R/
n3 mice to have a lower percentage of body fat compared to
B6R/C, while there was no difference between B6C/n3 and
B6C/C (B6R/n3 vs. B6R/C: 236.9%, p 5 0.0006; B6C/n3 vs.
B6C/C: 23.5%, p 5 0.70). B6 mice fed n3 diet had
significantly lower body weights than their C counterparts
(B6C/n3 vs. B6C/C: AUC 225.4%, p 5 0.0001; B6R/n3 vs.
B6R/C: AUC 213.7%, p 5 0.0155). Although B6C/n3 mice
had improved tolerance compared to control mice (B6C/C)
they had a lower growth trajectory.
Conclusions: A postnatal diet enriched in n3 diet reduces
the likelihood of development of symptoms associated with
the metabolic syndrome in B6 male mice subjected to
antenatal dietary restriction; however, it also appears to
impair postnatal growth in offspring exposed to a normal
intrauterine environment. Further studies are required to
determine the risks and benefits of n-3 supplementation
including the optimum timing and dose of supplementation.
Support: CIHR# 200-10703-3697.
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P-5A-206

Endocrine pancreas malfunction caused by early protein
restriction may be related to changes on beta cell
muscarinic receptors

J.C. De Oliveira, R.C. Ludmann, L.F. Barella,
R.C.S. Branco, F.N.S. Almeida, R.M. Gomes, A.S. Marques,
M.D. Juliane, C. Gravena, P.C.F. Mathias

Department of Cell Biology and Genetics, State University of
Maringá, Maringá, Brazil

Objective: Maternal protein restriction is a nutritional disorder
that cause pancreatic malfunction and it allow hypoinsulinemia
in adult life, as shown in animal models such as in rats. Fetal
and lactation phase are very fragile, any perturbation like
nutritional restriction may lead changes on central nervous
system development (CNS). Central control of insulin secretion
process is altered in adult rats that were fed by protein
malnourished mothers. Pancreatic beta cells respond poorly to
parasympathetic stimulation. Acetylcholine release by neural
ends is bound to muscarinic receptors (mAChR) which
potentiate glucose-induced insulin secretion; however, it has
been shown that mAChR has a subfamily with 5 subtypes. It
has some evidence that mAChRM odd numbers are
insulinotropic while even ones inhibited insulin secretion.
Present work was designed to test the hypothesis that mAChR2
from beta cell has function to inhibit insulin secretion.
Methods: Milk-giving Wistar rats received a poor protein diet
(4%) during initial 2/3 of lactation (LP group), while, control
animals (NP) received normal protein diet (23%). Mothers
and pups, from both groups, ate normal protein diet at the
end of lactation until young rats turn to 81-days-old. Animals
were submitted to intravenous glucose tolerance test (ivGTT)
receiving a glucose load of 1 g/Kg body weight (bw). Another
batch of rats, from both groups before ivGTT were pre-
treated with acetylcholine, dose of 27 nM/Kg bw or with a
mAChR2 agonist, metoctramine, dose of 0.002 nM/Kg bw.
Results: Fasting hypoinsulinemia was showed by LP rats
(0.102 6 0.015 ng/ml) when compared with NP rats,
0.170 6 0.016 ng/ml, p , 0.05. Calculated the area under
the curve of ivGTT shows that LP rats are glucose intolerants
(8337 mg/dl/60 min) when compared to NP rats, 7082 6

203 mg/dl/60 min, p , 0.01. Acetylcholine pretreatment
caused 16.4% glycemic reduction in NP rats; whereas, same
treatment on LP animals provoked 33.8% glycemic decrease,
p , 0.01. As it expected metoctramine induced decline of
plasma glucose concentration during ivGTT in both animal
groups; however, the decrease was deeper to LP rats (24.5%)
than NP ones (16.1%), p , 0.001.
Conclusions: Perinatal protein restriction causes changes on
activity and/or number of muscarinic receptors subfamily of
pancreatic beta cell from adult rats, including a strong
inhibition of mAChR2, which may justify the weak
cholinergic insulinotropic response. Support: CNPq/
CAPES/Fundação Araucária.

P-5A-207

Presence of early risk markers of metabolic syndrome in
prepubertal children with a history of intrauterine growth
retardation

A.G. Krochik1, E.A. Chaler2, M. Maceiras 2, N. Aspres3,
C.S. Mazza1

1Servicio de Nutrición. Hospital Nacional de Pediatrı́a J.P.
Garrahan. Combate de los Pozos 1881. Bs. As. Tel 4308-4300.
Int. 1231; 2Laboratorio de Endocrinologı́a. Hospital Nacional
de Pediatrı́a J.P. Garrahan; 3Servicio de Pediatrı́a. Hospital
Materno Infantil Ramón Sardá

Studies on people with low weight at birth found metabolic
syndrome associated with intrauterine growth retardation
(IUGR).
Objective: To study the presence of early risk markers of
metabolic syndrome in a prepubertal population with IUGR.
Methods: We studied 45 prepubertal children with a history
of IUGR, without apparent disease, and 47 children control
group. BMI, weight, height and BMI Z score, and body fat
mass were calculated. Basal glycemia, insulin, proinsulin,
cortisol, serum lipids and uric acid levels were analyzed.
Insulin sensitivity was calculated by QUICKI and insulin
resistance by HOMAIR.
Results: Basal insulin levels were higher in the IUGR group
compared with the controls (6.6 mU/ml vs. 4.4 mU/ml, p
0.008). Similar results were found for the basal cortisol levels
(18.8 ug/dl vs. 13.1 ug/dl, p 0.006) and uric acid (4.2 mg/dl
vs. 2.7 mg/dl, p 0.0008). QUICKI index was lower in the
IUGR group (2.06 vs. 2.86, p 0.001). The IUGR children
who developed obesity presented higher levels of proinsulin
(fig 1)(26.04 ug/dl vs. 13.3 ug/dl, p 0.05), insulin (11 mU/ml
vs. 5.5 mU/ml, p 0.005), and HOMA (2.06 vs. 0.9, p 0.004),
and lower QUICKI (1.71 vs. 2.16, p 0.01) than in the case of
the IUGR children with appropriate weight; these differences
weren’t observed among the control group.
Conclusions: Children with IUGR, without apparent disease,
showed metabolic changes that were expressed through risk
markers of metabolic syndrome in childhood. In this
population, the subgroup of obese children presented higher
levels of insulin and proinsulin.
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Fig. 1. Proinsulin in IUGR by obesity, fat distribution and catch up.
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P-5A-208

Metabolic imprinting induced by perinatal protein
restriction impaired cholinergic insulinotropic, while
did not alter adrenergic response on pancreatic beta
cell from adult rat

J.C. De Oliveira, R.C. Ludmann, L.F. Barella,
R.C.S. Branco, F.N.S. Almeida, D.X. Scomparin,
W. Rinaldi, R.M. Gomes, A.S. Marques, M.D. Juliane,
R.C. Lima, M.C. Lima, S. Grassiolli, C. Gravena,
P.C.F. Mathias

Department of Cell Biology and Genetics, State University of
Maringá, Maringá, Brazil

Objective: Nutritional injuries impose during perinatal
phase provokes changes on glycemic controls which allows
metabolic diseases onset in adult life. It has been suggested
that autonomic nervous system imbalance is evolved on
altered glucose metabolism of adult rat that was protein
malnourished during lactation. The aim of present work is
to know how is the cholinergic and adrenergic effect on
glucose-induced insulin secretion of pancreatic islets isolated
from adult rats that were protein malnourished during
perinatal life.
Methods: Wistar rats received a protein restricted diet (4%)
during initial 2/3 of lactation, LP group; while, control
animals (NP) ate normal protein diet (23%). At the end of
lactation, mothers and pups, from both experimental groups
received normal protein diet. Until sacrificed NP and LP
rats, aged 81-days-old ate normal diet. Islets were isolated
from rat pancreas using collagenase technique. Islets were
perifused with a solutions containing 8.3 mM glucose in the
presence or in the absence of 1.0 mM carbamylcholine. To
test the adrenergic response, islets were perifused with
16.7 mM in the presence or in the absence of 0.1 mM
adrenaline.
Results: Calculating the area under the perifusion curve, LP
islets show 60% insulin secretion reduction, 21.3 6 1.8 ng/ml,
when compared to NP islets secretion stimulated by 8.3 mM
glucose, 53.9 6 2.5 ng/ml, 0.001. Carbamylcholine poten-
tiated secretion in both islet types; however, islets from
LP rats secreted less, 182.6 6 27.4 ng/ml, than islets from
NP ones, 693.2 6 121.0 ng/ml, p , 0.01. Glucose 16.7 also
better stimulated more insulin secretion in perifused islets
from NP rats, 220.8 6 11.3 ng/ml, than islets from LP rats,
122.7 6 8.5 ng/ml, p , 0.01. Adding adrenaline to the
perifuse solution, it caused drastic reduction of the same
magnitude in insulin secretion from both islet origin:
81.3 6 8.8 ng/ml to NP and 58.4 6 3.7 ng/ml to LP rats,
p . 0.05.
Conclusions: Maternal protein malnourishment provokes
metabolic imprinting in adult rats, including low insulin
secretion, which may due to an impairment of parasympa-
thetic activity on pancreatic beta cells. Support: CNPq/
CAPES/Fundação Araucária.

P-5A-209

Altered adipocyte size regulation without obesity in juvenile
microswine offspring following maternal protein restriction

E.A. DuPriest1,2, P. Kupfer1, B. Lin1, A. Bhusari1,
T.K. Morgan2, J.Q. Purnell1, S.P. Bagby1

1Dept of Medicine; 2Dept of Pathology, Oregon Health &
Science University, 3181 SW Sam Jackson Park Rd, Portland,
OR, USA

Objectives: Perinatal maternal protein restriction (MPR) in
microswine results in low birth weight and accelerated growth
during prepubertal development, together with increased
appetite and feed utilization efficiency, and increased fat
deposition rate without overt obesity (as % body fat). We
hypothesized 1) that the increase in fat deposition would be
associated with adipocyte hypertrophy, which has been
previously linked with cardiovascular and metabolic disease;
and 2) that preventing accelerated growth by feed limitation
to normal levels would prevent adipocyte hypertrophy.
Methods: Time-bred microswine sows were randomized to
either normal- (14%) or low- (1%) protein diets for the last
quarter of gestation plus 2 wks postnatally. Upon weaning at
4wks of age, Normal Protein Offspring (NPO n 5 14–26) and
Low Protein Offspring (LPO n 5 21–22) were randomized to
either ad libitum (AL) or feed limitation (FL) groups. FL piglets
were limited to g feed/kg body weight equivalent to the average
consumed spontaneously by NPO AL piglets. Body composi-
tion was measured by dual energy X-ray absorptiometry
(DEXA) scanning at 6 and 11 wks of age. Adipose tissue
(subcutaneous, SAT; and intra-abdominal, IAT) was collected
from juvenile offspring (12–20 wks) in an age-matched manner
for analysis of adipocyte size. Adipocyte size was measured in
formalin fixed tissue sections stained with hematoxylin using
image analysis of 4 micrographs/slide, 2 slides/block, 2 blocks/fat
depot/animal, and reported as cross-sectional area in um2. In
IAT, age was used as a covariate in analysis.
Results: Feed limitation restored normal growth rates in
LPO-FL, such that LPO piglets born small remained
relatively small throughout prepubertal development. Excess
accrual rates of total body fat (p , .005) and lean mass
(p 5 .02) in LPO-AL were normalized by FL. Adipocyte size
was directly age-dependent in IAT, but not in SAT. In all
pigs, females had 37% larger adipocytes than males in both
depots (p 5 .0005). Adipocyte hypertrophy was observed in
SAT of female LPO (4029 6 240 um2 in LPO vs 2994 6 236
um2 in female NPO, p , .02), but not in males. No
adipocyte hypertrophy was observed in IAT.
Conclusions: SAT adipocyte hypertrophy was observed in juvenile
female microswine offspring after MPR and was not modified by
feed limitation to normalize growth rate. This suggests that SAT
adipocyte hypertrophy may be programmed during perinatal
development (late prenatal/early postnatal), and occurs indepen-
dently of accelerated postnatal growth. In contrast, there was no
IAT adipocyte hypertrophy. Our data show that accelerated
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postnatal growth may occur without obesity; perinatal (vs early
gestational) timing of the insult may account for differences in
development of obesity. However, even without obesity, adipose
tissue may be programmed in sex- and depot-specific ways that
contribute to metabolic or cardiovascular disease.

P-5A-210

Gestational protein restriction programs the mammalian
amino acid response pathway in male offspring rats

L. Gong, H. Chen, Y-X. Pan

Department of Food Science and Human Nutrition, University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL 61801, USA

Objective: The mammalian amino acid response (AAR)
pathway senses and reacts to protein or amino acid limitation.
This signaling cascade is initiated by the GCN2 kinase
detection of reduction of essential amino acids. Subsequently
the AAR pathway is activated by phosphorylation of the
eukaryotic translation initiation factor 2 alpha subunit
(eIF2alpha) and translational induction of the transcription
factor ATF4 protein. The complete activation of the AAR
pathway induces up-regulation of downstream target genes
containing the amino acid response element (AARE) sequences.
Activation of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK/
ERK) pathway is also required in the complete activation of the
AAR pathway for the up-regulation of downstream target genes.
The present study is designed to investigate the effects of
gestational and lifelong protein restriction on activation of the
AAR pathway in male rat offspring.
Methods: Sprague-Dawley (SD) offspring rats were exposed to
a low protein diet (LP, 90 g/kg casein compare to 180 g/kg in
control) either through gestation only or throughout life. Rats
in control group were fed control rat chow throughout life. The
livers of offspring rats were collected and used to isolate RNA,
protein and chromatin. Quantitative real-time PCR, Western
blot and chromatin immunoprecipitation were performed for
the analysis of the AAR and MAPK pathways.
Results: The present study compared the effects of low
protein diet during gestation only or lifelong on the AAR and
MAPK/ERK pathways in offspring rat liver. Our results
demonstrated that the low protein diet fed either during
gestation only or lifelong was able to induce phosphorylation
of eIF2alpha and ATF4 protein synthesis in the liver of male
offspring rats. However, in rats fed only gestational low
protein diet, the MAPK/ERK pathway was not activated, as
revealed by no detectable changes on ERK phosphorylation.
Consequently, there were no changes in mRNA expression of
the downstream target genes in the AAR pathway, such as
ASNS (asparagine synthetase), CHOP (C/EBP homology
protein) and SNAT2 (sodium-coupled neutral amino acid
transporter 2). In rats fed low protein diet throughout their
life, the target genes of AAR pathway were up-regulated and
phosphorylation of ERK was enhanced. Analysis of ASNS
also demonstrated that, correlated to the changes, chromatin

immunoprecipitation showed increased binding of ATF4 at
the promoter region of the above-mentioned AAR genes.
Histones H3 and H4 were also specifically modified at the
promoter region.
Conclusions: Maternal protein restriction programmed the
activation of the AAR pathway, inducing phosphorylation
of eIF2alpha and ATF4 protein synthesis in the liver of male
offspring rats. On the other hand, the complete activation of
target-genes downstream of the AAR pathway depended upon
the further activation of the MAPK/ERK pathway.

P-5A-211

Glucocorticoid programming: prenatal or perinatal?

V.I. Goudochnikov

Santa Maria – RS, Brazil

Objective: Previously we have shown high sensitivity of
neonatal rat pituitary cells and fetal rat hepatocytes in primary
cultures to glucocorticoids and other bioregulators, as
evaluated by the production of growth hormone and serum
albumin, as well as the biosynthesis of macromolecules
(DNA, total RNA and protein). Later we have observed
irreversible or partially reversible body and organ growth
inhibition by glucocorticoids administered to rats in neonatal
period124. Recently, we suggested that such effects could be
related to glucocorticoid programming/imprinting phenom-
ena5. In the present work, literature data were analysed, in
order to establish the correspondence of experimental models
in rats to human patients.
Methods: Computer-assisted search was performed in several
databases in English, using the key words ‘‘glucocorticoid’’,
‘‘programming’’, ‘‘growth’’, ‘‘development’’, ‘‘aging’ and
some others, during the period of approximately 30–40
years. This procedure was completed by manual search in
reference lists of the articles localized.
Results: Although the group of Seckl et al. concerns almost
exclusively prenatal glucocorticoid programming, the com-
monly expressed opinion establishes a correspondence of
neonatal period in rats to third trimester in human fetus.
Therefore, employing neonatal rats in experimental models
results in preferable use of a term ‘‘perinatal’’, rather than
‘‘prenatal’’ for the period of glucocorticoid treatment.
Moreover, considering the difference in degree of tissue
maturation, neonatal rats correspond probably to preterm
human newborns.
Conclusion: In fact, synthetic glucocorticoids like dexa-
methasone are actively transported by P-glycoprotein out of
adult rat brain, however in neonatal period such mechanism
is not fully operative. Therefore, special care should be taken
when administering glucocorticoids to preterm human new-
borns. On the other hand, it seems to us that rats are better
suited for developmental modelling, whereas mice would be
preferably employed in geriatric models, principally due to
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convenience and cost. Finally, sequential use of in vivo and in
vitro approaches may be highly advantageous for detailed
understanding of tissue-specific mechanisms of programming/
imprinting phenomena in experimental models.

1. V.I. Goudochnikow, et al., Neuroendocrinology, 60:59, 1994.
2. V.I. Goudochnikow, et al., Medicina (Buenos Aires),

56:613–614, 1996.
3. V.I. Goudochnikow,. NewsLab (São Paulo), 22:90–100,

1997.
4. V. Cassol, et al. Eur. J. Pharm. Sci., 13: S76, 2001.
5. V.I. Goudochnikow, Adv. Gerontol. (St. Petersburg),

20:35–36, 2007.

P-5A-212

Prenatal high-fat diets induce hepatic steatosis in rat
offspring, which is fully reversible and do not induce liver
ceramide accumulation

L.I. Hellgren1, M. Gundell1, L. Lauritzen2, R.I. Jensen2

1Dept. Systemsbiology, Technical University of Denmark,
Lyngby, Dk; 2Dept.Human Nutrition, Copenhagen University,
Copenhagen, Dk

Objective: The objectives of present study were: 1) To
determine if hepatic steatosis in rat-pups, induced by high-fat
feeding of the dams during pregnancy and lactation leads to
increased accumulation of ceramide in the young rat-liver and
if the steatotic state is reversible after transfer to low-fat diets
after weaning.
Methods: Female Sprague-Dawley rats were fed ad libitum
one of two experimental diets, for 10 days before pregnancy,
during pregnancy and during suckling. The diets were chow
containing 5% fat (w/w) (C) or chow with added palm oil
(total fat content 23% (w/w)) (HF diet). At 48 hours
postpartum, litters were reduced to 8 pups. Twenty days post
partum, one male pup from each litter was sacrificed. The
remaining male pups from each litter were split into 2 groups
after weaning (21days post partum). Half of the offspring
from dams fed the control diet continued on this diet (C-
C) while the other half were fed the HF diet (C-HF). The
offspring from the dams fed the HF diet was splitted in the
same way (HF-C and HF-HF). After 70 days post partum,
one male offspring from each litter were again sacrificed.
Food intake and weight gain were analyzed daily and lipids
were analyzed with standard methods.
Results: Total energy intake was identical between the groups,
both in the dams pre-weaning and in the pups post-weaning.
At 20 days of age, pups from the HF mother suffered from
severe hepatic steatosis with TAG concentration of
43 6 11 mg/g compared to 12 6 5.2 mg/g in the C-group
(p , 0.0001). Despite the very high liver TAG levels in the
HF-group, there was no difference in the ceramide content of
the livers; average ceramide levels being approximately
90 nmol/g. However, at 70 days of age (after 50 days on

the post-weaning diets), the pups from the HF mothers that
were given the control diet post-weaning had as low TAG
levels as the C-C pups (6.6 6 1.5 and 6.2 6 1.3 mg/g,
respectively). On the other hand, pups raised by dams on the
control diet, that had been switched to the high fat diet (C-
HF) had increased TAG levels as had the HF-HF pups
(21 6 8.5 and 24 6 6.9 mg/g, respectively). Interestingly, at
the age of 70 days, hepatic ceramide concentration was
significantly higher in the two groups that had been given
HF-diets, compared to the post-weaning control groups
(C-HF 106 6 19 & HF-HF 102 6 15 nmol/g vs. C-C
82 6 4.4 & HF-C 84 6 12).
Conclusion: Although energy intake was identical in C and
HF dams, pups from the HF dams developed hepatic
steatosis. However, in the lactating pup, this did not lead to
increased hepatic ceramide levels, whereas high-fat feeding
after weaning caused increased ceramide accumulation in the
liver. High-fat feeding of the dams during pregnancy and
lactation did not have any programming effect, since no effect
of the pre-weaning diets was observed in either liver TAG or
ceramide at 70 days of age.

P-5A-213

In utero exposure to insulin resistance results in
accelerated weight gain and hyperinsulinemia in offspring

E.M. Isganaitis*, M.L. Woo*, K.J. Lee, J.M. DeCoste-Lopez,
C. Fitzpatrick, and M.E. Patti. *contributed equally to
this work

Joslin Diabetes Center, Boston, MA, United States, 02215

Objective: Intrauterine exposure to gestational diabetes and
maternal obesity are each associated with risk of childhood
obesity. In clinical and epidemiologic studies, it can be
difficult to dissect the relative contribution of maternal
genetics, diet, and the metabolic environment (e.g. glucose,
insulin) to offspring phenotypes. Thus, we asked whether in
utero exposure to an insulin resistant environment in the
absence of hyperglycemia or obesity affects offspring growth or
glucose metabolism.
Methods: Mice with heterozygous disruption of the insulin
receptor substrate 1 gene (IRS1 het) have reduced insulin
signaling. To assess the metabolic effects of prenatal exposure
to genetically-determined insulin resistance, we bred wild
type C57BL6 males with (a) wild type (WT) or (b) IRS1 het
females, and assessed metabolic phenotypes in WT offspring
mice (C 5 WT offspring of WT dams; IR-exp 5 WT
offspring of IRS1 het dams). Offspring were weaned to a
high-fat, high sucrose diet.
Results: During pregnancy, IRS1 het dams are insulin resistant,
as evidenced by significantly higher insulin levels and a trend to
higher fatty acid levels, but remain normoglycemic and have
similar weight gain. Despite similar offspring birth weight in C
and IR-exp groups, body weight of male IR-exp mice exceeded
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controls at 1 week of life (IR-exp: 4.8 1 0.2 g; C: 4.1 1 0.2 g,
p 5 0.007), a pattern which was maintained to 18 weeks of age
(IR-exp: 46.1 1 1.1 g; C: 42.5 1 0.9 g, p 5 0.03). In females,
body weight was elevated in IR-exp mice at 1 week, but
indistinguishable from controls by 4 weeks. Analysis of plasma
metabolites in early postnatal life revealed significant elevations
in several fatty acid species in IR-exp offspring. IR-exp males
had similar fed and fasted glucose levels as controls, but higher
fed insulin levels at 1 and 4 months (1 month C: 0.51 6 0.10,
IR-exp: 1.07 6 0.15 ng/ml, p 5 0.02; 4 months C:
2.81 6 0.56, IR-exp: 6.59 6 1.04 ng/ml, p 5 0.01). At 2
months, male IR-exp mice were more insulin resistant (AUC
glucose during intraperitoneal insulin tolerance testing: IR-exp:
5134 6 277, C: 4442 6 100, p 5 0.04).
Conclusions: Intrauterine exposure to genetic insulin resis-
tance, even in the absence of maternal hyperglycemia or
obesity, may promote rapid postnatal growth and alter
glucose and fatty acid metabolism during adult life.

P-5A-214

Periconceptional undernutrition affects the relationship
between early growth and later glucose tolerance in lambs

A.L. Jaquiery, M.H. Oliver, S.E. Todd, F.H. Bloomfield,
J.E. Harding

Liggins Institute, University of Auckland and the National
Research Centre for Growth and Development, New Zealand

Objective: The aim of this experiment was to determine
whether relationships between early postnatal growth, later
weight and glucose tolerance are affected by maternal
periconceptional undernutrition.
Methods: Singleton lambs of normally nourished (N, n 5 30;
male (M) n 5 10, female (F) n 5 20) or peri-conceptionally
undernourished (UN, n 5 29; M n 5 14, F n 5 15) ewes
were weighed weekly to weaning at 12 weeks, then at 4 and
10 months of age. Exponential growth velocity for weight was
calculated from birth to 6 weeks of age (postnatal GV). At 4
and 10 months of age, intravenous glucose tolerance tests
were performed on a subset of lambs and area under the curve
(AUC) for both glucose and insulin was calculated using a
triangulation method. Data were analysed using ANOVA
with Fisher post hoc test and groups compared using
regression. Results are expressed as mean 6 SEM.
Results: Offspring of N ewes had a lower birth weight than
those of UN ewes (p 5 0.02), and males were heavier than
females in both nutritional groups (p 5 0.005) (N M
5.8 6 0.3, F 5.2 6 0.2 kg; UN M 6.4 6 0.2 kg, F 5.7 6

0.2 kg). Postnatal GV was greater in offspring of N than UN
ewes (N 28 6 1; UN 25 6 1 g.kg21.d21, p 5 0.008) and
tended to be greater in females than males (p 5 0.05), so that
by 6 weeks of age there was no longer any weight difference
between lambs of either nutrition group or sex (N M 18 6 1,
F 17 6 1 kg; UN M 17 6 1, F 18 6 1 kg). This remained the

case at 12 weeks (weaning) and at 4 months (juvenile). At 10
months (post puberty), offspring of N ewes were lighter than
those of UN ewes (p 5 0.04), and males were heavier than
females in both nutritional groups (p 5 0.0007) (N M
50 6 4, F 39 6 1 kg; UN M 57 6 3, F 44 6 2 kg). Birth
weight was inversely related to postnatal GV in all lambs
(R2 5 0.4, p , 0.0001). Postnatal GV was positively asso-
ciated with 4 month weight in offspring of N, but not UN,
ewes (N R2 5 0.7, p 5 0.004; UN R2 5 0.1, p 5 0.3). In
lambs of N, but not UN ewes, postnatal GV was positively
associated with glucose and insulin AUC at 4 months in
lambs of both sexes, significant only for insulin (N R2 5 0.9,
p 5 0.01; UN R2 5 0.4, p 5 0.1). There was no association
between postnatal GV and either glucose or insulin AUC at
10 months in either nutritional group. There was no
association between weight at 4 and 10 months in lambs of
either sex or nutritional group, and no association between
weight change between 4 and 10 months and glucose or
insulin AUC at 10 months.
Conclusion: Maternal undernutrition around conception
results in altered regulation of the relationships between
postnatal growth and carbohydrate metabolism. Intrauterine
events may contribute to the effects of early postnatal growth
on later health, which may in turn be modified by pubertal
changes in growth and metabolism.

P-5A-215

No correlation of a family history of obesity and type 2
diabetes with the body mass index of nutrition freshmen
in México

F. Jiménez-Guerra1, R. Martı́nez-Castilla1,
T. Hernández-Quiroz1

1Health Sciences Department, Universidad Veracruzana.
Iturbide s/n esq. Carmen Serdán. Veracruz, Ver. México

Objective: To examine whether the association between Body
Mass Index-based (BMI) overweight/obesity classification and
type 2 diabetes among Nutrition freshmen differs according
to the presence of a biological parental or grandparental
history of obesity and diabetes.
Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted with 108
students, which represented 100% of sampling frame of the
cohort class of 2008 at Veracruz-campus Universidad
Veracruzana School of Nutrition, in México. Weight (by
scale) and standing height (by stadiometer) were measured.
BMI was defined as weight divided by height squared (kg/
m2). BMI was grouped into 4 categories with the
corresponding adolescent percentiles as recommended by
the Centers for Disease Control and American Academy of
Pediatrics or with the corresponding adult cut-off values as
recommended by the WHO. Freshmen students provided
information on first-degree family history (biological par-
ental/siblings or grandparental) of obesity and type 2 diabetes
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at time of interview and was used as a surrogate for hereditary
factors.1,2,3 The family history was defined as negative if
the interviewed freshmen reported the absence of a specific
condition among first-degree relatives, and as missing if
she/he reported not knowing whether any relatives had ever
been told that they were affected. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: Eighty six freshmen were females (80%) and 22
males (20%). Most of them (98%) aged between 18-22 years
(mean 5 19). BMI-based nutritional classification showed an
overall prevalence rate of 8% underweight, 79% normal, 9%
overweight and 4% obesity among freshmen. The overall
prevalence rate of self-reported diabetes was 0% among
freshmen. A significant number of freshmen reported a family
history of obesity (55%) and diabetes (60%), with 77% of
freshmen reporting any of these chronic diseases. More than
three-quarters of and more than half of those with a higher
BMI had a family history of obesity and diabetes respectively.
Overall, there was no association between family history of
obesity (r 5 0.18, p . .06) and diabetes (r 5 20.14,
p . 0.15) and BMI overweight/obesity classification of
Nutrition freshmen.
Conclusions: First-degree family history of obesity or diabetes
seems not to be the most powerful risk factor for these young
freshmen for becoming obese or diabetic, perhaps suggesting
the presence of genetic susceptibility but not shared environ-
mental influences (dietary restraint and physical activity).4

Thus, there is no guarantee that these freshmen will continue to
be so categorized in adulthood. This study was sponsored by
Dr. Francisco Jiménez-Guerra and performed in facilities which
are owned by Universidad Veracruzana.

1. Barsh GS et al. Nature., 404:644–651, 2000.
2. Stunkard AJ et al. N Engl J Med., 322:1483–1487, 1990.
3. Undurti ND, Allam AR. Lipids in Health and Disease,

6:35, 2007.
4. Hill JA, Peters JC. Science., 280:1371–1374, 1998.

P-5A-216

Physiological significance of the intake of protein-
to-digest during the suckling period for the development
of pancreatic digestive functions during and after the
suckling period

T. Kinouchi1, S. Muraji1, D. Murakami1, S. Hoshi1,
T. Kaneko1, Y. Sunden2, T. Tanaka2, T. Umemura2,
T. Takeuchi3, E. Harada3

1Food Science Institute, Meiji Dairies Corporation,
540 Naruda, Odawara, Japan; 2Graduate School of
Veterinary Medicine, Hokkaido University, Sapporo,
Japan; 3School of Veterinary Medicine, Faculty of Agriculture,
Tottori University, Minami 4-101, Koyoma-cho, Tottori,
Japan

Objective: Protein matter in breast milk consists of large
molecule protein for the most part. It has been often thought
that protein hydrolysate might be nutritionally equal to
original large protein for infants, but several recent reports
suggest large molecule protein may be nutritionally superior
as a dietary amino acid source to protein hydrolysate or free
amino acids for infants. Some scientists and pediatricians
therefore have described concerns about nutritional adequacy of
protein hydrolysate infant formulas and also about their long-
term effects. Nevertheless, there is still little evidence especially
about physiological significance of the intake of large protein to
digest for infants. We, thus, evaluated the impact of protein
matter fed during the suckling period on the development of
pancreatic digestive functions during and after the suckling
period, using a rat pup model and a piglet model.
Methods: Rats were artificially reared on a rat formula based
on cow’s milk protein or a rat formula based on cow’s milk
protein hydrolysate (molecular weight: ,3,500) from 7 days
of age, weaned at 21 days of age, and fed a standard solid diet
until 42 days of age. Pancreas weights and pancreatic amylase
and trypsin concentrations were measured at 14, 21, 28, and
42 days of age. At 28 days of age, a pancreatic cannula
was inserted into the pancreatic duct to collect the secreted
bile-pancreatic juice. The rats were intraduodenally adminis-
tered soybean protein to evaluate the pancreatic secretory
ability in response to dietary protein. Some other artificially
reared rats were intravenously injected cholecystokinin to
examine whether pancreatic responsiveness to circulating
cholecystokinin can be affected by protein fed during the
suckling period. Piglets were raised on a protein formula
designed for piglets or a protein hydrolysate formula for
piglets from 7 to 21 days of age. Pancreatic digestive enzymes
were measured at 21 days of age.
Results: Pancreas weights and pancreatic amylase and trypsin
concentrations in hydrolysate formula-fed rats were signifi-
cantly lower than those in protein formula-fed rats during
and also after the suckling period, even 3 weeks after weaning.
Pancreatic enzyme secretion in response to dietary protein in
rats weaned from the hydrolysate formula was significantly
weaker than that in rats weaned from the protein formula.
There was no difference in pancreatic secretory response to
cholecystokinin between two groups, suggesting that necessity
to digest dietary protein might affect the development of
intestinal ability to release cholecystokinin in response to
dietary protein. All measurements of standard formula-fed
rats were equivalent to those of dam-fed rats. Similar results
were obtained from the piglet study.
Conclusions: Our recent results suggest that the presence of
large protein to digest in milk may be significant for the
proper development of pancreatic digestive functions and that
insufficient digestive functions due to hydrolysate-feeding
could remain in the later life. Further studies on physiological
and nutritional significance of protein intake in infancy, i.e.
effects of hydrolysate formula-feeding are necessary for proper
designing and proper choice of infant milk formulas.
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P-5A-217

Maternal dietary exposure during pregnancy induces
specific changes in the hepatic transcriptome of the adult
offspring

K.A. Lillycrop1, J. Rodford1, E.S. Garratt1, J.L. Slater-
Jefferies1, K.M. Godfrey 2, P.D. Gluckman3, M.A. Hanson1,
G.C. Burdge1

1Institute of Developmental Sciences Building, Southampton
General Hospital, Tremona Road, Southampton, UK; 2Medical
Research Council Epidemiology Unit, University of Southampton,
UK; 3Liggins Institute, University of Auckland, New Zealand

Objectives: Feeding pregnant rats a protein-restricted (PR)
diet induces an altered phenotype in the adult offspring which
have been reported to be prevented by supplementation of the
PR diet with folic acid (PRF diet). Because the effects of
maternal diet on the offspring have only been reported for
candidate genes, we investigated the effect of maternal PR and
PRF during pregnancy on the expression of the whole liver
transcriptome in their adult male offspring.
Methods: Rats were fed either a control (18% (w/w) casein), PR
(9% (w/w) casein) or PRF (9% (w/w) casein supplementated
with Folic acid (5 mg/kg) diet from conception to delivery, then
standard chow (AIN-76A) during lactation (Langley & Jackson,
1994). Male offspring weaned onto a semi-synthetic diet and
killed on d 84. Liver transcription was analysed using an
expression microarray (6 livers per maternal dietary group),
followed by post hoc analysis of relative mRNA levels and of
gene ontology. The results of microarray analysis were confirmed
for specific genes by real time RTPCR.
Results: 312 genes differed significantly (>1.5-fold change,
P , 0.05) between offspring of PR and control dams (222
increased, 90 decreased), while 191 genes differed signifi-
cantly between offspring of PRF and control dams (45
increased, 146 decreased). Gene ontology analysis showed
that maternal PR induced significant changes (Z score .2) in
the gene ontology pathways - developmental process, ion
transport, and response to oxidative stress. In PRF offspring,
developmental process and ion tranport pathways remained
altered however alterations in fatty acid and steroid hormone
metabolic process were also observed. There was no effect of
maternal PR on mRNA expression of imprinted genes,
although Ins1 and Phlda2 were significantly altered in PRF
compared to PR offspring.
Conclusions: Our findings show that the effects of altered
maternal diet on the expression of the transcriptome are
highly specific and differ between dietary exposures, We also
show that although folate supplementation of the maternal
PR diet prevented some of the effects on the transcriptome
induced by the PR diet alone, it either did not affect others or
changed the expression of genes in pathways notably involved
in fat metabolism. Support: MAH and GCB are supported by
the British Heart Foundation. PDG is funded by the
National Research Centre for Growth and Development

(New Zealand). The University of Southampton and by the
UK Medical Research Council.

P-5A-218

Offspring of rats subject to maternal protein restriction in
pregnancy and suckling show improved whole body
insulin sensitivity when catch-up growth does not occur

K. Lim, J.A. Armitage, M.J. Black

Department of Anatomy and Developmental Biology, Monash
University, Wellington Road Clayton, Australia

Objective: Metabolic syndrome and type 2 diabetes may arise
following disparity in prenatal and postnatal nutrition or
growth. Intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) resulting
from a sub-optimal environment is associated with altered
organogenesis which may also contribute to long term disease
risk. The central tenant to this process is that IUGR offspring
are most susceptible to disease when they exhibit catch-up
growth postnatally. There is evidence that maternal protein
restriction or IUGR leads to an increased risk of type 2
diabetes however reports in animal studies are equivocal. We
aimed to examine the effect of maternal protein restriction on
whole body insulin sensitivity in young adult rats in a model
that does not display catch-up growth.
Methods: Female Wistar Kyoto rats were fed either a control
protein (20% protein as casein) or a low protein diet (LPD;
8.7% protein) for 2 weeks prior to mating, during pregnancy
and lactation. At 3 weeks of age offspring were weaned to a
control diet ad libitum. Whole body insulin sensitivity (ISI:
steady-state glucose infusion in mg21kg21.min/plasma
insulin concentration in mU.ml21 3 100) was assessed in
32 week old offspring of control and LPD fed rats (n 5 7
males and females per group) by euglycemic hyperinsulinemic
clamp. Plasma insulin and pancreatic insulin concentration
were assessed by radioimmunoassay. Data were analysed by
ANOVA or RM ANOVA with maternal diet (PD) and
offspring gender (PG) as factors. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance was obtained.
Results: LPD offspring were born of lower birth weight than
controls (males: control 5.77 6 0.17g vs LPD 4.44 6 0.13g,
P , 0.0001 and females: 5.90 6 0.13g vs LPD 4.28 6 0.14g,
P , 0.0001) and remained significantly lighter throughout
the experimental period (RM ANOVA, PD 5 0.0002, PG ,

0.0001). There was a significant effect of maternal diet
(LPD . control, PD , 0.001) and offspring gender
(Female . Male, PG 5 0.004) on insulin sensitivity. LPD
offspring demonstrated greater insulin sensitivity than sex
matched control offspring (ISI of males: LPD 5.03 6 0.22 vs
control 2.75 6 0.15, P , 0.0001 and females: LPD
6.70 6 0.82 vs control 4.04 6 0.25, P 5 0.02). This finding
was consistent with a reduction in the concentration of
circulating insulin in LPD offspring when compared with
controls (Male: control 7.678 6 1.22 ng/ml vs. LPD
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5.64 6 1.20 ng/ml, P 5 0.02. Female: control 7.40 6

0.21 ng/ml vs LPD 4.39 6 0.99 ng/ml, P 5 0.02). Pancreatic
insulin content did not differ between the groups (Male
control 0.119 6 0.013 mg/g vs LPD 0.086 6 0.01 mg/g,
P 5 0.375. Female control 0.096 6 0.023 mg/g vs LPD
0.083 6 0.014 mg/g, P 5 0.375).
Conclusion: Maternal protein restriction and/or IUGR does
not necessarily lead to programmed disease. In fact, in this
model the maternal challenge leads to the programming of
improved postnatal insulin sensitivity and normal pancreatic
insulin concentrations, most likely because postnatal growth
trajectories are appropriate to that seen in utero. The find-
ings further highlight the importance of maintaining a
similar growth trajectory after birth to that in utero. Support:
KL Australian NHMRC Postgraduate Training Award
(519410), Australian Heart Foundation Fellowship (PF-06M-
2766) to JAA.

P-5A-219

Low salt intake during pregnancy and lactation causes low
birth weight and changes in energy metabolism in adult
Wistar rats female offspring

K.L. Lopes-Jang, L.N.S. Furukawa, J.C. Heimann

Hypertension Laboratory, University of São Paulo School of
Medicine - Sao Paulo, SP – Brazil

Objective: To study the energy metabolism in adult offspring
of dams low salt diet during pregnancy.
Methods: Female Wistar rats were fed low (LSD: 0.15%)
or normal (NSD 1.3% NaCl) salt diet since 8 weeks of age.
At 12 weeks of age, they were mated. All offspring groups
were fed NSD from weaning. At 12 weeks of age, the animals
were kept on 48C (48) or room temperature (RT) environ-
ment during 24 hours to measure plasma nor epinephrine
(NOR), epinephrine (EPI), triacylglycerols (TG), cholesterol
(CHO), and leptin (LEP). RT-PCR for mRNA uncoupling
protein-1 (UCP1), coenzyme Q1 (CoQ1) and coenzyme Q2
(CoQ2) of brown adipose tissue were performed.
Results: (mean6SEM, p , 0.05, n 5 5–8/group): Birth
weight (g) was lower in LSD (5.1 6 0.2) than in NSD
(5.9 6 0.1) offspring. NOR (pg/dL) was higher on 48

(471 6 42) than on RT (206 6 28) in NSD but not in
LSD group. EPI (pg/dL) was lower on 48 (224 6 5.5) than on
RT (738 6 18) in LSD but not in NSD group. On LSD, EPI
was higher (738 6 18) than on NSD (393 6 68) at RT but
not at 48. TG (mg/dL) were lower on LSD (25 6 2) and
NSD at 48 (29 6 6) than at RT (LSD - 94 6 14, NSD -
72 6 10). CHO (mg/dL) also decreased in response to cold in
both groups. LEP (mg/dL) was lower in LSD (1.6 6 0.2)
than NSD (2.5 6 0.2) at RT but not at 48. UCP1, CoQ1 and
CoQ2 were lower in LSD (UCP1-1.5 6 0.1, CoQ1- 0.7 6 0.1,
Coq2-1.0 6 0.1) than in NSD (UCP1- 2.0 6 0.1, Coq1
1.1 6 0.1, CoQ2-1.3 6 0.1) at RT.

Conclusions: Low salt diet during pregnancy and lactation
causes low birth weight and an imbalance on energy
metabolism in adult female offspring. Supported by FAPESP.

P-5A-220

Evaluation of the association between birth weight and
risk factors of non transmissible chronic diseases in a
youth adult group

M. Mosquera1, A.C. Aguilar1, A. Pradilla1

1Grupo de Nutrición, Universidad del Valle. Calle 4B 36-00.
San Fernando. Cali. Colombia

During the fetal development and the first years of life could
take place adverse or unfavorable situations that affect the
tissues growth and its regulation increasing the diseases risk
in the adult state. Studies in animal model and European
population had showed that the low height and weight at
birth are associated with the risk of development of non
transmissible chronic diseases. At the same time during the
gestational period. The intensity and duration of the exposure
to factors that cause low height and weight in the newborn,
could have a ‘‘programming’’ effect on some functions in the
persons, like, gene expression, protein activity and enzyme
regulation.
Objective: The goal in this study is to evaluate the association
between the newborn anthropometry and non transmissible
chronic diseases (NTCD) in a group of adults between 18 to
25 years old.
Methods: longitudinal descriptive study, retrospective type.
During 2004 and 2005 all the 6th semester medicine students
of Universidad del Valle were invited to participate; 148
subjects was recruited, then blood samples, anthropometric
measures, blood pressure, diet and physical activity survey
and weight at birth were taken. Total cholesterol(TC), C-
HDL, triglycerides(TGC), glucose were measured and
apolipoprotein E genotype was determined. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained’. For the analyses the group
had divided in the intercuartiles, and the comparation was
accomplished between the subjects in the lowest cuartil and
the subjects in the highest cuartil. Table 1 shows the
definition of the NTCD risk factors.
Results: The average age was 20.7 years. The Odds Ratios
OR) were calculated between the NTCD risk factors and the
birth weight.
Conclusions: The subjects with low birth weight and with
apoE 4 had bigger risk to have high cLDL values (Table 2).
The women with lower birth weight had a bigger risk to have
overweight. The subjects with higher birth weight and with
apo E 4 had a bigger risk to have low cHDL values and it
was independent of the overweight. The women with higher
birth weight had bigger risk of overweight and high systolic
blood pressure.
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Table 1. Classification of Non transmissible chronic diseases
risk factors.

MEASURES HIGH LEVEL

Lipids TC .200 mg/dL

cLDL .100 mg/dL

cHDL ,40 mg/dL

TGC .150 mg/dL

Abdominal obesity - Waist circumference Men .90 cm

Women .80 cm

Blood pressure Sytolic 120–139 mm Hg

Diastolic 80–89 mm Hg

Table 2. Odds Ratios between non-transmissible chronic
diseases risk factors and birth weight.

Characteristic Risk OR(IC) p-value

Subjects with low birth weight

With apo e4 alele cLDL elevated 25(1,01–1309,68) Fischer p 5 0,039

Women Overweight 9(1,0–21,8) Fischer p 5 0,034

Subjects .birth weight/high

Overweight 3,82(1,0–15,2) Fischer p 5 0,035

Subjects with high birth weight

Low cHDL 3,13(1,24–7,97) p 5 0,0071

Without overweight Low cHDL 3,48(1,23–9,97) p 5 0,0078

Without overweight High sistolyc blood pressure 2,43(1,0–6,40) p 5 0,044

Women Overweight 12,0(1,0–34,0) Fischer p 5 0,04

P-5A-221

Maternal age at first conception affects developmental
programming of male offspring growth, triglycerides
and leptin in the rat

L. Reyes-Castro1, R. Charco-Fletes1, G.L. Rodrı́guez-González1,
P.W. Nathanielsz2, E. Zambrano1

1Departamento de Biologı́a de la Reproducción. Instituto Nacional
de Ciencias Médicas y Nutrición Salvador Zubirán, México. D.F;
2Center for Pregnancy and Newborn Research, University of Texas
Health Sciences Center San Antonio, TX, USA

Objective: Several maternal protein restriction (MPR) rat
models exist to study effects on offspring (OFF) growth and
development. However, we know of no systematic study of
influences of maternal age. We have observed that post-natal
growth of females in our strain of rat continues until approx
120 days. We therefore evaluated effects of maternal age at
first conception on OFF function in a well established MPR
model. We hypothesize that differences in OFF outcomes can
be related to maternal growth rate at the age of conception.
Methods: We reared and bred Wistar rats fed rodent diet
5001 from weaning (18CMS-5001) whose own mothers had
received rodent diet 5001 during pregnancy and lactation.
These females were bred at two different ages: 70 and 150
postnatal days (PND). When pregnant they were fed either a
control (C – 20% protein) or restricted (R – 10% protein)
isocaloric diet. We studied two groups: C during pregnancy and

lactation (CC) and R in pregnancy and C in lactation (RC) with
litters adjusted to 12 pups per dam. Male pups ate 18CMS-
5001 from PND 21 until PND 220 days when body weight,
serum leptin (RIA) and triglycerides (TG) were measured. Data
M 6 S.E.M. Statistical analysis was by two-way ANOVA.

Fig. 1. Male offspring at 220 PND. CC-OFF’, RC-OFF&,
p , 0.05 Data not sharing a letter differ from same age different
group. * p , 0.001, y p , 0.01 different from 70d-OFF in same
experimental group, n 5 5–6.

Results: OFF body weight did not differ by treatment or
maternal age. OFF serum leptin levels were higher in RC vs
CC in both maternal groups and values for both CC and RC
were higher in the pups of the younger mothers. TG were not
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affected by maternal diet but were lower in pups of the older
mothers (Fig. 1).
Conclusion: These findings demonstrate that baseline OFF
leptin and TG levels are affected by maternal age at conception
and that leptin outcomes following MNR differ according to
maternal age. These data demonstrate the need to control for
maternal age effects in developmental programming.

P-5A-222

First trimester adiponectin and subsequent development
of preeclampsia or fetal growth restriction

E. Valdés1, K. Lattes1, H. Muñoz1, S. Hircsh2, P. Barja3,
K. Papapietro4, M. Cumsille5

1Fetal Medicine Unit. Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
University of Chile Clinical Hospital; 2National Institute of Food
Technology (INTA) University of Chile; 3Institute for Biomedical
Science. Faculty of Medicine. University of Chile; 4Nutrition Unit.
Department of Surgery. University of Chile Clinical; 5Boestadistic
Unit. Faculty of Medicine. University of Chile

Objective: The purpose of this study is assessing the utility of
determining the maternal serum concentration of adiponectin
(ApN) as a marker for insulin-resistence in the prediction of
Preeclampsia (PE) and Fetal Growth Restriction (FGR)
during the first trimester.
Methods: A prospective, case-control study was conducted in
which 1094 pregnant women who received the 11–14 wk
ultrasound screening and delivered their babies at University of
Chile’s Clinical Hospital’s Fetal Medicine unit were enrolled.
Informed consent and blood samples were obtained and kept at
2808C (21128F) for future analysis. Among this population, we
recruited 10 women who developed PE, 10 who developed
IUGR and a control group of 40 healthy women. ApN
concentrations in maternal serum were determined using a
commercial ELISA kit . PE was defined as recommended the
International Society for the Study of Hypertension in
Pregnancy3. FGR was defined as growth at the 10th or less
percentile for weight of all fetuses at that gestational age using a
growth curve representative of Chilean population4. We studied
the relationship between maternal serum concentration of ApN
and variables like newborn weight and maternal BMI. Institu-
tional ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: There were no significant differences between studied
groups regarding age, parity, gestational age and tobacco
consumption (Table 1) There were no significant differences
among first-trimester ApN serum levels in the groups. Average
concentration was 8, 6.8 and 10.8 ng/ml for controls, PE and
FGR groups, respectively. However, there was a significant
difference between the groups alter adjusting for BMI
(p , 0.046). There was also a significant inverse relationship
between ApN levels and maternal BMI (r 5 20.36; p 5 0.005)
except for the control group (Figure 1). A significant negative

relationship (r 5 20.37; p 5 0.002) was found when correlating
maternal ApN levels with weight percentiles at birth for the whole
group (60 patients). Similar results were obtained when analyzing
both variables in the control group (r 5 20.36; p 5 0.002).
Conclusions: In our study, maternal serum ApN levels were
not useful in predicting development of PE and FGR.
However, maternal serum ApN concentration adjusted by
BMI was significantly higher during the first trimester in
women who developed FGR. It is also of interest the negative
relationship between ApN levels and weight at birth. Support
source: University of Chile: 033/03.

1. Myles Wolf. et al. 87(4): 1563–1568.
2. D’Anna R. et al. Bjog 2006;113:1264–69.
3. Brown MA. et al. Hypertens Pregnancy 2001;20:ix–xiv.
4. Juez G, et al. Rev Chil Pediatr. 1989:60;198–202.

Table 1. Maternal and neonatal demographic characteristics.

IUGR (10) PIH (10) Controls (35) p

Age, years

Mean 31.6 (6.7) 31 (8.6) 28.6 (6.6) 0, 60

Range 20–40 17–45 16–39

Primigravida n (%) 6 (60, 0) 6 (60, 0) 17 (48, 5) 0, 77

Tobacco n (%) 0 (0, 0) 0 (0, 0) 3 (8, 5)

Alcohol n (%) 0 (0, 0) 0 (0, 0) 1 (2, 8)

BaW (Mean) 2358.1 (256.3) 2584.5 (1127.0) 3327.1 (655.1) 0, 0001*0,017**

BMI 23.6 (3.4) 26.2 (3.0) 25.3 (3.6) 0,84

Maternal and neonatal demographic characteristics and results for cases and controls recruited in
this study.
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Figure 1. There is a significant difference in serum ApN levels
between the groups after adjusting for BMI.

P-5A-222B

Exercise training early in life prevents pancreatic b-cell
mass deficits in growth restricted male rats

M.E. Wlodek, L.A. Gallo, G.K. McConell, R.C. Laker,
A.L. Siebel
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Department of Physiology, The University of Melbourne,
Parkville, VIC, Australia

Objective: Fetal growth restriction is associated with reduced
pancreatic b-cell mass that contributes to adult-onset
diabetes. Exercise training enhances pancreatic morphology
in diabetic animal models and has recently been shown to
have long-lasting metabolic effects following exercise cessa-
tion. We therefore studied the effects of brief juvenile exercise
training during a period of significant b-cell regenerative
capacity in growth restricted male rats.
Methods: Uteroplacental insufficiency and fetal growth
restriction was induced on day 18 of pregnancy and resulted
in Restricted litters compared to sham-operated Controls. To
control for reduction in litter size in Restricted, sham-operated
Reduced litter offspring were included, where litter size was
reduced at birth, previously reported to alter postnatal
lactation. Male offspring remained sedentary or underwent
Early (5–9 weeks) or Late (20–24 weeks) exercise training.
Exercise training involved treadmill running 5 days/week,
60 minutes/day. We examined offspring growth, islet and b-
cell parameters (immunohistochemistry) and pancreatic gene
expression (real-time qPCR) at 9 and 24 weeks (n 5 4–11).
Results: Restricted pups were born smaller (P , 0.001) than
Controls and remained lighter (P , 0.01) until 20 weeks.
Reduced litter were heavier (P , 0.001) than Controls from 20
weeks. Early exercise training in Restricted partially normalised
the 68% reduction in b-cell mass at 9 weeks, with full
restoration at 24 weeks despite no further training. This
reprogramming was not due to altered pancreatic Pdx-1, Vegf or
Insr mRNA expression, despite being down regulated
(P , 0.05) as a result of uteroplacental insufficiency. Late
exercise training tended to restore b-cell mass in Restricted but to
a lesser extent. Early exercise training had beneficial effects on
b-cell mass in Controls, but short-lived increases in Reduced litter.
Conclusions: In conclusion, early life exercise training in
growth restricted rats reprograms the pancreas by preventing
b-cell mass deficits in adulthood. This has implications for the
promotion of physical activity in low birth weight humans.

P-5C-223

Maternal smoking, blood pressure and placental haemody-
namics and risk of preeclampsia. The Generation R Study

R. Bakker1,2, E.A.P. Steegers3, A. Hofman2, V.W.V. Jaddoe1,2,4

1The Generation R Study Group, Erasmus Medical Center,
Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 2Department of Epidemiology,
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands;
3Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, division of
Obstetrics & Prenatal Medicine, Erasmus Medical Center,
Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 4Department of Paediatrics,
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Objective: Maternal smoking during pregnancy is an important
modifiable risk factor for various adverse birth outcomes but

lowers the risk of preeclampsia. The mechanisms underlying
these opposite effects are yet unknown. We examined the effects
of maternal smoking on repeatedly measured blood pressure and
placental haemodynamics and the subsequent risks of pre-
eclampsia and pregnancy-induced hypertension in a low risk
population-based cohort among 7,106 women.
Methods: This study was embedded in a population-based
prospective cohort study from early pregnancy onwards.
Maternal smoking, systolic and diastolic blood pressure and
placental haemodynamics (uterine and umbilical artery
resistance) were assessed by questionnaires, physical examina-
tions, and Doppler measurements in each trimester of
pregnancy. Information on preeclampsia and pregnancy-
induced hypertension was obtained from medical records.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
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Figure 1a and 1b: Systolic and diastolic blood pressure patterns
during pregnancy in different smoking categories.

Results: Compared to non-smoking mothers, both first trimester
only and continued smoking mother were associated with the
largest increase for systolic blood pressure and the lowest mid-
pregnancy level and largest increase thereafter for diastolic blood
pressure. Among smoking mothers, second and third trimester
umbilical artery but not uterine artery resistance were increased
(p , 0.01). Tendencies towards increased and decreased risks of
preeclampsia were observed for first trimester only smoking
(odds ratio of 1.25 (95% CI: 0.72, 2.17) and continued
smoking (odds ratio of 0.81 (95% CI: 0.49, 1.34), respectively.
Conclusions: Our results suggest that both first trimester only
and continued smoking are associated with persistent
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maternal cardiovascular adaptations during pregnancy. Stra-
tegies for prevention of smoking during pregnancy should
be focused on the preconception period. The differential
effects of early and late pregnancy smoking for the risks of
preeclampsia should be further explored.

P-5C-224

Increased placental apoptosis in maternal food restricted
gestations: Role of the Fas pathway

L. Belkacemi1, M.G. Ross1, M. Desai1

1Dept. of Ob/Gyn, LABioMed at Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr. USA

Objective: The placenta has a pivotal role in fetal develop-
ment, shuttling nutrients and exchanging gases and metabo-
lites. Maternal under-nutrition (MUN) during pregnancy
results in intrauterine growth restricted (IUGR) fetuses, a
consequence attributed primarily to restricted maternal
nutrient supply. However, MUN may further compromise
fetal growth as a result of decreased placental growth or
increased placental apoptosis. Apoptosis occurs mainly via
mitochondrial or Fas pathways. Specifically the Fas system
(Fas, FasL, caspase-8, capsase-3 and tBID) is responsible for
the placental villous trophoblast turnover, promoting the
deletion of potentially harmful cells. Alterations in this system
during pregnancy may result in gestational complications as is
the case in IUGR pregnancies. We sought to determine the
role of the Fas pathway in MUN stimulated placental
apoptosis, examining the two morphologically and function-
ally distinct zones (basal and labyrinth).
Methods: Pregnant rat dams were fed an ad libitum diet
(Control; n 5 6) or were 50% undernourished (MUN,
n 5 6) beginning at E10 of gestation. At E20, Control and
MUN dams were weighed, euthanized, uterus operatively
delivered and the gestational sacs removed. All fetuses and
placentas were labeled according to their position in each
uterine horn and weighed. The right horn placentas were
fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde and used for terminal dUTP
nick-end labeling (TUNEL) assay and immunostaining for
activated caspase-3. The corresponding left horn placentas
were separated into basal and labyrinth zones and used for Fas
pathway protein expression by Western blotting.
Results: MUN significantly reduced maternal, fetal and
placental (basal and labyrinth) weights. Parallel to zone-
specific weight reduction in MUN placentas, both basal and
labyrinth zones had significantly higher levels of apoptotic
indices from both proximal and mid-horn, as compared to
Controls. Notably, MUN mid-horn placentas had a greater
degree of apoptosis than proximal placentas, as demonstrated
by enhanced activated caspase-3 immunostaining. Despite
this, only the labyrinth zone of mid-horn MUN placenta
showed increased expression of the entire Fas pathway related
proteins. The basal zone only showed increased expression of
tBID protein, suggesting that the alternate intrinsic apoptotic

pathway may be operative. In contrast, proximal MUN
placentas showed upregulated Fas pathway in both basal and
labyrinth zones as compared to Control placentas.
Conclusions: Increased placental apoptosis in MUN preg-
nancies is mediated, in part, via the Fas pathway. Reduced
fetal growth in response to maternal under-nutrition is a
consequence of both deficient nutrient supply and impaired
placental development.

P-5C-225

Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPARg)
mediated mechanism for placental apoptosis and
fetal growth restriction

L. Belkacemi1, M.G Ross1, Q. Liu1, M. Desai1

1Dept. of Ob/Gyn, LABioMed at Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr.
USA

Objective: Maternal undernutrition (MUN) during preg-
nancy leads to intrauterine growth restricted (IUGR) fetuses
that have an increased risk of adult obesity, hypertension and
diabetes. IUGR may occur secondary to insufficient maternal
nutrient supply and/or reduced placental nutrient/oxygen
transfer. Notably, increased placental apoptosis has been
associated with IUGR fetuses. We hypothesized that
increased apoptosis results from down regulation of peroxi-
some proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARg), an
anti-apoptotic transcription factor that also mediates cellular
proliferation and differentiation. We focused our study on
the two placental positions (proximal and mid-horn) with
the extremes of nutrient/oxygen supply, and two distinct
placental zones (basal, site of hormone production; and
labyrinth, site of feto-maternal exchange).
Methods: Pregnant rat dams were fed an ad libitum diet
(AdLib) or were 50% maternal undernourished (MUN)
beginning at E10 of gestation. At E20, fetal and placenta zone
weights were recorded. Six placentas from left proximal and
mid-horns were used for terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase
dUTP-mediated nick-end labeling (TUNEL) and immunode-
tection of activated caspase-3. The corresponding right mid-
and proximal horn placentas were separated into basal and
labyrinth zones and analyzed for zone and region specific
expression of PPARg using Western blot analysis. All results are
presented as mean 6 SE and considered significant at P , 0.05.
Results: At E20, maternal weight (272.4 6 4.3 vs.
343.5 6 7.3 g), and proximal and mid-horn fetal weights
were significantly decreased in the MUN as compared to
AdLib. Similarly, placental basal and labyrinth zones from
both proximal and mid-horn placentas weighed significantly
less in MUN as compared to their respective AdLib placentas.
MUN proximal placentas had markedly increased levels of
apoptosis in basal (3.3 6 1.0 vs. 0.3 6 0.1%) and labyrinth
(8.6 6 1.4 vs. 0.6 6 0.3%) zones as compared to their
respective AdLib placentas. Similarly, MUN mid-horn
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placentas showed greater degree of apoptosis in basal (5.5 6 0.2
vs. 0.7 6 0.1%) and labyrinth (10.1 6 1.1 vs. 0.13 6 0.07%)
zones, as evident by both TUNEL and activated caspase-3
immunostaining. PPARg protein expression was significantly
downregulated in the MUN proximal placentas in basal (2.3
fold) and labyrinth (2.1 fold) zones. A further decrease in
PPARg protein expression was observed in MUN mid-horn
placentas in basal (3.1 fold) and labyrinth (3.4 fold) zones.
Conclusions: Maternal undernutrition during pregnancy results
in reduced fetal and placental (basal and labyrinth zones)
growth. Parallel to zone specific weight reduction in MUN
placentas, both placental regions showed significantly higher
levels of apoptosis with concomitant decreased PPARg protein
expression. These results suggest that reduced expression of the
anti-apoptotic factor PPARg contributes to increased placental
apoptosis and reduced placental and fetal growth.

P-5C-226

Abnormal placental vascular development in early
pregnancy contributes to fetal growth restriction in
smokers

L.M.E. McCowan1, E.M. Kho1, R.A. North2, E. Chan1,
P.R. Stone1, G.A. Dekker2 on behalf of the SCOPE
Consortium
1Dept of Obstetrics & Gynaecology, University of Auckland,
Private Bag 92019, Auckland, New Zealand; 2Discipline of
Obstetrics & Gynaecology, School of Paediatrics & Reproductive
Health, University of Adelaide, Australia

Small for gestational age (SGA) infants are a serious
complication of cigarette smoking with potential life long
consequences. The mechanisms of this effect of cigarette
smoking are multifactorial, but are still not well understood.
Objectives: To compare umbilical and uterine artery Doppler
waveforms and fetal ultrasound measurements at 20 weeks
gestation between smokers and non-smokers.
Methods: The study population comprised nulliparous
women in the Screening for Pregnancy Endpoints (SCOPE)
study in Auckland, New Zealand and Adelaide, Australia.
Self-reported smoking status was determined at 15 6 1 weeks’
gestation. At the 20 6 1 weeks uterine and umbilical artery
Doppler resistance indices (RI) and fetal measurements were
compared between smokers and non-smokers. The main
outcome measures were umbilical and mean uterine artery
Doppler RI values, abnormal umbilical and uterine Doppler
(RI . 90th centile) and fetal biometry. SGA was defined as
birthweight ,10th customised birthweight centile, adjusted
for fetal sex, maternal weight, height, parity and ethnicity.1

Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Amongst the 2459 nulliparous participants, 248
(10%) were smokers. Smokers had higher umbilical RI [0.75
(SD 0.06) vs 0.73 (0.06), p , 0.0001] and mean uterine RI

[0.59 (0.09) vs 0.56 (0.10), p , 0.0001]. They were twice as
likely to have an abnormal umbilical Doppler at 20 weeks
compared with non-smokers [n 5 35 (14.6%) vs n 5 156
(7.2%), OR 2.21 95% CI 1.49–3.27]. This effect remained
significant after adjusting for age, ethnicity, marital status,
employment and BMI (adjusted OR 1.62, 95% CI
1.03–2.54). Smokers were more likely to have an abnormal
mean uterine RI [n 5 33 (13.7%) vs n5198 (9.2%), OR
1.57, 95% CI 1.06–2.33], but this association was not
significant after adjusting for confounders. Fetuses of women
who smoked had a small reduction in femur length and
estimated weight at 20 weeks gestation compared with non-
smokers. Amongst women who had SGA babies (n 5 255),
smokers (n 5 41) had babies with even lower birthweights
[2380 (691)g vs 2615 (524)g, p 5 0.04] and customised
birthweight centiles [3.2 (2.9) vs 4.9 (2.9), p 5 0.0005] than
non-smokers. Smokers with SGA babies were also three times
more likely to have an abnormal umbilical Doppler RI
compared with the non-smokers with SGA babies [11/40
(27.5%) vs 20/210 (9.5%), p 5 0.002].
Conclusions: At 20 weeks’ gestation, women who smoked
had higher umbilical artery RI values which are a surrogate
measure for an abnormal placental villous vascular tree. This
may be one mechanism contributing to fetal growth
restriction among smokers. SGA babies born to women
who smoked also had more severe growth restriction and
evidence of more severe placental vascular disease compared
to SGA babies born to non-smokers.

1. L.M.E. McCowan et al. Aust NZ J Obstet Gynaecol. 44:
428–31, 2004.

P-5C-227

Low birth weight and the latitude of country of birth

J. Teji

Mercy Hospital and Medical Center, University of Chicago,
2525 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60616. USA

Objective: Low birth weight is a major cause of infant
mortality in the world. There are numerous articles
hypothesizing the relationship of heat content of the
environment and the incidence of low birth weight (LBW)
in humans. There also now some animal studies relating the
heat stress in pregnant sheep to retarded placental and fetal
growth. The purpose of this study is to determine the
relationship of LBW and latitude of the country of birth.?
Methods: The percent LBW in each country was obtained from
the United Nations Children’s Fund and World Health
Organization, Low Birthweight: Country, regional and global
estimates. UNICEF, New York, 2004. The mean latitude and
GDP per capita (GDP/C) data for each country was obtained
from CIA Fact Book, from the CIA website. Percent LBW was
plotted against latitude in degrees in the north and south of the
equator. Data for the LBW percentages and the GDP/C were
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compared with the corresponding mean latitude of the country.
Data was analyzed and graphs drawn on the Excel 2007.
Results: There were a total of 213 countries listed in the
WHO data. Usable data was available for only 184 countries.
Mean latitude data was available for 179 countries. So only
the data for the 179 countries was used in the analysis.
Percent LBW (%LBW) was highest close to the equator and
decreased moving away from the equator in either direction.
GDP/C did not correlate with %LBW.

Conclusions: 1. This is the first study relating the incidence
of LBW with latitude. 2. Higher mean temperature during
pregnancy could be an additional cause of intrauterine growth
retardation (IUGR) as hypothesized previously in human and
animal studies unrelated to GDP/C. 3. Higher %LBW is
directly related to countries closer to the equator which have
relatively higher mean temperature and humidity. 4. Higher
incidence of adult onset diseases can be expected in babies of
populations residing for a number of generations in countries
closer to the equator. 5. Alteration of the nutrition and/or
lifestyle due to migration or behavior change could potentially
impact the adult health adversely. 6. How would global
warming impact the overall incidence of LBW in the world?.
Acknowledgements: Dr Kwang Sun Lee of University of
Chicago and Mercy Hospital and Medical Center for support.

1. Wells JC. J Theor Biol. 214:413–25, 2002.
2. Wells JC et al. Am J Phys Anth. 119:276–282, 2002.
3. Wallace JM et al., J Phyisol 565:19–26, 2005.
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Placental weight relative to birth weight and long term
cardiovascular mortality

KR Risnes1,2, PR Romundstad1, TIL Nilsen 3, A Eskild 4,
LJ Vatten1

1Department of Public Health, Norwegian University of Science
and Technology (NTNU), Trondheim, Norway; 2Department of
Paediatrics, St Olav’s Hospital, Trondheim University Hospital,
Trondheim, Norway; 3Human Movement Science Programme,
NTNU, Trondheim, Norway; 4Department of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology, University of Oslo, Norway

Objective: There is evidence that fetal adaption to challenges
in the intrauterine environment may adversely affect long
term cardiovascular health1. Placenta is in a key position to
mediate such effects since adequate placental function is
necessary for the delivery of nutrients, oxygen and hormones
to the fetus. We have studied whether placental weight
relative to birth weight is associated with the risk of
cardiovascular death in adulthood.
Methods: In this prospective population study based on data
from standardised hospital birth charts, we have studied
31,307 Norwegian men and women born between 1934 and
1959, who could be followed from 1961 through 2005 with
regard to cause specific death. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance was obtained.
Results: During 45 years of follow-up, 382 people died from
cardiovascular causes (median age 51.3 years). The placenta
to birth weight ratio was positively associated with death from
cardiovascular diseases and specifically with death from
ischemic heart disease and stroke.
Conclusions: A disproportionately large placenta relative to
birth weight was associated with increased risk of death from
cardiovascular diseases in adulthood. This finding suggests
that placental function is important for the association of
intrauterine factors with cardiovascular disease later in life.
Support: KRR was financed by the Regional Health
Authority (RHA) and NTNU.

1. P.D. Gluckman et al. NEJM 359: 61–73, 2008.

Table Hazard Ratios (HR) of Death from Cardiovascular
Disease.

Birth size measure (in thirdsa) Deaths Person years AdjustedcHR 95% CI P-trend

Placenta to birth weight ratiob

Lowest (median, 16%) 103 451,867 1.00 Reference –

Middle (median, 19%) 128 450,808 1.19 0.92, 1.54 –

Highest (median, 22%) 151 448,911 1.38 1.07, 1.77 0.01

Placental weight

Lowest (median, 560 g) 135 469,533 1.00 Reference –

Middle (median, 680 g) 115 481,660 0.97 0.75, 1.26

Highest (median, 800 g) 132 401,392 1.35 1.02, 1.78 0.04

aAccording to sex and birth cohort (,1945, >1945).bPlacental weight (g)/ birth weight (g) 3 100%.
cAdjusted for sex, birth cohort (,1945, >1945), with 95% confidence intervals; and placental weight
also adjusted for birth weight (thirds).dP-value from trend test where the categories where treated as an
ordinal variable in the Cox regression model.

P-5C-229

Heavier babies are born in the north

J.S. Teji

Mercy Hospital and Medical Center, University
of Chicago, 2525 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois 60616, USA

The relationship of heavier babies being born to moms
exposed to light for higher percentage of pregnancy is well
agreed upon in the neonatal and the perinatal literature. One
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would conclude then heavier babies would be delivered to
mothers in areas closer to the equator. There are few studies
associating environmental temperature with low placental
weight and lower newborn birth weight. Could this
phenomenon explain a higher low birth weight and pre-
maturity incidence in the southern most states in the US.
Would births in a relatively lower environmental temperature
and heat be associated with a higher mean birth weight due to
a greater placental weight.
Objective: To determine whether babies born in the southern
states are heavier than those born in the northern states of
the USA.
Methods: The linked birth and infant death certificate files
compiled by the National Center for Health Statistics for the
CDC for the years 1995–2002 were used for the analysis. The
states were divided according to latitude in to seven categories
as follows: Categories above 60, 40–45, 35–40, 30–35,
25–30, 20–25, and 15–20 degrees north of the equator.
Babies weighing greater than or equal to 4000 grams
(GTE4000 or LGA) were determined for each latitude
categories. Incidence LGA babies were determined for non-
hispanic white (White), non-hispanic black (Black), and
hispanic races and controlled for maternal education,
maternal age, maternal tobacco usage, maternal alcohol
usage, maternal history of hypertension (pregnancy induced
or chronic hypertension), diabetes. Also were analyzed was
the place of birth of mother (US or outside US). Compare the
mean birth weight with the respective average temperature in
each state over the 1995–2002 period, Analysis was
performed using Excel 2007 and Stata 9.0.

Results: There were over 31 million births in the US from
1995–2002.Overall incidence of LGA was 9.88%. Incidence
of LGA was significantly higher in all babies born in the
northern latitudes in the USA irrespective of race, maternal
education, maternal age, maternal usage of alcohol or
tobacco, maternal history of diabetes, hypertension (preg-
nancy induced or chronic), maternal place of birth, and
marital status. Mean birth weight of babies born in the
northern latitudes was also comparatively higher. The effect
of latitude was highest in non-hispanic white and lowest in
the non-hispanic black.

Conclusions: 1. This is the first report of relationship of
latitude and birth weight. 2. Heavier babies are born farthest
away from the equator irrespective of ethnicity or other
factors. 3. The reason for this phenomenon is unclear and
should be investigated further. 4. How will global warming
have an impact on birth weight in the future?

P-5C-230

The effects of famine on the placental programming of
hypertension

A.F.M. Van Abeelen1,2, S.R. de Rooij1, C. Osmond3,
P.M.M. Bossuyt2, S.G. Elias2, D.E. Grobbee2, Y.T. van der
Schouw2, D.J.P. Barker3, T.J. Roseboom1

1Department of Clinical Epidemiology, Biostatistics and Bioin-
formatics, Academic Medical Center, Meibergdreef 9, 1105 AZ
Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 2Julius Center for Health Sciences
and Primary Care, University Medical Center Utrecht, PO Box
85500, 3508 GA Utrecht, The Netherlands; 3MRC Epide-
miology Resource Centre (University of Southampton), South-
ampton General Hospital, Southampton SO16 6YD, UK

Objective: People who were small at birth are at increased
risk of hypertension. This is thought to reflect programming
whereby fetal undernutrition permanently changes the
structure and function of the body. Undernourished fetuses
generally have small placentas but in some circumstances they
may expand the placental surface to extract more nutrients
from the mother. Consequently, nutritional status of the
mother may impact this process. A Finnish study has shown
that both small and large placental surface area predict later
hypertension. We examined the association between size of
the baby and placenta at birth and the later risk of
hypertension among men and women who had and had
not been exposed to famine during pregnancy.
Methods: We examined 860 subjects born around the time of
the Dutch famine at age 58. Their birth records included two
diameters of the placental surface, a maximal one and a lesser
one at right angles to it. These diameters were used to
calculate the placental surface area. At the time of the
examination, 216 persons were taking anti-hypertensive
medication. Logistic regression analysis was used to examine
associations between birth weight, placental size and
hypertension. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Exposure to famine during gestation was associated
with reduced birth weight and with reduction in the size of
the placental surface. The reduction in placental area was
greater in boys than in girls. 385 male subjects. Among men
not exposed to famine, a 1 cm increase in the lesser placental
diameter was associated with a decreased risk of hypertension
(OR 0.82, p 5 0.003). In men exposed to famine, a 1 cm
increase in the lesser diameter was associated with an
increased risk of hypertension (OR 1.26, p 5 0.032). The
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difference in these trends was statistically significant (p for
interaction 5 0.001). 475 female subjects. Among women not
exposed to famine, a 1 kg increase in birth weight was associated
with a decreased risk of hypertension (OR 0.52, p 5 0.042).
Among women exposed to famine a small placental surface was
associated with a higher risk of hypertension, though the trends
were not statistically significant. The associations between
placental size and hypertension in men and women exposed
to famine were significantly different (p for interaction 5 0.012
for the lesser diameter, 0.155 for the maximal diameter, 0.020
for placental area).
Conclusions: Our findings suggest that the programming of
hypertension may be mediated through placental responses to
suboptimal intrauterine conditions in boys, whereas it is
mediated though reduced fetal growth in girls.

P-5C-231

Early prenatal glucocorticoid exposure on placental
anthropometry in sheep differs from late gestation
exposure

B. Thorsten1,2, D.M. Sloboda3,4,5, S. Li3, Timothy J.M.
Moss3,4,6, J. P. Newnham3,4, J. R.G. Challis1,3,7

1Department of Physiology and Obstetrics and Gynecology,
University of Toronto; 2Department of Obstetrics, Charité
Campus Virchow, Berlin; 3School of Women’s and Infants’
Health, The University of Western Australia, Western Australia;
4Women and Infants Research Foundation, The University of
Western Australia, Western Australia; 5The Liggins Institute,
University of Auckland, New Zealand and the National Research
Centre for Growth and Development; 6Department of Physiology,
Monash University, Australia; 7Present addresss: Michael Smith
Foundation for Health Research, Vancouver, Canada

Objective: Previously we have shown that maternal injections
of synthetic glucocorticoids (GC) late in gestation reduced
total placenta weight, reduced numbers of B and C-type
placentomes and increased the number of A-type placen-
tomes1. We hypothesized that a two day exposure to GC early
in pregnancy, during the main phase of placental develop-
ment, would also alter placental development.
Method: Pregnant ewes carrying singleton fetuses (total
n 5 119) of known gestational age were randomized to
control (saline) or dexamethasone (DEX) treatment
(0.14 mg/kg ewe body weight) consisting of four intramus-
cular injections at 12-hourly intervals over 48 hours on days
of gestation (dG) 40–41. Animals were euthanized at 50, 100,
125, 140dG. Major fetal organs were removed, weighed and
collected for use in other studies. The uteri were hyster-
ectomised and placentomes were dissected from the uterus;
classified according to their gross morphology into A, B, C
and D-subtypes2 and weighed.
Results: DEX-exposed fetuses had increased fetal-to-placental
weight ratios at 50dG, and reduced body weights at 100* and

120dG. Total placentome number and total placentome
weight significantly increased between 50 and 140dG and was
unaffected by DEX treatment. In both groups, A-type
placentome weights and numbers (as percentage of total
numbers) were lowest at 125dG*, whereas B- and C-types
showed highest weight and number at 125dG*. In males,
DEX exposure reduced A-type weights at 100dG* and
increased C-type weights and numbers at 125dG* compared
to controls. There were higher numbers and weights of B-
and C-type placentomes in females than in males at 125dG*
(* indicates p , 0.05).
Conclusions: Early exposure to DEX resulted in a decrease in
fetal weight and altered placental development. These changes
were sex-dependent, opposite to late gestation glucocorticoid
exposure effects and did not persist until term. Fetal growth
potential, reflected by body weight, was preserved despite the
modulating effects of ‘the environment’ (early DEX) along
the way. Further studies are required to investigate whether
these intermittent changes in placentome numbers and
weights after early DEX exposure impairs placental function
and, if so, whether they differ from the late glucocorticoid
exposure.

1. D.M. Sloboda et al. J Soc Bynecol Investig, 12: 332A, 2005.
2. Vatnick I. et al. J Dev Physiol, 15: 351–356, 1991.

P-5C-232

Maternal dietary protein intake influences conceptus
biosynthesis before implantation

J.J. Eckert1,2, G. Premkumar1,2, S. Haque1,2, Y. Cheong1,
I.T. Cameron1, T.P. Fleming2

1University of Southampton, School of Medicine, DOHaD
Division, Tremona Road, SO16 5YA; 2School of Biological
Sciences, Southampton, SO16 7PX, UK

Objective: Minor changes in maternal diet can induce
developmental adaptations in fetal growth and metabolism
leading to increased risk of adult onset diseases. Key
metabolic processes involved in growth regulation of the
developing fetus mediated by sensing energy status and
adapting biosynthesis levels (eg mTOR or AMPK) are altered
by prevailing nutrient conditions within the mother1,2. How
and during which developmental window this occurs remains
elusive. We have previously shown that postnatal phenotypic
changes can be induced during the preimplantation period,
becoming detectable by the blastocyst stage3,4 when cell
lineage divergence into inner cell mass (ICM, giving rise to
the embryo proper) and trophectoderm (TE, giving rise to
placental lineages) emerges, coinciding with major metabolic
transitions. Gene expression, cell numbers and lineage
allocation within the blastocyst and mTOR signaling
(Watkins et al., this meeting) are altered, suggesting
mechanisms whereby energy status and metabolic signalling
in response to different maternal protein intake affect
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anabolic activity and growth potential of the conceptus. Here,
we compare the overall protein biosynthesis activity and
energy/stress status in blastocysts derived from mothers fed a
control, restricted or elevated protein diet.
Methods: Naturally mated female MF1 mice (7 1/2–8 1/2
weeks of age) were randomly allocated to either a low
protein diet (9% casein, LPD), high protein diet (30%
casein, HPD) or control diet (18% casein, control) on day
of plug (d 0.5). On day 3.5, mothers were sacrificed and
overall protein synthesis over either 4 hrs or 12 hrs of
blastocysts flushed from the uterus was measured using the
CLICKit AHA and TAMRA detection technology (Invitro-
gen). Alternatively, embryos were fixed and examined by
immunofluorescence and confocal microscopy for localisa-
tion of AMPKb1.
Results: Blastocysts from HPD mothers synthesised signifi-
cantly more protein compared to controls (50% upregula-
tion) and LPD (p , 0.001) after 4 hrs or 12 hrs. Protein
restriction, in contrast, caused a mild initial reduction in
protein biosynthesis compared to controls (15%) which
diminished to 5% after 12 hrs (p . 0.1). Distribution of
AMPKb1 as indicator of cellular stress, although very variable
between embryos and cell lineages, also responded to
maternal diet. AMPKb1 was increasingly found in nuclei of
the TE in response to either protein challenge compared to
controls. However, whilst HPD induced a diffuse distribution
across nucleus and cytoplasm in more than 50% of
blastocysts, LPD blastocysts showed a more localised pattern.
Conclusions: We show that maternal protein intake, either
over- or mild undernutrition, influences embryonic biosynth-
esis levels suggesting that maternal-embryonic crosstalk
regulates conceptus growth potential even before implanta-
tion. Possible mechanisms include AMPK signalling which
proved to be highly versatile in the early embryo. Increased
AMPK distribution within TE nuclei after both dietary
challenges may suggest a general stress response in embryonic
lineages directly exposed to adverse intrauterine environments
yet treatment-specific distributions may suggest different
responses dependent upon the challenge. Taken together, we
show that the early embryo can adapt its anabolic metabolism
before implantation, likely involving a number of energy sensing
mechanisms including AMPK signalling. Support by the
BBSRC and Wellbeing of Women is gratefully acknowledged.

1. Philp LK et al. Am J Physiol. 295:R1982–R1990, 2008.
2. Zhu MJet al., Biol Reprod. 71:1968–1973, 2004.
3. Kwong et al., Development 127:4195–4202, 2000.
4. Watkins AJ et al., Biol Reprod. 78:299–306, 2008.
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Could the trophoblast influence the intrauterine envir-
onment and the extrauterine life?

R. Erices, J. Corthorn, G. Valdés

Centro de Investigaciones Médicas, Pontificia Universidad
Católica de Chile, Marcoleta 391, Santiago, Chile

Objective: The kallikrein-kinin system (KKS) has been
implicated in protecting against cardiovascular disease and
in the antihypertensive effect of potassium supplementation;
its deficit is associated to higher prevalence of essential
hypertension, preeclampsia and sodium sensitivity. On the
other hand we have demonstrated that extravillous and
intravascular trophoblasts express the type 2 bradykinin
receptor (B2R) in humans and guinea-pigs. Since trophoblast
migration is crucial to the transformation of uterine arteries
into high flow non-reactive vessels, and bradykinin (BK)
promotes migration in astrocytes and leucocytes, we tested
the effect of BK on migration of immortalized extravillous
trophoblasts with the hypothesis that a defective KKS might
impair trophoblast invasion and thus the fetal environment.
Methods: The HTR-8/SVneo cell line (kindly donated by
Dr.C.H. Graham) were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1 mg/ml
gentamicine and maintained at 378C, 5% CO2 in air. These
cells showed expression of kallikrein and B2R by ICC. Cell
migration was studied using the wound healing assay under
the effect of bradykinin and the B1R and B2R antagonists
alone and combined. Migration images were obtained with a
Nikon inverted microscope connected with a Nikon CoolPix
4500 camera and quantified at different times using the
ImageJ v.1.34 software; migration index was defined as cells
migrating in response to BK, divided by cells migrating in
response to medium alone. The effect of bradykinin and
antagonists of the B1 and B2R on the expression of the B2R
was also evaluated by western blotting and immunofluores-
cence. The effect of BK on cell proliferation was evaluated
with the cell viability MTS assay at the same time periods.
Results: At 18 hours the migration index of HTR8/SVneo
treated with BK 10–5 M increased 3-fold (3.39 6 0.27,
p , 0.001) as compared to that of control cells and to cells
preincubated with the antagonists of the B1 and B2R,
either alone (B1 antagonist: 1.24 6 0.052; B2 antagonist:
0.859 6 0.39) or in combination (0.608 6 0.016) (n 5 4;
p , 0.001). BK had no effect on cell proliferation at the
different study periods under these conditions.
Conclusion: BK stimulates the migration of HTR-8/SVneo
extravillous trophoblasts, effect that support its participation
in extravillous trophoblast invasion and the generation of
a favorable intrauterine environment. We postulate that a
deficient KKS may associate with an unfavorable fetal
environment and in the long term with cardiovascular risks.

P-5C-234

Arginase activity participates in intrauterine growth
restriction-induced early vascular dysfunction: evidences
from isolated human umbilical vessels

B.J. Krause, L. Sobrevia, P. Casanello
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Perinatology Research Laboratory (PRL) and Cellular and
Molecular Physiology Laboratory (CMPL), Department of
Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Medical Research Centre (CIM),
School of Medicine, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile,
Marcoleta 391, Santiago, Chile

Endothelial cells derived from intrauterine growth restriction
(IUGR) placentae present altered nitric oxide (NO)
synthesis which persist even under normal culture condi-
tions1. Arginase II is expressed in placenta2 and has been
implicated in adult vascular dysfunction through a counter-
acting activity with the NO synthases (NOS)3. However, it
is not known if arginase activity has a role in vascular
function in normal placenta vessels and, if it is participating
in the early vascular dysfunction evidenced in IUGR derived
endothelium.
Objective: We studied and compared the vascular effects
of arginase activity in normal and IUGR umbilical arteries
and veins.
Methods: Arteries and veins from umbilical cords derived
from normal and IUGR pregnancies were dissected, and
vessel rings were mounted in a wire-myograph. Isometric
force in response to increasing concentrations of insulin
(10212–1028 M) without (control) and with the NOS
inhibitor L-nitroarginine (L-NA 100 mM) and the arginase
inhibitor S-2-boronoethyl-L-Cysteine-HCl (BEC 10 mM)
were determined in vessels pre-contracted with KCl
(37.5 mM). Responses were expressed as a percentage of
relaxation relative to maximal effects of KCl (%Kmax) and
adjusted to concentration response curves.
Results: Umbilical arteries (UA) and veins (UV) from normal
pregnancies (n 5 4) relaxed to insulin in a concentration
dependent manner with a maximal effect of 18.1 6 2.2 (%
Kmax) and 37.6 6 3.8 for UA and UV respectively. UA from
IUGR placentae showed a lower response to insulin
(6.1 6 2.7) (figure A) compared with normal arteries, whilst
in UV this response was absent (figure B). Preincubation of
vessels with BEC increased the maximal relaxation to insulin
in normal UA (40.0 6 7.0), UV (57.5 6 3.1) and IUGR UA
(15.0 6 2.6). Additionally, BEC partially recovered the
insulin response in IUGR UV (12.0 6 3.3). In all the
experiments the response to insulin with and without BEC
were abolished by the presence of L-NA. On the other hand,
in IUGR vessels insulin showed a decreased potency (pD2,
UA 8.6 6 0.7; UV . 8) compared with normal vessels
( , 10.4) which were restored to normal values by BEC
( , 10.1).
Conclusions: IUGR-derived vessels present reduced insulin-
dependent NO-mediated relaxation. In this context, arginase
exerts a counteracting activity that further reduces NO
synthesis and increases vascular dysfunction. Support:
FONDECYT 1080534, 1070865. BKL holds a CONICYT
PhD fellowship.

1. P. Casanello et al., Placenta, 30:625–633, 2009.
2. M. Noris et al., Hypertension, 43:614–622, 2004.

3. L. Santhanam et al., J. Appl. Physiol., 105:1632–1642,
2008.
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Figure. Insulin-induced vasodilation in IUGR umbilical arteries
(UA) and veins (UV).

P-5C-235

Downregulation of eNOS activity in hypoxia is regulated
by arginase II in human umbilical vein endothelial cells

C.P. Prieto, B.J. Krause, L. Sobrevia, P. Casanello

Perinatology Research Laboratory (PRL) & Cellular and
Molecular Physiology Laboratory (CMPL), Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology, Medical Research Centre (CIM),
School of Medicine, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile,
Marcoleta 391, Santiago, Chile

The human fetoplacental vascular bed lacks autonomic
innervations, therefore adequate blood flow, fetal nutrition
and oxygenation depends on circulating and locally released
vasoactive factors. In endothelial cells, nitric oxide (NO), a
potent vasodilator that regulates vascular tone, is synthesized
by endothelial nitric oxide synthase (NOS), whose substrate is
the amino acid L-arginine1. Accumulated evidence strongly
suggests that many of the features of endothelial dysfunction
are intimately linked to the altered expression and function of
the L-arginine/NO pathway. In human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVEC) exposed to hypoxia, L-arginine
uptake and NOS activity are down-regulated2. This phenom-
enon could involve L-arginine metabolism preferentially by
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arginases I (ARGI) and II (ARGII) leading to a functional
competition with eNOS for their common substrate3.
Objective: We studied the role of arginase on eNOS activity
and expression under hypoxia in HUVEC.
Methods: Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and participants’ informed consent were obtained. HUVEC
from full term normal pregnancies were isolated by collagenase
digestion (0.2 mg/ml) and cultured (378C, 5% CO2) in
medium 199 containing 10% fetal bovine serum. Cells were
serum-starved twelve hours prior to the experiment. Confluent
cells were exposed to normoxia (5% O2) or hypoxia (2% O2) for
0–24 hours in a sealed hypoxic chamber. Cells were exposed to
S-(2-boronoethyl)-L-cysteine (BEC, ARG inhibitor, 100 mM)
or Nv-nitro-L-arginine-methyl ester (L-NAME, NOS inhibitor,
100 mM). Arginase activity (60 min, 50 mM L-arginine) was
determined by measuring urea production by spectrophotome-
try (DO540). ARG I, ARG II, eNOS and phosphorylated eNOS
at ser1177 (p-eNOS, activated) were determined by Western
blot. Immunocytochemistry was assayed for ARGI, ARGII,
eNOS. A mitochondrial probe (Mitotracker CMXRos) was used
to study cellular localization of ARG and DAPI was used to
stain nuclei.
Results: Hypoxia increased ARG II protein abundance
(12–24 h), and its localization was in the mitochondria as
well as in the cytosol. This expression was strongly induced in
the presence of the ARG inhibitor, BEC. ARG I protein
abundance was extremely low in HUVEC and was not
modified under hypoxia. No significant changes were
observed in total eNOS protein levels, but significant lower
p-eNOS was observed in HUVEC exposed to hypoxia (24 h),
an effect that was partially recovered at short periods of
incubation (3 h) with BEC. eNOS was located preferentially
at the cell membrane and colocalized in some regions with
ARGII. The increase in ARG activity in hypoxia was
paralleled by a low eNOS activity and was recovered to
control values when exposed to the ARG inhibitor.

Figure 1: Expression of Arginase II in HUVEC under hypoxia.
Original magnification x60.

Conclusions: In hypoxia there is a functional competition
between ARGII and eNOS, which show cellular colocaliza-
tion in normoxia and further more in hypoxia. ARGII over-
expression could explain, at least in part, the lower NO
synthesis observed in HUVEC exposed to hypoxia. Arginase
inhibition could partially recover this endothelial dysfunc-
tion. Support: FONDECYT 1080534, 1070865. C Prieto
and B Krause hold CONICYT PhD fellowships.

1. H. Lim et al. Am J Physiol, 293: H3317–H3324, 2007.
2. P. Casanello et al. Placenta., 30: 625–633, 2009.
3. G. Topal et al. J Pharmacol Exp Ther, 318: 1368–1374,

2006.

P-5C-236

Human chorionic gonadotropin and reproductive failure:
genetic variation and disease-specific gene expression

K. Rull1,2, L. Nagirnaja1, P. Hallast1, L. Uusküla 1,
T. Margus1, M. Kaare4, V-M. Ulander3, K. Aittomäki4,
R.K. Campbell5, M. Laan1

1Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology; 2Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology, University of Tartu, Tartu, Estonia;
3Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology; 4Department of
Clinical Genetics, Helsinki University Central Hospital,
Helsinki, Finland; 5Department of Molecular Biology, EMD
Serono Research Institute, MA, USA

Human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) is one of the first
proteins synthesized by fetus. Besides its luteotropic function,
hCG regulates implantation and immunomodulation at the
maternal-fetal interface. Low level of hCG is related to
miscarriage and extrauterine pregnancy whereas high hor-
mone level may indicate a trophoblastic disease. HCG
hormone consists of alpha- and beta-subunit. Critical for
hCG function is the beta-subunit coded by hCG beta genes
(CGB, CGB5, CGB7, CGB8) that share a common gene
cluster with highly homologous luteinizing hormone beta
gene and two beta-subunit non-coding genes (CGB1, CGB2).
Aberrations in the expression profile and genetic variation
of the hCG beta coding genes may lead to the reproductive
failure.
Objectives: The aim of the study was to (i) determine the
expressional profile of CGB genes during the normal and
complicated pregnancy; and (ii) find variants in hCG beta
coding genes that are related to recurrent miscarriage (RM,
>3 consecutive pregnancy losses).
Methods: The expression of CGB genes in trophoblastic
tissues from normal and complicated pregnancies (RM,
ectopic pregnancy-EP, molar pregnancy) was determined by
real-time PCR. CGB5 and CGB8 genes that contribute the
most to hCG hormone production were fully resequenced in
Estonian and Finnish RM patients (n 5 184) and fertile
women (n 5 195). Study was approved by Ethics Committee
of the University of Tartu (Estonia) and Helsinki University
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Central Hospital (Finland); an informed consent was
obtained from every patient.
Results: In the cases of RM, the expression level of CGB genes
is low and correlates with reduced hCG hormone level
indicating their possible involvement in the pathogenesis of
miscarriage. In EP, CGB genes were highly expressed but the
hormone concentration in serum was significantly reduced. In
molar pregnancies both hCG level in serum and expression of
CGB genes were at the upper range of the distribution
compared to normal first trimester pregnancies. As a result of
the resequencing study, six polymorphisms (SNPs) showed
significant protective effect towards RM in CGB5 and CGB8
genes (p 5 0.042–0.007) decreasing the risk to miscarry
up to1.8-fold. The minor allele frequency of these SNPs
was 12.05%–14.36% in fertile females compared to
7.10%–8.15% in RM group. Three non-synonymous amino
acid changes in CGB5 and CGB8 and a rare promoter
polymorphism located within transcription initiator element
of CGB8 were identified only in RM cases as possible risk
variants for RM.
Conclusions: Comparison of expression levels of the CGB
genes and hCG hormone levels in serum indicate a different
contribution of CGB genes in the miscarriage, ectopic and
molar pregnancies Changes in the expression levels of CGB
genes may be caused by genetic variants as demonstrated in
case of CGB5 and CGB8 with variants that either increase or
decrease the risk of miscarriage. The results provide evidence
that genetic factor contributes to the pathogenesis of RM.
Support: HHMI, Wellcome Trust, Estonian Ministry of
Education and Science, Estonian Science Foundation, Sigrid
Juselius Foundation & Finnish State Fund.

P-5C-237

Vascular endothelial growth factor in placentas from
diabetic pregnant rat

S. San Martin1,2, R. Tostes3, Z. Fortes3, T.M.T. Zorn3

1Centre for Reproductive Biology Studies, School of Medicine,
Universidad de Valparaiso, Chile; 2CREAS, Valparaiso,
Chile; 3Institute of Biomedical Sciences, University of Sao Paulo,
Brazil

Objectives: The vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is
a potent angiogenic factor that acts by inducting endothelial
cell proliferation and increasing vascular permeability1.
VEGF gene deletion studies show embryonic lethal pheno-
type associated with a failure of placental vascular develop-
ment2. In normal pregnancy, placental VEGF expression
increases near term in the rodent, in association with
increased placental vascularization3,4. Previous results showed
that diabetes promotes morphological changes in the
organization of the spongiotrophoblast layer of placenta,
which is related to accumulation of cystic vesicles in this
region. Moreover, increased placental size has been observed5,

probably due to an increase in cell proliferation in several
regions of diabetic placenta6. Ample data on the regulation of
VEGF has demonstrated that this growth factor levels are
exquisitely sensitive to multiple ischemic agents, as glucose,
affecting several tissues, such as retina and renal glomerulus7.
However, it is unknown whether diabetical condition
promotes changes in the expression of placental VEGF.
Methods: To accomplish this, single injections of alloxan
(40 mg kg i.v.) were used to induce diabetes on day 2 of
pregnancy in Wistar rats. Placentas were collected on days 14,
17 and 20 postcoitum. We used immunoperoxidase
technique to identify VEGF-A in placental sections, which
was visualized and captured with a CX81 microscope and
DP71 digital camera (Olympus).
Results: VEGF was immunodetected in labyrinth, spongio-
trophoblast and giant trophoblast regions in placentas from
14 and 20 days of pregnancy. However, qualitative evaluation
showed that in diabetical condition, the immunoreaction was
stronger in the labyrinth regions.
Conclusions: We conclude that in placentas from the diabetic
rat the strongest immunoreaction of VEGF in the labyrinth
region, may be correlated with the increase of the vascular tree
and blood vessel size observed in these diabetic placentas.
Support: DIPUV (Universidad de Valparaiso, Valparaiso,
Chile; grant no. 12/2006).

1. Ferrara N. Endocr Rev, 25:581–611, 2004.
2. Carmeliet P, et al. Nature, 380:435–439, 1996.
3. Ni Y, et al. Am J Physiol, 273:H938–H944, 1997.
4. Coan PM, et al. Biol Reprod, 70:1806–1813, 2004.
5. Giachini F, et al. J Anat. 212:31–41, 2008.
6. Zuñiga et al. Placenta, 29:81, 2008.
7. Benjamı́n L. Am J Pathol, 158:4, 2001.

P-5C-238

Intrauterine growth alteration and their relationship with
the distribution of somatotrophic factors in the human
placenta

S. San Martin1,2. A. Moller1, G. Iñiguez3

1Centre for Reproductive Biology Studies, School of Medicine,
Universidad de Valparaiso, Chile; 2CREAS, Valparaiso, Chile;
3IDIMI, School of Medicine, University of Chile. San Borja
Arriarán Clinical Hospital, Chile

The placenta is a temporary organ that supplies the fetus with
oxygen and food, and allows fetal waste to be disposed of via
the maternal kidneys. The IGF-I and its receptor (IGF-IR)
participate in both pre and postnatal growth. The human
placenta expresses the mRNA and the protein for IGF-I
and IGF-IR.
Objective: Study the IGF-I, IGF-II and IGF-IR mRNA and
protein expression in placentas from small (SGA), appro-
priate (AGA) and large (LGA) for gestational age placentas.
Correlate these expressions with birth and placental weight.
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Methods: We collected full term (37–41 weeks) placentas
from 12 SGA (birth weight (BW) 5 21.99 6 0.17 SDS), 12
AGA (BW 5 0.08 6 0.17 SDS) and 11 LGA (BW 5 2.75 6

0.22 SDS) newborns. We determined in the chorionic (CP)
and basal (BP) plates of the placentas the mRNA expression
by RT-PCR and the protein expression by immunohisto-
chemistry (IHC) using the HScore signal intensity where 0 is
negative staining 1: low intensity; 2: mid-intensity; and 3:
high intensity.
Results: are shown in the table as mean 6 SEM: The
differences were studied by ANOVA and the correlations
studies were studied by Spearman test. We observed an
inverse correlation between birth weight with IGF-I mRNA
in CP (r 5 20.456, p 5 0.017) and BP (r 5 20.542,
p 5 0.004) and with IGF-IR mRNA in CP (r 5 2 5 .416;
p 5 0.031). These inverse correlations were also observed for
IGF-I (IHC) in both plates of the placenta and a direct
correlation in basal plate for IGF-IR (r 5 0.431, p 5 0.011).
Conclusions: These results suggest that the modifications in
the mRNA and protein expression to IGF-I and IGF-IR
observed in placentas according birth weight, may be
influencing fetal growth. Support: Fondecyt 106-1082 and
Dipuv 12/2006 (Universidad de Valparaı́so, Chile).

mRNA SGA (12) AGA(12) LGA(11)

IGF-I CP 0.21 6 0.02* 0.15 6 0.02 0.11 6 0.03

BP 0.22 6 0.02* 0.16 6 0.02 0.10 6 0.02

IGF-II CP 0.37 6 0.03 0.33 6 0.05 0.30 6 0.15

BP 0.37 6 0.05 0.29 6 0.05 0.16 6 0.09

IGF-IR CP 0.27 6 0.02 0.22 6 0.04 0.08 6 0.05&

BP 0.28 6 0.03 0.21 6 0.02 0.06 6 0.02&

Protein (IHC)

IGF-I CP 1.6 6 0.3 1.5 6 0.2 0.6 6 0.2&

BP 1.5 6 0.4 1.4 6 0.3 0.6 6 0.2&

IGF-II CP 1.3 6 0.2** 2.3 6 0.3 1.8 6 0.4

BP 1.9 6 0.3 2.6 6 0.3 1.6 6 0.4

IGF-IR CP 0.8 6 0.2 1.1 6 0.2 1.7 6 0.3&

BP 0.8 6 0.2 1.2 6 0.1 1.9 6 0.3&

p , 0.05 SGA vs LGA; **p , 0.05 SGA vs AGA; & p , 0.05 SGA and AGA vs LGA.

P-5C-239

First trimester adiponectin and subsequent development
of preeclampsia or fetal growth restriction

E. Valdés1, K. Lattes1 H. Muñoz1, S. Hircsh2, P. Barja3,
K. Papapietro4, M. Cumsille5

1Fetal Medicine Unit. Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
University of Chile Clinical Hospital; 2National Institute of
Food Technology (INTA) University of Chile; 3Institute for
Biomedical Science. Faculty of Medicine. University of Chile;
4Nutrition Unit. Department of Surgery. University of Chile
Clinical; 5 Boestadistic Unit. Faculty of Medicine. University
of Chile

Objective: The purpose of this study is assessing the utility of
determining the maternal serum concentration of adiponectin
(ApN) as a marker for insulin-resistence in the prediction of
Preeclampsia (PE) and Fetal Growth Restriction (FGR)
during the first trimester.
Methods: A prospective, case-control study was conducted in
which 1094 pregnant women who received the 11–14 wk
ultrasound screening and delivered their babies at University
of Chile’s Clinical Hospital’s Fetal Medicine unit were
enrolled. Informed consent and blood samples were obtained
and kept at 2808C (21128F) for future analysis. Among this
population, we recruited 10 women who developed PE, 10
who developed IUGR and a control group of 40 healthy
women. ApN concentrations in maternal serum were
determined using a commercial ELISA kit. PE was defined
as recommended the International Society for the Study of
Hypertension in Pregnancy1. FGR was defined as growth at
the 10th or less percentile for weight of all fetuses at that
gestational age using a growth curve representative of Chilean
population2. We studied the relationship between maternal
serum concentration of ApN and variables like newborn
weight and maternal BMI. Institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.

Table 1. Maternal and neonatal demographic characteristics.

IUGR (10) PIH (10) Controls (35) p

Age, years

Mean 31.6 (6.7) 31 (8.6) 28.6 (6.6) 0.60

Range 20–40 17–45 16–39

Primigravida n (%) 6 (60) 6 (60) 17 (48.5) 0.77

Tobacco n (%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (8.5)

Alcohol n (%) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (2.8)

BaW (Mean) 2358.1 (256.3) 2584.5 (1127.0) 3327.1 (655.1) 0.017

BMI 23.6 (3.4) 26.2 (3.0) 25.3 (3.6) 0.84

Maternal and neonatal demographic characteristics and results for cases and controls
recruited in this study.

Results: There were no significant differences between
studied groups regarding age, parity, gestational age and
tobacco consumption (Table). There were no significant
differences among first-trimester ApN serum levels in the
groups. Average concentration was 8, 6.8 and 10.8 ng/ml for
controls, PE and FGR groups, respectively. However, there
was a significant difference between the groups alter adjusting
for BMI (p , 0.046). There was also a significant inverse
relationship between ApN levels and maternal BMI
(r 5 20.36; p 5 0.005) except for the control group (Figure).
A significant negative relationship (r 5 20.37; p 5 0.002)
was found when correlating maternal ApN levels with weight
percentiles at birth for the whole group (60 patients). Similar
results were obtained when analyzing both variables in the
control group (r 5 20.36; p 5 0.002).
Conclusions: In our study, maternal serum ApN levels were
not useful in predicting development of PE and FGR.
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However, maternal serum ApN concentration adjusted by
BMI was significantly higher during the first trimester in
women who developed FGR. It is also of interest the negative
relationship between ApN levels and weight at birth. Support
source: University of Chile: 033/03.
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1. Brown MA et al. Hypertens Pregnancy. 20:9–14, 2001.
2. Juez G et al. Rev Chil Pediatr. 60:198–202, 1989.

P-6A-240

The effect of neonatal hyperglycaemia in preterm lambs
on prepubertal pancreatic function

J.M. Alsweiler, J.E. Harding, F.H. Bloomfield

Liggins Institute, University of Auckland, Private Bag 92019,
Auckland, New Zealand

Objective: Exposure of the late gestation fetus to high blood
glucose concentrations (BGC) results in decreased insulin
secretion in later life. Preterm babies who become hypergly-
caemic, a common problem, are exposed to high BGC at an
equivalent stage of pancreatic maturation, and it is known
that preterm babies have decreased insulin sensitivity in later
life. We hypothesised that exposure of the preterm newborn
lamb to prolonged neonatal hyperglycaemia would result in
altered insulin secretion and glucose tolerance post-weaning.
Methods: Singleton preterm lambs (137d gestation; term 5

148d) were born following antenatal glucocorticoids.
Vascular catheters were inserted the following day and lambs
randomised to a 12-day intravenous infusion of 50% dextrose
(hyperglycaemic (H)), saline (controls (C)) or 50% Dex-
trose 1 insulin (insulin (I)). Term controls (T) were not
exposed to glucocorticoids and received an infusion of saline.
50% dextrose and insulin infusions were titrated to maintain
BGC at 10–12 mM (H) or 4–6 mM (I) respectively. At 4
months of age, after an overnight fast, the lambs underwent
an intravenous glucose tolerance test (GTT) and several days
later a 2 hour hyperglycaemic clamp (HGC) followed by an
arginine challenge (AC). Statistics: Area under the curve
(AUC) was calculated from baseline. Parametric data were
analysed by ANOVA. Non parametric data were log
transformed and analysed by ANOVA. Insulin sensitivity
(SI) was calculated from the HGC during the last hour of

steady state. Data were analysed using univariate and multiple
regression techniques taking into account sex, birth-weight,
weight at challenge, and glucocorticoid exposure. Data are
presented as mean(SD).
Results: 48 lambs underwent GTT (12C, 12H, 12I, 12T), 29
underwent HGC (7C, 8H, 7I, 7T), and 33 underwent AC
(9C, 8H, 8I, 8T). There was no difference in baseline glucose
concentration (C 3.4(0.4), H 3.6(0.5), I 3.7(0.5), T 3.8(0.4)
mM, p 5 0.23), baseline insulin concentration (C 0.09(0.13),
H 0.05(0.04), I 0.07(0.07), T 0.06(0.03) ng/ml, p 5 0.62),
or baseline insulin: glucose ratio (C 0.02(0.03), H 0.02(0.01),
I 0.02(0.02), T 0.02(0.01), p 5 0.70) amongst the groups.
Neither GTT glucose AUC (C 680(200), H 585(156), I
643(195), T 701(147) mM/min, p 5 0.40), nor GTT insulin
AUC (C 120(49), H 154(74), I 123(29), T 189(80) ng/
ml.min, p 5 0.25) were different amongst the groups. There
was no difference in the SI between the groups (C 22(13),
16(9), I 13(6), T 11(3) mmol kg21 min21 ng21 ml21,
p 5 0.16). There was no difference in mean plasma insulin
concentration during the HGC steady state (C 1.8(0.7), H
2.9(1.4), I 3.2(1.6), T 2.8(0.7) ng/ml, p 5 0.16) nor insulin
secretion AUC after AC between the groups (C 106(57), H
118(72), I 119(52), T 140(55) ng/ml.min, p 5 0.70).
Adjustment for sex, birth-weight, weight at challenge, and
glucocorticoid exposure did not alter these results.
Conclusions: Neither exposure to high blood glucose
concentrations nor intravenous insulin in preterm lambs
altered insulin secretion or insulin resistance at 4 months of
age. Insulin resistance can change from pre-puberty to
adulthood and it will be important to re-challenge these
animals again in adulthood.

P-6A-241

Developmental body changes and AMPK activity in adult
obese rats exposed to a-gluco-oligosaccharide
BioEcolians�R supplementation in early life

L. Lasalle1, M. Dahroug2, F. Trakhna2, P.M. Anton2,
C. Delayre-Orthez2, H.Occhi2, M.Taouis3,
L. Abdennebi-Najar2

1SOLABIA. 29 rue Delizy, 93698 PANTIN Cedex, France;
2Institut Polytechnique laSalle. Rue Pierre Waguet, 60026
Beauvais Cedex France; 3Univ Paris-Sud, INRA, UMR 1197
NMPA, Orsay F-91405 France

Objective: Obesity is a worldwide health problem with an
estimated 500 million overweight adult humans and 250
million obese adults. This epidemic of obesity is leading to
worldwide increases in the prevalence of obesity related
disorders, such as diabetes, hypertension as well as cardiac
pathology and fatty liver disease. The early postnatal
nutritional is recognized as a factor contributing to the
development of metabolic diseases in adulthood. A change in
the quality of calories-specifically, increased carbohydrate
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intake in the immediate postnatal period, results in chronic
hyperinsulinaemia and adult-onset obesity. The aim of this
study was to show that a a-gluco-oligosaccharide supple-
mentation at early life could protect against obesity developed
after consuming high fat diet.
Methods: Thirty Wister male rats were randomly divided in
4 groups and received during 16 weeks either a normal diet,
a high fat diet (HFD) or BioEcolians�R supplemented HFD.
Results: Remarkably, at 15 weeks of age, BioEcolians�R HFD
rats took less weight and presented a lowest total and
abdominal adiposity as compared to the HFD animals. At
this stage, a significant (P , 0.01) decrease of food intake was
observed in the BioEcolians�R supplemented diet with a
diminution of leptin and triglycerides levels. As compared to
HFD group, BioEcolians�R supplementation reversed the
HFD-induced decreases in the AMP-activated protein kinase
(AMPK) expression and phosphorylation at protein level in
the liver.
Conclusions: These results demonstrate that a non digestible
oligosaccharide BioEcolians�R supplementation during the
early postnatal life could protect against overweight and
obesity by stimulating the tissular energetic consumption and
inhibiting fat storage during growth. It is established that
regular consumption of a non digestible gluco-oligosaccharide
during growth is able to modulate energy balance and energy
expenditure which underscores the importance of considering
the microbiota as a metabolic organ.

P-6A-242

Preterm birth in lambs increases insulin sensitivity at
4 months of age, but increased growth velocity in
preterm lambs is associated with insulin resistance

J.M. Alsweiler, J.E. Harding, F.H. Bloomfield

Liggins Institute, University of Auckland, Private Bag 92019,
Auckland, New Zealand

Objective: Decreased growth in utero followed by increased
postnatal growth increases insulin resistance. Increased
growth in children born preterm has been associated with
increased pre-pubertal insulin resistance. We hypothesised
that preterm birth, and postnatal growth velocity, would
affect glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity at 4 months
of age.
Methods: Singleton preterm (P) lambs (137d gestation;
term 5 148d) were born following antenatal glucocorticoids.
Term controls (T) were not exposed to glucocorticoids.
Lambs were weighed twice weekly for 2 weeks and then
monthly. Vascular catheters were inserted the day after birth
and lambs randomised to a 12-day intravenous infusion of
50% dextrose, saline or 50% dextrose 1 insulin as part of an
experiment investigating the effect of neonatal hyperglycae-
mia. At 4 months of age, after an overnight fast, the lambs
underwent an intravenous glucose tolerance test (GTT)

and subsequently a 2 hour hyperglycaemic clamp (HGC).
Statistics: Growth velocity (GV) was calculated from birth to
term corrected age (GV pre-TCA) and from TCA to 4
months (GV post-TCA). Insulin sensitivity (SI) was calcu-
lated from steady state during the HGC. Continuous
variables were correlated by bivariate analysis. Data were
analysed using univariate and multiple regression techniques
adjusting for sex, birth-weight, insulin and dextrose exposure.
Data are presented as mean(SD).
Results: 48 lambs underwent GTT (36P, 12T) and 29
underwent HGC (22P, 7T). Preterm lambs were heavier at
TCA than term lambs at birth (7.4(1.1) vs 6.1(1.2) kg,
p , 0.001); term lambs grew faster from TCA to 4 months
(43(13) vs 28(9) g/kg.d, p , 0.01), and were heavier at 4
months (37.3(5.0) vs 31.1(6.3) kg, p , 0.005). Preterm
lambs had decreased GTT insulin AUC (114(54) vs 171(78)
ng/ml.min, p 5 0.03), but not glucose AUC (636(184) vs
701(147), p 5 0.23), compared with term lambs. SI was
not significantly different on univariate analysis (P; 17(10), T;
11(3) mmol kg21min21ng21ml21, p 5 0.07), but was
increased in preterm lambs on multivariate analysis
(p , 0.05). GV pre-TCA in preterm lambs was not associated
with glucose tolerance on univariate analysis, but on multi-
variate analysis decreased GV was associated with an increased
GTT insulin AUC (p 5 0.02) and insulin: glucose AUC
(p 5 0.01), but not with SI (p 5 0.2) or GTT glucose AUC
(p 5 0.4). Increased GV post-TCA in preterm lambs was
associated with an increased GTT insulin AUC (r2 5 0.37,
p 5 0.0001) and a decreased SI (r2 5 0.25, p 5 0.02). GV
from birth to 4 months of age in term lambs was not
significantly associated with GTT insulin AUC (r2 5 21,
p 5 0.15), but an increased GV tended to be associated with a
decrease in SI (r2 5 0.54, p 5 0.06).
Conclusions: Preterm lambs had increased insulin sensitivity
at 4 months of age. Preterm lambs had an increased growth
rate ex utero compared with lambs that remained in utero
until TCA, but a decreased growth rate thereafter. Impaired
insulin sensitivity was associated with decreased growth pre
term-corrected-age and increased growth post term-corrected-
age. Insulin sensitivity in preterm lambs may therefore
depend on both prematurity and subsequent growth
trajectory.

P-6A-243

Maladaptive cardiac remodelling as a result of preterm
birth: Implications for future cardiovascular disease

J.G. Bensley, V.K. Stacy, R. De Matteo, R. Harding,
M.J. Black

Department of Anatomy and Developmental Biology, Monash
University, Clayton, Victoria, 3800, Australia

Objective: Preterm birth is the major cause of infant death
and morbidity, affecting 10–12% of all pregnancies.
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Preterm birth occurs when the myocardium is still
developing. Our hypothesis was that in response to preterm
birth, maladaptive structural remodelling occurs within
the myocardium, which enables the immature heart to
adapt to the hemodynamic transition at birth but
permanently alters myocardial structure. Our objective was
to determine how preterm birth alters the final structure of
the myocardium.
Methods: Using sheep, preterm birth was induced at 0.9 of
term; hearts were examined at 9 weeks post term-equivalent
age, when cardiomyocyte maturation has ceased. As the
right ventricle (RV) and left ventricle with septum (LV 1 S)
have different roles in utero and ex utero, they were
examined separately. A multi-modality approach was used
to examine the structure of the heart and cardiomyocytes.
Cardiomyocyte number was determined using optical
disector/fractionator stereology. Cardiomyocyte nuclearity
(the number of nuclei within the cell, a marker of
cardiomyocyte maturity) and cardiomyocyte nuclei ploidy
(number of genome copies per nucleus) were examined
using confocal microscopy. Immunohistochemistry (Ki-67)
was used to assess cell proliferation. All experimental
procedures were approved by the Monash University Animal
Ethics Committee.
Results: Preterm lambs were significantly lighter at birth
than term controls (3.37 6 0.24 kg and 4.39 6 0.17 kg
respectively; p , 0.05), but weights were not different
at necropsy (preterm, 17.10 6 0.59 kg vs. term, 17.14 6

0.91 kg). At necropsy, heart weights relative to body weight
were not different between groups (preterm, 6.32 6 0.52 g/
kg vs, term 6.62 6 0.61 g/kg). There were no differences in
cardiomyocyte number in the RV or LV 1 S between
preterm lambs and controls. There was, however, evidence
of altered cardiomyocyte maturation in preterm lambs.
There was a greater proportion of mononucleated cardio-
myocytes in both ventricles of preterm hearts compared to
controls (in the RV: 4.7% 6 0.7% in preterm lambs and
1.4% 6 0.2% in controls; p , 0.01 and in the LV 1 S:
8.9% 6 0.9% in preterm lambs and 2.0% 6 0.3% in
controls; p , 0.01). Importantly there was a marked
induction of polyploidy in preterm cardiomyocytes; this is
normally associated with irreversible stress-related changes in
DNA. In preterm lambs we also found a 6–7-fold increase
in collagen deposition in both the RV (preterm 5 2.90 6

0.52%, term 5 0.44 6 0.11%; p , 0.01) and LV 1 S (pre-
term 5 3.44 6 0.79%, term 5 0.71 6 1.32%; p , 0.01) and
this was usually accompanied by lymphocytic/mast cell
infiltration.
Conclusion: We conclude that preterm birth per se leads
to maladaptive remodelling of the heart in the early postnatal
period. Of particular concern are the derangements of
cardiomyocyte maturation, induction of polyploidy and
increased extra-cellular matrix deposition. These changes are
likely to program for long term cardiac vulnerability to later
disease.

P-6A-244

Prolactin inhibition during lactation programs for
metabolic syndrome parameters in adult rats

I.T. Bonomo1,2, P.C. Lisboa2, E. Oliveira2, M.C.F. Passos3,
E.G. Moura2

1Laboratory of Cardiovascular Investigation, Oswaldo Cruz
Institute, FIOCRUZ. Av.Brasil, 4365, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil;
2Laboratory of Endocrine Physiology, IBRAG, UERJ. Av. 28 de
setembro, 87, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil; 3Department of Applied
Nutrition, INU, UERJ

Objective: Maternal undernutrition during lactation reduces
milk production and serum prolactin (PRL)1 as well as
programs for overweight in adulthood2. Previously, we
observed that the inhibition of lactation by dam’s treatment
with bromocriptine (BRO – a PRL inhibitor) reduces milk
production3 and programs for overweight, hyperleptinaemia,
leptin resistance4 and hypothyroidism in adult rat off-
spring5. The aim of our study was to analyze the parameters
associated with metabolic syndrome (blood pressure, insulin
sensitivity and lipid profile) in adult rats whose dams
received BRO at the end of lactation (a precocious weaning
model).
Methods: We used the pups from lactating wistar rats treated
with BRO (1 mg/2x a day) or saline in the last 3 days of
lactation (days 19, 20 and 21). Body weight and food intake
were followed from weaning until adult life. Blood pressure
was determined by a non-invasive method putting a cuff in
rat tail. At 180 days-old, offspring were sacrificed, blood was
collected, visceral fat was weighed and carcass was frozen for
total body fat mass determination. Serum glucose, triglycer-
ides, total cholesterol and high density lipoprotein (HDL-c)
were quantified by colorimetric assays. Insulin and adipo-
nectin were measured by radioimmunoassay. HOMA index
was calculated. Results were significantly different when
p , 0.05.
Results: When adult, BRO offspring had higher body weight
(110%), visceral fat (12x), total fat mass (141%), glycemia
(116%), HOMA index (129%), total cholesterol (130%)
and triglycerides (149%); with lower HDL-c (228%) and
adiponectin (247%). There was no change in food intake,
serum insulin and blood pressure.
Conclusions: BRO animals presented important alterations
(higher central adiposity, hyperglycemia, insulin resistance,
hypertrygliceridemia and lower HDL-c) related to metabolic
syndrome development. This experimental model reproduces
the shortening of lactation period, reinforcing the idea that
neonatal malnutrition is an important for metabolic
programming of future diseases. Support: FAPERJ, CAPES,
CNPq.

1. P.C. Lisboa et al., Horm Metab Res., 38:295–299, 2006.
2. M.C.F. Passos et al., Nutr Res., 20:1603–1612, 2000.
3. I.T. Bonomo et al., Horm Metabol Res., 37:220–225,

2005.
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4. I.T. Bonomo et al., J Endocrinol., 192:339–344, 2007.
5. I.T. Bonomo et al., J Endocrinol., 198:331–337, 2008.

P-6A-245

Body mass index and height growth from birth to 4 y and
body composition at 5 y in Chilean children with normal
birthweight

C. Corvalán1, R. Uauy2,3, L. Lera2, M. Galván4, J. Kain2

1School of Public Health, Faculty of Medicine, U. of Chile,
Santiago, Chile; 2Institute of Nutrition and Food Technology
(INTA), U. of Chile, Santiago, Chile; 3London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, London, UK; 4Institute of
Health Sciences (ICSA), U. Autónoma Estado de Hidalgo,
Pachuca, México

Objective: To assess the association between body mass index
(BMI) and height growth in different periods from 0 to 4
years and adiposity, body fat distribution, and lean body mass
at 5 years of age, in children with normal birthweight.
Methods: We studied a subsample of 142 girls and 164 boys
of a retrospective cohort study conducted in low-income
Chilean children with a birth weight .2500 g. We obtained
weight and height from medical records at: birth, 6, and 24m.
At 48 and 60m we measured weight, height, and waist
circumference (WC). At 60m, we additionally determined
body composition [percentage body fat (%FM) and lean
body mass (LBM)] using bioimpedance analyses (Tanita 418-
B). We analyzed the associations of 3 periods of postnatal
growth (0 to 6m, 6 to 24m and 24 to 60 months) with WC,
%BF, and LBM, adjusting for age and sex. We used
standardized coefficients to assess the relative importance of
each period on the outcomes. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent were
obtained.
Results: Mean birthweight was 3400 6 400 g. and mean
length, 49.8 6 1.7 cm.Compared to the WHO 2006 refer-
ence population, children became increasingly fatter with age
(obesity (BAZ . 2) at 5y 5 16.4%) while height remained
close to the mean (HAZ at 5y 5 0.01 6 1.1). At 5y mean
WC was 56.3 6 5.8 cm, %BF 23.3 6 4.1, and LBM
17.1 6 2.4 kg. Increasing BMI after 6m was positively
associated with WC, %BF, and LBM at 5y (p , 0.05).
Increased linear growth after 24 m was associated with higher
WC, %BF, and LBM (p , 0.05). BMI gains 6-24 m were
similarly related to WC, %BF, and LBM, while BMI gains
after 24 m were more related to AC and %BF than LBM
(Figure 1). The pattern and magnitude of the associations of
BMI gains 6–24 m and body composition at 5y were similar
to those of linear growth 24–48 m (Figure 2).
Conclusions: In order to decrease obesity and central obesity
in preschool children excessive BMI gains should be avoided
after 6 months. Associations between linear growth after 2y
and both overall obesity and central obesity at 5y may reflect

earlier maturation of obese children. Support: Fondecyt
# 1090252 and Training Fellowship Wellcome Trust.
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Figure 1: BMI changes 0–4y and body composition outcomes at 5y.
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Figure 2: Height changes 0–4y and body composition outcomes
at 5y.

P-6A-246

Association between catch-up in the first years of life and
overweight/obesity at 10 years of age, in a low-income
community in São Paulo, Brazil
1M.T.B Fernandes, 2A.A. Ferraro, 1A.P. Bassotto, 1E. Santos,
1C. Schwartsman
1Programa Einstein na Comunidade Paraisópolis/Instituto
Israelita de Responsabilidade Social Albert Einstein. Rua Manoel
Antonio Pinto, 280 – Paraisópolis, São Paulo; 2Universidade de
São Paulo, Brasil

In the last years it has been shown that weight gain velocity is
a determinant of future obesity. These findings are mainly
from developed nations, and few studies from developing
countries showed this association1,2.
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Objective: To test if the weight gain velocity during different
periods of age (0–6 m, 6–12 m, 12–24 m, 2–5y and 5–10y) is
associated with overweight/obesity at 10 years of age.
Method: A historic cohort was made, based on clinical
records from the Social Project of Einstein Hospital at the
Paraisopolis Slum. All children, who were enrolled in the
health service between October 1998 and August 1999 (845)
were selected to participate in the study. Exclusion criteria
were having some base health condition (neurological or
endocrinological diseases), being malnourished and not
having complete records. A final sample of 378 eutrophic
and overweight/obese children was analysed. Weight gain
velocity was categorized according to the quartile of its
distribution. A multivariate logistic analysis looked for the
independent effect of weight gain in each age period. The
outcome was having a BMI at age 10 greater than 1.5 z-score.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: The mean birth weight was 3.15 kg (1.33–4.89);
95% of the children were term at birth and 66% had a
vaginal delivery. The median length of breastfeeding was 4
months and of exclusive breastfeeding was 2 months. The
mean z-score of BMI at age 10y was 0.3 (21.25–13.74).
After adjusting for birth weight and for being small-for-
gestational-age, the effect on the BMI at age 10y of passing to
a higher quartile of weight gain in every age period was OR
4.51 (1.97–10.32) at 0–6 m; 2.20 (1.19–4.06) at 6–12 m;
1.30 (0.78–2.19) at 1–2y; 4.23 (2.24–7.98) at age 2–5y and
1.96 (1.14–3.37) at age 5-10y (reciprocally adjusted).
Conclusions: Weight gain during the first 6 months of
life was the main determinant of overweight/obesity at age
10y in children from a low income community in São Paulo,
Brazil.

1. J.C.K. Wells et al. Int J Obes, 29:1192–1198, 2005.
2. E.M. Taveras et al. Pediatrics, 123:1177–1183, 2009.

P-6A-247

Assessment of cardiac function with trans-thoracic
echocardiography in adult vitamin D deficient rats

O.Gezmish1, P. Lombardo 2, M. Schneider-Kolsky2,
H.C. Parkington3, M. Tare3, M.J. Black1

1Department of Anatomy & Developmental Biology; 2Depart-
ment of Medical Imaging & Radiation Sciences; 3Department of
Physiology, Monash University, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia

There is an increasing prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in
many populations world-wide, resulting from both inade-
quate exposure to ultraviolet light and diet intake. It is well
know that vitamin D deficiency is associated with heart
disease. We have recently demonstrated in the rat heart that
vitamin D deficiency leads to cardiac hypertrophy and
vulnerability to ischemia later in life; female offspring appear
to be the most vulnerable.

Objective: The aim of the present study was to investigate the
effect of vitamin D deficiency on cardiac function, using
echocardiography, in 14 week old adult rats.
Methods: Four week old Sprague-Dawley female rats were
fed either a vitamin D deplete or vitamin D replete (control)
diet for 6 weeks prior to pregnancy, during pregnancy and
throughout lactation. At weaning the offspring remained
on their respective diets until adulthood. At 14 weeks of age
non-invasive trans-thoracic echocardiography was performed
in female offspring (n 5 10 control and n 5 9 vitamin D
deficient). M-mode echocardiography images were obtained
in the parasternal long and short axis views of the left
ventricle. Anterior, posterior end-diastolic and end-systolic
wall thickness, left ventricle internal dimensions and inter-
ventricular septum were measured.
Results: Body weight was not different in control and vitamin
D deficient offspring at 14 weeks of age. Left ventricular
weight and left ventricular weight to body weight ratio was
significantly increased (p , 0.001) in the vitamin D deficient
offspring. This was accompanied by a significant decrease in
diastolic volume (p 5 0.0002) but no difference in systolic
volume. In addition, stroke volume and cardiac output in the
vitamin D deficient offspring was significantly reduced
(p 5 0.001). Fractional shorting and ejection fraction was
unaltered in both control and vitamin D deficient female
offspring.
Conclusion: Vitamin D deficiency leads to cardiac hyper-
trophy and impaired cardiac function in female vitamin D
deficient rats. The findings are in agreement with clinical data
where vitamin D deficiency is linked to heart disease.

P-6A-248

Early life growth patterns influence gene expression and
DNA methylation in childhood

A. Groom1, D. Swan2, S.M. Korada3, H.J. Cordell4,
J.C. Mathers1, N.D. Embleton3, C.L. Relton1

1Human Nutrition Research Centre, Newcastle University, NE2
4HH, UK; 2Bioinformatics Support Unit, Newcastle University,
NE2 4HH, UK; 3Newcastle Neonatal Service, Royal Victoria
Infirmary, Newcastle University, NE1 4LP, UK; 4Institute of
Human Genetics, Newcastle University, NE1 3BZ, UK

Objective: Nutrient-mediated molecular changes that occur
during early life may influence gene expression and produce
functional changes which persist throughout life. Evidence
suggests that epigenetic mechanisms are involved in this
nutritional programming. We postulate that early nutritional
events in postnatal life cause aberrant epigenetic marking and
precipitate altered expression of specific genes that in turn
result in changes in body composition and metabolic health
in childhood.
Methods: Gene expression analysis was carried out using
NuGO whole genome microarrays on RNA extracted from
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peripheral blood in 12 low thrive and 12 high thrive children,
the 2 groups divided evenly by sex. ‘Thrive’ was determined
by difference in z-score for weight between term and term
plus 12 weeks of age. Children were drawn from 2 nutritional
intervention studies of preterm infants carried out in early
postnatal life (n 5 136). Anthropometric, biochemical and
nutrient markers in early life and at 10–12 years of age were
collected. Blood and saliva samples were collected at age
10–12 years and DNA and RNA analysis carried out on
whole blood. Up-regulation of gene expression in low thrive
versus high thrive children was assessed. Sex specific analysis
was undertaken due to the widely reported gender dichotomy
observed in developmental programming. The level of
methylation of TACSTD2 was analysed by Pyrosequencing
following bisulphite modification. 7 CpG sites, 2467 to
2427 from the transcription start site, within the CpG island
of the predicted promoter region were analysed. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: 245 loci were upregulated in low thrive females
versus high thrive females and 352 in low thrive males versus
high thrive males with 28 of these loci being common to both
sexes. Of these genes TACSTD2 was selected for further
investigation. TACSTD2 was up-regulated 2.56-fold in males
and 4.07-fold in females in children aged 10–12 years who
were low thrive compared to those who were high thrive in
infancy (p , 0.0001 for low thrive vs high thrive). Pyrose-
quencer analysis showed differential methylation of the
TACSTD2 promoter in blood from the cohort of children
aged 10–12 years; DNA methylation was lower in low thrive
individuals compared to high thrive (mean methylation across
7 CpG sites versus ‘thrive’; Spearman correlation coefficient
0.335, p 5 0.015).
Conclusions: Preterm infants who grew differently in early
post natal life display considerable differences in gene
expression levels and gene-specific DNA methylation levels
at age 10–12 years. These data provide proof of principle in a
human cohort of programmed changes in gene expression
which are associated with early life exposures and the data
further suggest that such programmed effects may be
mediated by epigenetic mechanisms. TACSTD2 encodes a
cell surface calcium signalling protein which has been
implicated in cellular proliferation. Further work is underway
to relate the observed differential expression and methylation
to childhood phenotypic traits and subsequent metabolic
health. Support: BBSRC (BBF0079811).

P-6A-249

Gender differences in child health: Evidence from India

A.M. Guntupalli

Social Scientist, Medical Research Centre, ERC, University of
Southampton, Southampton General Hospital, Tremona Road,
Southampton SO16 6YD, United Kingdom

Objective: The WHO Global Database on Child Growth
and Malnutrition proves that gender disparity in child
malnutrition in India is higher compared to other developing
countries. Most of previous research has not taken birth order
of children and mothers’ autonomy in households into
account when studying gender differences in child nutrition
and anthropometry. In particular, it does not have to be the
case that all girl children are discriminated. Hence, the aim of
this study is to add information about birth order, infant
feeding practices and autonomy to explain gender differences
in child health measured in terms of height.
Methods: India’s National Family Health Surveys (NFHS-2
and NFHS-3) conducted between 1998 (n 5 24,600 chil-
dren) and 2006 (n 5 46,605 children) provides in-depth
information about HAZ, WHZ and WAZ scores along with
the sex and age of the child. Using data of these children born
in the three years preceding both surveys, gender inequality in
anthropometry was analysed. Logistic regression analysis was
used to predict the probability of stunting. Along with socio-
economic variables, sex and birth order variables were added
as one of the predictors of stunting. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: There is no association between mothers’ autonomy
and child stunting. However, birth order of the child has a
significant impact on the probability of stunting. Based on
the NFHS-2 data, the odds of stunting is lower for the first
female child compared with the second female child. The
odds ratio of stunting increases significantly when mothers
discard their colostrums. However, male and female heights
are not significantly different based on the children included
in the NFHS-3 survey.
Conclusion: Birth order of the child was one of the important
determinants of childhood stunting even after controlling for
breast feeding, occupational and income related character-
istics. Based on the analysis, we can argue that first female
child is not discriminated. However, subsequent female
children are likely to suffer from stunting.

P-6A-250

Anthropometric evidence of gender inequality in India
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

A.M. Guntupalli

Social Scientist, MRC Epidemiology Resource Centre, University
of Southampton, Southampton General Hospital, Tremona
Road, Southampton SO16 6YD, United Kingdom

Objective: Recently, declining gender equality in India and
South Asia has received considerable attention. Indicators
such as excess female mortality, decline in the sex ratio, child
nutrition, educational gap, and access to resources document
a strong gender bias against females in modern India.
However, there is no evidence to support the existence of
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gender inequality in historical periods due to the lack of
appropriate data. The aim of the research is to explore gender
inequality in India using anthropometric data from the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Methods: During the indentured system, hundreds and
thousands of Indian labourers migrated to Jamaica, Fiji,
South Africa and Mauritius for sugarcane plantation. The
ship record data of more than 60,000 men and women that
migrated between 1842 and 1916 to these four countries are
provided by Lance Brennan, John McDonald, and Ralph
Shlomowitz. The data were stored in the National Archives of
the respective countries. For the post 1960, National Family
Health Survey-3 (NFHS-3) data were used. The NFHS-3 is
nationwide survey conducted with a representative sample of
households throughout the country between 2005 and 2006.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Height can be used as a measure of net nutrition and
living standards. The mean height of the men and women
were organized by their birth cohorts. The indentured record
data show that the South Indian women, born between 1840
and 1890, were doing better than the North Indian women.
The mean Indian gender dimorphism in height increased for
those born between 1955 and 1984 (n (males aged 15–54,
74,369), (females aged 15–49, 123,385)). However, there is a
strong regional variation. The height of women from Kerala
has increased by 3 centimetres from 1955 to 1984. Tamil
Nadu state also showed a significant improvement in the
heights of males (2.8 cm) and females (nearly 2 cm) from
1955 to 1984. However, one has to consider ‘female
robustness’ hypothesis while using gender dimorphism in
height as an indicator for gender inequality.
Conclusion: South Indian states had a lower gender
dimorphism compared with the North Indian states even in
the historical periods. Height can be successfully used as an
indicator not only to understand secular trends but also
gender inequality.

P-6A-251

Weight gain in childhood and blood lipids in early
adulthood

B.L. Horta, D.P. Gigante, C.G. Victora, V.M. Silveira,
I.O. Oliveira.

Universidade federal de pelotas, Brazil

Objective: To assess the effect of weight gain in childhood on
HDL cholesterol and triglyceride levels in early adulthood.
Methods: A population-based birth cohort carried out in
Pelotas, southern Brazil. All newborns in the city’s hospitals
were enrolled in 1982. The subjects were followed-up on
several occasions during childhood. In 2004–5 (mean age 23
years), we attempted to trace the whole cohort and obtain
blood samples. Conditional growth modelling was used to

assess the association between lipids (HDL cholesterol and
triglycerides) and weight gain from birth to 20, and from 20
to 42 months. Adjusted analyses controlled for household
assets index, family income, maternal schooling at birth,
maternal smoking during pregnancy, and breastfeeding
duration.
Results: In 2004–5, we interviewed 4297 subjects, with a
follow-up rate of 77.4% of the original cohort, and 3911 blood
samples were available. Mean HDL and triglycerides levels were
56.7 mg/dl and 106.5 mg/dl, respectively. Birthweight for
gestational age and weight gain in the first 20 months were
not associated with triglycerides in early adulthood. On the
other hand, subjects whose weight gain from 20 to 42 months
of age was faster than that predicted from birthweight and
weight-for-age z-score at mean age of 20 months had higher
triglycerides [regression coefficient 3.83 (95% confidence
interval: 1.46; 6.21)]. HDL cholesterol was more strongly
related to weight gain from birth to 20 months [regression
coefficient for conditional growth: 1.81(95% confidence
interval: 1.31; 2.31)] than to weight gain from 20 to 42
months [regression coefficient for conditional growth: 0.60
(95% confidence interval: 0.15; 1.06)].
Conclusion: Weight gain from 2 to 4 years is related to an
atherogenic lipid profile in early adulthood, but earlier weight
gain is not.

P-6A-252

Vitamin B12, folate and homocysteine in the six month
old infant

A.J. Hure1,2, C.E. Collins2, R. Smith1,3

1Mothers and Babies Research Centre, Hunter Medical Research
Institute, Newcastle, NSW, 2305, Australia; 2Health Sciences;
3Medicine and Public Health, Faculty of Health, University of
Newcastle NSW, 2308, Australia

Folate and vitamin B12 (cobalamin) are important for DNA
synthesis and one-carbon donation for methylation. DNA
methylation is one mechanism responsible for epigenetic
imprinting1.
Objectives: To investigate some of the nutritional biomarkers
of homocysteine and methyl metabolism in a cohort of
infants, whose mothers were studied during pregnancy, and
after birth and to assess the relationship (if any) between
maternal and infant values.
Methods: Data on women and their children were collected
in a prospective longitudinal study conducted at the John
Hunter Hospital, Newcastle, Australia. Maternal fasting
blood samples were collected at approximately 18 and 36
weeks gestation, and at 13 and 26 weeks postpartum (n 175).
At approximately 26 weeks (six months) after birth some
infants provided a non-fasting blood sample (n 48).
All samples were assayed for plasma folate and/or red cell
folate, plasma vitamin B12, and a sub-set were assayed for
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plasma homocysteine (n 16). Data are from healthy,
singleton, term infants.
Results: A summary of the median values for each infant
biomarker provided below.

Infants

(6 mo)

Plasma

vitamin B12

(pmol/L)

Plasma folate

(nmol/L)

Red cell folate

(nmol/L)

Plasma

homocysteine

(mmol/L)

n 48 28 23 16

Median 265.5 43.1 928 9.3

10th, 90th percentile 114, 441 28.7, 45.4 716, 1988 4.6, 12.9

Reference intervals 135–600 7.0–34.0 315–1420 5.0–15.0

Plasma vitamin B12 and infant folate (z-scores) were signifi-
cantly lower (P , 0.001) for infants who were being breastfed at
six months (n 32), compared to those receiving no breastmilk (n
16). This was inversely correlated (r 20.652) with a significantly
higher (P 0.016) plasma homocysteine level (n 16). There were
no significant differences between paired maternal and infant
biomarkers at six months after birth. The infants born to
mothers who took folate supplements either before and/or
during pregnancy did not have higher folate z-scores than infants
born to mothers who did not take them. However, the averaged
value of maternal plasma folate in pregnancy inversely predicted
the infant’s level of plasma homocysteine at six months (R2

0.806, P 0.023).
Conclusions: These data emphasise the potential importance
of maternal nutrition in pregnancy and postpartum, as well as
infant feeding mode, for programming the future health of
the offspring. Biomarkers of methylation, like vitamin B12,
folate and homocysteine, require further investigation in
humans, especially in conjunction with studies which confirm
alterations in gene expression.

1. The American Association for the Advancement of
Science, www.sciencemag.org/feature/plus/sfg/resources/
res_epigenetics.dtl, 25 June 2008.
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Synergistic role of nerve growth factor and breast milk
fatty acids in mothers delivering low birth weight babies
at term

A. Kale1, A. Kilari1, S. Mehendale2, K. Dangat1,
H. Yadav1, V. Taralekar2, S. Joshi1

1Department of Nutritional Medicine, Interactive Research
School for Health Affairs, Bharati Vidyapeeth University, Pune
411043, India; 2Dept of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Bharati
Medical College Hospital, Bharati Vidyapeeth University, Pune-
411043, India

Objective: The successful progression of pregnancy depends
on the complex interactions between numerous biological
molecules within the uterine microenvironment. This
involves an interaction of intracellular and extracellular factors

including micronutrients, hormones, adhesion molecules,
growth factors and immunomodulators that determine the fetal
growth outcome. Nerve growth factor (NGF) is important for
pre and post natal brain development. Low birth weight (LBW)
is a key determinant of neonatal mortality, morbidity,
subsequent growth and developmental retardation and early
onset of adulthood diseases. Reports suggest that breastfeeding
plays a role in preventing the neurological consequences of
growth retarded babies. The present study therefore examines
the association of circulating levels of NGF and breast milk fatty
acids in women delivering normal birth weight babies (NBW)
and LBW babies at term (>37 weeks gestation).
Methods: Singleton pregnant women delivering NBW babies
(>2.5 kg; n 5 61) and LBW babies (,2.5 kg; n 5 32) at term
without any pregnancy complications were recruited at
Bharati hospital Pune, India. The long chain polyunsaturated
fatty acids were estimated using the gas chromatograph. The
omega 3 fatty acids included alpha linolenic acid, eicosa-
pentaenoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid while omega
6 fatty acids included linoleic acid, gamma linolenic acid,
di-homo-gammalinolenic acid, docosapentaenoic acid and
arachidonic acid. The study was approved by institutional
ethics committee and participants’ informed consent was
obtained. Maternal and cord plasma NGF levels were
analyzed using promega kits.
Results: Maternal plasma NGF levels were significantly
increased (p , 0.01) in LBW (359.71 6 90.66 pg/ml) as
compared to NBW (286.71 6 110.25 pg/ml) group. Similar
increase in cord NGF levels was seen in LBW (171.67 6

114.89 pg/ml) as compared to NBW (125.85 6 60.77 pg/ml)
group. Breast milk docosahexaenoic acid concentrations were
increased (p , 0.01) in mothers delivering LBW babies
(0.29 6 0.17 g/100 g fatty acids) as compared to NBW babies
(0.20 6 0.11 g/100 g fatty acids). Maternal plasma NGF levels
showed a positive association (r 5 0.254, p 5 0.023, n 5 80)
with milk omega 6 fatty acids. Cord plasma NGF levels were
negatively associated with baby weight (n 5 85, r 5 20.240,
p 5 0.025), head circumferences (n 5 84, r 5 20.211, p 5

0.05) and chest circumferences (n 5 84, r 5 20.258, p 5 0.017).
Conclusions: Increased levels of NGF together with the
increased docosahexaenoic acid content in breast milk may
have most important implication as the adaptive changes to
spare/protect early brain development. Breast feeding LBW
babies may be advantageous and help to prevent adverse
neurological consequences in later life. Future animal studies
need to be carried out to understand how NGF concentra-
tions regulate breast milk LCPUFA composition.

P-6A-254

Late gestation undernutrition affects overall development
and thyroid function in sheep

A.H. Kongsted1, L. Johnsen1, A.B. Strathe1, M.P. Tygesen1,
M.O. Nielsen1
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1Department of Basic Animal and Veterinary Sciences;
2Department of Pathobiology, Faculty of Life Sciences, University
of Copenhagen, Denmark

Objective: To assess 1) whether late gestation undernutrition
(LG-UN) have long-term implications for development of
different organ systems and thyroid function in the sheep,
and 2) whether the postnatal diet affects the phenotypical
expression of any foetally derived nutritional effects.
Methods: Twenty twinpregnant ewes were fed either a
NORM ( , requirements for energy and protein) or LOW
(50% of requirements) diet the last 6 wks of gestation
(term 5 147d). From 3 d to 6 mo post-partum (around
puberty), twin lambs were assigned to each their feeding:
CONV (hay) or HCHF (High-Fat-High-Carbohydrate:
cream 38% fat 1 popped maize) supplemented with milk
replacer 3d-8wks of life. Male lambs were slaughtered
at 6mo. Female off-spring were raised on pasture from 6mo
to 2 yrs (young adulthood) and then slaughtered. Total
serum T3 and T4 concentrations were analysed by
commercial kits. All experimental procedures were approved
by The National Committee on Animal Experimentation,
Denmark.
Results: Growth during the first 6 mo of life was determined
exclusively by the postnatal diet. LG-UN however resulted in
smaller adult body size with most tissues/organs being
proportionately reduced. HCHF lambs at 6mo had vast
accumulation of fat in all adipose tissue stores and in the liver
(p , 0.0001). Liver weight (body weight corrected) was not
affected, and functional hepatocyte mass was thus reduced
in 6mo HCHF lambs, as was kidney weight. By 2 yrs (after
11

2 yrs on a moderate diet), postnatal diet effects had
disappeared, except for less renal and more abdominal fat
in HCHF compared to CONV animals. As the only organs,
thyroid (p 5 0.055) and adrenal glands (p 5 0.019) were
affected by LG-UN, both increasing in size (body weight
corrected) in LOW animals. Age dependent postnatal
nutrition effects (p , 0.0001) were observed on serum T3
and T4 levels, being highest in HCHF lambs during the
differential feeding treatment, but this difference had
disappeared in the young adults. Reversely, age dependent
prenatal nutrition effects (p 5 0.09 for T3, p , 0.01 for T4)
became manifest in young adults (highest in LOW), but were
absent in lambs. Accumulation of an unidentified white
substance was clearly visible macroscopically in thyroids from
more than half of the 2 yrs LOW animals, but from no
NORM animals.
Conclusions: In our sheep model we have demonstrated long-
term consequences of LG-UN on adult glucose-insulin
homeostasis1, muscle mitochondrial function2, lipid deposi-
tion and fatty acid profiles in hepatic TAG and structural
lipids. Now we also demonstrate implications for thyroid
development and regulatory function, possibly involved in
earlier termination of growth and smaller adult body size
in LG-UN individuals. LG-UN effects were rarely detectable

in adolescent lambs, where the actual postnatal rather than
previous prenatal nutrition had an impact. LG-UN effects,
however, became manifest in early adulthood. Effects of the
extreme HCHF diet could thus in part or completely be
reversed by subsequent dietary correction. Support: The
Danish Council for Strategic Research, Denmark.

1. M.O. Nielsen et al., J. Diabetes 1:A82, 2009.
2. W. Jørgensen et al., J. Diabetes 1:A81, 2009.

P-6A-255

Effects of restriction of prenatal and postnatal growth on
skeletal muscle development

R.C. Laker, G.D. Wadley, G.K. McConell, A.L. Siebel,
M.E. Wlodek

Department of Physiology, The University of Melbourne,
Parkville, VIC, Australia

Objective: Fetal growth restriction results in impaired organ
development and programs disease in later life. We
investigated the developmental timeline following intrauter-
ine growth restriction of skeletal muscle in rats. We also used
cross-fostering to determine the impact of prenatal and
postnatal nutritional restraint on skeletal muscle development
in 7 day old rats.
Methods: Uteroplacental insufficiency was induced by
bilateral uterine vessel ligation (Restricted) or sham (Control)
surgery on day 18 of gestation in WKY rats. For the
developmental timeline, offspring were killed at either day 20
of gestation or 1, 7 or 35 days after birth. For the cross-foster
study, Control and Restricted pups were cross-fostered onto
either a Control or Restricted mother one day after birth and
killed at 7 days. Due to size restraints, hindlimb muscles were
pooled within a litter according to sex for litters aged day 20
of gestation and day 1 and 7 after birth. At day 35 the whole
gastrocnemius muscle was collected from individual off-
spring. The master regulator of mitochondrial biogenesis,
PGC1a and the myogenic regulatory factors, MRF4, MyoD
and myogenin mRNA expression was assessed by real-time
PCR (n 5 7–10).
Results: All offspring exposed to uteroplacental insufficiency
were smaller than Controls at birth and all ages investigated
regardless of sex (P , 0.05). However, Restricted pups cross-
fostered onto a Control mother had improved growth such
that they were not different to Control by day 7. At day 35
there were no differences in gastrocnemius muscle weights,
either absolute or relative to body weight, across all groups.
PGC1a mRNA was lower at gestational day 20 and increased
across time such that expression was highest at day 35
(P , 0.05). At days 7 and 35, PGC1a mRNA was higher in
females compared with males (P , 0.05) but was not
different between Control and Restricted offspring at any
age. MRF4 and MyoD displayed a similar developmental
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profile to PGC1a such that they were lower at gestational day
20 and increased across time and were highest at day
35 (P , 0.05). At day 35, MRF4 and MyoD mRNA was
higher in females than males (P , 0.05). MRF4 mRNA was
not different between Control and Restricted offspring at
any age. At day 7 MyoD was higher in Restricted compared to
Control offspring and showed intermediate expression
in Restricted females but not males fostered onto a Control
mother. Myogenin gene expression peaked at day 1 after
birth and was higher than all other ages with expression at
day 35 being lowest (P , 0.05). Similar to MyoD and
MRF4, myogenin mRNA was higher in females compared
to males at days 7 and 35 (P , 0.05). Myogenin mRNA
was not different between Control and Restricted offspring at
any age.
Conclusion: In conclusion, the myogenic regulatory factors
have distinct developmental profiles with clear sex differences
emerging at 7 and 35 days after birth. There were no
differences in expression between Control and Restricted
offspring except for elevated MyoD expression in Restricted
at day 7 which was partially rescued by cross-fostering in
females only. These sex differences highlight the perinatal
implications for programming of adult metabolic disease and
muscle function.

P-6A-256

Effect of nutrition on circulating levels of advanced
glycation end products in infants

V. Mericq, C. Piccardo, H. Vlassara, J. Uribarri

Institute of Maternal and Child Research, Faculty of Medicine,
University of Chile and Department of Medicine and Geriatrics,
Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, USA

Heating of food generates a large number of heterogeneous
chemical compounds including lipoxidation and advanced
glycation end products (AGEs: carboxymethyllysine
5 CML, methylglyoxal 5 MG). Recently, it has been
shown that food is a major contributor to the body pool
of AGEs which have been shown to have similar pro-
inflammatory and pro-oxidative actions as their endogenous
counterparts. It is known that circulating AGEs increase
with human aging but little is known about these levels in
infancy.
Objective: In the current work, we measured circulating AGE
levels in newborns and during their first year of life.
Methods: Sixty healthy term singleton newborns products of
normal pregnancies were recruited. A complete physical exam
and a blood sample (4 ml, for AGEs and glucose) were
obtained from cord blood, at 6 and 12 months plus a
complete nutritional poll. AGEs were measured by ELISA
using anti CML and anti MG monoclonal antibodies. Mean
gestational age was 39 weeks. Main results are in the table
(mean 6 SD).

Time 0 6 12 Mother (at birth)

N n 5 60 n 5 35 n 5 32 n 5 60

Weight (kg) 3.47 6 0.38 8.26 6 0.96 10.25 6 0.95 74.6 6 10

Glycemia (mg/dl) 82 6 22 85 6 9.5 84 6 8

CML (units/ml) 2.8 6 1.3 3.4 6 1.6* 4.5 6 2 4.5 6 2.6

MG (nmol/ml) 1.0 6 0.6 1.13 6 0.4 1.4 6 0.6* 1.08 6 0.6

Results: sCML levels in newborns are 60% lower (p , 0.001)
than those in their mothers and increase during the first year of
life in parallel with the initiation of food intake reaching similar
levels to their mothers by 1 year. sMG levels are similar between
the newborn and their mothers but increase steadily during the
first year of life. There is a close correlation between AGEs levels
in the mother and newborn r 5 0.74, p , 0.01.
Conclusion: These results show that AGEs are part of a
normal diet when infants add to breast feeding, solid food. In
the future, we would like to study the relationship between
specific foods intake and levels of sAGE. Moreover, long-term
follow up of children born of mothers with high sAGEs may
provide important metabolic clues.

P-6A-257

Maternal protein restriction during pregnancy and
lactation in rats: effects on cardiac function in adulthood

V. Zohdi1, M.J. Black1, J.T. Pearson2

1Department of Anatomy & Developmental Biology, Monash
University, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia;2 Monash Centre for
Synchrotron Science and Department of Physiology, Monash
University, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia

Objective: Epidemiological studies have linked intrauterine
growth restriction (IUGR) with an increased risk of
cardiovascular disease later in life, including hypertension
and coronary heart disease. Thus, the objectives of this study
were to examine the effect of IUGR in rats, due to maternal
protein restriction, on cardiac function in young adulthood.
Methods: Wistar Kyoto (WKY) rats were administered a low
protein diet (LPD; 8.7% casein) during pregnancy and lactation
until 2 weeks postnatally; controls were administered a normal
protein diet (NPD; 20% casein). At 4 weeks of age offspring
were weaned and placed on standard rat chow until the
experimental endpoint. At 14 weeks of age (young adulthood),
cardiac function was assessed in male NPD (N 5 10) and LPD
(N 5 11) offspring and in female NPD (N 5 9) and LPD
(N 5 10) offspring by pressure volumetry using an anesthetized
closed chest approach. From our recordings we determined mean
arterial pressure (MAP), heart rate (HR) and left ventricular
pressure-volume indices under baseline conditions and following
dobutamine stimulation (DOB, 2–8 mg/kg/min) and volume
loading (lactate solution 20 ml/min per 100 g body mass).
Results: Body weights of male and female LPD offspring were
significantly smaller compared to control offspring at birth
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(P , 0.0001) and at 14 weeks of age (P , 0.0002); the effects
on body weight were more pronounced in females. Maternal
protein restriction led to impaired regulation of cardiac output
(CO) during b-adrenoceptor activation in female LPD offspring
(Fig 1A), whereas regulation of CO in male LPD offspring was
not different to NPD controls. Importantly, LPD females
maintained a smaller end-diastolic volume (P , 0.033) (Fig 1B)
and smaller stroke volume (P , 0.003) (Fig 1C) increase during
DOB stimulation, resulting in a significant attenuation of the
CO increase (P , 0.029). Arterial elastance was also significantly
elevated in LPD females (P , 0.028), while HR, MAP and
maximal and minimal rates of ventricular pressure change were
not affected. Changes in indices of contractile function did not
differ between groups during volume loading (stretch-dependent
mechanisms).

Figure 1. A) Cardiac output (CO), B) end diastolic (ED) volume
and C) stroke volume (SV) during baseline (base) conditions and in
response to dobutamine stimulation in female LPD and NPD
offspring at 14 weeks of age. These differences in CO, ED volume
and SV were not observed between male LPD and NPD offspring

(data not shown). Data were analyzed usuing a two-way analysis of
variance with repeated measures with treatment T (NPD and LPD)
and dose D (increasing doses of dobutamine) as factors (pD and pT

are corresponding significances). NPD offspring are represented in
the open bars and LPD offspring in the striped bars.

Conclusions: The findings demonstrate that administration
of a maternal low protein diet during early heart development
leads to sex specific differences in heart responses to b-
adrenergic stimulation in adulthood (female IUGR hearts
work harder when challenged).

P-6A-258

Neonatal dietary n-3 long-chain polyunsaturated
fatty acids prevent excessive fat deposition in adult
male mice in an experimental model of nutritional
programming

A. Oosting, D. Kegler, G. Boehm, B.J. van de Heijning,
E.M. van der Beek

Danone Research – Centre for Specialised Nutrition,
Wageningen, The Netherlands

Objective: The prevalence of childhood obesity has increased
rapidly over the past decades and has a strong link to adult
obesity, which is associated with several morbidities1. The
trajectory of obesity appears to start at a preschool age2

suggesting that early critical periods of development play an
important role. The nutritional environment during fetal and
neonatal life is thought to influence development of
metabolic homeostasis thereby affecting susceptibility to
metabolic disease. Proliferation and differentiation of pre-
adipocytes, for instance, are directly affected by dietary fatty
acids3. The objective of the present study was to investigate
whether fat quality during early neonatal life has sustained
effects on adult metabolic profile and body composition in a
new model of nutritional programming in mice.
Methods: Male offspring of healthy, normal weight C57Bl/6j
dams were subjected to an early diet containing 21 En% fat,
consisting either of 100% vegetable oils (CTRL) or 80%
vegetable oils and 20% tuna fish oil (n-3 LCP) from postnatal
day (PN) 2 to 42. Subsequently, mice of both experimental
groups were switched to a moderate Western style diet
(WSD) until dissection on PN 98. Body composition was
measured by dual X-ray absorptiometry at PN 42, 70 and 98.
After dissection, plasma lipid profile, glucose, insulin and
adipokines were measured. Weight of white adipose tissue
depots and epididymal adipocyte size were also determined at
PN 98.
Results: Dietary n-3 LCPs directly affected body composition
as shown by a lower fat mass on PN 42 in n-3 LCP fed mice
compared to CTRL fed mice (4.3 6 0.64 g versus
3.5 6 0.50 g, respectively; p , 0.01). Additionally, during
WSD challenge from PN 42 to 98, beneficial effects of
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neonatal n-3 LCPs on fat accumulation persisted and the
difference in body fat mass even increased between n-3 LCP
and CTRL fed mice (8.4 6 1.1 g versus 6.1 6 1.4 g, respec-
tively; p , 0.001). Moreover, mice fed n-3 LCP during
neonatal development had a healthier plasma lipid profile,
healthier plasma glucose homeostasis and less hypertrophic
adipocytes in the epididymal fat depot at PN 98 compared to
CTRL fed mice.
Conclusions: This study has shown for the first time that fatty
acid composition of neonatal nutrition plays an important
role in the development of body composition and metabolic
homeostasis. This might be mediated by lasting effects of
dietary fatty acids on development and function of white
adipose tissue during neonatal life. Moreover, neonatal n-3
LCPs may protect against excessive fat deposition in a
moderate obesogenic environment during adolescence and
adulthood.

1. A.S. Singh et al., Obes Rev., 9:474–88, 2008.
2. N.J. Blair et al., Arch Dis Child., 92:866–871, 2007.
3. G. Ailhaud et al., Prog Lipid Res., 45:203–236, 2006.

P-6A-259

Early life undernutrition in sheep induces sex- and tissue-
specific effects on factors mediating insulin sensitivity and
lipid handling in adulthood

K.R. Poore1, A. Warlow1, A. Brewin1, F.W. Anthony1,
J.K. Cleal1, D. Noakes2, M.A. Hanson1, L.R. Green1

1Institute of Developmental Sciences, DOHaD Division,
University of Southampton, MP 887 Southampton General
Hospital, Tremona Road, Southampton SO16 6YD, UK;
2Department of Veterinary Reproduction, Royal Veterinary
College, Hawkshead Lane, North Mymms, AT9 7TA, UK

Objective: Improved insulin sensitivity may be one mechan-
ism to accelerate growth following a period of growth
retardation. We demonstrated previously that poor growth in
early postnatal life, induced by nutrient restriction, enhances
glucose tolerance/insulin sensitivity in female but not male
adult sheep1. However, this may negatively affect glucose
handling if it led to inappropriate adipose tissue deposition1.
To understand the mechanisms involved in this increased
glucose tolerance, this study examined components of the
insulin signalling pathway (insulin receptor (IR) and glucose
transporter 4 (GLUT4) in skeletal muscle and adipose tissue
in our model of adult sheep exposed to undernutrition in
early gestation and/or early postnatal life. Mediators of lipid
handling (lipoprotein lipase, LPL) and adipocyte differentia-
tion (PPAR-g) were also examined in adipose tissue.
Methods: Ewes received either 100% (C, n 5 36) or 50%
nutritional requirements (U, n 5 34) from 1–31 days
gestation and 100% thereafter. Male and female offspring
were then fed either ad libitum (CC, n 5 22; UC, n 5 13) or

to reduce body weight to 85% of target from 12–25 weeks
postnatal age (CU, n 5 14; UU, n 5 21) and ad libitum
thereafter. At post mortem at 2.5 years, skeletal muscle and
peri-renal adipose tissue were collected in liquid nitrogen.
Real-time RT PCR was used to measure mRNA expression
for IR and GLUT4 in both tissues, and for LPL and PPAR-g
in adipose tissue. Gene expression was normalised to mean
b-actin and glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase
(GAPDH) mRNA expression. Data (mean 6 SEM) were
analysed by ANOVA and linear regression.
Results: In females, postnatal undernutrition increased IR
(CU and UU: 1.54 6 0.13 vs. CC and UC: 1.13 6 0.14;
P , 0.05) and GLUT4 (CU and UU: 1.17 6 0.06 vs. CC
and UC: 0.94 6 0.09; P , 0.01) mRNA expression in
muscle, regardless of the prenatal nutrient environment. This
was not observed in adipose tissue. Reduced growth rate from
12–25 weeks was directly correlated to increased IR and
GLUT4 (R2 5 20.17 and 20.22, respectively; P , 0.05) in
muscle from females. In males, muscle IR and GLUT4
mRNA expression was unaffected by early life nutrition
however adipose LPL mRNA expression was increased in
those exposed to undernutrition in early gestation, regardless
of the postnatal nutrient environment (UC and UU:
1.20 6 0.13 vs. CC and CU, 0.84 6 0.07; P , 0.05).
PPAR-g mRNA expression was not different between groups.
Conclusions: This study has shown sex- and tissue-specific
differences in factors that regulate insulin signalling and lipid
handling following early life undernutrition. The increase in
IR and GLUT4 mRNA expression in skeletal muscle of adult
females exposed to postnatal undernutrition suggest that the
improved glucose tolerance in these animals1 is due to
increased insulin sensitivity in muscle but not adipose tissue.
However, there was no evidence that this effect was also
associated with factors that may predispose to inappropriate
fat deposition. Rather, an increase in adipose tissue LPL
mRNA expression in prenatally undernourished adult males
may lead to an inappropriate balance between circulating and
stored lipids, although no effects on fatness were observed in
these animals1. Supported by British Heart Foundation and
Wessex Medical Research.

1. K.R. Poore et al., Am J Physiol, 292:E32–E39, 2007.

P-6A-260

Early life undernutrition induces opposite effects on the
adrenal responses to stress in male and female adult sheep

K.R. Poore1, J.P. Boullin1, J.K. Cleal1, D. Noakes2,
M.A. Hanson1, L.R. Green1

1Institute of Developmental Sciences, DOHaD Division,
University of Southampton, MP 887 Southampton General
Hospital, Tremona Road, Southampton SO16 6YD, UK;
2Department of Veterinary Reproduction, Royal Veterinary
College, Hawkshead Lane, North Mymms, AT9 7TA, UK
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Objective: We have demonstrated previously that nutrition
in early postnatal life, immediately following weaning,
affects adult sheep pituitary-adrenal and adrenomedullary
responsiveness during two types of stress test in a sex- and
age-dependent manner1,2. In postnatally undernourished
females, adrenocortical responses to CRF/AVP administra-
tion were enhanced in young (1.5 yr) but not mature (2.5
yr) adulthood1, while adrenomedullary output was increased
during a transport and isolation (TI) stress test at 2.5 yr2.
In contrast, adrenomedullary output in males was unaffected
by postnatal undernutrition2, while CRF/AVP-induced
cortisol output tended to be reduced, but only at 2.5 yr.
This study examined the pituitary-adrenal responses to the
TI stress test in our model of adult sheep exposed
to undernutrition in early gestation and/or early postnatal
life.
Methods: Ewes received either 100% (C, n 5 23) or 50%
nutritional requirements (U, n 5 20) from 1–31 days
gestation and 100% thereafter. Male and female offspring
were then fed either ad libitum (CC, n 5 14; UC, n 5 9) or
to reduce body weight to 85% of target from 12–25 weeks
postnatal age (CU, n 5 9; UU, n 5 11) and ad libitum
thereafter. At age 2.5 years, catheters were inserted into the
carotid artery and jugular vein under general anaesthesia. The
TI test involved transporting sheep in their carts from their
normal holding room to a different empty room (at t0),
followed by 30 min isolation. Plasma ACTH and cortisol
concentrations were measured prior to (215, 21 min) and
following transportation (10, 20, 30 min) by a chemilumi-
nescence auto-analyser (Immulite). Data (mean 6 SEM) were
analysed by ANOVA and linear regression.
Results: In males, cortisol output during the TI test was
reduced in groups exposed to postnatal undernutrition but
this was not statistically significant when analysed over time
(Fig. 1A) or as area under curve (AUC). However, in the male
population as a whole (n 5 20), poor growth from 12–25
weeks of age (the postnatal undernutrition challenge period)
was directly associated with reduced D peak and AUC cortisol
(R2 5 0.37, P , 0.005 and R2 5 0.29, P , 0.05, respec-
tively). Accelerated growth after this time (35 weeks–1.5 yr)
was also associated with lower cortisol output in males (D
peak: R2 5 20.35, P , 0.01; AUC: R2 5 20.27, P , 0.05).
These effects were not observed in females. ACTH output
during the TI test was not different between the 4 nutritional
groups in males or females.
Conclusions: In this model of sheep exposed to under-
nutrition in early gestation and/or early postnatal life, we
suggest that adrenal responsiveness during stress is generally
reduced in adult males (current study) but enhanced in adult
females1 exposed to undernutrition in the early postnatal
period, regardless of the prenatal nutrient environment.
These effects may mediate a link between the early life
nutrient environment and later cardiovascular and metabolic
abnormalities. Supported by British Heart Foundation and
Wessex Medical Research.
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2. J.P. Boullin et al., Proc Nutr Soc 67:E429, 2008.

P-6A-261

Maternal docosahexaenoic and arachidonic acid
supplementation at low protein level affects lactational
performance, survival and growth in pups

P.S. Ranade, S.S. Rao

Biometry & Nutrition Unit, Animal Science Division,
Agharkar Research Institute, Pune, India 411004

Some studies conducted over the past decade suggest adverse
effect of fish oil (n-3 PUFA) on pre/postnatal growth and
survival at normal1 and marginal protein intake2.
Objectives: Examine the effect of docosahexaenoic (DHA)
and arachidonic acid (ARA) supplementation at restricted
protein intake during pregnancy and lactation on reproduc-
tive outcome, lactational performance of dams and somatic
growth of pups in wistar rats.
Methods: Pregnant female rats (n 5 9/group) were allocated
randomly to one of the three casein diets with 18% protein
(C), 9% protein (LP) or 9% protein with DHA & ARA
single cell oil (LPS) throughout gestation and lactation. Litter
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size, litter weight, and mortality were recorded on d0 & d14.
A sub-sample of pups was studied for presence or absence of
gastric milk on d0 and for amount (ml) of milk on d14. Post-
weaning growth and mortality was recorded for individual
pups till adulthood. The protocol for the study was approved
by Institutional Animal Ethics Committee.
Results: Litter size and weight of LPS group were marginally
lower at birth. On d0, after sufficient period given for nursing
the young; 2 pups/litter were randomly sacrificed for gastric
milk collection. Considerably higher proportion (58%) of
pups in LPS had no milk in the stomach as compared to C
(11%) and LP (10%) indicating delayed or poor milk
production in LPS dams. During the first week of suckling
period LPS group had highest mortality (18.08%) (Figure 1).
On d14, litter weights from LPS group were significantly
(p , 0.05) lower (54.5 6 20.6) than C (93.7 6 32.0) as also
the amount of gastric milk in pups. Even after shifting to C
diet from d22, growth curves of LPS pups continued to be
lower. Males showed greater growth faltering than females up
to adulthood. Mortality trend observed during weaning was
tracked in the post weaning period also (p 5 0.05).
Conclusions: Higher mortality in the first week and growth
deficits in subsequent weeks observed in pups of dams fed low
protein DHA & ARA supplemented diet can be attributed to
its adverse effects on lactational performance. The mechan-
isms responsible for the same warrant further investigation.

1. E. Herrera et al., Int.J. Vitam. Nutr. Res. 76:216–224,
2006.

2. S. Joshi et al., Nutr. 20:465–472, 2004.
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Figure 1. Growth and mortality in pups from different diet groups
during lactation.
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Birth weight, season of birth and postnatal growth do not
predict levels of low-grade systemic inflammation in
Gambian adults

A.A. Richards1, A.J. Fulford1,2, A.M. Prentice1,2,
S.E. Moore2

1Medical Research Council International Nutrition Group,
Nutrition and Public Health Intervention Research Unit,
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street,

London, WC1E 7HT, United Kingdom; 2Medical Research
Council Laboratories, Keneba, The Gambia

Objective: Poor fetal growth and elevated low-grade systemic
inflammation are two putative independent risk factors for
cardiovascular disease. These findings have led to the
hypothesis that the association between early life environment
and cardiovascular disease may be explained by early life
programming of systemic inflammation. The objective of this
study was to investigate whether birth weight, weight at one
year, growth velocity from birth to three months or season of
birth predict adult levels of eight inflammatory markers in a
Gambian sample. This study advances previous research by
including a number of early life variables and measuring a
wide range of adult systemic inflammatory markers.
Methods: Individuals born in three rural villages in The
Gambia, and for whom early life measurements were
recorded, were traced. Birth weight and weight at one year
were measured by medical personnel using standard protocols
and regularly calibrated equipment. Low birth weight was
defined as less than 2500 g. Postnatal growth velocity was
calculated as change in weight standard deviation score
between birth and three months. Season of birth was defined
according to whether individuals were born during the wet
(July to December, inclusive) or dry (January to June,
inclusive) season. Fasting blood samples were collected and
levels of eight inflammatory markers (C-reactive protein,
serum Amyloid A, orosomucoid, fibrinogen, a 1-antic-
hymotrypsin, sialic acid, interleukin-6 and neopterin)
measured. Adult height and weight were collected according
to standard protocols. A wide range of cardiovascular disease risk
factors and markers of infectious disease status were measured in
all adults. The association between early life measurements and
systemic inflammation was assessed using regression analysis.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: In the 320 (51.9% male) participants age ranged
between 18 and 30 years (mean age 22.2 years). Seventy-eight
percent of participants had a body mass index within the
normal range. A higher percentage of female, compared with
male, participants were classified as overweight or obese
(13.6% vs. 1.8%). Less than 1% of the study population had
asymptomatic malaria parasitaemia. There was no evidence
that birth weight, low birth weight, season of birth or weight
at one year predicted adult levels of inflammatory markers. In
analyses adjusted for age and sex more rapid growth between
birth and three months of age was associated with higher
levels of fibrinogen, orosomucoid and sialic acid. These
relationships persisted after further adjustment for adult body
mass index but after full adjustment for age, sex, adult body
mass index, cardiovascular disease risk factors and infectious
disease status only the association with fibrinogen remained;
fibrinogen increased by 0.09 (95% CI 0.02, 0.16) g/L per one
unit increase in change in standard deviation score from birth
to three months (p 5 0.008).
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Conclusions: This study provides little evidence that size at
birth or growth in early infancy determine levels of
inflammatory markers in young Gambian adults. Support:
UK Medical Research Council studentship and study grant.
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Breast milk sodium content in rural Gambian women:
between and within women variation in the first six
months after delivery

A.A. Richards1, M.K. Darboe2, K. Tilling1, G. Davey Smith1,

3, A.M. Prentice2,4, D.A. Lawlor1,3

1Department of Social Medicine, University of Bristol, Canynge
Hall, 39 Whatley Road, Bristol, BS8 2PS, United Kingdom;
2Medical Research Council Laboratories, Keneba, The Gambia;
3Medical Research Council Centre for Causal Analyses in
Translational Epidemiology, University of Bristol, Oakfield
House, Oakfield Grove, Bristol, BS8 2BN, United Kingdom;
4Medical Research Council International Nutrition Group,
Nutrition and Public Health Intervention Research Unit,
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street,
London, WC1E 7HT, United Kingdom

Objective: It has been suggested that infancy is a particularly
sensitive period with respect to the effect of dietary sodium on
future risk of hypertension. One difficulty of researching the
effects of early sodium intake on later health is accurately
measuring sodium intake from breast milk. In observational
studies sodium content has been calculated by estimating
breast milk volume consumed and assuming a fixed sodium
concentration for all women at all times (a standardised
measure). The objective of this study was to investigate the
variation in breast milk sodium concentration in the first six
months postpartum within women and to test whether the
pattern of change in sodium concentration differs between
women.
Methods: The study population was 197 rural Gambian
mother-infant pairs. Approximately 10 mL of breast milk
were collected from both breasts, by maternal manual
expression, each month from delivery to six months
postpartum. Sodium and potassium concentrations were
measured in whole breast milk by flame photometry on a
digital flame photometer with Filteau’s method. Multilevel
models were used to investigate whether the sodium content
of breast milk changed over time within and between women.
Fractional polynomials were used to identify the best-fitting
functions of age to be included in the within and between
variance functions. Appropriate institutional ethics commit-
tee clearance and participants’ informed consent were
obtained.
Results: The overall geometric mean (inter-quartile range)
sodium content of all breast milk measurements (1128
measurements) was 4.26 (3.25 to 5.35) mmol/L. As indicated
in the Figure, sodium levels decreased with time; the

reduction was initially rapid (levels decreasing by 17.7%
between 30 to 60 days post delivery). On the Figure the
overall geometric mean sodium content (4.26 mmol/L) is
indicated by the dashed line. A comparison of this line with
the predicted sodium levels (full line) suggests that using the
overall mean breast milk sodium level as an indirect measure
for sodium levels at any time point would tend to
underestimate the sodium levels in very early infancy (first
three months) and overestimate sodium levels after three
months. Assuming that breast sodium milk content was
6.5 mmol/L (the concentration calculated by McCance and
Widdowson1) would overestimate its content at all ages in
this population (6.5 mmol/L is off the upper limit of our Y
axes in the Figure). Immediately after birth, there was
substantial variation in breast milk sodium content between
women but this reduced with time.
Conclusions: Our results suggest that it is not appropriate to
use a standardised measure of breast milk sodium content
when direct measurement is possible – particularly when
there is a research interest in measuring sodium intake in very
early infancy. Support: UK Medical Research Council, South
West NHS Public Health Training Scheme, UK Department
of Health.
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Health policy analysis of maternal and childhood
nutrition and chronic disease prevention in Chile

J. Robinovich, X.M. Ossa

Faculty of Medicine. Universidad de La Frontera. Claro Solar
#115. Temuco, Chile

Objective: To analyze maternal and childhood nutrition
policies in Chile under the light of current evidence with
regard to the developmental origins of health and disease.
Methods: Review of current Chilean policy aiming to
improve maternal and childhood nutritional status. After-
wards, a review of the available evidence on interventions to
address maternal and childhood overweight and obesity was
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carried out to establish a frame for analysis of the strategies
utilized in Chile to tackle the problem. Finally, conclusions
were drawn.
Results: A progressive increase in obesity and nutrition-
related chronic diseases is observed in Chile1. Population
changes in diet and physical activity are the main determinant
factors; however, recent evidence suggests that specific
patterns of prenatal and postnatal growth are also potential
contributors2. Since a rising trend in obesity is observed in
children under 6 years of age and pregnant women, especially
among the less affluent segments of the population1, maternal
and childhood nutrition policies are particularly relevant.
Current policies pay special attention to weight control
during pregnancy through education and counselling, and to
tackle nutrition deficiencies with dairy supplementary drink-
able feeding and specific nutrients, although adherence to the
latter is low3. Exclusive breastfeeding for 6 months increased
from 16 to 43.1% between 1993 and 2002, showing an
inverse association with maternal work4. Policies to address
childhood obesity include reformulation of the National
Complementary Food Program5 and joint actions with the
educational sector to promote healthy nutrition and physical
activity among preschool children6.
Conclusions: Current policies might not reverse the rising trend
of maternal and childhood overweight and obesity. The
majority of the strategies implemented in Chile are centred
on individual responsibility, even those targeting children.
These approaches tend to blame the victim for poor health
outcomes, without taking into account environmental determi-
nants of the problem. Research findings regarding socio-cultural
aspects involved in feeding practices during pregnancy and early
childhood should be taken into account in order to improve
educational interventions. A more ecological approach, as well
as upstream population-based interventions, should be encour-
aged. Research on policies related to regulation of food
processing (salt, sugar and fat content) of products manufac-
tured and marketed for children is necessary.

1. Vio, F. et al. Public Health Nutr. 11:405–412, 2007.
2. Uauy, R. et al. Ann Med. 40:11–20, 2008.
3. Ministerio de Salud Chile. Manual de Atención Persona-

lizada en el Proceso Reproductivo. 173–177, 2008.
4. Atalah, E. et al. ALAN. 59:374–379, 2004.
5. Uauy, R. et al. JN. 131:893S–899S, 2001.
6. Salinas, J., Vio, F. Rev Chi Nutr. 2:164–117, 2002.
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Adolescent build and diabetes: The Guangzhou Biobank
Cohort Study

C.M. Schooling1, CQ. Jiang2, WS. Zhang2, T.H. Lam1, K.K.
Cheng3, G.M. Leung1

1School of Public Health, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, The
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR; 2Guangzhou

Occupational Diseases Prevention and Treatment Centre,
Guangzhou Number 12 Hospital, Guangzhou, China;
3Department of Public Health and Epidemiology, University of
Birmingham, UK

Objective: An epidemic of diabetes is emerging in recently
developed and developing Asia despite relatively low levels of
obesity and ischemic heart disease (IHD). Muscle mass
reduces vulnerability to type 2 diabetes, for which adolescence
is a key developmental window. We examined the association
of adolescent build with diabetes in a cohort who grew up in a
developing country.
Methods: We used linear multivariable regression in 19,505
older (>50 years) Chinese from the Guangzhou Biobank
Cohort Study (phases 2 and 3) to examine the adjusted
associations of recalled adolescent relative weight at 15 and 20
years (light (n 5 6,100), average (n 5 10,954), heavy
(n 5 2,451), i.e. build, with diabetes and waist-hip ratio.
We also examined whether the associations varied by sex.
Results: Adolescent build had no sex-specific associations
with later life diabetes but did with waist hip ratio. In later life
relatively heavy adolescents had a lower risk of diabetes (odd
ratio 0.85, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.73 to 0.99)
compared to light adolescents adjusted for age, sex, life course
socio-economic position, lifestyle and linear growth (leg
length and seated height). Similarly adjusted, heavy adoles-
cents also had higher waist-hip ratio, particularly in men
(mean difference 0.01, (95% CI 0.004 to 0.02) rather than
women (0.006, 95% CI 0.002 to 0.009).
Conclusions: Relatively heavy build in adolescence may be
associated with a lower risk of later life diabetes, perhaps via
greater muscle mass, although the same exposure was also
positively associated with central obesity particularly in men.
Childhood physical activity to build muscles may be relevant
to diabetes prevention. Although, the underlying physiology
processes are unknown, we speculate that a dual process may
exist whereby nutritionally and inter-generationally driven
increases in pubertal sex steroids increase men’s risk of IHD
(via central obesity and lipids), but decrease men and
women’s risk of diabetes (via muscle mass). Support: The
University of Hong Kong (HKSAR), Guangzhou Public
Health Bureau (China), Guangzhou Science and Technology
Bureau (China), The University of Birmingham (UK).
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Perinatal programming of appetite control – determina-
tion of gastric ghrelin expression and effects on
intracellular energy sensing within the gut

S.P. Sebert, V. Sharma, L.L.Y. Chan, H.P. Fainberg,
D.S. Gardner1, H. Budge, M.E. Symonds

Early Life Nutrition Research Unit, Academic Child Health,
School of Clinical Sciences,1Veterinary Medicine and Science,
University of Nottingham, Nottingham, UK
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Objectives: Periods of restricted prenatal growth followed by
accelerated rapid postnatal growth can determine whole body
energy homeostasis, thereby determining an individual’s risk
of later obesity. The gut is a system which may be important
in this process but has not been fully investigated to date.
Therefore, we examined the effect of changes in pre and
postnatal growth on the gene expression of the appetite
regulation hormone ghrelin, together with intracellular
markers of energy sensing and mitochondrial bioactivity.
Methods: Pregnant twin-bearing sheep were either fed to
requirements (R; n 5 20) or nutrient restricted to 60% of this
amount (N; n 5 20) from 110 days up to term (,147 days).
Ten offspring in each group were then reared by their mother
as singletons in order to promote postnatal growth
(accelerated weight gain – A). Ten twin offspring from each
group were reared by their mother together in order to restrict
postnatal growth (standard weight gain – S). After weaning,
all offspring were kept in a control indoor environment up to
17 months of age and then humanely euthanased to enable
tissue sampling of the abomasum (true stomach in the sheep).
This was washed, snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and kept at -
80C until analysis of mRNA abundance for the genes
encoding for ghrelin, the acetyl CoA carboxylase, AMP
related kinase (AMPK-a2), PPAR gamma coactivator-1,
uncoupling protein (UCP) 2 and the leptin receptor (Ob-R)
by real-time PCR. Appropriate institutional animal ethics
committee approval was obtained.
Results: Offspring born to N mothers were lighter at birth
(p , 0.01) and, irrespective of postnatal growth rate, gene
expression for ghrelin was raised in these offspring as adults
(C: 1.0 6 0.3; N 2.3 1 0.6 a.u. (p , 0.05)). Interestingly,
although the in utero environment had no effect on any of the
genes related to energy sensing examined, their expression was
all markedly upregulated in those offspring showing lower
postnatal growth e.g. AMPK-a2 (A: 0.7 6 0.3; S: 10.4 6 3.8
a.u. (p , 0.01)) and mitochondrial bioactivity e.g. UCP2 (A:
0.6 6 0.5; S: 15.6 6 4.0 a.u. (p , 0.01)).
Conclusions: We have shown, for the first time, that exposure
to caloric restriction during the period of maximal fetal
growth is related to long term alterations in gastric ghrelin
gene expression and that this is not abolished by reducing
postnatal growth. In addition, we have established that
modulation of early postnatal growth induced long term
modifications in energy sensing within the stomach which
were accompanied by mitochondrial adaptations. These
striking effects suggest that the energetic environment during
the neonatal period may be critical in determining long term
gastric function.

P-6A-267

Neonatal hyperleptinaemia programmes adrenal medul-
lary leptin signaling pathway, adrenal morphology and
catecholamines in vitro release in rats

I.H. Trevenzoli1, C.R. Pinheiro1, E.P.S. Conceição1,
M.S. Figueiredo1, G.A. Pereira1, E. Oliveira1,
M.C.F. Passos2, P.C. Lisboa1, E.G. Moura1

1Laboratory of Endocrine Physiology, Department of Physiolo-
gical Sciences, Biology Institute, State University of Rio de
Janeiro. Vinte e oito de setembro Avenue 87, Rio de Janeiro city,
Brazil; 2Applied Nutrition Department, Nutrition Institute,
State University of Rio de Janeiro. São Francisco Xavier Street
524, Rio de Janeiro city, Brazil

Objective: We have shown that leptin serum concentration in
early life is an important factor for adequate future
development of the offspring in different experimental
models of programming. Leptin treatment to normal fed
pups during the first half of lactation programmes for
hyperleptinaemia with central leptin resistance, higher
catecholamines synthesis and release and higher blood
pressure and heart rate in adult rats(1,2). The relationship
between leptin and catecholamines is well described in
cultured chromaffin cells and our previous results are
according to them. The aim of the present study was to
evaluate if the leptin treatment on lactation alters the adrenal
morphology and if there is a direct effect of leptin on adrenal
medullary function in the programmed animals.
Methods: Wistar male rats were injected with 50 mL of saline
or leptin (8 mg/100 g of body weight, daily, for the first 10
days of life). Rats were weighted during the experimental
period. They were sacrificed when reached 150 days-old.
Leptinaemia was determined by a rat leptin specific radio-
immunoassay. Adrenal glands were collected for morpholo-
gical analysis. Adrenal medullae were carefully isolated for the
in vitro assay using leptin as a secretagogue and for western
blotting analysis of the leptin receptor (OBR) and other
leptin pathway signaling proteins (JAK2, STAT3, SOCS3
and p-STAT3).
Results: As expected, the leptin group had lower body weight
during the treatment (210%, p , 0.05) but higher body
weight (110%, p , 0.05) and hyperleptinaemia (178%,
p , 0.05) at adulthood. Adrenal glands from leptin group
presented higher weight (115%, p , 0.05) and hypertrophy
of cortex and medulla. The leptin group had lower content of
OBRb (261%, p , 0.05) and JAK2 (229%, p , 0.05) with
higher expression of p-STAT3 (12x, p , 0.05). Leptin
stimulated catecholamines release in both groups, but
programmed rats showed a lower response to leptin
stimulation in vitro (227%, p , 0.05).
Conclusions: The higher catecholamines synthesis and
secretion in the leptin programmed rats observed in our
previous study (2) does not seem to be a consequence of the
direct effect of leptin upon the medullae. Supporting this
data we found lower expression of OBRb and JAK2 in the
medullae from leptin group as we had already found in the
hypothalamus (1). We suggest that leptin increases adrenal
medullary function through sympathetic nervous system
activation. The higher content of p-STAT3 may be related
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to another signaling pathway (leptin-independent). Hyper-
trophy of adrenal glands may be a consequence of the trophic
role of leptin already demonstrated for the central nervous
system in early life. Besides, p-STAT3 content has been
related to proliferative and anti-apoptotic events in other cell
types which could also contribute to the growth of the
chromaffin cells in this model. Support: FAPERJ and CNPQ.

1. F.P. Toste et al., Brit J Nutr, 95:830–837, 2006.
2. I.H. Trevenzoli et al., J Physiol, 580:629–637, 2007.
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Cognitive performance in 9–10 year old children in South
India: no relationship with breast-feeding duration or age
of introduction of complementary foods

S.R. Veena,1 G.V. Krishnaveni,1 K. Srinivasan,3 A.K. Wills,2

J.C. Hill,2 A.V. Kurpad,3 S. Muthayya,3 S.C. Karat,1

M. Nalinakshi,1 C.H.D. Fall2

1Epidemiology Research Unit, Holdsworth Memorial Hospital,
Mysore 570021, South India; 2MRC Epidemiology Resource
Centre, Southampton General Hospital, Southampton
SO166YD, UK; 3St. John’s Research Institute, St. John’s
National Academy of Health Sciences, Bangalore 560034, India

Objective: Several studies have suggested a beneficial effect of
infant breast-feeding on childhood cognitive function1,2. Our
main objective was to examine whether duration of breast-
feeding and age at introduction of complementary foods are
related to cognitive performance in 9–10 year old school
going children in South-India.
Methods: We examined 514 (249 boys and 265 girls) healthy
children from the Mysore Parthenon birth cohort for whom
breast-feeding duration (6 categories from ,3 to >18
months) and age at introduction of complementary foods
(4 categories from ,4 to $6 months) were collected at the
1st, 2nd and 3rd year annual follow-up visits. Their cognitive
function was assessed at a mean age of 9.7 years using 3 core
tests from the Kaufman Assessment Battery for children and
additional tests measuring long-term retrieval/storage, atten-
tion and concentration, visuo-spatial and verbal abilities.
We also collected data on a variety of potential confounders
like maternal age, parity, BMI and height in pregnancy,
gestational age at birth, birthweight, gender, children’s
current age height and BMI, parents’ area of residence,
educational attainment and current socio-economic status.
Associations of breast-feeding duration and age at introduction
of complimentary foods with cognitive ability were examined
by multiple linear regression analysis using stata version 10. The
study was approved by the Holdsworth Memorial Hospital,
Mysore, research ethics committee and informed verbal consent
was obtained from parents and children.
Results: All the children were initially breast-fed and very few
(2.3%) stopped breast-feeding before the age of 3 months.
The mode for duration of breast-feeding was 12–17 months

(45.7%) and for age at introduction of complementary foods
4 months (37.1%), similar in boys and girls. Girls scored
better than boys in tests of word order (short-term memory)
(p 5 0.03), pattern reasoning (planning and fluid reasoning)
(p 5 0.003), verbal fluency-names (broad retrieval ability,
speed and flexibility of verbal thought process) (p , 0.001),
and coding-Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-III
(visual-motor processing speed and coordination, short-term
memory, attention and concentration) (p , 0.001). There
were no associations between duration of breast-feeding, or
age of introduction of complementary foods, and cognitive
function, either unadjusted or after adjustment to a variety of
confounding variables listed above.
Conclusions: Our study does not suggest a beneficial effect
of longer duration of breast-feeding on later cognitive ability
in this population, most of whom were breast-fed for over
a year. There was no evidence of an association between
the age at introduction of complementary foods and cognitive
development. Support: The study was supported by the
Parthenon Trust, Switzerland, the Wellcome Trust and
Medical Research Council, UK.

1. Michaelsen KF et al., Adv Exp Med Biol, 639:199–215,
2009.

2. Anderson JW et al., Am J Clin Nutr, 70:525–535, 1999.
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Poor postnatal nutrition alters the effects of leptin,
neuropeptide Y and a melanocortin receptor agonist on
food consumption in later life

E.T. Wargent1, R. L. Cripps2, J. F. O’Dowd1, M.S. Martin-
Gronert2, J.G. Mercer3, M.A. Cawthorne1, S.E. Ozanne2,
J.A. Arch1, C. J. Stocker1

1Clore Laboratory, University of Buckingham, Buckingham,
MK18 1EG, UK; 2Metabolic Research Laboratories, University
of Cambridge, Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, CB2 0QQ,
UK; 3The Rowett Institute of Nutrition and Health, Aberdeen
AB21 9SB, UK

Objective: Susceptibility to obesity and metabolic disease can
be programmed early in postnatal life by the level of nutrition
during suckling. Studies in rats have shown increased
susceptibility with maternal overnutrition and a resistance
to obesity with undernutrition. The protective effect of a low-
protein maternal diet is associated with reduced feeding and
lean mass. It occurs despite the offspring having low
circulating leptin, low pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC) in
the arcuate nucleus and high neuropeptide Y (NPY) –
changes which may be expected to stimulate food consump-
tion. This study aimed to investigate the effects of centrally
administered leptin, NPY and the melanocortin 3/4-receptor
agonist, melanotan II (MT-II), on food intake and energy
expenditure in adult rats that had been undernourished
during suckling.
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Methods: Male Wistar rats from dams fed either a normal
chow (control) or a low-protein diet during suckling
(postnatal low protein, PLP) were implanted with an
intracerebroventricular cannula into the third ventricle and
leptin, NPY or MT-II at maximal and two or three sub-
maximal doses were administered from 12 weeks of age. Food
was weighed after 2, 4, 6 and 24 hours.
Results: Leptin at the mid-range dose of 2.5 mg reduced food
consumption and body weight over 24 hours more in the
PLP group than in controls (75 6 5 vs. 93 6 5% of the food
consumption following saline administration, p , 0.05;
13.3 6 2.2 vs 4.4 6 2.0 g body weight loss, p , 0.01). The
dose of NPY required to double food intake during the first
6 hours in the PLP group was twice that in the controls
(0.82 6 0.22 vs. 0.40 6 0.06 nmol, p , 0.001). Furthermore,
NPY, except at the maximal dose of 2.5 nmol, did not
increase food intake significantly over 24 hours in the PLP
offspring, whereas it increased food intake in control
offspring. The dose of MT-II required to halve food intake
over the first 4 hours in the PLP offspring was half that in the
controls (0.093 6 0.002 vs. 0.184 6 0.002 nmol, p , 0.01).
Conclusions: Rats suckled by dams fed on a low protein diet
have reduced food consumption and bodyweight, accom-
panied by an increased sensitivity to both leptin and an MC3/
4-R agonist and a decreased sensitivity to NPY. This suggests
that these animals have activated anorexigenic neural path-
ways and less active orexigenic pathways, which may
contribute to the resistance to diet-induced obesity. Support:
Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council UK.
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A design for investigating the association of birth weight,
weight change during life course with adult hypertension
in Hong Kong women

Y.J. Xie1, S.C. Ho1, X.H. Zhang2, X.F. Su2

School of Public Health, The Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Prince of Wales Hospital, Shatin, N.T., Hong Kong, China

‘‘Fetal origins hypothesis’’ by Barker1 in 1990 is a well known
hypothesis. One of the key finding was that low birth weight
was associated with higher adult systolic blood pressure.
However, in 2002, Huxley et al2 argued that birth weight had
little relevance in determining blood pressure levels in later
life. But after that, several studies3,4 argued against it until
now. In addition, some experts think that change in size
between birth and current rather than fetal biology itself affect
the blood pressure, which means the fetal origins hypothesis
must be weighed against a ‘‘postnatal origins hypothesis’’5.
Therefore, it is important to explore what is the interaction
between later body weight change and fetal programming on
the effect of BP.
Objectives: Of this study is to determine whether: Low birth
weight predicts higher blood pressure/risk of hypertension

in later life; The impact of birth weight on later blood
pressure is modified by adult BMI (BMI at age 18 and
current BMI); Adult BMI (BMI at age 18 and current BMI)
has independently association with blood pressure/risk of
hypertension.
Method: Female Registered Nurses and Enrolled Nurses who
are memberships of Association of Hong Kong Nursing Staff
(AHKNS) are considered as the target population. AHKNS
has all the members’ home address, they will be asked to
measure their waist circumference using a mailed tape
measure and record in a card, then send back the cards and
inform us if they willing to participate the study. The
participants will be invited to the Women’s Health Centre of
CUHK to fill out a self-administrated questionnaire, after
that, anthropometric measurements are conducted. The main
exposures are birth weight, BMI at age18 and current BMI;
the main outcomes are blood pressure and hypertension.
Current height, weight, blood pressure will be obtained by
field measurement; other important self-report variables will
be checked by medical records for validity. This study is
approved by the Faculty Ethics Sub-committee.
Significance: Using a mailed tape measure to invite the target
population attending study, it may be more cost-effective
than a general population-based survey, and improve the
response rate; it is easily be performed. From our knowledge,
this is the first study in Hong Kong to use a life course
epidemiology method to verify the ‘‘Fetal origins hypothesis’’ in
Chinese population, and determine how import that the effect
of weight change during a person’s life course on later life
outcome. It allows us to find some evidences for developmental
origins disease, and then give the better suggestions for primary
prevention of some later life outcomes.

1. Barker, D.J., BMJ, 301:1111, 1990.
2. Huxley, R. et al, Lancet, 360:659–665, 2002.
3. Gamborg, M., et al., Am J Epidemiol, 166:634–645, 2007.
4. Davies, A.A., et al., Hypertension, 48:431–436, 2006.
5. Lucas, A. et al, BMJ, 319:245–249, 1999.

P-6A-271

Evaluation of feeding practices education for mothers
whom children (aged between 6 and 36 months) suffered
form improper growth in district 19 of city of Tehran

H. Yousefi1, R. Hosseini2, L Faghih Nasirl3

1MS Midwifery, Health Centre South of Tehran; 2MPH
Manager of Health Centre South of Tehran;3Manager of Health
Trainer, Health Centre South of Tehran- Iran

Objective: This study was undertaken to assess and report the
Successfulness of the implemented feeding practice education
for Mothers by measuring the Ante optometric index among
their children during education.
Methods: All mothers whom children had including Criteria
referred to Ayat health center during 2001–2003. They
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Educated by trained health workers using Face to Face
education and Holding Role playing workshops and All data
needed for the study gathered using a researcher –
administrated check list during the Implementation of the
educational project.
Results: In this study, 1096 mother was educated and 300
finished the educational course successfully and their
children’s growth indexes measured in this study were normal
after complete education. 152 (50.7%) and 148 (49.3%) of
these children were male and female respectively. All these
children’ growth charts were in normal range after their
mother finishing the implemented Educational course.
Conclusions: The result of the current study showed that
Implementation of proper feeding practices educations can be
considered as an effective method for improving growth
indices among children with malnutrition.

P-6A-272

Association between catch-up in the first years of life and
overweight/obesity at 10 years of age, in a low-income
community in São Paulo, Brazil
1M.T.B. Fernandes, 2A.A. Ferraro, 1A.P. Bassotto,
1E. Santos, 1C. Schwartsman
1Programa Einstein na Comunidade Paraisópolis/Instituto
Israelita de Responsabilidade Social Albert Einstein. Rua
Manoel; Antonio Pinto, 280 – Paraisópolis, São Paulo;
2Universidade de São Paulo, Brasil

In the last years it has been shown that weight gain velocity is
a determinant of future obesity. These findings are mainly
from developed nations, and few studies from developing
countries showed this association1,2.
Objective: To test if the weight gain velocity during different
periods of age (0–6 m, 6–12 m, 12–24 m, 2–5y and 5–10y) is
associated with overweight/obesity at 10 years of age.
Method: A historic cohort was made, based on clinical records
from the Social Project of Einstein Hospital at the Paraisopolis
Slum. All children, who were enrolled in the health service
between October 1998 and August 1999 (845) were selected to
participate in the study. Exclusion criteria were having some base
health condition (neurological or endocrinological diseases),
being malnourished and not having complete records. A final
sample of 378 eutrophic and overweight/obese children was
analysed. Weight gain velocity was categorized according to the
quartile of its distribution. A multivariate logistic analysis looked
for the independent effect of weight gain in each age period. The
outcome was having a BMI at age 10 greater than 1.5 z-score.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: The mean birth weight was 3.15 kg (1.33–4.89);
95% of the children were term at birth and 66% had a
vaginal delivery. The median length of breastfeeding was 4
months and of exclusive breastfeeding was 2 months. The

mean z-score of BMI at age 10y was 0.3 (21.25–13.74).
After adjusting for birth weight and for being small-for-
gestational-age, the effect on the BMI at age 10y of passing to
a higher quartile of weight gain in every age period was OR
4.51 (1.97–10.32) at 0–6 m; 2.20 (1.19–4.06) at 6–12 m;
1.30 (0.78–2.19) at 1–2y; 4.23 (2.24–7.98) at age 2–5y and
1.96 (1.14–3.37) at age 5–10y (reciprocally adjusted).
Conclusions: Weight gain during the first 6 months of life
was the main determinant of overweight/obesity at age 10y in
children from a low income community in São Paulo, Brazil.

1. J.C.K. Wells et al. Int J Obesity, 29:1192–1198, 2005.
2. E.M. Taveras et al. Pediatrics, 123:1177–1183, 2009.
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Solid introduction and growth in the first two years of life
in formula-fed children

V. Grote1,2, S. Schiess1, B. Koletzko1

1Dr. von Hauner Children’s Hospital; 2Institute of Social
Paediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, Ludwig-Maximilian
University Munich, Germany

Objectives: The global population recommendation of
WHO to start complementary foods after age 6 months is
a balance between positive effects of breastfeeding and
nutritional requirements of the child. A potentially negative
effect of early solid introduction could be more rapid weight
gain in infancy which is associated with later obesity. We
tested the hypothesis that the timing of solid introduction has
no influence on growth during the first two years of life.
Methods: The study is based on a double blinded,
randomized controlled trial comparing two groups of
children fed cow’s milk formula with either higher or lower
protein content for the first year of life. Eligible for study
participation were apparently healthy, singleton, term infants.
Children were recruited in five countries (Belgium, Germany,
Italy, Poland, Spain). Standardized anthropometric measure-
ments were taken at recruitment, and at 3, 6, 12, and 24
months. Type of feeding given to the child and the week of
introducing solids were asked at 3, 6 and 9 months.
Furthermore, infant food intakes were recorded by prospec-
tive three day weighed food records at monthly intervals from
the infant ages one to nine months. The week of solid
introduction was categorized in 4 groups: , 5 12 weeks, 13
to 16 weeks, 17 to 23 and .23 weeks. Anthropometric
results were expressed as z-scores relative to the growth
standards of the World Health Organization for exclusively
breastfed children. Linear regression analysis was applied to
test the effect of type of feeding on z-scores at 24 months.
Multilevel growth models were used to construct longitudinal
models of anthropometric z-score trajectories of each child
over the first 2 years of life. The study was approved by the
ethics committees of all study centres. Written informed
parental consent was obtained for each infant.
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Results: Of originally 1090 formula-fed children included in
the study 687 (63%) completed the study until 24 months
of age. In 682 children all anthropometric measurements and
in 671 also the week of solid introduction were available.
The median age at solid introduction was 19 (25.–75. perc.
17–21) weeks. Almost a quarter of the children received
solids before 17 weeks and 60% between 17 and 23 weeks of
age. The timing of solid introduction was significantly
associated with country of study centre, gender, parental
nationality, marital status, and maternal smoking behaviour.
Those children becoming slimmer between baseline and 3
months of age were fed solids earlier. Solid introduction did
not predict anthropometric measures at 24 months of age,
growth trajectories, however, differed significantly between
the children: those children introduce to solids in the first 12
weeks catched up growth between 3 and 6 months whereas
those introduced to solids .23 weeks of age grew slower and
stayed on lower trajectories.
Conclusion: Solid introduction did not influence the weight
or length at 24 months. However, the growth pattern differed
significantly by the timing of solid introduction with a catch-
up growth in those introduced to solids in the first 12 weeks.
Support: Commission of the European Communities.

P-6A-274

Perinatal supplementation and birth outcomes: does it
produce ‘‘better’’ kids? A review of the literature

B.M.Y. Leung1, B.J. Kaplan1,2

1Dept. of Community Health Science, Faculty of Medicine,
University of Calgary, 3330 Hospital Drive NW, Calgary, AB
T2N 4N1; 2Dept. of Paediatrics, Alberta Children’s Hospital,
2888 Shaganappi Trail NW, Calgary, AB T3B 6A8

Objectives: Long lasting health impact of the intrauterine
environment on the developing foetus has been shown for
cardiovascular disease and type II diabetes. Deficiencies in
macro- and micronutrients during pregnancy have been
shown to be associated with adverse outcomes including
maternal complications, low birth weight, increased morbid-
ity and mortality. Under-nutrition can affect the foetus in a
number of ways, depending on the time of gestation and
organ/system development. Much of the literature has
examined retrospective studies of cohorts with dietary
deficiencies due to war or famine. On the other hand, little
is known about an ‘‘enhanced’’ or nutritionally optimal
intrauterine environment on the development of the foetus.
That is, does a nutrient-rich intrauterine environment (e.g.
by supplementation) lead to ‘‘better’’ outcome (e.g. birth
outcomes, physical and cognitive development) for the
newborn? The purpose of this review was to examine the
literature on supplementation and nutrient status during
pregnancy in relation to pregnancy/birth outcome, foetal
development and child development.

Methods: The literature was searched in the databases of
PubMed, OVID Medline, AMED, Embase, HealthStar,
PsycInfo, GlobalHealth, Cochrane Library, BioMed Central,
CINAHL Plus, and Google Scholar, and included human
studies, English only text, and no date limit for publication.
Search terms used were ‘‘pregnancy 1 supplement [exp.
dietary/vitamin] 1 pregnancy outcome [exp. child outcome]’’
or ‘‘cognition’’ or ‘‘psychomotor’’ for randomized trials and
cohort studies. Titles and abstracts were cursorily examined
for search terms. Citations that contained the search terms
and/or reflected the terms of interest were included in the
review.
Results: A total of 554 references were found after searching
the databases with the key terms. After titles were examined
for search terms, 75 references were identified. Of the 75
citations, abstracts were reviewed and 58 studies were selected
to be appropriate for the review. Of the 58 studies reviewed,
40 looked at nutrient supplementation during pregnancy and
child outcome (19) or pregnancy/birth outcome (21); 18
examined nutrient status during pregnancy in relation to
child development (4), foetal development (4) or pregnancy/
birth outcome (10). Overall, studies found that supplements
of fish oils (DHA and EPA) or a multivitamin were associated
with mental/cognitive/motor development in children, while
supplements of single nutrients such as vitamin A, zinc, or
iron were not associated with birth or child outcomes. In
studies of nutrient status, the common finding was higher
levels of nutrients such as vitamin C, E, B12, folate, and
omega 3 fatty acids prenatally were associated with positive
birth/pregnancy outcomes and child development.
Conclusion: An enhanced intrauterine environment through
supplementation and/or improved dietary intake may be
associated with better birth and child outcomes. The strongest
evidence seemed to support the omega 3 fatty acids and
multivitamins. However, a number of studies had small
sample size, short follow up durations and unclear measure-
ment outcomes that made interpretation of the findings
problematic. Further research to examine the use of multi-
vitamin and omega 3 supplementation on pregnancy out-
come and child development is warranted. Support: Alberta
Heritage Foundation for Medical Research (AHFMR).
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The role of serum and breast milk adiponectin in
determining maternal and infant adiposity – study
methodology

M. Mohamad1, H.J. Jan Mohamed1,
N.M.Z. Nik Mahmood2

1Nutrition Programme, School of Health Sciences, Universiti
Sains Malaysia, 16150 Kubang Kerian, Kelantan, Malaysia;
2Obstetric and Gynecology Department, School of Medical
Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, 16150 Kubang Kerian,
Kelantan, Malaysia
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Objective: Recently, adiponectin is found at high concentra-
tions in human breast milk and proposed to lower the risk of
childhood obesity in exclusively breastfed infants1. However,
the functional role of breast milk adiponectin on maternal
and infants obesity is not well explored. Hence, this cohort
study aims to investigate the association between maternal
blood and breast milk adiponectin concentrations and its
relationship with maternal and infant adiposity.
Methods: A total of 320 pregnant women who will be
practicing exclusive breastfeeding for at least 2 months and
their newborns will be recruited from the Obstetric and
Gynecology Clinic, USM Hospital. Mothers with gestational
age more than 32 weeks, infant birth weight less than 2500g
and complications during pregnancy, delivery or perinatal
period will be excluded. Maternal and infant anthropometry
will be measured, maternal intakes (food frequency ques-
tionnaire) and physical activities (International Physical
Activity Questionnaire) will be assessed, maternal blood will
be analysed for routine biochemistry tests, adiponectin
protein (using ELISA kit) and adiponectin gene polymorph-
ism will be investigated. Breast milk sample will be analysed
for adiponectin hormone concentrations (using ELISA kit).
Active follow-up for mother and infants will be performed at
age 2 months, 4 months, 6 months, 8 months, 10 months
and 12 months. All data will be stored and analysed using
SPSS program. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent will be obtained.

Subjects selection (n 5 320)

k

Baseline

Maternal sociodemographic data, clinical characteristics,
dietary intake (FFQ), physical activity (IPAQ), anthropo-

metric measurements (weight, height, neck and mid-upper-
arm circumferences, skinfold thicknesses, body composition),

blood pressure, biochemical investigations (fasting blood
glucose, lipid profiles, serum adiponectin) and gene analysis

(AdipoQ gene polymorphism).

k

Follow up after delivery and at age 2, 4, 6, 8, 10
and 12 months

Maternal anthropometric measurements (weight, height,
waist, hip, neck and mid-upper-arm circumference, skinfold

thicknesses, body composition), blood pressure and bio-
chemical investigations (blood glucose, lipid profile, serum

adiponectin, milk adiponectin).
Neonatal anthropometric measurements (weight, length, head,
neck, mid-upper-arm, chest, abdominal and hip circumferences,

skinfold thicknesses). Placental weight (after delivery only).

k

Sample and data analysis

Figure 1. Flow chart of research activities.

Results: Complete results shall be made available for
publication by July 2011.
Conclusions: Findings from this study will enlighten
researchers and the public on the beneficial effect of
adiponectin from breast milk on subsequent child weight.
Possible collaborative research works are welcomed.

1. J. Bronsky et al., Clin Chem, 52:1763–70, 2006.
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Relation of some factors with body mass index in
2–6 years old Iranian children

M. Reyhani, S. Beheshtian

Islamic Azad University of Falavarjan, Iran. Faculty of obstetrics,
Daneshgah Avenue of Falavarjan, Falavarjan city-Iran

Objective: Obesity is one of the most widespread difficulties
of children around the world. Prevalence of obesity at age 2–6
years is estimated about 15% in Iran and knowledge of some
relation factors is very important.
Methods: This is a cross-sectional study carried out 2009.The
data were collected by a checklist containing 28 questions and
measurement of body mass index (BMI) as well as 430 children.
Independent variable was BMI and dependent variable were
nutrition during first year after birth, parents education,
occupation of mother, duration of watching TV and playing
computers, birth weight, parents BMI, nutritional score,
smoking of parents, marriage condition of parents and physical
activity. The process of data collection started from 21st of Feb
until 25th Apr 2009 and sampling method was random
allocation. Content validity was used in order to determine the
validity of this questionnaire and for data analysis, descriptive
and analytic statistics were used. Data analysis was completed by
the aid of the SPSS and statistics soft wares.
Results: The finding of research showed that the prevalence of
obesity among the samples was 33%. The finding also
showed that nutrition during first year after birth, parents
education, occupation of mother, duration of watching TV
and playing computers and birth weight were considered as
related factors with BMI in 2–6 years old.
Conclusion: Regarding the results of the study and the deep
effect of children obesity, investigating the relation factors
with BMI of children can be modified with educational
programs.

1. S. Fadai. NMRJ, 19:53, 2009.
2. N. Carpenter. WICJ, 5:10–12, 2006.
3. A. Mellin. Obstet Gyecol J, 11:17, 2006.
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The mechanisms of insulin resistance in adipocytes from
intrauterine growth retardation rats with catch-up growth

W-J Wang, R-D Zheng, Y-Q Ying, X-P Luo
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Department of Pediatrics, Tongji Hospital, Tongji Medical
College, Huazhong University of Science and Technology, wuhan
430030, China

Objective: In the past decade, several epidemiological studies
have shown a relationship between intrauterine growth retarda-
tion (IUGR) and insulin resistance(IR). Many studies emphasize
that IR is an early manifestation of the mechanisms by which
catch-up growth may predispose to other diseases in later life.
We developed a catch-up growth IUGR (IUGR-CG) model of
Sprague-Dawley rats. To investigate insulin resistant index (IRI),
glucose tolerance test, the expression of GLUT4 in the
adipocytes and the proliferation and differentiation of the
preadipocytes at 4-week-old IUGR rats with catch-up growth.
Methods: IUGR-CG animal model was established by maternal
nutrition restriction during pregnancy. 5 newborn IUGR pups
were breast-fed by a maternal and 8 normal newborn control
pups were breast-fed by a maternal. Recorded the measurement
of body weight and body length at every week. 20 IUGR-CG
pups and 24 AGA pups randomly selected were to fast
overnight and plasma samples were collected for testing of
fasting plasma glucose, insulin and triglyceride. HOMA-IR
indexes of IUGR-CG group and AGA group were calculated.
Glucose tolerance was measured by intraperitoneal injection of
glucose (2 g/kg) after an overnight fast. Adipocytes and
preadipocytes isolated from epididymal and perirenal adipose
tissues of 4-week-old offspring by collagenase digestion.
Investigated the expression of GLUT4 in the fluorescence
staining adipocytes by confocal microscopic and the prolifera-
tion of preadipocytes with crystal violet.
Results: Body weight, body length of IUGR-CG rats were
significantly lower than AGA rats at birth and 1-week-old, but
body weight of IUGR-CG rats (33.60 6 3.80 g, 59.26 6 3.02 g,
74.69 6 5.81 g) were significantly higher than AGA rats
29.83 6 3.01 g, 50.83 6 2.14 g, 71.23 6 2.75 g) at 2 to 4-
week-old. Body length of 2-week-old IUGR-CG rats had no
significant difference with AGA rats, even higher than AGA rats
at 3-week-old, but lower than AGA rats at 4-week-old. BMI of
IUGR-CG rats were significantly lower than AGA rats at birth,
but significantly higher than AGA rats at 4-week-old. Fasting
plasma glucose had no significant difference between the two
groups. Fasting plasma triglyceride (1.29 6 0.42 mmol/L),
insulin (7.01 6 1.43 mU/L) and IRI (1.32 6 0.41) of IUGR-
CG rats were significantly higher than AGA rats (0.75 6

0.40 mmol/L, 5.08 6 1.35 mU/L, 0.83 6 0.20). Plasma glucose
of IUGR-CG rats was higher than AGA rats after 30 min in
glucose tolerance test. The expression of GLUT4 in the
adipocytes had no significant difference between the two groups.
Contrast to AGA, the proliferation of preadipocytes of IUGR-
CG rats had an increasing trend.
Conclusions: The body weight, body length and BMI of
IUGR-CG rats had a significantly change. There were
overweight, hypertriglyceridemia, insulin resistance, impaired
glucose tolerance and the proliferation of preadipocytes had a
increasing trend in IUGR-CG rats, catch-up growth early in

life born intrauterine growth-restricted may be a major risk
factor or early manifestation for later obesity, type-2 diabetes
and cardiovascular diseases.

P-6A-278

Early weight gain and outcomes at 9 years in very low
birth weight children

L.K. Washburn1, P.A. Nixon1,3, B.M. Snively2, T.M. O’Shea1

1Department of Pediatrics, 2Division of Public Health Sciences,
Wake Forest University School of Medicine; 3Department
of Health and Exercise Science, Wake Forest University
Winston-Salem, N.C., USA

Objective: Postnatal growth during infancy and early child-
hood has implications for adult health. In preterm infants,
growth rate after discharge from neonatal intensive care is
positively correlated with developmental outcome. It is not
known whether rapid growth of preterm infants early in life
predisposes them to obesity, cardiovascular disease, and
insulin resistance in later life, as is the case in infants born at
term. The objective of this study was to determine the
influence of weight gain during infancy and early childhood
on systolic BP, BMI, and IQ at age 9 years.
Methods: Sixty-five children participated in a follow up study of
a randomized placebo-controlled trial of postnatal dexamethasone
to decrease ventilator dependence. Dexamethasone exposure had
no effect on BP, BMI, or IQ at follow up. Time periods were
defined as infancy (nursery discharge to 1 year of age adjusted for
prematurity) and early childhood (1 to 4 years). Rates of weight
gain (grams/week) were calculated for each period. Z-scores were
calculated using US population norms. Multivariate analysis was
used to determine the association between rate of weight change
during each period and SBP Z-score, BMI Z-score, and verbal
and performance IQ at age 9 years. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ assent and guardians’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: Characteristics of the participants are shown in the
Table.

Characteristic Mean Standard Deviation

Birth weight, g 796 195
Discharge weight, g 2,261 437
1 year adjusted weight, g 8,974 1,348
4 year weight, g 17,030 4,006
D weight discharge – 1 year,

g/week
117 21

D weight 1–4 years, g/week 43 16
9 year BMI Z-score 0.19 1.34
9 year SBP Z-score 1.18 1.02
9 year verbal IQ 92 19
9 year performance IQ 86 16
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The rates of weight gain during infancy and early childhood
were positively associated with BMI Z-score at age 9, with an
increase in BMI Z-score of 0.23 and 0.58 per 10 gram/week
increase in rate of weight gain, respectively (p 5 ,0.01).
These associations persisted in multivariate analyses that
adjusted for gender, antenatal steroid exposure, bronchopul-
monary dysplasia, major cranial ultrasound abnormality, and
maternal education. The rates of weight gain were not associated
with either systolic BP Z-score or IQ at 9 years of age.
Conclusion: Rates of weight gain during infancy and early
childhood in children born with very low birth weight are
important determinates of later BMI. Since childhood
BMI tracks to adulthood and is a risk factor for cardiovascular
and metabolic diseases, we speculate that rapid weight
gain between ages 1 and 4 years may contribute to the
development of higher blood pressure and insulin resistance
that has been observed in adults born with very low birth
weight. Support: The General Clinical Research Center of
Wake Forest University Baptist Medical Center MO1-
RR07122, the Intramural Research Support Core of Wake
Forest University, the Brenner Center for Child and
Adolescent Health, and NIH grant number PO1HD047584.
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Reduced risk for body size and shape -related symptoms
in young adults born premature – Helsinki study of very
low birth weight adults

K. Wehkalampi1,2, P. Hovi1,2, S. Strang-Karlsson1,2,
K. Räikkönen3, A-K. Pesonen3, K. Heinonen3, O. Mäkitie2,
A-L. Järvenpää2, J. G. Eriksson1,4, S. Andersson2, E. Kajantie1,2

1Department of Health Promotion and Chronic Disease
Prevention, National Institute for Health and Welfare, P.O. Box
30, 00271 Helsinki; 2Hospital for Children and Adolescents,
Helsinki University Hospital, P.O. Box 280, 00029 Helsinki,
Finland; 3Department of Psychology, University of Helsinki,
P.O. Box 9, 00014 Helsinki; 4Department of General Practice
and Primary Health Care, University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 20,
00014 Helsinki, Finland

Objective: Patients with anorexia and bulimia nervosa are
more likely to have a history of obstetric complications(1,2)

and premature birth(1,3). We tested whether being born
prematurely with very low birth weight is associated with
symptoms of body dissatisfaction, drive for thinness and
bulimia – endophenotypes of eating disorders – in young
adulthood.
Methods: 163 premature VLBW subjects (birth weight
,1500 g) and 189 controls born at term (not small for
gestational age) completed a 22-item Eating Disorder
Inventory (EDI) questionnaire. Multiple linear regression
and adjustments for a set of covariates were performed.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.

Results: EDI total scores were lower (less symptoms) in
VLBW subjects than in controls born at term in both sexes.
The fully adjusted difference was 212.4% (95% CI 221.1%,
22.7%), P 5 0.01 among women, and 210.5% (95% CI
219.8%, 20.2%), P 5 0.05 among men. Of the covariates,
higher body mass index (BMI) and higher score in Beck’s
Depression Inventory contributed significantly to a higher
EDI total score in both sexes. In women, also father’s BMI,
and among men, earlier timing of puberty and shorter height
were associated with a higher EDI total score. 134 VLBW
adults and 138 controls underwent dual-energy X-ray
absorptiometry. Results were similar when we adjusted for
fat percent in these subjects. Analyses of subscales revealed
that the difference between VLBW adults and controls was
observed in each EDI subscale, although the difference was
statistically significant for body dissatisfaction in women only.
The numbers self-reporting anorexia or bulimia nervosa were
similar between VLBW and term subjects.
Conclusions: Young adult women born prematurely with
very low birth weight have less body size and shape -related
symptoms than their peers born at term. The same
phenomenon seems to exist among men, although the
evidence remains less clear. We found no evidence for a
difference in manifested eating disorders, for which the study
had, however, limited power. The study has been supported
by the Foundation for Paediatric Research, Finland.

1. S. Cnattingius et al. Arch Gen Psych., 56:634–638, 1999.
2. A. Favaro et al. Arch Gen Psych., 63:82–88, 2006.
3. D.L. Foley et al. Am J Med Gen., 105:426–431, 2001.
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Plasma levels of ghrelin and leptin in children: relation-
ship with age and body mass index

M.I.A. Wilasco, C.T.L. Dornelles, R.L. Maurer, C.O.
Kieling, S.M.G. Vieira, H.A.S. Goldani, T.R. Silveira

Laboratório Experimental de Hepatologia e Gastroenterologia,
Hospital de Clı́nicas de Porto Alegre (HCPA), Porto Alegre-RS,
Brasil

Objective: Leptin and ghrelin are hormones related to
regulation of food intake and consequently body weight
control. Normal values of these hormones are subject to a
great variability as has been described so far. Due to the lack
of studies regarding serum levels of total and acylated
ghrelin and leptin in young children, this study aimed to
assess these three hormones and compare with body mass
index (BMI) in eutrophic children aged 4 months -10 years
old.
Methods: Cross-sectional study evaluated 118 children aged 4
-129 months old with BMI-for-age values were within 22.0
and 12.0 SD z-scores for children under 5 years and within
22.0 and 11.0 SD for children over five years, according to
WHO 2009.1,2 Subjects were enrolled from a population
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referred to minimal surgeries and healthy otherwise. All
subjects were categorized into 4 groups: 0–24 months
(n 5 22); 25–60 months (n 5 37); 61–96 months (n 5 36)
and 96–129 months (n 5 23). Blood samples were collected
following a minimum of 3-hour and a maximum of 14 hours
fasting period. Total and acylated ghrelin and leptin
concentrations were assessed by ELISA commercial kit (Linco
Research, St Charles-MI, US). Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants informed consent
were obtained.
Results: Overall mean age was 61.5 6 35 months, 64 boys
(54.2%). Mean value of BMI was 15.7 6 1.3 Kg/m2 (range
12.9–18.9 Kg/m2). Median (25–75% quartiles) values of total
ghrelin, acyl ghrelin were 1427.42) pg/mL (1024.65–1893.23)
290.71 pg/mL (207.41–465.42. Median (25–75% quartiles)
values of leptin were 1.55 ng/mL (1.11–2.88), respectively.
There was a weak negative correlation between ghrelin (total
and acylated) levels and age (r 5 20.454, 20.338; p , 0.001).
There was a weak positive correlation between leptin levels and
BMI (r 5 10.458; p 5 0.001).
Conclusions: Ghrelin and leptin levels do not seem to show
great variability in eutrofic subjects ranging from 4 months to
10 years old. This study might be helpful to provide data for
the standardization of ghrelin and leptin serum levels in
healthy children.

1. WHO Anthro for personal computers, version 3, 2009:
Software for assessing growth and development of the
world’s children. Geneva: WHO, 2009 (http://www.who.
int/childgrowth/software/en/).

2. WHO AnthroPlus for personal computers Manual: Soft-
ware for assessing growth of the world’s children and
adolescents. Geneva: WHO, 2009 (http://www.who.int/
growthref/tools/en/).

P-6A-281

Assessment of the factors effecting malnutrition in
children between 0–3 of age, and effect of education
on decreased malnutrition in district 19 of Tehran
municipality in 2002–2006

H. Yousefi1, R. Hosseini2, L Faghih Nasirl3

1MS Midwifery, Health Centre South of Tehran; 2MPH
Manager of Health Centre South of Tehran; 3Manager of
Health Trainer, Health Centre South of Tehran- Iran

Objective: In general, malnutrition is observed in all ages, but
the most amount of outbreak is observed among breast
feeding and pre-school children. According to the 1998
statistics, 27.2%, 23.8%, 8.3% of children under 5, suffered
from stunting; underweighting and wasting.
Methods: At first in The present interventional-comparative
study, the prevalence of different kinds of malnutrition in
400 was determined .The subjects were 0–36 months of age,
under health care special in health-care treatment centers of

district 19 over the period 78–80 .Then the same study was
conducted on 400 subjects of the same age as the first group,
from the health care and treatment centers of the same
district, requiring special care (having either once descend-
ing growth curve, or two consecutive times horizontal
growth curve; or slow disproportionate growth compared to
reference curve over three consecutive periods of care);
referred to a nutrition consultation unit where their mothers
were consulted and trained in nutritional facts. The
children of the later group had already been under continuous
growth surveillance. Then the two groups were compared. In
both groups regular systematic methods of sampling was
applied.
Results: Upon the intervention, the findings showed a
noticeable decrease in various kinds of malnutrition among
the age groups of 18, 24 and 36 months compared to the
observed group, showing a higher weight mean among the
subjects being consulted.
Conclusions: The results show that the health-related
problem could be solved utilizing the potentials health care
and treatment centers in preparing various methods of
education such as holding workshops, training sessions, face
to face training, role playing and using a pamphlets and
presenting training based on the compiled training package in
accordance with the family’s economic and social conditions
and the need of target group (child growth, breast feeding,
food habits, complementary nutrition).

P-6A-281B

Being born small reduces the number of cardiomyocyte
nuclei which can be increased by improving postnatal
nutrition and growth

M.E. Wlodek1, O. Gezmish2, A.L. Siebel1, M.J. Black2

1Department of Physiology, The University of Melbourne,
Parkville, VIC, Australia; 2Department of Anatomy & Devel-
opmental Biology, Monash University, Clayton, VIC, Australia

Objective: Cardiomyocytes cease proliferating soon after
birth when they become terminally differentiated. A reduced
complement of cardiomyocytes at birth can adversely affect
the functional and remodelling capacity of the heart. We
aimed to determine whether uteroplacental insufficiency and
fetal growth restriction reduces the number of cardiomyocyte
nuclei in hearts of male rat offspring, and if so, whether this
can be overcome by restoring early postnatal nutrition during
lactation.
Methods: We studied male offspring from mothers that
underwent bilateral uterine vessel ligation (Restricted) to
induce intrauterine growth restriction or sham surgery
(Control) on day 18 of gestation. Control and Restricted
pups were cross-fostered onto Control (normal lactation) or
Restricted (impaired lactation) mothers 1 day after birth. At 7
days of age cardiomyocyte nuclei number was determined
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stereologically. Cardiac mRNA expression was quantified by
real-time PCR.
Results: There was a significant reduction (p 5 0.02) in body
weight and absolute, but not relative, heart weight of
Restricted-on-Restricted offspring on postnatal day 7.
Growth restriction was accompanied by a 28% reduction
(p , 0.05) in total cardiomyocyte nuclei number. Providing a
normal lactational environment to restricted offspring
(Restricted-on-Control) improved postnatal growth such that
body and heart weights were not significantly different
compared to Control-on-Control offspring. This improved
nutrition and growth was associated with a restoration of
cardiomyocyte nuclei number to that in Control-on-Control
offspring. There were no differences in cardiac mRNA
expression for growth factors (Igf1, Igf1r and Igf2) or
differentiation/maturation markers (Gata4, Anp, Myl2 and
Myh7) across the 4 cross-foster groups. All cross-fostering
groups had increased cardiac mRNA expression of At1aR and
At1bR compared to Control-on-Control offspring (p , 0.05)
which may be associated with altered cardiac growth. An
upregulation of cardiac Bcl2 and Cmyc is suggestive of a
compensatory increase in proliferation and reduction in
apoptosis in the cross-foster groups.
Conclusions: Growth restriction due to uteroplacental
insufficiency adversely impacts on heart cardiomyocyte nuclei
number postnatally. Importantly, improvement of lactational
nutrition, at a time when the cardiomyocytes are still
undergoing proliferation, prevents the deficit in cardiomyo-
cyte number associated with growth restriction.

P-6B-282

Segmental sodium reabsorption in low protein
programmed hypertension in the juvenile rat

S.H. Alwasel1, N. Ashton2

1College of Science, King Saud University, Riyadh, Saudi
Arabia; 2Faculty of Life Sciences, University of Manchester,
Manchester, UK

Objective: Programmed hypertension induced by maternal
protein restriction during pregnancy in the rat is associated
with increased renal expression of the Na1K12Cl2 type 2
(NKCC2) transporter in the offspring. The increase in
sodium transporter expression has led to the suggestion that
sodium retention underlies this form of hypertension1.
However, we have recently reported2 that, contrary to
expectations, absolute and fractional excretion of sodium
(FENa) are increased in rats with programmed hypertension.
This increase in sodium excretion was associated with a 20%
reduction in whole kidney Na1:K1ATPase activity and the
loss of sodium pump expression in the inner medulla of the
kidney. The aim of the current study was to quantify
segmental sodium reabsorption in vivo in order to determine
whether increased expression of NKCC2 leads to altered

sodium handling by the thick ascending limb of the loop
of Henle.
Methods: Programmed hypertension was induced by exposure
to a low (9%, LP) maternal protein diet during gestation (N 5 5
litters); controls (C) were exposed to an isocalorific 18% protein
diet (N 5 5 litters). After birth, dams were returned to standard
chow and nursed their litters until weaning. Four weeks old male
offspring received LiCl-supplemented rat chow (12 mmol/kg
chow) for 48 h prior to making standard clearance measure-
ments under Inactin anaesthesia (100 mg/Kg i.p.). Servo-
controlled fluid replacement (0.154 M NaCl) was employed:
after 90 mins equilibration and a 30 min control period, rats
received either amiloride (AM: 2 mg/kg/h) for 1 h followed by
AM and bendroflumethiazide (BF: 1.25 mg/kg/h) for 1 h or AM
and BF for 1 h followed by AM and BF and furosemide (FUR:
2.5 mg/kg/h) for 1 h. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance was obtained.
Results: Mean arterial pressure was increased in LP rats (102 6 1)
compared with controls (87 6 2 mmHg P , 0.001). Glomerular
filtration rate did not differ between control (0.60 6 0.17) and LP
rats (0.52 6 0.08 ml/min/100 g bwt). During vehicle infusion
FENa was increased in LP rats (Table); however, there was no
significant difference between LP and control rats during infusion
of any combination of diuretic drugs.
Conclusions: These data show that despite increased expres-
sion of the loop transporter NKCC2, FENa is greater in LP
rats. Assessment of segmental sodium reabsorption suggests
that the greater sodium loss was incurred in the inner
medullary collecting ducts, as FENa only differed in the
absence of diuretic drugs. These data are consistent with our
earlier report of the loss of Na1:K1ATPase expression in the
inner medullary collecting ducts.

FENa (%) Vehicle AM AM 1 BF AM 1 BF 1 FUR

C (n 5 6–14) 1.7 6 0.5 6.9 6 0.7 11.2 6 1.9 34.3 6 4.5

LP (n 5 8–17) 3.0 6 0.3* 7.6 6 1.6 11.4 6 1.7 30.9 6 3.3

FENa by the proximal tubule (FELi: C 37.4 6 7.1 vs LP 49.2 6 5.8%) and end proximal fluid delivery
(CLi: C 201.6 6 27.0 vs LP 246.1 6 28.0 ml/min/100 g bwt) tended to be greater in LP rats, but this
did not achieve statistical significance.

1. J. Manning. Am. J. Physiol., 283:F202–F206, 2002.
2. S.H. Alwasel, N. Ashton. Clin. Sci., 117:75–84, 2009.

P-6B-283

Dysregulation of fetal kidney notch signaling pathway
contributes to reduced nephrogenesis in growth restricted
newborns

R. Mansano1, C. Nast2, M. Desai1, T. Henry1, M.G. Ross1,
T.R. Magee1

1Dept. of Ob/Gyn, LABioMed at Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr;
2Dept of Pathology, Cedars-Sinai Medical Ctr. USA

Objective: In human and animal studies, intrauterine growth
restriction resulting from maternal under-nutrition (MUN)
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leads to fetal and adult nephropenia (reduced glomerular
number), elevation in adult arterial blood pressure, and
potential progression to renal disease. Thus, reduced
nephrogenesis represents an underlying mechanism for
hypertension. We have shown that MUN causes dysregula-
tion of several key fetal (E20) nephrogenic signaling
pathways, including ureteric branching and mesenchymal-
to-epithelial transformation related signaling pathways. To
investigate putative developmental signaling pathways in
nephrogenesis, we performed DNA microarray analysis.
From these data we have identified the intriguing possibility
of dysregulation of the Notch signaling pathway. Notch
signaling is regulated by both co-activators (MAML1, SKIP)
and co-repressor (CTBP1) which ultimately controls cell fate
in embryogenesis, particularly in pretubular aggregate forma-
tion. In this study we investigated the dysregulation of Notch
signaling and potential downstream effectors.
Methods: Pregnant rat dams were fed either ad libitum diet
(control) or were 50% food restricted (MUN) from
embryonic day (E10). At E20, male offspring fetal kidneys
(n 5 4 each MUN and control) were RNA hybridized using
rat Agilent DNA microarrays to determine mRNA expres-
sion. The second kidney from each animal was used for
protein expression. Data was considered statistically signifi-
cant by student t-test at p , 0.01 for microarray analysis and
p , 0.05 for Western blot analysis.
Results: Microarray results showed of the 41,000 oligonu-
cleotides representing unique rat mRNA transcripts, 3547
transcripts were both detectable and differed statistically
between control and MUN (p , 0.01). At the chosen
significance threshold of 1.5 fold, 430 transcripts were
increased and 49 transcripts were decreased by MUN. Ratios
ranged from 10.3 fold increased to 2.2 fold decreased. Of the
differently expressed transcripts, 198 were known genes and
these were analyzed for placement into ontological groups
and specific signaling pathways. Four significantly dysregu-
lated genes were detected in the Notch signaling pathway,
with down-regulation of Notch2 (0.55 fold, p 5 0.01), and
co-activators MAML1 (0.55 fold, p 5 0.01) and SKIP (0.56
fold, p 5 0.01), and upregulation of co-repressor CTBP1 (6.8
fold, 0.01). Western blots were performed for Notch2, SKIP,
CTBP1 and the downstream effector gene HEY1. Consistent
with microarray results, Notch2 protein expression was
down-regulated (0.71 fold, p 5 0.01) as was its downstream
target (HEY1, 0.86 fold, p 5 0.01). Additionally, CTBP1
protein expression was up-regulated (2.0 fold, p 5 0.04),
although SKIP protein was unchanged.
Conclusions: MUN leads to altered expression of nearly 200
known genes in the E20 fetal kidney, suggesting that
gestational programming has a large impact on nephrogen-
esis. In particular, the reduced Notch signaling pathway,
which is critical for the determination of cell fate in the
developing nephron, suggests that kidney nephron reduction
in MUN may occur through alteration of Notch pathway
activity during fetal nephrogenesis.

P-6B-284

Effect of maternal low protein diet on kidney ultrastruc-
ture, function and arterial blood pressure in adult male rat
offspring

F.F. Mesquita1, J.E. Scabora1, M.C. Lima1, D.C. Santos2,
JAR Gontijo1, P.A. Boer2

1Department of Internal Medicine, Faculty of Medical Science,
UNICAMP, Postal Code: 6111, CEP 13083-887, Campinas,
SP, Brazil; 2Department of Morphology, Institute of Biosciences,
Sao Paulo State University (UNESP) CEP 18618-000,
Botucatu, SP, Brazil

Objective: The aim of present study was investigate the
effects of maternal low protein diet on glomerular filtration
rate (GFR), urinary sodium handling and blood pressure
response, related to morphologic and ultrastructural analysis
in adult male offspring.
Methods: Virgin female Wistar rats were fed during pregnancy a
normal-protein diet (NP 17% casein) or protein-restricted diet
(LP 6% casein). Male renal function tests were performed on the
last day at 16 weeks of age and Creatinine and Lithium clearance
were carried out. The systemic arterial pressure (AP) was
measured in conscious 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16-week-old rats by
tail cuff method. Data are presented as mean 6 SD and analyzed
using appropriate ANOVA. Post hoc comparisons between
selected means were made by Bonferroni’s contrast test. The
current study used scanning (SEM) and transmission (TEM)
electron microscopy to assess the glomerular ultrastructural
morphologyfor correlation with functional data.
Results: In 16 weeks-old LP rats AP increased from
116.2 6 6.5 mmHg to 137.9 6 6.9 mmHg (P , 0.01),
whereas AP in NP rats showed a smaller and non-significant
rise from 114 6 7.4 mmHg to 128.8 6 8.7 mmHg. In LP,
AP rise was significant after 12 weeks of age. Fractional
urinary sodium excretion (FENa) was significantly lower in LP
rats, when compared with the NP intake age-matched group
(LP: 0.32 6 0.012% vs. NP: 0.48 6 0.087%, P , 0.05). The
decreased FENa in LP rats was accompanied by decreased
proximal sodium excretion (FEPNa) and fractional potassium
excretion (FEK) (P , 0.05). The GFR did not significantly
differ among the groups. The figure shows SEM micrographs
of glomeruli. A: Three dimensional organization of the outer
surface of podocytes (p) surrounding capillaries in a control
rat. a: Detail of a podocyte showing primary (1) and
secondary (2) processes and pedicels (arrow) among which
filtration slits can be seen. B: LP rat glomerulus with an
intensive cohesive arrangement and bulbous and crushed
podocytes. b: Note the irregular surface of cell body with
enlarged processes, pseudocyst formation (*), wide and club-
shaped pedicels, and reduced number of filtration slits. TEM
analyze confirm these results and show electron-dense clumps
of amorphous bodies in the cytosol of podocyte processes.
Conclusions: The current data suggest that changes in renal
functions are conducive to excess hydroelectrolyte kidney
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reabsorption, and this way might contribute to programming
of adult hypertension. Despitefinding podocyte hypertrophy
and foot process effacement or simplification representing a
reduction in the complexity of the usual interdigitating
pattern of cell–cell connections and apparent diminution of
filtration capacity, there was no GFR alteration. These
morphological changes could be attributed to an adaptation
for reduced nephron number and, consequently glomerular
hyperfiltration and overflow in LP offspring, and could
account for the breakdown of optimal glomerular filtration
barrier functioning. Thus, the current study demonstrates for
the first time glomerular morphologic and functional stress
that may contribute to premature podocyte senescence as well
as glomerular pathology. Support: FAPESP.

P-6B-285

Transgenerational effects of maternal protein restriction
on glucose homeostasis, blood pressure and kidney
morphology

A.R. Pinheiro-Mulder, I.D.M. Salvucci, T.C.L. Bargut,
C.A. Mandarim-de-Lacerda

Laboratory of Cardiovascular Morphometry and Morphology,
Departamento of Anatomy, Biology Institute, State University of
Rio de Janeiro, Av 28 de Setembro 87 fundos, Vila Isabel, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil

Substantial body of evidence suggests that poor intrauterine
milieu elicited by maternal nutritional disturbance may
programmed susceptibility in the foetus to later development
chronic disease, and one of the most interesting features of
fetal programming is the evidence from several studies that
the consequences may not be limited to the first generation
offspring and it can be passed transgenerationally.
Objective: The objective of this work is to study the effects of
maternal protein restriction in kidney development, blood
pressure and glucose homeostasis in F1 and F2 generations.

Methods: Female (F0) Wistar rats fed either a normal protein
diet (control diet, C, 19 g protein/100 g diet), or a low
protein diet (restricted diet, R, 5 g protein/100 g diet). The
offspring were termed according to the period and the types
of diet dams were fed, gestation (first letter) and/or lactation
(second letter): CC, RC, CR, RR. Three-mo-old F1 females
were bred to proven males, outside the experiment, to
produce F2 offspring. At weaning, F2 offspring were divided
by gender. Blood pressure, body mass were measured weekly.
Blood sample were collected and glucose, insulin and leptin
were determined. Homeostasis model assessment for insulin
resistance (HOMA) was calculated with the baseline values.
Left kidney was analyzed by stereology at birth and at six
months, the following parameters were measured: glomeruli
number, cortex/medulla (C/M) ratio and glomerular diameter.
Results: RC1 were born with low birth weight, but afterwards
they had catch up reaching CC1 weight. The increased
glycaemia in RC1 was associated with insulin resistance. CR1
and RR1 showed impairment of the growth with no changes
in glucose metabolism. RC2 showed high body weight at
birth, sustained all over the experiment in male group. F2
generation showed more alteration in glucose metabolism than
F1 generation. CR2 and RC2 had hyperglycaemia accompa-
nied by hyperinsulinaemia and insulin resistance in both
genders. CR2 showed increase in body adiposity with
hyperleptinaemia. RC1, CR1 and RR1, both genders, showed
an increased blood pressure and a decreased glomeruli number
associated with glomerular hypertrophy, males showed a greater
loss compared to females. The high blood pressure values
persisted in F2 with renal consequences only in males.
Conclusions: Low-protein during gestation improves body
mass, fat mass and growth rate in F1 rats, and has adverse
effects on glucose and leptin metabolism resulting in insulin
resistance in adult F1 and F2 offspring. Low-protein during
lactation has adverse effects on glucose, insulin and leptin
metabolism resulting in insulin resistance in adult F2
offspring. These findings suggest that low-protein during
gestation and/or lactation can be passed transgenerationally to
the second generation. Support: CAPES, CNPq, FAPERJ
(Brazil).

P-6B-286

Early indication of essential hypertension in adolescent
offspring of hypertensive parent/s

P. Tardeja, R.D. Potdar Head

Dept of Pediatrics, Mumbai Port Trust Hospital, Wadala East,
Mumbai, India

Essential Hypertension is the most common form of
hypertension in adults1 and a major cardiovascular risk factor
making it a public health concern in the Indian subconti-
nent2. Notwithstanding low prevalence of hypertension in
children and adolescents, evidence shows that hypertension
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begins to develop during the first two decades of life3,4.
School based blood pressure screening and measurement of
height and weight revealed a prevalence of 4.5% which was
higher than in the past5. Tracking of blood pressure over time,
therefore, can become a useful tool for early detection of
vulnerable kids from amongst their peers. Family history and
hereditary disposition are strong determinants of hypertension.
Objective: To prospectively study 8 to 18 year old offspring of
parent(s) with essential hypertension from a closed community
hospital catering to employees of Mumbai Port Trust.
Methods: 177 children of 113 parent(s) (88Fs and 33 Ms)
from 100 families attending l OPD for essential hypertension
have been randomly selected (every fifth consenting family
attending Hypertension clinic of the hospital) and studied
during the period of one year. Standard parent and child
history sheets were filled out by the author. Family tree and
family history was obtained at length. Blood Pressure
measurements were done at least every 3 months on each
child. At each visit 3 recordings at an interval of at least
10 minutes were done after ensuring that the child was
relaxed. Anthropometry was done to calculate BMI. Data was
analyzed using SSPC/PC1 statistical package. Chi square test
was applied for correlation.
Results: While no child had frank hypertension, 32 children
had high-normal blood pressure (.90 and ,95 percentile)as
compared to the rest. Of these, 7 children had either parent or
grandparent hypertensive, 3 had both parents and both
grandparents hypertensive, and 4 had both parents hyperten-
sive. There was a significant relationship between BMI and
blood pressure in all children. There was significant relation-
ship between Mother’s (but not Father’s) blood pressure
values and children’s blood pressure values.
Conclusions: This simple clinical study shows the need for a
vigorous approach to primary prevention of hypertension
amongst offspring of hypertensive parents with routine or
frequent monitoring of blood pressure and BMI.

1. Bernstein D. Systemic Hypertension. In: Nelson’s Textbook
of Pediatrics, Ed. Beharman, Kliegman and Jenson.
Saunders, 17th Ed, pp 1592, 2004.

2. R. Gupta, J. Human Hypertension, 18:73–78, 2004.
3. S.L. Chadha et al. Ind.Heart Journal, 51:178–182.
4. S.H Zinner et al. Hypertension, 7:411–416, 1985.
5. Sorof J.M.et al. Pediatrics 113:475–482, 2004.

P-6B-287

High salt diet during pregnancy alters renal and
circulating renin-angiotensin system of male and female
Wistar rats offspring

D.R.Ramos, N.L.Costa, K.L.Lopes-Jang, I.B.Oliveira,
J.C Heimann, L.N.S.Furukawa

Hypertension Laboratory, University of Sao Paulo School of
Medicine - Sao Paulo, SP – Brazil

Objective: it is known that morbidity-mortality of adult
subjects is influenced by the intra-uterine environment.
Exposure to an excess of salt during the perinatal period
leads to high blood pressure in adult offspring (Nutr Metab
Cardiovasc Dis. 2003; 13:133–139).The objective was to
evaluate the renal and circulating renin angiotensin aldoster-
one system in adult male and female offspring of dams fed
high salt diet during pregnancy.
Methods: female Wistar rats received normal (NSD 1.3%),
high 1 (HSD1-4.0%) or high 2 (HSD2- 8.0% NaCl) salt diet
during pregnancy. All offspring were fed NSD from birth
until adulthood, independent of maternal diet. Tail cuff
blood pressure (tcBP), serum aldosterone (Aldo), plasma
renin activity (PRA), renal renin activity (RRA), renal renin
granules (RG), renal cortical (C-mRNA) and medulla (M-
mRNA) renin gene expression were determined in 12-weeks-
old male and female offspring. * p , 0.05 vs HSD1-M; &
p , 0.05 vs HSD2-M; y p , 0.05 vs NSD-M; # p , 0.05 vs
NSD-M; @ p , 0.05 vs NSD-F.
Results (mean6SE):

Parameters Male offspring Female offspring

Maternal diet NSD HSD1 HSD2 NSD HSD1 HSD2

tcBP(mmHg) n 5 30/

group

119.4 6

2.8

121.2 6

2.8

120.8 6

2.4

117.4 6

2.6

110.7* 6

3.3

112.7& 6

2.7

Aldo (pg/mL) n 5 8/

group

410.0 6

35.8

267.9y 6

55.4

302.0y 6

24.9

1005.0# 6

153.3

680.9* 6

161.7

988.9& 6

210.2

PRA(ng/mL/h)n 5 8/

group

4.2 6

0.4

2.8 6 0.4 2.2y 6

0.6

4.2 6 0.7 4.7 6 1.0 4.0 6 0.7

RRA(ng/mg/tecido/

h)n 5 8/group

9.0 6

0.8

15.9y 6

1.5

16.4y 6

1.8

6.0 6 1.2 3.6* 6

0.7

6.7& 6

1.2

RG (%)n 5 8/group 60.7 6

5.0

40.9y 6

3.9

38.4y 6

4.2

65.8 6 4.2 52.9 6

4.9

46.4@ 6

4.4

C-mRNA(renin/b-

actin)n 5 8/group

1.5 6

0.2

1.1 6 0.1 1.0y 6

0.1

1.3 6 0.2 1.3 6 0.2 1.2 6 0.2

M-mRNA(renin/b-

actin)n 5 8/group

0.9 6

0.1

0.5y 6

0.03

0.6y 6

0.06

0.7 6 0.1 0.5 6

0.03

0.8 6 0.1

Conclusion: High salt diet during pregnancy leads to sexual
dimorphic alterations of the renal and circulating renin-
angiotensin-aldosterone system and blood pressure in adult
Wistar rats offspring. Support: FAPESP.

P-6B-288

Renal vasoactive hormones in adult offspring from
diabetic rats: response to high sodium diet and nitric
oxide inhibition

A. Giacaman1, E. Pastenes1, C.P. Vı́o2, S.P. Salas1

1Dept Obstetricia y Ginecologı́a, Escuela de Medicina;
2Dept Ciencias Fisiológicas, Facultad de Ciencias Biológicas,
Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile. Marcoleta 391,
Santiago, Chile

Objective: Foetal exposure to an abnormal intrauterine
environment, such as that caused by maternal diabetes,
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results in long-term postnatal abnormalities, including
changes in renal function and vascular reactivity in the
mature offspring. The mechanisms of these alterations are not
elucidated, but it has been observed a permanent change in
nitric oxide (NO)-related vascular response. Previous studies
have demonstrated that nitric oxide synthase (NOS) inhibi-
tion during high-salt (HS) intake leads to the development of
salt-sensitive hypertension and to abnormal renal function.
We hypothesized that diabetic offspring (DO) would exhibit
an abnormal renal response to NOS inhibition, particularly
under HS intake. Considering that the kidney synthesizes
several vasoactive systems, the aim of the present study was to
explore changes in renal hormones in adult DO exposed to
HS diet, with or without NOS inhibition.
Methods: At day 7 of pregnancy, Sprague-Dawley rats were
randomized to a control group or to a streptozotocin (STZ
Upjohn, single injection 45 mg/kg) group, obtaining mater-
nal glucose levels between 300–400 mg/dl. After delivery,
pups were weighted and reduced to 8 per dam; control
mothers fostered STZ pups. At week 12, male and female
offspring from both groups were randomized to normal
sodium (NS) or HS diet (1% NaCl in the drinking water); at
week 14, groups were again randomized to receive a NOS
inhibitor (L-NAME, 50 mg/kg/d dissolved in tap water) or
vehicle for two additional weeks. All animals were studied at
week 16. Blood pressure was recorded by tail-cuff pletysmo-
graphy; animals were placed in individual metabolic cages for
urine collection and, under general anaesthesia, blood was
withdrawn from abdominal aorta.
Results: Weight at birth was reduced in DO (Female:
Control 5 6.4 6 0.1 vs DO 5 5.9 6 0.2 g; Male: Control 5

6.8 6 0.07 vs STZ 5 6.3 6 0.2 g, P , 0.05); net body
weight was still lower in DO at week 16. Blood pressure
increased with L-NAME, but exhibit no difference between
control and DO. As expected, urine volume increased with
HS diet in control females (NS 5 5.1 6 1.5 vs HS 5 40
6 11 ml/16h), but this change was attenuated with L-NAME.
DO had an attenuated diuretic response to HS. Female and
male DO had higher basal renin activity than their
corresponding controls. Under all experimental conditions,
aldosterone levels were higher in male than in female rats.
Urinary kallikrein activity was higher in male than in female
rats, but no significant difference was observed between DO
and control rats. L-NAME treatment reduced kallikrein in
all groups except in female control rats. Kallikrein/renin
ratio increased with HS intake in both female and male
control rats, but remained unchanged in DO. Response to
L-NAME was reduced in DO, particularly in male rats
(Control NS: 901 6 204 to 1602 6 366; DO NS: 846 6 257
to 1127 6 192).
Conclusions: Present data suggest that prenatal hyperglycaemia
alters renal vasoactive hormones in response to HS diet and also
modifies the response to L-NAME treatment. Thus, intrauterine
exposure to high glucose could increase the vulnerability to
environmental stressors. Support: FONDECYT 106.0720.

P-6B-289

Evaluation of renal function in the preterm neonate:
evidence of microalbuminuria during the first month
of life

M.R. Sutherland1, L. Gubhaju1, R.S.C. Horne2,
A.M. Medhurst3, M.J. Black1

1Department of Anatomy and Developmental Biology, Monash
University, Clayton, VIC, Australia; 2Ritchie Centre for Baby
Health Research, Monash Institute of Medical Research, VIC,
Australia; 3Monash Newborn, Monash Medical Centre,
Clayton, VIC, Australia

Objective: Preterm infants are born at a time when
nephrogenesis, the formation of nephrons in the kidney, is
still on-going. Therefore, being born prematurely is likely to
impact on renal function. To date there is little known as to
the effect of preterm birth on renal function, and how renal
functional development may be influenced by various pre-
and post-natal factors. Hence, the aim of the current study is
to evaluate renal function in preterm neonates during the first
month of life.
Methods: Preterm babies were recruited from Monash
Newborn neonatal intensive care unit at the Monash Medical
Centre (Clayton, Victoria, Australia) and were stratified into
three gestational age groups: <28 weeks (extremely preterm;
n 5 16), 29–31 weeks (very preterm; n 5 21) and 32–36
weeks (moderately preterm; n 5 17). Twenty-four hour urine
collection began 72 hours following the time of birth,
through collection of the babies’ nappies, and continued for
the following five days. Nappies were fitted with a cotton pad
and nappy liner prior to use in order to facilitate clean urine
extraction via a hydraulic press. Urine was pooled per
24 hours, and from these extracted samples creatinine
clearance (CrCl) and the fractional excretion of sodium
(FeNa) was calculated. On day 7, clean spot urine samples
taken using a urine collection bag were also analysed for
urinary albumin excretion. Further 24 hour urine collections
and spot urine samples were taken on postnatal days 14, 21,
and 28. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and informed parental consent were obtained.
Results: During the first week of life, CrCl increased with
increasing gestational age at birth while FeNa decreased with
increasing gestational age. By one month of age, CrCl had
increased significantly (p 5 0.03) and FeNa had decreased
significantly (p 5 0.002) in all groups. Importantly, albumin
to creatinine ratios were higher than normal (.3.5 mg/
mmol) in almost all preterm babies, with the extremely
preterm group having significantly higher (p 5 0.02) levels
compared to the older gestational age groups. Albumin to
creatinine ratios were highly variable between individuals, and
there were some cases of pathological proteinuria on day 7 of
life with total urine protein . 500 mg/L.
Conclusions: The findings of this ongoing study demonstrate
that renal function in the preterm neonate is significantly
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affected by gestational age at birth. The high urinary albumin
levels observed in the preterm neonate may be indicative of
glomerular damage and/or structural immaturity of the
glomerular filtration barrier. This project is supported by
the National Health and Medical Research Council of
Australia (NHMRC).
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Effects of antenatal endotoxin exposure on kidney
development in rats

K. Suzuki, H. Takahashi, Y. Suganami, A. Kondo,
M. Suzuki, H. Masaki, M. Tamura

Center for Maternal, Fetal, and Neonatal Medicine,
Saitama Medical Center, Kawagoe, Saitama, Japan

Objectives: Chorioamnionitis is one of the major causes of
preterm delivery. It may also be associated with impairment
of various fetal organs such as brain (white matter injury) and
lungs (chronic lung disease). Some recent studies revealed that
fetal growth restriction due to intrauterine undernutrition
might cause impairment of kidney development. However,
we do not know how chorioamnionitis influences developing
kidneys. Therefore, we studied effects of antenatal intra-
amniotic injection of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) on growth and
development of the kidneys.
Methods: At 20 d gestation, pregnant SD rats were
anesthetized, the uterus exposed, punctured and 0.1 mg LPS
dissolved in 0.1 mL saline injected into each amniotic sac. In
the control group, 0.1 mL saline was injected. At 22 d (term),
the fetuses were delivered spontaneously and vaginally. At 0
and 28 days, the pups were euthanized and the kidneys
harvested, weighed and fixed with formaldehyde. Some of the
kidneys collected at birth were dried in an oven for dry/wet
weight ratio. The 3 mm thick paraffin embedded samples
were stained with hematoxylin-eosin, microscopic images
taken and saved for morphometric examination. We analyzed
morphometric parameters such as volume ratio of cortex to
medulla (C/M), numerical density of glomeruli in the cortex
(Ng/C) and mean glomerular volume (Vg).
Results: LPS pups had higher perinatal mortality rate than
controls (42/73, 58% vs 12/82, 15%; p , 0.01). At birth,
kidney weights were lighter (0.0281/20.002 vs 0.0211/
20.002; g, p , 0.01) and the dry/wet weight ratio of the
kidney tended to be lower in the LPS group than in controls
(0.13 6 0.04 vs 0.17 6 0.06, p 5 0.24). C/M also tended to
be decreased in the LPS group compared to controls
(3.8 6 1.8 vs 4.4 6 1.9, p 5 0.31). At 28 days, LPS treated
pups tended to have lower Ng/C (202 6 48 vs 154 6 52; /
mm3, p 5 0.35) and higher Vg (12.2 6 2.0 vs 17.3 6 2.7;
31025 mm3, p 5 0.23).
Conclusions: A relatively low dose ( , 20 mg/kg) intra-
amniotic LPS had significant deleterious effects on fetal rats.
Antenatal exposure to LPS resulted in lighter kidneys at birth,

which was likely to be associated with higher water content
and reduced cortex volume. LPS exposure may have impaired
nephron endowment (fewer and larger glomeruli) and may
potentially influence renal function in later life. Acknowl-
edgments: We thank Drs Y. Shimizu and Y. Goto for
assistance in preparation of histology samples and N.
Koyama, S. Okada, M. Ryumae and Y. Saikatsu for daily
care of experiment animals.
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Maternal smoking during pregnancy affects fetal kidney
size. The Generation R Study

H.R. Taal1,2,3, J.J.M. Geelhoed1,2,3, E.A.P Steegers4,
A. Hofman2, A.J. vd Heijden3, V.W.V. Jaddoe1,2,3

1The Generation R Study Group, Erasmus Medical Center,
Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 2Department of Epidemiology,
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands;
3Department of Pediatrics, Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam,
the Netherlands; 4Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Objective: An adverse fetal environment may lead to smaller
kidneys, which predispose the individual to subsequent
development of kidney disease and hypertension in adult
life1–4. We examined whether maternal smoking during
pregnancy, as important determinant of an adverse fetal
environment, directly influences kidney development in third
trimester of pregnancy.
Methods: In a population-based prospective cohort study
among 1,031 children followed from early fetal life onwards,
we assessed maternal smoking during pregnancy (not, first
trimester only, continued) using questionnaires. Fetal kidney
characteristics (left and right length, width, depth and
combined volume) were measured by ultrasound at a
gestational age of 30 weeks. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent were
obtained.
Results: Of all mothers, 9.4% smoked in first trimester only,
and 15.9% continued smoking during pregnancy. Compared
to non-smoking, first trimester only was not associated with
any fetal kidney characteristics. We observed a curved-shaped
association between the number of cigarettes smoked in third
trimester of pregnancy with fetal kidney size (see figure).
Compared to non-smoking, smoking less than 5 cigarettes per
day was associated with larger combined kidney volume
(difference 2.04 (95% Confidence Interval 0.73, 3.36) cm3),
while smoking more than 10 cigarettes per day was associated
with smaller combined kidney volume (difference 21.99
(95% Confidence Interval 23.86, 20.11) cm3). We did not
find any associations between maternal smoking during
pregnancy and deepest pocket of amniotic fluid, as reflection
of kidney function. Adjusting these associations for fetal sex,
gestational age, estimated fetal weight, alcohol use during
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pregnancy, maternal educational level, maternal height and
maternal pre pregnancy weight did not materially influence
the effect estimates.
Conclusion: This study showed for the first time that
maternal smoking during pregnancy affects kidney develop-
ment in fetal life with a curved shaped relationship. Further
studies are needed to assess the underlying mechanisms
and whether these developmental adaptations have postnatal
consequences for kidney function and blood pressure. The
first phase of the Generation R Study is made possible by
financial support from the Erasmus Medical Center,
Rotterdam; Erasmus University Rotterdam; and The Nether-
lands Organization for Health Research and Development
(ZonMw). Additional support was provided by a grant from
the Dutch Kidney Foundation (C08.2251).

1. P. Bateson et al., Nature, 430:419–421, 2004.
2. S.A. Hinchcliffe er al., Br J Obstet Gynaec, 99:296–301,

1992.
3. B.M. Brenner, GM Chertow. Am J Kidney Dis,

23:171–175, 1994.
4. B.M. Brenner et al., Kidney Int, 49:1774–1777, 1996.
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Renal and hormonal changes in offspring born to ewes fed
high salt during pregnancy

S. Tay1,2,3, D. Blache1,3, D.K. Revell2,3

1School of Animal Biology, The University of Western Australia,
Crawley, Western Australia 6009; 2CSIRO Livestock Industries,
Private Bag 5, Wembley, Western Australia 6913; 3Future
Farm Industries Co-operative Research Centre

Objective: To determine the effect of high maternal salt
intake during pregnancy on renal physiology of the offspring.
Methods: Animals used in this experiment were born to ewes
that were fed either a high-salt diet for the final 3 months of
pregnancy (‘high-salt offspring’) or from a control group
(‘control offspring’). Blood samples were taken from the
lambs at birth, at 2 weeks of age and at 4 months of age when

weaned. Animals were weighed at birth, weaning and at the
end of the experimental period. Following weaning, the
physiological consequences of ingesting high amounts of salt
were tested by feeding the lambs (n 5 60) ad libitum amounts
of either a control (1.5% NaCl) or a high-salt (10.2% NaCl)
diet over a 16-day treatment period. Over the last four days of
the 16-day period, blood samples were collected twice daily.
Voluntary feed intake and water intake were measured
throughout the treatment period, and urinary output was
measured over the last four days of the experiment. The lambs
were euthanased at the end of the experiment and their
kidneys collected for analysis.
Results: The high-salt offspring had a lower plasma renin
concentration (6.47 v 8.43 ng/mL/h, SE 0.42; p , 0.001) than
control offspring, regardless of the diet they were fed. Similarly,
renin mRNA was more lowly expressed (21%) in the high-salt
offspring (p 5 0.033). However, plasma aldosterone was higher
in the high-salt offspring than in the control offspring (49.4 v
43.6 pg/mL, SE 1.02; p , 0.001). The high-salt offspring gained
less weight during the experimental period compared to the
control offspring (p 5 0.064), and there was an interaction
between their foetal origin and treatment diet (p 5 0.088). They
also excreted less urine (p 5 0.094), however, there was no
difference in the total urinary sodium excretion between both
groups. Foetal origin significantly altered glomerular density in
kidney tissue, with the high-salt offspring having 17% fewer
glomeruli than the control offspring (p , 0.001) without
significant differences in the kidney weights between the salt
and control offspring. No significant differences were observed
in glomerular filtration rate (GFR) or organ (kidney, liver and
lung) weights between the two groups of offspring. Feeding the
high-salt diet during the 16-day treatment period, in both the
high-salt and control offspring, lowered plasma renin and
aldosterone concentration, and increased kidney weights, urinary
sodium excretion and total urinary output, as was expected.
Conclusions: This study showed that high salt intake during
pregnancy affected the offspring’s renal physiology, changing
their ratio of aldosterone to renin concentration. It is possible
that this is the result of an altered responsiveness or sensitivity
to renin. The implications of the decline in glomerular
density are yet to be determined. Future studies are needed to
see if the observed epigenetic effects are passed down through
subsequent generations.

P-6B-293

The reduced glomeruli number is associated with
increased glomerular volume and attenuated RAS activity
in maternal food restriction rats

B. Vaccari1, S. Thomaz1, M. Andreo1, F.F. Mesquita3,
S. Cordellini2, J.A.R. Gontijo3, P.A. Boer1

1Department of Morphology; 2Department of Pharmacology,
Institute of Biosciences, Sao Paulo State University (UNESP),
CEP 18618-000, Botucatu, SP, Brazil; 3Department of Clinic
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Medical, Faculty of Medical Science, UNICAMP, Postal Code:
6111, CEP 13083-887, Campinas, SP, Brazil

The renin-angiotensin system (RAS) is a coordinated
hormonal cascade in the control of cardiovascular, renal,
and adrenal function that governs body fluid and electrolyte
balance, as well as arterial pressure.
Objective: The present study aims to investigate the effects,
in juvenile male rats, of food restriction in uteru investigating
nephron number, glomerular volume and its possible
association with angiotensin II (angio II) receptors (ATR)
expression.
Methods: The daily food supply to pregnant rats was measured
and one group received normal quantity of food (NF) while the
other group received 50% of that (FR50). The birth weight
(BW) of male offspring was measured. At 23rd day, the rat was
perfuse for tissue fixation and the kidneys removed, weighted
and the volume estimated by Cavalieri’s principle. Fractiona-
tors’method was used to estimate glomeruli number in
histological slices. The slices were also processed to ATR type
1 and 2 (AT1R and AT2R) immunolocalization.
Results: The FR50 offspring presented significant reduction
in birth BW (5.67 6 0.16 vs. 6.84 6 0.13 g, P , 0,001). Our
results show that at 23rd day of life, FR50 offspring has fewer
(18%) glomeruli per kidney when compared with NF group.
Despite the smaller nephron number and enhanced cortical
area, the FR50 group animals have similar total glomerular
volume. In the figure A and a, we have AT2R/NF localization
in basolateral tubular pattern, in glomeruli and macula dense
(arrow). In B and b is the same but in RF50; in the figure C
and c we have represented AT1R/NF localization in apical
tubular surface, in glomeruli and macula densa (arrow). D
and d is the same but in RF50. These figures shows that in
FR50 cortical enhanced area is in consequence of rise in
internal and external tubules diameter. This morphological
aspect is indicative of an elevation in the intratubular sodium
concentration. The patent diminution in afferent arterioles
ATR expression in FR50 is indicative of rise in both
glomeruli blood flow and ultrafiltration. Additionally, this
reduced expression was observed in mesangium that may
result enhance in glomerular capillary area and filtration
coefficient. Consequently we may have a rise in sodium
proximal concentration that may explain the prominent
enlargement of your internal diameter. In FR50 the reduced
ATR expression was also observer in macula dense suggesting
possible impairment in tubule-glomerular feedback and
enhance of: rennin and angiotensin circulating; vasoconstric-
tion; blood pressure. The angio II acts in an autocrine or
paracrine fashion to modulate proximal tubular transport
and, in physiological circumstance, promote proximal ATR-
dependent sodium reabsorption but, in FR50 the important
tubular ATR decrease observed denote the impairment in this
response with consequent rise in distal sodium and water
delivery provoked by the rejection of this ion by the proximal
nephron.

Conclusions: We may affirm that gestational food restriction
is related to juvenile RAS activity impairment, which may be
involved in genesis or in adaptation to diminution in nephron
number but, in any of these two hypotheses, is clearly involved
in adult hypertension establishment. A renal function study is
necessary to confirm these morphological and immunohysto-
chemical results. Support: FAPESP support.
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Reduced nephron number is a common phenotype of
maternal protein and iron restriction in Wistar and
Hooded Lister rats

A. Swali1, L. Gambling2, H.J. McArdle2, S. McMullen1,
S.C. Langley-Evans1

1Division of Nutritional Sciences, School of Biosciences,
University of Nottingham, Sutton Bonington Campus, LE12
5RD, UK; 2Rowett Institute of Nutrition and Health, University
of Aberdeen, Greenburn Road, Bucksburn, AB21 9SB, UK

Objective: A wealth of epidemiological evidence indicates
that the intrauterine environment is a determinant of lifelong
physiological and metabolic function and therefore related to
risk of disease in adult life1. Global nutrient restriction2, in
particular protein restriction3, can reduce the total number of
nephrons formed in developing rat kidneys. This has been
linked to hypertension in adulthood4. Iron deficiency
anaemia is the most prevalent micronutrient deficiency on a
global scale, affecting approximately two thirds of the world
population, with pregnant women particularly at risk. 65% of
the world population are at risk of protein intakes below the
UK RNI for pregnancy5. Whilst hypertension has been
observed in offspring of rats that are iron deficient in
pregnancy, an effect on renal morphology has not previously
been reported. Therefore the objective of this study was to
identify if a reduction in nephron number was common
across two established rat models of hypertensive program-
ming: a maternal low protein (MLP) model developed in
Wistar (W) rats and a maternal iron deficiency (FeD) model
in the Rowett Hooded Lister (RHL) strain6.
Methods: 30 W and 35 RHL rats were assigned to a diet
group as shown in the table below. Groups 1–2 and 5–6 were
weaned onto standard laboratory chow and fed either a CP
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(18% casein) or MLP (9% casein) diet after successful mating
with a stud of the same strain. From day 13 of pregnancy
(GA13) all animals were fed CP until birth, when all
experimental diets were replaced with chow. Iron diets
commenced at weaning for 4 weeks pre-mating. At GA13
FeD (7.5 mg Fe/kg) diet was replaced with FeC (50 mg Fe/
kg) for the remainder of pregnancy. One of the male
offspring from each litter was culled at 16 weeks of age and
the left kidney fixed in buffered formalin. Total nephron
number was determined using a maceration method.
Results: As shown in the table, nephron number was
significantly reduced in Wistars subjected to protein restric-
tion and iron deficiency in utero. An even greater reduction
was seen in restricted RHL offspring.

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Strain W W W W RHL RHL RHL RHL

Diet CP MLP FeC FeD CP MLP FeC FeD

n 9 8 5 8 9 6 10 10

Nephrons/

kidney

24806 6

2045

15862 6

1468*

27621 6

1135

17581 6

2116*

29351 6

1373

18198 6

1984*

29378 6

1172

20584 6

3261*

CP 5 control protein; FeC 5 control iron; MLP 5 low protein; FeD 5 iron deficient. Data are shown
as mean 6 SEM. * indicates significantly different to appropriate control group of same strain
(P , 0.01).

Conclusions: For both strains, protein and iron restriction in
early to mid gestation resulted in a common phenotype of a
reduced nephron complement in adult male offspring. This
experimental design now provides a powerful tool to examine
common pathways which may drive the programming of renal
development and associated disease risk, allowing assessment of
the genes, proteins and pathways for which expression is
disturbed across both strains and dietary protocols.

1. D.J. Barker. Philos Trans R Soc. 359:1359–1356, 2004.
2. M.C.P. Franco et. al. J Cardio Pharmacol. 39:369–377,

2002.
3. S.C. Langley-Evans et al. Life Sci. 64:965–974, 1990.
4. H. Mackenzie, B. Brenner. Am J Kidney Disease. 26:91–98,

1995.
5. S.C. Langley-Evans et al. Clin Sci. 91:607–615,1996.
6. L. Gambling et al. J Physiol. 552:603–610,2003.
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High-salt intake during pregnancy is associated with
blood pressure and renal structural and functional
alterations in adult female offspring

E.N. Alves-Rodrigues, I.B. Oliveira, L.N.S. Furukawa,
M.S. Coelho, D.N. Ferreira, J.C. Heimann

Department of Internal Medicine, University of São Paulo
School of Medicine, São Paulo-SP, Brazil

Objective: to evaluate the effects of high salt intake during
pregnancy on blood pressure (BP) and renal function and
structure of adult female offspring.

Methods: normal- (NS, 1.3%) or high-salt (HS, 8% NaCl)
diet was given to Wistar rats during pregnancy. During
lactation all dams received NS diet as well as the offspring
after weaning until the 21st week of age. Starting on the 21st
week of age, 50% of each group was fed high-salt (hs, 4%
NaCl) diet until 36 weeks of age (NShs, HShs). The other
50% was maintained on a NS diet (NSns and HSns) for the
same period. Results (mean 6 SEM, p , 0.05, n 5 5–8/
groups): tail-cuff BP (TcBP-mmHg) was higher in HShs
(117 6 4) compared to NShs (106 6 2). No differences were
observed in TcBP among HSns and NSns offspring groups.
Kidney weight (g/kg) was higher in HShs (3.7 6 0.1)
compared to HS (3.3 6 0.1). Twenty-four hour urinary protein
excretion (mg/100 g/day) was higher in HShs (0.9 6 0.1)
compared to HS (0.5 6 0.05). Serum aldosterone levels (pg/ml)
were lower in NShs (824 6 62) compared to NSns
(1128 6 114). This difference was not observed between HShs
(919 6 60) and HSns (988 6 172) offspring groups.
Conclusions: according to these data, high salt diet during
pregnancy is associated with BP and renal abnormalities in
adult female offspring. Offspring from HS dams are
hyperresponsive to salt overload in adulthood and this mis-
adaptation is associated with a non-modulation of serum
aldosterone levels. Support: FAPESP and CNPq.
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Maternal protein restriction affects gene expression
profiles in mouse kidney at weaning with implications to
the regulation of lifespan

J.H. Chen, J.L. Tarry-Adkins, S.E. Ozanne

University of Cambridge Metabolic Research Laboratories,
Institute of Metabolic Science, Cambridge, United Kingdom

Objectives: Nutritional conditions and growth rate during
early life can influence later health and lifespan. We
previously demonstrated that low birth weight resulting from
maternal protein restriction during pregnancy followed by
catch-up growth in rodents was associated with shortened
lifespan whereas protein restriction and slow growth during
lactation increased lifespan1,2. The current study aims to
understand molecular mechanisms by which maternal protein
restriction influences longevity.
Methods: Three groups of animals were established by
subjecting mice to the same maternal protein restriction regime
that is known to influence lifespan: control animals were the
offspring of dams fed a diet containing 20% protein throughout
pregnancy and lactation, postnatal low protein (PLP) animals
were offspring of control dams but nursed by dams fed an
isocaloric low protein diet (containing 8% protein) and
recuperated animals were offspring born to dams who were
fed the low protein diet during pregnancy but were cross-
fostered to control dams during lactation. Kidneys were collected
at weaning (21 days of age) from these three groups (n 5 8 for
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each group). Total RNA was extracted using TRI reagent and
purified using an RNeasy Mini Kit. RNA samples were used to
generate cRNA which were subsequently fragmented and
hybridized to the Affymetrix GeneChip Mouse Genome 430
V2.0 Array (.45,000 probe sets). Microarray data were
analyzed using Affymetrix GeneChip Operating Software and
GeneSpringGX 7.3. Quantitative RT-PCR was employed to
verify microarray results for specific genes of interest. Protein
expression was measured by Western blotting.
Results: 36 genes in PLP and 52 genes in recuperated kidneys
were up-regulated, 54 genes in PLP and 302 genes in
recuperated kidneys were down-regulated compared to
control tissues. Pathway analysis using Ingenuity Pathway
Analysis revealed that these genes are involved in diverse
biological functions such as cellular growth/proliferation, cell
signaling, and metabolism. Quantitative RT-PCR verification
of 14 selected genes showed that changes in gene expression
detected by microarray were robust and reproducible. Among
the genes up-regulated in PLP kidneys was heme oxygenase-1
(HO-1). HO-1 has cytoprotective functions which are
mediated by antioxidant and anti-inflammatory effects of
the enzyme reaction products. Western blot analysis showed
that HO-1 protein level was also significantly (P , 0.001) up-
regulated in PLP kidneys. Among the genes down-regulated
in recuperated kidneys were Lon peptidase 2 and FOXO3a
which have been shown to be involved in the regulation of the
ageing process through their respective functions on protein
homeostasis and expression of antioxidant enzymes.
Conclusions: Maternal protein restriction can influence gene
expression profiles which in turn can affect many biological
pathways. Up-regulation of HO-1 in PLP kidneys may suggest
that tissues of these long-lived mice are equipped with a better
cytoprotective function. In contrast down-regulation of Lon
peptidase 2 and FOXO3a in the kidneys of recuperated
offspring may suggest that protein homeostasis and resistance to
oxidative stress are compromised in these shorter lived mice.

1. B.J. Jennings et al., FEBS Lett. 448: 4–8, 1999.
2. S.E. Ozanne, C.N. Hales. Nature 427: 411–412, 2004.
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Single nucleotide polymorphisms in the leptin and leptin
receptor genes are associated with fetal growth trajectories
and adolescent cardiovascular disease precursors

S.W. White1, Q.W. Ang1, N.M.Warrington2, J.A. Marsh2,
L.J. Palmer2, J.P. Newnham1, L.J. Beilin3, T. Mori3,
W.H. Oddy4, S.J. Lye5, C.E. Pennell1

1School of Women’s and Infants’ Health; 2Centre for Genetic
Epidemiology and Biostatistics; 3School of Medicine and
Pharmacology; 4Telethon Institute of Child Health Research,
The University of Western Australia, Australia; 5Samuel
Lunenfeld Research Institute, Mount Sinai Hospital, University
of Toronto, Toronto, Canada

Objective: Leptin is a key adipokine reflecting the general
state of long-term energy stores. Its effects are related to eating
behaviour and satiety leading to alterations of body
composition. Abnormalities in leptin quantity and function
can result in metabolic syndrome (obesity, atherogenic
dyslipidemia, hypertension, and insulin resistance). There is
increasing evidence of the role of leptin in fetal growth with
abnormal leptin levels measured at birth in neonates who
have experienced intrauterine growth restriction1. The aim of
this study was to assess the associations between single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in leptin and the leptin
receptor genes and antenatal growth and adolescent cardio-
vascular disease precursors.
Methods: 1079 population-based adolescents from the
Western Australian Pregnancy Cohort (Raine Cohort)
underwent serial ultrasound biometry of fetal head circum-
ference (HC), abdominal circumference (AC) and femur
length (FL) at 18, 24, 28, 34 and 38 weeks’ gestation.
Anthropometry was measured at birth, including head, chest,
and abdominal circumferences, birth length, birth weight,
and ponderal index. Cardiovascular disease precursors were
assessed at age 14, including body mass index, fasting total
cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, triglycerides,
homeostasis model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-
IR) and systolic blood pressure. DNA samples were obtained
and the leptin (LEP) and leptin receptor (LEPR) genes were
tagged with five and 26 SNPs respectively. Linear mixed
effects models were used to analyse ultrasound anthropo-
metrics (HC, AC, FL and HC/AC) and random effects
were fitted for each individual for slope and intercept.
Association between LEP and LEPR polymorphisms and
anthropometric parameters at birth and 14-years and
cardiovascular disease precursors at 14-years were investigated
using multivariate linear modelling, including terms for diet,
exercise, smoking and socioeconomic status. P-value of
,0.05 was considered significant. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: Three SNPs in LEP were associated with significant
alterations to fetal growth. The minor alleles in LEP SNPs
rs11763517 and rs11760956 were associated with reduced
fetal AC growth trajectories, birth-weight and AC on day-2 of
life. Conversely, LEP SNP rs3828942 was associated with an
increase in fetal AC and FL growth trajectories. None of the
five SNPs in LEP were associated with cardiovascular disease
precursor in adolescence. Of the 26 SNPs in LEPR, 12 LEPR
SNPs were associated with changes in fetal growth trajec-
tories, both increased and decreased. Two SNPs (rs9436737
and rs1892535) were associated with an increase in body
mass index at 14-years in male adolescents; neither was
associated with BMI in female adolescents. Nine SNPs in
LEPR were associated with changes in lipid profile, including
adverse and beneficial changes. LEPR SNP rs3762274 was
associated with increase in AC and birth-weight as well as
HOMA-IR at 14 years.
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Conclusions: Multiple SNPs in LEP and LEPR are associated
with fetal growth trajectories and adolescent precursors of
cardiovascular disease. These associations were different in
males and females and require detailed evaluation and
replication in other pregnancy cohorts. These data support
the concept that complex gene-environment interactions
underlie the developmental origins insulin resistance.

1. Chiesa C, et al. Clin Chem. 54:550–558, 2008.

P-6C-298

Associations of 48 genetic adult height loci with fetal
femur length

D.O. Mook-Kanamori1,2,3, K. Estrada4, E.A.P. Steegers5,
N.M. Warrington6, C. E. Pennell7, A.G. Uitterlinden2,4,
L.J. Palmer6, F. Rivadeneira2,4, V.W.V. Jaddoe1,2,3

1The Generation R Study Group, Erasmus Medical Center, The
Netherlands; 2Department of Epidemiology, Erasmus Medical
Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 3Department of Pediatrics,
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands;
4Department of Internal Medicine, Rotterdam, The Nether-
lands; 5Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Erasmus
Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 6Centre for
Genetic Epidemiology and Biostatistics, The University of
Western Australia, Perth, Australia; 7School of Women’s and
Infants’ Health, The University of Western Australia, Perth,
Australia

Objective: Recent genome-wide association studies have
identified 57 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in
48 different loci which affect adult final height. However,
each individual SNP has only limited effect on total body
size, which may be due to the fact that body stature is a highly
complex trait comprised of several separate phenotypes, such
as torso and leg length. Final adult height is also known to be
partly determined by early growth patterns. We therefore
hypothesized that a number of these SNPs are associated with
fetal femur length.
Methods: This study was embedded in the Generation R
Study, a population-based prospective cohort study. Poly-
morphisms were selected from the recently published
genome-wide association studies on adult height. Genotypes
of the 57 SNPs were extracted from the Illumina HumanHap
610 chip. Femur length was determined in second and third
trimesters of pregnancy by fetal ultrasound. Data was available
in 1194 and 1218 children of Dutch/Northern European
ancestry for second and third trimesters, respectively. All
analyses were performed under an additive model adjusted for
sex and gestational age and were Bonferroni corrected for
multiple testing. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Mean femur length in second and third trimesters
was 33.4 mm (SD 5 3.38) and 57.5 mm (SD 5 2.99),
respectively. Only 2 of the 57 SNPs analyzed were associated

with femur length in utero. Each A-allele of rs10906982
(ADAMTSL3) was associated with an increase of 0.26 mm in
femur length in both the second (p 5 3.6*1024) trimester
and 0.29 mm in third (p 5 1.8*1023) trimester. This
association remained after Bonferroni correction. A weaker
association was also found for each G-allele of rs4713858
(ANKS1) in both the second (0.33 mm, p 5 1.6*1023) and
third (0.26 mm, p 5 0.049) trimesters, though this associa-
tion did not endure Bonferroni correction.
Conclusions: This study indicates that at least one, and
possibly two, of the identified SNPs previously associated
with adult height influence femur length as early as from
second trimester of pregnancy onwards. The relative effects in
standard deviations scores are up to twice as large as the effect
sizes found previously on final adult height. Data from a
larger sample and replication of these findings in the Raine
Study will be presented. Larger studies with longer follow-up
and studies with other body stature measures are necessary to
identify in what exact way these identified polymorphisms
influence final height.

P-6C-299

Effect of maternal protein restriction in utero on offspring
lung micro-RNA expression

M.J.J. Rose-Zerilli1, S.A. Davis1
, C. Torrens2,

J.W. Holloway1

1Infection, Inflammation and Immunity; 2Development Origins
of Health and Disease Divisions, School of Medicine, University
of Southampton, Southampton, United Kingdom

Objectives: micro-RNAs (miRNA) are short nucleotides that
can regulate the expression of genes at the post-transcriptional
level. miRNAs have an important role in fetal lung
development, modulating developmental timing, cell fate
determination and apoptosis. The lung undergoes several
stages of development, extending into early life, that are
sensitive to alterations in the developmental environment. We
hypothesised that restricting the amount of protein available
to the developing fetus will result in alterations to lung
miRNA expression that will persist into later life.
Methods: Pregnant Wistar rats were allocated to either
control (C, 18% casein) or protein restricted (PR, 9% casein)
diet for the duration of the pregnancy. Lung tissue was
harvested from 120 day old male offspring (C group, n 5 7; PR
group, n 5 7). miRNA expression was assessed by miRXplor-
eTM microarrays, the cut-off was determined as <1.7 fold
change in expression. Changes in expression were correlated to
miRNA gene clusters to determine whether miRNA expression
was controlled by cis-elements acting at shared promoter
regions. A miRNA gene cluster was defined as two or more
miRNA genes less than 10 kb apart in non-genic regions.
Results: 15 miRNA were up-regulated (1.8–16.1 fold) and 13
miRNAs down-regulated (1.8–13.7 fold) in response to
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maternal PR. A further 9 miRNA genes were only expressed
in PR lung and another 6 miRNAs were only detected in
controls. miRNA gene cluster expression profile analysis
revealed that the miR-181a-1 miR-181b-1 cluster, is down-
regulated in response to PR. All other expression is
independent of miRNA gene clustering e.g. alteration of a
single miRNA (bold in table) or two miRNAs with in one
cluster demonstrating reciprocal expression (underlined in
table).

Expression grouping miRNA name (rno-miR-xxx)

m in PR 22*, 24-1, 33A, 92B, 100, 124, -126*, 130B, 142-3P, -186, 218, 374,

450A-2, 484, 494

k in PR 17-3P, 23A, 98, 99A, 101B, 122, 140*, 151*, [181A*, 181B], 301-A,

362-3P, 674-3P

PR only LET-7D*, 10B, 20A, 142-5P, 331-5P, 340*, -365, 450A-1, 664

Control only 9*, 129*, 153, 190, 378*, 384-3P

ymiRNA expression confirmed by qPCR; [ ] miR-181a-1 miR-181b-1 cluster.

Conclusions: We have shown changes to key miRNAs that are
known to be involved in critical stages of lung development and
that these changes persist into later life. miRNAs exhibiting
altered expression in response to PR include members of the
miR-17-92 gene family, such as miR-20a that is expressed in the
mesenchyme during the pseudoglandular stage of lung devel-
opment and a member of the LET family (LET-7D); that are
involved in developmental timing. Therefore, miRNAs are a
potential mechanism of plasticity in fetal lung developmental.
Future work will complete qPCR validation, determine miRNA
profiles in younger offspring and seek to establish which post-
transcriptional and/or epigenetic mechanisms (e.g. gene pro-
moter-DNA methylation) could account for these observations.

P-6C-300

The vitamin D receptor is related to growth in subjects
born very preterm

M. Schrevel1, M.J.J. Finken2, A.V. Kharagjitsingh3,
F.W. Dekker1, C.L. Meuwese1, P.E. Slagboom4, J.M. Wit2

1Department of Epidemiology, Leiden University Medical
Center, PO Box 9600, 2300 RC Leiden, the Netherlands;
2Department of Pediatrics, Leiden University Medical Center,
PO Box 9600, 2300 RC Leiden, the Netherlands; 3Department
of Immunohaematology and Blood Transfusion, Leiden Uni-
versity Medical Center, PO Box 9600, 2300 RC Leiden, the
Netherlands; 4Department of Molecular Epidemiology, Leiden
University Medical Center, PO Box 9600, 2300 RC Leiden, the
Netherlands

Objective: Epidemiological studies have indicated that poly-
morphisms of the vitamin D receptor (VDR) are associated with
body growth. The effects of polymorphisms of the VDR gene
can be examined best in infancy, when growth is fastest.
However, this has not been investigated in children born very
preterm. No data are available about a possible association with

early catch-up growth, which these infants show to a variable
extent after discharge from the hospital.
Methods: A cohort of 344 children born very preterm,
recruited from the POPS-cohort (consisting of 94% of all
subjects born very preterm (GA ,32wks) or with a low birth
weight (,1500g) in the Netherlands in 1983) was studied
from birth to 19 years. We chose four common SNPs of the
VDR: c1521g (promoter region 1a), associated with more
promoter activity; Fok1 (exon 2), associated with a more
active receptor, Bsm1 (intron between exon 8 and exon 9),
and Taq1 (exon 9). The genotypes were analyzed in a
recessive model. Length (0-2 yrs) or height (2-19 yrs), weight
and head circumference (HC) were measured at birth, 3, 6,
12 and 24 months, and at 5 and 19 years. All measurements
were converted to standard deviation scores (SDS) using
national references. Early catch-up growth was defined as
length-SDS (3–24 months) minus birth length-SDS.
Results: Each of the SNPs was in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
The minor allele frequencies for c1521g, Fok1, Bsm1 and Taq1
were 0.40, 0.36, 0.41 and 0.40 respectively. The GG-genotype
(minor allele) of c1521g was associated with faster growth, when
compared to carriers of the C-allele. At 3 months and 19 years,
the difference in height-SDS was 0.45 (95% CI 0.02–0.87) and
0.41 (95% CI 0.06–0.75) respectively. For Fok1, height-SDS at
19 years was 0.38 higher for the AA-genotype, when compared
to carriers of the G-allele (95% CI 0.01–0.75). HC-SDS was
larger for the GG-genotype of c1521g at 6 months (0.43, 95%
CI 0.10–0.77) and at 5 years (0.26, 95% CI 20.03–0.55). For
Fok1, the difference in HC-SDS at 5 years was 0.34 (95% CI
0.03-0.65). For Bsm1 and Taq1, no differences in height-SDS
or HC-SDS were observed between homozygotes for the minor
allele and carriers of the major allele. Weight-SDS did not differ
significantly for the four SNPs. Catch-up growth during the first
24 months showed no differences for c1521g and Fok1. For
Bsm1, the differences between the TT-genotype versus carriers of
the C-allele were 0.58 (95% CI 0.02–1.15), 0.82 (95% CI
0.29–1.35), and 0.68 (95% CI 0.13–1.24) at 6, 12 and 24
months respectively. For Taq1, the differences between the GG-
genotype versus carriers of the A-allele were 0.56 (95% CI
0.01–1.12), 0.84 (95% CI 0.33–1.035), and 0.65 (95% CI
0.11–1.20) at 6, 12 and 24 months respectively.
Conclusions: The GG-genotype (minor allele) of c1521g, and
the AA-genotype (minor allele) of Fok1 are associated with a
larger height in young adulthood and a greater head
circumference in childhood. The TT-genotype of Bsm1 and
the GG-genotype of Taq1 are associated with early catch-up
growth in infancy.

P-6C-301

Impact of the parity on very low birth weight rate in the
Southern Brazil

C.H. Silva, M. Agranonik, A.A.M. Silva, H. Bettiol,
M.A. Barbieri, M.Z. Goldani
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Núcleo de Estudos da Saúde da Criança e do Adolescente –
Hospital de Clı́nicas de Porto Alegre – Universidade Federal do
Rio Grande do Sul. Rua Ramiro Barcelos, 2350CEP 90035-
903 - Porto Alegre/RS – Brazil

Objective: There is a significant association of Very Low
Birth Weight – VLBW (,1,500 g) with primiparity. There
are no data related to VLBW trends in Brazil although
findings from some large surveys carried out in small and
medium-sized cities have demonstrated an increase in Low
Birth Weight – LBW (,2,500 g) rates over the last 30 years.
The aim of this study was to evaluate the impact of parity on
the secular trend of VLBW in the city of Porto Alegre, a large
city in a developed area in Southern Brazil, and their potential
determinants of this trend during the 1990s and early 2000s.
Methods: This is a registry-based study. Data were obtained
from birth certificates of all live births in the city from 1994 to
2005. The variables analyzed were: VLBW as the dependent
variable and parity as independent variable. Maternal age and
schooling, type of delivery, type of hospital, number of live
births, gestational age, newborn gender, and unemployment rate
were included in the model as covariables. Poisson regressions
were performed in order to assess the influence of some
independent variables on VLBW. The incidence ratio rate (IRR)
using Poisson regression was calculated to identify possible
trends in parity and VLBW rates. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance were obtained.
Results: A total of 257,740 singleton newborns were delivered in
the city during the period, with a steady reduction in the total
number of live-births per year. The results showed a small but
significant increase in VLBW (P for trend 5 0.049). There was a
significant trend towards adequacy for gestational age per birth
weight, suggesting a reduction in rates of intrauterine growth
restriction (IUGR). The crude relative risk of VLBW per year
reinforces a significant increase in the probability of VLBW and in
the main risk factors related to VLBW mothers with low levels of
schooling, public hospitals, primiparity and multiparity. Primi-
parity remained as a significant risk factor and the interaction
between type of hospital and type of delivery indicated that
vaginal delivery in private hospitals represents the lowest risk, with
risk increasing steadily from mix to public hospitals. In the latter,
caesarean section was always associated with high rates of VLBW.
Conclusion: These results show that Southern Brazil is facing
a demographic transition demonstrated by a significant
decrease in number of live-births. This was associated with
an increase in primiparity rates, effectively contributing to an
increase in VLBW rates. Acknowledgements: to Denise Aerts,
Juarez Cunha, Gehysa G.Alves and Rui Flores of Secretaria
Municipal de Saúde de Porto Alegre.

P-6C-302

Glucocorticoid receptor-9beta polymorphism is associated
with blood pressure and heart growth during early
childhood. The Generation R Study

J.J.M. Geelhoed1,2,3, C. van Duijn2, M. van Osch-Gevers3,
E.A.P. Steegers4, A. Hofman2, W.A. Helbing3,
V.W.V. Jaddoe1,2,3

1The Generation R Study Group, Erasmus Medical Center,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 2Department of Epidemiology,
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands;
3Department of Pediatrics, Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam,
The Netherlands; 4Department of Obstetrics & Gynecology,
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Objective: Glucocorticoid receptor-9b polymorphism
(rs6198) is associated with the susceptibility for cardiovas-
cular disease. The aim of this study was to examine whether
the GR-9b variant is also associated with blood pressure and
heart growth in early childhood.
Methods: This study was embedded in a population-based
prospective cohort study from fetal life onwards. Left cardiac
structures (aortic root diameter, left atrial diameter and left
ventricular mass), shortening fraction and heart beat were
measured postnatally at the ages of 1.5, 6 and 24 months.
Blood pressure was measured at 24 months of age. Analyses
were based on 857 children. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent
were obtained.
Results: The distribution of the GR-9b genotype showed
75.1% homozygote reference, 23.5% heterozygote and 1.4%
homozygote variant subjects. No differences in cardiovascular
outcomes were observed at the ages of 1.5 and 6 months.
At the age of 24 months, homozygote variants showed an
increased systolic blood pressure of 2.65 mmHg (95% CI:
0.16, 5.14), an increased heart rate of 9.14 beats per minute
(95% CI: 0.22, 18.1) and an increased left ventricular mass of
5.01 grams (95% CI: 1.32, 8.71) compared to homozygote
references. This means an increase of 2.6%, 8.6% and 16%,
respectively. GR-9b polymorphism was significantly associated
with left ventricular mass growth during the first 2 years.
Conclusions: Our findings suggest that genetically deter-
mined differences in cortisol sensitivity exposure affect
cardiovascular development in early life. Future studies are
needed to replicate these findings and should assess whether
these relations persist during later life and are associated with
development of cardiovascular disease.

P-6C-303

Molecular markers of predictive value for phenotypic
outcomes associated with low birth weight

E. Tng1, S.K. Goh1, Y.S. Chong3, K. Kwek4,
P.D. Gluckman1,2, A.M. Sheppard2

1Singapore Institute for Clinical Sciences, Agency for Science
Technology and Research (A*STAR), Singapore; 2Liggins
Institute, University of Auckland, New Zealand; 3Yong Loo Lin
School of Medicine, Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
National University of Singapore, Singapore; 4Department of
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Objective: Epidemiologic studies in human cohorts and
animal studies have shown that low birth weight (LBW) is a
valuable predictor of later health issues, such as hypertension,
ischemic heart disease, glucose intolerance, insulin resistance,
type II diabetes, obesity and reproductive disorders. However,
the parameters which determine LBW are poorly defined
and the clinical evaluation of LBW associated phenotypes
remains imprecise in the absence of objective measures. We
hypothesize that LBW associated phenotypes should result
from variable patterns of gene expression that discriminate
LBW populations from counterparts considered to be of
Optimal Birth Weight (OBW) and reflect the impact of
environmental cues during prenatal development. LBW is
often a consequence of intrauterine growth retardation
(IUGR) during foetal development.
Methods: To investigate potential prognostic markers of
LBW associated phenotype present at birth, we have
compared patterns of gene expression in LBW and OBW
subjects by global gene expression arrays. A total of 38
subjects were recruited based on birthweight criteria (LBW ,

2500 g, 3200 , OBW , 3600 g) from a case/control study
diagnosed with IUGR in utero; from which umbilical cord
samples were collected at the time of birth, flushed free of blood
and snapped frozen in liquid nitrogen. RNA extracted from
whole cord tissue was hybridized to an Agilent 4 3 44 K gene
expression array. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Unbiased cluster analysis revealed distinct popula-
tions of subjects and a total of 429 differentially expressed
genes (P , 0.05, fold change >2).
Conclusions: We anticipate that differences in cord gene
expression will correlate to phenotypic distinctions between
LBW and OBW babies and provide markers of prognostic
utility allowing prediction of health status later on in life.
Given that early development in utero is considered a critical
period in which epigenetic marks such as DNA methylation
are susceptible to environmental modulation, variable gene
expression in LBW is likely to be reflected in differential
promoter methylation status in critical genes. For future analysis,
genes of potential biological significance will be validated by
quantitative RT-PCR analysis and subject to subsequent DNA
methylation analysis by Sequenom EpiTyper MassArray.
Support: A*STAR and NHG (NHG/SIG-07072).

P-6C-304

Cytosine-Adenosine (CA)n repeats polymorphism in
IGF-I gene and early growth in infants born appropriate
and small for gestational age

J. Kytnarová1, K. Veselá1, B. Zlatohlávková2, A. Dohnalová3,
M. Fedorová2, M. Kršek4, J. Zeman1

1First Faculty of Medicine, Department of Paediatrics;
2Gynaecology and Obstetrics; 3Physiology; 4Third Department of
Medicine, Charles University in Prague, Prague, Czech Republic

IGF-I gene polymorphisms might alter IGF-I level1 resulting
in decreased foetal and postnatal growth, accelerated weight
gain in infancy2 and increased risk for diabetes mellitus type 2
and cardiovascular diseases in adulthood3.
Objective: We analyzed the association between Cytosine-
Adenosine (CA)10224 repeats polymorphism in promoter
region of the IGF-I gene and early growth in infants with
birth weight appropriate for gestational age (AGA) and small
for gestational age (SGA).
Methods: All neonates were born at term, 196 of them were
AGA and 26 SGA. Blood for DNA analyses was obtained
from placental part of umbilical vein. Genotyping was
performed using fragment analyses of IGF-I gene promoter
region. The data about postnatal growth in the group of AGA
children were obtained at the age of 18 months, in SGA
children at 12 months. The Medical Ethics Committee of 1st

Medical Faculty of Charles University, Prague, approved the
study. Written informed consent was obtained from parents
of all participating infants.
Results: No differences in the frequency of wild type allele
with (CA)19 repeats and polymorphisms with (CA),19 or
(CA).19 repeats were observed between AGA and SGA
children. The average birth weight and length in AGA wild
type (CA)19 homozygotes were lower in comparison with
AGA carriers of various (CA)n polymorphisms but all
observed anthropometric differences disappeared at the age
of 18 months. In SGA children, no differences were found
between number of (CA)n repeats and anthropometric
parameters both at birth and at the age of 12 months.
Conclusions: Although (CA)n repeats polymorphism in IGF-
I gene might affect prenatal growth in AGA children, our
results have not shown any impact of variable number of
(CA)n repeats in IGF-I gene on postnatal growth, absence of
significant differences in SGA children in the present study
indicate that probably other genetic and environmental
factors may infuence postnatal growth. With financial
support of the Internal Grant Agency of the Ministry of
Health of the Czech Republic NR 9374-3/2007.

1. I. Rietveld et al, European Journal of Endocrinology,
148:171–175, 2003.

2. E. Landman et al, Pediatrics, 118:2374–2379. 2006.
3. N. Vaessen et al., Diabetes, 50:637–642, 2001.
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Mitochondrial DNA 16189T . C variant is associated
with lower body mass index of children at the age of 18
months
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3Physiology; 4Third Department of Medicine, Charles University
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A mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) variant 16189T . C is
associated with insulin resistance in European adults and type
2 diabetes mellitus in Asians1,2,3 and with lower ponderal
index (kg/m3) at birth4, which is a risk factor for insulin
resistance.
Objective: In our prospective study we analyzed the
association between mtDNA variant 16189T . C and early
growth in infants with birth weight appropriate for
gestational age (AGA) and small for gestational age (SGA).
In addition, insulin resistance was analysed in SGA children
at the age two years.
Methods: 191 AGA and 53 SGA children were enrolled.
Blood for DNA analyses was obtained from placental part of
umbilical vein. Genotyping was performed using the PCR-
RFLP. The data about postnatal growth in AGA children
were obtained at the age of 18 months, in SGA children at the
age of 24 months. The blood for glycaemia and insulin levels
were obtained and HOMA indexes were counted. The study
was approved by Ethical Committee and an informed consent
was obtained from parents.
Results: No differences in the prevalence of mtDNA variant
16189T . C were found between group of AGA neonates
(common T variant 85.3%, C variant 14.7%) and SGA
newborns (T 86.8%, C 13.2%). Although the ponderal index
at birth was not different in neonates with and without
mtDNA variant 16189T . C, the AGA children with
mtDNA variant 16189T . C had significantly lower body
mass index at the age of 18 months (P , 0.05). In SGA
children, no association was found in glucose and insulin
levels and HOMA index and mtDNA variant 16189T . C.
Conclusions: The results of our study suggest, that mtDNA
variant 16189T . C is associated with lower BMI in toddler0s
period, but it plays only a minor role in the pathophysiology
of diabetes type 2. Support: IGA-NR 9374-3/2007 and VZ
64165.

1. P. Chinnery et al, Lancet. 366:1650–51, 2005.
2. K. Park et al, Diabetologia, 51:602–608, 2008.
3. J. Poulton et al, Hum Mol Genet. 11:1581–83, 2002.
4. K. Casteels et al, Lancet, 353:1499–1500, 1999.
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Two new independent loci are associated with size at birth

D.O. Mook-Kanamori1, R.M. Freathy2, U. Sovio3, I.
Prokopenko4, D. Berry5, N.J. Timpson6, J.J. Hottenga7,
L. Coin3, A. Hofman1, E. Hypponen5, D.M. Evans6,
G. Willemsen7, V. Jaddoe1, T.M. Frayling2, M.R. Jarvelin3,8,
M.I. McCarthy4, C. Power5, G. Davey Smith6,
D.I. Boomsma7, for the Early Growth Genetics Consortium

1Department of Epidemiology, Erasmus Medical Center,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 2Institute of Biomedical and
Clinical Science, Peninsula Medical School, Exeter, UK;
3Department of Epidemiology and Public Health, Imperial
College London, London, UK; 4Wellcome Trust Centre for
Human Genetics, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; 5MRC
Centre of Epidemiology for Child Health, University College
London Institute of Child Health, London, UK; 6MRC Centre
for Causal Analyses in Translational Epidemiology, University of
Bristol, Bristol, UK; 7Department of Biological Psychology, VU
University Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 8Institute
of Health, University of Oulu, Oulu, Finland

Objective: Identifying genes involved in birth outcomes presents
some particular challenges. Notably, the maternal intrauterine
environment is often considered to be of primary importance,
while two genomes (maternal and fetal) may interact with it, and
with one another, to influence any given trait. Despite this, it is
important to understand the etiology of fetal growth. High and
low birth weights are associated clinically with considerable
perinatal risk and epidemiologically with later life chronic
disease. The identification of such genes is likely to provide
important insights into fetal growth processes.
Methods: We analyzed genome-wide association data from
10,623 participants, born of singleton pregnancies at >37
weeks’ gestation, from 5 European studies: Avon Long-
itudinal Study of Parents and Children (N 5 1,418); North-
ern Finland 1966 Birth Cohort (N 5 4,333); 1958 British
Birth Cohort (N 5 3,264); Netherlands Twin Registry
(N 5 414); Generation R (N 5 1,194). After quality control,
a total of 2,427,548 directly-genotyped and imputed SNPs
were available for meta-analysis. We tested the association of
each SNP with birth weight, assuming an additive model and
adjusting for sex and gestational age.
Results: Two new statistically independent loci were found to
be strongly associated with birth weight (P 5 1 3 10210 and
P 5 8 3 1028). Both signals had a similar estimated per-allele
effect size of about 0.09SD (approx. 90 g difference between
the two homozygous groups). Further work is needed to
establish the causal genes.
Conclusions: Our study provides evidence that genetic factors
contribute to normal variation in birth weight. A difference in
birth weight of 90g between homozygous groups is equivalent
to the effect of a mother smoking 3 cigarettes per day in the
third trimester of pregnancy. Replication efforts are under-
way, and further studies will be necessary to assess the role of
maternal genotype at these loci and to investigate potential
maternal-fetal genotype interactions.

P-7A-307

Maternal prepregnancy weight change in relation with
birthweight and risk of adverse pregnancy outcomes

I. Diouf1,2, B. Heude1,2, A. Forhan, M-A. Charles1,2 and the
EDEN mother-child study group
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Objective: Maternal prepregnancy BMI is associated with
pregnancy outcomes and fetal growth. Maternal nutritional
status early in pregnancy affects maternal adaptation to
pregnant state and fetal growth potential. Weight change in
the years before pregnancy may be another significant
modulator of maternal nutritional status at the early stage
of pregnancy. Thus the aim of this study was to investigate
the association of maternal prepregnancy weight change with
birthweight and adverse pregnancy outcomes, while taking
into account maternal BMI before pregnancy.
Methods: Data come from the ongoing French EDEN
mother-child cohort. Women’s weight at age 20 years, just
before pregnancy, after delivery, birthweight and pregnancy
outcomes were collected for 1756 mother-child pairs. An
average yearly weight change was computed from the weight
difference between 20 years and age at pregnancy and divided
in 3 categories with balanced number of observations:
,0.1 kg/year (n 5 589), 0.1–0.75 kg/year (reference cate-
gory) (n 5 580), >0.75 kg/year (n 5 587). The association
between prepregnancy weight change (PPWC) with birth-
weight or adverse pregnancy outcome were analysed with
multivariate linear or logistic regressions adjusted for
maternal age at pregnancy, height, weight gain during
pregnancy, smoking, parity, centre, newborn gender and
prepregnancy BMI. Interaction between PPWC and maternal
prepregnancy BMI was tested and were not significant.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
patients consent were obtained.
Results: Birthweight was lower in women with PPWC , 0.1
kg/year (3247 g 95% CI 3215–3279), than in women who
gained 0.1–0.75 kg/year (3305 g CI 3273–3337, p 5 0.01).
However, a prepregnancy weight gain higher than 0.75 kg/
year did not show an additional increase in birthweight (3295
CI 3260–3330). OR for small for gestational age infant
(SGA) was associated with PPW: compared to the reference
category, OR for SGA was 1.72 (95% CI 1.11–2.68,) for
PPWC , 0.1 kg and 0.97 (0.55–1.7) for PPWC >0.75 kg/
year. Risk of large for gestational aged (LGA) was not
significantly associated with higher PPWC categories. Adverse
pregnancy outcomes were also related PPWC for the lower
and higher PPWC categories ORs for gestational diabetes
were respectively 0.62 CI 0.33–0.17, and 1.74 CI 1.00–3.03
(p trend 0.002), OR for gestational hypertension 0.90 CI
0.44–1.82 and 1.76 CI 0.91–3.40 (p trend 0.04). For
hospitalization during pregnancy there was an increased risk
only in the higher category compared to reference: 1.52 CI
1.10–2.12.
Conclusions: The findings of this study suggest that,
independently of maternal BMI, maternal prepregnancy
weight change is positively associated with maternal risks
during pregnancy while a prepregnancy weight loss increases

the risk of SGA babies. Although we did not find an
interaction according to maternal prepregnancy BMI, these
results may not apply to underweight or obese women who
were too few in our data set (8.3%(146) and 8.2% (144)
respectively) for reliable estimation. Acknowledgements: ID
was supported by the French A.N.R and the EDEN study by
several funding sources.

P-7A-308

Fructose consumption during gestation alters maternal
metabolism and fetal expression of CD36 and FABPpm

C. Lineker1, D.P.Y. Koonen2, J.R.B. Dyck2, R.C. Bell1

1Dept. of Agriculture, Food and Nutritional Science; 2Cardio-
vascular Research Centre, Dept. of Pediatrics, University of
Alberta, Edmonton, AB, T6G 2S2, Canada

Objective: Over the past several decades there has been a
global increase in the intake of fructose due in part to
increased consumption of fructose-sweetened beverages such
as soda pop and fruit juices1. High fructose intake has been
shown to promote body weight gain along with derangements
in glucose homeostasis and lipid metabolism in both rodent
and human models2,3. In addition, obesity and malnutrition
during pregnancy have been associated with increased
susceptibility to cardiovascular and metabolic disease in the
offspring. Despite this knowledge, the effects of fructose
consumption on pregnant mothers and their offspring have
not been extensively studied. Therefore, the objectives of this
study were to examine the effects of fructose intake during
gestation on maternal health, fetal growth and fetal cardiac
energy metabolism.
Methods: Female rats were randomized into one of two
groups: 10% fructose solution consumed during gestation
(FR; n 5 11) or tap water (CNTL; n 5 12). Maternal blood
was collected for determination of glucose, insulin, and
triglyceride concentrations before gestation, and on gesta-
tional days (GD) 12 and 19. Dams were weighed and ended
on GD 20. Fetuses and placentas were harvested and their
weights were recorded. Fetal blood was collected for
determination of glucose and insulin concentrations and fetal
hearts were harvested to determine protein expression of the
fatty acid transport proteins CD36 and FABPpm using
immunoblot analysis.
Results: Maternal weight, placental weight, fetal weight and
litter size were not different between FR fed rats and CNTL rats.
However, plasma glucose was significantly elevated on GD 19 in
FR fed rats compared to CNTL rats (FR: 7.12 6 1.0 mmol/L;
CNTL: 5.43 6 0.8 mmol/L; p , 0.05) and plasma insulin was
increased on GD 12 (FR: 2.40ng/ml 6 1.6 ng/ml; CNTL:
1.33 6 0.5ng/ml; p , 0.05). Moreover, plasma triglyceride was
elevated on GD 12 (FR: 3.21 6 1.0 mmol/L; CNTL: 1.59 6

0.8 mmol/L; p , 0.01) and GD 19 (FR: 9.89 6 1.7 mmol/L;
CNTL: 4.76 6 1.1 mmol/L; p , 0.01) in FR fed rats compared
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to CNTL rats. These results support that FR feeding during
pregnancy results in detrimental alterations in maternal glucose
and lipid metabolism. Fetal plasma insulin and glucose
concentrations did not differ between the groups. However,
protein expression of the fatty acid transport proteins CD36 and
FABPpm was significantly reduced in offspring of FR fed rats
compared to CNTL rats. This suggests that FR feeding alters
cardiac substrate supply in offspring, which might impede fetal
cardiac energy metabolism.
Conclusions: Taken together, our data indicate that fructose
intake during gestation leads to detrimental alterations in
maternal glucose and lipid metabolism and might delay
maturation of energy metabolism in the newborn heart.

1. K.J. Duffey, B.M. Popkin. Am J Clin Nutr, 88:
1722S–1732S, 2008.

2. S.S. Elliott et al., Am J Clin Nutr, 76:911–922, 2002.
3. K.L. Stanhope et al., J Clin Invest, 119:1322–1334, 2009.

P-7A-309

A maternal diet rich in fat results in preferential elevation
in amniotic fluid lipid concentrations

S.L. Henry1,2, J.M. Weir2, P.J. Meikle2, R.J. Wood-
Bradley1,2, L.A. Cullen-McEwen1, J.F. Bertram1,
J.A. Armitage1,2

1Department of Anatomy and Developmental Biology, Monash
University, Clayton, Australia; 2Baker IDI Heart and Diabetes
Institute, Commercial Road, Prahran, Australia

In addition to lifestyle and genetic factors the maternal
environment plays a role in programming disease in later life.
Models of maternal diets high in fat demonstrate that
offspring are programmed with a metabolic-like syndrome,
but understanding of how maternal fat intake alters fetal
development and lipid metabolism is limited. Amniotic fluid
lipid content reflects fetal lipid status, allowing us to probe
fetal lipid metabolism under conditions of altered maternal
dietary intake. We hypothesise that exposure to high levels of
saturated fats during development will alter fetal metabolism
of lipids, resulting in increased accretion of fatty acids and
altered fetal growth.
Objective: To determine the effects of maternal fat
consumption in pregnancy upon lipid profiles in maternal
(maternal plasma) and fetal (amniotic fluid) compartments.
Methods: Female Sprague-Dawley rats (n 5 4–7 per group)
were fed either a control (7% canola oil) or lard rich (HF)
(3% canola oil and 20% lard) diet for 3 weeks prior to mating
and throughout pregnancy until embryonic day 20 (E20).
Dams were euthanised, a blood sample taken and the uterus
removed. Amniotic fluid was collected and frozen. Embryos
and placentas were dissected and weighed. Lipid profiles were
determined in amniotic fluid and maternal plasma by
performing lipid extraction followed by liquid chromatogra-
phy mass spectrometry. Internal standards were used to

quantify diacylglyceride (DG), triacylglyceride (TG) and
phosphatidylcholine (PC) species and expressed as pmol/ml.
Data were compared by 1-way ANOVA with maternal diet as
the factor. Data were first analysed as total (measured) DG,
TG and PC, then individual species were compared. Data are
presented as mean 6 SEM.
Results: At E20, offspring of HF dams were significantly
heavier than controls (HF 3.1 6 0.04 g vs. control
2.9 6 0.04 g, P , 0.005). Placental weights did not differ
(P , 0.87) between groups. Total maternal DG (P , 0.94),
TG (P , 0.11) or PC (P , 0.51) did not differ in dams
consuming HF or control diets. Conversely, there were
striking differences in the lipid concentrations measured in
amniotic fluid: DG (P , 0.02), TG (P , 0.0001), and PC
(P , 0.014) were significantly raised following in utero
exposure to maternal HF diets. Further analysis of lipid
species in TGs demonstrated an increase in saturated fatty
acids in offspring of HF dams (HF 576 6 76 pmol/ml n 5 6
vs. control 311 6 54pmol/ml n 5 4, P , 0.01) and mono-
unsaturated fats (HF 712 6 71pmol/ml n 5 6 vs. control
323 6 56 pmol/ml n 5 4, P , 0.01). Of the 33 TG species
measured, 23 were significantly (P , 0.05) elevated in
offspring of HF rats.
Conclusions: Offspring of HF dams are significantly heavier in
late gestation than age-matched controls suggesting an altered
growth trajectory. Maternal consumption of a HF diet in
pregnancy has only a modest affect on maternal plasma fat
concentrations, however there are profound increases in
amniotic fluid fatty acid profiles, suggesting that placental
transfer or fetal utilisation of lipid species is altered under
conditions of dietary excess. Further analysis of placentae and
fetal organs will better our understanding of the underlying
mechanisms. Support: National Heart Foundation of Australia
Fellowship (PF 06M-2766) and Monash Fellowship to JAA.

P-7A-310

Leptin receptor and insulin receptor mRNA levels are
reduced in pancreas of male rat offspring following
maternal high fat nutrition

G.J. Howie, D.M. Sloboda, K.J. Dudley, M.H. Vickers

Liggins Institute and the National Research Centre for Growth
and Development, University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand

Epidemiological and experimental studies have highlighted a
relationship between an adverse prenatal environment and
long-term metabolic consequences, in particular obesity and
leptin and insulin resistance. We have recently shown that
maternal high fat feeding results in obesity and hyperinsu-
linemia and hyperleptinemia in offspring independent of
postnatal diet1.
Objective: The present study therefore examined possible
alterations in the adipoinsular feedback loop as a result of
altered mRNA levels of insulin receptor (IR) and leptin
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receptor (ObRb) in pancreas of male offspring following
maternal high fat nutrition.
Methods: Wistar rats (day 120) were assigned to 1 of 3
experimental groups: 1) Controls (CONT): dams fed a
standard chow diet pre-conceptionally and throughout
pregnancy and lactation; 2) MHF group: fed a HF diet
from weaning until conception and throughout pregnancy
and lactation, and 3) PLHF: dams fed a chow diet until
conception and a HF diet throughout pregnancy and
lactation. Birthweights were reduced in MHF and PLHF
offspring and pups were hypoleptinemic and hypoinsulinemic
compared to CONT pups. At weaning, offspring were placed
onto either the standard chow or HF diet for the remainder of
the study (160 days).
Results: MHF and PLHF offspring had significantly
increased total body fat compared to CONT animals even
when fed a standard chow diet postnatally and these effects
were exacerbated in offspring fed the HF diet. The increased
adiposity in MHF and PLHF offspring was paralleled by
elevated fasting plasma insulin and leptin. We now report
that dams fed HF either pre-conceptionally and/or during
pregnancy and lactation produced offspring with significantly
reduced pancreatic mRNA levels of ObRb compared to
CONT offspring (p , 0.05). Post-weaning high fat nutrition
did not further alter pancreas ObRb expression in any of the
groups suggestive of a direct maternal nutritional effect.
Interestingly, there was no difference in ObRb levels between
the MHF and PLHF phenotypes, suggesting that offspring
effects due to HF diet exposure during pregnancy and
lactation are independent of pre-conception HF nutrition. IR
expression was significantly increased in pancreas of HF-fed
CONT offspring compared to chow-fed CONT animals but
there was no effect of postnatal diet in MHF or PLHF
offspring. IR expression was significantly reduced in MHF
and PLHF offspring fed the HF diet compared to CONT HF
animals (p , 0.05).
Conclusions: There were no statistical differences in IR mRNA
levels within or between MHF and PLHF offspring groups,
suggesting that maternal pre-conception diet was not a
determinant in offspring IR gene expression. These data further
reinforce the importance of maternal nutrition during critical
windows of development and show that maternal HF feeding
alone can induce a markedly obese phenotype with altered
ObRb and IR mRNA levels in mature offspring, completely
independent of relatively healthy postnatal nutrition.

1. Howie GJ, et al., J Physiol. 587:905–15. 2009.

P-7A-311

Intra-uterine exposure to maternal diabetes is associated
with higher adiposity and insulin resistance and clustering
of cardiovascular disease risk markers in Indian children

G.V. Krishnaveni1, S.R. Veena1, J.C. Hill2, S.C. Karat1,
C.H.D. Fall2

1Epidemiology Research Unit, Holdsworth Memorial Hospital,
Mysore 570021, India; 2MRC Epidemiology Resource Centre,
Southampton General Hospital, Southampton SO166YD, UK

Objective: To test the association of maternal gestational
diabetes mellitus (GDM) and gestational glucose and insulin
concentrations in the absence of GDM, with adiposity, insulin
resistance and cardiovascular risk factors in the young offspring.
Methods: Children (N 5 630, 41 born to mothers with
GDM) whose mothers completed an oral glucose tolerance
test during pregnancy had detailed anthropometry at birth
and at least annually until 9.5 years at the Holdsworth
Memorial Hospital (HMH), Mysore. Systolic (SBP) and
diastolic blood pressure (DBP) and plasma glucose and
insulin concentrations were measured at 9.5 years of age in
455 children whose fathers’ diabetes status was determined at
5-year follow-up. The HMH research ethics committee
approved the study, and informed consent was obtained from
parents and children.
Results: At birth, offspring of diabetic mothers (ODM) were
larger in all body measurements than controls (babies of non-
GDM mother and non-diabetic father). At 9.5 years, female
ODM were larger in all anthropometric measurements
including triceps and subscapular skinfold thickness
(P , 0.001). The difference in skinfold measurements
between ODM and controls increased with age, in girls
(Figure 1). Female ODM also had higher glucose (30-
minute, P 5 0.002) and insulin concentrations (P , 0.01 for
all) and higher SBP (P 5 0.02). Insulin resistance (HOMA;
P , 0.01) was higher in both male and female ODM
compared to control children. These associations were
independent of maternal BMI. Among offspring of diabetic
fathers, girls had larger subscapular skinfold thickness
(P 5 0.006), and boys had higher HOMA (P 5 0.03)
compared to respective controls; associations were not
independent of father’s BMI. In control children, subscapular
skinfold thickness was positively related to both maternal and
paternal BMI (P , 0.001). There were similar positive
associations between both parents’ glucose/ insulin concen-
trations, and offspring adiposity and insulin resistance
independently of parent’s BMI.
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Figure 1. Median subscapular skinfold thickness for ODM,
offspring of diabetic fathers (ODF) and controls 0–9.5 years.

Conclusions: Maternal diabetes during pregnancy is asso-
ciated with higher adiposity and cardiovascular disease risk
markers in the offspring. The stronger associations than in
the offspring of diabetic fathers suggest an additional effect
of the intra-uterine environment. The associations in control
offspring are not conclusive of an intra-uterine adverse effect
of lesser degrees of maternal glycaemia. Support : The study
was supported by the Parthenon Trust, Switzerland, the
Wellcome Trust and the Medical Research Council, UK.

P-7A-312

Maternal obesity in the rat permanently influences
sympathetic control of blood pressure in offspring:
evidence for selective leptin resistance

A-M. Samuelsson1, A. Morris1, N. Igosheva1, S. Kirk1,
C. Coen1, L. Poston1, P.D. Taylor1

Division of Reproduction and Endocrinology, King’s College
London, London, UK

Objective: Leptin plays an important role in the central
control of appetite, and through activation of hypothalamic
efferent sympathetic pathways to the kidney, is also
implicated in obesity-related hypertension. We have recently
reported hyperphagia and increased adiposity in the adult
offspring of obese rats, associated with region specific
hypothalamic leptin resistance in the arcuate nucleus1. Here
we have investigated the blood pressure longitudinally from
weaning, and the potential role of leptin and sympathetic
control pathways.
Methods: Female Sprague Dawley rats were maintained prior
to mating, and throughout pregnancy and suckling on either
a standard chow diet or a semi-synthetic energy-rich and
highly palatable obesogenic diet, (16% fat, 33% simple
sugars). All offspring were maintained on standard chow
and at 30 days, before the onset of obesity, hyperphagia
and hyperleptinaemia, blood pressure and heart rate were
recorded using mouse radio-telemetry probes (DSI

PhysioTel�R PA-C10) and cardiovascular responses to
restraint stress and a leptin challenge (10 mg/kg i.p.)
determined. Heart rate variability (HRV) was derived from
the telemetry record by autoregressive spectral analysis at 30
and 90 days, and at 90 days, baroreflex sensitivity was derived
from blood pressure responses to phenylephrine and sodium
nitroprusside (SNP). The role of sympathetic activity was
investigated by administration of propanolol and terazosin
(10 mg/kg i.p.), and renal noradrenaline and renin.
Results: Weanling (postnatal day 30) offspring of obese dams
(OffOb) demonstrated increased systolic blood pressure
compared to offspring of control (OffCon) (SBP [mmHg,
mean 6 SEM] male OffOb, 129.1 6 0.9 Versus OffCon,
118.6 6 0.9, n 5 6, P , 0.05; female OffOb, 131.5 6 0.3
Versus OffCon, 124.6 6 0.5, n 5 6, P , 0.05) with exagger-
ated cardiovascular responses to restraint stress (P , 0.01) and
a .4 fold increase in renal tissue noradrenaline content
(P , 0.001). Low frequency HRV oscillations, indicative of
sympathetic tone, were significantly increased in male and
female OffOb Versus OffCon (P , 0.05). Leptin administra-
tion caused a greater rise in blood pressure in OffOb than
OffCon (P , 0.05). Renal renin was increased at both time-
points. At 90 days reflex tachycardia to SNP was reduced in
OffOb rats, (slope of linear regression, OffOb 21.16 6 0.06
Versus OffCon 22.24 6 0.07 bpm/mmHg, P , 0.05) with
increased responsiveness to PE (P , 0.01). Mixed a and b

blockade normalized blood pressure in OffOb.
Conclusions: Early onset hypertension in offspring of obese
rats is associated with evidence for increased sympathetic tone
and enhanced sensitivity to leptin. These animals demonstrate
an apparent ‘selective leptin resistance’ as described in obese
rodents2 which show a reduction in the inhibitory action of
leptin on food intake, with preservation of the pressor
response. However, in the offspring of obese rats this occurs
prior to the onset of obesity. This study implicates a central
role of the hypothalamus in the origin of hypertension in the
offspring of obese dams. Support: The British Heart
Foundation (PG/06/067/21009) and Tommy’s Charity.

1. Kirk, S.L., et al. PLoS ONE, 4:e5870, 2009.
2. Rahmouni K et al. Diabetes, 54:2012–2018, 2005.

P-7A-313

Combined associations of preconceptional body mass
index and gestational weight gain on foetal growth

F. Mardones1, M.T. Garcı́a-Huidobro1, C. Ralph1,
A. Domı́nguez1, M. Farı́as2

1Department of Public Health, Faculty of Medicine, Pontificia
Universidad Católica de Chile; 2Cellular and Molecular
Physiology (CMPL) & Perinatology Research Laboratory (PRL),
Medical Research Centre (CIM), Department of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology, Faculty of Medicine, Pontificia Universidad
Católica de Chile
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Objective: Preconceptional nutritional status of women,
calculated using body mass index (P-BMI), and gestational
weight gain (GWG), are important determinants of birth
weight1. Their joint effects have not been assessed in Chilean
data using recently developed criteria for classifying P-BMI
and GWG.
Methods: Prospectively collected anonymous data from a
Santiago maternity ward surveillance system was used. Single,
term, non-smoking and uncomplicated pregnancies from
11,266 women delivering their newborns between 2000 and
2004 were included in the analysis. The new criteria to
classify women’s nutritional status based on P-BMI1, was
applied: underweight (,18.5), normal (18.5–24.9), over-
weight (25–29.9) and obese (>30). A recently used criteria
for GWG classification was also applied, as: low (, 10 kg),
medium (10–15 kg), high (16–19 kg), very high (>20 kg)2.
Relative risks (RR CI 95%) for birth weight ,3000 g, as a
proxy for IUGR, and >4000 g, as a proxy for FM, were
calculated for each category of the combined P-BMI and
GWG classifications; non-risky subjects were defined as those
born from normal P-BMI women having medium GWG.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance was
obtained.
Results: A significant reduction in the RR of IUGR was
observed with high and very high GWG in underweight
women: RR (CI 95%) 5 0.42 (0.2–0.89) and 0.34
(0.15–0.79), respectively. In normal P-BMI women the RR
of IUGR was inversely related to GWG: RR (CI
95%) 5 1.41 (1.19–1.66), 0.80 (0.67–0.96) and 0.48
(0.36–0.62) for low, high and very high GWG, respectively.
Also in normal women the RR of FM was directly related to
GWG: RR (CI 95%) 5 0.38 (0.26–0.55), 1.40 (1.16–1.70)
and 2.35 (1.95–2.82) for low, high and very high GWG,
respectively. On the other hand, high and very high GWG
was related to an increased risk of FM in overweight women:
RR (CI 95%) 5 1.44 (1.16–1.80) and 2.11 (1.70–2.61),
respectively. These effects were similar in obese women.
Interestingly, a low GWG in both overweight and obese
women was associated to a reduction of FM risk: RR (CI
95%) 5 0.76 (0.61–0.96) and 0.56 (0.44–0.73), respectively.
However, restriction of GWG in these over nourished women
was associated to an increased RR of IUGR: RR (CI 95%)
1.29 (1.00–1.68) and 1.66 (1.01–2.74), for overweight and
obese women, respectively.
Conclusions: Heavier women may benefit from avoiding high
and very high GWG, which is associated with a relatively low
increase in the risk of IUGR; the later results may be
improved using proportionate to maternal height GWG3.
High GWG in underweight women does not appear to have
deleterious consequences for their infants and low GWG was
clearly associated with IUGR, as recently reported2.

1. Institute of Medicine. National Research Council. Weight
gain during pregnancy: re-examining the guidelines.
Washington, DC: National Academy Press, 2009.

2. E.A. Nohr et al. Am J Clin Nutr, 87:1750–1759, 2008.
3. F. Mardones, P. Rosso. Matern Child Nutr, 1:77–90,

2005.

P-7A-314

Intervention that decreases pre-pregnancy obesity
recuperates effects of maternal obesity and high fat
diet on adipose tissue and glucose tolerance of rat
male offspring

P.M. Martı́nez1, G.L. Rodrı́guez, P.W. Nathanielsz2,
E. Zambrano1

1Department of Biology of Reproduction, Instituto Nacional de
Ciencias Médicas y Nutrición Salvador Zubirán, México, D.F;
2Center for Pregnancy and Newborn Research, University of
Texas Health Sciences Center San Antonio, TX, USA

Objective: Maternal pre-pregnancy BMI is a major determi-
nant of adverse rat male offspring (OFF) metabolic outcomes
resulting from maternal obesity (MO)1. Although rodent
models of developmental programming of OFF, adipose
tissue (AT) and glucose tolerance (GT) have been extensively
studied no studies exist on effectiveness of interventions to
reduce food intake prior to pregnancy on OFF outcomes. We
induced MO prior to rat pregnancy with high fat diet (F) and
determined if MO reversal before mating recuperates effects
on OFF AT and GT.
Methods: After weaning female Wistar rats randomly received
either control (C) rodent diet 5001 (Teklad – 5%F) or high
fat (F 225%F added to C). One month before breeding 50%
of F females were recuperated (R) on C diet for the rest of the
study including pregnancy (P) and lactation (L) while
remaining F were fed F during P and L. At postnatal day
(PND) 120 all three groups were bred and remained on their
pre-pregnancy diet in P and L. Litters were adjusted to10
pups/dam. Body and subcutaneous fat weight, serum leptin
(RIA) and triglycerides (TG) were averaged in two random
male OFF per litter at weaning (21 PND). OFF visceral fat
cell size and gonadal F mass were measured at 150 PND. An
iv GTT was performed at 120 PND. Data M 6 SEM,
analysis ANOVA, n 5 5 mothers/group.
Results: Maternal breeding weight was higher in F vs C with
R intermediate (C: 213 6 9a, F: 262 6 13b and R: 232 6 7ab

g, p , 0.01). F maternal serum leptin at weaning was higher
than C and R (C: 0.8 6 0.1a, F: 3.8 6 0.1b, R: 1.2 6 0.1a

ng.ml21, p , 0.001). Pup weights were similar at birth and
weaning (Fig. 1A) when F pups had more fat (Fig. 1B), serum
leptin (Fig. 1C) and TG (Fig. 1D). 150 PND visceral fat cell
size was greatest in F, least in C with R intermediate (Fig. 1E)
as was gonadal fat mass (data not shown). 120 PND serum
GTT glucose was recuperated in R (Fig. 1F) (insulin in
progress).
Conclusions: Dietary intervention that decreases maternal
weight from 123% of C to 109% of C before P continuing
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through P and L, recuperates adverse OFF AT, leptin, TG,
fat cell size and glucose intolerance.

Figure 1. Male OFF. PND 21 (A) weight (B), fat weight, (C), serum
leptin (D) triglycerides. 150 PND (E) AT visceral fat cell size. 120
PND (F) blood glucose in iv GTT. C, F and R defined in text.
M 6 SEM; n 5 5. Different letters, p , 0.05.

1. Catalano PM, et al. Diab Care, 32:1076–1080, 2009.

P-7A-315

Fetal growth in the obese patient

G.K. Parry

Department of Obstetric Ultrasound, Early Pregnancy
Assessment Unit, Middlemore Hospital, Private Bag 93311,
Otahuhu, Auckland, New Zealand

Objective: Middlemore Hospital has a diverse ethnic popula-
tion with a high incidence of obesity. Many of these obese
patients have large babies. We wanted to know whether there
was increased Growth Velocity of the Abdominal Circumfer-
ence (GVAC) in these patients and when in pregnancy this
started. Growth velocity between trimesters has been described
in the prediction of fetal growth abnormalities1.
Method: This was a retrospective analysis of 611 patients who
had more than one fetal biometry ultrasound, maternal height
and weight recorded and who delivered over a 3-month period.
Birthweight was customised from maternal ethnicity, height and
weight. BMI was calculated using ethnic specific BMI and
classified into BMI groups according to WHO criteria. GVAC
was determined in mm/day by dividing abdominal circumference
measurement by the number of days between the examinations.
Results: Our range of BMI in this group was underweight -
1.96%, normal – 29.62%, overweight – 26.19%, Obese class
1–23.89%, Obese class 2–11.13%, Obese class 3–7.21%.
This gives an above normal weight percentage of 68.42%.

The ethnic groups differed across the BMI ranges with Obese
class 3 represented by Pacific Island, Maori and European
mothers. There were no Indian or Asian mothers in this group.
In the underweight group there were no Pacific Island patients.
The BMI showed increasing Pacific Island groups and
decreasing Indian and Asian groups with increasing obesity.

The incidence of macrosomia and IUGR in different BMI
groups is as shown.
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macrosomic and morbidly macrosomic babies. GVAC shows
increasing velocity across all trimesters with increasing obesity in
babies who become macrosomic and morbidly macrosomic.
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Conclusion: Morbid macrosomia starts early in the preg-
nancy with increasing Abdominal Circumference Growth
Velocity. This is more pronounced with increasing maternal
obesity and is consistent with an early origin for fetal and
childhood disease.

1. Salomon L.J. et al. J Mat-Fet Neonat Med, 17:193–197,
2005.

P-7A-316

Maternal obesity in the mouse leads to a phenotype with
similarities to that observed in non-alcoholic fatty
pancreas disease

T. Patel1,2, A. Mouralidarane1,3, A. Samuelsson3,
P.J. Matthews3, M.L. Morgan1, C. Mckee1, J. Soeda1,
M. Novelli4, L. Poston3, P.D. Taylor3, J.A. Oben1,2

1Centre for Hepatology, Royal Free Hospital, University
College London; 2Department of Gastroenterology, Guy’s and
St Thomas’ Hospital, London; 3Division of Reproduction &
Endocrinology, King’s College London; 4Department of
Pathology, University College London, UK
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Objective: Increasing prevalence of pancreatic adenocarci-
noma (PAC) may relate to rising rates of obesity and
dysmetabolism. Non-Alcoholic Fatty Pancreas Disease
(NAFPD), a phenotype similar to obesity induced Non-
Alcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD), may link obesity and
PAC, a mechanism implicated in NAFLD and hepatocellular
carcinoma. However, it is not known whether there is a
developmental influence of maternal obesity on incidence of
NAFPD. Our objective was to determine effect of maternal
obesity on pancreatic histology and expression of fibrosis in
the offspring and ascertain contributions of the intra/extra-
uterine periods.
Methods: Female C57BL/6J mice were fed either a standard
chow (3% fat, 7% sugar) or a highly palatable, hypercalorific
diet (16% fat, 33% sugar) for six weeks and throughout
pregnancy and lactation. Offspring were cross-fostered for
suckling to dams on the same or opposite diet. All offspring
were weaned to a control diet. At three months of age,
pancreas weights and pancreatic triglyceride content were
determined. Pancreatic TGF-b1 and collagen 1-a2 mRNA
expression (fibrotic markers) were assessed by RT-PCR.
Histological analysis of pancreatic fat, inflammation and
fibrosis was performed by a gastrointestinal pathologist,
blinded to the identity of the groups. Systolic blood pressure
(SBP) and restraint stress responses were assessed by radio-
telemetry in female offspring at 3 months as determinants of
sympathetic nervous system (SNS) activation, a putative pro-
fibrogenic pathway.
Results: Significant increases in body weight, tissue triglycer-
ide content and markers of fibrosis (TGF-b and collagen gene
expression) were observed in offspring of both control and
obese dams that critically were exposed to maternal obesity in
the suckling period. SBP at rest and in response to restraint
stress were also elevated, confirming a dysmetabolic pheno-
type (tables).
Conclusion: Exposure to maternal obesity during the suckling
period conveys a dysmetabolic phenotype with a phenotype
similar to that observed in NAFPD in man. Should this occur
in man maternal obesity could be as predisposing factor
to development of offspring pancreatic adenocarcinoma.
Acknowledgements: Funded by EARNEST, EU, The Well-
come Trust and Tommy’s Charity.

Offspring of lean suckled

by lean dam

(Mean 6 SEM)

Offspring of obese

suckled by obese dam

(Mean 6 SEM) P value

Mean body weight (g) 25.98 6 0.91 29.53 6 0.75
,0.05

Tissue triglyceride content

(mmol/L)

0.65 6 0.05 2.74 6 0.32
,0.0001

Relative TGF-b1 gene

expression

0.017 6 0.008 0.065 6 0.006 0.0025

Relative collagen gene

expression

0.923 6 0.004 1.013 6 0.032 NS

Night time SBP (mmHg) 123.2 6 1.1 134.3 6 2.1
,0.0001

Restraint stress SBP (% D

baseline)

115.2 6 1.4 133.6 6 0.6
,0.0001

Offspring of lean suckled

by lean dam

(Mean 6 SEM)

Offspring of obese suckled

by obese dam

(Mean 6 SEM) P value

Mean body weight (g) 25.98 6 0.91 34.12 6 0.98 ,0.0001

Tissue triglyceride content

(mmol/L)

0.65 6 0.05 2.63 6 0.75 ,0.001

Relative TGF-b1 gene

expression

0.017 6 0.008 0.067 6 0.007 0.0025

Relative collagen gene

expression

0.923 6 0.004 1.094 6 0.0193 0.005

Night time SBP (mmHg) 123.2 6 1.1 133.4 6 0.8 ,0.0001

Restraint stress SBP (% D

baseline)

115.2 6 1.4 128.5 6 2.0 ,0.0001

P-7A-317

Evidence for offspring myocardial dysfunction arising
from maternal obesity in a murine model

C.K. Rajani1, A.M. Samuelsson1, J. Clark1, M. Shattock1,
D. Henderson2, L. Poston1, P.D. Taylor1

1Division of Reproduction & Endocrinology and the Cardio-
vascular Division, King’s College London, London; 2Institute of
Human Genetics, University of Newcastle, UK

Objectives: We have recently reported a novel murine model
of developmental programming by maternal obesity-induced
by diet, leading to offspring hyperphagia, insulin resistance,
increased adiposity and hypertension1. Neonates from obese
dams showed evidence of cardiac remodelling with increased
heart weight and hypertrophy and hyperplasia. In this study
we investigated the functional impact of early cardiac
remodelling in adult offspring of obese mice (OffOb) using
small animal high frequency ultrasound.
Methods: Female C57BL/6J mice were fed either a standard
chow diet (3% fat, 7% sugars) or a highly palatable,
obesogenic diet (16% fat, 33% sugars) for 6 weeks prior to
mating and throughout pregnancy and lactation as previously
described1. Offspring were weaned onto standard chow.
Myocyte mRNA expression was assessed by RTPCR and
microarray. At 6 months, Small Animal Micro-Echocardio-
graphy Imaging was performed employing the Vevo 770�R

v1.2, with a RMV 707B scanhead (Visualsonics, Canada).
Results: At gestational day 18, up-regulation of both GATA-
4 and BMP-10 genes was observed in fetal hearts from
offspring of obese dams (OffOb) Versus controls (OffCon),
consistent with cardiac myocyte proliferation. At 28 days
microarray showed marked upregulation in OffOb of all 16
genes in the array related to oxidative phosphorylation
(KEGG pathway analysis, Z score 7.0. Significance assumed
if Z score ,22 and .12). At 28 days and 3months of age,
OffOb hearts were heavier than OffCon, but this difference
had resolved at 6 months, consistent with the cardiac dilatory
phase of heart failure. Micro-Echocardiography Imaging at 6
months, revealed an altered cardiac phenotype in OffOb
Versus OffCon characterised by a significantly reduced
ejection fraction (EF [mean 6 SEM] OffCon, 72.3 6 2.3
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Versus OffOb, 62.6 6 3.4, n 5 6, P 5 0.04) and fractional
shortening (FS [mean 6 SEM] OffCon, 41.6 6 2.4 Versus
OffOb, 33.9 6 2.5, n 5 6, P 5 0.04, and evidence of
increased ventricular internal dimension at systole (LVID;s
[mean 6 SEM] OffCon, 2.29 6 0.2 Versus OffOb,
2.94 6 0.2, n 5 6, P 5 0.057). This morphology, indicative
of cardiac dilation, may reflect the second, ‘‘decompensatory’’
phase of myocardial failure.
Conclusions: Fetal and neonatal cardiac remodelling resulting
from maternal obesity preceded functional abnormalities in
later life, consistent with the early stages of heart failure.
Micro-echocardiography at 6 months of age showed evidence
of cardiac dilatation in OffOb, a recognised transitional phase
in development of cardiac failure. The role of adulthood
hypertension in elucidation of the adult phenotype requires
investigation. Up-regulation of mitochondrial genes involved
in oxidative phosphorylation pathways implicate oxidative
stress in fetal cardiac myocyte proliferation and in the origin
of the cardiac dysfunction observed. Support: The British
Heart Foundation (PG/06/081/21195) and Tommy’s Charity.

1. Samuelsson, A.M., et al. Hypertension, 51:383–392, 2008.

P-7A-318

Maternal and offspring outcomes of pregnancies asso-
ciated with severe obesity: study design and preliminary
data from the hormones and inflammation in obese
pregnancy study

R.M. Reynolds, S. Forbes, N. Mohd-Shukri, A.J. Drake,
F.C. Denison, J.E. Norman

Tommy’s Centre for Maternal and Fetal Health, Queen’s
Medical Research Institute, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh

Objective: Recent studies estimate that more than 1:5
pregnant women are obese1. This has significant implications
for maternal and fetal health. Mothers are at increased risk of
developing complications such as gestational diabetes melli-
tus, pregnancy-induced hypertension, pre-eclampsia and
delivery complications including caesarean section. For the
offspring, short- and long-term risks of maternal obesity
include congenital anomalies, stillbirth, and early onset
childhood obesity and metabolic syndrome1. Little is known
about the physiological and hormonal changes that occur in
pregnancies associated with severe obesity and how these
impact on offspring development and obesity and metabolic
risk. The best weight-management advice for severely obese
women for optimal maternal and offspring health is not
known2. We aim to carry out a detailed study of severely
obese pregnant women and their offspring.
Methods: We are recruiting severely obese pregnant women
(body mass index (BMI) . 40 kg/m2) and normal-weight
controls (BMI , 25 kg/m2) to a research clinic. Women are
given advice about weight maintenance and characterised in
detail in each trimester and post-partum in terms of body

composition (serial measurements of BMI, fat mass by four-
site skin-fold thickness measurements and bio-electrical
impedance, and booking waist, hip, mid-arm and mid-thigh
circumferences), metabolic profile (including oral glucose
tolerance tests, glucocorticoid hormone levels and inflamma-
tory markers), blood pressure, stress and anxiety levels, diet
(by food frequency questionnaire and food diary), exercise (by
questionnaire and accelerometry). Placenta and cord blood
are collected at delivery, and mode of delivery and intra-
partum complications recorded. Babies are assessed at birth, 3
and 6 months to study growth, weight, body composition,
and development. Preliminary analyses of data from the first
85 obese women attending the clinic are presented. Data are
mean (sd). Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: At the first visit (16–18 weeks gestation) women
were of mean weight 121.3(16.89) kg and BMI 45.4(5.29)
kg/m2 with blood pressure 115/68(9.9/6.7) mmHg. Preg-
nancies were terminated in 2 women due to fetal anomaly, 6
women developed pre-eclampsia, 8 women developed
gestational diabetes. By 36 weeks gestation, there were
increases in weight (13.4(4.96) kg, p 5 0.002), BMI
(11.24(1.85) kg/m2, p 5 0.003), blood pressure (systolic
112.5(10.17) mmHg, p 5 0.002; diastolic 111.09(9.6)
mmHg, p 5 0.003) and glucose (fasting 10.17(0.32)
mmol/l, p 5 0.0003, 2 hour glucose 10.41(0.22) mmol/l).
Mean calorie intake was 3386(1484) kcal/day with higher
proportions of fat and refined carbohydrate, and lower
proportions of essential micronutrients, than recommended
for healthy pregnancy2. Exercise levels were 221 Metabolic
equivalent hours/week, comparable with healthy sedentary
women. Mean birthweight of babies born .37 weeks
gestation was 3.70(0.75) kg.
Conclusions: Gestational weight gain among these severely
obese women is within recommended limits. We are currently
recruiting , 5 new participants per week and further
characterisation and comparison with the control group will
aid development of guidelines for women for healthy weight
management in pregnancy. Children will be followed long-
term to assess growth and the development of obesity and
metabolic sequelae. Support: Tommy’s the Baby Charity.

1. Catalano PM, BJOG 113:1126–1133, 2006.

P-7A-319

Maternal diet-induced obesity leads to hepatic insulin
resistance in the offspring

M.S.Martin-Gronert1, D.S. Fernandez-Twinn1,
A.V. Piekarz1, L. Poston2, S.E. Ozanne1

1Metabolic Research Laboratories University of Cambridge,
Institute of Metabolic Science, Addenbrooke’s Hospital,
Cambridge, United Kingdom; 2Division of Reproduction and
Endocrinology, Maternal and Fetal Research Unit, King’s
College London, London, United Kingdom
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Objective: As the obesity rates increase around the world, of
particular concern is the rise of obesity in pregnant women1,
as this can have detrimental effects on the long term health of
their offspring including increased risk of type 2 diabetes,
metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular disease2. To investi-
gate the mechanisms by which maternal obesity has long term
metabolic consequences in the offspring we have employed a
murine model of maternal diet-induced obesity. Using this
model we have shown that maternal over-nutrition leads to
offspring displaying hyperphagia, increased fat mass, hyper-
leptinaemia and hyperinsulinaemia in adulthood3. The aim of
the current study was to investigate the effects of maternal
diet-induced obesity on expression/phosphorylation of hepa-
tic insulin signaling proteins that may contribute to the
development of insulin resistance.
Methods: Obesity was induced in female mice by feeding
them an obesogenic diet for 6 weeks prior to pregnancy. This
diet was continued during pregnancy and lactation. At
21 days of age offspring of obese dams were weaned onto
standard chow and maintained on this diet until 3 months of
age. The expression/phosphorylation of hepatic insulin
signaling molecules was measured by western blotting.
Results: Expression of the insulin receptor was not altered in
the liver of offspring of obese dams. However, expression of
IRS1 protein was decreased in both male and female offspring
of obese dams (effect of maternal diet p 5 0.001). There were
no differences in either the protein expression or phosphor-
ylation of other insulin signaling molecules including
phospho-IRS1 Tyr612, phosphatidyl inositol 3-kinase (PI3
K) p85a regulatory subunit or p110 b-catalytic subunit and
phospho-Akt Ser 473. However, the expression of protein
kinase z (PKC z) was significantly increased in male
(p 5 0.01) but not female offspring of obese dams.
Conclusions: Maternal diet-induced obesity leads to indica-
tors of hepatic insulin resistance in the offspring. This is
related to a post-receptor defect including reduced signaling
through IRS1.

1. ACOG Committee Opinion number 315, Obesity in
pregnancy. Obstet Gynecol. 106:671–675, 2005.

2. CM Boney et al., Pediatrics, 115:e290–e296, 2005.
3. AM Samuelsson et al., Hypertension, 51:383–392, 2008.

P-7A-320

PPAR agonists are negative regulators of oxidative and
nitrosative stress in fetuses from diabetic rats

E. Capobianco, N. Martı́nez, M. Kurtz, A. Jawerbaum

Laboratory of Reproduction and Metabolism, CEFYBO-
CONICET-University of Buenos Aires, Paraguay 2155 (1121),
Buenos Aires, Argentina

The intra-uterine milieu of a diabetic mother leads to alterations
in fetal development and growth, with a consequent diabeto-
genic tendency in the offspring’s adulthood. Oxidative and

nitrosative stress have been involved in the etiology of feto-
placental anomalies. The peroxisome proliferator activated
receptors (PPARs) are ligand activated nuclear receptors that
regulate several inflammatory and developmental processes.
Objective: of this work was to evaluate the in vitro and in vivo
putative effects of PPAR agonists as regulators of oxidative
and nitrosative stress in fetuses from control and diabetic rats.
Methods: from day 0.5 of pregnancy, control and strepto-
zotocin-induced diabetic rats were fed with a standard diet or
with a standard diet supplemented with 6% olive oil (OO) or
6% safflower oil (SO), respectively containing 75% oleic acid
and 75% linoleic acid, natural ligands of PPARs. Fetuses were
explanted on day 13.5 of gestation. Fetuses from rats fed with
the standard diet were cultured for 3 hours in the presence or
absence of leukotriene B4 (LTB4, 0.1 mM), carbaprostacyclin
(cPGI2, 1 mM) or 15deoxydelta 12,14prostaglandin J2

(15dPGJ2, 2 mM), endogenous ligands for PPARa, PPARb

and PPARg, respectively. In all the experimental groups, fetal
concentration of nitrates/nitrites, stable metabolites of nitric
oxide, was quantified by the Griess reaction, whereas, lipid
peroxidation was assessed by measuring tiobarbituric acid
reactive substances (TBARS). Nitrates/nitrites were expressed
as nmol/mg protein and TBARS as nmol/mg protein.
Results: In fetuses from control rats, nitrates/nitrites levels
(13 6 1) were not modified by the addition of LTB4

(16.2 6 1.7) or cPGI2 (13.6 6 1.5), although they were
decreased by 15dPGJ2 addition (8.7 6 0.4, p , 0.01). In
fetuses from diabetic rats, the levels of nitrates/nitrites were
increased (30.6 6 3.3, p , 0.01) when compared to controls,
and additions of LTB4 (33.5 6 2.4), cPGI2 (23.7 6 2.8) or
15dPGJ2 (26.4 6 3.3) had no effect. Dietary treatments with
OO (13.6 6 0.6) or SO (13 6 2.9) did not modify the levels
of nitrates/nitrites in control fetuses (12.9 6 1.5), but in the
diabetic fetuses (29.8 6 1.3), they greatly reduced nitrates/
nitrites levels (OO (24.4 6 2.6, p , 0.05) and SO (11.5 6 1.5,
p , 0.001)). TBARS levels in control fetuses (12 6 2) were not
modified by the addition of LTB4 (12 6 2), cPGI2 (13 6 3) or
15dPGJ2 (16 6 4). In diabetic fetuses the levels of TBARS were
elevated (20 6 8, p , 0.0001) when compared to controls, and
were reduced by the addition of LTB4 (9.7 6 2, p , 0.0001),
cPGI2 (12.4 6 3, p , 0.001) and 15dPGJ2 (7 6 1, p ,

0.0001). Dietary treatments with OO (11.2 6 1.3) and SO
(9.3 6 1.3) did not modify the levels of TBARS in control
fetuses (9 6 1). Differently, in diabetic fetuses, the elevated
levels of TBARS (20 6 2, p , 0.01) were reduced by the
maternal treatments with OO (13 6 2, p , 0.05) and SO
(13.5 6 0.4, p , 0.01).
Conclusion: In vitro treatments with PPAR agonists reduced
oxidative stress in fetuses from diabetic rats. Maternal
treatment with diets supplemented with olive and safflower
oils led to a reduction in fetal oxidative and nitrosative stress,
possibly acting through PPAR activation. The obtained
results highlight the anti-inflammatory properties of PPARs
during fetal development, and show that they were more
marked in the fetuses from diabetic mothers.
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P-7A-321

Maternal birth weight and gestational diabetes: a
systematic review of the literature

M.A.S.O. Dode, I. S. dos Santos

Programa de Pós-graduação em Epidemiologia. UFPel.
Pelotas, RS, Brasil

Objective: Age, obesity and family history of diabetes are well
known risk factors for gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM),
however, the role of the woman birth weight is still
controversial. The aim of this study was to review the current
literature looking for evidence to support the association
between the woman own BW and the subsequent develop-
ment of GDM.
Methods: We carried out a search of the MEDLINE,
COCHRANE, LILACS and PAHO databases, and reviewed
articles published between 1986 and 2007. Keywords ‘‘birth
weight,’’ ‘‘low birth weight,’’ ‘‘small birth weight,’’ ‘‘small
birth size’’ and ‘‘small for gestational age’’ were used in
combination (AND) with ‘‘gestational diabetes mellitus’’ or
‘‘pregnancy diabetes mellitus.’’ A complementary search was
performed among the references of retrieved papers and at the
international guidelines for screening and diagnosis of GDM.
We evaluated the methodological quality of the selected
papers using the criteria of Downs & Black, adapted for
observational studies.
Results: Were retrieved 10 papers, with quality scores (0-23)
ranging from 14 to 22 points. Eight studies found statistically
significant associations between the woman LBW and GDM,
with odds ratios ranging from 1.7 to 4.2. The funnel plot
does not suggest the presence of publication bias.
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Figure 1-Funnel Plot.

Conclusions: In conclusion, the available literature based on
cohort and case control studies indicates the existence of an
inverse association between the woman BW and GDM. It
also highlights the importance of adjusting BW for family
history of DM and especially for the grand-mother history of
DM during the pregnancy of the index woman. Although
allowing for the woman GA at birth does not seem to change

the association between BW and GDM, such adjustment
should be considered, given that strong enough evidence for
discarding the possibility of confounding is still unavailable.
The impossibility of conducting a meta-analysis highlights
the need for standardizing measures of BW and GDM as well
as cutoff points for GDM screening and diagnosis. Despite of
this, the consistency of the results of cohort and case-control
studies, using different methods of diagnosing GDM, in
several ethnic populations, and the strength of the observed
associations indicate the existence of an inverse association
between the woman BW and posterior development of GDM.

P-7A-322

Dietary PPAR agonist prevents matrix metalloproteinases
overactivity in embryos and decidua from diabetic rats

R.D. Higa, V. White, N. Martı́nez, M. Sosa, A. Jawerbaum

Laboratory of Reproduction and Metabolism, CEFyBO-CON-
ICET. University of Buenos Aires, Paraguay 2155 17th floor,
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Maternal diabetes is a pathology related to embryo malforma-
tions and embryo-placental metabolic disorders. Remodelling of
the extracellular matrix (ECM) accompanies the changes in
embryonic and uterine tissues that occur during development.
Alterations in ECM components have been found in placentas
and embryonic tissues from diabetic rats and are related to
disturbances in the activity of matrix metalloproteinases
(MMPs), enzymes involved in ECM degradation. Our previous
works have shown that MMP2 and MMP9 are increased in
fetuses and placentas in experimental models of diabetes.Peroxi-
some proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs) are ligand-
activated transcription factors that modulate the expression of
genes involved in lipid metabolism, glucose homeostasis and
developmental processes. PPAR activators are lipid molecules
such as oleic and linoleic acids, present in high concentrations in
olive and safflower oils respectively.
Objective: To analyse the capability of dietary supplementa-
tion with either 6% olive oil or 6% safflower oil to regulate
MMPs activity in embryos and decidua from control and
diabetic rats during early organogenesis, a period character-
ized with a significant remodelling of the decidua and in
which most embryo malformations are induced.
Methods: Diabetes was induced by streptozotocin adminis-
tration (50 mg/kg) to adult rats. From day 0.5 to 10.5 of
gestation, control and diabetic rats were fed ad libitum with: a
standard diet (commercial rat chow) or with a standard diet
supplemented with 6% olive oil or with 6% safflower oil. At
day 10.5 of gestation decidual tissues and embryos were
explanted and used for morphological analysis or stored at
2808C for experimental procedures. Activity of embryonic
and decidual MMP2 and MMP9 and their proenzymes
(proMMP2 and proMMP9) was evaluated by zymography
and the results were expressed as arbitrary units.
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Results: We found that diabetic rats have increased embryo
resorptions (35.9%, P , 0.001) and malformations (14.2%,
P , 0.001) when compared to controls (6.5% and 1.9%
respectively). Both olive oil and safflower oil-supplemented
diets were capable of reducing resorptions (10.3% and 12.1%
respectively, P , 0.001) and malformations (6.4% and 7.1%
respectively, P , 0.05) in diabetic rats. Embryos from
diabetic rats showed increased activity of MMP9 (4.0 6 0.6,
P , 0.001), proMMP2 (5.4 6 0.6, P , 0.05) and MMP2
(3.8 6 0.6, P , 0.05) when compared to embryos from
control rats (1.0 6 0.2, 3.4 6 0.4 and 2.0 6 0.5 respectively).
Both olive and safflower oil-supplemented diets diminished
the overactivity of MMP9 (1.4 6 0.2 and 1.9 6 0.4 respec-
tively, P , 0.05), proMMP2 (3.5 6 0.2 and 3.5 6 0.3
respectively, P , 0.05) and MMP2 (2.0 6 0.2 and
1.7 6 0.2 respectively, P , 0.05) in embryos from diabetic
rats. Decidua from diabetic rats showed enhanced activity of
MMP9 (2.1 6 0.2, P , 0.001) and proMMP2 (2.9 6 0.3,
P , 0.001) when compared to controls (1.0 6 0.1 and
1.4 6 0.1 respectively). The olive oil (1.1 6 0.2, P , 0.01)
and safflower oil-supplemented diets (1.5 6 0.1, P , 0.05)
prevented the MMP9 overactivity in diabetic deciduas.
Conclusions: Maternal diabetes induces increased rates of
resorptions and malformations, probably related to the
enhanced activation of MMP9 and MMP2 that lead to an
abnormal remodeling during embryo and decidua develop-
ment. Both olive and safflower oil-supplemented diets,
enriched in PPAR activators, are able to diminish the
resorption and malformation rates and to prevent the
overactivation of MMPs induced by maternal diabetes.

P-7A-323

Pre-pregnancy recuperation of effects of maternal obesity
and high fat diet on mothers and male offspring in the rat

P.M. Martı́nez-Samayoa1, G.L. Rodrı́guez-González1,
P.W. Nathanielsz2, E. Zambrano-González1

1Department of Biology of Reproduction, Instituto Nacional de
Ciencias Médicas y Nutrición Salvador Zubirán, México,
D.F; 2Center for Pregnancy and Newborn Research, University
of Texas Health Sciences Center San Antonio, TX, USA

Objective: Maternal obesity (MO) in rat pregnancy induced
by high fat diets (F) alters offspring body composition and
metabolism. We sought to determine whether dietary control
before mating would recuperate maternal and offspring
effects of MO and F.
Methods: After weaning female albino Wistar rat pups randomly
received either control (C) rodent diet 5001 (18CMS-5001–5%
fat) or high fat (F 225% fat). One month before breeding 50%
of F females were switched to C (maternal recuperation - R)
remaining on C diet for the rest of the study. The other 50% of F
females remained on F for the study duration. At postnatal day
(PND) 120, rats were mated to provide three groups - C in

pregnancy and lactation, F in pregnancy and lactation, the R
group described above which had been switched from F to C one
month before breeding and remained on the C diet during
pregnancy and lactation. Litters were adjusted to10 pups/dam.
Body and subcutaneous fat tissue weight, serum leptin (RIA) and
triglycerides (TG) were averaged in two randomly chosen male
pups per litter at weaning (21 PND). Data M 6 SEM, analysis
ANOVA, n 5 5 mothers/group.
Results: Maternal weight at breeding was higher in F vs C
mothers (C: 213 6 9a, F: 262 6 13b and R: 232 6 7ab g,
p , 0.01) but not at weaning. Maternal serum leptin at
weaning was higher in F than C and R (C: 0.8 6 0.1a, F:
3.8 6 0.1b, R: 1.2 6 0.1a ng/ml, p , 0.001). Male pups
showed no differences in weight at birth weight or at weaning
among groups. However male pups from F mothers had
higher fat tissue content, serum leptin and TG (Fig. 1).
Conclusion: Removal of high dietary fat intake for one
month before pregnancy recuperates some of the metabolic
changes previously shown by ourselves and others resulting
from MO and F.

Fig 1. Male offspring at PND 21. Body weight (A), fat tissue content
(B), serum leptin (C) and triglycerides levels (D) offspring from
mothers fed with control diet (C), high fat diet (F) during pregnancy
and lactation or recuperated one month before pregnancy (R). Groups
with different letters are significantly different, p , 0.05.
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Fetal origin of allergic asthma: insights on mechanistic
cues and therapeutic targets arising from a mouse model
of prenatal stress challenge
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C.A. Bruenahl1,2, E. Solano1,2, M. Pincus2, E. Hagen1,2,
A. Friebe1, R. Ellis1, M. Inman1, P.C. Arck1,2

1McMaster University, Department of Medicine, Hamilton,
Canada; 2Charité, University Medicine Berlin, Berlin,
Germany

Objective: Prenatal stress challenge is a pivotal environmental
factor which has been proposed to increase the vulnerability
of offspring to develop chronic diseases in later life. The aim
of our research is to identify biomarkers involved. Such
insights would not only allow early detection of individuals at
risk, but also open therapeutic targets for primary prevention.
In the present study, we analyzed the influence of prenatal
exposure to sound stress during late gestation in mice on
(i) placental integrity, function and apoptosis and (ii) fetal
development. Next, we evaluated if and how prenatal stress
challenge affects the risk to develop allergic asthma, a chronic
diseases that has experienced an unprecedented increase over
the past 5 decades (iii). Further, we tested if progesterone
supplementation could abrogate the effect of the prenatal
stress challenge (iiii).
Methods: In four subsequent experiments, BALB/c-mated
BALB/c mice were exposed to sound stress for 24 hours on
gestation day (gd) 12.5 and 14.5 employing a well established
device. In one experiment, pregnant mice were sacrificed on
gd 16.5, maternal serum was analysed for hormone levels and
placentas were morphologically and functionally analyzed.
Further, fetal development was scored gender-dependently
using the Theiler classification. In the second set of
experiments, litters were born and six weeks after birth,
allergic asthma was experimentally induced by sensitizing the
offspring with Ovalbumin (OVA), followed by nasal OVA-
allergen provocation. Sensitized offspring from non-stressed
mothers and non-sensitized mice served as controls. Offspring
were screened for immune cell frequency and phenotype in
lungs, bronchioalveolar fluid (BAL) and lung-draining lymph
nodes. In a third set, stress-challenged pregnant females were
treated with a progesterone derivative (dydrogesterone),
followed by Theiler analyses of the offspring on gd 16.5.
Fourth, vulnerability towards asthma was evaluated in adult
offspring from pregnancies in which stressed dams were
treated with dydrogesterone.
Results: Stress challenge resulted in decreased serum levels of
maternal progesterone and testosterone, associated with
placental endocrine dysfunction, such as low expression of
Proliferin in Trophoblast Giant Cells. Gross placental
morphology was not altered by stress challenge. We observed
an inverse association between food intake and maternal and
fetal weight. Fetal development was impaired upon stress
challenge, leading to growth restricted fetuses, especially
profound in females. Prenatally stressed adult offspring
revealed an increased susceptibility toward asthma, mirrored
by an increased airway response and influx of inflammatory
cells in the BAL. Further, decreased frequencies of regulatory
T cells (CD31CD41CD251forkhead box P3(foxP3)1and

increased frequencies of CD11c1CD42CD81 dendritic cells
were detectable in prenatally stressed adult offspring.
Interesting, progesterone supplementation abrogated the
impaired intrauterine development as well as the suscept-
ibility toward asthma in the female offspring.
Conclusion: Our study revealed that prenatal sound stress in
mice severely interferes with the intrauterine development,
resulting in offspring with an increased vulnerability toward
asthma-like symptoms. These effects were particularly pro-
found in female offspring and may account for the increased
incidence of chronic immune disorders. Supplementation of
progesterone during stress-challenged pregnancies abrogates
gender-dependently the increased susceptibility toward
asthma. We hypothesize that gender-dependent progesterone
receptor density after stress challenge may account for these
dramatic gender effects.

P-7C-325

Effect of maternal protein restriction in utero on adult
offspring lung morphometry

S.A. Davis1, M.J.J. Rose-Zerilli1, J.W. Holloway1,
C. Torrens2

1Infection, Inflammation and Immunity; 2Development Origins
of Health and Disease Divisions, School of Medicine, University
of Southampton, Southampton, United Kingdom

Objectives: Environmental challenges during early life have
been shown to result in greater risk of chronic diseases such as
diabetes and coronary disease in later life. Factors such as
unbalanced nutrition before birth result in metabolic and
structural adaptations that lead to persistent modifications to
offspring phenotype. There is evidence that respiratory
disease is influenced by the developmental environment.
Reduced fetal growth is associated with impaired lung
development, increasing risk of developing COPD in later
life. We investigated whether exposure to low protein in utero
affects offspring adult lung morphology.
Methods: Pregnant Wistar rats were allocated to either
control (C, 18% casein) or protein restricted (PR, 9% casein)
diet. Lungs were collected (225 days after birth) from the
offspring (C group, [male] n 5 6; PR group, [male] n 5 7).
Lungs were fixed for 24 hours in formalin then processed and
embedded in paraffin wax before entire lung was sectioned.
Sections were H and E stained. Significant differences were
determined using T-tests.
Results: There was no significant difference in lung weight
and perfused lung volume or between amount of alveolar
airspace, airways, airway components (lumen, epithelium and
smooth muscle) or vessel components (lumen and smooth
muscle) between the two groups, PR and C. However there
was a significant increase (p 5 0.046) in the amount of
smooth muscle around the vessels in the PR group compared
with controls.
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Conclusions: In this study there is no evidence to suggest that
in utero exposure to a maternal low protein diet has affected
adult lung weight or volume in 225 day old rats. However
measured smooth muscle in the pulmonary arteries of the PR
group is suggestive of vascular remodelling and pulmonary
hypertension in this group.

P-7C-326

Effects of seasonality at birth on asthma and pneumonia
in childhood and adult life in a birth cohort in southern
Brazil

D.A. González1, H.D. Gonçalves2, C.G. Victora1

1Post-graduate Program in Epidemiology, Federal University of
Pelotas, Brazil

Early infancy seems to be a period of particular susceptibility
for the development of allergies, as indicated by epidemio-
logical and experimental studies. The season of birth may
affect the future development of asthma and respiratory
diseases in childhood and in adulthood, but few studies have
examined these associations in low and middle income
countries.
Objective: To evaluate the effects of seasonality at birth on
hospitalizations due to asthma and pneumonia in preschool
children and on the diagnosis of asthma in adult life of
individuals belonging to the 1982 Pelotas (Brazil).
Methods: Population-based birth cohort study. Individuals
born in 1982 in Pelotas (southern Brazil) were visited on a
number of occasions from birth to age 23–24y. This cohort
included 5,914 live births and 77% were followed up until
adulthood. The independent variables evaluated were the
trimester of birth and the environmental temperature in the
first six months of life (average temperature in tertiles).
Information on daily average environmental temperature was
obtained from the records of the Research and Meteorological
Preview Center from the Federal University of Pelotas
(Brazil). The principal outcomes were evaluated at different
follow-up: hospitalization due to asthma and pneumonia in
childhood (1984 and 1986) and diagnosis of asthma in
adulthood (2004–05). All the analyses were adjusted for
maternal smoking, weight gain in pregnancy, socioeconomic
conditions at birth and age. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent were
obtained.
Results: Prevalence of hospitalizations due to respiratory
diseases in childhood oscillated between 3–10%. The risk of
hospitalization due to pneumonia and asthma among
children born between April and June (autumn) was 1.31
(CI95% 0.99–1.73) to 2.4 (CI95% 1.11–4.99) times higher
than that of children born between January and March
(summer). For temperature in the first six months after birth,
the risk of hospitalization was 1.64 (CI95% 1.26–2.13) to
3.16 (CI95% 1.63–6.12) times higher for those born in the

coldest compared to those born in the hottest tertile.
Hospitalizations in poor children were more frequent, but the
effects of seasonality on pneumonia were more evident among
the wealthiest. Asthma in adulthood (medical and symptomatic
diagnosis) was found in , 20% of the cohort members, but the
association with seasonality at birth was weak.
Conclusion: The effects of seasonality were stronger in
childhood and diminished with age. These results maybe
helpful for preventive guidelines directed to reduce the impact
and complications of respiratory diseases in early childhood.
Support: This study was partially funded by The Wellcome
Trust. The initial phases of the cohort study were supported
for the PRONEX, the Brazilian Ministry of Health,
International Development Research Centre of Canada, and
the United Nations Development Fund for Women (UK).

P-7C-327

Multi-hits endocrine hypothesis and asthma in
pre-adolescence

A.L. Kozyrskyj1,2, Y. Zeng1,2, B.J. MacNeil3, I. Colman2,
K.T. HayGlass4, C. Taylor5, A.B. Becker6

1Dept Pediatrics; 2School of Public Health, University of
Alberta, 11402 University Ave, Edmonton, Canada; 3School of
Rehabilitation Medicine; 4Dept Immunology; 5Faculty of
Human Ecology; 6Dept Pediatrics and Child Health, University
of Manitoba, 727 McDermot Ave, Winnipeg, Canada

Objective: This study was undertaken to determine the
association between endocrine changes and composite
measures of these changes, and asthma at age 12–13 years.
Stress affects multiple endocrine systems and together with
obesity and premature adrenarche, is increasingly being
recognized as a determinant of late-onset asthma. Our
findings will enable a better understanding of the interplay
between endocrine system changes and exposure to stress on
the development of asthma in pre-adolescence.
Methods: This was a longitudinal follow-up of the nested
case-control study of the 1995 SAGE birth cohort in
Manitoba, Canada. Children were first assessed for the
presence of asthma by a pediatric allergist at age 7–10 years
and re-assessed for incident asthma at age 12–13 years.
Endocrine levels (cortisol, dihydroepiandrosterone [DHEA],
leptin, estradiol, testosterone) were assayed in a fasting blood
sample obtained in these children at age 10–11 years.
Multiple logistic regression was conducted to determine the
association between child asthma at age 12–13 and individual
hormone levels, as well as with a composite measure of the
hormone levels (named multi-hits), defined by counting the
number of hormone levels (hits) in the highest or lowest
quartile. Low birth weight status and maternal postpartum
distress, defined on the basis of health care or prescription
medications for depression or anxiety, were also tested for
their association with pre-adolescent asthma. Associations are
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reported as the odds ratio (OR) at the 95% level of
confidence (CI). Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Hormone levels and asthma status were available for
300 children in the SAGE nested case-control study; 31%
had asthma at age 12–13 years. By this age, 14.5% of children
had 2 hormone levels which fell in the lowest or highest
quartile (predominantly testosterone and estradiol); 8.3% of
children had 3 hormones and 2.6% of had 4 or more
hormones which met this criterion. Few single hormones
were associated with asthma. However, an association was
found with the multi-hit composite measure, such that for
each unit increase in the number of abnormal hormone levels
the risk of asthma increased by 31% (OR 5 1.31, 95%CI:
1.06–1.62). This association was independent of gender and
maternal postpartum distress, of which the latter had a
border-line association with asthma (OR 5 1.56, 95%CI:
0.95–2.58). Of note, the multi-hits measure was not
predicted by low birth weight or maternal distress in the
postpartum period, but it did differ by gender.
Conclusions: This is a first report of the association between
abnormal levels of multiple, stress-responsive hormones at
school-age and pre-adolescent asthma in a general North
American population. Our findings provide evidence for a
multi-hits endocrine hypothesis for the origins of late-onset
asthma, which does not appear to be related to early life
exposure to maternal distress.

P-7C-328

Salmon in pregnancy study: the effects of increased oily
fish intake during pregnancy on maternal and cord blood
mononuclear cell fatty acid composition

L.-S. Kremmyda, M. Vlachava, E.A. Miles, P.S. Noakes,
N.D. Diaper, P.C. Calder

Institute of Human Nutrition and DOHaD Division,
School of Medicine, University of Southampton, IDS Building,
Southampton General Hospital, Southampton SO16 6YD,
United Kingdom

The prevalence of childhood atopic diseases (eczema, asthma,
allergies, hay-fever) has increased during the last 30 years1.
Epidemiological studies link higher fish intake during
pregnancy with lower risk of atopy in the offspring2. Fish
oil supplementation during pregnancy alters maternal and
offspring immunity in a way that would be consistent with
lowered risk of atopy3. Oily fish provide the long chain (LC)
n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) eicosapentaenoic
acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA). There are no
studies of oily fish intervention in pregnancy and maternal
and infant immunity.
Objective: To examine the hypothesis that increased oily fish
consumption during pregnancy by women with high risk of
having an atopic offspring will increase maternal and cord

blood mononuclear cell (BMC) LC n-3 PUFA status, which
may influence the developing foetal immune system in a way
that would decrease atopy risk for the offspring.
Methods: Pregnant women (n 5 123) with high risk of
having atopic offspring and with low habitual intake of oily
fish (<2/month) were randomised at 20 weeks of pregnancy
to either consuming two portions of farmed salmon a week or
continuing their habitual diet until the end of their
pregnancy. The women attended a clinic at weeks 20
(n 5 123 attended) and 34 of pregnancy (n 5 111 attended),
at which fasting blood samples were collected and a food
frequency questionnaire (FFQ) was administered. Cord blood
was collected at delivery (n 5 101). Maternal and cord BMC
fatty acid composition was determined by gas chromatogra-
phy. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: The mean total daily intake of EPA plus DHA based on
FFQ increased in the salmon group from 140 mg/day to
410 mg/day (p , 0.001), whereas in the control group there
was no significant change. In the control group (n 5 50) mean
maternal BMC EPA decreased from 0.67% to 0.35% of total
fatty acids from weeks 20 to 34 (p , 0.001), while mean DHA
decreased from 2.43% to 2.17% of total fatty acids (p 5 0.021).
In the salmon group (n 5 54) mean maternal BMC EPA
remained stable between weeks 20 and 34 of pregnancy (0.58%
and 0.55% of total fatty acids respectively; p 5 0.738), whereas
mean DHA increased from 2.59% to 2.86% of total fatty acids
(p 5 0.005). In cord BMCs there was a non-statistically
significant higher content of both EPA (0.41% vs. 0.34%;
p 5 0.339) and DHA (4.26% vs. 3.84%; p 5 0.109) in the
salmon group compared to the control (n 5 40 per group).
Conclusions: Consumption of two portions of oily fish by
pregnant women with a low habitual intake of oily fish
prevents the pregnancy-associated decrease in maternal
immune cell EPA and DHA status, and increases maternal
BMC DHA status. This is associated with a higher cord
BMC LC n-3 PUFA status. Increasing maternal and cord
blood immune cell EPA and DHA status may affect the
immune system of the mother and foetus in a way that
would decrease atopy risk for the offspring. Support: The
European Commission under Framework 6 and forms part of
the AquaMax project (FOOD-CT-2006-016249-2). The
authors thank staff at the Princess Anne Hospital, South-
ampton, and the Medical Research Council Epidemiology
Resource Centre.

1. T.K. Ninan, G. Russell. BMJ, 304:873–875, 1992.
2. S. Willers et al., Thorax, 62:773–779, 2007.
3. S. Krauss-Etschmann et al., J Allergy Clin Immunol,

121:464–470, 2008.
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Effect of maternal protein restriction in utero on F1 and
F2 offspring lung physiology
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M.J.J. Rose-Zerilli1, S.A. Davis1, G.C. Burdge2,
J.W. Holloway1, C. Torrens2

1Infection, Inflammation and Immunity; 2Development Origins
of Health and Disease Divisions, School of Medicine, University
of Southampton, Southampton, United Kingdom

Objectives: Environmental challenges during early life have
been shown to result in greater risk of chronic diseases such as
diabetes and coronary disease in later life. Environmental
factors such as unbalanced nutrition before birth result in
metabolic and structural adaptations that lead to persistent
modifications to offspring phenotype. There is evidence that
respiratory disease is also influenced by developmental
environment. Reduced fetal growth is associated with
impaired lung development and increased risk of asthma in
childhood. We investigated whether maternal exposure to low
protein during pregnancy affects offspring lung size and
volume.
Methods: Pregnant Wistar rats were allocated to either
control (C, 18% casein) or protein restricted (PR, 9% casein)
diet for the duration of the pregnancy. Lung tissue was
harvested from F1 (28 days) and F2 (22 day) male offspring
(C group, F1 n 5 5, F2 n 5 18; PR group, F1 n 5 7, F2

n 5 16). Lungs were fixed by tracheal instillation of formalin
and volumes were calculated by volume displacement.
Significant differences were determined using Mann-Whitney
U tests in SPSS v15.
Results: In this study we found a significant reduction in
body and lung weight in F2 PR offspring. However, this
reduction in lung weight does not remain significant after
adjusting for body wt. Although statistically non-significant,
ancestral PR rats have a smaller median lung volume index,
equating to a median reduction of 23% (F1) and 20% (F2)
compared to C animals.

Lung measurements

(Median (Range)) F1Control F1 PR F2 Control F2 PR

Body weight (g) 96 (87–101) 81 (72–101) 76 (61–88) *66 (60–73)

Total lung weight (g) 0.93 (0.68–1.51) 0.82 (0.52–1.51) 0.85 (0.58–1.19) -0.78 (0.50–1.06)

Lung volume (ml) 0.70 (0.41–0.93) 0.46 (0.32–0.97) 0.61 (0.32–1.15) 0.47 (0.32–1.40)

Lung weight index

(% of lung

wt/body wt)

0.92 (0.70–1.24) 1.03 (0.69–1.57) 1.11 (0.78–1.83) 1.17 (0.78–1.57)

Lung volume index

(ml/kg of body wt)

6.96 (4.70–9.65) 5.36 (3.2–13.47) 8.89

(4.47–14.59)

7.09 (4.62–22.30)

*22tailed P value 5 0.0004; y2 tailed P value 5 0.044.

Conclusions: This study has shown a reduction of body and
lung weight at 22 days of age in F2 PR rats which is not
seen in 28day old F1 animals. However, the reduction in
lung weight is in proportion with body weight. Therefore, it
is likely that there is a period of catch-up growth that occurs
in PR rats up to 22 days of age and by day 28 they are
similar in weight to controls. During this growth period the
lungs appear to remain in proportion to body size. The
apparent reduction of the lung volume index in both

generations is suggestive of decreased internal lung surface
area induced by programmed changes to lung maturation
that could affect alveoli number or size and may be
controlled by epigenetic mechanisms. These hypotheses will
be confirmed by analysis of lung stereology, gene expression
and DNA methylation.

P-7C-330

Maternal dietary polyunsaturated fatty acids in the early
development of the immune system

N. van Vlies1, A. Hogenkamp1, E.C.A.M. van Esch1,
G.A. Hofman1, J. Garssen1,2

1Division of Pharmacology and Pathophysiology, Utrecht
Institute for Pharmaceutical Sciences, Utrecht University,
The Netherlands; 2Danone Research, Centre for Specialized
Nutrition, Immunology, Wageningen, The Netherlands

Objective: Polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) are impor-
tant immune modulating elements. Prostaglandins and
leukotrienes, which play an important role in the immune
response, are derived from PUFAs. Furthermore, PUFAs can
alter immune cell function via various mechanisms, including
the activation of transcription factors1. The development of
the immune system occurs mostly perinatally and since most
PUFAs are acquired from the diet, the maternal diet may
influence fetal and neonatal PUFA status. During the last
decades there has been a significant increase in the prevalence
of allergic disorders which coincides with a marked change in
dietary fatty acid intake2,3. Therefore, we investigated the
effect of maternal dietary v-3 and v-6 PUFAs on the
development of the imuune system in the offspring.
Methods: Pregnant and/or lactating BALB/c mice were fed
diets varying in C18:3v-3/C18:2v-6 ratio. After weaning,
pups were transferred to a Western-style diet and the effects
of maternal PUFA-diet were examined using the ovalbumin-
induced allergic asthma model.
Results: Significant differences in the acute allergic skin
response were observed between different diet groups and
between different feeding periods; all PUFA-diets lowered the
acute allergic skin response compared to control diet, but the
high C18:3v-3 diet was most effective when fed during
lactation while the high C18:2v-6 diet diminished the
allergic skin response most when fed to pregnant dams.
Conclusions: Both the maternal v3 and v6-PUFA-diets
lowered the allergic skin response in the adult offspring,
indicating a long lasting effect of the maternal diet. Because
each diet has the strongest effect when given in a different
feeding period, the mechanism by which these PUFAs lower
the allergic response might also differ.

1. U. Enke et al. Br J Nutr, 100:1158–68, 2008.
2. P.C. Calder, Clin Exp Allergy, 33:412–5, 2003.
3. A.P. Simopoulos, Biomed Pharmacother, 56:365–79, 2002.
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Chronic hypoxia in-utero alters the role of superoxide
anions in peripheral chemoreceptors in the anaesthetised
adult rat

W.H.R. Rook, A.M. Coney, J.M. Marshall.

School of Clinical and Experimental Medicine, University of
Birmingham, Birmingham, UK

Objective: In the rat, chronic hypoxia in-utero reduces
baseline ventilation in the adult offspring (CHU) breathing
room air and, in carotid bodies isolated from these rats,
the responses to acute hypoxia are also blunted[1]. We
have presented evidence of increased oxidative stress in
the hindlimb vasculature of CHU rats [in press], and also
of changes in the oxidative profile of the hindlimb muscles
[2]. We have now examined the role of superoxide
dismutase (SOD; a major contributor to oxidative stress)
on baseline ventilation and the ventilatory response to acute
hypoxia.
Methods: Pregnant Wistar rats were exposed to 12% O2

from day 11–21 of pregnancy and CHU offspring were
born into, and reared in room air. At 8–9 weeks of age,
normal (N) and CHU rats were anaesthetised and the
trachea, brachial arteries and femoral vein cannulated.
Respiratory frequency (RF) and ventilatory tidal volume
(VT) were recorded during air breathing and 10 minute
periods of breathing 8% O2, before and during infusion of
the cell permeant SOD inhibitor Diethyldithiocarbamate
(DETC). Arterial blood gasses were sampled in normoxia
and in the 10th minute of hypoxia.
Results: When breathing room air, CHU rats had
significantly lower PaO2, but normal PaCO2, and minute
ventilation tended to be depressed relative to N rats as a
result of a lower baseline RF. In response to 8% O2, both N
and CHU rats showed similar increases in RF but VT

increased more in CHU such that minute ventilation was
similar in both groups. In normoxia, DETC caused a
reduction in PaO2, but no change in PaCO2 or respiratory
variables in both N and CHU rats. In hypoxia, PaO2 and
PaCO2 were similar in N and CHU rats, however,
DETC blunted the increase in RF recorded at the first
minute of acute hypoxia in N rats, but abolished it in
CHU rats.
Conclusions: These results suggest that the tonic drive to
respiration from peripheral chemoreceptors is reduced in
CHU relative to N rats. They also raise the possibility that
superoxide makes a larger contribution to the ventilatory
drive induced by peripheral chemoreceptor stimulation
during air breathing and acute hypoxia in CHU than N rats.
Support: BHF.

1. Coney A., Marshall J.M., Early Human Dev, 83:S69,
2007.

2. Rook, W.H.R., et al. Proc Physiol Soc. 2008.
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Is there association of preterm birth and intrauterine
growth restriction with asthma in young adults?

F.T. Uema1, E.O. Vianna2, V.C. Cardoso3, A.A.M. Silva4,
M.A. Barbieri3, H. Bettiol3

1Department of Pediatrics, Faculty of Medicine of Marilia.
Avenida Monte Carmelo 800, Marilia, SP, Brazil;
2Department of Medicine, Faculty of Medicine of Ribeirao Preto,
University of Sao Paulo. Avenida Bandeirantes 3900, Ribeirao
Preto, SP, Brazil; 3Department of Pediatrics, Faculty of
Medicine of Ribeirao Preto, University of Sao Paulo. Avenida
Bandeirantes 3900, Ribeirao Preto, SP, Brazil. Department of
Public Health, Federal University of Maranhao, Rua Barao de
Itapary 155, Sao Luis, MA, Brazil

Objective: To verify the association between preterm birth
and markers of impaired intrauterine growth and asthma in
early adult life.
Methods: Data from 2063 young adults (23–25 years old)
from a large population-based birth cohort from Ribeirão
Preto, São Paulo State, Brazil, was studied. At birth, the
following variables were collected: birth weight, preterm birth
(gestational age ,37 complete weeks), newborn gender,
maternal smoking during pregnancy, maternal schooling and
age, occupation of the family head and mode of delivery. The
concept of intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) was based
on the ratio between the newborn’s weight and the mean
weight for gestational age of the sex-specific reference curve. A
birth weight ratio (BWR) >0.85 was defined as no IUGR,
and a BWR , 0.85 was defined as IUGR. Newborns were
classified as large for gestational age, appropriate for
gestational age, and small for gestational age when their
birth weight was, respectively, above the 90th percentile,
between the 90th and 10th percentiles, and less than the 10th
percentile of the weight for gestational age from the curve of
Williams et al. At 23–25 years old, the following data were
collected: participant’s body mass index (BMI), schooling,
smoking habit and asthma, and current occupation of the
family head. Two aspects of asthma diagnosis were
considered: bronchial hiperresponsiveness to metacholine
challenge test and symptoms. Four multiple logistic regres-
sion models were used to evaluate factors associated to asthma
in adult life, one of each explanatory variable (preterm birth,
IUGR, birth weight and adequacy of birth weight for
gestational age). Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: From the original 2063 individuals, 1862 performed
the metacholine test and 201 (10.9%) were considered
asthmatic. In the adjusted analysis, in the four models the
individuals of lower schooling level, those belonging to
manual working classes and those who were ex-smokers had
higher risk of asthma at 23–25 years old (p , 0.05), whilst
male gender showed a protective effect (p , 0.001). Preterm
birth (p 5 0.958), birth weight (p 5 0.867), IUGR
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(p 5 0.954) and adequacy of birth weight for gestational age
(p 5 0.648) were not associated to asthma.
Conclusions: There was no association between preterm
births and markers of IUGR and asthma in early adult life.
Conversely, there was an association between asthma and
socioeconomic factors and participant’s smoking habit, with
ex-smokers being more prone to have asthma. Support:
CNPq, FAPESP and FAEPA.
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Gestational chronic hypoxia programs developmental
origins of pulmonary hypotension in adulthood which
is nitric oxide-independent

G. Ebensperger1, R.A. Riquelme2, V.R. Reyes1,
E.A. Herrera1,3,5, C.E. Ulloa1, M. Dı́az1,4, D.A. Giussani5,
A.J. Llano1,3,6

1Laboratorio de Fisiologı́a y Fisiopatologı́a del Desarrollo,
Facultad de Medicina; 2Facultad Ciencias Quı́micas y Farm-
acéuticas; 3International Center for Andean Studies; 4Escuela de
Obstetricia, Universidad de Chile, Libertador Bernardo
O’Higgins 1058, Santiago, Chile; 5Department of Physiology,
Development and Neuroscience, University of Cambridge,
Cambridge CB2 3EG, UK; 6Universidad de Tarapacá, General
Velásquez 1775, Arica, Chile

Neonatal lambs whose pregnancy took place partially in high
altitude have pulmonary arterial hypertension. In contrast,
when these neonates turn into young adult sheep they show
pulmonary artery hypotension compared to low altitude
controls.
Objective: To investigate whether the pulmonary artery
hypotension in these young adult sheep was the result of
enhanced pulmonary NO function.
Methods: Thirteen pregnant ewes were divided into two
groups: conception, pregnancy, delivery and postnatal period
at lowland (Santiago, 580 m, LLL, n 5 7) and conception at
lowland, taken to high altitude (Putre, 3,600 m) from 30% of
gestation until delivery, return to lowland at postnatal day 1
(LHL, n 5 6) and kept in lowland until adulthood. Under
general anesthesia, the young adult sheep (15 to 18 months)
were instrumented with pulmonary catheters. Pulmonary
arterial pressure (PAP), cardiac output (CO) and pulmonary
vascular resistance (PVR) was determined in vivo during basal
and acute hypoxic conditions before and after treatment with
L-NAME. Ex vivo wire myography was performed on isolated
small pulmonary arteries and the dilator responses to the NO
donor, sodium nitroprusside (SNP) and to sildenafil were
evaluated. Finally, we determined eNOS, sGC and PDE5
protein expression in pulmonary tissue. The University of Chile
Ethics Committee approved all experimental procedures.
Results: Basal values for PAP (Figure A) and PVR
(0.108 6 0.007 vs. 0.068 6 0.006 torr 3 ml21 3 kg 3 min;
p , 0.05) were significantly lower in LHL vs. LLL. During

acute hypoxia plus L-NAME there was a lesser increase in
PAP in LHL (27.4 6 1.9 vs. 32.03 6 2 torr; p 5 0.078) with
no differences in PVR and CO between both groups. The
small pulmonary arteries showed no differences in the
relaxation to SNP. In contrast, there was a diminished
relaxation to sildenafil in LHL compared to LLL (Figure B).
We found no differences in eNOS and sGC protein
expression between the two groups of sheep. However,
PDE5 protein expression was significantly less in LHL sheep
compared to LLL sheep (Figure C).
Conclusions: Partial exposure to high altitude during
pregnancy resulted in lower pulmonary arterial pressure in
young sheep. This hypotension is not NO dependant.
However, the decreased protein expression and function of
PDE5, could result in higher cGMP function and may
explain the reduced pulmonary arterial resistance in young
adult sheep that underwent high altitude hypoxia during its
pregnancy. Support: FONDECYT 1050479, 1090355.

P-7C-334

Effects of antenatal steroid exposure on pulmonary
function and aerobic fitness in adolescents born
prematurely with very low birth weight

P.A. Nixon1,2, L.K. Washburn2, T.M. O’Shea2

1Department of Health and Exercise Science, Wake Forest
University; 2Department of Pediatrics, Wake Forest University
School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC, USA

Objective: Persons born prematurely with very low birth
weight (VLBW) have been show to have reduced pulmonary
function, lower fitness, and increased risk for cardiovascular
and other chronic diseases. Women with preterm labor are
often given glucocorticoid injections to facilitate lung
maturation and survival of the infant. While the immediate
effects are beneficial in the infant, the long-term effects are
not known. Consequently, the objective of this study was to
examine the effects of antenatal glucocorticoid exposure
(ANS) on pulmonary function and aerobic fitness in a cohort
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of adolescents born prematurely with very low birth weight
(VLBW), 50% of whom were exposed to antenatal
corticosteroid therapy.
Methods: Fourteen year-old adolescents born preterm with
VLBW (between 1992–1995) were recruited using informa-
tion from a computerized neonatal database, and volunteers
were asked to perform pulmonary function and exercise
testing. Forced vital capacity (FVC) and forced expiratory
volume in 1 sec (FEV1) were assessed via standard
spirometery, and aerobic fitness (VO2peak) was assessed via
analysis of expired gases collected during progressive exercise
testing on a cycle ergometer. Independent t-tests were used to
make between group comparisons based on ANS exposure
(exposed ANS1 v. unexposed ANS-). Chi-squared analysis was
used to compare proportions. Data are expressed as means and
standard deviations or percentages. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ assent and
guardians’ written informed consent were obtained.
Results: To date, 100 14 year-old adolescents (43% male,
50% Caucasian) have been enrolled. Thirty-nine children
were exposed and 61 were not exposed to ANS. Mean FVC,
expressed as % of predicted, was significantly (p 5 0.02)
higher in ANS1 (104 1 13%) than ANS- (97 1 16%). In
contrast, the mean FEV1 did not differ between ANS1 and
ANS2 groups (89 1 12% and 85 1 16%, respectively.
However, a significantly greater percentage of the ANS-
group (33%) had an FEV1 , 80% of predicted compared to
the ANS1 group (15%) (X2 5 3.93, p , .05). VO2peak (% of
predicted) did not differ between the two groups (85 1 19%
v. 82 1 21% for ANS1 and ANS-, respectively). Thirty-
nine% of the ANS1 and 51% of the ANS2 had reduced
fitness (,80% of predicted), but the proportions were not
significantly different.
Conclusion: These data support a long-term beneficial effect
of antenatal steroid exposure on pulmonary function, but not
on aerobic fitness, in adolescents born prematurely with
VLBW. The reduced fitness observed in both groups may
contribute to the increased risk of developing cardiovascular
as well as other chronic diseases in adulthood. Support : The
General Clinical Research Center of Wake Forest University
Baptist Medical Center MO1-RR07122 and NIH Grant
number PO1HD047584.

P-8A-335

Associations between lactase persistence and the metabolic
syndrome: a Mendelian randomization study in the
Canary Islands

R. Almon1, E.E. Álvarez-Leon2, P. Engfeldt1, L. Serra
Majem2, Anders Magnuson3, T.K. Nilsson4

1Family Medicine Research Centre, School of Health and
Medical Sciences, Örebro University, Örebro, Sweden;
2Department of Clinical Sciences, Faculty of Health Sciences,
University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria, and Service of

Preventive Medicine, University Hospital Insular of Gran
Canaria, Canarian Health Service, Canary Islands, Spain;
3Statistical and Epidemiology Unit, Örebro University Hospital,
Örebro, Sweden; 4Department of Clinical Chemistry, Örebro
University Hospital, Örebro, Sweden

Objective: The single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) LCT
213910 C . T associated with genetically determined
phenotypes of lactase persistence (LP) or non-persistence
(LNP) was studied in relation to the metabolic syndrome
(MetS) by Mendelian randomization (MR). Mendelian
randomization is a new approach for studying modifiable
causes of disease in genetic epidemiology. The metabolic
syndrome is a concept that assembles risk factors for
cardiovascular disease, type II diabetes and stroke into a
defined clinical phenotype. The aim of the study was to
identify a possible intermediate phenotype for MetS that is
associated with LP or LNP that has been shown to modulate
milk and dairy product consumption.
Methods: A representative sample of adults belonging to the
Canary Islands Nutrition Survey (ENCA) in Spain aged
18–75 years (n 5 551) was genotyped for the LCT 213910
C . T polymorphism. Mendelian randomization was used to
assess, if milk consumption is correlated to the metabolic
syndrome. Adult Treatment Panel III (ATP III) was used to
define MetS. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: The studied population shows 60% of subjects with
LP and 40% with LNP. In the total population, 84 of the
subjects with LP (27.3%) and 41 (19.7%) subjects with LNP
met the definition for MetS (p 5 0.047). Women with LP
showed, after adjustment for environmental and nutritional
variables, an odds ratio (OR) for MetS of 2.13; 95% CI:
1.09–4.17 (p 5 0.032). Women with LP also displayed a
higher prevalence of triglyceridemia (>150 mg/dl)
(p 5 0.021). Men, aged 45–75, with LP had significantly
greater waist circumferences (p 5 0.049).
Conclusions: The T allele of the SNP, LCT–13910 C . T,
might constitute a nutrigenetic factor increasing the suscept-
ibility of LP subjects, especially women, to develop MetS.
Support: The Spanish Canarian Health Service supported the
Canary Islands Nutrition Survey (ENCA). The present work
was also supported by the Örebro County Council, Sweden.

P-8A-336

Long-term inflammatory consequences of maternal
smoking: findings from young adults belonging to a
Brazilian birth cohort

A. Nazmi1, I.O. Oliveira2, B.L. Horta3, C.G. Victora3

1California Polytechnic State University, Food Science and
Nutrition Department, 1 Grand Avenue, San Luis Obispo, CA,
USA 93407; 2Universidade Federal de Pelotas, Departamento
de Fisiologia e Farmacologia, Instituto de Biologia, Campus
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Universitário, Pelotas, RS, Brasil 96010; 3Universidade Federal
de Pelotas, Programa de Pós-Graduação em Epidemiologia, Rua
Marechal Deodoro 1160, Pelotas, RS, Brasil 96020, Brasil

Objective: Smoking during pregnancy is associated with low
birthweight and a number of other poor health outcomes in
offspring, but the impact of maternal smoking on inflam-
matory outcomes in offspring has not been investigated. We
examined the effects of smoking during pregnancy on
elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) levels in young adults
belonging to a Brazilian birth cohort.
Methods: The 1982 Pelotas birth cohort has followed-up
5914 individuals since birth, most recently in 2004 when the
entire cohort was sought and levels of serum CRP were
measured. Sociodemographic and behavioral variables were
collected at every follow-up. Three sex-stratified logistic
regression models with robust variance estimates were
constructed to assess the impact of maternal smoking on
elevated CRP levels (.10 mg/L) at age 23 years. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: During pregnancy, 64% of mothers were non-
smokers whereas 27% smoked 1–14 cigarettes daily (light)
and 9% smoked 15 or more (heavy). In 2004, 4297 cohort
members were followed-up (77.4% follow-up rate including
known deaths) and 3827 had CRP levels measured. Four
percent of men and 9% of women had elevated CRP levels.
In unadjusted analyses, a significant trend between maternal
smoking and elevated CRP levels was observed in men only
(p 5 0.05). After adjusting for confounding factors (model 1:
socioeconomic indicators at birth; mother’s skin color;
birthweight; gestational age; breastfeeding), odds ratios
(95% CI) for elevated CRP levels were 1.92 (1.09, 3.40)
for light smokers and 2.29 (1.02, 5.15) for heavy smokers
during pregnancy (p for trend 5 0.007). Further adjustment
for concurrent socioeconomic factors (model 2: family
income and offspring’s attained education) weakened point
estimates slightly and a significant trend persisted. Behavioral
variables known to impact CRP levels were then added
(model 3: body mass index, smoking, and alcohol intake) but
did not notably impact associations. All associations were
apparent only in men.
Conclusions: These findings suggest that smoking during
pregnancy may have long-term consequences for the devel-
oping immune system, resulting in impaired regulation of the
complement cascade or other inflammatory pathways.
Further research on the associated pathways is called for.
Support sources: Wellcome Trust, International Development
Research Center (Canada), WHO, Overseas Development
Administration (UK), UN Development Fund for Women,
National Program for Centers of Excellence (Brazil), National
Research Council (Brazil), Ministry of Health (Brazil).

Table. Odds Ratio (95% CI) of elevated C-reactive protein
levels (.10 mg/L) by categories of maternal smoking (daily

cigarette consumption in # of cigarettes). The 1982 Pelotas
birth cohort study (1982 and 2004).

Crude Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Male (N) 1919 1485 1485 1482

0 cigarettes/d (ref) (ref) (ref) (ref)

1–14 1.32 (0.79,2.21) 1.92 (1.09,3.40) 1.88 (1.06,3.32) 1.79 (1.02,3.17)

151 1.94 (1.01,3.75) 2.29 (1.02,5.15) 2.15 (0.96,4.84) 2.06 (0.92,4.63)

P for trend 0.05 0.007 0.01 0.02

Female (N) 1370 1060 1060 1059

0 cigarettes/d (ref) (ref) (ref) (ref)

1–14 1.32 (0.87,2.00) 1.42 (0.85,2.37) 1.39 (0.83,2.32) 1.33 (0.79,2.24)

151 1.19 (0.60,2.38) 0.87 (0.28,2.65) 0.81 (0.26,2.53) 0.73 (0.22,2.39)

P for trend 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.8

*Pregnant women and women using oral contraceptive therapies excluded.

P-8A-337

Blood pressure in 8-and 10-year old singleton intra
cytoplasmic sperm injection children compared to
spontaneously conceived children

F. Belva1, R.C. Painter2, J. De Schepper1, T.J. Roseboom2,
I. Liebaers1, M. Bonduelle1

1VUB, Brussels, Belgium; 2AMC, Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Objective: Accumulating evidence suggests that the pre-
implantation environment has an influence on postnatal
development and cardio-metabolic health later in life. To
evaluate if the in vitro procedure in humans has long term
consequences on the cardiovascular functioning, we com-
pared blood pressure at the age of 8 and 10 years in children
born after intra cytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) with
children born after spontaneous conception (SC).
Methods: Longitudinal questionnaire data and parameters
collected at physical examination including longitudinal
blood pressure measurements of 8-year-old ICSI children
were compared with those of peers born after SC. At the age
of 10 years, 108 of the initially recruited 150 ICSI children
were re-examined and 93 out of the 147 SC children. All
children were singletons born after 32 weeks gestation. Blood
pressure measurements were taken using a portable manual
sphygmometer. The measurements were taken by a qualified
investigator on the non-dominant arm in the sitting position
after the child had been seated for at least five minutes.
Results: Blood pressure measurements were available at 8
years in 100 ICSI and 90 SC children and at years in 104
ICSI and 92 SC children. Birth weight, birth weight SDS,
birth length and gestational age did not differ between the
ICSI population and the SC group. Anthropometric findings
such as height and weight in ICSI and SC children were
comparable, at the age of 8 as well at the age of 10 years.
Systolic and diastolic blood pressure were higher in ICSI
children than in SC children at the age of 8 years (98 mmHg
versus 94 mmHg; p , 0.001; and 59 mmHg versus
55 mmHg; p 5 0.001 respectively). The difference remained
after correcting for birth characteristics (weight, gestational
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age), maternal factors (age, nulliparity, level of education) and
current physical characteristics (age, BMI, pubertal score).
Ten-year old ICSI children had a comparable systolic but a
lower diastolic blood pressure compared to their spontaneous
conceived peers (99 mmHg versus 99 mmHg; p 5 0.5 and
65 mmHg versus 68 mmHg; p 5 0.002 respectively),
although the effect of lower diastolic blood pressure in 10-
year-old children attenuated after adjusting for confounders.
Conclusion: ICSI conception is associated with a 5 mmHg
increase in blood pressure at 8 years, but this finding could
not be confirmed at age 10. Blood pressure levels in
childhood are known to be predictive of those in later life.
Our findings warrant long-term follow-up of ICSI conceived
individuals to assess possible effects of periconception events
on cardiovascular health in later life. Currently, ICSI children
are being examined at the age of 14–15 years.

P-8A-338

Effects of teratogenic agents on zebrafish (Danio rerio)
nervous system development

K. Boric1,2,3, K. Whitlock1,2,3

1Centro de Neurociencias Valparaı́so; 2Centro de Genómica
Celular, Núcleo Milenio, Universidad de Valparaı́so3

Objectives: We are studying the effects of environmentally
induced birth defects in the nervous system using zebrafish
(Danio rerio) as a model system. Specifically, we are using
three teratogenic agents: Alcohol, Triazol and Ivermectin and
analyzing their affects on early development. Alcohol is a very
common teratogenic agent; when consumed during preg-
nancy in humans it can cause craniofacial malformations in
the offspring as well as a wide spectrum of neurological and
behavioral disorders, collectively known as Fetal Alcohol
syndrome (FAS)1. It is well accepted that Alcohol affects the
development of craniofacial structures2 and these structures
arise from cranial neural crest (CNC) cells during early
development. A less commonly known teratogen is the
fungicide Triazol, which is also known to cause craniofacial
malformations3. Finally, Ivermectin, an antiparasitic widely
used in humans, pets, cattle and controversially used in
aquiculture, may have a teratogenic effect on CNC. CNC
share a common border with the cells that will give rise to the
olfactory placode (OP) during development of the zebrafish4,
thus we propose these teratogenic agents might also affect the
development of the olfactory system. We are analyzing the
effects of Alcohol, Triazol and Ivermectin on OP and CNC
progenitor migration and gene expression.
Methods: 3–4 hours post fertilization (hpf) zebrafish embryos
were incubated with different ethanol/ pisco (100 to
400 mM), Triazol (0,12 g/L to 12 g/L) and Ivermectin
(10 mg/L to 500 mg/L) concentrations until they reached a
desired embryonic stage. The embryos were processed for in
situ hybridizations using chemokines probes (receptor and

ligand), members of a signaling pathway recently shown to be
fundamental for olfactory placode development5. For in vivo
analysis of cell migration we used embryos expressing Green
Fluorescent Protein in developing CNC. For morphological
analysis, we analyzed structural malformations and cell death.
Results: Our results suggest that alcohol affects OP progenitor
organization, CNC migration, and enhances cell death. Also,
alcohol produces craniofacial abnormalities very similar to the
malformations seen in FAS patients. Triazol affects CNC
migration and produces craniofacial malformations (Figure 1).
Ivermectin effects on CNC are more subtle, but a total lack of
spontaneous movements was observed with higher concentrations.

Figure 1: in vivo CNC Migration. 16–18 somites sox10-GFP
embryos incubated with 1,2g/L Triazol. A & B. Fronto-dorsal
images of CNC (in white) Maximun intensity projection of Z stacks
taken with a confocal microscope. A. Control: Migrating CNC. a:
anterior, p: posterior, B. 1,2g/L Triazol. The cells are less aggregated
compared with the control, which might indicate a disrupted
migration (A).

Conclusions: This research will allow us to better understand
the mechanisms by which teratogenic effects converge on the
given developmental events thus creating common pheno-
types in affected individuals.

1. K. Sulik, Exp Biol Med, 230:366–75, 2005.
2. L. Hoffman et al., Int J Dev Biol, 43:167–74, 1999.
3. E. Menegola et al., In vitro Cell Dev Bio, 36:88–95, 2009.
4. K. Whitlock, Brain Behav Evol, 64:126–140, 2004.
5. N. Miyasaka et al. Development, 134:2459–2468, 2007.

P-8A-339

Derangements in global methylation in very young
children with nonisolated congenital heart disease

S.A. Borst1, L.M.J.W. van Driel1,2, R. de Jonge3,
W.A. Helbing2, M.F. Wildhagen4, E.A.P. Steegers1,
R.P.M. Steegers-Theunissen1,2,5,6

1Obstetrics and Gynecology/Division of Obstetrics and Prenatal
Medicine; 2Pediatrics/Division of Pediatric Cardiology; 3Clin-
ical Chemistry; 4Urology; 5Clinical Genetics and 6Epidemiology,
Erasmus Medical Center, Dr. Molewaterplein 50, 3015 GE
Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Objective: To investigate associations between the global
methylation status in blood and congenital heart defects
(CHDs). We hypothesize that the global methylation status
in children with CHD is altered due to a derangement in
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intrauterine metabolic programming as a consequence of
periconceptional exposure to maternal hyperhomocysteine-
mia and concomitant global hypomethylation. The observa-
tions that derangements in DNA methylation due to
alterations in the global methylation status in blood and
other tissues during pregnancy and post-weaning can modify
embryonic, fetal and metabolic development are in line with
the developmental origin of health and disease hypothesis1–4.
Methods: In the Western part of the Netherlands a case-
control study was performed in 143 case children with
CHD and 186 children without a congenital malformation
at the age of 17 months. The case group comprised isolated
(n 5 119) and non-isolated CHD (n 5 24), including 16
syndromal CHD. The primary outcomes were the biomar-
kers of the global methylation status determined in blood,
i.e., S-adenosylmethionine (SAM), S-adenosylhomocysteine
(SAH), total homocysteine (tHcy), folate, and vitamin B12,
and the methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase polymorphisms,
i.e., MTHFR; 677C . T and 1298A . C. Comparisons
were made between cases and controls with and without
adjustment for age, medication, vitamin use, and family
history of CHD. Odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence
interval (95%CI) estimating the risk of CHD were
calculated.
Results: In the overall CHD group the median concentra-
tions of SAM (P 5 .01), serum folate (P 5 .02) and red blood
cell folate (P 5 .03) were significantly higher than in controls.
In particular in nonisolated CHD significantly higher median
concentrations of SAM (P , .001), SAH (P 5 .01), and
serum folate (P 5 .01) were established independent of
carriership of the MTHFR polymorphisms. The highest
concentrations of SAM, SAH and serum folate were observed
in nonisolated syndromic CHD. High SAM and serum folate
both increased the overall CHD risk, OR (95% CI) 1.71
(0.96–3.07) and 1.72 (0.96–3.09), respectively.
Conclusion: A status of global hypermethylation in very
young children is associated with CHD, in particular
nonisolated syndromic CHD. Research is needed to unravel
whether the increased biomarker concentration of methyla-
tion biomarkers and folate reflect a metabolic derangement
induced in early pregnancy or is a consequence of CHD.
Support: The Netherlands Heart Foundation (2006B083 &
2002B027) and the Corporate Development International
(2005).

1. R. Jaenisch, A. Bird. Nat Genet, 33S:245–54, 2003.
2. P. Bateson et al., Nature, 430:419–21, 2004.
3. G.C. Burdge et al., Br J Nutr, 97:1036–46, 2007.
4. P.D. Gluckman et al., N Engl J Med, 359:61–73, 2008.

P-8A-340

Maternal protein restriction induces tissue-specific global
downregulation of gene expression in microswine offspring

O. Denisenko1, S. Bagby2

1Department of Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle,
WA 98109; 2Division of Nephrology, Oregon Health & Science
University, Portland VA Med Ctr, Portland, OR 97239, USA

Objective: Malnutrition in pregnant animals produces lasting
changes in offspring physiology and metabolism. However,
molecular mechanisms by which the intrauterine environ-
ment conveys fetal programming remain to be defined. We
hypothesized that one of the primary effects of dietary
restrictions is a decrease in availability of substrates for
synthesis of RNA and other molecules. Therefore, limited
nutrients may globally slow down transcription rate and
decrease per cell transcript levels. We further postulated that,
along the fetal blood flow route, downstream (post-heart)
tissues receiving less flow at lower pO2 (kidneys) will be more
affected than those located upstream (pre-heart) receiving
oxygenated placental blood (liver). If true, such an effect may
have a fundamental lasting impact on organism function.
Methods: To explore the effect of dietary limitations on fetal
gene expression, we used a microswine model of maternal
protein restriction (MPR) where low protein diet (1% v 14%
NP) was applied during the last trimester of pregnancy and
for 2 weeks after birth. We used several approaches to
estimate per cell RNA levels in kidney cortex and livers from
animals during MPR (2 days before birth; 2 weeks after birth)
and in juveniles (3–5 months). First, as cell number in a tissue
fragment is proportional to the DNA content, we extracted
total nucleic acids (DNA 1 RNA) from tissues and estimated
per cell RNA content by measuring RNA/DNA ratios.
Second, we measured levels of ten different individual
mRNAs (RT qPCR) and total mRNA (biotinylated cDNA
synthesized with oligo-dT primer (poly(A)1 RNA)) per 1 mg
of each RNA sample, that were normalized to corresponding
RNA/DNA ratios. In addition, ChIP assay with antibodies to
different histone modifications was used to define the stage of
transcription that was primarily targeted by MPR.
Results: We show that total per cell RNA content is lower by
, 20% in LoP vs NP kidney cortex from near-term and 2 week
old animals (p , 0.05, n . 7 per group). The level of all
individual housekeeping transcripts per cell was also decreased
in in the same tissues by 40% on average (p , 0.005).
Furthermore, the level of total Poly(A)1 mRNA was
substantially lower in the same LoP kidneys (35% difference,
p , 0.05). Remarkably, livers from the same LoP animals were
not significantly affected, suggesting that the effect of MPR on
gene expression in the offspring is tissue-specific. ChIP analysis
of downregulated genes revealed universally decreased levels of
histone modification H3K36m3 (p , 0.001), a marker of
transcription elongation rate. Following transition to normal
diet, in juvenile offspring, per cell mRNA levels and histone
modifications recovered to near-control levels indicating that
transcription downregulation is a direct effect of ongoing MPR.
Conclusions: Findings demonstrate that perinatal MPR
triggers tissue-specific global downregulation of transcription
and define transcription elongation as the most sensitive
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stage; they suggest that MPR-induced transcriptional slow-
down is caused by decreased availability of metabolic
substrates for RNA synthesis. Standard normalization of
specific mRNA to total RNA masks this profound metabolic
change and may confound interpretation of biologic impact.
Support: Gates Foundation.

P-8A-341

DNA methylation of hepatic glucocorticoid receptor in
adult sheep

L.J. Hollis1, F.W. Anthony1, J. Slater-Jefferies1,
K.A. Lillycrop1, K.R. Poore1, A. Sheppard2,3, M.A. Hanson1,
L.R. Green1

1Institute of Developmental Sciences, DOHaD Division,
University of Southampton, MP 887 Southampton General
Hospital, Tremona Road, Southampton SO16 6YD, UK; 2The
Liggins Institute, The University of Auckland, Private Bag
92019, Auckland; 3AgResearch, Ltd., 5th Floor, Tower Block,
Ruakura Research Centre, East Street, Private Bag 3115,
Hamilton 3240, New Zealand

Objective: In humans and animals environmental constraints
during pre- and postnatal life result in phenotypic changes that
can be associated with altered cardiovascular and metabolic
disease risk in later life1,2. The liver is a key organ in glucose and
lipid metabolism and altered maternal diet or body composition
are associated with changes in fetal liver blood flow3. In rats,
maternal gestational low protein diet alters adult hepatic gene
expression in the offspring, with different effects between liver
lobes4. In addition, promoter methylation of the glucocorticoid
receptor (GR), a gene associated with disturbances in metabolic
control, is reduced in this model5. In contrast, we have
previously shown in adult sheep liver that early life nutrition
does not alter GR mRNA expression but differences did exist
between the lobes and sexes6. This study investigated whether
these findings in sheep liver were associated with changes in
methylation status of the GR promoter.
Methods: Welsh Mountain ewes received 100% (C, n 5 36)
or 50% of total nutrient requirements (U, n 5 39) from 1-31
days of gestation, and 100% thereafter. Offspring were fed ad
libitum (CC, n 5 20; UC, n 5 19) or to reduce body weight
to 85% of individual target weight from 12 to 25 weeks
postnatal age and ad libitum thereafter (CU, n 5 17; UU,
n 5 21). Each group contained approximately equal numbers
of males and females and the ratio of twins to singletons was
, 2:1. Offspring were killed at 2.5 years; the segments from
the left and right liver lobes were frozen in liquid nitrogen.
Methylation within the ovine GR promoter region was
determined by methylation-sensitive PCR. All data were
analysed by ANOVA.
Results: There was no effect of lobe, sex, nutrition or number
of offspring on GR gene methylation within the DNA
promoter region analysed.

Conclusions: This is the first study to investigate the
methylation status of GR in the adult sheep liver. Early life
nutrition did not affect hepatic GR methylation, in
agreement with the absence of changes in mRNA expression
of this gene. However, lobar and sex differences in hepatic
GR mRNA expression found previously6 were not accom-
panied by changes in DNA methylation within the promoter
region selected. Further analysis of additional areas within
the promoter region will be required in order to confirm

this. Support: BHF, BBSRC, Gerald Kerkut Trust & The
Foundation of Research, Science and Technology, New
Zealand.

1. D.J. Barker et al., Int J Epidemiol, 31:1235–1239, 2002.
2. K.R. Poore et al., Am J Physiol, 292:E32–E39, 2007.
3. G. Haugen et al., Circ Res, 96:12–14, 2005.
4. J. Zhang, C.D. Byrne, Am J Physiol 278:G128–G136,

2000.
5. K.A. Lillycrop et al., Br J Nutr, 97:1064–1073, 2007.
6. L. Hollis et al., Proc Physiol Soc, PC4:2007.
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Different regimens for maternal dietary restriction during
pregnancy induce changes in common gene ontologies in
rat embryos via differential effects on specific genes

K.A. Lillycrop, S. Hoile, N.A. Thomas, M.A Hanson,
G.C. Burdge

Institute of Developmental Sciences Building, Southampton
General Hospital, Tremona Road, Southampton, UK

Objectives: Induction of an altered phenotype in the
offspring by maternal dietary constraint during pregnancy
has been suggested to reflect adaptive responses which predict
the future environment 1. This implies that correct prediction
involves changes to metabolic pathways which reflect the
nature of the environmental cue. We investigated the effect of
two regimens for maternal nutrient constraint during
pregnancy on the expression of transcriptome of the gastrula
(E8) in rats.
Methods: Rats were time mated and then fed either a control
(18% (w/w) casein), PR (9% (w/w) casein) or the control diet
at 70% of ad libitum (UN). RNA was extracted from
embryos on collected at E8 and expression analysed by RNA
microarray in pooled samples (n 5 6 embryos per group).
The results of the microarray analysis were confirmed for
specific genes by real time RTPCR2.
Results: Transcriptome analysis of E8 embryos showed a
similar number of genes were altered in expression by more
than 2 fold in PR (3,182) and UN (3,489) embryos
compared to controls, of which 11% were changed in PR
embryos were also altered in the UN embryos. Of these, 54
genes were down-regulated and 289 up-regulated in PR
embryos, while all of these genes were up-regulated in
embryos from UN dams. There was no significant association
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between the difference in expression from controls between
PR and UN embryos for genes down-regulated in PR
embryos. However, the difference from controls for up-
regulated genes in PR embryos predicted 49% of the variation
in the change in expression of these genes in UN embryos
(P , 0.0001). Ontology analysis showed significant changes
(Z score .2) in the same gene pathways in PR and UN
embryos: developmental process, homeostatic process, stress
response, chromatin modification and DNA methylation.
However, different genes were altered within each ontology.
For example, in the chromatin modification ontology,
histone deacetylase (HDAC) 5 and HDAC11 are up-
regulated in PR embryos, while HDAC2 and HDAC8 are
up-regulated in UN embryos, but sirtuin 1 is up-regulated in
embryos from both groups of dams.
Conclusions: These results suggest that induction of an
altered phenotype in embryos involves changes in the
expression of specific genes and in gene ontologies which
respond to nutritional constraint. However, there appear to
be a subset of genes which are differentially expressed
contingent on the nature of the maternal dietary constraint
and so may facilitate adaptations which predict specific future
environmental challenges. Support: The Wessex Medical
Trust, University of Southampton and Biotechnology and
Biological Sciences Research Council. MAH receives salary
support from the British Heart Foundation.

1. P.D. Gluckman, M.A. Hanson Science, 305:1733–1736,
2004.

2. K.A. Lillycrop et al. Br J. Nutr, 97:1064–1073, 2007.

P-8A-343

Protein restriction and under-nutrition during pregnancy
induces hypomethylation of the glucocorticoid receptor
promoter in the developing embryo

K.A. Lillycrop, S. Hoile, N.A. Thomas, M.A. Hanson,
G.C. Burdge

Institute of Developmental Sciences Building, Southampton
General Hospital, Tremona Road, Southampton, UK

Objectives: Epigenetic processes including DNA methylation
have been proposed as a central mechanism in the induction
by maternal under-nutrition during pregnancy of an altered
phenotype in the offspring 1. For example, feeding pregnant
rats a protein-restricted (PR) diet induces hypomethylation of
glucocorticoid receptor (GR) and peroxisome proliferator
activated receptor (PPAR) a promoters in the liver of juvenile
and adult offspring2,3 However, there is no direct evidence
that maternal macronutrient or total nutrient restriction
induces altered DNA methylation during the development of
the embryo. Therefore, we investigated the effect of two
regimens of maternal under-nutrition during pregnancy on
the methylation status of a GR promoter in the gastrula (E8)
and whole embryo (E14).

Methods: Rats were time mated and then fed either a control
(18% (w/w) casein), PR (9% (w/w) casein) or the control diet
at 70% of ad libitum (UN). RNA and DNA was extracted
from embryos on collection at E8 and E14. Methylation of
the GR110 promoter was assessed by methylation-sensitive
PCR2. mRNA expression of the GR110 promoter was
measured by real time RTPCR3. Statistical comparisons were
by Student’s unpaired t-test (values are mean 6 SEM, n 5 6
embryos per time point per maternal dietary group). Results:
GR methylation was significantly reduced in E8 embryos in
the UN group (34%, P , 0.05) but not in the PR group. GR
mRNA expression did not differ from controls in E8 embryos
from PR or UN dams. GR methylation was significantly
lower in E14 embryos from PR (18%, P , 0.05) and UN
(11%, P , 0.001) dams. This was accompanied by a
significantly greater expression in PR embryos (140 6 14%,
P , 0.05) and a trend towards higher expression in UN
embryos (222 6 52%, P 5 0.1). Conclusion: Our findings
show that maternal under-nutrition induces hypomethyla-
tion of the GR promoter, and that the timing and extent
of the change in methylation is dependent upon the
maternal diet. The association between the difference in
GR methylation and expression at E14, but not at E8,
suggests that appropriate transcription factors and other
regulatory proteins are required in order for changes in
methylation to be reflected in altered transcriptional
activity. Together these findings show that maternal under
nutrition induces changes in DNA methylation in embryos
comparable to those found is adult tissues and so supports
the hypothesis that induction of altered epigenetic regula-
tion during development underlies variation in phenotype1.
Support: The Wessex Medical Trust, University of South-
ampton and Biotechnology and Biological Sciences
Research Council. MAH receives salary support from the
British Heart Foundation.

1. G.C. Burdge et al. Br. J. Nutr. 97:1036–1046, 2007.
2. K.A. Lillycrop et al. J. Nutr. 135:1382–1386, 2005.
3. G.C. Burdge et al. Br. J. Nutr. 97:435–439, 2007.

P-8A-344

Maternal protein undernutrition in mouse alters DNA
methyltransferase expression

E.S. Lucas1, A.J. Watkins1, S.J. Smith1, S. Bennett1,
R.D. Panton1, T. Papenbrock1, J.J. Eckert1,2, T.P. Fleming1

1School of Biological Sciences, University of Southampton,
Southampton, SO16 7PX, UK; 2Developmental Origins of
Health and Disease (DOHaD) Division, School of Medicine,
University of Southampton, Southampton General Hospital,
Southampton SO16 6YD, UK

Objective: While the adverse effect of a sub-optimal maternal
diet on the postnatal health and disease risk of offspring has
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been reported extensively, the precise mechanisms underlying
the establishment of a programmed response during early
development are as yet poorly understood. One possible
candidate is altered epigenetic modifications, which may lead
to inappropriate gene expression. The most studied epigenetic
modification, DNA methylation, has been shown previously
to be altered in rat offspring in response to low protein
maternal diet1, likely due to altered methyl cycle parameters2.
The aims of this study were to examine DNA methyltransfer-
ase (DNMT) expression in the low protein diet mouse model,
both in embryonic, extra-embryonic and adult tissues, to
determine whether epigenetic changes may be associated with
the development of the reported postnatal phenotypes3.
Methods: Virgin MF-1 female mice were naturally mated
with MF-1 males then randomly assigned to receive one of
the following dietary regimes:

For adult tissues, offspring from dams fed as above were
weaned onto a standard chow diet, and sacrificed for tissue
collection at 28 weeks of age. All animal procedures were
carried out in compliance with the Animals (Scientific
Procedures) Act 1986, under UK Home Office Project
Licence. Relative expression of gene transcripts was examined
by RT-qPCR using intron-spanning primer sets, and
normalised to reference gene expression levels using geNorm4.
Results: Tissue- and sex-specific differences in DNMT
transcript expression were observed in response to maternal
low protein diet, both in adult tissues and in tissues from day
17.5 conceptuses. For example, in adult kidney the main-
tenance methyltransferase, DNMT1, was upregulated in LPD
females (P , 0.05), and at day 17.5 both DNMT1 and the de
novo methyltransferase, DNMT3b, were downregulated in
LPD placenta (P , 0.05).
Conclusions: Epigenetic changes during early development
are an attractive candidate mechanism for establishing the
long-term effects of sub-optimal maternal diet in offspring.
DNA methyltransferases are responsible for the establishment
and maintenance of DNA methylation patterns within the
genome. The changes we see in DNMT expression may lead
to downstream changes in gene expression in response to the
low protein diet, resulting in the reported phenotypic
consequences of maternal protein undernutrition. Support:
BBSRC Grant Reference BBF007450.

1. K.A. Lillycrop, et al., J Nutr, 135:1382–1386, 2005.
2. L. Petrie, et al., Br J Nutr, 88:471–477, 2002.
3. A.J. Watkins, et al., Biol Reprod, 78:299–306, 2008.
4. J. Vandesompele, et al., Genome Biol, 3, 2002.

P-8A-345

DNA methylation: a possible common mechanism for
tissue-specific gene expression changes associated with
maternal folate depletion

J.A. McKay1, D. Ford1, C.L. Relton1, L. Rieswijk1,
C. Evelo2, M. Adriaens2, J.C. Mathers1

Human Nutrition Research Centre, Newcastle University, NE2
4HH, UK; 1BiGCaT, Maastricht University, The Netherlands2

Objectives: The developmental origins of health and disease
hypothesis proposes that adverse exposures during early life,
including poor nutrition, may contribute to increased risk of
disease in adulthood but the molecular mechanisms mediat-
ing these programming events are not well-understood. One
attractive candidate mechanism to explain developmental
programming is the modification of epigenetic markings,
such as CpG methylation of DNA and covalent histone
modifications. These marks are established during develop-
ment and constitute a rich information source layered on top
of the DNA sequence, contributing to cell-specific gene
expression, which is essential for cell differentiation. We aim
to investigate the mechanisms by which nutritional insults
influence gene programming during development. Our focus
is upon folate depletion, which may influence DNA
methylation through effects on the supply of the methyl
donor S-adenosylmethionine.
Methods: Pairs of female C57BL/J6 mice were assigned
randomly to a folate-adequate (2 mg folic acid/kg) or folate-
deplete (0.4 mg folic acid/ kg) diet 5 weeks prior to timed
mating with a C57BL/J6 male. Dams remained on allocated
diets until day 17.5 gestation, when fetuses and placentas
were removed and weighed. Fetal livers and placentas were
snap frozen, and DNA and RNA were extracted. To identify
genes regulated by maternal folate depletion, hepatic and
placental RNA from male fetuses was hybridised to NuGO
Affymetrix mouse whole genome arrays. We have combined
bioinformatic and pyrosequencing approaches to explore gene
promoters to investigate if changes in DNA methylation
could be responsible for the observed changes in gene
expression.
Results: Based on a fold change of 1/21.2 and p , 0.05,
680 genes were expressed differentially in fetal livers (321 up-
regulated, 359 down-regulated), and in placental tissue 612
genes were expressed differentially (341 up-regulated, 271
down-regulated). These changes appeared to be tissue-specific
since only 22 genes were expressed differentially in both
tissues, 12 of which had the same directional change in both
tissues. Bioinformatic analysis identified a CpG island (CGI)
in the promoter regions of 9 of the 12 commonly regulated
genes, identifying them as candidates for regulation by DNA
methylation. Furthermore, transcription factor binding sites
containing CpG dinucleotides were found in these CGIs,
consistent with our hypothesis that DNA methylation may be
a mechanism of gene regulation in this model.
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Conclusions: Effects of folate depletion in utero on gene
methylation may underlie tissue-specific changes in gene
expression in this mouse model. We are testing this
hypothesis by determining if genes with promoter CGI are
over-represented statistically among differentially expressed
genes in placenta and liver in response to folate depletion, and
by quantifying promoter DNA methylation in genes differen-
tially expressed in the same direction in both tissues. Data
generated from this study will be presented and discussed.
Support: NuGO and the BBSRC (BB/G007993/1).

P-8A-346

Tissue specific effects of maternal nutrient restriction on
the mid-gestation fetal non-human primate transcriptome

M.J. Nijland1,3, J. Glenn2, T.J. McDonald1,3, R.E. Shade3,
P.W. Nathanielsz1,3, L.A. Cox2,3

Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology and Center for
Pregnancy and Newborn Research1; University of Texas Health
Science Center, San Antonio, Texas and Department of Genetics;
2Southwest National Primate Research Center 3; Southwest
Foundation for Biomedical Research, San Antonio, Texas

Objectives: There is currently much interest in mechanisms
whereby maternal challenges such as maternal nutrient restric-
tion (MNR) can alter the trajectory of fetal and placental
development and produce persistent effects on phenotype that
may alter life long health. While there is a considerable literature
on physiological responses in individual fetal tissues to hypoxia1

and gene and protein changes to MNR in rodents2 and sheep3,
we know of no global transcriptome studies that address normal
organ development and effects of NR during pregnancy in any
species. Our first aim in the present study was to evaluate and
compare biological pathways that are active in multiple organs in
a well-studied nonhuman primate model of pregnancy4. Our
second aim was to use data from normal tissues to provide a
framework for assessment of the impact of 30% global maternal
MNR on each tissue at mid-gestation.
Methods: We have performed transcriptome profiling
(Affymetrix gene chips) for mid-gestation (0.5 gestation -
G; term 180 days) placenta and fetal frontal cortex, liver,
kidney, lung and adrenal. We defined normal gene expression
and normal pathways of gene expression for key fetal organs
and compared profiles and pathways between organs and
compared effects of MNR among organs using pathway and
cluster analyses (GeneSifter, IPA software).
Results: MNR affected gene expression and biological
pathway activity in all organs examined. The impact of
MNR on pathways such as apoptosis, ubiquitin mediated
proteolysis and vascular endothelial growth factor signaling,
were seen in several organs. For other pathways such as
axonigenesis, the impact of MNR on activity was limited to a
specific organ – in this case the frontal cortex. Interestingly,
Wnt signaling was activated in right liver as well as kidney.

Conclusions: Our results indicate that this moderate degree
of MNR impacts all organs studied at the molecular level and
that while some pathways are common among organs, each
organ is also impacted in a unique way. Importantly, same
pathways exhibiting nutrient sensitivity in multiple organs,
such as Wnt signaling in kidney and liver, show organ specific
patterns of differential gene expression that may assist in
interpreting organ-specific phenotypic changes associated
with maternal NR in the primate.

1. H.E. Cohn et al., Am. J. Obstet. Gynecol. 120:817–824,
1974.

2. M. Desai et al., Am. J. Obstet. Gynecol. 193:1224–1232,
2005.

3. D. Sharkey et al., FASEB J. 23:1314–1324, 2009.
4. L.A. Cox et al., J Physiol. 572: 67–85, 2006.

P-8A-347

Maternal high fat diet during pregnancy and lactation
alters hepatic expression of insulin like growth factor-2
and key microRNAs in the adult offspring

J. Zhang1, F. Zhang1, X. Didelot2, K. Bruce3,
F. Cagampang3, M. Vatish1, M. Hanson3, H. Lehnert1,4,
A. Ceriello1, C. D. Byrne3

1Clinical Science Research Institute, Warwick Medical School,
University Hospital – Walsgrave Campus, Clifford Bridge Road,
Coventry, CV2 2DX; 2Department of Statistics, University of
Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL; 3Developmental Origins of
Health and Disease Division, University of Southampton
Medical School, Southampton General Hospital, Southampton,
SO16 0YD; 41st Medical Department, University of Lübeck
Medical School, Ratzeburger Allee 160, Luebeck, Germany

Objective: miRNAs play important roles in the regulation of
gene functions. Maternal dietary modifications during
pregnancy and gestation have long-term effects on the
offspring, but it is not known whether a maternal high fat
(HF) diet during pregnancy and lactation alters expression of
key miRNAs in the offspring.
Methods: We studied the effects of maternal HF diet on the
adult offspring by feeding mice with either a HF or a chow
diet prior to conception, during pregnancy and lactation.
Both maternal HF and chow fed offspring were weaned onto
the same chow diet until adulthood (HF/C and C/C).
Results: There was no significant difference in body weight,
fasting plasma triglyceride, cholesterol and glucose concen-
trations between HF/C and C/C mice. Hepatic mRNA levels
of peroxisome proliferator activated receptor-alpha (ppar-
alpha) and carnitine palmitoyl transferase-1a (cpt-1a) were
increased in HF/C mice compared to C/C mice (HF/C v C/
C: 97445 6 11712 v 61873 6 7638, p , 0.05 for ppar-alpha
and 126777 6 23720 v 34193 6 4420, p , 0.01 for cpt-1a,
mean 6 S.E.). Interestingly, mRNA levels of insulin like
growth factor-2 (Igf-2), an early growth factor, were also
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increased in HF/C mice (HF/C v C/C: 1404 6 266 v 520 6 70,
p , 0.01). In Igf-2 knockout mice, a HF diet induced up-
regulation of ppar-alpha and cpt-1a expression was suppressed.
Furthermore, hepatic expression of let-7c, a key miRNA
regulating development timing, was also reduced in maternal
HF fed offspring. Among 579 miRNAs measured with
microarray, , 23 miRNA levels were reduced by , 1.5–4.9-
fold. Reduced expression of miR-709 (the most abundantly
expressed in the liver), miR-122, miR-192, miR-194, miR-26a,
let-7a, let7b and let-7c, miR-494 and miR-483* (reduced by
, 4.9 fold) was validated by qPCR. The predicted targets for
these altered miRNAs include genes regulating epigenetics and
fat metabolism, such as methyl-CpG binding domain protein
6 and methyl-CpG binding protein 2 are predicted targets
of miR-709; DOT1-like histone H3 methyltransferease,
chromodomain helicase 4 and hypermethylated in cancer 2
are predicted targets of let-7c; and Igf1 receptor and citrate
synthase are predicted targets of miR-122 and miR-494.
Conclusions: Maternal HFP feeding during pregnancy and
lactation induced co-ordinated and long-lasting changes in
expression of Igf-2, fat metabolic genes and several important
miRNAs in the adult offspring. These data suggest that HF/C
will have a differential response to postnatal diet despite
having no significant difference in metabolic parameters.
Acknowledgments: The maternal HF animal model for this
project was funded by BBSRC awarded to CDB. Igf-2 KO
mice were provided by University of Warwick animal unit.
Molecular analysis was mainly funded by Research Develop
Fund of Warwick University awarded to JZ.

P-8A-348

The liver X-receptor gene promoter is hypermethylated in
a mouse model of prenatal protein restriction

T. Plösch1, E.M.E. van Straten1, V.W. Bloks1,
N.C.A. Huijkman1, Kuipers1,2

1Department of Pediatrics; 2Laboratory Medicine, Center for
Liver, Digestive and Metabolic Diseases, University Medical
Center Groningen, University of Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands

Prenatal nutrition, e.g., nutritional status of the mother, has
been epidemiologically identified as a determinant of adult
disease. Feeding low-protein diets during pregnancy in
rodents is a well-established model to induce ‘‘programming’’
events in offspring. One proposed underlying mechanism for
fetal programming is altered DNA methylation. The
consequences for lipid metabolism and hence predisposition
to atherosclerosis have not yet been studied.
Objectives: We hypothesized that protein restriction would
induce epigenetic adaptations that would interfere with lipid
metabolism.
Methods: C57BL/6 mice were fed a protein restricted diet
during pregnancy. At day 19.5 of pregnancy, dams and

fetuses were sacrificed. CpG island methylation microarrays
were performed on fetal liver DNA.
Results: 204 gene promoter regions were found to be
differentially methylated upon protein restriction. Hyper-
methylation and hypomethylation were found in comparable
numbers. The liver X-receptor (Lxr) alpha promoter was
hypermethylated in protein-restricted pups. Lxr alpha is a
nuclear receptor critically involved in control of cholesterol
and fatty acid metabolism. The mRNA level of Lxra was
reduced by 32% in fetal liver upon maternal protein
restriction, whereas expression of the Lxr target genes
Abcg5/Abcg8 was reduced by 56% and 51%, respectively. In
parallel, expression of lipogenic genes was reduced in the
low protein group. In vitro methylation of a mouse Lxra-
promoter/luciferase expression cassette resulted in a 24-fold
transcriptional Lxr repression.
Conclusions: Our study demonstrates that, in mice, protein
restriction during pregnancy interferes with DNA methyla-
tion in fetal liver. As hypermethylated and hypomethylated
regions are comparable in numbers, it is unlikely that only a
shortage of methyl groups by protein restriction is the
underlying cause. Lxra was identified as a new target of
differential methylation. Furthermore, Lxra transcription is
dependent on DNA methylation. It is tempting to speculate
that perinatal nutrition influences adult lipid metabolism by
DNA methylation. This could contribute to the epidemio-
logical relationship between perinatal/neonatal nutrition and
adult disease. Support: The Dutch Heart Foundation, grant
2004T048 to T.P.

P-8A-349

Prevention of fetal programming of vascular dysfunction
by a histone deacetylase inhibitor

E. Rexhaj, J. Bloch, C. Mathieu, P. Dessen, H. Duplain,
C. Sartori, U. Scherrer

Department of Internal Medicine, University Hospital,
Lausanne- Switzerland

Objective: Studies in humans and experimental animal models
indicate that fetal insults predispose to cardiovascular and
metabolic diseases later in life. We have recently shown in mice
that offspring of restrictive diet pregnancies display pulmonary
vascular dysfunction. Male offspring transmit this vascular
dysfunction to the next generation, but the underlying mechan-
isms are unknown. Epigenetic alterations (histone deacetylation
and DNA methylation) may result in stable changes of gene
expression that are transmitted throughout generations. We
hypothesized that the vascular dysfunction in offspring of
restrictive diet pregnancies is related to an epigenetic mechanism.
Methods: To test for this possibility, in C57/BL6 mice, we
examined the effects of the histone deacetylase inhibitor
Butyrate (2 mg/kg/day, i.p for 2 weeks) on global DNA
methylation and pulmonary vascular function in male
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offspring of restrictive diet pregnancies (65% of the normal
caloric intake) and in their progeniture.
Results: The major new findings were that restrictive diet
impaired DNA methylation in lung tissue, as shown by
greater uptake of radioactive methyl groups compared to
controls (1104 6 89 vs. 729 6 84 CPMA/ng genomic DNA,
P 5 0.02). In offspring of restrictive diet pregnancies Butyrate
treatment normalized pulmonary DNA methylation
(706 6 103 CPMA/ng genomic DNA, P 5 0.046). This
beneficial effect on DNA methylation was associated with
normalization of pulmonary endothelium-dependent vasodi-
lation in vitro (P , 0.0001, Butyrate vs. vehicle) and
pulmonary-artery pressure response to hypoxia in vivo
(32.9 6 2.3 vs. 36.2 6 4.4 mmHg, P 5 0.05). Finally, Buty-
rate treatment of the offspring prevented the transmission of
vascular dysfunction to the next generation (P , 0.0001,
Butyrate vs. vehicle).
Conclusions: The histone deacetylase inhibitor Butyrate
restored pulmonary endothelial function in male offspring
of restrictive diet pregnancies in mice, and prevented the
transmission of this diet-induced vascular dysfunction to the
next generation. These findings suggest, for the very first time,
that epigenetic mechanisms play an important role in the
pathogenesis of fetal programming of vascular dysfunction.

P-8A-350

Variations in DNA methylation in a large cohort of
children differs between different CpG sites within the
promoters of candidate genes

J. Rodford1, E.S. Garratt1, K.Hyde1, C. Cooper2,
P.D. Gluckman3,4, K.A. Lillycrop1, G.C. Burdge1,
J.L. Slater-Jefferies1, C. McLean3,5, A. Sheppard3,5,
S.R. Crozier2, M.A.Hanson1, K.M. Godfrey1,2

1Institute of Developmental Sciences, University of Southampton,
Southampton; 2UK Medical Research Council Epidemiology
Resource Centre, University of Southampton, UK; 3Liggins
Institute, The University of Auckland, New Zealand; 4Singapore
Institute for Clinical Sciences, Singapore; 5AgResearch,
Hamilton, New Zealand

Objective: Based on concepts developed for imprinted genes,
CpG groups of non-imprinted genes have traditionally been
viewed as being either methylated or unmethylated in
particular cell types and tissues. Experimental studies have,
however, shown that the methylation state of different CpGs
in non-imprinted genes exhibits substantial variation, and
recent evidence shows that environmental factors such as
maternal stress and nutritional state influence epigenetic state
in the offspring. As yet there is little evidence as to whether
there are substantial variations in the methylation state of
CpGs in non-imprinted genes in human infants.
Methods: We extracted DNA from stored umbilical cord
from 384 neonates in the Southampton Women’s Survey, a

large population based cohort study. We used pyrosequencing
to measure the DNA methylation status of specific CpGs
within the promoters of candidate genes. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: The methylation measured varied greatly at
particular CpG sites, with almost no variation at other sites.
For example, the methylation of one CpG site within the
lipoprotein lipase (LPL) promoter ranged from 4.3% to
20.7% (median 9.7%), while methylation at an adjacent CpG
site ranged from 23.6% to 54.3% (median 35.6%). The
correlation of methylation levels at these adjacent CpG sites
was no more than modest (rp 5 0.19). Similar findings were
observed in other candidate genes, including endothelial
nitric oxide synthase, with the range in methylation at several
CpG sites being less than 10%. The CpG sites in these genes
were not located within any known single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) that could explain the variation
found, nor were any SNPs identified during the measurement
of this data.
Conclusions: The methylation status of the promoters in
candidate non-imprinted genes in DNA extracted from
umbilical cord varies across a normal population of children.
These sites could prove to be important in controlling expression
of these genes and contribute to the variation in vulnerability to
later chronic non-communicable disease in the population that
cannot be explained by genomic variation. Support: The
National Institute of Health Research (UK), the UK Medical
Research Council and the EpiGen consortium.

P-8A-351

Periconceptional maternal folic acid use increases
methylation of the IGF2 gene in the very young child

R.P.M. Steegers-Theunissen1,2,3,4, S.A. Borst1, D. Kremer6,
J. Lindemans5, C. Siebel7, E.A.P. Steegers1, P.E. Slagboom6,
B.T. Heijmans6

1Obstetrics and Gynecology/Division of Obstetrics and Prenatal
Medicine; 2Epidemiology; 3Clinical Genetics; 4Pediatrics;
5Clinical Chemistry, Erasmus MC, University Medical
Center, Rotterdam 3015 GD, The Netherlands; 6Molecular
Epidemiology, Leiden University Medical Center, Leiden,
The Netherlands; 7Child Health Care Center CAREYN,
Rotterdam, Netherlands

Objective: Countries worldwide recommend women plan-
ning pregnancy to use daily 400 mg of synthetic folic acid in
the periconceptional period to prevent birth defects in
children. The underlying mechanisms are not clear, however,
epigenetic modulation of growth processes by folic acid is
hypothesized. Here, we investigated whether periconceptional
maternal folic acid use and markers of global DNA
methylation potential (S-adenosylmethionine and S-adeno-
sylhomocysteine blood levels) in mothers and children affect
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methylation of the insulin-like growth factor 2 gene
differentially methylation region (IGF2 DMR) in the child.
Moreover, we tested whether the methylation of the IGF2
DMR was independently associated with birth weight.
Methods: IGF2 DMR methylation in 120 children aged 17
months (SD 0.3) of whom 86 mothers had used and 34 had
not used folic acid periconceptionally were studied. Methyla-
tion was measured of 5 CpG dinucleotides covering the
DMR using a mass spectrometry-based method. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants
informed consent were obtained.
Results: Children of mother who used folic acid had a 4.5%
higher methylation of the IGF2 DMR than children who
were not exposed to folic acid (49.5% vs. 47.4%; p 5 0.014).
IGF2 DMR methylation of the children also was associated
with the S-adenosylmethionine blood level of the mother but
not of the child (11.7% methylation per SD S-adenosyl-
methionine; p 5 0.037). Finally, we observed an inverse
independent association between IGF2 DMR methylation
and birth weight (21.7% methylation per SD birthweight;
p 5 0.034).
Conclusions: Periconceptional folic acid use is associated with
epigenetic changes in IGF2 in the child that may affect
intrauterine programming of growth and development with
consequences for health and disease throughout life. These
results indicate plasticity of IGF2 methylation by periconcep-
tional folic acid use.

P-8A-352

Methylation of glucocorticoid receptor promoter in
humans after prenatal exposure to the Dutch famine

M.V.E. Veenendaal1, P. Costello2 K.A. Lillycrop2,
G.C. Burdge3 S.R. de Rooij1, R.C. Painter4, C. Osmond5,
J.A.M. van der Post4, P.M.M. Bossuyt1, P.D. Gluckman6,
M.A. Hanson3, T.J. Roseboom1

1Department of Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics, Aca-
demic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam, Meibergdreef
9, 1105 AZ Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 2Development and
Cell Biology, University of Southampton, Basset Crescent East,
Southampton SO16 7PX, United Kingdom; 3Developmental
Origins of Adult Disease Centre, Institute of Developmental
Sciences, University of Southampton, Tremona Road, South-
ampton SO16 6YD, United Kingdom; 4Department of
Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Academic Medical Center, Uni-
versity of Amsterdam, Meibergdreef 9, 1105 AZ Amsterdam,
The Netherlands; 5MRC Epidemiology Resource Centre, Uni-
versity of Southampton, Tremona Road, Southampton, United
Kingdom; 6Liggins Institute, University of Auckland, Private
Bag 92019, Auckland 1023, New Zealand

Objective: Poor nutrition during fetal development can
permanently alter growth, cardiovascular physiology and
metabolic function. The Dutch famine birth cohort study has

provided the first evidence in humans that maternal under-
nutrition during gestation leads to a striking 2-fold increase in
cardiovascular disease in the offspring. Animal studies have
recently started to unravel the underlying molecular mechan-
isms. Poor intrauterine nutrition leads to persistent alterations
in the epigenetic regulation of specific genes, which give rise
to altered expression of a range of genes which may raise
cardiovascular risk. There is evidence of epigenetic alterations
of imprinted genes in humans after prenatal undernutrition.
The aim of this study was to assess whether prenatal exposure
to the Dutch famine alters GR promoter methylation.
Methods: Methylation status of the non imprinted glucocortio-
coid receptor promoter was investigated in DNA isolated from
peripheral blood samples of 58 year old subjects born as term
singletons in the Wilhelmina Gasthuis in Amsterdam, The
Netherlands around the time of the 1944–45 Dutch famine. We
compared methylation levels of participants exposed to famine
during late (n 5 128), mid (n 5 107), or early gestation
(n 5 69) to levels of participants not exposed to famine during
gestation (n 5 416). The methylation status of the GR 1C
promoter was assessed using a methylation sensitive PCR assay1.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Undernutrition in early gestation was associated with
increased methylation of the GR promoter compared to non-
exposed time controls, but the association was not statistically
significant (20.7%, 95%CI 24.3 to 52.2). A similar association
was found when adjusted for sex, maternal age, SES and parity
(21.5%, 95% CI 24.0 to 53.4) and also after adjustment for
birth weight (18.9%, 95% CI 26.0 to 50.5). Exposure in late or
mid gestation was not associated with altered GR methylation
(p . 0.1). Regardless of exposure status, people with high birth
weight had increased GR methylation; an increase of 26.7%
(95% CI 9.6 to 46.4) per kilogram increase in birth weight
adjusted for sex, maternal age, SES and parity.
Conclusion: Famine exposure in early gestation seems to be
associated with an increased level of methylation of the GR
promoter. Independent of this, higher birth weights are
associated with hypermethylation of the GR promoter.

1. K. Lillycrop et al., Nutr J., 135:1382–1386, 2005.

P-8A-353

Early life infection predisposes to epigenetic transference
of anxiety

A.K. Walker1, G. Hawkins1, T. Nakamura1,2, M. Hunter1,2,
D.M. Hodgson1,2

1Laboratory of Neuroimmunology, The University of Newcastle,
Australia; 2Hunter Medical Research Institute, Newcastle, Australia

We have previously established that neonatal exposure to a
bacterial stimulus, lipopolysaccharide (LPS), produces an
increase in anxiety-like behaviour in rats when exposed to a
subsequent psychological stressor in adulthood. Furthermore,
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these behavioural changes appear to be associated with
perturbations in the neuroendocrine-neuroimmune interface.
Objective: The current study assessed the potential transge-
nerational implications of early life infection on anxiety
behaviours. Specifically, we were interested in whether
neonatal exposure to LPS alters the quality of maternal care
of second generation offspring, and whether those offspring
exhibit increased anxiety-like behaviour in adulthood despite
not being directly exposed to any immunological stimulus
themselves.
Methods: 86 Wistar rats were exposed to either LPS (0.05 mg/
kg, Salmonella enteritidis) or non-pyrogenic saline (equivolume)
on days 3 and 5 of life. In adulthood, animals were exposed to
either restraint and isolation stress or no stress, and subsequently
examined for anxiety-like behaviours on the Elevated Plus
Maze (EPM), Acoustic Startle Response (ASR), and Holeboard
Apparatus. Blood was collected to examine the corticosterone
response to restraint stress. Animals were then bred with naive
counterparts of the opposite sex, and maternal care of the second
generation was monitored over the first week of life. The second
generation were left completely undisturbed until adulthood, at
which time they underwent identical testing procedures as the
parental (F1) generation. Hippocampal tissue from all animals
was snap frozen for analysis of methylation of the glucocorticoid
receptor (GR) gene promoter.
Results: As previously demonstrated animals in the first
generation exposed to LPS in early life exhibited increased
anxiety-like behaviours on all behavioural measures compared
to saline controls (p , .05 for all). These animals also displayed
perturbations in their corticosterone response to stress. Females
exposed to LPS during the neonatal period were similarly
found to provide significantly lower quality maternal care on
all measures, including licking and grooming, arched back
nursing, and nest building (p , .05 for all). No difference in
maternal care was observed for naı̈ve females mated with LPS
or saline-treated males. Testing of the second generation of
both males and females in adulthood, revealed that offspring of
animals exposed to LPS during their neonatal life, exhibited
increased anxiety-like behaviours in regards to risk assessment
hypervigilance during behavioural testing on the EPM,
Holeboard, and ASR (p , .05). Furthermore, second genera-
tion offspring of LPS-treated parents hypersecreted corticoster-
one in response to stress compared to offspring of saline-treated
parents (p , .05). Methylation of the GR gene promoter will
be assessed.
Conclusions: This study demonstrates a clear epigenetic
transference of anxiety-like behaviour via exposure to an
immunological stimulus. That is, exposure to bacteria during
the neonatal period results in increased anxiety symptomol-
ogy in adulthood, as well as poor maternal care of second
generation offspring. Furthermore, subsequent generations
also appear predisposed to adult onset anxiety despite non-
exposure to the infectious stimulus themselves. Such
behavioural changes appear to be associated with perturba-
tions to the HPA axis. This study may indicate a possible

mechanism through which psychopathology appears to
precipitate down familial lines.

P-8A-354

Elevated offspring growth induced by maternal protein
undernutrition exclusive during preimplantation devel-
opment is associated with altered signalling through the
mammalian target of rapamycin pathway in mice

A.J. Watkins1, E.S. Lucas1, S. Pickering2, T. Davies2,
A. Wilkins1, C. Osmond3, R. Panton1. T. Papenbrock1,
J.J. Eckert1,4, M.A. Hanson4, T.P. Fleming1

1School of Biological Sciences, University of Southampton, Bassett
Crescent East, Southampton SO16 7PX, UK; 2School of Medicine,
University of Southampton, Southampton General Hospital,
Tremona Road, Southampton, SO16 6YD; 3MRC Epidemiology
Resource Centre, Southampton General Hospital, Southampton
SO16 6YD, UK; 4Institute of Developmental Sciences, Develop-
mental Origins of Health and Disease (DOHaD) Division, School
of Medicine, University of Southampton, Southampton General
Hospital, Southampton SO16 6YD, UK

Objectives: The mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) is
a serine/threonine kinase which coordinates cell growth
(enhanced mass and size) and cell cycle progression in
response to nutrients (amino acids), energy (ATP:ADP) and
growth factors via the phosphorylation of down stream targets
including 4EBP1 and the 70S ribosomal protein S6.
Phosphorylation of S6 results in ribosome biogenesis,
enhanced protein translation, and increased cell mass, whilst
the phosphorylation of 4EBP1 results in increased translation
of key growth-promoting proteins such as c-Myc and cyclin
D11. We have demonstrated previously that maternal low
protein diet (LPD) given exclusively during the preimplanta-
tion stage of mouse development results in significantly
elevated weight at birth, which is maintained for up to 28
weeks2. Here we investigate whether altered signalling
patterns through the mTOR pathway may associate with
the enhanced growth phenotype observed in these mice.
Methods: Following mating, female MF-1 mice were assigned
to one of the following dietary treatments shown opposite.
Embryonic, fetal and adult tissues were collected at the times
indicated. Levels of total and phosphorylated 4EBP1 and S6
were determined using quantitative western blotting. Animal
procedures were conducted using protocols approved by UK
Home Office and local ethics committee.
Results: Levels of phosphorylated S6 and the ratio of
phosphorylated:total S6 were lower in blastocysts from
Emb-LPD mothers, but in the adult liver, levels of total S6
were elevated in Emb-LPD mice when compared to controls.
In heart tissue from adult LPD mice, decreased levels of
phosphorylated S6 were observed, whilst reduced levels of
phosphorylated 4EBP-1 were observed in LPD and Emb-LPD
adult liver tissue when compared to controls.
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Conclusions: These data demonstrate that maternal protein
undernutrition given during discrete windows of gestation
result in significant changes in the levels of key down-stream
mediators of mTOR signalling. These changes appear to
initiate in the preimplantation embryo, and perpetuate
into adult life. However, not all tissues and pathways were
equally affected suggesting developmental and tissue-specific
responses in the regulation of protein synthesis, cell division
and translational control. Support: BBSRC [BBF007450],
National Institutes of Health [grant number U01 HD04435]
and the Gerald Kerkut Charitable Trust.

1. M. Hwang et al., Curr Med Chem. 15:1192–1208, 2008.
2. A.J. Watkins et al., Biol Reprod. 78:299–306, 2008.

P-8A-355

The environmentally induced alterations in gene
expression within the nervous system

K.E. Whitlock1, M.V. Harden, M.G. McKenzie,
C. Maturana1

1Centro de Genómicas Celular, Centro de Neurociencia de
Valparaı́so (CNV) Universidad de Valparaı́so, Avenida Gran
Bretaña 1111, Valparaı́so, Chile; 2Department of Molecular
Biology and Genetics, Cornell University, Ithaca NY, USA

Objective: We are examining the effects of the environment
on gene expression sing the olfactory epithelium of the
zebrafish as a model system1. We are testing the hypothesis
that in addition to intrinsic (lineage restricted) mechanisms,
there are also extrinsic (environmentally determined)
mechanisms controlling the differentiation of the olfactory
sensory neurons in the developing zebrafish.
Methods: To explore whether the Immediate Early Genes
(IEGs; transcription factors that are rapidly up-regulated in
response to sensory stimuli) are involved in the signaling
pathway that effects gene expression changes in the olfactory
sensory system we cloned the IEGs egr1, c-jun, and c-fos from
zebrafish and generated digoxigenin (DIG) labeled mRNA
probes that recognize these genes. We analyzed the expression
of these IEGs via whole-mount in situ hybridization of
the olfactory epithelia of developing zebrafish embryos. We
used two odorants shown to be behaviorally significant to
fishes: the hormone prostaglandin (PGF2a) which modulates

reproductive behaviors in adult goldfish, and taurocholic acid,
an odorant we have shown previously to elicit a behavioral
response in juvenile and adult zebrafish. We are using a
genomic approach to identify down-stream targets of the
transcription factor otx2, which we have previously shown to
responsive to changes in the environment2.
Results: We have previously shown that zebrafish are able to
form and retain olfactory memories of the odor phenyl ethyl
alcohol (PEA) experienced as juveniles, and that these memories
are correlated with long-term changes in expression of the
transcription factor otx2 within the olfactory sensory epithelium
(2,3). We show that both c-jun and c-fos are expressed in the
developing olfactory epithelium and egr1 is expressed outside the
olfactory epithelium in several tissues including the differentiat-
ing olfactory bulb. Because of the restricted pattern of expression
of c-fos we used this gene to determine whether odorant exposure
modulates expression of c-fos in the olfactory epithelia. After
exposing juvenile zebrafish to various odorants for 48 hours
of development we found that there is a significant decrease in
the number of c-fos cells when fish are exposed to taurocholic
acid and a significant increase after exposure to Prostaglandin
F2a. Whether these changes in c-fos expression are related to
neuronal activity, differentiation or both remains yet to be
determined.
Conclusions: We have shown that the expression of otx2 and
c-fos is altered in the peripheral olfactory system in response to
the odorant environment experienced during development.
Our data are essential to the understanding of the plasticity of
the developing nervous system and its ability to respond to
chemical changes (both natural and man-made) in the
environment. Support: FONDECYT 1071071, CGC/ICM-
P06-039F, NIH/NICHD R01HD050820.

1. Whitlock KE. Brain Res Bull. 75:340–347, 2008.
2. Harden MV et al. J Neurobiol, 66:1452–1466, 2006.
3. Whitlock KE. Zebrafish. 3:203–213, 2006.

P-8A-356

Parity affects epigenetic status at birth

C. McLean1,2, E. Tng3, S.K. Goh3, T. Pleasants2,
Y.S. Chong4, K. Kwek5, K.M. Godfrey,6 P.D. Gluckman1,3,
A.M. Sheppard1,2

1Liggins Institute, University of Auckland, New Zealand;
2AgResearch Ltd, Ruakura Research Centre, New Zealand;
3Singapore Institute for Clinical Sciences, Agency for Science
Technology and Research (A*STAR), Singapore; 4Yong Loo Lin
School of Medicine, Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
NUS, Singapore; 5Dept. of Maternal Fetal Medicine, Kandang
Kerbau Women’s and Children’s Hospital, Singapore; 6MRC
Epidemiology Resource Centre and Institute for Developmental
Sciences, University of Southampton, United Kingdom

Objective: Clinical data indicates that suboptimal fetal
development as reflected in birth size affects later life health
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outcomes and there is increasing evidence for epigenetic
processes being involved. It has been suggested that ‘‘maternal
constraint’’, that is the mechanism by which fetal growth is
limited by maternal physiology, is an important factor in
determining later life outcomes. Maternal constraint is greater
in first born children and there is evidence that first born
children are at greater risk of later obesity and other measures
of adverse health outcomes1. In the present study we
investigated the promoter methylation state of candidate
genes (which have been implicated in the regulation of
growth and/or the postnatal determination of health related
outcomes) in umbilical cord tissue collected at birth.
Specifically, we tested whether variance in methylation state
correlates with variance in birth weight, gestational age and
the mother’s parity, clinical measures typically associated with
sub-optimal fetal growth.
Methods: We measured the methylation state of the upstream
promoter regions of NOS3, NR3C1, RXRA, SOD1, PI3KDP
and H19 genes in singleton infants with either low birth weight
(LBW, ,2500g) or considered to have experienced optimal fetal
development (OBW) – that is subjects of normal birth weight
(3200–3600 g) with no clinical factors likely to impair fetal
development. DNA from umbilical cord tissue was analysed
using the Sequenom EpiTyper platform to quantify methylation
in regions surrounding the proximal promoter regions. A total of
43 subjects were analyzed. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent were
obtained.
Results: Maximum likelihood statistical methods were used
to relate promoter CpG methylation to birth weight,
gestational age and the mother’s parity. While neither birth
weight nor gestational age were related to the methylation
state of the selected candidate genes, the methylation state of
24 specific CpG dinucleotides in the H19 gene locus showed
strong associations with the mother’s parity (P , 0.003).
Conclusions: Our data show, although not related to birth
weight per se, the epigenetic state of an imprinted gene
implicated in the regulation of fetal growth and maternal-fetal
nutrient partitioning is strongly influenced by the mother’s
parity, possibly reflecting the degree of maternal constraint.
Although preliminary, our findings suggest that epigenetic
mechanisms may contribute to the manifestation of birth rank
effects on later health and illustrate that in human infants
imprinted genes may be subject to variable methylation due to
maternal factors. Support: A*STAR, NHG(NHG/SIG-07072)
and NRCGD. We thank Yen Ling Low for statistical analysis.

1. N. Stettler, et al. Am. J. Clin. Nutr. 72:378–83, 2000.

P-8A-357

Changes in gene expression and associated chromatin
states induced by maternal protein restriction in
microswine offspring

O. Denisenko1, S. Bagby2

1Department of Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle,
WA 98109; 2Division of Nephrology, Oregon Health & Science
University, Portland, OR 97239, USA

Objective: Fetal growth and development is dependent on
the nutrients provided by the mother. Even minor dietary
alterations in pregnant animals can produce lasting changes in
the offspring’s physiology and metabolism. In animals and
humans, maternal undernutrition slows fetal growth, reduces
birth weight and increases risk of developing hypertension
and other chronic diseases later in life. Following perinatal
maternal protein restriction (MPR) in microswine, still-
normotensive Juvenile low protein (LoP) offspring exhibit
increased vascular reactivity to pressors. Hyperactive stress
responses are described in normotensive children born small,
and also associated with increased risk of later hypertension
in unselected adolescents and young adults. We thus believe
that microswine model system reproduces key patterns of
dysfunction operative in the generation of developmental
hypertension in humans.Molecular mechanisms by which the
intrauterine environment conveys future risk for disease
remain to be defined. We hypothesized that maternal diet
induces alterations in epigenetic marks along disease-related
genes that persist after birth to maintain changed postnatal
expression of these genes in offspring.
Methods: To explore contribution of epigenetic mechanisms
in fetal programming, we used a microswine model of
maternal protein restriction (MPR) where low protein diet
was applied during the last trimester of pregnancy and early
lactation (2 weeks after birth). We used microarrays and RT
qPCR to examine gene expression levels, and ChIP assay to
explore changes in histone modification and RNA polymerase
densities along dysregulated genes in kidneys from animals
before and after birth. Because of globally reduced total RNA
and mRNA per cell in LoP offspring during MPR (see
separate abstract), we report results referenced to total RNA
and also after adjustment to per cell RNA content.
Results: Microarray and RT qPCR analyses, when referenced
to total RNA, revealed increased transcript levels of two pro-
hypertensive genes genes in LoP kidneys from near-term and
two week old animals: Angiotensin II type 1 receptor (AT1R)
and a cytochrome P450 v-hydroxylase (CYP4a24), a
monoxygenase capable of formation of the vasoconstrictor
20-HETE in response to AngII. However, on a per-cell basis,
AT1R and CYP4a24 mRNA levels were equal to those in the
control animal group, suggesting relative protection of key
survival/growth pathways in the face of global transcriptional
downregulation. In juvenile kidneys, AT1R levels normalised,
whereas Cyp4a24 remained upregulated. Using ChIP assay,
we found increased recruitment of RNA polymerase II and
elevated transcription-conducive histone modifications along
Cyp4a24 in all LoP animal age groups, an observation that
implicates transcription as a stage primarily targeted by MPR.
Conclusions: Results of these studies demonstrate that, while
maternal nutrient limitation in microswine induces global
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reduction of gene expression in kidneys (see separate
abstract), some genes escape such downregulation, including
Cyp4a24 and AT1R, both implicated in blood pressure
control. Associated changes in histone marks along these
genes, some of which persist after birth, provide an avenue to
examine the role of epigenetic factors in fetal programming.
Support: Gates Foundation.

P-8A-358

Abstract to communicate as Oral Presentation (see O-6C-55)

P-8B-359

Newborn weight is decreased after synthetic glucocorti-
coid treatment in women at risk of preterm birth

T. Braun1, B. Tutschek2, D.M. Sloboda3, T. Harder1,4,
A. Plagemann1,4, J.W. Dudenhausen1

1Department of Obstetrics, Charité Campus Virchow, Berlin;
2Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Inselspital, Bern
University, Switzerland; 3Liggins Institute, University of
Auckland, New Zealand; 4AG ‘Experimentelle Geburtsmedizin’,
Charité Campus Virchow, Berlin

Objectives: Administration of antenatal Betamethasone
(BET) to women who are at high risk of giving birth
prematurely reduces neonatal mortality. Multiple courses of
antenatal corticosteroids, however, may have adverse effects
and long-term consequences.
Methods: Pregnancy and birth data collected from 1996–2008
at Charité Campus Virchow hospital were analyzed retro-
spectively. The effects of maternal BET on neonatal anthropo-
metrics (birth weight, head circumference, overall length) and
placenta weight and on cord blood gases, Apgar scores and
ponderal index were analysed. Data were also analysed
according to neonatal sex. Standard curves and percentiles for
each parameter were calculated according to Royston et al. (1).
BET exposed women who delivered between 23 1 5 and
42 1 0 weeks of gestation (wks) were compared to gestational
age-matched controls: control males (n 5 22,351), BET males
(n 5 1,305), control females (n 5 20,997), BET females
(n 5 1,133). Three different dosage regimes were compared:
group I (2 3 8 mg BET every 10 days until birth), group II
(2 3 8 mg BET once) and group III (2 3 12 mg BET once).
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS�R with signifi-
cance accepted for p , 0.05.
Results: BET exposed newborns had a significantly lower birth
weight and weight percentiles compared to controls between
35–37 and 38–40wks in males (2219g and 2151g, respec-
tively) and between 32–34, 35–37, 37–40 and .40wks in
females (2168 g, 2230, 2224 g and 2115 g, respectively). In
the different gestational age groups, significant differences were
also present for body lengths, head circumference and ponderal
index. BET-induced differences in neonatal outcomes were

more common in females than in males. One minute Apgar
scores were significantly higher in BET-exposed male neonates
born between 23–34 wks compared to controls and in BET-
exposed females born between 23–25 and 29–31 wks. Five
minute Apgar scores were significantly higher in BET exposed
males born between 23–25 and 32–34 wks and in BET-exposed
females born between 23–25 wks. Ten minute Apgar scores
were significantly higher in BET exposed males born between
23–25 and 32–34 wks and in BET-exposed females between
23–31 wks. Placental weight and cord blood gases were
independent of BET treatment. There was no difference in
BET-induced neonatal effects between the three dosage
regimes.
Conclusion: It appears that in this cohort, BET administra-
tion to women at risk of preterm delivery significantly
decreased neonatal birth weight, body length and head
circumference even in women that received as little as only
one BET dose. Intriguingly, BET administration was
associated with significantly higher Apgar scores in neonates
born between 23–34 wks compared to controls, but less so in
neonates born later in gestation. Further studies are required
to provide a better understanding of the mechanisms
underpinning prenatal glucocorticod treatment effects on
fetal growth and development.

1. Royston P, Wright EM. Ultrasound Obstet Gynecol,
11:30–38, 1998.

P-8B-360

Maternal cortisol is influenced by fetal gender

T.G.M Vrijkotte1, ThB. Twickler2, T.J. Roseboom3,4,
M.F. van der Wal MF5, J.A.M. van der Post4

1Department of Social Medicine, Academic Medical Center,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 2Department of Vascular
Medicine, Academic Medical Centre, Amsterdam, the
Netherlands; 3Department of Clinical Epidemiology, Biostatistics
and Bioinformatics, Academic Medical Centre, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands; 4Department of Obstetrics & Gynaecology,
Academic Medical Center, Amsterdam, The Netherlands;
5Department of Epidemiology, Documentation and Health
Promotion, Public Health Service of Amsterdam (GGD),
Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Objective: It is known that enhanced cortisol levels have a
negative impact on pregnancy outcomes and results in late
onset disease in adulthood (eg cardiovascular disease and
diabetes), with gender specific effects. However, it is
unknown whether fetal gender influences maternal cortisol
levels. The present study explored the influence of fetal
gender on maternal total cortisol levels in early pregnancy.
Methods: Data were derived from the Amsterdam Born
Children and their Development (ABCD) multiethnic
cohort-study (The Netherlands). Pregnant women completed
a questionnaire and donated blood during their first antenatal
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visit to asses total serum cortisol levels (n 5 4252). Gestational
age at blood sampling varied between 5 and 20 weeks
(median 13; IQR 12–15 weeks) gestational age. Women with
pre-existent diabetes mellitus, steroid medication, multiple
pregnancy and no information on time at blood sampling
were excluded; final inclusion of 3049 women. Main
outcome measure was total serum cortisol levels (nmol/L).
Gender effects were determined by linear regression and
adjusted for maternal age (continuous), pre-pregnancy-BMI
(continuous), smoking during pregnancy (yes/no), parity
(primiparous vs. multiparous) and time at blood sampling.
All first order interactions were tested. Appropriate institu-
tional ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: Total cortisol levels increased during pregnancy with
an average levels of 390 6 22 nmol/L at 5th week to
589615 nmol/L at the 20th week of pregnancy, respectively.
The presence of a female foetus was associated with higher
maternal cortisol levels, however depending on pregnancy
duration (see figure). The difference was not significant
before 11th week, at 12th week the difference was 15 (SE 7)
nmol/L which increased to 45 (22) nmol/L at 20th week
(p interaction 5 0.05). Maternal cortisol was negatively
associated with maternal age, pre-pregnancy-BMI, smoking
and parity, the last one also increasing with pregnancy
duration.
Conclusion: Maternal total cortisol levels are influenced by
foetal gender which becomes significant after first trimester
pregnancy. A potential mechanism might be in alterations
of placental 11b-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase type 2 (11b-
HSD2) activity or in generation of specific sex hormones by
the foetal adrenal gland that will be converted subsequently
by aromatases expressed in large quantities in the placenta.
The consequences of the gender differences on maternal
cortisol levels for mother and child needs further research.
Support: The Netherlands Organisation for Health Research
and Development (ZonMw).

P-8B-361

The maternal cortisol awakening response in
human pregnancy is associated with the length of
gestation

C. Buss, S. Entringer, J.F. Reyes, A. Chicz-De-Met,
C.A. Sandman, F. Waffarn, P.D. Wadhwa

Departments of Psychiatry and Human Behavior, Obstetrics and
Gynecology and Pediatrics University of California, Irvine,
School of Medicine, USA

Objective: The state of pregnancy produces progressive
endocrine alterations including increased cortisol secretion
and attenuated responsiveness to challenge. The aim of this
study was to examine the association between intra-individual
changes in physiological (cortisol) responsiveness over gesta-
tion and the length of human gestation.
Methods: Using a prospective, longitudinal design, preg-
nancy-related changes in the cortisol awakening response
(CAR) were assessed as a measure of hypothalamic-pituitary-
adrenal (HPA) axis responsiveness. Saliva samples were
collected immediately and 130, 145 and 160 min post
awakening in 101 pregnant women at 16.8 6 1.4 and
31.4 6 1.3 weeks (6SD) gestation. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: As predicted, the CAR was significant in pregnancy
(P’s , 0.001) and progressively attenuated over the course of
gestation (P , 0.01). Analyses using multi-level hierarchical
linear models indicate that a larger CAR in late pregnancy
and reduced attenuation of the CAR from early to late
gestation were significantly associated with shorter gestational
length (p , 0.05). The magnitude of this difference in the
attenuation of the CAR response was approximately 12% for
each week of shortened length of gestation.
Conclusions: The findings are the first to suggest that cortisol
responses to awakening as well as the degree of attenuation of
the CAR over the course of gestation are associated with the
length of human gestation, and may represent markers of
underlying biological vulnerability for earlier birth. Support:
in part by US PHS (NIH) grants HD-33506 and HD-
041696 to PDW.

P-8B-362

Postnatal maternal interaction style moderates the influ-
ences of prenatal maternal stress on child behaviour

T.C.E. de Bruijn1, H.J.A. van Bakel, H. Wijnen, V.J.M. Pop,
A.L. van Baar
1Department of Developmental, Clinical and Cross-Cultural
Psychology, Tilburg University, The Netherlands

Objective: Children of women with emotional complaints
during pregnancy, show more difficulties in motor, cognitive,
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and especially socio-emotional development from infancy to
adolescence1. A potential moderator in this relation might be
postnatal maternal interaction style. Animal studies have
found evidence for this moderating role of the postnatal
rearing style2. However only a few human studies have
studied this relationship3,4. We aimed to provide additional
support for the potential moderating role of maternal
postnatal interaction style. In earlier studies sex differences
in the associations between prenatal maternal stress and child
behavioural problems have been found5, therefore we
peformed analyses separetely for boys and girls.
Methods: Healthy pregnant, Dutch Caucasian women
(N 5 132, M age 5 30.9 years, sd 5 3.8) completed ques-
tionnaires of anxiety and depression in week 12, 24, and 36.
When the children were between 23–60 months of age
(M age 5 39.89 months, sd 5 9.2) both parents completed
the Child Behaviour Questionnaire (CBCL 1 1

2–5) to assess
behavioural problems of their children. During a home visit,
mothers and their children were asked to perform several
tasks together to measure mother-child interaction with the
Emotional Availability Scales (EAS)6. The four maternal
scales of the EAS were standardized and summed to create a
total maternal interaction score. Based on the cut off scores of
the prenatal measures, the children were divided into a
prenatally exposed to maternal emotional complaints group
(N 5 66) and a non-exposed group (N 5 66). Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: Multiple regression analyses were performed with
group (exposed or non-exposed) and maternal interaction as
predictor variables, parental current emotional complaints as
confounder variables, and CBCL scores as dependent
variables. A product term between group and maternal
interaction style was entered to assess a potential interaction
effect. Separate regression analyses were performed for
maternal and paternal reports and for boys and girls. A
significant interaction effect between prenatal group status
and maternal postnatal interaction style was found on CBCL
Total and Internalizing behavioural problems as reported by
the fathers in the analyses for girls (t 5 22.24, p , .05;
t 5 23.05, p , .01). Prenatally exposed girls show more
total and internalizing behavioural problems when their
mothers show postnatally a less optimal interaction style. In
contrast, prenatally exposed girls show less behavioural
problems when their mothers show a more optimal
interaction style postnatally. No significant results are found
in the analyses for boys.
Conclusion: The postnatal environment can modify the
effects caused by prenatal maternal emotional complaints on
child behaviour, especially for girls.

1. B.R.H. van den Bergh et al., Neurosci Biobehav Rev,
29:237–258, 2005.

2. C. Caldji et al., Proc Natl Acad Sci, 95:5335–5340, 1998.
3. L.A. Kaplan et al., Early Hum Dev, 84:249–256, 2008.

4. K. Bergman et al., J Child Psychol Psychiatry,
49:1089–1098, 2008.

5. T.C.E. de Bruijn et al., Early Hum Dev, 85:319–324,
2009.

6. Z. Biringen, Am J Orthopsychiatry, 70:104–114, 1998.
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Objective: To investigate determinant factors of birth weight
in a cohort of Brazilian women.
Methods: Prospective study with 195 pairs of women
monitored during pregnancy and their off-springs in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil. The dependent variable was birth weight
(BW), and the independent were socio-demographic
(income, schooling, maternal age) reproductive (parity, age
at menarche), anthropometric (pre-pregnancy body mass
index, gestational weight gain), and biochemical variables
(serum levels of insulin, leptin, C-reative protein, interleukin-
6, hematocrit, hemoglobin, glucose, triglycerides, cholesterol
and its fractions) measured in the first gestational trimester.
Interleukin-6 was measured by ELISA and hemoglobin using
an automatic counter. The statistical analysis was performed
by means of multivariate linear regression. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: The mean (SD) BW was 3,253 g (6525). Results of
the multivariate model showed that pre-pregnancy body mass
index (BMI) (b 5 32.8; p 5 0.001), gestational weight gain
(GWG) (b 5 36.6; p 5 0.003), gestational age at birth
(b 5 82.4; p 5 0.031), hemoglobin serum levels (b 5 94.4;
p 5 0.015) and interleukin-6 serum levels (b 5 14.3; p 5

0.026) remained significantly associated to the birth weight.
Conclusions: The present study corroborates others1,2 that
revealed the effect of well-known variables like GWG, pre-
pregnancy BMI and gestational age at birth on the BW.
Additionally, the serum levels of interleukin-6 and hemoglo-
bin remained associated with increased values of birth weight.
This finding indicates that the iron-nutritional and the
inflammatory status in the beginning of pregnancy also play
an important role in the definition of birth weight. Support:
Coordination Support of Higher Education (CAPES),
National Council for Scientific and Technological Develop-
ment (CNPq).
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Variable b coefficient 95%Confidence Interval P value*

Body mass index (kg/m2) 32.8 13.6–52,0 0.001

Gestational weight gain (kg) 36.6 13.1–60.1 0.003

Gestational age at birth (weeks) 82.4 8.0–156.9 0.031

Hemoglobin (mg/dl) 94.4 19.0–169.9 0.015

Interleukin-6 (pg/ml) 14.3 1.8–26.9 0.026

*p-value refers to Wald’s test.

1. N.E. Stotland. Obstet Gynecol., 108:635–643, 2006.
2. I.O. Frederick. Matern Child Health J., 12:557–567, 2008.
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Objective: Maternal depression during pregnancy may affect
fetal growth through elevated maternal cortisol levels. This
hypothesis is however hardly examined and the results are
inconsistent. This large prospective cohort study examined 1)
the association of maternal cortisol levels with offspring
birthweight and small for gestational age (SGA) risk, and 2)
the mediating role of maternal cortisol on the relation
between maternal depression and fetal growth.
Methods: From January 2003 till March 2004, all pregnant
women in Amsterdam were approached during their first
prenatal visit (613 weeks of gestation); 8266 women
(response rate 67%) filled out a questionnaire covering
sociodemographic data, lifestyle and psychosocial health;
4389 women also provided a blood sample for biomarker
analyses. Total cortisol level in serum was determined. To
measure depressive symptoms the CES-D scale was adminis-
tered. For this study, only women were included who
delivered a singleton at term, who provided a blood sample
<20 weeks of gestation, and who had complete data available
on all relevant variables (n 5 2810). Maternal cortisol levels
were standardized for the time of day and the pregnancy
duration at blood collection. Separate analyses were
performed for a subsample of women who provided a blood
sample <9.00 a.m. (n 5 94) to explore the hypothesis that

fetal growth is mainly affected by early morning cortisol level.
Multiple linear and logistic regression analyses were
performed for respectively the outcome variables birthweight
and SGA. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clear-
ance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Maternal cortisol level was negatively related to
birthweight (B 5 20.35, P , 0.001) and positively to SGA
(OR 5 1.00, P 5 0.027), however, these effects disappeared
after adjustment for covariates (gestational age at birth, infant
gender, ethnicity, maternal age, parity, BMI, and smoking).
Among the subsample of early morning cortisol, maternal
cortisol levels remained significantly related to birthweight
(B 5 20.94, P 5 0.025) and a higher SGA risk (OR 5 1.01,
P 5 0.032) after adjustment for covariates. A mediation effect
of maternal cortisol on the relation between maternal
depressive symptoms and birthweight was not observed, by
lack of a significant association between maternal depressive
symptoms and maternal cortisol level (B 5 0.36, P 5 0.139).
Conclusions: Offspring of women with high morning maternal
cortisol levels in early pregnancy had lower birthweights and a
higher SGA risk compared to offspring of women with low
morning cortisol levels. The hypothesis that maternal depression
during pregnancy affects fetal growth through elevated maternal
cortisol levels could however not be supported.
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Maternal antenatal mood and the HPA-axis in
adolescence: findings from the ALSPAC cohort at age 15
1K. O’Donnell, 2 T.G. O’Connor, 1V. Glover
1Institute of Reproductive and Developmental Biology, Imperial
College London, UK; 2Department of Psychiatry, University of
Rochester, New York, USA

Objective: Several human studies document links between
maternal antenatal mood and children’s behavioral and
biological development in infancy and early childhood, but
few studies have examined such effects beyond childhood.
Adolescence is a period marked by increasing rates of
psychopathology, particularly in females, and maturation of
the HPA axis in both sexes. In this study we sought to determine
the long-term effects of maternal antenatal mood on hypotha-
lamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis function in adolescence.
Method: Participants were drawn from the Avon Longitudinal
Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC) birth cohort. This
prospectively designed study has psychometric and other data
on mother and child from pregnancy through to adolescence.
HPA-axis function was indexed by salivary cortisol in a
subgroup of n 5 918 adolescents (416 male, 502 female, mean
age 15 years) who provided samples over three school days at
waking, 30 minutes, 8 and 12 hours post waking.
Results: Participants demonstrated a marked cortisol awaken-
ing response (CAR) followed by declining levels across the
day (F(3, 3809) 5 1464, p , .0001, n 5 918). Females had
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significantly higher CAR (t 5 29.07, p , .001). Raised maternal
antenatal symptoms of depression at 18 weeks gestation predicted
a blunted CAR in females (DCort: t 5 2.355, p 5 .02) but not in
males. This finding remained after multivariate analyses
including depression later in pregnancy or postnatally, maternal
social class, smoking and education.
Conclusions: We describe a marked CAR in both sexes at this
age, greater in females than males. Maternal antenatal depression
predicted a blunted CAR in females. Our result suggests a
contribution of the in utero environment to diurnal cortisol in
later adolescence, giving some support to the fetal programming
hypothesis. The blunted CAR we describe has been observed to
be associated with PTSD, chronic fatigue and other psycho-
pathology. The sex specific nature of this finding is of interest
given the higher rates of psychopathology in females at this
developmental stage. Future work will determine whether this
blunted CAR is associated with specific symptoms in this cohort,
and explore other determinants of the cortisol diurnal profile in
male and female adolescents.

P-8B-366

Maternal stress and functional brain development in
fetal sheep

F. Rakers1, V. Frauendorf1, S. Rupprecht1, H. Schubert2,
M. Schwab1

1Dept.of Neurology; 2Institute of Lab Animal Sciences, Friedrich
Schiller University Jena, Germany

Stress during pregnancy seems to predispose for behavioral
and cognitive disorders in later life.1 We have shown in fetal
sheep that a single course of betamethasone (BM) at the dose
used clinically to induce fetal lung maturation is a profound
stimulator of maturation of cortical neuronal activity at the
expense of persisting glucocorticoid receptor resistance and
sleep state fragmentation.2 Sleep state fragmentation persists
until adulthood after prenatal stress in rats.3 Hypercortisolism
and sleep state fragmentation are major symptoms of
neurobehavioral disorders and depression in postnatal life.
Objective: To examine if maternal stress - similar to prenatal
BM treatment - affects fetal functional brain development.
Methods: Fourteen pregnant German Longwool Merino ewes
underwent repeated isolation stress between 30 and 100 dGA
(days gestational age, term 150 days) in a soundproofed,
temperated (188C), bright illuminated room thrice weekly for
3 hours at random times. This procedure resulted in reprodu-
cible stress responses without habituation (S. Rupprecht et al.,
DOHaD meeting, 2009). Three days after chronic instrumenta-
tion fetal electrocorticogram (ECoG) was recorded in non-
stressed controls (n 5 7) between 109 and 136 dGA equivalent
to 0.7 to 0.9 gestation. Since stressed fetuses were more
vulnerable and had difficulties to survive the long recording
period fetal ECoG was recorded in a first set of seven stressed
fetuses between 109 and 120 dGA and in a second set of seven

fetuses between 120 and 136 dGA. Artifact-free one hour ECoG
epochs from each day were analyzed using spectral analysis.
Results: Cycling ECoG activity started to develop with
maturation of the NREM sleep ECoG at 114 dGA followed
by the REM sleep ECoG at 130 dGA (Fig. 1). Thus,
maturation of subcortical thalamic pacemaker circuits that are
active in NREM sleep precedes maturation of complex
cortical neuronal interactions in REM sleep. Maternal stress
did not affected maturation of cyclic ECoG activity (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Intrauterine maturation of cycling ECoG activity as measure of
sleep state development in control and stressed fetuses. Mean1SEM,
*p , 0.05 vs. 109 dGA. An increase of the mean spectral edge frequency
(mSEF) reflects an increase of high frequency and a decrease of low
frequency patterns in the ECoG signal that is typical for the development
of the REM sleep ECoG (top). A decrease of the mSEF reflects an
increase of low frequency and a decrease of high frequency patterns
typically for the development of the NREM sleep (bottom).

Conclusions: Contrary to BM treatment, our maternal stress
model applied between 0.2 and 0.67 gestation did not affect
functional brain and sleep state development. This might be
due to the stress exposure during the first and second
trimester compared to the BM treatment at the beginning of
the third trimester or the lower GC levels reaching the foetus
during maternal stress than after BM administration.

1. A.C. Huizink et al., Psychol Bull. 130:115–42, 2004.
2. K. Schwab et al., Early Human Dev. 83:S129, 2007.
3. C. Dugovic et al., J Neurosci,19:8656–8664, 1999.
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Prenatal stress and risk of behavioural morbidity from age
two to 14 years: the influence of the number, type and
timing of stressful life events
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Objective: The maternal experience of stressful events during
pregnancy has been associated with a number of adverse
consequences for behavioural development in offspring.
However, the measurement and interpretation of prenatal
stress varies among reported studies. Further, little was
understood about whether and how the number; type; and
timing of stress events might influence subsequent child
behavioural development between two- and 14-years of age.
Methods: The Western Australian Pregnancy Cohort (Raine)
Study recruited 2900 pregnant women and recorded life stress
events experienced at 18 and 34 weeks gestation along with
extensive sociodemographic data. The mother’s exposure to
life stress events were again collected when the children were
followed-up in conjunction with behavioural assessments at
ages two, five, eight, ten and 14 years using the Child
Behaviour Checklist (CBCL). Logistic regression models with
generalized estimating equations were used to assess the
relationships between the maternal experience of life stress
events and child behaviour between age 2- and 14-years.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: The maternal experience of increasing numbers of
stressful events during pregnancy was associated with a higher
risk of behavioural problems for offspring compared with
those who were exposed to none. Events that were defined as
acute (e.g. death of a relative, job loss) and more pervasive
chronic stress experience (e.g. financial problems, marital
problems) were both significantly associated with greater
mental health morbidity between age two- and 14-years.
Exposure to stressful events in the first 18 weeks of pregnancy
showed stronger associations with total and externalizing
morbidity than events occurring between 18 and 34 weeks
gestation, although both were significantly predictive of
behavioural morbidity. These results were independent of
other pre- and postnatal influences, including postnatal stress
exposure and socioeconomic factors.
Conclusions: The maternal exposure to life stress events
during pregnancy has long-lasting consequences for mental
health of offspring during childhood and adolescence,
independent of later stress exposure. The mothers’ experience
of multiple stressful events during pregnancy was associated
with higher behavioural morbidity for offspring later in
childhood and adolescence, compared with no experience of
stressful events. Both acute and chronic stressors were

associated with increased behavioural problems. Experiencing
multiple stressful events during pregnancy was also associated
with: i) an increased likelihood for the mother to be further
exposed to stressful events after birth, and; ii) indicators of
general social disadvantage. Our findings show that the effect
of stress events in pregnancy remained a significant predictor
of behavioural problems in children and adolescents indepen-
dent of pre- and postnatal confounding variables, including
stressful events which mothers experienced later in life,
indicating a role for fetal programming. Improved support
for women with chronic stress exposure during pregnancy,
particularly women with social disadvantage, is likely to
improve the mental health of their offspring in later life.

P-8B-368

Emotional stress during pregnancy and negative
temperamental reactivity in infancy and toddlerhood

B.R.H. Van den Bergh1,2, A. Simons1, M. Braeken1,
R. Otte1

1Developmental Psychology, Tilburg University, the Netherlands;
2Department of Welfare, Public Health and Family, Flemish
Government, Brussels, Belgium

Objective: There is good evidence that alterations of
neurodevelopment underlying behavioral problems and
psychopathology have their origins in prenatal life. We
prospectively studied the relationship between maternal
anxiety and depression during pregnancy and individual
differences in negative reactivity in infancy and toddlerhood.
Method: In a prospective-longitudinal study maternal anxiety
was measured at 5–14, 15–27 and 28–40 weeks of pregnancy
with the State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI), Pregnancy
Anxiety Questionnaire (PRAQ-R) and Edinburgh Depression
Inventory (EDI), in 155 pregnant women. Infant negative
reactivity was measured with standardized temperament
questionnaires at two times. Between 4 and 8 months, with
the Infant Behavior Questionnaire-Revised (IBQ-R; mean
age 5 6 months); between 15 and 36 months with the Early
Childhood Behaviour Questionnaire (ECBQ; mean age 5 32
months). Data were analysed with hierarchical regression
analyses (SPSS 17.0). Parity, maternal educational level and
postnatal maternal State anxiety, birth weight and sex of the
baby were added as covariates if they were significantly correlated
with infant reactivity. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: State anxiety in first trimester (STAI; Mean 5 35.96;
SD 5 9.92) was significantly associated with offspring negative
reactivity; it explained 8% of the variance at 4–8 months (IBQ-
R; F (2, 102) 5 5.95; p 5 .004) and 6.5% of the variance
at 15–36 months (ECBQ; F (2, 125) 5 7.23; p 5 .001). Of
specific pregnancy related anxieties (PRAQ-R) only third
trimester fear for changes (e.g. of physical appearance) was
significantly associated with infant reactivity at 4–8 months,
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explaining 7% of the variance (IBQ-R; F (2,102) 5 7.151;
p 5 .001). Postnatal maternal anxiety was in all analyses
significantly associated with infant reactivity but it did not
erase the influence of prenatal anxiety. State or trait anxiety in
second and third trimester and depressive symptoms were not
independently from either covariates or anxiety in first trimester
significantly associated with offspring negative reactivity.
Conclusions: Our results provide evidence for an association
between maternal anxiety during pregnancy and negative
reactivity in infancy and toddlerhood that is independent of
key sociodemographic and obstetric factors and concurrent
postnatal maternal anxiety. They suggest that negative
reactivity may have prenatal environmental origins. Fetal
programming of the HPA-axis as been suggested as a possible
underlying mechanism. To investigate this mechanism data
on infant cortisol reactivity and regulation (gathered during
and after inoculation at 4–6 months) will be combined
with maternal psychological and physiological (i.e., cortisol
awakening response) during pregnancy and preliminary
data presented.
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Maternal depressive symptoms, serum folate status and
birth weight: Results of the ABCD birth cohort study
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Achtergracht 100, Amsterdam, the Netherlands; 3Department of
Paediatrics, VU University Medical Center, De Boelelaan 1117,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Objective: Low birth weight is considered a reflection of an
adverse fetal environment, and is associated with disease in
later life. An adverse fetal environment might be the result of
maternal stress, including depressive symptoms and nutri-
tional constraints, such as an unfavourable folate status of the
mother. Empirical data on the combined potentially detri-
mental effect of maternal depressive symptoms and serum
folate status on birth weight are scarce. In the present study
we explored whether different levels of depressive symptoms
and differences in serum folate status of pregnant women
were associated with differences in birth weight in the
offspring. A possible synergistic effect of depressive symptoms
and low folate status on birth weight as well as possible fetal
gender differences were additionally explored.
Methods: Data were derived from a subsample of women
with life born singleton infants (N 5 4044) from the
Amsterdam Born Children and their Development (ABCD)
study, a prospective multiethnic birth cohort study in the
Netherlands. Depressive symptoms, measured by the CES-D

scale, were assessed with a questionnaire around the 16th
(interquartile range [IQR] 14th–18th) week of pregnancy.
Three CES-D categories were defined (,16 not depressed
(72%), 16–23 possibly depressed (16%), 23 5 , probably
depressed (12%)). Serum folate status was determined around
the 14th (IQR 12th–15th) pregnancy week, standardized
for pregnancy duration at the time of blood collection
and divided into quintiles. Birth weight, fetal gender and
pregnancy duration, were available from Youth Health Care
Registration. Potential confounders (maternal age, pre-
pregnancy BMI, educational level, parity, ethnicity, smoking,
alcohol consumption and hypertensive disorders) were
obtained from the pregnancy questionnaire and the Dutch
Perinatal Registration Analyses were conducted using
SPSS 17.0 (SPSS Inc.). Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent were
obtained.
Results: Univariately the highest category of depressive
symptoms was associated with lower birth weight (2157 g
in boys, p , 0.001 and 281 g in girls, p , 0.05). This
association decreased after adding gestational age to the
model, indicating a mediating effect. After the addition of all
potential confounders, the association became insignificant in
girls, but remained significant in boys (265 g, p 5 0.05).
Univariately low serum folate status was associated with lower
birth weight (288 g in boys, p , 0.05 and 2101 g in girls,
p , 0.01). The effect of serum folate status fully disap-
pareared after adding gestational age, again indicating a
mediating effect. There was no significant interaction
between depressive symptoms and serum folate status.
Conclusions: Both depressive symptoms and serum folate
status during pregnancy were associated with birth weight,
which was mainly due to a shorter gestational period.
Furthermore, depressive symptoms more strongly seem to
affect male than female fetuses. Support: The Netherlands
Organisation for Health Research and Development
(ZonMw), Netherlands Heart Foundation and Nutricia
Research BV.
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Long term outcome of pregnancies complicated by
hyperemesis gravidarum. A systematic review
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Objective: There is evidence that HG is associated with a
predominance of female fetuses, lower birth weight and
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shorter gestational age, but studies report conflicting results.
As the adverse effects of prematurity and low birth weight on
disease risk in later life have become clear, the repercussions of
HG might not be limited to pregnancy alone. The aim of this
review was to summarize the available evidence on fetal and
neonatal outcome of pregnancies complicated by HG and
long term health effects of the offspring.
Methods: A literature search was conducted in the electronic
databases PubMed and Embase (February 2008). Studies
were included that reported on the fetal, neonatal and long
term outcome of pregnancies complicated by HG. Further-
more, we tracked references.
Results: The search resulted in 203 studies, of these, twenty-
three suitable studies were identified. The quality of reporting
of most studies was limited. All studies confirmed the higher
female/male ratio in pregnancies complicated by HG (OR
female fetus 1.28 [1.22, 1.35]). Results on birth weight and
gestational age were too heterogeneous for meta analysis. No
studies reported on long term health effects.
Conclusion: HG is associated with a higher female/male ratio
of the offspring. No studies reported on reported on long
term health effects.

P-8B-371

Stress during lactation induces changes in the liver
endocannabinoid system and related lipogenic factors
in adult mice

V.A. Castillo, C.A. Valenzuela, C.A. Aguirre, O.A. Orellana,
A.M. Ronco, M.N. Llanos

Laboratorio de Nutrición y Regulación Metabólica. Instituto de
Nutrición y Tecnologı́a de los Alimentos. Universidad de Chile.
Casilla 138-11. Santiago, Chile

Several reports have proposed that environmental events
occurring during fetal/neonatal periods may have permanent
adverse health effects in adulthood1. Thus, it has been previously
shown that stress during lactation induce metabolic disturbances
and overweight in adult mice2. Moreover, we found that all
these metabolic alterations may be treated with a type 1
cannabinoid/endocannabinoid receptor (CB1ER) antagonist,
suggesting a role for the endocannabinoid system (ECS) in
such effects. In fact, it was recently demonstrated that liver
CB1ER play a crucial role in hepatic lipogenesis de novo and
systemic metabolic perturbations associated to diet-induced
obesity3. The ECS mainly includes the endocannabinoids
anandamide (ADA) and 2-arachydonoylglycerol (2-AG), their
receptors (CB1ER/CB2ER) and synthesizing or degrading
enzymes such as the fatty acid amido hydrolase (FAAH).
Objective: To evaluate the effects of stress during lactation on
adult liver FAAH expression and activity, CB1ER expression
and related lipogenic factors such as the sterol regulatory
element binding protein-1c (SREBP-1c), fatty acid synthase
(FAS) and acetyl coenzyme A carboxilase (ACC1).

Methods: Twelve hours after birth, male CD-1 mice pups were
selected and randomly distributed for maternal cross-fostering.
During lactation (21 days) mice were stressed or not with a daily
subcutaneous injection of saline solution in the back (1 ml/g
body weight). Adult animals (130 days old) were subsequently
sacrificed and the liver extracted to evaluate mRNA expression
of CB1ER, FAAH, SREBP-1c, FAS and ACC1 by RT-PCR.
Protein expression of CB1ER and FAAH was assessed by
Western blot analysis controlled with respective blocking
peptides. Additionally, FAAH enzyme activity was determined
by measuring liver protein extract ability to hydrolyze 3H-
[ADA] to 3H-arachidonic acid and ethanolamine at 378C.
Results: In our experimental conditions, stress during
lactation significantly increases body weight (7%) and
epididymal fat (29%) in adult mice. Significant increases in
levels of leptin (19.7 6 2.1 vs 11.1 6 2.2 ng/ml), corticoster-
one (35.5 6 11 vs 8.1 6 2.95 ng/ml), and triglycerides (TG;
115.8 6 10.3 vs 89.6 6 9.9 mg/dl) were also observed in
stressed animals in comparison to controls. Messenger RNA
expressions of liver CB1ER, FAAH, SREBP-1c and FAS were
similar in both groups of animals; however, ACC1 expression
was higher in stressed than control mice. Western blot
analysis revealed that CB1ER protein expression was not
different in both groups, while FAAH protein expression was
decreased by 40% in stressed animals, a finding consistent
with same decreased amount in enzymatic activity.
Conclusions: Stress during lactation decreases protein expression
and activity of adult liver FAAH, a fact that may result in
sustained availability of ADA able to stimulate CB1ER.
Enhanced ACC1 mRNA expression could be dependent or
independent of the CB1ER/SREBP-1c pathway. In any case, it is
suggested to be the first step for liver fatty acid and TG de novo
synthesis with consequences in elevated circulating TG levels
and availability for accumulation in adipose tissue during
adulthood. Support: FONDECYT 1070663.

1. C. Gicquel et al., Best Pract Res Clin Endocrinol Metab.,
22:1–16, 2008.

2. A. Loizzo et al., Pediatr Res., 59:111–115, 2006.
3. D. Osei-Hyiaman et al., J Clin Invest., 118:3160–3169,

2008.

P-8B-372

Higher acculturation and higher pregnancy-specific
distress are correlated with the incidence of pregnancy
complications in latinas

M. Kreither1, C. Cage1, M. Lobel2, M.E. Coussons-Read1

1University of Colorado at Denver; 2Stony Brook University, USA

High levels of stress during the pre-natal period have been
documented as having a negative impact on birth outcomes,
infant complications and the immune system specifically, on
cytokine production.
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Objective: Our study focuses in the psychosocial factors
that affect the distress levels and the inflammatory response,
and the negative consequences of these interactions upon
pregnancy.
Methods: We evaluated social support, acculturation levels,
stress and distress in a sample of 30 Latina-pregnant women that
were recruited and consented at Denver Health Medical Center
in the Woman’s Care Clinic in Denver CO, during one of their
regular appointments following the procedures approved by the
Colorado Multiple Review Board. Subjects were asked to the
Denver Maternal Health Assessment (DMHA), the Revised
Pregnancy Distress Questionnaire (NUPDQ), Prenatal Social
Support Instrument and the Acculturation Survey, once every
trimester of the pregnancy. Data regarding pregnancy outcomes
were obtained through chart extraction. The study collected
blood samples twice: early and late pregnancy periods. Two extra
blood samples were collected in addition to the ones required at
Denver Health for the participant’s regular pre-natal care
appointments. First, a non-heparinized tube was used to extract
serum and analyze Cytokines levels; specifically IL-6, IL-10 and
TNF-a. And a second heparinized tube, for isolation of
peripheral blood mononuclear cells.
Results: Data analyses showed a positive correlation between
high levels of distress specific of pregnancy early in pregnancy
and lower birth weight. Distress specific of pregnancy early in
pregnancy was significantly correlated with lower gestational
age at birth. Higher acculturation levels were associated with
higher social support during early pregnancy. Higher
acculturation was also correlated with lower levels of IL-10
during early and late trimester of pregnancy.
Conclusions: These findings support the idea that distress
specific of pregnancy during early pregnancy is negatively
affecting birth outcomes. Previous studies have shown more
negative consequences of stress when occurs early on pregnancy,
due to the development process occurring in the uterus.
Surprisingly, higher levels of acculturation were associated with
higher social support, but lower levels of IL-10 during early and
late periods of pregnancy. This suggests that acculturation and
stress during the pre-natal period have a strong influence on the
cytokine production. Cytokines are involved on the inflamma-
tory process during pregnancy and are related to negative birth
outcomes and/or pregnancy complications, such as pre-term
delivery. Finally, acculturation seems to have an important role
to understand how ethnicity influences stress during pregnancy
and we are evaluating how higher acculturation levels can be
changing eating habits and diet in Latinas. In this ongoing
study, we want to start looking at some measures to evaluate
eating habits and iron deficiency.

P-8B-373

Prenatal dexamethasone exposure results in gender
specific responses in plasma ACTH, cortisol and
b-endorphin to postnatal stress in lambs

S. Li1,2, T.J.M. Moss1,2,4, I. Nitsos1, G. Polglase1,2,
D.A. Cruise1, J.P. Newnham1,2, J.R.G. Challis3,5

1School of Women’s and Infants’ Health, The University of
Western Australia; 2Women and Infants Research Foundation,
WA, Australia; 3Depts of Physiology and Obstetrics and
Gynecology, the University of Toronto, Canada; 4Department of
Physiology, Monash University, VIC, Australia; 5Michael Smith
Foundation for Health Research, Vancouver, Canada

Objective: To evaluate the effects of prenatal dexamethasone
exposure on responses to two procedures that are conducted
routinely as standard agricultural procedures in young Australian
sheep. These procedures are placement of a tight rubber ligature
around the base of the tail and, in males, a similar procedure and
castration by applying a ring above the testicles.
Method: Pregnant ewes carrying singleton fetuses were
randomized to control (2 ml saline/ewe) or dexamethasone
(dex) treatment (0.14 mg/kg ewe weight) consisting of four
intramuscular injections at 12-hourly intervals over 48 hours
on days 40–41 (term 150 days). At 31 days of postnatal age, a
rubber ring was placed around the base of the tail of each
lamb, and in males, a ring was also placed around the scrotum
to cause castration. Blood samples were taken from the
jugular vein before commencement of the first procedure
(0 minute) and 15 and 60 minutes after completion of the
ring placements. ACTH, cortisol and b-endorphin were
measured by 125I radioimmunoassay.
Results: ACTH levels at 60 minutes in treatment females
(dex-F) were significantly lower than in treatment males (dex-
M) (P 5 0.006). Cortisol levels at 15 minutes in dex-F were
significantly lower than in control females (C-F) (P 5 0.005).
At 60 minutes, cortisol levels in dex-F were lower than in
control males (C-M) (P 5 0.01) and treated males (dex-M)
(P 5 0.002). Cortisol levels in C-F were lower than in C-M
(P 5 0.029). b-Endorphin levels at 15 minutes in C-M and
dex-M were significantly higher than C-F and dex-F
(P 5 0.03), possible reflecting an additional response to
castration. At 60 minutes, b-endorphin levels in C-M, C-F
and dex-M were lower, but the level in dex-F was consistently
higher than at 0 minutes (P 5 0.02).
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Conclusions: Exposure of fetal sheep at 40 days gestation to
maternal dexamethasone treatment results in a decreased
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal response after birth in females
but not males. 60 minutes after tail docking, in females but
not males, prior prenatal dexamethasone exposure was
associated with lower levels of cortisol and higher levels of
b-endorphin when compared with controls. These finding
suggests that the response to dexamethasone in early
pregnancy is sexually diergic with suppression in females of
development of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, but
not of the pathways associated with endorphin production.

P-8B-374

Isolation is a reliable stressor of the pregnant ewe

S. Rupprecht1, V. Frauendorf1, F. Rakers1, H. Schubert2,
M. Schwab1

1Dept. of Neurology; 2Institute of Lab Animal Sciences,
Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany

In epidemiological studies, stress during pregnancy programs
predisposition for diseases in later life such as behavioral and
cognitive disorders1. To examine the mechanisms it would be
useful to have a stress model in pregnant sheep as an
important model of fetal physiology. Isolation has been found
a major stressor in gregarious animals resulting in immediate
and sustained activation of the HPA axis2.
Objective: To examine if repeated isolation is a reliable
stressor to which the pregnant ewe doesn’t habituate.
Methods: Eighteen two-year old pregnant German Longwool
Merino ewes were isolated between 30 and 100 dGA (days
gestational age, term 150 days) in a soundproofed,
temperated (188 C), bright illuminated room thrice weekly
for 3 hours at random times. Plasma cortisol response profiles
were determined at 30, 44, 59, 72, 89 dGA. Blood samples
were taken from the external jugular vein 15 min prior to
isolation, at 15 min, 60 min and 120 min of isolation and
60 min after isolation.
Results: Repeated isolation results in a profound and
sustained cortisol response at each examined isolation bout
(p , 0.001, Fig. 1). Baseline cortisol level were elevated prior
to the first but not prior to the following isolation bouts
(p , 0.05, Fig. 1) revealing the novelty stress in response to
first blood sampling during the protocol. Low baseline
cortisol levels prior to the following isolation bouts reflect
adaptation to handling. Though the absolute peak cortisol
response was higher at the first than at the following isolation
bouts (p , 0.05, Fig. 1) the cortisol response relative to
baseline did not differ from the following isolation bouts (Fig.
1). There was no difference in the peak cortisol response
between the following isolation bouts (Fig. 1).
Conclusions: While the pregnant ewes habituate to handling,
isolation is a reliable stressor for pregnant sheep to which the
ewe doesn’t habituate.

Fig. 1. Baseline and peak serum cortisol (Top) and cortisol response
profiles (Bottom) in pregnant sheep exposed to repeated isolation
stress for three hours thrice weekly between 30 dGA and 100 dGA.
in pregnant sheep exposed to repeated isolation stress for three hours
thrice weekly between 30 dGA and 100 dGA. White bars reflect
baseline cortisol levels 15 min prior to isolation and black bars peak
cortisol response during isolation. Mean 6 SEM, $p , 0.05 com-
pared to the older ages, * p , 0.001 compared to baseline.

1. B.R. van den Bergh et al., Neurosci Biobehav Rev. 29:
237–258, 2005.

2. J.E. Minton, F. Blecha, J Anim Sci. 68:3145–3151, 1990.

P-8B-375

Maternal psychosocial stress during pregnancy and the
placenta: evidence from a population-based cohort study

M. Tegethoff1,2, N. Greene3, J. Olsen3,4,
Andrea H. Meyer1,5, G. Meinlschmidt1,6

1Department of Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy, Faculty
of Psychology, University of Basel, Switzerland; 2Department of
Neurobehavioral Genetics, Institute of Psychobiology, University
of Trier, Germany; 3Department of Epidemiology, School of
Public Health, University of California at Los Angeles, USA;
4The Danish Epidemiology Science Centre, Department of
Epidemiology, Institute of Public Health, University of Aarhus,
Denmark; 5Department of Applied Statistics in Life Sciences,
Faculty of Psychology, University of Basel, Switzerland;
6National Center for Competence in Research ‘‘Swiss Etiological
Study of Adjustment and Mental Health (sesam)’’, Switzerland

Objective: Maternal stress during pregnancy may have short-
and long-term effects on health in the offspring. Animal data
suggest that the placenta is involved in this stress-related fetal
programming but human evidence is lacking. Our primary
objective was to study the association between maternal
psychosocial stress during pregnancy and placental growth.
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Methods: In 78017 singleton pregnancies, we studied the
associations of maternal stress during pregnancy with the average
rate of placental growth (indicated by gestational age- and sex-
specific z-scores [ZS] of placental weight; estimates reported in
10–3), and with the absolute placental weight at birth. We
conducted multiple regression analyses adjusted for potential
confounders. We used two a priori defined types of psychosocial
stress, life stress in terms of perceived burdens in major areas of
life (e.g. partnership, work) and emotional stress in terms of self-
reported emotional disturbances (e.g. anxiety, nervousness).
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Life stress (per increase in stress score by 1, range: 0–18)
during pregnancy was associated with an increased average
placental growth rate (ZS; B 5 14.33, CI: 10.12–18.54), and
increased absolute placental weight at birth (g; B 5 1.67, CI:
1.06–2.28). Emotional stress during pregnancy, in contrast to
life stress, was not associated with average placental growth rate
and absolute placental weight at birth.
Conclusions: Maternal life stress but not emotional stress during
pregnancy was associated with increased average placental
growth and increased absolute placental weight at birth, but
the estimates of effect were rather small in both cases. Our results
are the first to show in humans that maternal psychosocial stress
may affect the placenta. They may contribute to a better
understanding of the role of the placenta in the regulation of
intrauterine processes in response to maternal stress. Support
source: The Danish National Research Foundation has
established the Danish Epidemiology Science Centre that
initiated and created the Danish National Birth Cohort. The
cohort is furthermore a result of a major grant from this
Foundation. Additional support for the Danish National Birth
Cohort is obtained from the Pharmacy Foundation, the Egmont
Foundation, the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation, the
Augustinus Foundation, and the Health Foundation. Support:
German National Academic Foundation (PhD scholarship to
MT), and the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF),
project no.51A240–104890, (to GM).

P-8B-376

Variations in family composition alter reproduction,
stress and behavioural responses in adulthood: effects
of litter-overlapping in rats

N. Uriarte1,2, A. Ferreira3, X.F. Rosa2, V. Sebben2,
A.B. Lucion2

1Laboratorio de Neurociencias, Facultad de Ciencias, UdelaR.
Iguá 4225, Montevideo, Uruguay; 2Departamento de Fisiologia,
ICBS, UFRGS. Sarmento Leite 500, Porto Alegre, Brasil;
3Sección Fisiologı́a, Facultad de Ciencias, UdelaR. Iguá 4225,
Montevideo, Uruguay

Early-life environment experienced by the pups strongly
influences their development and several behavioural and

neuroendocrine responses during adulthood. Commonly, the
rat pups’ environment is determined by the mother and litter-
mates in the nest. However, this familiar unity could differ if
mating at postpartum oestrus occurs, a common situation for
rodents in nature. If older offspring remain in the maternal
burrow following the birth of the new litter conceived in
postpartum oestrus, temporal overlapping of successive litters
will occur. In the laboratory, dams’ maternal behaviour
toward newborn pups is affected by the presence of older
siblings. When rearing overlapping litters (two juveniles from
the former litter and the newborns from the second one),
mothers licked the newborn pups less than mothers with
single litters. Interestingly, both male and female juveniles
developed maternal-like behaviours toward their newborn
siblings and overrode the deficit in maternal licking behaviour
received by newborns of the second litter.
Objective: Determine de effects of being reared in overlapped
litters on anxiety-like behaviour, stress response and repro-
ductive functions.
Methods: Adult male and female newborn pups from single
litters (SR) and from overlapped litters (OR) were assessed at
adulthood (.90 days-old). SR and OR male and females’
anxiety-like behaviours were tested in the open field test (1 m2

arena/5 min) and their plasmatic levels of corticosterone were
quantified following a 20-min restrain period. Spermatogen-
esis (sperm count), ovulation (oocytes in oestrus morning)
and sexual behaviour of SR and OR males and females were
determined.
Results: Adult OR animals increased the time (s) spent in
central quadrants of the open field [~: SR: 9.9 6 2.4, OR:
20.3 6 5.1; #: SR: 9.1 6 1.9, OR: 20.3 6 4.3, means 6 SE,
p , 0.05, Student t test]. While the stress response
(augmented corticosterone) did not differ between SR and
OR males [F(1,50) 5 4.45, p 5 ns], only SR females
exhibited enhanced corticosterone levels following stress
[F(1,50) 5 4.97, p , 0.05]. The frequency and latencies of
mounts and intromissions as well as the sperm count, the
daily sperm production and the transit time through
epididymis, did not differ between the SR and OR males.
By contrast, OR females showed reduced sexual behaviour if
compared to SR ones [lordosis quotient, OR: 0.6 6 0.1, SR:
0.4 6 0.1, means 6 SE, p , 0.05, Student t test], without
changes in the number of oocytes.
Conclusions: The early-life experience in overlapping litters
reduced the anxiety-like behaviour of males and females, and
diminished the endocrine stress response and reproductive
behaviour of female offspring during adulthood. These long-
term sex dimorphic effects could be attributed to a more
complex precocious rearing environment than the one
provided in single litters, which probably results in an altered
quality/quantity of stimulation from mothers and/or siblings.
The present model of overlapping-litters in rats could be a
useful tool to study how variations in family composition
affect the development of individuals. Support: ANII,
Proyecto FCE2007 302, SNI.
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P-8B-377

Long term effect of stress in pregnancy on HPA function
at awakening in adolescence

J.A.M. van Eekelen1, H.L. Hii1, C.E. Pennell2, J.K. Foster1,3,
E.R. de Kloet4, I.W. McKeague5, S.J. Lye6, E. Mattes1

1Developmental Neuroscience, Telethon Institute for Child
Health Research, 100 Roberts Road, Subiaco WA 6008,
Australia; 2School for Women’s and Infants’ Health, University
of Western Australia, Perth, Australia; 3Edith Cowan Uni-
versity, Joondalup, Australia; 4The University of Leiden, The
Netherlands; 5Columbia University, New York, US; 6Samuel
Lunenfeld Research Institute, University of Toronto, Canada

Stressful life events reported by the mother in pregnancy appear
associated with compromised physical and mental health of the
newborn child across the life course. Examples are an increased
risk for metabolic syndrome and depression, both complex
diseases possibly related to adverse development and life long
atypical activity of the stress-sensitive hypothalamic-pituitary-
adrenal (HPA) axis. We hypothesize that early life stress has
long-term effects on the development and maturation of the
HPA axis during childhood and adolescence.
Objective: We aimed to investigate the relationship between
maternal stress experienced during pregnancy and its effect on
non-stimulated morning adolescent HPA-activity as an
outcome measure of HPA development during the perinatal
and childhood period of life.
Methods: This study was part of the 17-year follow up of the
Western Australian Pregnancy (Raine) Cohort Study, a
longitudinal study on child health and development. Fasting
morning blood (n 5 1200) and saliva upon awakening on 3
consecutive days (n 5 1077) was collected under non-stressful
circumstances at home for analysis of ACTH, total circulating
cortisol and free salivary cortisol at mid-adolescence.
Previously, maternal stress was reported at 18 and 34 weeks
of gestation by confirmation of any of 10 selected items of the
life stress inventory by Tennant and Andrews1. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: Using General Linear Models with adjustment for
potential confounders including maternal age, education and
smoking, family income and gender, gestational age, birth
weight and APGAR scores of the newborn, we found that
increasing levels of stress experienced up to 18 weeks of
gestation was associated with lower levels of awakening free
cortisol in 17-year-old adolescents (b 5 2.027, 95%CI
2.050 to 2.005, p 5 0.017). However, stressful life events
experienced between 18–34 weeks of gestation were not
related to a reduction in free cortisol at 17 years of age
(b 5 2.015, 95%CI 2.040 to .011, p 5 0.252). At no time
during pregnancy were stressful life events associated with 17-
year total cortisol, ACTH, the percentage of bound cortisol in
the circulation or a total cortisol/ ACTH ratio as an index of
the earlier HPA cascade of neuroendocrine events.

Conclusion: Maternal stressful life events during the first half
of pregnancy appear to be associated years later with morning
day-to-day HPA activity in the adolescent child. Specifically,
the number of stressful life event exposures earlier in
pregnancy was inversely related to adolescent awakening free
cortisol. Our data support the view that early life stress may
have a fetal programming effect on HPA development. Yet, to
our knowledge, no study so far has reported a negative
association between the number and timing of stressful life
events in pregnancy and teenage HPA regulation under
resting conditions. A reduced ability to produce sufficient
biologically active cortisol at the start of the day may increase
vulnerability to stress-related disease development.

1. Tennant C et al . Aust NZ J Psychiatry, 10:27–32, 1976.

P-8B-377B

Diurnal cortisol rhythms and birth weight in the Cebu
Study

Z.M. Thayer1, C.W. Kuzawa1,2

1Department of Anthropology, Northwestern University, 1810
Hinman Ave., Evanston, IL 60208; 2Institute for Policy
Research, Northwestern University, 2040 Sheridan Rd.,
Evanston, IL 60208, Chicago, USA

Objective: Maternal stress and stress physiology are impor-
tant influences on birth outcomes. Intrauterine exposure to
stress hormones can also program metabolic and physiologic
function in offspring. Here we describe maternal diurnal
cortisol rhythms and explore relationships with offspring
birth weight recorded in reproductive histories collected
among female birth cohort members enrolled in the Cebu
Study (age 20.5–22.5 years), a large longitudinal birth cohort
that has followed several thousand young men and women
since their mothers were pregnant with them in 1983–4.
Methods: Salivary cortisol, reflecting the unbound, bioavail-
able fraction of the hormone, was assayed in three samples
designed to characterize the key parameters of diurnal change:
one collected just prior to bed, the second collected
immediately after waking the following morning, and a third
collected 30 minutes after waking as an index of the cortisol
awakening response. Birth weights were obtained retro-
spectively from birth records and, when not available, from
maternal recall. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: We find evidence for relationships between multiple
cortisol measures and offspring birth weight, with relation-
ships varying by sex of offspring. There was a strong inverse
relationship (p , 0.01) between offspring birth weight and
maternal bedtime cortisol levels (p , 0.01). There was a
significant interaction between maternal cortisol and off-
spring sex as a predictor of birth weight, with the effect
stronger in males (interaction p , 0.05). Thus, birth weights
are lower among women with higher bedtime cortisol, and
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the normal male excess in birth weight is also reduced, leading
to a reduction in sexual dimorphism in offspring birth
weight. Adjustment for recalled gestational timing did not
modify these relationships significantly, suggesting an impact
on fetal growth rate.
Conclusions: Our analyses highlight the importance of stress
physiology as a predictor of birth weight in a population
characterized by low mean birth weight, and suggest
important sex differences in these effects.

P-8C-378

Exercise imposed in early life is associated with altered
bone tissue responses to later training

E.C. Firth1*, C.W. Rogers1, P.R. vanWeeren2, A. Barneveld2,
C.E. Kawcak3, C.W. McIlwraith3, A.E. Goodship4,
R.K.W. Smith4

*National Research Centre for Growth and Development;
1Institute of Veterinary, Animal and Biomedical Sciences;
Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand; 2Utrecht
University, The Netherlands; 3Colorado State University, Fort
Collins, USA; 4Royal Veterinary College, London, UK

Objective: Exercise beginning soon after birth might affect
the size of joints, and larger joints may sustain lower
mechanical stress and possibly a reduced likelihood of onset
or progression of chondro-osseous diseases in later life. High
volumetric bone mineral density (BMDv) has been associated
with osteoarthritis, the single biggest musculoskeletal disease
in both humans and horses. We hypothesized that the size
and BMDv of the distal third metacarpal epiphysis of horses
exercised early in life would be different than in those which
had not.
Methods: 32 Thoroughbred foals allowed either spontaneous
exercise (PASTEX group) or also subjected to 1080m of
exercise (CONDEX) 5 days/week from 10 days to 18 months
of age were scanned 5 times (peripheral quantitative
computed tomography) during this period. Bone area (BA),
bone mineral content (BMC), and BMDv were not
significantly different between groups at any scan time or
over time (pooled data). Nineteen of the horses were trained
for two year old and three year old racing, separated by
several months pasture rest from training, and were scanned
before two year old training (Pre2), after two year old
training ceased (Post2), after several months at pasture and
just before three year old training began (Pre3), and
immediately after three year old training ended (Post3).
The mean workload and mean group bodyweights of the
two groups during training were not significantly different
in either racing campaign. For each epiphyseal bone
parameter, mean group values for each scan time and as
pooled values over time were compared (significance level
p , 0.05). The study was approved by two institutional
animal ethics committees.

Results: The conditioning exercise resulted in no negative effects.
Bone parameters were not different for CONDEX and PASTEX
groups at any of the 4 scan times except trabecular BMDv at
Post2, which was ,7.5% greater in the PASTEX group. Group
values pooled over time showed highly significant differences
between the two groups in BA (p 5 0.003–0.016) and BMDv

(p 5 0.000–0.023), but not BMC (p 5 0.053–0.655); BA was
higher in CONDEX than in the PASTEX group, and BMC less
in the CONDEX group until Post3. The BA changed hardly at
all over the 4 scans in PASTEX, but increased in the CONDEX
group. At Post3, the site sustaining highest loads had different
bone density distributions, the smaller PASTEX joint having a
significantly higher proportion of very dense voxels.
Conclusions: The group exposed to early conditioning exercise
increased Mc3 joint size when later exposed to athletic challenge,
whereas the PASTEX group did not. BMDv of the epiphysis of
the PASTEX group was higher, and the distribution of density
values was different in the two groups, which might have
implications in the initiation of joint disease. There was no
significant difference between the two groups in any bone
parameter on completion of conditioning exercise, but the
response to race training was significantly different. We conclude
that early exercise alters the sensitivity of mechanosensing and/or
metabolic responsiveness of joint tissues.

P-8C-379

Maternal high fat diet – deleterious effects on offspring
bone structure

S.A. Lanham1, C. Roberts1, T. Hollingworth1,
R. Sreekumar1, M.M. Elahi2, F.R. Cagampang2,
M.A. Hanson2, R.O.C. Oreffo
1Bone and Joint Research Group and 2Maternal, Fetal, and
Neonatal Physiology Group, Developmental Origins of Health
and Disease Division, Institute of Developmental Sciences,
University of Southampton, Southampton, SO16 6YD, UK

Objective: Epidemiological studies suggest skeletal growth is
programmed during intrauterine and early postnatal life. We
hypothesize that development of optimal peak in bone mass
has, in part, a fetal origin and investigated this using a mouse
model of maternal dietary fat excess.
Methods: Offspring from mouse dams fed either standard
chow (C) or lifetime high fat diet (HF) were maintained on a
HF diet to adulthood. Three offspring groups were studied:
maternal control diet/offspring control diet (C/C), maternal
control diet/offspring high fat diet (C/HF), maternal high fat
diet/offspring high fat diet (HF/HF), n 5 4–6 for each sex/
diet group. Femur samples were taken at 30 weeks of age and
bone structure, adiposity and strength analysed.
Results: Our study allowed us to examine whether any
predictive adaptive responses (PAR) occur for the skeleton.
For male offspring, feeding a high fat diet (C/HF compared
to C/C diet) increased mass and reduced femur length
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(p 5 0.004 and 0.04). However, with a prior maternal high
fat diet (HF/HF compared to C/HF diet) there were no
additional alterations in bone structure. Hence, any PAR cue
from the mother does not appear to be utilized in male
offspring. In contrast, whilst feeding a high fat diet in female
offspring (C/HF group compared to C/C group) increased
mass (p 5 0.002), increased bone volume (p 5 0.03),
increased maximum midshaft load (p 5 0.06), and increased
midshaft cross-sectional area (p 5 0.02), with the addition of
a maternal high fat diet (HF/HF compared to C/HF diet) the
response was to reduce mass (but not to the level of controls,
p 5 0.002)), reduce femur length (p 5 0.008), reduce bone
volume (to control levels, p 5 0.06)), and lower trabecular
thickness (p 5 0.03). These data are consistent with the
operation of a PAR in terms of bone structure in the female
offspring. This sexual dimorphism may reflect the differing
life-course strategies in developmental response to a challenge;
males may prioritise body growth to promote reproductive
success, while females prioritise body composition in terms of
fat deposition and skeletal structure in order to sustain
pregnancy.
Conclusions: These studies demonstrate effects of high fat
maternal diet during pregnancy, with or without a high fat diet
in offspring post weaning, on the bone quality and quantity of
those offspring. The skeleton is subject to the processes of
developmental plasticity, responding to environmental cues
within a non-pathological range at critical points in the life
course, as do other body components. Whilst such adaptive
responses may theoretically confer adaptive advantage, for
example in terms of reproductive fitness, they may confer
greater risk of chronic disease such as osteoporosis in human
populations exposed to increasingly rich diets and with greater
longevity. These studies indicate the importance of early life
interventions to promote the health of subsequent generations.

P-8C-380

Alteration of fetal bone structure by a maternal low
protein diet

S.A. Lanham1, E. DuPriest2, P. Kupfer2, C. Roberts1,
C. Cooper1, S.P. Bagby2, R.O.C. Oreffo1

1Bone and Joint Research Group, Developmental Origins of
Health and Disease, University of Southampton, Southampton,
SO16 6YD, UK; 2Division of Nephrology & Hypertension,
Oregon Health & Science University and Portland VA Medical
Center, Portland, OR, USA

Objective: Epidemiological studies suggest skeletal growth is
programmed during intrauterine and early postnatal life. We
hypothesize that the age-related decrease in bone mass has, in
part, a fetal origin and have investigated this using a
microswine model of maternal protein insufficiency.
Methods: The right femur and L1-L3 vertebrae from near-
term (gestational age 113 of 115) piglets were removed from

7 offspring of mothers fed a control diet (14% protein) and 7
offspring of mothers fed a low (1%) protein diet during
pregnancy. The femur and L2 vertebra were analysed to
measure differences in bone structure, density and strength.
Results: The proximal femur of offspring from mothers fed a
low protein diet were found to have increased bone density and
increased porosity (p 5 0.04) compared to controls. Although
there was no difference in trabecular structure in the proximal
femur, when strength tested the low protein group trabeculae
failed at a lower load (p 5 0.02), required less energy to break
(p 5 0.04), and was less stiff than controls (p 5 0.07). In
addition, the cartilage from the femoral head in the restricted
group was less stiff than controls i.e. the cartilage would compress
more with the same load than controls (p 5 0.003). No
differences were found in bone density or structure at the
midshaft of the femur. The distal femur showed a higher
prevalence of weaker rod-like trabeculae (p 5 0.02), but these
were more connected than controls (p 5 0.01). However, the
distal femur showed no differences in strength parameters or
bone density between the two diet groups. No differences were
found in the bone density of the vertebra, however, vertebra from
fetal offspring from low protein fed mothers showed increased
porosity (p 5 0.04), but a stronger more-plate like trabecular
structure (p 5 0.05). Load testing of the vertebral body showed
the restricted group failed at a lower load (p 5 0.02).
Conclusions: Fetal offspring from mothers fed a restricted
protein diet during pregnancy displayed significant differ-
ences in bone structure, density and strength in the femur and
vertebra and altered cartilage properties in the femoral head.
These differences result in altered bone characteristics
indicative of significantly altered bone turnover producing
weaker bone structures in critical area such as the proximal
femur and the vertebral body. These results from a
microswine model further support the need to understand
the key role of the nutritional environment in early
development on programming of skeletal development and
consequences in later life.

P-8C-381

A lifecourse study of bone resorption in men at age 49–51
years: The Newcastle Thousand Families Study

M.S. Pearce1, C.L. Relton2, A. Groom2, R.T. Peaston3,
R.M. Francis4

1Institute of Health and Society; 2Institute of Human Genetics;
4Institute for Ageing and Health, Newcastle University, New-
castle upon Tyne, UK; 3Department of Clinical Biochemistry,
Freeman Hospital, Newcastle upon Tyne, UK

It has been suggested that bone health in adulthood is
programmed by development in utero. Most previous investiga-
tions addressing this topic have focussed on bone mineral
density or bone mineral content, rather than other indicators of
bone health, such as biochemical markers of bone turnover.
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Objective: The objective of this study was to investigate
whether potential predictors, from different stages of life,
including early growth and socio-economic disadvantage,
influence bone resorption in men in the Newcastle Thousand
Families birth cohort.
Methods: The Newcastle Thousand Families Study is a
prospective study initiated in 1947 when all 1142 children
born to mothers resident in the city of Newcastle upon Tyne
in northern England were recruited. Detailed information on
many aspects of their lives was collected prospectively during
childhood, including early growth, illnesses and socio-
economic conditions. At age 49–51, 574 study members
returned detailed self-completion questionnaires and 412
attended for clinical examination, including 172 men in
whom bone resorption was assessed by measurement of serum
b C-telopeptide of type 1 collagen (CTX). This was analysed,
using multiple linear regression, in relation to a range of
variables at different stages of life, including birth weight
(standardised for gestational age and sex), duration breast fed,
position in family (calculated from the number of older
surviving siblings, including half-siblings, at the time of the
individual’s birth), cigarette smoking history, alcohol consump-
tion, percent body fat, physical activity levels, dietary intake of
certain nutrients previously found to be significant predictors of
either bone mineral density or bone area in a previous analysis of
this cohort1, and socio-economic status both at birth and in
adulthood. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: A significant trend was seen between increasingly
disadvantaged socio-economic status at birth and increased
bone resorption (p 5 0.04, r2 5 2.6%). However, birth weight,
standardised for sex and gestational age, was not associated with
serum CTX (p 5 0.77, r2 5 0.05%). Significant trends were
also seen between increasing dietary intake of saturated fat
(p 5 0.02, r2 5 2.6%), protein (p 5 0.04, r2 5 2.5%) and
sodium (p 5 0.04, r2 5 2.4%) and higher serum CTX.
However, in adjusted analyses, only dietary intake of saturated
fat showed a significant trend with serum CTX (p 5 0.03).
Conclusion: Our findings suggest that early socio-economic
disadvantage and later dietary factors may be associated with
increased bone resorption in middle aged men. However, as
little of the variance in serum CTX was explained by the
variables included within this investigation, further long-
itudinal studies are required to assess the lifecourse predictors
of bone resorption in adulthood and their relative impacts.

1. M.S. Pearce et al., J Epidemiol Comm Health, 59:475–480,
2005.

P-8C-382

Calcium supplementation from adolescence increases
adult bone mineral density in female rats born small, but
not in males or in offspring of normal birth weight

T. Romano1,2, J.D. Wark2, M.E. Wlodek1

1Department of Physiology, The University of Melbourne,
Parkville, VIC, Australia; 2Department of Medicine, The
University of Melbourne, Bone and Mineral Service, Royal
Melbourne Hospital, Parkville, VIC, Australia

Objective: It is established that low birth weight and poor
childhood growth program a variety of adult diseases. The
developmental programming of bone disorders, such as
osteoporosis, has only recently been investigated. We have
previously reported that offspring born small, as a result of
uteroplacental insufficiency, have shorter femurs, lower bone
mineral content and a bone strength deficit as adults1. The
aim of this study was to determine the effects of calcium
supplementation from adolescence on growth restricted
offspring which have a programmed bone deficit.
Methods: Bilateral uterine vessel ligation (Restricted) or sham
surgery (Control), was performed on gestational day 18 in WKY
rats to induce uteroplacental insufficiency and growth restric-
tion. Pups remained with their mothers until weaning at
postnatal day 35. At 2 months pups were allocated to either a
normal (0.46%) or high (2.4%) calcium diet, on which they
were maintained until 6 months of age (n 5 10 male and female
pups per group from 10 litters). After post-mortem at 6 months,
femur length was measured and both dual energy X-ray
absorptiometry (DXA) and peripheral quantitative computed
tomography (pQCT; for true volumetric trabecular and cortical
mineral content, density, dimensions, and stress strain index)
were performed on the right femur. Analysis of biochemical
markers of bone turnover at 4 months is ongoing.
Results: Male and female Restricted offspring were born 14%
lighter compared to Controls (p , 0.05). By 6 months,
female, but not male, Restricted offspring remained smaller
compared to Controls. Femur length was reduced in both
sexes at 6 months (p , 0.05). In males, no differences were
observed between Control and Restricted groups for either
trabecular or cortical content and density regardless of diet.
Trabecular content in females was not different between
Control and Restricted groups. After body weight correction,
Restricted females consuming a high calcium diet had an
increased trabecular density by 10.5% when compared to the
normal calcium diet group (p , 0.05). This trend was also
observed for cortical density whereby Restricted females
consuming the high calcium diet had a 7% greater cortical
density compared to Restricted females consuming a normal
calcium diet. No changes in cortical thickness were observed,
however absolute periosteal and endosteal circumferences
were lower in Restricted male and female offspring compared
to Controls with no effect of diet. Importantly, the stress
strain index of bone bending strength was lower in male
and female Restricted offspring, regardless of diet by up to
10.9% and 9.3%, respectively. DXA results were similar to
pQCT results.
Conclusions: Being born small, due to uteroplacental
insufficiency, programs reduced adult femur length, dimen-
sions and stress strain index. Supplementation with a high
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calcium diet from adolescence can increase adult trabecular
and cortical bone density in females, not males, who were
born small. This increase in bone density was not sufficient
to rescue the bone dimension and strength deficits which
were programmed in utero, suggesting that the early life
environment is critical for bone programming. Support: The
Gardiner Foundation.

1. T. Romano et al., Bone, 45: 132–141, 2009.

P-8C-383

Caries reduction in rural school-children exposed to
fluorides through a Milk-Fluoridation Program in
Araucania, Chile

A. Weitz1, A. Villa2

1Chilean Commission for School Children Support (JUNAEB).
2INTA, University of Chile, Santiago, Chile

Objectives: The aim of this study was to assess the
effectiveness of a dental caries prevention program for the
permanent dentition of Chilean rural schoolchildren using
fluoridated powdered milk and milk derivatives.
Methods: The fluoridated products were delivered to 35,000
schoolchildren in the rural areas of the Ninth Chilean Region
using the standard School Feeding Program (PAE), which
has been operating for the last 39 years. The daily fluoride
dose from milk fluoridated products was estimated at
0.65 mg/day. Cross-sectional samples of schoolchildren aged
6, 9 and 12 years from study communities and from positive
control communities (ongoing APF-gel program) were
examined at the start of the study in 1999 and after 36
months (follow-up).
Result:. No significant difference was found for the DMFT and
dmft indices in the 6-year-old group in the study and positive
control groups either at baseline or 36 months later. Significant
reductions (range 24–27%) were observed in the DMFT index
in the 9 and 12-year-old groups in the study communities when
data were compared from baseline and after 36 months of
receiving fluoridated milk products. At the follow-up examina-
tion the DMFT indices of schoolchildren aged 9 and 12 year
old receiving fluoridated milk were not significantly different
than those of the positive control group.
Conclusions: Taking into account the relative costs and
technical difficulties involved in both caries preventive
programs, it appears that under Chilean rural conditions
fluoridation of powdered milk and milk derivatives is an
effective caries prevention alternative for areas where either
water fluoridation or other community delivered programs
are difficult to apply. Support: The Borrow Foundation, UK.

P-8C-384

Improvements in birth weight over time in one remote
Australian Aboriginal community

J.A. Scott1, W.E. Hoy1, G.R. Singh1,2, A.V. White1,
S.K. Sharma1,2, H. Bloomfield2

1Centre for Chronic Disease, School of Medicine, University of
Queensland, Australia; 2Menzies School of Health Research,
Northern Territory, Australia

Objective: To describe birth weights (BW) over time in one
remote Australian Aboriginal community. Historically, BWs
have been low in remote Australian Aboriginals. Evidence in
the Aboriginal Australian setting and in other populations
demonstrates that lower BWs are associated with chronic
disease morbidity and mortality1.
Methods: We analysed readily available BWs of people born
between1955–1994 (n 5 1325) from one discrete remote
community. BWs were taken from community clinics and
hospital registers. Of these, a sub-sample born more recently
have recorded GA (n 5 334). Low birth weight (LBW) was
considered ,2.5 kg and pre-term birth ,37 weeks gestation.
All data were analysed in birth decade specific groups.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
patients consent were obtained.
Results: Aggregate data (Table) show a significant increase in
mean BW and a significant decrease in the prevalence of
LBW per birth decade. Of the 334 with recorded GA, 23.1%
were LBW and 14.1% were preterm birth: more than half
(52%) of the LBW babies were not preterm, indicating their
LBW was due to intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR).

All birth weights (n 5 1,325)

Decade of birth n BW (kg) 95%CI %LBW 95%CI

1955–1964 288 2.65 2.58–2.70 39.6 34.1–45.3

1965–1974 355 2.69 2.63–2.74 33.2 28.5–38.3

1975–1984 394 2.83 2.76–2.88 24.1 20.1–28.6

1985–1994 288 2.94 2.88–3.00 20.1 15.9–25.1

p 0.0001 0.0001

Conclusions: Birth weight has increased and the prevalence of
LBW has fallen over time. Much of the LBW is associated
with IUGR, as has been demonstrated in remote-living NT
Aborigines more broadly2.The increase in BW probably
results, in part, from better maternal health status of young
women and better care during pregnancy. Although BW is
increasing with time, mean BW remains lower than the
national average (3.38 kg) while the prevalence of LBW
remains higher than the national prevalence (6.1%)3. Indeed,
it is yet to be determined what an ideal BW may be for this
population. Regardless, priority should be given to optimise
maternal health and the intrauterine environment. Our
findings are likely to be generalizeable to other developing
populations experiencing improvements in maternal and
perinatal care. In this population with traditionally low BWs.
Infant mortality has fallen dramatically due to improved care
of sick newborns and infants from within this community.
Thus, LBW infants are now surviving to adult life,
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potentially, at high risk for chronic disease development.
Ironically, the high rates of observed chronic disease
morbidity and mortality now seen in the Australian
Aboriginal setting may be associated with previous improve-
ments in maternal and perinatal care. It is yet to be
determined what an ideal birth weight may be for this
population. However, in this community and Aboriginal
Australians generally, mean birth weight remains lower than
that of the national average (3.38 kg) while the prevalence of
LBW too remains higher than the national prevalence
(6.1%). It was not the focus of this study to identify the
effects of either intra uterine growth retardation (IUGR) and/
or pre term delivery on subsequent birth weight, however,
previous studies have given differing reports on the
predominant cause of LBW.

1. M. McCormick. New Engl J Med., 312:82–90, 1985.
2. S. Sayers, J. Powers. Aust N Z J Obstet Gynaecol.,

37:131–132, 1997.
3. Australia’s Health 2008. The eleventh biennial report of

the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare. AIHW Cat
no Aus 99, Canberra 2008.

P-9A-385

Maternal copper deficiency perpetuates altered vascular
function across two generations of Sprague-Dawley rat
offspring

C.M. Anderson1 W.T. Johnson2

1University of North Dakota; 2USDA ARS Grand Forks
Human Nutrition Research Center Grand Forks,
ND 58202, USA

Objective: Several studies provide evidence of impaired
macronutrient availability on future disease and highlight the
tissue-specificity and timing of the nutritional insult on adult
phenotype, though less is known about the long-term effects
of micronutrient deficiencies. Further, little is known about
the consequences of maternal copper (Cu) deficiency on the
vascular function of offspring or on perpetuation of vascular
effects to a second generation. We examined vascular
functional responses in mesenteric arteries from copper
deficient Sprague-Dawley rat dams and from offspring
directly exposed to maternal copper deficiency during
development and lactation and perpetuation of the effects
in a second generation of offspring.
Methods: Dams were fed an AIN-93 G diet formulated with
CuSO4?5H20 to contain either marginal (1 mg Cu/kg) or
adequate (6 mg Cu/kg) Cu 3 weeks prior to conception and
throughout pregnancy and lactation periods. Half of the first
generation (F1) litters were cross-fostered. F1 pairs were bred
within groups resulting in second generation (F2) offspring.
Offspring were fed a diet adequate in copper after weaning.
Hepatic Cu concentrations were analyzed by atomic absorp-
tion spectroscopy in dams and F1 male and female pups at

weaning and repeated at 9 weeks in F1 offspring. Plasma
ceruloplasmin activity was determined in dams and offspring
at time of hepatic Cu measurement. Mesenteric artery
(200 mm) isometric tension was determined in response to
vasoconstrictors and vasorelaxants using a small wire
myograph at weaning in dams and at nine weeks of age in
offspring. Approval obtained from the Animal Care and Use
Committee of the GFHNRC in accordance with National
Research Council Guidelines.
Results: At weaning, dams fed the Cu deficient diet had
significantly lower liver Cu concentrations and ceruloplasmin
activities compared to dams consuming Cu adequate diet.
Hepatic Cu concentrations were significantly lower on in F1
offspring postnatal day 21, the effect limited to those born to
dams on the Cu deficient diet. At 9 weeks of age, no
differences in F1 Cu status were evident. Cu deficiency did
not alter vascular function in dams. In F1 offspring, increased
responsiveness to potassium chloride in male offspring was
due to direct exposure to maternal copper deficiency in the
birth mother, while enhanced endothelial dependent and
independent relaxation responses in female offspring resulted
from postnatal and combined in-utero and postnatal exposure
to maternal copper deficiency, respectively. Altered relaxation
responses were perpetuated to a second generation of male
offspring, consistent with the maternal F1 phenotype.
Conclusions: Low hepatic Cu concentrations in offspring of
dams fed Cu-deficient diet were established prenatally and
were not readily reversed by allowing the offspring to suckle
dams that were fed Cu-adequate diet. As F1 dams and sires
were copper replete at the time of conception and F2
offspring were not subjected to dietary intervention, altera-
tions in F2 vascular function represent the influence of the
persistence of F1 exposure to prenatal and/or postnatal
maternal Cu deficiency. These data indicate that exposure to
maternal Cu deficiency during critical windows of develop-
ment alter vascular function which are propagated to a second
generation of offspring.

P-9A-386

Paraoxonase activity and oxidative stress status in patients
with active pulmonary tuberculosis; risk factor for the
developing of cardiovascular disease

A. Nagila1, M.K. Prasai2

1Department of Biochemistry, School of Pharmaceutical and
Biomedical Sciences, Pokhara University, Nepal; 2Regional
tuberculosis center, Pokhara, Nepal

Objective: Tuberculosis is a major cause of death around the
world despite the fact that the causative organisms discovered
more than hundred years ago and the highly effective drugs
available making tuberculosis a preventable and curable
disease. There are some findings that can be accepted as clues
for the possible involvement of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in
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atherosclerosis eventually causing cardiovascular disease.
Therefore, the aim of our present study was to investigate
effect of tuberculosis infection on paraoxonase-1 (PON1)
activity and oxidative status in patients with pulmonary
tuberculosis (PTB).
Methods: A total of 77 (40 newly diagnosed active PTB
and 37 healthy control) subjects were recruited for this study
with the mean age of 37.31 6 1.72 years. Anthropometric
variables, total peroxide and PON1 activities were determined
in control and PTB subjects. Anthropometric variable was
measured by standard method. Total peroxide was deter-
mined by FOX2 reagent and paraoxonase enzymatic activity
was measured by UV double beam spectrophotometer using
phenyl acetate and paraoxonase as a substrate. Serum lipid
profile, glucose, urea, total protein, albumin, globulin and
uric acid levels were also determined in the participants by
using fully automated biochemistry analyzer.
Results: Significant difference in BMI, SBP and DBP was
observed between PTB and control subjects (p , 0.001,
p , 0.01 and p , 0.01 respectively). Total protein, albumin,
TC and HDL were significantly lower in PTB subjects
(p , 0.05, p , 0.001, p , 0.01 and p , 0.01 respectively).
TG and LDL levels were also decreased though not
statistically significant. However, the level of uric acid and
globulin were significantly increased (p , 0.01, p , 0.001
respectively). Serum PON1 activities against arylesterase and
paraoxon were significantly lowers in PTB patients than
control subjects giving p value 0.01 and 0.001, respectively.
The value of total peroxide level was significantly higher
(p , 0.001) in PTB patients while compare with control and
total peroxide level was significantly correlated with PON1
activity against paraoxon substrate (r 5 20.390, p , 0.001).
Conclusions: Patients with active PTB are exposed to potent
oxidative stress and they have decreased PON1 activity. These
predisposal factors may play a role in the pathogenesis of
atherosclerosis in PTB.

P-9A-387

Long-term statin treatment in hypercholesterolemic
pregnant mice reduces cardiovascular and metabolic risk
in their offspring also fed a high fat diet post-weaning

M.M. Elahi1, F. Cagampang1, S.K. Ohri2, M.A. Hanson1

1Institute of Developmental Sciences, Developmental Origins of
Health and Disease Division; 2Wessex Cardiothoracic Centre,
University of Southampton School of Medicine, Southampton
General Hospital, Mailpoint 887, Southampton SO16 6YD, UK

Objective: We have shown that long-term maternal high-fat
(HF) feeding during pregnancy and lactation predisposes
offspring to hypertension, raised plasma lipids and fatty liver
in mice1. Recently, we have also demonstrated that
pharmacological intervention with statin in late pregnancy
in HF fed dams reduces cardiovascular (CV) and metabolic

risk factors in their offspring2. In this study, we examined the
effects of long-term statin administration to HF-fed female
mice on these risk factors when their offspring were also fed
a HF diet.
Methods: Pregnant C57 mice on HF diet (45% kcal fat) were
given the 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-coenzyme A reductase
inhibitor pravastatin in their drinking water (5 mg/kg of body
weight per day) from the time they were weaned until weaning
of their offspring. Weaned offspring were then fed the HF diet
until adulthood generating dam/offspring dietary groups HF/
HF and HF 1 S/HF. These groups were compared with
offspring from dams fed standard chow (C) which were fed
chow diet post-weaning to adulthood (C/C). All data were
expressed as mean 6 SEM. One way ANOVA followed by
post-hoc test was used. Significance was assumed if the P value
was ,0.05. Animal procedures were in accordance with the UK
Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986.
Results: HF1S dams showed significantly reduced total
cholesterol concentrations and systolic blood pressure vs. HF
dams (P , 0.001). The HF1S/HF offspring were signifi-
cantly lighter, with lower systolic blood pressure and serum
cholesterol concentrations vs. HF/HF (P , 0.001). HF/HF
offspring also had elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) levels
and these were reduced in the HF1S/HF animals to levels
found in the C/C group (P , 0.001).
Conclusions: Long-term pravastatin administration to dams
not only protects them from the deleterious effects of a HF
diet but also protects their offspring from CV and metabolic
risk factors in later life, even if these offspring consume a HF
diet. Support: BUPA, Wessex Medical Research/ HOPE
charity & BHF (UK).

1. M.M. Elahi et al., Br J Nutr., 10:1–6, 2009.
2. M.M. Elahi et al., Hypertension, 51:939–944, 2008.

P-9A-388

Effect of vitamin D deficiency on cardiac function and
susceptibility to ischemia/reperfusion injury in the adult
rat heart

O. Gezmish1, M. Tare 2, H.C. Parkington2, M.J. Black1

1Department of Anatomy & Developmental Biology;
2Department Physiology, Monash University, Clayton,
VIC 3800, Australia

We have recently demonstrated that maternal vitamin D
deficiency in rats leads to increases in left ventricular wall
volume, cardiomyocyte number and size, and in the
proportion of immature mononucleated cardiomyocytes in
the hearts of 4 week old rat offspring. Thus, exposure to
vitamin D deficiency in utero and early life appears to lead
to delayed maturation and subsequent enhanced growth
(proliferation and hypertrophy) of cardiomyocytes in the left
ventricle. The implications of these changes on cardiac
function later in life are unknown.
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Objective: The aim of the present study was to investigate the
effect of vitamin D deficiency in adult rats on cardiac
function and the susceptibility to ischemia/reperfusion injury.
Methods: Four week old Sprague-Dawley female rats were fed
either a vitamin D deplete or vitamin D replete (control) diet for
6 weeks prior to pregnancy, during pregnancy and throughout
lactation. At weaning the offspring remained on their respective
diets until adulthood. Hearts of 16 week old male and female
offspring (n 5 8/group) were mounted on a Langendorff
apparatus. Basal heart rate (HR), coronary flow, rate of
contraction (1dp/dt) and relaxation (2dp/dt) and response to
isoprenaline were recorded. The hearts were then subjected to
20 minutes of ischemia and 11

2 hours of reperfusion. At the end
of the reperfusion period the left ventricle was sliced and
incubated in 1% 2, 3, 5 triphenly tetrazolium chloride solution
(TTZ), to determine infarct area using computerized planimetry.
Results: Left ventricle (LV) weight of vitamin D deficient
females was increased (p 5 0.02), but unaltered in the males.
Basal cardiac function (HR, 1dp/dt, 2dp/dt) was not different
in control and vitamin D deficient male and female offspring.
However, basal coronary flow tended to be lower in hearts of
vitamin D deficient rats and this was significant in males
(p 5 0.01). Isoprenaline increased HR, 1dp/dt and 2dp/dt in
all animals. The isoprenaline-induced, increase in HR tended to
be greater in vitamin D deficient males (p 5 0.06), but there was
no differences in contractile function between groups. After
55 minutes of reperfusion, HR had declined by 30% of that
before ischemia, in both males and females, with HR being
higher in vitamin D deficient males compared with control
males; there were no differences between the female groups.
After ischemia basal coronary flow was halved and now not
different between control and vitamin D deficient groups. Basal
cardiac function 1dp/dt declined significantly, but was not
different between groups, although the rate of relaxation (2dp/
dt) was significantly slower in the vitamin D deficient males
(p 5 0.04), but not females. Strikingly, infarct area was 2-fold
greater in vitamin D deficient hearts of both males and females
(p 5 0.006 and p 5 0.03, respectively) compared with their
control counterparts.
Conclusion: Basal and stimulated heart function does not
appear to be affected by vitamin D deficiency although
coronary flow is reduced in males. Importantly the hearts of
vitamin D deficient rats are particularly susceptible to
ischemia/reperfusion injury. Dysregulation of coronary flow
and the extent of vascularisation may be factors which
contribute to the vulnerability of ischemia/reperfusion injury.

P-9A-389

Effects of infant growth on endothelial function by ultra-
sound in very low birth weight infants as young adults

P. Hovi1,2, E. Kajantie1,2, M. Turanlahti1, S. Strang-
Karlsson1,2, K. Wehkalampi1,2, A-L. Järvenpää1,
J.G. Eriksson2,3,4,5, S. Andersson1

1Hospital for Children and Adolescents, Helsinki University
Hospital, P.O. Box 280, 00029 Helsinki, Finland; 2Department of
Health Promotion and Chronic Disease Prevention, National
Institute for Health and Welfare, P.O. Box 30, 00271 Helsinki,
Finland; 3Department of General Practice and Primary Health
Care, University of Helsinki, P.O Box 20, 00014 Helsinki,
Finland; 4Vasa Central Hospital, Vaasa, Finland; 5Unit of General
Practice, Helsinki University Central Hospital, Helsinki, Finland

Objectives: Young adults born prematurely with a very low birth
weight (VLBW, ,1500 g) have, in comparison to their term
born peers, a higher blood pressure and higher insulin resistance.
In contrast to individuals born at term their infant growth data
are accessible during the time corresponding to the last trimester
and time windows of vulnerability may be investigated. In a
previous report, a lower gain of weight during two first weeks of
life of preterm infants was beneficial for endothelial function. We
aimed at estimating flow mediated dilatation (FMD) in
adulthood and its associations with early infant growth in
subjects born with VLBW and in a term born comparison group.
Methods: After excluding those with medication affecting
endothelial function and those who were pregnant we report
FMD in 92 VLBW and 66 age- and sex-matched term-born
subjects. Birth weight means (and SDs) were 1140 (210) and
3662 (470) grams; and gestational ages were 29.5 (2.4) and 40.2
(1.1). Because rapid early growth during the first months of age
may reflect either catch-up growth after difficulties causing
intrauterine growth retardation, or relatively healthy extrauterine
environmental conditions directly promoting growth, we
assessed growth separately for the 56 VLBW subjects appropriate
for gestational age (AGA, SD .22.0 SD) and those 36 VLBW
subjects who were born small for gestational age (SGA,,22.0
SD). Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained. At the age of 18
to 27 years the subjects underwent FMD measurement with
ultrasound. It is a method measuring the endothelial function
as a maximal percent dilatation of the lumen diameter in the
right brachial artery during upper-extremity reperfusion after a
5-minute antebrachial cuff occlusion. Low FMD is associated
with early atherosclerosis. We analyzed the effects of growth
separately in the groups with multiple regression models
predicting FMD, with adjustment for confounders (Table).
Results: Among the VLBW young adults, baseline diameter of
the brachial artery was 3.28 mm (SD, 0.56) in contrast to
3.49 mm (0.64) among the term born (P 5 0.003). FMD was
6.9% (3.9) in VLBW and 5.8% (3.3) in term subjects
(P 5 0.06). Each 10 g/d of lower weight gain velocity during
the 2 first weeks of life was associated with 1.5 percent units
lower FMD (0.3 to 2.8) among the VLBW subjects, but among
the term born with no change in FMD in adulthood (P for
interaction 0.03). In contrast, lower height growth soon after
term was associated with higher FMD in adulthood (Table).
Conclusions: Although VLBW birth is associated with
cardiovascular disease risk factors, it was not associated with
a lower FMD. A lower FMD in adulthood was associated
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with a slower weight growth during two weeks after birth and,
in within a VLBW SGA subset, with faster length growth
after term. The results support the idea of vulnerable time
periods during the third trimester.

Table. Association of change in FMD in percent units and
growth from 44 to 48 post menstrual weeks.*

p- Term VLBW VLBWSGA VLBWAGA

Length

cm/month

.68 .7 (2.4 to 1.9) 2.7 (21.7 to .2) 22.4 (24.2 to 2.5) 2.2 (21.4 to .9)

Weight

10 g/d

.10 .0 (2.2 to .2) 2.1 (2.2 to .1) 2.1 (2.3 to .2) 2.1 (2.2 to .0)

Head

cm/month

.36 21.7 (23.5 to .1) 2.6 (21.9 to .7) 2.07 (22.21 to 2.34) 21.58 (23.31 to .15)

*Reported associations tell, e.g., that 1 cm/month faster length growth associates with 0.7 percent units
higher FMD. Results are adjusted for age and sex. Similar results are obtained with additional
adjustment for current height and BMI, smoking, parents’ cardiovascular disease.
yP-values are for difference of growth effect between term and VLBW subjects.

P-9A-390

Local cardiac angiotensin system in the developmental
origins of cardiovascular disorders: a promising
prophylactic use of angiotensin II receptor blocker

H. Itoh1, M. Kawamura2, S. Yura2, N. Sagawa3,
Y. Kobayashi1, N. Kanayama1

1Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Hamamatsu
University School of Medicine, Hamamatsu 431-3192;
2Department of Gynecology and Obstetrics, Kyoto University
Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto 606-8507; 3Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology, Mie University School of Medicine,
Tsu 514-8527, Japan

Objective: Increasing evidence demonstrated that undernutri-
tion in utero is a risk factor of adult cardiovascular disorders
(CVD). We developed a mice model of fetal undernutrition,
showing augmentation of cardiac remodelling in adult offspring,
enlargement and fibrosis, risk factors of CVD1. We investigated
whether low dose treatment of candesartan, a angiotensin II
receptor blocker (ARB), protects the development of cardiac
remodelling of undernourished mice offspring, in comparison
with hydralazine, a non-specific vasodilator.
Methods: Candesartan (50 mg/kg/day), hydralazine (10 mg/
kg/day) or vehicle were continuously infused by subcutaneous
mini-osmotic pump to undernourished (UN) offspring (30%
maternal caloric restriction in later half of pregnancy) and
normally nourished (NN) offspring form 9 wks until 17 wks,
followed by systolic blood pressure (SBP) measurement and
collection of heart tissues. Then, immunohistochemistry of
angiotensin II, angiotensinogen mRNA expression, cardiac
enlargement (CE; cardiac weight/body weight; mg/g),
coronary perivascular fibrosis (CPVF; digital image analysis
after Sirius Red Staining), were assessed in the heart tissues.
Plasma angiotensin II levels were measured in UN and NN
offspring at 8 wks.

Results: The immunostaining of angiotensin II and angiotensi-
nogen mRNA expression were most intensive and significantly
highest, respectively, in the cardiac tissue from vehicle-UN
offspring, suggesting the up-regulation of local cardiac
angiotensin system. By contrast the plasma angiotensin II levels
in UN offspring was similar to those in NN offspring (43.3 vs.
43.4 pg/ml, n 5 14), suggesting rather low level changes in
systemic angiotensin system. Significant augmentation was
observed in CE (5.08 vs. 4.30 mg/g, n 5 13, P , 0.01), CPVF
(27.5 vs. 25.1, n 5 13, P , 0.01), and SBP (100.6 vs.
87.0 mmHg, n 5 13, P , 0.01) in the cardiac tissues from
vehicle-UN offspring, as compared with vehicle-NN offspring.
Candesaltan treatment significantly ameliorated all of CE (4.13
vs. 5.08 mg/g, n 5 12, P , 0.01), CPVF (24.6 vs. 27.5%,
n 5 12, P , 0.01), and SBP (91.7 vs. 100.6 mmHg, n 5 13,
P , 0.01) in the cardiac tissues from candesaltan-UN offspring,
as compared with vehicle-UN offspring. By contrast, hydrala-
zine did not improved CE (4.76 vs. 5.08 mg/g) in the cardiac
tissues from candesaltan-UN offspring, as compared with
vehicle-UN offspring, although it significantly ameliorated
CPVF (24.5 vs. 27.5%, n 5 12, P , 0.01) and SBP (77.6 vs.
100.6 mmHg, n 5 13, P , 0.01).
Conclusions: Local cardiac angiotensin system is associated
with developmental origins of cardiac remodelling, especially
cardiac enlargement, suggesting a promising prophylactic use
of ARBs against developmental origins of cardiovascular
disorders.

1. Kawamura et al., Endocrinology 148:1218, 2007.

P-9A-391

Effect of Boldo (Peumus boldus MOL.) infusion on the
antioxidant capacity, hypercholesterolemia and genetic
damage level in patients of a Family Health Center of
Chillán

P. Lagos1, J. Fernández1, M. López2, E. Zamorano-Ponce1

1Laboratory of Genetic Toxicology (GENETOX), Department of
Basic Sciences, Faculty of Sciences, University of Bı́o-Bı́o, Andrés
Bello avenue s/n, Chillán-Chile; 2Faculty of Odontology, University
of Desarrollo, Barros Arana avenue 1735, Concepción-Chile

Peumus boldus, Molina (Boldo) a native shrub to Chile has
long been part of the folk medicine tradition of the chilean
people. It is used as a carminative, cholagogue, choleretic,
antidiarrheic, diuretic, eupeptic, digestive and hepatic. The
chemical characterization of boldo leaves infusion has
revealed the existence of the alkaloid boldine and the
flavonoid catechin as the principal plant metabolites with a
significant antioxidant capacity (AC)1. This is interesting to
be analyzed because of the rol of free radicals in the formation
of atherosclerotic lesions that are the cause of the cardiovascular
disease2. Hypertension and dyslipidemia determine its serious-
ness3. On the other hand the preventive effect of flavonoid on
cancer are attributed to a variety of mechanisms4.
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Objective: Evaluate the effect of the total Boldo leaves
infusion on the antioxidant capacity, hypercholesterolemia
and the level of genetic damage in patients of a Family Health
Center located in Chillán.
Methods: Experimental cross section study on a sample of 81
hypertensive patients showing dyslipidemia divides into 3
groups: i) negative control (n 5 30), ii) treated with placebo
(n 5 27), iii) treated with total Boldo leaves infusion at 1,5%
once a day during 4 weeks (n 5 24). The antioxidant capacity
(AC) was evaluated in plasma by the malondialdehide or MDA
technique, at 532 nm and the genetic damage by the comet
assay (Tail moment, TM) on cell obtained from a blood
sample. The lipid profile was evaluated at the beginning and the
end of the intervention. The data were expressed as average and
standard deviation at p , 0.05 and statistically analyzed by
means of Kruskall-Wallis, t-Student and the test of Scheffé for
multiple comparisons. According to the Universidad del Bı́o-
Bı́o ethics regulations a signed informed consent was obtained
from each participant before the study started.
Results: The AC values from infusion treated group showed a
significant statistical increase compared to control group in
the age rank from 50 to 59 years. The values for TM (comet
assay) showed statistical differences for the age rank from 50 to
59 years. The individuals from infusion treated group showed a
significant decrease in the triglycerides levels for the age rank
from 40 to 49 years (p , 0.05). These results are discussed in
terms of the intervening variables of the study. Support: grant
No.055109 3/R from the University of Bı́o-Bı́o.

LIPOPEROXIDATION nmol MDA/ml plasma TAIL MOMENT (mM)

Years

Control (-)

(n 5 29)

Placebo

(n 5 27)

Infusion

(n 5 22) Chi2 P

Control (-)

(n 5 30)

Placebo

(n 5 27)

Infusion

(n 5 24) P

40–49 0.039

6 0.02

0.012

6 0.003

0.019

6 0.01

5.347 0.069 0,27

6 0,02

0,66

6 0,76

0,67

6 0,59

,0,001**

50–59 0.059

6 0.05

0.023

6 0.04

0.025

6 0.01

7.202 0.027* 0,26

6 0,21-

0,32

6 0,25

1,48

6 1,59-

0,039*

60–69 0.042

6 0.03

0.026

6 0.02

0.029

6 0.03

4.835 0.089 0,37

6 0,39

0,37

6 0,39

0,31

6 0,19

0,982

*Kruskal-Wallis Test**Kruskal-Wallis y T-Student: p 5 0, 0230.

Control (-) (n 5 30) Placebo (n 5 27) Infusion (n 5 24)

YEARS Before Leter P Before Leter P Before Leter P

40–49 306 6 330 176 6 101 0.593 200 6 126 183 6 53 0.715 183 6 66 137 6 62 0.016*

50–59 189 6 74 167 6 65 0.448 425 6 647 226 6 202 0.063 169 6 54 150 6 43 0.163

60–69 222 6 124 210 6 96 0.856 173 6 57 143 6 49 0.148 208 6 149 181 6 117 0.282

*Kruskal-Wallis Test.

1. Lagos P., Zamorano-Ponce E., et al. Phytother. Res. 23:
1024–1027, 2009.

2. Zamora J., Rev Chil Nutr 34:17–26, 2007.
3. Velayos R., Suárez C. Hipertensión 18:418–428, 2001.
4. Muñoz A, Ramos F. Revista Horizonte Médico 7:23–31, 2007.

P-9A-392

Maternal obesity does not lead to exaggerated
development of atherosclerosis in the offspring of
apolipoprotein E deficient mice

P.A. Matthews1, M. Makowski2, N. Figg3, R.N. Poston4,
M.R. Bennett3, R. Botnar2, L. Poston1, P.D. Taylor1

1Division of Reproduction and Endocrinology, King’s College London,
United Kingdom; 2Division of Imaging Sciences, King’s College
London, United Kingdom; 3Division of Cardiovascular Medicine,
University of Cambridge, United Kingdom; 4William Harvey
Research Institute, Barts and The London, Queen Mary’s School of
Medicine and Dentistry, University of London, United Kingdom

Objective: We recently reported that maternal obesity in
C57BL/6J mice leads to the development of a metabolic
syndrome-like phenotype in the offspring1. As metabolic
syndrome is associated with increased risk of atherosclerosis
we hypothesised that offspring of obese dams may demon-
strate acceleration of atherosclerosis. To address this hypoth-
esis we assessed the influence of maternal diet-induced obesity
on development of atherosclerosis in atherosclerosis prone
apolipoprotein E deficient (apoE2/2) mice.
Methods: Female apoE2/2 mice (C57BL/6J background)
were fed either standard chow (3% fat) or a highly palatable,
hypercalorific diet (14% fat, 37% sugar) for eleven weeks and
throughout pregnancy and lactation. Male offspring were
weaned onto standard chow and fed a Western diet ( ,0.2%
cholesterol, 21% fat, 34% sugar) from six weeks of age.
Atherosclerosis was assessed at six months of age. Quantifica-
tion of atherosclerosis was performed by measurement of
plaque area in sections of the brachiocephalic artery and aortic
root stained for elastin (Verhoeff’s Van Gieson) and by
measurement of percentage of plaque: total area of the
descending aorta (stained with Oil Red O). Quantification of
atherosclerosis in the brachiocephalic artery was also
performed by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) using a
gadolinium-based elastin-binding contrast agent. Assessment
of plaque stability was carried out in sections of aortic root
and brachiocephalic artery stained for collagen (picrosirius
red), macrophages (Mac-3) and smooth muscle (alpha
smooth muscle actin).
Results: Maternal serum total cholesterol concentration was
similar between control and obese dams. Male and female
offspring of obese dams (OffOb apoE2/2) were heavier than
offspring of control dams (OffCon apoE2/2) over the time
period studied (p , 0.001; RM ANOVA) with male offspring
demonstrating hyperphagia (p , 0.001; RM ANOVA). At six
months of age, serum leptin was significantly increased in
OffOb apoE2/2 Versus OffCon apoE2/2, but no significant
differences were observed in any other serum lipid analyte
measured. No significant differences in plaque size in the aortic
root or brachiocephalic artery or in the percentage of plaque area
in the descending aorta of male offspring of apoE2/2 mice were
observed. By MRI, no significant differences in contrast-to-
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noise ratio (CNR) of plaque in the brachiocephalic artery
were found between OffCon apoE2/2 and OffOb apoE2/2

(CNR [mean 6 SEM] OffCon apoE2/2: 41.38 6 2.83,
n 5 6 vs. OffOb apoE2/2: 37.91 6 2.92, n 5 6, p 5 NS;
unpaired t-test). There was also no impact of maternal obesity
on measures of plaque stability.
Conclusions: Exposure to maternal obesity during pregnancy
and suckling does not influence the development of advanced
atherosclerosis in the offspring of apoE2/2 mice. It is possible
there may be an effect on earlier lesions, however, maternal
hypercholesterolemia remained unchanged against the already
very high background apoE2/2 control levels, and no effect
on offspring inflammatory mediators or indeed lipid profiles
were detected. Support: The British Heart Foundation (FS/
05/045) and EARNEST, EU.

1. Samuelsson et al., Hypertension, 51:383–392, 2008.

P-9A-393

Gender specific expression of markers of inflammation
and atherosclerosis in blood vessels of aging maternal
food restricted offspring

M.R. Moghaddam1, N. Khorram1, M.G. Ross1, M. Desai1,
O. Khorram1

1Dept. of Ob/Gyn, LABioMed at Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr.
USA

Objective: We have previously demonstrated that maternal
food restriction induces marked vascular remodeling in the
newborn offspring which predisposes them to develop
hypertension in adult life. The goal of this study was to
characterize the impact of aging on expression of vascular
markers of inflammation, oxidative stress and atherosclerosis
in maternal food restricted offspring. We therefore deter-
mined the expression of C-reactive protein (CRP, marker of
inflammation), nitrotyrosine (NT, marker of reactive nitro-
gen species and indicator of in vivo peroxynitrite levels), and
Lectin-like oxidized low-density lipoprotein receptor (LOX-
1, early marker of atherosclerosis) in aortas and mesenteric
arterioles of 12 month old maternal food restricted (MFR)
offspring by immunohistochemical method.
Methods: Pregnant Sprague-Dawley rats were fed a standard
diet (control) or were 50% food restrictied (MFR) from day
10 of gestation to term. After birth, all offspring were nursed
by control dams and weaned to ad libitum diet. Male and
female offspring were sacrificed at 12 months of age. Aortas
and mesentery from 5–6 animals from each dietary group
derived from different litters were dissected, fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde and subjected to immunhistochemical
analysis of CRP, NT and LOX-1. The integrated optical
density (IOD), a measure of staining intensity was deter-
mined by Image Pro Plus software in a blinded fashion and
used for comparisons by t-test.

Results: There was cell specific distribution of CRP, NT and
LOX-1. In aorta, CRP was predominantly expressed in the
adventitia and periaortic adipose tissue with less staining in the
endothelium. Conversely, NT showed predominant expression
in endothelial cell layer with less staining in the adventitia and
periaortic adipose tissue, and LOX-1 was almost exclusively
expressed in the endothelial cell layer. In mesenteric arterioles
both CRP and NT were predominantly expressed in the
endothelial cell layer. Overall, there was a highly significant
increase (P , .001) in the expression of aorta CRP in MFR
males (2.6 6 0.2 vs. 0.9 6 0.1) and MFR females (1.8 6 0.1 vs.
0.8 6 0.1) as compared to controls. Similarly, CRP in MFR
mesenteric arterioles was significantly increased in MFR males
2.7 6 0.3 vs. 1.0 6 0.1) and females (2.1 6 0.2 vs. 1.1 6 0.2) as
compared to respective controls. NT expression was also
markedly (P , .001) up-regulated in aortas of MFR offspring
(males: 5.3 6 0.4 vs. 1.9 6 0.2; females: 8.7 6 0.4 vs.
4.6 6 0.5). There were no statistically significant differences in
NT expression in mesenteric arterioles in either gender between
MFR and controls. Aortic LOX-1 expression was significantly
(P , .001) increased in the MFR females (10.0 6 0.7 vs.
6.3 6 0.5) but not in males (5.8 6 0.6 vs. 4.5 6 0.5).
Conclusions: MFR induced offspring vascular inflammation
and oxidative stress in both genders although the magnitude
of increases in CRP and NT were more pronounced in the
male offspring. This is consistent with marked elevated blood
pressure and obesity seen in MFR males.

P-9A-394

Maternal nutrient restriction down regulates cardiac
mitochondrial proliferation in male non-human primates
at 0.5 gestation (G)

P.J. Oliveira1, L.A. Cox2, P.W. Nathanielsz3,
M.J. Nijland3

1Center for Neurosciences and Cell Biology, Department
of Zoology, University of Coimbra, Coimbra, Portugal;
2Department of Genetics, Southwest Foundation for Biomedical
Research, San Antonio, TX USA; 3Center for Pregnancy and
Newborn Research, University of Texas Health Science Centre
at San Antonio, San Antonio, TX, USA

Objective: Nutrition and other environmental stimuli
influence developmental pathways, inducing permanent
changes in metabolism and chronic disease susceptibility.
How early environmental stress induces persistent molecular
changes is not well understood. Cell specific ablation of
mitochondrially-relevant genes in experimental models has
been linked to both cardiac dysfunction and diabetes. More
importantly, abnormal mitochondrial function is associated
with obesity, diabetes and hypertension in man.
Method: We performed whole transcriptome analysis (TA)
of RNA from male non-human primate (NHP) fetuses of
ad libitum fed controls and dams 70% of ad libitum (MNR;
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adjusted to body weight) from 0.16G to tissue collection
at 0.5G. Samples were taken from the free wall of the cardiac
left ventricle.
Results: TA revealed 1786 significantly differentially expressed
genes, with 968 up-regulated and 818 down-regulated by MNR.
Of these, 41 genes play roles in mitochondrial respiratory chain/
metabolism (10 up, 31 down-regulated), including cytochrome
b5 type B (CYB5B; 126% down) and cardiolipin synthase 1
(CRLS1; 18% down), and 30 genes involved in mitochondrial
genetics and protein transport (1 up, 29 down-regulated),
including mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM; down
28%), mitochondrial translation initiation factor 2 (MTIF2;
down 22%) and 16 genes encoding ribosomal proteins (down
11–30%).
Conclusions: A large number of mitochondrial transcripts are
down regulated by MNR at 0.5 G in male cardiac left
ventricle, including many components of complex I and
complex V, mitochondrial ribosomes and mitochondrial
protein import. Importantly, the expression of CRLS1, which
acts as a co-factor for many mitochondrial enzymes including
the adenine nucleotide translocator of complex IV (cyoto-
chrome oxidase), is also decreased. Finally, expression of the
mitochondrial proliferation regulator, TFAM, is also
decreased. These findings suggest that MNR from 0.16 to
0.5 G suppresses mitochondrial proliferation leading to
decreased mitochondrial mass in cardiac left ventricle of the
male NHP fetus.

P-9A-395

Maternal betamethasone has significant adverse outcomes
for heart and coronary function in growth restricted
offspring in a sheep model

H.C. Parkington1, M. Tare1, A. Sutherland1, T. Yawno1,
G. Jenkin3, S.J. Miller1,3, E.M. Wallace2

1Department of Physiology; 2Department of Obstetrics &
Gynecology; 3Monash Immunology & Stem Cell Laboratories,
Monash University, Clayton, Vic 3800, Australia

Objectives: Betamethasone (BM) is routinely administered to
women at risk of pre-term delivery to increase fetal lung
maturation and maximize survival of the newborn. Glucocorti-
coids have effects on a range of functions, including on the
cardiovascular system. Pre-term neonates may be growth
restricted and cardiovascular function may already be compro-
mised. Our aim was to investigate the effects of maternal BM
exposure on function in the isolated heart and coronary artery of
the fetus/neonate in an ovine growth restriction model.
Methods: Ewes, 16, each carrying twins, were anesthetized
with isoflurane. For one twin, 1 of the 2 umbilical arteries was
ligated (SUAL). The umbilical artery of the other twin was
handled but not ligated. For each twin, catheters were placed
in the femoral artery and the amniotic cavity. On days 5 and
6 after surgery, 11.4 mg BM was administered im to the ewe.

On day 7 the ewe was anesthetized and the fetal hearts
removed into ice-cold Ca21-free saline. The hearts were
quickly mounted on a Langendorff apparatus and perfused
with HEPES-buffered, Ca21-containing solution at 378C and
25 mmHg pressure. A saline-filled balloon was placed in each
ventricles of the heart. Fluid flow was stopped for 20 min and
then resumed for 1hr. Slices of left ventricle were treated to
visualize infracted tissue. An additional cohort of offspring
was allowed to be born and small coronary artery reactivity
was tested in a wire myograph. Endothelial production of
nitric oxide (NO) was blocked using L-NAME and
prostanoid production was blocked with indomethacin.
Results: Fetal blood pressures were not affected by SUAL but
were increased by 10 mmHg following BM treatment.
Coronary flow rate, and rates of ventricular contraction and
relaxation were increased in hearts from SUAL 1 BM fetuses.
Infarct area was increased in SUAL hearts, with no effect of
BM treatment (Table). Response of the hearts to challenge by
b-adrenoceptor activation were also enhanced by SUAL.

Control SUAL Control 1 BM SUAL 1 BM

Coronary flow ml/min/g 1.08 6 0.07 1.10 6 0.04 1.11 6 0.05 1.85 6 0.07*

Contraction rate mmHg/s 235 6 42 293 6 24 277 6 47 423 6 56*

Relaxation rate mmHg/s 2244 6 67 2297 6 32 2266 6 53 2484 6 44*

Infarct area % total 2.2 6 0.9 8.7 6 0.4* 3.5 6 0.9 8.3 6 0.6*

In coronary arteries from SUAL neonates, responses to the
vasoconstrictor U46619 were doubled (p 5 0.002), total
endothelium-dependent vasorelaxation was reduced (EC50

shifted right by an order of magnitude (p 5 0.004), NO-
induced relaxation was halved, endothelium-derived hyperpolar-
izing factor (EDHF) was reduced by 40% (p 5 0.006), a dilator
prostanoid, absent in control arteries, was present following
SUAL, and there was significant arterial stiffening (p 5 0.003).
Conclusions: A striking observation was that, independent of
BM, intra-uterine growth restriction leads to exaggerated
susceptibility of the heart to adrenoceptor stress and to
temporary cessation of blood flow. The coronary vascular
endothelium also released a vasodilator prostanoid, not
present in control vessels. It is tempting to suggest that this
may be compensatory for the marked reduction in the
bioavailability of NO and EDHF following SUAL. Maternal
BM treatment leads to a marked increase in coronary flow.
Whether this facilitated the enhanced ventricular performance
observed, or whether increased contractility stimulated the
increase in perfusion awaits determination.

P-9A-396

Late gestation uteroplacental insufficiency and the lacta-
tional environment influence vascular function and
arterial stiffness in adult growth restricted male offspring

H.C. Parkington1, M.E. Wlodek2, M. Tare1
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Objective: Intrauterine growth restriction occurs in 10% of
pregnancies and a common cause is a poorly functioning
placenta. This has been associated with increased risk of
cardiovascular disease in the offspring in adulthood. The
extent of morbidity may be further accentuated by poor
nutrition in early life. Previously we have found that
uteroplacental insufficiency is associated with impaired
maternal mammary development, which further influences
postnatal growth and leads to raised blood pressure in male
rat offspring. The aim of this study was to investigate the roles
of prenatal and postnatal nutritional environments on
endothelial and smooth muscle reactivity and passive wall
stiffness of resistance arteries from adult male offspring.
Methods: Fetal growth restriction arising from uteroplacental
insufficiency was induced by bilateral uterine vessel ligation
(Restricted, R) or sham surgery (Control, C) on day 18 of
pregnancy in WKY rats. On postnatal day 1 offspring were
cross-fostered onto Control or Restricted mothers. Control
and Restricted male offspring were studied at 6 months of
age. Rings of small mesenteric and femoral arteries were
mounted on a wire myograph for testing of smooth muscle
and endothelial function. Arteries were bathed in warmed,
oxygenated physiological saline (PSS). Other segments of
artery were mounted on a pressure myograph and bathed in
PSS containing 0mM Ca21 and 1mM EGTA for the
assessment of passive mechanical wall properties.
Results: Mesenteric arteries from Restricted rats suckled
on Restricted mothers (R-on-R) had a suppressed response
to the a1-adrenoceptor agonist phenylephrine (P , 0.05),
and relaxation evoked by the nitric oxide donor, sodium
nitroprusside (SNP), and endothelium-derived hyperpolariz-
ing factor (EDHF) were impaired. Mesenteric arteries of R-
on-R rats had increased wall stiffness (P , 0.05). In femoral
arteries of R-on-R rats relaxation to SNP was impaired, while
arterial wall stiffness and endothelium-dependent relaxation
were unaltered. Deficits in vascular reactivity and wall
stiffness in mesenteric and femoral arteries were alleviated
in Restricted offspring that were cross-fostered onto control
mothers (R-on-C). In contrast, Control offspring cross-
fostered onto Restricted mothers (C-on-R) had markedly
increased stiffening of the vascular wall in both mesenteric
and femoral arteries.
Conclusions: This study demonstrates that late gestation
uteroplacental insufficiency is associated with regional
differences in endothelial and smooth muscle dysfunction
and arterial wall stiffness in adult male offspring. The
lactational environment further impacts on vascular function
in both normally grown and growth restricted offspring.
Improvement of the lactational environment alleviates
vascular dysfunction in growth restricted offspring, while a
poor lactational environment can lead to vascular dysfunction

in normally grown offspring. Thus, the prenatal and early
postnatal and lactational environments independently influ-
ence vascular function and wall stiffness and are determinants
of cardiovascular function in adulthood.

P-9A-397

The relationship between cortisol concentrations in
late pregnancy and systemic vascular resistance in
childhood

P.H.C. Rondó1, J.O. Lemos1, J.A. Pereira1, J.M.P. Souza2

1Nutrition Department; 2Statistics and Epidemiology
Department, School of Public Health, University of São
Paulo, Avenida Dr. Arnaldo 715, São Paulo,
CEP-01246-904, Brazil

Objective: Prenatal exposure to glucocorticoids may ‘‘pro-
gramme’’ a range of tissue-specific effects in the foetus,
independently if the exposure is to exogenous glucocorticoids,
to active steroids of maternal origin or to the foetus adrenal
products. The consequences for animals and humans are
consistent with a predomination of cardiometabolic and
central nervous system effects. To assess the relationship
between cortisol concentrations in the last trimester of
pregnancy and systemic vascular resistance - SVR in child-
hood.

Table 1. Characteristics of the mothers.

Variables N % Mean (SD)

Age (years) 31.2 (6.3)
,19 22 16.9
19–25 54 41.5
26–35 46 35.4
>35 8 6.2

Education (years) 6.1 (1.9)
<4 29 20.8
5–8 54 41.5
>8 47 37.7

Smoking habit 5.5 (5.4)
Yes 13 10.0
No 117 90.0

BMI (weight/height2) 27.9 (4.0)
20–25 42 32.3
25–30 57 43.9
30–35 26 20.0
>35 5 3.8

Cortisol in saliva (nmol/L) 14.2 (8.4)
<9.10 33 25.4
9.11–12.42 33 25.4
12.43–17.11 33 25.4
>17.12 31 23.8
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Table 2. Characteristics of the children.

Variables N % Mean (SD)

Gender
Male 61 46.9
Female 69 53.1

Age (months) 72.8 (4.6)
64–69 33 25.4
70–72 40 30.8
73–75 31 23.8
76–90 26 20.0

Birth weight (g) 3239.9 (480)
,2500 5 3.85
2500–3000 36 27.69
3000–3500 53 40.77
>3500 36 27.69

BMI (kg/m2)* 15.7 (1.9)
Low weight 12 9.23
Normal weight 96 73.85
Risk overweight 14 10.77
Overweight 8 6.15

SVR (dyne/sec/cm25) 2238.7 (684.4)
911–1715 33 25.4
1716–2103 32 24.6
2104–2642 33 25.4
2643–4535 32 24.6

*http://www.cdc.gov/growthcharts (low weight 5 ,5th percentile;
normal weight 5 5–85th percentile; risk of overweight 5 85–95th
percentile; overweight 5 >95th percentile).

Methods: This study is part of a cohort involving 130 Brazilian
pregnant women and their children, ages 5 to 8 years. Maternal
cortisol was determined in saliva by an enzyme immunoassay
utilizing the mean concentration of 9 samples of saliva (3 in
each different day), collected at the same time, early in the
morning. SVR was assessed by the HDI/PulseWave CR-2000
Cardiovascular Profiling System�R . The association between
maternal cortisol and SVR in childhood was calculated by
multivariate linear regression analysis.
Results: The characteristics of the pregnant women and
respective children are presented in Tables 1 and 2. There was
a statistically significant association between maternal cortisol
concentrations in saliva and SVR in childhood (p 5 0.016;
r2 5 0.04). The association persisted after controlling for
body mass index, birth weight, age and gender of the children
(p 5 0.048; r2 5 0.10).
Conclusion: Despite the low r2 of the association between
maternal cortisol and the SVR in childhood, in biological terms
it is probably important, considering the number of factors that
could intervene in the association throughout the prenatal life to
childhood. As far as we know this is the first study in the
literature assessing the association between cortisol concentra-
tions in pregnancy and SVR in childhood. Overall, the data

suggest that exposure to excess glucocorticoid in the prenatal
period is associated to vascular complications in childhood,
predisposing to cardiovascular diseases in later life.

P-9A-398

b1 blocker treatment is ineffective in males and
detrimental to cardiac function in females, following
prenatal exposure to a maternal low protein diet

K.J.P. Ryan1, M.J. Elmes1, D.S. Gardner2, S.C. Langley-Evans1

1Division of Nutritional Sciences; 2School of Veterinary
Medicine, University of Nottingham, Loughborough,
Leicestershire LE12 5RD, UK

Objective: Prenatal protein restriction in utero predisposes the
adult offspring to hypertension. b adrenergic receptor blockade is
one of the standard therapies for the treatment of hypertension.
This study compares the effectiveness of b blocker therapy in
adult rat offspring from control and protein restricted dams in
attenuating the dose-response to the b adrenergic agonist
isoproterenol, using the Langendorff-perfused heart preparation.
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Figure 1. (a, b) Dose response curves (0–72 mM) of the effect of
isoproterenol on the % change in heart rate relative to baseline and
(c, d) comparison of treatment effects of specific doses between
2.25–72 mM in (a, c) male and (b, d) female Langendorff perfused
hearts. Significant effects of b-blocker (p , 0.001; males and
p , 0.05; females), Maternal diet, Dose, b-blocker 3 Maternal diet
(p , 0.001; both sexes) and Maternal diet 3 Dose (p , 0.01; males)
were determined from 3-way ANOVA.

Methods: Pregnant Wistar rats were fed either a control (CON,
180 g casein/kg) or a low protein diet (MLP, 90 g/kg)
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throughout gestation. At birth, mothers were transferred to a
standard laboratory chow and the offspring weaned onto the
same chow at 4 weeks of age. At 6 months, rats from each dietary
group were treated with the b1 blocker metoprolol (1ve BB).
Metoprolol was administered via the drinking water at 100 mg/
Kg a day for a 2 week period. Controls received water only (2ve
BB). At cull, hearts were rapidly excised and cannulated via the
aorta to a Langendorff perfusion system. Hearts were perfused
with Krebs-Henseleit buffer bubbled with O2/CO2 in a
retrograde manner and maintained at constant pressure
(60 mmHg) and temperature (37–388C). Left ventricular
function was monitored by insertion of a latex balloon attached
to pre-calibrated pressure transducers which enabled heart rate
and ventricular pressure measurements to be assessed. Following
30 mins equilibrium, each heart received 100 ml of increasing
doses of isoproterenol (0.14–72 mM) where contractile function
parameters recovered to baseline before receiving the next dose.
Results: Metoprolol reduced the maximal heart rate response to
the b agonist isoproterenol in CON males (Figure 1a and c) but
had no effect in CON females (Figure 1b and d). Analyses of
data from MLP males and females indicated significant
interactions between b blocker treatment and diet (p ,

0.001). In contrast with the control diet group, comparisons
of mean values indicated that b blocker treatment had no effect
on the response of the MLP male heart to isoproterenol (Figure
1a and c) and surprisingly metoprolol enhanced the stimulatory
response of the MLP female heart (Figure 1b and d).
Conclusions: In conclusion b blocker treatment has sex
specific effects. Its putative role in reducing the heart’s
response to isoproterenol was only observed in male offspring
exposed to a control diet in utero. In contrast b blocker
therapy in prenatally protein restricted offspring, was
ineffective in males and detrimental to females. These
findings cast doubt over the efficacy of b blocker agents to
treat cardiac conditions in females. We suggest that beta
blocker therapy for hypertensive individuals that were growth
restricted at birth may either be ineffective or detrimental to
males and females respectively. Further work is needed to
determine the mechanisms underpinning these effects.

P-9A-399

Antioxidants prevent the deleterious effects of neonatal
dexamethasone treatment on cardiovascular function in
adult rats

Y. Niu, E.A. Herrera, D.A. Giussani

Department of Physiology, Development and Neuroscience,
University of Cambridge, UK

Objective: Although dexamethasone (Dex) is widely used to
prevent and treat chronic lung diseases in premature infants,
its short-term side effects on cardiovascular function have
raised concerns about the clinical application. The mechan-
isms underlying these unwanted effects of glucocorticoids are
not fully understood, but oxidative stress may play an

important role [1,2]. In this study, adult rats were used to
investigate: 1) the effects of neonatal Dex treatment on
isolated cardiac and peripheral vascular function, and 2)
whether postnatal co-administration with the antioxidant
vitamins C and E ameliorates any detrimental effects of Dex.
Methods: Male Wistar pups received i.p. injections of a clinical
regimen of dexamethasone (Dex; n 5 8; 0.5, 0.3, 0.1 mg.g21) or
Dex with vitamins C and E (DCE; n 5 8; 200 mg.kg21 and
100 mg.kg21, respectively) on postnatal days 1–3 (P1-3);
vitamins were continued from P4-6. Controls received equal
volumes (10 ml.g21) of saline (Ctrl; n 5 8) from P1-6. A fourth
group received vitamins alone (CCE; n 5 8). Rats were
euthanized at P100 and the heart and a 3rd order femoral
artery were dissected. Hearts were perfused under working mode
and cardiac mechanical function was evaluated. Arterial rings
were mounted on a wire myograph and concentration-response
doses to vasoconstrictors and vasodilators were generated.
Results: Dex-treated animals had a lower heart weight relative to
body weight (0.00274 6 1.08E-4 vs 0.00333 6 1.64E-4,
P , 0.05) but cardiac output and hydraulic work were both
maintained. However, the mean aortic pressure (MAP) response
to increased afterload in Dex-treated animals was two-fold higher
than in controls. In addition, in Dex-treated offspring, cardiac
output (CO) responses to a decrease in preload were significantly
reduced compared to controls. Interestingly, concomitant treat-
ment of vitamins C and E restored the cardiac responsiveness to
both changes in after- and pre-load towards control values (Fig
1A). Vitamins C and E alone did not show any cardiac effects
relative to controls (data not shown). Relative to controls, Dex
treatment markedly decreased the dilator response to MetCh
(both sensitivity and max response, Fig 1B), and to SNP
(sensitivity, pD2 6.99 6 0.05 vs 7.14 6 0.09, P , 0.05). Dex also
decreased the maximal response to K1 (3.16 6 0.23 vs
4.85 6 0.23 N/m, P , 0.05). Concomitant treatment with
vitamins C and E prevented all the above vascular effects of Dex.
Conclusions: Postnatal treatment with Dex in rats using a
human clinical dosing regimen impaired the intrinsic control
of cardiac function and depressed endothelial-dependent
relaxation in the peripheral vasculature in adulthood.
Postnatal co-administration of vitamins C and E prevented
the programming effects of cardiovascular dysfunction of
glucocorticoids. Support: The British Heart Foundation, The
BBSRC and The Royal Society.
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(B)

Fig 1. Mean 6 SEM. A. Responses of MAP to increases in afterload
(open bars), and of CO to decreases in preload (close bars). Signif-
icant differences (P , 0.05), * vs control, y vs Dex. B, Endothelium-
dependent vasodilatation (MetCh) in femoral arteries. J Ctrl K Dex,
mDex 1 VitCE, nCtrl 1 VitCE. Significant differences (P , 0.05),
*Max response, y sensitivity vs Ctrl.

1. S. Rajashree, R. Puvanakrishnan. Mol Cell Biochem,
181:77–85, 1998.

2. T. Iuchi et al. Circ Res, 92:81–87, 2003.

P-9A-400

Maternal protein restriction during mouse preimplanta-
tion development induces offspring vascular dysfunction
and alters renin-angiotensin-system homeostasis

A.J. Watkins1, E.S. Lucas1, C. Torrens2, J.K. Cleal2,
L. Green1, C. Osmond3, J.J. Eckert1,2, W.P. Gray4,
M.A. Hanson2, T.P. Fleming1

1School of Biological Sciences, University of Southampton,
Bassett Crescent East, Southampton SO16 7PX, UK; 2Institute
of Developmental Sciences, Developmental Origins of Health
and Disease (DOHaD) Division, School of Medicine, University
of Southampton, Southampton General Hospital, Southampton
SO16 6YD, UK; 3MRC Epidemiology Resource Centre, South-
ampton General Hospital, Southampton SO16 6YD, UK;
4Division of Clinical Neurosciences, School of Medicine,
University of Southampton, Southampton General Hospital,
Southampton SO16 6YD, UK

Objectives: Studies in rodents and domestic animals have
demonstrated that perturbations experienced during early
development can influence future growth, metabolism,
physiology and cardiovascular health. We have demonstrated
previously that maternal low protein diet during discrete
windows of gestation significantly elevated systolic blood
pressure in adult offspring mice1.
Methods: Following mating, female MF-1 mice were assigned
to either normal protein diet (NPD; 18% casein) or isocaloric
low protein diet for the entirety of gestation (LPD; 9%
casein); or LPD exclusively during the preimplantation period
(3.5 days), before returning to NPD for the remainder of
gestation (Emb-LPD). All offspring were fed standard chow.

All experiments were conducted using protocols approved by
UK Home Office and local ethics committee.
Results: Mesenteric arteries from LPD and Emb-LPD males
displayed significantly impaired vasodilatation to isoprenaline
(P 5 0.04 and 0.025 respectively), when compared to NPD
arteries. Stereological investigation of mean glomerular
number in female left kidneys at 28 weeks, and real-time
analysis of type 1a Angiotensin II receptor, Na1/K1 ATPase
transporter subunits and glucocorticoid receptor expression in
offspring left kidneys, revealed no significant differences
between treatment groups. LPD females had elevated serum
angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) activity (P 5 0.044)
whilst Emb-LPD males had elevated lung ACE activity
(P 5 0.001) compared to NPD offspring.
Conclusions: These data demonstrate that elevated systolic
blood pressure induced by maternal dietary protein restriction
during the preimplantation period or throughout gestation is
associated with arterial vasodilator dysfunction and elevated
ACE activity, but has minimal effects on kidney phenotype.
Support: The National Institutes of Health, [grant number
U01 HD04435], BBSRC [BBF007450] and the Gerald
Kerkut Charitable Trust.

1. A.J. Watkins et al., Biol Reprod., 78:299–306, 2008.

P-9A-401

Maternal smoking during pregnancy, fetal arterial
resistance adaptations and cardiovascular function in
childhood. The Generation R Study

J.J.M. Geelhoed1,2,3, B.O. Verburg4, E.A.P. Steegers4,
A. Hofman2, V.W.V. Jaddoe1,2,3

1The Generation R Study Group, Erasmus Medical
Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 2Department of
Epidemiology, Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, The
Netherlands; 3Department of Pediatrics, Erasmus Medical
Center, Rotterdam, The Netherlands; 4Department of
Obstetrics & Gynecology, Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam,
The Netherlands

Objective: To unravel the mechanisms underlying the
previously demonstrated associations between low birth
weight and cardiovascular disease in adulthood, we examined
whether maternal smoking during pregnancy leads to fetal
arterial resistance adaptations and subsequently to fetal
growth retardation and changes in postnatal blood pressure
and cardiac development.
Methods: We performed a prospective cohort study from
early fetal life onwards. Maternal smoking during pregnancy
(non-smoking, first trimester smoking, continued smoking
(,5 and >5 cigarettes/day)) was assessed by questionnaires.
Third trimester placental and fetal arterial resistance indices
and fetal growth were assessed by ultrasound and Doppler.
Postnatal blood pressure and cardiac structures were
measured at two years of age. Analyses were based on 1,120
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children. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: First trimester smoking was not associated with third
trimester placental and fetal blood flow adaptations.
Continued smoking of >5 cigarettes/day was associated with
increased resistance in the uterine, umbilical, and middle
cerebral arteries and a decreased flow and diameter of the
ascending aorta. Among mothers who continued smoking,
estimated fetal weight at 30 weeks and birth weight were most
affected in children with the highest umbilical artery
resistance. Fetal arterial resistance indices were also associated
with aortic root diameter and left atrial diameter.
Conclusions: Our findings suggest that fetal arterial resistance
adaptations may be involved in the pathways leading from
maternal smoking during pregnancy to both low birth weight
and cardiovascular developmental changes in childhood in the
offspring. Future studies are needed to examine whether these
adaptations have cardiovascular consequences in later life.

P-9A-402

Lifecourse predictors of adult fibrinogen concentrations:
The Newcastle Thousand Families Study

M.S. Pearce1, A. Ahmed2, P.W.G. Tennant1, L. Parker3,
N.C. Unwin1

1Institute of Health and Society, Newcastle University, Newcastle
upon Tyne, UK; 2London School of Hygiene and Tropical
Medicine, London UK; 3Departments of Medicine and
Paediatrics, Dalhousie University, Halifax, Canada

Fibrinogen is an independent predictor of cardiovascular disease.
Previous research investigating early life effects on fibrinogen
levels in adulthood has produced conflicting results.
Objective: The aim of this study was to examine the
association between fetal, infancy and adult risk factors and
fibrinogen levels at age 49–51 years, and to quantify the
direct and indirect effects of these factors on fibrinogen using
data from the Newcastle Thousand Families Study (NTFS).
Methods: The NTFS is a prospective study initiated in 1947
when all 1142 children born to mothers resident in the city of
Newcastle upon Tyne in northern England were recruited.
Detailed information on many aspects of their lives was
collected prospectively during childhood, including early
growth, illnesses and socio-economic conditions. At age
49–51, 574 study members returned detailed self-completion
questionnaires and 412 attended for clinical examination.
Plasma fibrinogen concentrations were measured in 173 men
and 221 women. This was analysed, using linear regression, in
relation to a range of variables at different stages of life,
including family history of cardiovascular disease, birth weight
(standardised for gestational age and sex), duration breast fed,
housing conditions at birth, smoking and childhood illness
histories, alcohol consumption, percent body fat, physical
activity, and socio-economic status both at birth and in

adulthood. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Poorer housing conditions at birth (p 5 0.001),
longer duration breast fed (p 5 0.025) and higher adult
alcohol consumption (p 5 0.002) were significant indepen-
dent predictors of lower fibrinogen concentration. In
contrast, increasing body fat percentage (p , 0.001) and
being a current smoker (p , 0.001) were independently
predictive of significantly higher fibrinogen concentrations.
No association was observed between fibrinogen concentra-
tion and standardised birth weight. Three significant
interactions on adult fibrinogen levels were observed. 1)
The effect of being a current smoker, relative to never
smokers, was highest among those from the poorest quality
houses at birth. 2) The effect of percent body fat was lower
among never smokers. 3) The effect of percent body fat was
greater among those with the highest alcohol consumption at
age 49–51. A path diagram, exploring the relative contribu-
tions, including an exploration of indirect pathways, will be
presented.
Conclusion: Concentration of fibrinogen in adulthood is
influenced by a range of factors from different stages of life.
Although birth weight was not a predictor, there were
significant associations with housing conditions in early life
and duration breast fed. The total variation explained by early
life factors was less than half that explained by adult risk
factors. Therefore, modification of adult exposures, particu-
larly body fat and smoking, would be the most likely way to
reduce the concentration of plasma fibrinogen in adulthood,
which may also reduce cardiovascular disease risks.

P-9A-403

High or low-salt intake during pregnancy is associated
with cardiac structural abnormalities in adult male
offspring

E.N. Alves-Rodrigues, I.B. Oliveira, L.N.S. Furukawa,
M.S. Coelho, D.N. Ferreira, K.T. Rosa, J.C. Heimann

Department of Internal Medicine, University of São Paulo
School of Medicine, São Paulo-SP, Brazil

Introduction: epidemiological studies have shown that altera-
tions in perinatal environment are associated with abnormalities
in adulthood. Several studies have established a link between low
birth weight and cardiovascular disease in adulthood.
Objective: to evaluate the effects of low or high salt intake
during pregnancy on cardiac structure of adult male offspring.
Methods: Low- (LSD, 0.15%), normal- (NSD, 1.3%) or
high-salt (HSD, 8% NaCl) diet was given to Wistar rats
during pregnancy. During lactation all dams received NSD as
well as the offspring after weaning until the 21st week of age
(LS, NS and HS groups). Starting on the 21st week of age,
50% of each group was fed high-salt (hs, 4% NaCl) diet until
36 weeks of age (LShs, NShs, HShs). The other 50% was
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maintained on a NSD (LSns, NSns and HSns) for the same
period. Echocardiographic features were obtained at 20 and
30 weeks of age.
Results: (mean 6 SEM, n 5 5–8/group): no differences were
observed in tail cuff blood pressure and left ventricular (LV)
to body mass ratio among offspring groups. At 20 weeks of
age: inter-ventricular septum (IV-mm/kg) and posterior wall
(PW-mm/kg) thickness was lower (p , 0.05) in HS
(0.272 6 0.008 and 0.275 6 0.009) compared to NS
(0.320 6 0.013 and 0.323 6 0.014) and LS (0.309 6 0.008
and 0.314 6 0.008). At 30 weeks of age: no differences were
observed in IV and PW tickness between LShs, NShs and
HShs. LV end diastolic diameter (LVd-cm/kg) was lower
(p , 0.05) in HShs (1.215 6 0.050) compared to NShs
(1.445 6 0.056) and LShs (1.369 6 0.042) suggesting a
concentric remodeling. Interestingly, IV (p 5 0.052) and
PW (p , 0.05) tickness was higher in LSns (0.316 6 0.013
and 0.321 6 0.012) compared to NSns (0.267 6 0.020 and
0.267 6 0.020) and HSns (0.259 6 0.016 and 0.259 6

0.016). IV and PW tickness was lower (p , 0.05) in LShs
(0.264 6 0.012 and 0.267 6 0.013) compared to LSns.
Conclusions: according to these data, alteration in salt
consumption during pregnancy is associated with cardiac
abnormalities in adult male offspring. Offspring from HSD
and LSD dams exhibit different patterns of cardiac response
to a chronic salt overload during adulthood. Support:
FAPESP and CNPq.

P-9A-404

Increased systolic blood pressure in rat offspring follow-
ing a maternal low protein diet is normalized by maternal
dietary choline supplementation

S.Y. Bai, D.I. Briggs, M.H. Vickers

Liggins Institute and the National Research Centre for
Growth and Development, University of Auckland, Auckland,
New Zealand

Objective: An adverse prenatal environment may induce
long-term metabolic consequences, in particular hypertension
and cardiovascular disease. Although the mechanisms are
unclear, this ‘‘programming’’ has generally been considered
an irreversible change in developmental trajectory. A maternal
low protein (LP) diet is well known to result in increased
blood pressure in offspring. Choline has been shown to have
direct blood pressure reducing effects in humans and animals.
It has been suggested that endogenous choline synthesis via
phosphatidylcholine is constrained during maternal LP
exposure. The present study therefore investigated the effect
of choline supplementation to mothers fed a low protein diet
during pregnancy on systolic blood pressure (SBP) in
offspring.
Methods: Wistar rats (day 120) were assigned to 1 of 3 diets
to be fed ad-libitum throughout pregnancy: (1) control diet

(AIN93G, 20% protein); (2) a LP diet (9% protein); (3) LP
supplemented with choline (LPC). Dams were returned to
the standard control diet at birth. Litter size was adjusted to 8
pups per litter to ensure standardised nutrition until weaning.
Offspring were fed the standard control diet (AIN93G)
from weaning for the remainder of the trial. Systolic blood
pressure was recorded at postnatal day 150 using tail-cuff
plethysmography.
Results: SBP was significantly increased in LP offspring
compared to CONT animals and was normalized in LPC
offspring (Figure 1). Effects of LPC reduction in SBP were
similar in both males and females. These effects were
independent of adult body weight and alterations in kidney
size. Heart size relative to body weight was increased in LP
females compared to both controls and LPC offspring but
was not different in males.
Conclusions: The present trial shows for the first time that
maternal supplementation with dietary choline during
periods of LP exposure can normalize increased SBP observed
in offspring in later life. Support: Foundation for Research,
Science and Technology (FRST) and the National Research
Centre for Growth and Development.
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Figure 1. Systolic blood pressure in (a) female and (b) male offspring
at postnatal day 150 following either a maternal control, low protein or
low protein 1 choline diet during pregnancy. Data are means 6 SEM,
N 5 8 per group, * 5 p , 0.05, NS 5 not significant.
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P-9A-405

Narrowing of the aorta after moderate preterm birth

J.G. Bensley, V.K. Stacy, R. De Matteo, R. Harding,
M.J. Black

Department of Anatomy and Developmental Biology, Monash
University, Clayton, Victoria, 3800, Australia

Objective: Preterm birth (is the major cause of infant death and
morbidity, affecting 10–12% of all pregnancies. 82% of all
preterm births are classified as moderately preterm (birth
between 32 and 37 weeks of gestation). It has recently been
demonstrated1 that preterm birth is an independent risk factor
for aortic narrowing in adolescents born preterm; there was
,16% narrowing in the thoracic aorta and , 19% narrowing
in the abdominal aorta. However, it was not clear if this was due
to preterm birth or with iatrogenic factors associated with
treatment of preterm infants. We hypothesised that moderate
preterm birth alone would lead to narrowing of the aorta. Our
objective was to examine aortic structure in postnatal lambs
following moderate preterm birth.
Methods: Preterm lambs were born at , 133 days of gestation;
term is , 147 days. Arterial pressure was measured at 8 weeks
and lambs were euthanized at 9 weeks after term equivalent age.
Aortas were maximally dilated with papaverine hydrochloride
prior to fixation in 4% formaldehyde. At least 4 sections from
the first 4 cm of the thoracic aorta were embedded in paraffin
and sectioned at 5 mm. Sections were then stained with H&E.
Whole slides were scanned using the dotslide system (Olympus,
Japan); lumen area and wall thickness were quantified using
image analysis (Image Pro-Plus, Media Cybernetics, USA).
Aortae from 8 term and 7 preterm lambs were compared.
Results: Preterm lambs were lighter than term controls at birth
(term 5 3.37 6 0.24 kg, preterm 5 4.39 6 0.17 kg; p , 0.05),
however at post mortem there was no difference in weight
(term 5 17.10 6 0.59 kg, preterm 5 17.14 6 0.91 kg). There
were no differences between groups in mean arterial pressure
(term 5 73.2 6 2.6 mmHg, preterm 5 77.1 6 1.8 mmHg) or
heart rate (term 5 89.6 6 7.1 bpm, preterm 5 98.0 6 6.9 bpm).
There was also no difference in heart weight (corrected for body
weight) between term and preterm lambs (term 5 4.64 6 0.25
g/kg, preterm 5 5.15 6 0.35 g/kg). Preterm lambs had signifi-
cantly narrower aortae (calculated as aortic lumen area)
compared with controls (preterm 5 20.02 6 1.22 mm2, term 5

24.12 6 1.05 mm2; n 5 3 per group, p 5 0.05). There was a
trend for preterm lambs to have thicker aortic walls (preterm 5

1062.85 6 28.49 mm, term 5 1081.75 6 53.00 mm; n 5 3 per
group, p 5 0.08).
Conclusion: Moderate preterm birth alone leads to aortic
narrowing early in post-natal life in the absence of increased
arterial pressure or heart weight. In this ongoing study, we are
investigating the cause (e.g. collagen deposition, smooth
muscle cell hyperplasia) of aortic narrowing.

1. Edstedt Bonamy AK et al. Acta Paediatr 97:1080–1085, 2008.

P-9A-406

Cafeteria diet aggravates structural cardiac impairments in
adult offspring from maternal protein restricted rats

V. Souza-Mello, B.M. Gregório, F.S. Cardoso-de-Lemos,
C.A. Mandarim-de-Lacerda, M.B. Águila

Laboratory of Morphometry and Cardiovascular Morphology,
Department of Anatomy, Institute of Biology, State University of
Rio de Janeiro. Av. 28 de Setembro 87 (fds), 20551-030 Rio de
Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

Objective: This study aimed at evaluating the effects of post-
weaning ‘‘cafeteria diet’’ upon cardiac morphological parameters
in Wistar rats subjected to maternal protein restriction.
Methods: Wistar female rats were divided into two groups:
normal protein (NP-19% protein) and low protein (LP-5%
protein). Both diets followed AIN93-G dietary allowances. At
21 days, pups were divided into 8 groups, according to the
post-weaning diet (SC – standard chow or HF – high fat
diet): a) male NP-SC; b) female NP-SC; c) male NP-HF; d)
female NP-HF; e) male LP-SC; f) female LP-SC; g) male LP-
HF and h) female LP-HF. Cafeteria diet (30% lipids) was
manipulated in our laboratory1. Body mass and blood
pressure (BP) were verified weekly until 6 mo-old, when
euthanasia occurred. Heart was removed after perfusion and
had its volume measured by Scherle’s method2. Stereological
tools were used to analyze cardiac alterations3. For statistical
analysis, ANOVA and post-hoc test of Tukey were used
(p , 0.05). Appropriate institutional ethics committee clear-
ance was obtained.
Results: HF diet caused overweight in NP-HF groups (both
genders) at day 77, continuing until the end of the experiment
(134%, p , 0.001). At day 112, females LP-HF became
heavier than LP-SC and this difference persisted until 6 months
old (142%, p , 0.001), showing that environmental factors
can maximize the drawbacks of maternal protein restriction.
This effect was also perceived when blood pressure (BP) was
taken into account, where LP-HF animals from both genders
showed the most expressive BP values at the end of the
experiment (150% in relation to SC group, p , 0.001). As for
cardiac alterations, maternal protein restriction and post-
weaning HF diet yielded greater cross-sectional cardiomyocyte
area in males (158%, p , 0.0001). Likewise, the left ventricle
from LP-SC and NP-HF animals (males and females) were
thicker than NP-SC (130%, p , 0.001) and HF diet provoked
a maximization of this finding in LP-HF groups (135% when
compared to LP-SC, p , 0.001). NP-HF animals from both
genders showed higher amount of interstitial fibrosis than NP-
SC (175%, p , 0.0001). The same was observed when LP-HF
was compared to LP-SC (144%, p , 0.001). Myocardial
vascularization was smaller in LP-SC and LP-HF males than in
NP-SC (250%, p , 0.0001), whereas NP-HF females showed
a similar behavior (243%, p , 0.005).
Conclusions: Both stimuli, maternal protein restriction and
post-weaning high fat diet enhanced cardiac structural
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alterations. Therefore, our results ensure the paramount
importance of intrauterine conditions as well as quality of
post-weaning diet for the development of chronic diseases.
Support: CNPq, Faperj, Capes.

1. V. Souza-Mello et al., Br J Nutr, 98:1159–1169, 2007.
2. W. Scherle. Mikroskopie, 26:57–60, 1970.
3. B. Gregório et al., Am J Obstet Gynecol. 199:82.e1–7, 2008.

P-9A-407

Inflammatory and fibrotic changes in the heart in a low
protein rat model of intrauterine growth restriction

A. Hartner1, M. Alejandre-Alcazar1, F. Fahlbusch1,
C. Plank1, J. Dötsch1, W. Rascher1, K.F. Hilgers2

1Hospital for Children and Adolescents; 2Dept. of Nephrology
and Hypertension, University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany

Objective: Cardiovascular disease is a frequent complication
of metabolic disorders associated with former intrauterine
growth restriction (IUGR). Early structural and functional
changes in the cardiovascular system after IUGR might
contribute to the pathogenesis of cardiovascular disease. We
tested the hypothesis that IUGR leads to structural changes in
the rat heart before the onset of increased blood pressure.
Methods: We used a rat model of maternal protein restriction
to 8% during gestation. Media-to-lumen ratios were
measured in the heart vessels of newborn rats and rats at
day 70 of life. Expression levels of markers of inflammation
and fibrosis were assessed in the hearts of both time points by
real-time RT-PCR. Immunohistochemistry for macrophage
infiltration and collagen I deposition was performed. Mean
arterial blood pressure was assessed intraarterially.
Results: Low protein diet of the mothers led to a reduction in
body weight of the offspring (5.3 6 0.2 vs. 6.5 6 0.2 g in
control pups; p , 0.001). In the hearts of newborn rats with
IUGR the expression of inflammatory markers like MCP-1
and osteopontin, of profibrotic cytokines, like TGFb and
CTGF and of matrix molecules, like collagens I and IV,
fibronectin, fibrillin-1 and elastin, as well as of the regulators
of matrix deposition TIMP-1 and TIMP-2 were unaltered
compared to controls. In contrast, all these parameters were
significantly increased in 70 days old former IUGR rats.
Media-to-lumen ratios of cardiac vessels after IUGR were
inconspicuous in newborn rats, but increased at day 70 of life
when compared to controls. More collagen protein deposi-
tion was also detected and macrophage infiltration into heart
tissue tended to increase in IUGR at day 70 of life. At this
time point, blood pressure was not different between IUGR
and controls (101.3 6 2.7 vs. 105.3 6 1.6 mm Hg; ns).
Conclusion: In the low-protein model, IUGR leads to an
increased inflammatory response and to fibrotic changes in
the hearts of adolescent rats, which might lead to cardiovas-
cular disease later in life. These changes are not a consequence
of an increased blood pressure in IUGR.

P-9A-408

Comparison of two models of intrauterine growth
restriction: bilateral ligation of the uterine arteries and
maternal low protein diet induce different cardiovascular
phenotypes

K.F. Hilgers1, K. Nüsken2, C. Plank2, J. Dötsch2,
M. Alejandre-Alcazar2, W. Rascher2, A. Hartner2

1Dept. of Nephrology and Hypertension; 2Hospital for Children
and Adolescents University of Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany

Objective: Intrauterine growth restriction (IUGR) is often
associated with an increased risk to develop cardiovascular
diseases, like hypertension or atherosclerosis. Using a rat
model of maternal protein restriction, we detected increased
expression of matrix molecules and connective tissue growth
factor in the vasculature of the offspring after IUGR. In this
study, we compared cardiovascular changes in two different
rat models of IUGR.
Methods: IUGR was induced either by low protein diet of the
pregnant dam (LP), or by ligation of the arteria uterina (Lig).
Vascular and heart tissue of the offspring was investigated for
expression patterns of profibrotic markers and matrix
molecules and for histological changes.
Results: Birth weight was reduced to a similar degree in LP (by
18.5%) and Lig (by 15.6%) offspring. In the vasculature of LP
offspring, the expression of connective tissue growth factor and
the matrix components collagen I, fibronectin and fibrillin-1
was increased. In Lig rats, however, the expression of these
molecules was not increased. In the hearts of LP offspring,
increased expression of the inflammatory cytokine MCP-1, of
transforming growth factor-beta and connective tissue growth
factor, as well as of collagens I and IV, fibronectin and fibrillin-
1 was detected. This was not observed in Lig rats. Media-to-
lumen ratio of the aorta was increased in LP, but not in Lig rats.
Conclusions: In the two models of IUGR, cardiovascular
changes are not uniformly observed, but differ depending on the
model used. We speculate that specific causes of IUGR induce
different mechanisms of perinatal cardiovascular programming.

P-9A-409

Intrauterine growth restriction coupled with hyperglyce-
mia leads to impaired cardiac function in adult rats: an
echocardiography study

K. Lim1, P. Lombardo2, M. Schneider-Kolsky2, M.J. Black1

1Department of Anatomy and Developmental Biology;
2Department of Medical Imaging and Radiation Sciences,
Monash University, Victoria 3800, Australia

Objective: Diabetes leads to pathological remodelling of the
myocardium resulting in loss of cardiomyocytes and
subsequent deposition of fibrillar collagen (fibrosis). It has
previously been shown that the number of cardiomyocytes in
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the intrauterine growth restricted (IUGR) heart of rats, that
have been exposed to maternal protein restriction, is
significantly reduced at birth. Since cardiomyocytes cease
proliferating soon after birth, we proposed that a reduced
complement of cardiomyocytes at birth will render the IUGR
heart particularly vulnerable to a secondary insult of
hyperglycemia. Hence, the aim of the present study was to
investigate the combined effect of IUGR, due to maternal
protein restriction, coupled with hyperglycemia on cardiac
function in rat offspring at 32 weeks of age.
Method: Female WKY rats were fed either a normal protein
diet (NPD, 20% casein) or low protein diet (LPD, 8.7%
casein) 2 weeks prior to mating, during pregnancy and
lactation. At 23 weeks of age, streptozotocin (STZ; 50 mg/kg)
was administered to the offspring to induce hyperglycemia.
From 5 days after STZ injection, blood glucose levels were
measured daily; long acting insulin (protophane) was injected
(1-2U) daily to stratify blood glucose levels (mild,
7–10 mmol/L and moderate, 10–15 mmol/L; n 5 8males
per group). Morphological and functional analyses of the
heart were performed using non-invasive transthoracic
echocardiography and 2D B-mode imaging. Data were
analysed by a two-way ANOVA with maternal diet (PD)
and induction of hyperglycemia (PG) as factors.
Results: LPD offspring were born small and remained smaller
than NPD offspring at 32 weeks of age (PD , 0.001). In
addition the induction of hyperglycemia led to a marked
decrease in body weight at 32 weeks of age (PG 5 0.001).
Both maternal diet and induction of hyperglycemia directly
influenced heart size and cardiac function, however, the
response to hyperglycemia was not different between the
NPD and LPD offspring. LPD offspring exhibited a
significantly increased relative LV mass and relative wall
thickness (PD 5 0.01, PG 5 0.007), as well as a significantly
decreased fractional shortening (%) of the left ventricle
(PD 5 0.04, PG 5 0.007) at 32 weeks of age. Left ventricular
diastolic volume was significantly decreased in LPD offspring
(PD 5 0.03, PG 5 0.05), whereas, there was no difference in
systolic volume. Stroke volume was also significantly reduced
in LPD offspring (PD 5 0.04, PG 5 0.003). The ejection
fraction (%) showed no difference between groups.
Conclusions: Maternal protein restriction in rats appears to
lead to cardiac hypertrophy and impaired diastolic function
in adult offspring and this is exacerbated in the presence of
hyperglycemia. Reduced fractional shortening and stroke
volume in LPD offspring indicates that there is impaired
cardiac contractility such that the heart muscle is required to
work harder to maintain a normal ejection fraction.

P-9A-410

Association between risk behavior and high blood
pressure in adolescents

A.C.F. Moraes1,2,3, M.C. Falcão1

1Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de São Paulo,
Programa de Pós-Graduação em Ciências; 2GEPEAF – Grupo
de Estudo e Pesquisa em Epidemiologia da Atividade Fı́sica;
3GEAFISQ – Grupo de Estudo em Atividade Fı́sica, Saúde e
Qualidade de Vida. Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de
São Paulo – Instituto da Criança; Rua: Abadia dos Dourados n8

307, casa 7, Butantã São Paulo/SP

Objective: To estimate the prevalence of high blood pressure
in adolescents of high school students in southern Brazil and
explore the association with risk behaviors.
Methods: Cross-sectional study with a representative
sample of students in high school (14–18 years) the city of
Maringá/PR/Brazil, including 991 (54.5% girls) from eight
public and four private high school’s selected through sampling
in multiple stages. The outcomes considered of: blood pressure
(BP). The BP was measured twice, with a minimum interval of
two minutes, with teenagers sitting through an automatic,
electronic and digital oscillometric (Omron MX3 Plus). The
categorization of blood pressure was performed in three classes1:
PA normal, borderline PA and high PA, adjusted for gender, age
and percentile of height2. The independent variables investigated
were: gender and intake of tabaco3. The consumption of tobacco
(including consumption of tobacco in cigarettes, cigars and
cigarillos), outcome was considered the adolescents said that
consume a day at least one of the above products. Ethical aspects
of the intervention study were in agreement with current
guidelines in Brazil, and the study protocol was approved by
the Ethical Committee of the Medical School of the
University of São Paulo.
Results: Table 1 shows the prevalence of blood pressure
according to the independent variables, the prevalence of high
BP was 3.2%, significantly higher in boys. The prevalence of
smoking was 5.7% overall (boys 5 50.9%; girls 5 49.9%).
Observed that tobacco consumption is higher in adolescents
with high blood pressure.

Table 1: Prevalence and confidence interval 95% (CI95%) of
blood pressure categorization according to the independent
variables.

Normal BP Borderline BP High BP

Variable Prevalence % (CI 95%) Prevalence % (CI 95%) Prevalence % (CI 95%) p

Gender Girls

(n 5 540)

86.3 (83.1–89.1) 12.4 (9.7–15.5) 1.3 (0.5–2.7) 0.0001

Boys (n 5 451) 83.6 (79.8–86.9) 10.9 (8.1–14.1) 5.5 (3.6–8.1)

Tobacco

consumption

0.50

No (n 5 934) 84.9 (82.4–87.0) 11.9 (9.9 – 14.1) 3.2 (2.2 – 4.5)

Yes (n 5 57) 87.7 (85.5–89.7) 8.8 (7.1–10.7) 3.5 (2.5–4.9)

The probability of the boys have high blood pressure is significantly higher than in girls (PR 5 1.74
CI95% 5 1.43–2.13). Not observe significant associations between the habit of smoking and blood
pressure levels.

Conclusion: We found alarming prevalence of high blood
pressure, particularly in boys and the prevalence of tobacco
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consumption is alarming either, it is necessary to develop
strategies that promote healthy lifestyles in this population.

1. Sociedade Brasileira de Cardiologia, Sociedade Brasileira
de Hipertensão. V Diretriz Brasileira de Hipertensão, 2006.

2. Kuczmarski RJ, et al., Vital Health Stat, 11, 2002.
3. Malcon MC, et al.,. J Adol Health. 43:226–230, 2008.

P-9A-411

Analysis of biochemical changes in response to hyperten-
sion in the myocardium of adult rat offspring with
intrauterine growth retardation using FTIR imaging
micro-spectroscopy

V. Zohdi1, M.J. Black1, J.T. Pearson2, K.R. Bambery3,
D. McNaughton3, B.R. Wood3

1Department of Anatomy & Developmental Biology, Monash
University, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia; 2Monash Centre for
Synchrotron Science and Department of Physiology, Building
13F, Monash University, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia;
3Centre for Biospectroscopy and School of Chemistry, Monash
University, Clayton, VIC 3800, Australia

Objective: Epidemiological evidence suggests that intrauter-
ine growth retardation (IUGR) is associated with an increased
risk of cardiovascular disease later in life. We have previously
shown that female IUGR rat offspring exposed to maternal
protein restriction during pregnancy and lactation exhibit a
decline in cardiac function as young adults. In order to gain
an understanding of the etiology of the impaired cardiac
function, the aim of this study was to compare the
biochemical composition of the hearts from IUGR and non
growth-restricted offspring and to examine the biochemical
response to induction of hypertension.
Methods: Wistar Kyoto (WKY) rats were administered a low
protein diet (LPD; 8.7% casein) during pregnancy and
lactation until 2 weeks postnatally; controls were adminis-
tered a normal protein diet (NPD; 20% casein). At 4 weeks of
age offspring were weaned and placed on standard rat chow
until the experimental endpoint. At 14 weeks of age
hypertension was induced through a four week continuous
infusion of a potent vasoconstrictor Angiotensin II (ANGII
200 ng/kg/min), while controls received saline. During
this time systolic blood pressure was measured using a tail
cuff method. At 18 weeks of age the offspring were perfusion
fixed and organs collected. The hearts were weighed and the
heart volumes were stereologically determined according
to the Cavalieri method. Heart slices were embedded
in paraffin and in 4 mm sections the biochemical changes in
the left ventricle of LPD and NPD female normotensive
(NPD n 5 9; LPD n 5 7) and hypertensive (NPD n 5 7;
LPD n 5 7) offspring was examined using Fourier transform
infrared (FTIR) imaging micro-spectroscopy. FTIR imaging
provides a methodology to explore the underlying macro-

molecular chemistry and biochemical markers associated with
the etiology of hypertension and heart disease.
Results: Birth weights of the LPD offspring were significantly
lower compared to NPD offspring (6.5 6 0.3 g and
7.6 6 0.3 g, respectively), however in adulthood (18 weeks
of age) this was no longer significant. Infusion of ANGII led
to a decrease in body weight in NPD and LPD offspring
(P , 0.0002). Absolute heart and left ventricular (LV)
volumes were both significantly lower in LPD offspring at
18 weeks of age. Relative heart and LV volumes were
significantly increased due to ANGII administration. Initial
analysis of the FTIR spectra has shown that variations in
tissue macromolecular composition can be observed within
the tissue of individual heart sections and between the four
groups that have been examined. FTIR maps of the LV wall
showed significant variation between the experimental
groups. FTIR images of the LV show the spatial location of
protein, collagen and carbohydrate density. Further work is
required to compare the FTIR images with histological
stained micrographs of the same tissue regions.
Conclusions: FTIR imaging spectroscopy is showing promise
as an independent modality for examining changes in the
macromolecular chemistry of the adult IUGR heart under
hypertensive conditions.

P-9A-412

A maternal methyl-rich dietary pattern characterized by
high intakes of fish and nuts reduces the risk of congenital
heart defects in the offspring

M. Vujkovic1, S.A. Borst1, J.H. de Vries7, M.F. Wildhagen1,
R. de Jonge2, W.A. Helbing3, E.A. Steegers1,
R.P. Steegers-Theunissen1,4,5,6

1Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology; 2Clinical
Chemistry; 3Paediatric Cardiology; 4Paediatrics; 5Clinical
Genetics; 6Epidemiology, Erasmus University Medical Centre,
Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 7Human Nutrition, Wageningen
University, Wageningen, the Netherlands

Objective: There is now proof of principle that the
inadequacies in the diet can have profound impact on
epigenetic mechanisms regulating gene expression patterns
throughout the life-course. Reproductive processes are known
to be deranged by maternal malnutrition as well, of which
particular folate has been associated with congenital mal-
formations. Therefore, our objective was to identify maternal
dietary patterns affecting the availability of methyl-groups
used for DNA and histone methylation, and investigate
whether these dietary patterns are associated with the risk of
congenital heart defects (CHD) in the offspring.
Methods: From 179 case mothers of a child with CHD and
231 control mothers food intake was assessed from food
frequency questionnaires (FFQ) collected 14 months after the
index-pregnancy as a proxy of the periconceptional maternal
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dietary intake. In maternal blood concentrations of methyla-
tion biomarkers were determined, i.e., S-adenosylmethionine
(SAM) and S-adenosylhomocysteine (SAH) and folate. Food
groups were summarized from individual FFQ items which
were entered as predicting variables in the reduced rank
regression (RRR) method while the methylation biomarkers
served as response measures. The RRR calculated combina-
tions of food groups, e.g., dietary patterns, which optimally
predict the methylation biomarkers. Linear and logistic
regression model were used to asses associations between
dietary patterns, log-transformed biomarkers and risk of
CHD. Confounders were maternal age, BMI, and educa-
tional level at the study moment, and periconceptional
B-vitamin supplementation, smoking, alcohol and medica-
tion use.
Results: Two dietary patterns were identified with RRR. The
first showed high intakes of snacks, sugar products, nuts and
beverages and was associated with increased SAH concentra-
tions (b 0.92, p , 0.001) and therefore labelled as the
methyl-poor dietary pattern. The second dietary pattern, the
methyl-rich dietary pattern, was characterized by high intakes
of nuts, fish and other seafood and was positively associated
with SAM (b 0.44, p , 0.001), folate in red blood cells
(b 0.01 p , 0.01) and in serum (b 0.01 p 5 0.03) while
being inversely associated with SAH (b 20.08, p , 0.001).
The methyl-poor dietary pattern did not affect CHD risk. In
contrast, a strong maternal use of the methyl-rich dietary
pattern was associated with a nearly 70% reduced risk for
having a child with CHD (OR 0.32, 95%CI 0.18–0.59).
Conclusion: This study shows that high intakes of snacks and
refined sugars reduce the availability of methyl-groups
in blood. On the other hand high intakes of fish and
nuts increase their availability. Most interesting is the finding
that the use of a methyl-rich dietary pattern by moms-to-be
seems to contribute to the prevention of CHD. This could be
a link between the periconceptional maternal nutrition
and epigenetic regulation of embryonal development and
intrauterine growth.

P-9A-413

Anthropometrical measurements in the life course and
blood pressure in young Chilean adults

P. Bustos1, H. Amigo1, T. Pizarro2

1Nutrition Department, Faculty of medicine, University of
Chile; 2Chilean Agency for Food Safety

Several factors concur in the regulation of blood pressure,
among which nutritional status is of prime importance.
Objective: To determine the association between anthro-
pometrical variables at birth, 12 months and adult and blood
pressure in young adults.
Methods: This was a non-concurrent longitudinal study
comprising 1000 subjects, aged 22–28 years, born in

Limache, Valparaı́so, Chile. Weight, length, gestational age
at birth and weight at 12 months were obtained through
clinical records. These measurements were standardized in
z scores at birth (WAZ 0) and at 12 months (WAZ 12) and
increment between both ages was calculated. Weight, height
and blood pressure were obtained during a physical exam
as adults.
Results: Mean systolic and diastolic blood pressure were
114.6 and 72.5 mm Hg respectively. There was an inverse
association between WAZ 0 and systolic pressure (Beta 5

21.21 mm Hg, 95% Confidence Interval (CI): 22.32 to
20.67), but no association between WAZ 12 and systolic
pressure. Also, direct associations between the increment of
weight during the first year (Beta 5 1.19 mm Hg, CI: 0.48 to
1.90) and between body-mass index and systolic pressure
(Beta 5 0.50, CI: 0.32 to 0.69) were registered, controlling
by age, schoolarity and gestational age. Similar associations
were obtained for diastolic blood pressure.
Conclusions: The association between the anthropometrical
measurements and blood pressure differs throughout life:
lower weight at birth, high weight increment during the first
year and weight excess in adult life are risk factors. These data
adds evidence for a careful management of low birth weight
avoiding excessive gain weight in order to reduce hyperten-
sion risk at older ages.

P-9A-414

Association between risk behavior and high blood
pressure in adolescents

A.C.F. Moraes1,2,3, M.C. Falcão1

1Faculdade de Medicina da Universidade de São
Paulo, Programa de Pós-Graduação em Ciências;
2GEPEAF – Grupo de Estudo e Pesquisa em Epidemiologia
da Atividade Fı́sica; 3GEAFISQ – Grupo de Estudo em
Atividade Fı́sica, Saúde e Qualidade de Vida. Faculdade
de Medicina da Universidade de São Paulo – Instituto da
Criança; Rua: Abadia dos Dourados n8 307, casa 7,
Butantã São Paulo/SP

Objective: To estimate the prevalence of high blood pressure
in adolescents of high school students in southern Brazil and
explore the association with risk behaviors.
Methods: Cross-sectional study with a representative sample
of students in high school (14–18 years) the city of
Maringá/PR/Brazil, including 991 (54.5% girls) from eight
public and four private high school’s selected through
sampling in multiple stages. The outcomes considered of:
blood pressure (BP). The BP was measured twice, with a
minimum interval of two minutes, with teenagers sitting
through an automatic, electronic and digital oscillometric
(Omron MX3 Plus). The categorization of blood pressure
was performed in three classes1: PA normal, borderline PA
and high PA, adjusted for gender, age and percentile of
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height2. The independent variables investigated were: gender
and intake of tabaco3. The consumption of tobacco
(including consumption of tobacco in cigarettes, cigars
and cigarillos), outcome was considered the adolescents said
that consume a day at least one of the above products.
Ethical aspects of the intervention study were in agreement
with current guidelines in Brazil, and the study protocol was
approved by the Ethical Committee of the Medical School
of the University of São Paulo.
Results: Table 1 shows the prevalence of blood pressure
according to the independent variables, the prevalence of high
BP was 3.2%, significantly higher in boys. The prevalence of
smoking was 5.7% overall (boys 5 50.9%; girls 5 49.9%).
Observed that tobacco consumption is higher in adolescents
with high blood pressure.

Table 1: Prevalence and confidence interval 95% (CI95%) of
blood pressure categorization according to the independent
variables.

Normal BP Borderline BP High BP

Variable Prevalence % (CI95%) Prevalence % (CI95%) Prevalence % (CI95%) P

Gender Girls

(n 5 540)

86.3 (83.1–89.1) 12.4 (9.7–15.5) 1.3 (0.5–2.7) 0.0001

Boys (n 5 451) 83.6 (79.8–86.9) 10.9 (8.1–14.1) 5.5 (3.6–8.1)

Tobacco

consumption

0.50

No (n 5 934) 84.9 (82.4–87.0) 11.9 (9.9–14.1) 3.2 (2.2–4.5)

Yes (n 5 57) 87.7 (85.5–89.7) 8.8 (7.1–10.7) 3.5 (2.5–4.9)

The probability of the boys have high blood pressure is significantly higher than in girls (PR 5 1.74
CI95% 5 1.43–2.13). Not observe significant associations between the habit of smoking and blood
pressure levels.

Conclusion: We found alarming prevalence of high blood
pressure, particularly in boys and the prevalence of tobacco
consumption is alarming either, it is necessary to develop
strategies that promote healthy lifestyles in this population.

1. Sociedade Brasileira de Cardiologia, Sociedade Brasileira
de Hipertensão. V Diretriz Brasileira de Hipertensão, 2006.

2. Kuczmarski et al. Vital Health Stat. 11:2002.
3. Malcon et al. J Adol Health. 43:226–30, 2008.

P-9A-414B

Aortic growth retardation after preterm birth

U. Schubert1, A.K. Edstedt Bonamy2, M. Norman1

1Department of Clinical Science, Intervention & Technology;
2Department of Women and Child Health, Karolinska Institute,
Stockholm, Sweden

Objective: Adolescents born preterm have a smaller aorta
than controls born at term.1,2 We hypothesize that preterm
termination of placental circulation and the concomitant
decrease in aortic blood flow impair aortic growth after

preterm birth. To test this hypothesis, aortic growth was
studied in preterm infants during the first 6 months of life
and compared to the normal feto-neonatal growth of the
aorta in subjects born at term.
Methods: We performed a longitudinal study of aortic growth
in 22 very preterm infants (birth weight 1277 6 189 g,
gestational age 26–30 weeks), and in 16 healthy control
subjects born at term (birth weight 3350 6 400 g). Aortic
dimensions were determined at three consecutive time points: 3
months before term (after birth in preterm infants and
intrauterine assessments of control subjects at gestational week
28), at term and at 3 months of corrected postnatal age. We
measured abdominal aortic diameters at the diaphragmatic level
by angle-corrected M-Mode ultrasonography. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and parents’ informed
consent were obtained. Results are presented as mean 6 SEM.
Results: At the first measurement - corresponding to 28
weeks of gestation - end-diastolic aortic diameter did not
differ between infants born very preterm (3.7 6 0.13) and
controls, i.e., healthy fetuses examined in utero (3.9 6

0.14 mm, p 5 0.25). At an age corresponding to term, the
end-diastolic diameter of the aorta was significantly lower in
infants born very preterm (5.0 6 0.20 mm) as compared to
infants born at term (6.1 6 0.21 mm, p , 0.001). This could
not be explained by differences in body weights (mean 3670
and 3350 g, respectively, p 5 0.24). At 3 months of corrected
postnatal age (preliminary data, recruitment ongoing), infants
born preterm (so far 4 infants included) continued to have a
smaller aorta (end-diastolic diameter 5.9 6 0.32 mm) as
compared to controls (6.8 6 0.36 mm, p 5 0.13, n 5 3).
Conclusion: Aortic growth is restrained after preterm birth.
Previous studies show that such growth deceleration may lead
to long-lasting narrowing of the aorta.1,2 The significance of
these findings for future cardiovascular health in people born
preterm is currently unknown and needs to be explored.

1. A.K. Edstedt Bonamy et al., Pediatr Res., 58:845–849, 2005.
2. A.K. Edstedt Bonamy et al., Acta Paediatr., 97:

1080–1085, 2008.

P-9A-414C

Maternal undernutrition alters offspring expression of
vascular microRNAs and mRNAs

O. Khorram1, R. Ghazi1, M. Desai1, M.G. Ross1,
A.A. Chaudhri2, T. Tolubeydokhti2

1Dept. of Ob/Gyn, LABioMed at Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr.;
2Dept. of Ob/Gyn, University of Florida, USA

Objective: We have previously reported that maternal
undernutrition is associated with vascular remodeling of the
extracellular matrix (ECM), and decreased expression of
VEGF protein and angiogenesis in the newborn offspring.
One potential mechanism by which gene expression is
regulated is through micro RNAs (miRNAS). The role of
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miRNAS in fetal programming of adult disease has not been
explored to date. We hypothesized that maternal under-
nutrition will influence the expression of offspring vascular
miRNAs, and through this mechanism alter the mRNA
expression of genes involved in ECM remodeling such as
collagen, elastin, and angiogenesis such as VEGF.
Methods: Aortas from male offspring of maternal food restricted
(MFR, 50% food restriction from day 10 of gestation to term)
or control dams were collected at postnatal ages day 1 (p1) and
12 months. MiRNA profiling was performed by Ocean Ridge
Biosciences (Jupiter, FL) using custom-developed microarrays
containing 237 NCode 2 rat miRNAs oligonucleotide probes of
35–44-mer manufactured by Invitrogen and spotted in
duplicate. The intensity of each oligo probe based on averaging
of triplicate spots was determined, normalized, and analyzed
using GeneSpring 7.0 Software (Silicon Genetics, Redwood
City, CA). The same specimens were also subjected to large scale
gene expression profiling by hybridization of 20 mg of cRNA to
rat Ref-8 v3 Expression bead chip (Illumina), consisting of
17,133 oligonucleotide probe sets. Confirmation studies for
select genes were performed by Western blotting, immunohis-
tochemistry and real time RT-PCR. Results were analyzed by
ANOVA and Tukey test.
Results: Out of the 237 rat miRNAs profiled, at p1, 14
miRNAs were up-regulated by at least 1.5 fold and 17 miRNAs
were down-regulated in MFR aortas. At 12 months of age, 6
miRNAs were up-regulated by greater than 1.5 fold whereas 52
miRNA were down-regulated in the MFR aortas. There was a
marked difference in the expression profile of the miRNAs
between the p1 and 12 month control aortas, with significantly
higher expression of miRNAS in the p1 aortas as compared
with 12 month aortas. The predicted target genes of miRNAs
commonly altered in the two age groups in MFR aortas
included genes regulating angiogenesis (VEGF, FGF, TGF,
IGF-2, ephrins, neuropilin, NOTCH), ECM components and
remodeling (collagen, elastin, ADAMTS, matrix metollopro-
teinases), cell proliferation and apoptosis (cyclin, annexin,
caspase) and signaling molecules (MAP kinases). Many of these
predicted target genes of miRNAs that were altered in
expression were also identified by the mRNA arrays.
Conclusions: Our data for the first time demonstrates that the
maternal uterine environment alters the expression of offspring
vascular miRNAs, and this may represent a novel epigenetic
mechanism for regulation of multitude of genes involved in
control of a wide range of biological processes such as
development, differentiation, metabolism, apoptosis and angio-
genesis. Supported by NIH grant R03 HD054920-01 (O.K.).

P-9A-414D

Differential reactivity to insulin in human umbilical and
chorionic vessels from normal and gestational diabetic
pregnancies

M.J. Jo, B. Krause, P. Casanello, L. Sobrevia

Cellular and Molecular Physiology Laboratory (CMPL) &
Perinatology Research Laboratory (PRL), Department of
Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Medical Research Centre (CIM),
School of Medicine, Faculty of Medicine, Pontificia Universidad
Católica de Chile, Santiago, Chile

Gestational diabetes (GD) is associated with increased
synthesis of the potent vasodilator nitric oxide (NO) by the
human placenta macro and microvascular endothelium1, and
increased umbilical vein plasma levels of insulin2. Insulin also
induces NO-dependent vasodilatation in human adult
systemic forearm arteries3 and up regulates endothelial NO
synthase (eNOS) expression and activity in human umbilical
vein endothelium4.
Objective: We evaluated whether insulin modulates vascular
reactivity in the macrocirculation (umbilical vessels) and
microcirculation (chorionic vessels) of the human placenta
from normal and GD pregnancies.
Methods: Placentae from normal or GD pregnancies were
obtained. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clear-
ance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Vessel rings isolated from umbilical (UA) and chorionic (CA)
arteries and veins (UV, CV), were mounted on a wire–myo-
graph. Vascular reactivity (isometric force) to KCl-precon-
stricted vessels (37.5 mM) was assayed in response to insulin
(0.001–10 nM) in the absence or presence of the NOS
inhibitor NG-nitro-L-arginine methylester (L-NAME,
100 mM, 30 min). Responses were expressed as a percentage
of relaxation relative to maximal effects of KCl (% Kmax) and
adjusted to concentration response curves.
Results: Insulin dilated UA from normal (NP-UA) and GD
(GD-UA) pregnancies (21 6 0.4% and 20 6 0.5%, respec-
tively), an effect inhibited by L-NAME only in NP-UA
(68 6 5%). Insulin relaxed NP-UV and GD-UV (17 6 1%
and 12 6 1% respectively), an effect blocked by L-NAME in
NP but partially inhibited (18 6 2%) in GD. In NP-CA and
-CV no effect of insulin was observed. In GD-CA and -CV
insulin relaxed 31 6 5% and 6 6 2%, respectively. Both
effects were blocked by L-NAME. The insulin-induced
reactivity in umbilical vessels (arteries and veins) was directly
dependent on foetal weight in term GD (r2 5 0.9), leading to
vasoconstriction in small for gestational age newborn
(2400–2490 g) and dilatation in normal and large for
gestational age newborn (2830–3900 g). L-NAME only
blocked the effect of insulin in LGA newborns.
Conclusions: Thus, insulin shows a prominent vasoactive
effect mainly in umbilical vessels with a lower effect in
chorionic vessels. The vasoactive effect of insulin in umbilical
vessels from normal pregnancies requires NOS activity, but in
gestational diabetes this effect is NOS-independent. It is
suggested that vascular reactivity to insulin is different in
macro compared with microvessels of the human placenta, an
effect that also depends on foetal weight in newborns from
gestational diabetic pregnancies. Support: FONDECYT
1070865/1080534. BK holds CONICYT-PhD fellowship.
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1. F. Westermeier et al., Curr Vasc Pharmacol., 2009 (In press).
2. E.A. Reece et al., Obstet Gynecol Surv., 49:64–71, 1994.
3. T.S. Herman et al., Endothelium, 11:231–239, 2004.
4. M. González, L. Sobrevia. Curr Vasc Pharmacol., 2010

(In press).

P-9B-415

Birth weight and body composition in a remote
Aboriginal Australian community

J.A. Scott1, W.E. Hoy1, S.K. Sharma1,2,
H. Bloomfield2

1Centre for Chronic Disease, School of Medicine, University of
Queensland, Australia; 2Menzies School of Health Research,
Northern Territory, Australia

Objectives: To describe the relationship between birth weight
(BW) and body composition in one remote Australian
Aboriginal community with high rates of chronic disease
related morbidity and mortality.
Methods: 1,078 adults participated in a chronic disease health
screen between 2004 and 2006. 309 males and 214 females
had a recorded BW. Ages were 20-49 years. Height, weight,
fat free mass (FFM) BMI, waist circumference (WC), and
percent fat (%Fat) were assessed. Data were analysed in
gender specific BW quartiles. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and patients consent were obtained.
Results: Mean (SD) BW was 2.80 kg (0.54) for males and
2.72 kg (0.50) for females. The tables give mean values of
body composition variables by BW quartiles.

Table 1: Mean (SD) of body composition variables by BW
quartiles in males.

BW

Height

(cm) SD

Weight

(kg) SD

FFM

(kg) SD

BMI

(kg/m2) SD

WC

(cm) SD %Fat SD

1.15–2.49 171.9 5.7 63.0 14.2 51.6 5.3 21.3 4.6 82.4 13.2 16.1 9.2

2.50–2.79 170.9 5.2 62.8 11.8 51.8 5.3 21.4 3.7 81.6 11.0 16.2 7.8

2.80–3.16 171.9 4.9 63.5 11.8 52.0 5.6 21.5 4.0 82.2 10.6 15.9 7.8

3.17–4.69 172.7 7.2 71.5 17.9 56.4 5.4 23.8 5.0 86.4 13.9 19.2 8.9

p 0.4380 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0031 0.0014

Table 2: Mean (SD) of body composition variables by BW
quartiles in females.

BW

Height

(cm) SD

Weight

(kg) SD

FFM

(kg) SD

BMI

(kg/m2) SD

WC

(cm) SD %Fat SD

1.07–2.40 159.2 5.3 62.9 15.5 41.6 5.0 24.8 6.0 91.2 15.3 34.1 9.0

2.41–2.72 159.9 5.3 62.1 14.3 40.8 3.9 24.3 5.5 88.5 16.0 33.0 9.4

2.74–3.03 161.1 5.0 65.8 19.3 41.7 5.1 25.5 7.7 93.1 19.2 35.6 10.2

3.04–4.31 161.5 6.0 67.4 19.2 43.6 5.7 25.8 6.7 92.3 15.4 36.1 9.0

P 0.1455 0.2081 0.0817 0.4378 0.2920 0.1876

Conclusion: Males of the highest birth weight quartile had
higher weight, FFM, BMI, WC, and %Fat relative to those

with lower birth weights. None of the parameters were high
relative to representative Australian standards (AusDiab)1.
There were similar trends, although not significant in weight
and FFM in females. Notably, however, females over the
entire birth weight spectrum had average WC measurements
in the obese range by nonAboriginal standards ($88 cm)1,
without a trend by birth weight. The promoters of the
preferential central deposition of fat in females, with its
especial conservation in those of lower birth weights, is
worthy of much further study.

1. D.W. Dunstan et al., Diabetes Res Clin Pract., 57:
119–129, 2002.

P-9B-416

A study on neonatal body parameters, insulin and
leptin levels

S.S. Chandorkar1, P. Gaur2

Department of Foods and Nutrition, Faculty of Family and
Community Sciences, The Maharaja Sayajirao University of
Baroda, Vadodara 390002, Gujarat, India

Objective: The ‘‘Thrifty Phenotype’’ hypothesis predicts that
more heart disease and glucose intolerance will be seen in a
population that is undergoing transition from sparse to better
nutrition. This concept is of greatest relevance to developing
countries, where fetal growth restriction still affects large
number of people, where economic progress is leading to the
emergence of childhood and adult obesity and where CVD
and type 2 diabetes are rising rapidly. Therefore, the present
study was designed to develop a baseline data on body
parameters, insulin and leptin levels of neonates, as there is a
dearth of data available for specific regions around the country.
Methods: Venous blood from umbilical cord was collected at
the time of delivery. Serum was separated and stored at
2208C of temperature. Leptin and insulin were assayed
through ELISA technique. Weight, Length and head
circumference were measured using standard methods.
Results: The findings of present study reflect higher growth
restriction rate in late pregnancy. Mean birth weight of the
neonates was 2.82 kg and there was negligible difference in
the means of male and female babies. Similar trends in
relation to gender were seen for length, head circumference
and ponderal index (means 49.37 cm, 33.26 cm and 2.35
respectively). Percent incidence of malnutrition was highest
by weight for height (showing wasting/asymmetrical growth),
followed by ponderal index, weight for age and head
circumference (Z-score). Height for age (Z-score) which
stands for stunting showed lowest incidence of malnutrition.
Mean insulin levels of total subjects were 7.81 mIU/ml
(7.33 mIU/ml in females and 8.31 mIU/ml in males). Mean
leptin levels of total subjects were 11.18ng/ml (14.77 ng/ml
in females and 7.58ng/ml in males). Leptin concentration in
females was twice as those in males. Both leptin and insulin
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levels were lower in LBW than in normal birth weight babies.
Leptin was found to be key component influencing the
interrelationship of growth, body parameters and hormonal
levels in neonates.
Conclusion: Leptin seems to be the key component
influencing the interrelationship of growth, body parameters
and hormonal levels of neonates.

P-9B-417

Body composition of neonates – an urban hospital
based study

S.S. Chandorkar1, P.P. Patel2

Department of Foods and Nutrition, Faculty of Family and
Community Sciences, The Maharaja Sayajirao University of
Baroda, Vadodara 390002, Gujarat, India

Objective: The present investigation aimed at studying the
body parameters and body composition of neonates born to
mothers from middle income group (MIG) and low income
group (LIG) families and to correlate the same with the
maternal nutritional status in the last trimester of pregnancy.
Methods: The final study sample consisted of 300 mothers
(200 from MIG and 100 from LIG) in the last trimester of
pregnancy. Cases of gestational diabetes, prematurity and
twins were excluded. Maternal anthropometry (height and
weight) was recorded and the hemoglobin levels were
estimated using cyanmethemoglobin method. Neonatal
anthropometry namely birth weight, length, head circumfer-
ence (HC), chest circumference (CC), mid upper arm
circumference (MUAC) and abdominal circumference (AC)
were measured within 48 hours of birth. The skin fold
thickness at triceps and suprailiac was taken using Harpenden
calipers. All the anthropometric measurements were taken
using standard procedure. The body composition was studied
in terms of percent body fat, Total Body Fat (TBF), Fat Free
Mass (FFM), Central Fat/Total Fat ratio, Arm Muscle Area
(AMA), Mid Upper Arm Fat Area (UFA), Arm Fat index
(AFI). The study was cleared by the departmental ethical
committee and written consent was obtained from the
subjects before hand.
Results: About 71% of the women weighed less than 60 kg at
the 9th month of pregnancy. Almost 54% of the women were
taller than 155 cm and 64% of them had hemoglobin level
below 11 g/dl. The overall incidence of low birth was 31% in
the present study. The mean birth weight and length of the
neonates were 2.61 kg and 48.48 cm respectively. Mean HC,
CC, AC and MUAC were 31.30 cm, 29.90 cm, 27.29 cm and
9.02 cm respectively. The mean triceps SFT was 3.10 mm and
supra iliac SFT was 2.09 mm.All the neonatal body
parameters were significantly higher in the NBW neonates
as compared to the LBW neonates. Percent incidence of
malnutrition by head circumference for age Z-score was the
highest (60%) in the moderate and severe form indicating low

brain preserving tendency in the neonates. Neonates in the
present study showed low muscle and subcutaneous fat depot.
The mean percent body fat, TBF and FFM was higher in
male neonates, the difference being significant for percent
body fat and TBF. The NBW neonates had significantly
higher mean MUAC indices as compared to LBW neonates.
Mean total body fat and fat free mass were significantly
higher in NBW neonates as compared to LBW neonates.
Birth weight, anthropometric indices and ponderal index
were positively correlated with the measures of body
composition. Significantly higher mean birth weight, length,
HC, CC, AC, MUAC, TSF and SSF was found in neonates
born to mothers weighing >60 kg and/or with normal
haemoglobin levels.
Conclusion: Concerted efforts are required to improve
maternal nutritional status for better birth outcome.

P-9B-418

The influence of maternal ethnicity on birth
anthropometry of newborns in a multiethnic
Caribbean population

D.D. Ramdath1, S.S. Ramsewak2, D.T. Simeon3

1Dept of Preclinical Sciences; 2Dept of Clinical Surgical
Specialties, Faculty of Medical Sciences, The University of the
West Indies; 3Caribbean Health Research Council. Trinidad &
Tobago

Objective: Intrauterine growth retardation could partially
account for the high prevalence of coronary artery disease and
type 2 diabetes mellitus among Trinidadians of South Asian
ancestry. As such we assessed the whether there were ethnic
differences in birth anthropometry and explored possible
determinants of the various indices measured.
Methods: A retrospective study was conducted using
medical records from three consecutive years at the Mt.
Hope Women’s Hospital from which a 1 in 3 random
sample of live full term births was obtained. Those excluded
were twin births, pre-term neonates and cases in which
ethnicity was not recorded. Ethnicity of the newborn was
determined from maternal and paternal ethnicity. Analysis
of covariance was used to determine whether the ethnic
differences in birth anthropometry remained significant after
controlling for confounding variables. Stepwise regression
was performed to identify the independent predicators of
birth anthropometry. The study was approved by the
hospital administration and by the institutional ethics
committee of the Faculty of Medical Sciences, University
of the West Indies. All patient identifiers were removed
from the data set.
Results: The sample comprised 4106 live births (51% male)
of whom 2035 (48%) were African; 1665 were South Asian
(40%) and 496 (12%) were of Mixed ancestry. At booking
the prevalence of anaemia (Hb , 11.0 g/dL) among African
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mothers was significantly higher than that of South Asian
mothers (29 vs 26%). Compared with South Asians, African
and Mixed mothers were significantly (p , 0.001) taller
(167.6 6 6.7; 166.2 6 6.6; 161.0 6 6.4 cm), heavier (72.3 6

14.7; 69.2 6 14.2; 62.3 6 13.4 kg), had higher BMI
(25.7 6 5.1; 24.9 6 4.4; 24.0 6 4.7 kg/m2), systolic
(118.3 6 15.1; 117.2 6 15.7; 114.6 6 14.3 mmHg) and
diastolic (75.2 6 10.3; 75.3 6 10.4; 73.9 6 10.5 mmHg)
blood pressure. When classified according to the ethnicity
of the mother, the newborns had gestational ages that were
not different. Compared to newborns of African and Mixed
mothers those born to South Asian mothers had significantly
lower (p , 0.001) birth weight (3.17 6 0.58; 3.17 6 0.57;
2.98 6 0.55 kg), length (50.0 6 3.1; 50.1 6 3.3; 49.5 6

3.0 cm), ponderal index (26.1 6 4.4; 26.0 6 5.0; 25.2 6

4.3 kg/m3) and head circumference (33.9 6 1.9; 34.0 6 2.0;
33.5 6 1.7 cm). The difference in birth weight remained
significant after controlling for maternal age, gestational age
and haemoglobin at booking, parity, height, BMI, blood
pressure and gestational age and gender of the newborn.
Stepwise regression analyses indicated that mother’s age and
ethnicity, and infant’s gender and gestational age at birth were
independent predicators of birth weight, length and head
circumference.
Conclusions: There are ethnic differences in birth anthro-
pometry among Trinidadian newborns which cannot be fully
explained by maternal characteristics. It is possible that the
intrauterine environment might account for some of these
differences. Support: Campus Research and Publication
Fund, University of the West Indies, Trinidad & Tobago.

P-9C-419

Maternal flaxseed diet during lactation programmed
thyroid function in young and adult offspring

M.S. Figueiredo1, E.G. Moura1, E. Oliveira1,
I.H. Trevenzoli1, A.A. Troina1, M.G. Passeri1,
G.T. Boaventura2, P.C. Lisboa1, M.C.F. Passos1,3

1Physiology Department, State University of Rio de Janeiro, RJ,
Brazil; 2Nutrition and Dietetic Department, Federal University
Fluminense, RJ, Brazil; 3Applied Nutrition Department, State
University of Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

Objective: The Flaxseed (Linum Usitatissimum) presents several
substances with beneficial effects as carotenoid, vitamin A and
D, glycoside, linamarin and mucilage which is supposed to
reduce glycemia, cholesterol, obesity, consequently protecting
the cardiovascular system. As some of those effects may be
mediated by thyroid hormones, in this study we evaluated the
thyroid function in young and adult male rats whose mothers
were fed a linseed diet during lactation.
Methods: Virgin rats (200–220g) were mated and after birth
were divided into two experimental groups: control (C), with
free access to a casein diet containing 17% protein, 52%

carbohydrate, 7% lipid and 5% fiber; and flaxseed (F), with
free access to a diet containing 17% protein from casein
(12%) and flaxseed (5%), 54% carbohydrate, 8% lipid and
5% fiber exclusive from flaxseed. Diet treatment started at
birth, which was defined as day 0 (d0) of lactation, and was
ended at weaning (d21). After weaning, all pups received a
standard laboratory diet and body weight (BW) and food
intake (FI) were monitored until adulthood. Only male
offspring were studied and the sacrifice occurred when they
were 21 or 180 days-old and it was collected blood to
determine the serum concentration of TSH, free T4 (FT4),
total T3 (TT3) and leptin by radioimmunoassay. The data are
reported as means 6 S.E.M. Unpaired Student’s t-test was
used and the significance level was set at p , 0.05.
Results: The animals from F mothers (F group) at 21 and
180 days-old had no changes in BW and FI. At 21 days-old
the F group presented lower TT3 (230%, p , 0.05), higher
TSH (184.6%, p , 0.05), normal FT4 and higher leptin
(69.4%, p , 0.05) serum concentrations. At 180 days-old,
they had lower FT4 (228.3%, p , 0.05) with normal serum
concentrations of TT3, TSH and leptin.
Conclusions: Maternal flaxseed treatment during lactation
imprints a thyroid dysfunction at weaning characterized by a
primary hypothyroidism. Since T4 did not alter, it is possible
that T4 deiodination or clearance is lower. The adult offspring
had an inappropriate lower TSH secretion considered the lower
T4 levels with normal T3, which suggest that pituitary and
peripheral deiodination could be increased2. In conclusion,
maternal flaxseed diet during lactation may have consequences
upon thyroid function in the offspring. Support: The National
Council for Scientific and Technological Development (CNPq),
the State of Rio de Janeiro Carlos Chagas Filho Research
Foundation (FAPERJ), Federal University Fluminense (UFF)
and State University of Rio de Janeiro (UERJ).

1. K. Prasad. Atherosclerosis, 197:34–42, 2008.
2. S.C. Dutra et al., Horm Metab Res., 35:268–70, 2003.

P-9C-420

Impact of human activities on aluminum contamination
in the drainage canals in the Nile Delta, Egypt

A.A. Alne-na-ei1, M. Authman2

1Zoology Department, Faculty of Science, Menufiya University,
Shebeen Alkom, Egypt; 2The National Research Centre,
Hydrobiology Department, Cairo, Egypt

Sabal drainage canal is one of the largest canals in the Nile Delta.
It extends for 48 km through Menufiya Province and it pours
into Rosseta Branch of the River Nile. Aluminum is released
into Sabal drainage canal through the emissions of the recycled
aluminum industries. Numerous unauthorized aluminum
industries are scattered in the villages and suburban areas
around such drain. The industry based on the melting of the
used aluminum materials, reformation, polishing by sand and
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washing by flow water. Another source of Aluminum comes
from the discharge of stations of water purification that contain
huge amount of aluminum sulfate (alum) which are used as a
coagulant for suspended solid particles. In addition, the extensive
use of the clay in the industry of packed bricks along Sabal
drainage canal is considered as anther sources of Aluminum. The
field and laboratory studies of water samples and different fish
tissues (muscles, liver and ovary) collected over one year from
Sabal drainage revealed the following items: 1. Water samples
collected from Sabal drainage canal have higher levels of
Aluminum if compared to those collected from other localities.
2. The levels Aluminum in the muscle, liver and the ovary of
Tilapia zillii collected from Sabal drain are higher in comparison
to those detected in fish from other localities. Moreover, the
level of Al exceeds the international permissible limits. From a
public health standpoint, the increased concentrations of
Aluminum in water samples and the muscles, liver and the
ovary of T. zillii from Sabal drain is a matter of concern as this
metal represent a health risk for fishermen and human
consumers. Therefore, the following suggestions are important:
1. Constant elimination of illegal aluminum industries in the
area of Sabal drainage canal is necessary. 2. It is very important
to replace the smaller and old stations of sewage treatment by
another modern type capable of collecting and treating huge
amount of sewage, with high efficiency of treatment and
purification.

P-9C-421

Multi-organ effects of prenatal alcohol exposure:
long-term implications

R. Harding1, K. Kenna1, V. Stokes1, R. DeMatteo1,
H. Parkington1, M. Tare1, S. Gray1, A. Bocking2, J. Brien3,
F. Sozo1, S. Rees4, D. Walker1

1Biomedical Sciences, Monash University, Melbourne Australia;
2Dept BGYN, University of Toronto, Canada; 3Dept Pharmacol
& Toxicol, Queen’s University, Kingston, Canada; 4Dept
Anatomy, University of Melbourne, Australia

Objective: During human pregnancy, episodic exposure of
the fetus to ethanol (EtOH) is not uncommon. However, the
effects of episodic alcohol exposure on organ development
and functional outcomes are not well understood. As fetal
EtOH exposure may be a potent but little recognised cause of
developmental programming, we have used a sheep model to
explore the effects of prenatal EtOH exposure on a range of
tissues both before and after birth. Our objective was to
determine the effects of repeated EtOH exposure during the
last trimester equivalent on the development and postnatal
function of major organs.
Methods: Pregnant ewes with implanted jugular vein
catheters were infused with either saline or EtOH (0.75 g/
kg) for one hour daily from 95 days of gestational age (DGA)
until 133 DGA (term ,147 DGA). At 125 DGA, the

animals underwent surgery for the insertion of a fetal arterial
catheter for blood sampling and arterial pressure/heart rate
recording, and an amniotic catheter. One group of animals
(alcohol exposed and controls) underwent necropsy at 134
DGA, while another group were born and studied at 8 weeks
after birth.
Results: Maternal and fetal plasma EtOH concentrations
reached maximal values of ,0.11 g/dL at 1 hour after
infusion onset, but returned to baseline within 8hours.
EtOH exposure resulted in transient mild hypoglycemia in
the ewe and fetus as well as maternal acidemia and delayed
fetal hypoxemia. EtOH exposure did not affect fetal body or
organ weights, and no gross anomalies were seen. In fetal
lungs, EtOH exposure led to increased collagen mRNA
expression and collagen deposition, and reductions in mRNA
expression of surfactant proteins A and B to ,33% of
control levels. mRNA expression of pro-inflammatory
cytokines IL-1b and IL-8 was reduced by ,90% compared
with controls1. In the fetal kidneys, there was an 11%
reduction in nephron endowment following EtOH expo-
sure2. In fetal arteries from several vascular beds, EtOH led to
altered smooth muscle reactivity and endothelial function,
and a profound increase in arterial stiffness. In the fetal brain,
we found that EtOH led to thinning of the corpus callosum
and a decreased number of microglia in white matter.
Conclusions: Daily exposure of the fetus to EtOH during the
later stages of gestation can impact upon the development of
multiple organs. Mechanisms may include fetal hypoxemia,
hypoglycemia and oxidative stress. If the alterations in organ
structure persist after birth, they could impair health in later
life. On-going studies are examining the postnatal effects of
prenatal EtOH exposure.

1. Sozo F et al. Am J Physiol, 296:L510–L518, 2009.
2. Gray SP et al. Am J Physiol, 295:R568–R574, 2008.
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Is pre- or post-natal secondhand smoke exposure
associated with childhood overweight? Hong Kong’s
‘‘Children of 1997’’ birth cohort

M.K. Kwok, C.M. Schooling, T.H. Lam, G.M. Leung

Department of Community Medicine and School of Public
Health, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, The University of
Hong Kong, Unit 624-627, Level 6, Core F, Cyberport 3,
100 Cyberport Road, Hong Kong, China

Objective: Paternal smoking,1,2 and perhaps pre-natal second-
hand smoke (SHS) exposure,3 may be modifiable causes of
childhood overweight. However, social patterns of smoking and
childhood overweight make such observations open to residual
confounding. Studies from non-Western socio-historical con-
texts such as Hong Kong, where most women do not smoke
(,4%), are valuable in clarifying whether the association
between SHS exposure and childhood overweight observed in
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western societies is biologically-mediated or socio-economically
confounded, and whether there are any critical windows for
SHS exposure (i.e. prenatal vs. postnatal).
Methods: We used multivariable linear regression to examine
the adjusted associations of SHS exposure with body mass
index (BMI) and height z-scores at 7 years relative to the
2007 World Health Organization growth reference, among
6,713 children with non-smoking mothers (74% follow-up)
from a population-representative, Hong Kong Chinese
birth cohort, ‘‘Children of 1997’’, born in April and May
1997. We classified SHS into mutually exclusive categories
representing increasing doses from different sources (paternal
smoking or any household smoking). Appropriate institu-
tional ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: Compared to infants with no pre-natal SHS exposure
from non-smoking households, infants from non-smoking
households exposed to pre-natal SHS had higher BMI z-
scores, but not height, at 7 years (mean difference 0.08, 95%
confidence interval (CI) 0.003 to 0.15) as did infants from
households where fathers smoked daily (0.12, 95% CI 0.04
to 0.21), adjusted for sex, birth order, highest parental
education and mother’s place of birth.
Conclusions: Our findings, although preliminary, suggest that
an association of pre-natal SHS exposure and paternal smoking
with child overweight could possibly be biologically mediated,
with the key exposure perhaps before birth. Given the known
harms of smoking, reducing SHS exposure from conception as
a precautionary action for childhood overweight might be
warranted. Acknowledgements: We thank colleagues at the
Student Health Service and Family Health Service of the
Department of Health for their assistance and collaboration
and Connie Hui for assisting the record linkage.

1. S.D. Leary et al., Obesity (Silver Spring), 14:2284–2293,
2006.

2. R. von Kries et al., Am. J. Epidemiol., 156:954–961, 2002.
3. A.M. Toschke et al., Eur J Pediatr., 161:445–448, 2002.
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Organochlorine compounds and rapid early growth:
findings from the INMA Environment and Childhood
Project

M.A. Mendez, R. Garcia-Esteban, M. Guxens,
M. Kogevinas, J. Sunyer

Center for Research in Environmental Epidemiology (CREAL)
and Municipal Institute of Medical Research (IMIM-Hospital
del Mar), 88 Dr. Aiguader Street, Barcelona, Spain

Objectives: Rapid growth in the first months of life is a
strong risk factor for long-term obesity, although relatively
little is known about factors that promote this growth pattern.
It has been hypothesized that chemicals with endocrine
disrupting properties may influence obesity risk, but

empirical data is limited. This paper explores associations
between several organochlorine compounds (OCs) and rapid
infant growth as a marker of long-term obesity risk.
Methods: Data come from the Spanish INMA-INfancia y
Medio-Ambiente (Environment and Childhood) Project in
Sabadell, Barcelona, a birth cohort which recruited 657
women during the 1st trimester of pregnancy with subsequent
follow-up to assess infant health. Average daily weight gain
during the first 6 months was estimated, and rapid growth
defined as .0.67 SDs of weight gain/day. Multivariable
logistic regression was used to evaluate odds of rapid growth
associated with lipid-adjusted levels of several OCs measured
in maternal first trimester serum (DDE, DDT, PCBs, bHCH
and HCB), adjusting for covariates including birthweight,
gestational age, child sex, breastfeeding duration, parity, and
maternal age, education, smoking, and weight gain in
pregnancy. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clear-
ance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Overall, maternal OC levels were not significantly
higher among rapid growers. Among mothers of normal pre-
pregnancy weight (body mass index ,25 kg/m2), however, the
prevalence of rapid growth was significantly higher in the top
(39.8%) vs. bottom (19.2%) quartile of maternal DDE
(P , 0.05). While there was no association among infants of
mothers overweight or obese prior to pregnancy, there was a
significant positive association between maternal DDE levels and
rapid growth among those born to mothers of normal weight
(interaction P , 0.05 for overweight 3 DDE). Other contami-
nants were not meaningfully associated with rapid early growth.
Conclusions: This analysis suggests elevated maternal DDE
levels may be a risk factor for rapid growth in infancy. This
finding is consistent with two recent studies (Verhulst et al,
2009; Karmaus et al, 2009) which found intrauterine
exposure to DDE, but not several other chemicals, to be
associated with obesity later in life. Future studies are needed
to better understand the potential role of environmental
obesogens in the obesity epidemic, including their possible
role in rapid early weight gain. Support: Spanish Ministry of
Health, Instituto de Salud Carlos III, the Generalitat de
Catalunya-CIRIT, and the European Union projects EARN-
EST FOOD-CT-2005-007036 and NewGeneris FOOD-
CT-2005-01632.

1. Karmaus W et al. Occup Environ Med. 66:143–149, 2009.
2. Verhulst SL et al. Environ Health Perspect. 117:122–126,

2009.
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Long-term effects of maternal nicotine exposure during
lactation on body adiposity, lipid profile and hypotha-
lamic leptin signaling pathway

E. Oliveira1, C.R. Pinheiro1, A.P. Santos-Silva1, Lima NS,
G. Castro, J.F. Nogueira Neto, M.C.F. Passos2,
E.G. Moura1, P.C. Lisboa1
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1Biology Institute; 2Nutrition Institute, State University of Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil

Objective: Some studies have shown a strong relationship
between stressful events (nutritional, hormonal or environ-
mental) in early life and the development of adult chronic
diseases. Epidemiological and experimental data show an
association between maternal smoking and later obesity.
Here, we studied whether maternal nicotine exposure during
lactation influences the adiposity, leptin signaling pathway
and others metabolic parameters in adult rat offspring.
Methods: On the 2nd day of birth, lactating rats were
subcutaneously implanted with osmotic minipumps and
divided into: 1) NIC - releasing nicotine (6 mg/Kg/day)
during 14 days of lactation; 2) C, releasing saline for the same
period. After weaning, offspring’s body weight gain and food
intake were evaluated until they were 180 days-old, when they
were killed to evaluate serum hormones (leptin, insulin and
corticosterone) by radioimunoassay as well as adiposity by
computed tomography and histological analyses. We also
determined glycemia, triglycerides, total cholesterol and its
fractions (VLDL, LDL and HDL) and proteins of leptin
signalling pathway in hypothalamus by Western blotting.
Results: 180 days-old NIC offspring presented higher
body weight (111%, p , 0.05), central and total adiposity
(132% and 136%, p , 0.05, respectively) as well as higher
subcutaneous and epididymal adipocyte area, hyperleptinae-
mia (138%; p , 0.05) and lower hypothalamic JAK-2 and
pSTAT-3 expression (241% and 256%, p , 0.05, respec-
tively). These rats did not show any change on serum insulin,
corticosterone, lipid profile and glucose levels.
Conclusions: We evidenced that early maternal nicotine
exposure during lactation programes for obesity, hyperlepti-
naemia and probably for hypothalamic leptin resistance in
adulthood. Thus, regarding neonatal exposure, we suggest
that nicotine can be one of the tobacco compounds
responsible for later central obesity (one of the components
of the metabolic syndrome), but not for the other two
components (insulin resistance and dyslipidemia). Support:
CAPES, CNPq and FAPERJ.

P-9C-425

Maternal nicotine exposure during lactation programs
adrenal function of rat offspring
1Pinheiro, CR, 1Conceição, EPS, 1Trevenzoli, IH, 1Oliveira,
E, 1Santos-Silva, AP, 1Claudio Neto, S, 2Passos, MCF,
1Moura, EG, 1Lisboa, PC
1Department of Physiological Sciences, Roberto Alcantara Gomes
Biology Institute, State University of Rio de Janeiro, Boulevard
28 de setembro 87, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil; 2Department
of Applied Nutrition, Nutrtion Institute, State University of Rio
de Janeiro, Rua São Francisco Xavier s/n, Rio de Janeiro, RJ,
Brazil

Objective: Maternal tobacco smoke during gestation pro-
grams for later obesity and hypertension. Previously, we
showed that adult offspring whose mothers were nicotine
exposed only during lactation developed obesity, hyperlepti-
naemia and hypothyroidism. As nicotine affect the medullary
adrenal function as well as catecholamines and glucocorti-
coids have well-known effects on cardiovascular system, in the
present study we evaluated the adrenal function of adult
offspring whose dams were nicotine exposed during lactation.
Methods: On the 2nd day of birth, lactating rats were
subcutaneously implanted with osmotic minipumps and
divided into: 1) NIC - releasing nicotine (6 mg/Kg/day)
during 14 first days of lactation; 2) C, releasing saline for the
same period. Offspring were killed at 15 and 180 days-old.
Total catecholamines (adrenaline and noradrenaline) content
and ‘‘in vitro’’ caffeine-stimulated secretion were measured
using the trihydroxyindole method. Adrenal tyrosine hydro-
xylase (TH) content was evaluated by Western blotting.
Serum corticosterone was evaluated by radioimmunoassay.
Results: At 15 days-old, NIC pups presented higher
catecholamine content (141%, p , 0.05) and lower TH
expression (233%, p , 0.05). When adult, NIC offspring
presented higher catecholamine content (132%, p , 0.05)
and TH expression (138%, p , 0.05), but lower in vitro
catecholamine release (213%, p , 0.05). Serum corticoster-
one levels were not changed in these animals on both periods.
Conclusion: We evidenced that nicotine exposure during
lactation induces short and long-term effects upon the adrenal
medullary function. In suckling pups, maternal nicotine
exposure seems to supress catecholamine production and
release. In adult offspring, postnatal NIC exposure programs
for higher catecholamine production. However, it seems that
the caffeine-stimulated secretion of catecholamines by the
adrenal are impaired. This programming effect could suggest
a worse adaptation to a risk situation. Support: CAPES,
CNPq and FAPERJ.

P-9C-426

Maternal nicotine exposure during lactation programs the
hypothalamus-pituitary-thyroid axis of adult rat offspring

A.P. Santos-Silva1, E. Oliveira1, C.R. Pinheiro1,
G.G. Rezende1, J.G. Franco1, A.S. Rios1, Abreu-Villaça Y,
M.C.F. Passos2, E.G. Moura1, P.C. Lisboa1

1Department of Physiological Sciences, Roberto Alcantara
Gomes Biology Institute, State University of Rio de Janeiro,
Boulevard 28 de setembro 87, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil;
2Department of Applied Nutrition, Nutrtion Institute, State
University of Rio de Janeiro, Rua São Francisco Xavier s/n,
Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil

Objective: Maternal tabacco smoke during gestation pro-
grams for later obesity1,2. Previously, we showed that adults
offspring whose mothers were nicotine exposed only during
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lactation had obesity, hyperleptinaemia and secondary
hypothyroidism. Leptin acts through JAK-2/STAT-3 signal-
ing pathway3 and stimulates the hypothalamic-pituitary-
thyroid axes4–;7. Therefore, our aim was to evaluate the
proteins of the leptin signaling pathway in the hypothalamic-
pituitary-thyroid axis of adult rats whose dams were nicotine
exposed during lactation.
Methods: After 48h from birth, lactating rats were implanted
osmotic minipumps and divided into: NIC group (n 5 8) -
releasing nicotine (6 mg/Kg/day, s.c.) for 14 days; C group
(n 5 8) – releasing saline for the same period. Offspring were
killed when they were 180 days-old. Proteins expressions of
leptin pathway (Ob-R, JAK-2, STAT-3, phosphorilated
STAT-3, SOCS-3) were analyzed by Western blotting.
Results: In hypothalamus, adult NIC offspring showed
lower JAK-2 and pSTAT-3 contents (242% and 256%,
p , 0.05). In pituitary, there was no change on the leptin
signaling pathway. In thyroid, NIC group presented higher
Ob-R (1123%, p , 0.05), but lower pSTAT-3 (233%,
p , 0.05) and SOCS-3 expressions (268%, p , 0.05).
Conclusions: The secondary hypothyroidism in NIC off-
spring can not be related to changes in leptin signaling
pathway in pituitary gland. On the other hand, once leptin
increases TRH, the lower proteins expression of leptin
pathway in hypothalamus suggest a central leptin resistance
that could explain the central origin of the hypothyroidism.
In the thyroid, the lower pSTAT-3 and SOCS-3 suggest a
lower leptin sensitivity. Thus, maternal tobacco smoke in
lactation can affect the regulation of the thyroid axis by leptin
through nicotine effects. Support Source: CNPq, FAPERJ e
SBEM (Thyroid Department).

1. R. Von Kries et al. Am J Epidemiol., 156:954–961, 2002.
2. M. Z. Goldani et al. Braz J Med Biol Res., 40:1231–1236,

2007.
3. A. Sahu. Endocrinol.,145:2613–2620, 2004.
4. Ortiga-Carvalho et al. J Endocrinol., 174:121–125, 2002.
5. L. Jin et al. Endocrinol.,141:333–339, 2000.
6. K. W. Nowak et al. Int J Mol Med., 9:31–34, 2002.
7. O. Isosaki et al. Endocrinol J., 51:415–423, 2004.
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Does folic acid supplementation in early pregnancy
modify the associations of maternal smoking during
pregnancy with fetal growth and birth weight?
The Generation R Study

R. Bakker1,2, S. Timmermans1,3, E.A.P. Steegers3,
A. Hofman2, V.W.V. Jaddoe1,2,4

1The Generation R Study Group, Erasmus Medical Center,
Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 2Department of Epidemiology,
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands;
3Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, division of
Obstetrics & Prenatal Medicine, Erasmus Medical Center,

Rotterdam, the Netherlands; 4Department of Paediatrics,
Erasmus Medical Center, Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Objective: Maternal smoking is associated with decreased
fetal growth and subsequently lower birth weight. Folic acid
supplement use shows opposite effects. The objective of this
study was to examine the modifying effect of periconceptional
folic acid supplement use on the associations of maternal
smoking during pregnancy with fetal growth and birth
weight.
Methods: This study was based on 6,265 mothers participat-
ing in a population-based prospective cohort study from early
pregnancy onwards. Smoking habits were assessed by
questionnaires in each trimester of pregnancy. Folic acid
supplement use was assessed at enrolment in the study. Folic
acid supplementation was categorized into optimal use
(preconception start of supplementation), suboptimal use
(start during first 10 weeks of pregnancy), and no use. Fetal
head and abdominal circumference and femur length were
repeatedly measured during pregnancy. Birth weight was
obtained from midwife and hospital registries. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: Of all mothers, 39.7% had optimal folic acid
supplementation use and 31.1% suboptimal folic acid
supplementation use. And 8.2% smoked in first trimester
only and 16.7% continued smoking during pregnancy. Both
continued smoking and suboptimal folic acid supplementa-
tion were associated with lower birth weight (both p , 0.01).
We found a significant interaction between smoking and folic
acid supplementation use (p , 0.01) suggesting that the
adverse effects of smoking were reduced by folic acid
supplementation. The largest protective effect of folic acid
supplement use on estimated fetal weight was observed in
third trimester among mothers who continued smoking. The
beneficial effects on birth weight of optimal folic acid
supplementation use was 60 (95% CI: 25, 94) grams among
non smokers, 106 (95% CI: 24, 189) grams among first
trimester only smokers and 75 (95% CI: 26, 123) grams
among continued smokers. Adjustment for potential con-
founders did not materially affect the effect estimates.
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Figure 1: Differences in birth weight in different categories of
smoking and folic acid (fa) supplementation use.

Conclusions: We can conclude from our results that the
association between maternal smoking during pregnancy and
birth weight is modified by folic acid supplementation use.
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In third trimester of pregnancy the same modification is
found on estimated fetal weight. Further studies are needed to
assess the underlying mechanisms.

P-9C-428

Interactions of prenatal and adulthood pesticide expo-
sures, gender, and ageing: implications for the fetal basis
of adult disease hypothesis in a murine model of
Parkinson’s disease

B.K. Barlow1,2, J. Kochar2, M. Thiruchelvam2

1MD/PhD Program, Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences
at Robert Wood Johnson Medical School; 2Environmental &
Occupational Health Sciences Institute, a joint institute of
Rutgers University and the University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey - RWJMS, Piscataway, NJ, USA

Objective: Environmental insults during periods of neuro-
development have been hypothesized to initiate or cause
susceptibility to neurodegenerative processes, such as the
degeneration of the nigrostriatal dopamine system seen in
Parkinson’s disease (PD). Using two pesticides that are
associated with PD in epidemiological studies and in animal
models, we’ve previously shown that prenatal exposure to
the fungicide maneb (MB) increases susceptibility to the
neurotoxic effects of adulthood paraquat (PQ) exposure. This
multiple hit paradigm was hypothesized to be a useful model
for investigating a relationship between PD and the
developmental origins of adult disease hypothesis.
Methods: Pregnant C57Bl/6 mice were injected with saline or
2 mg/kg MB on gestation days 10–18. The large cohort of
male and female offspring generated was divided into
subgroups who were injected with saline or PQ (10 mg/kg)
every-third-day from 7 to 13.5 weeks of age (total of 15
doses), and sacrificed at 3, 15, 30, or 45 weeks after the final
injection (up to , 14 months of age); for one subset of
animals, sacrificed at the latest time-point, open field activity
assessments were made during the exposure period and
coinciding with each of the other time-points.
Results: Late-appearing (not until 30-weeks post-PQ expo-
sure) and persistent robust behavioral changes (e.g.
, 30–40% reductions, relative to other groups, in ambula-
tory distance in a 1-hour session) were observed only in males
with prenatal-MB1adulthood-PQ exposure, whereas females
did not exhibit this phenotype. Analysis of striatal dopamine,
the dopamine metabolites DOPAC and HVA, serotonin,
and the serotonin metabolite HIAA did not reveal any
significant effects of prenatal or adulthood exposure on levels
of the parent neurotransmitters dopamine or serotonin;
however, significant interactions of gender, prenatal exposure,
adult exposure, and/or ageing were noted for DOPAC, HVA,
dopamine turnover, HIAA, and serotonin turnover. The
results suggest that whereas striatal neurochemical effects of
adulthood PQ exposure in prenatal-saline exposed animals

are transient (i.e. returning to normal within several weeks of
cessation of exposure), males and females exposed to PQ in
the context of prenatal-MB exposure show long-lasting
disruptions (notable 45-weeks post-PQ). Activity of the 20S
proteasome was also assessed in striatal tissue, and decreases
were noted for prenatal-MB males at 3 weeks. At 45 weeks,
however, prenatal-MB 1 adulthood-PQ males and females
exhibited relative decreases in proteasome activity, with a
greater effect seen in males, suggesting interactions of
exposure history, gender, and ageing.
Conclusions: The results of this study, combined with other
results in our lab, suggest that prenatal MB exposure increases
the neurotoxic effects of later PQ exposure, that gender
modulates the effect, and that ageing exacerbates these
interactions. The emergence of a behavioral phenotype,
disruptions in striatal dopamine and serotonin homeostasis,
and striatal proteasome dysfunction are suggestive of a
neurodegenerative process that may model PD or act as a
risk factor for the disorder in the context of neurodevelop-
mental and adulthood environmental ‘‘multiple hits.’’
Further work will determine the applicability of this model
to linking the FeBAD hypothesis with PD. Support: NIH
ES016277 and ES159792.

P-9C-429

Prenatal exposure to cadmium induces long term vascular
plasticity in rats

P. Castillo, R. Zepeda, D. Saez, S. Hirsch, M.N. Llanos,
A.M. Ronco

Laboratory of Nutrition and Metabolic Regulation, Institute of
Nutrition and Food Technology (INTA), University of Chile,
Casilla 138-11 Santiago, Chile

An adverse environment during intrauterine life may be
predictive of several pathologies in adult life including
cardiovascular (CV) disease1. We have recently demonstrated
that prenatal exposure to cadmium (Cd21), a ubiquitously
distributed environmental toxicant, and main component of
tobacco smoke induces endothelial dysfunction and cardiac
hypertrophy at adult age, constituting adaptive responses to
maintain cardiac function (A.M. Ronco et al, unpublished). In
this work we hypothesized that, in addition to those described
effects, prenatal exposure to Cd2 also induces cardiovascular
plasticity at adulthood through mechanisms involving
oxidative stress.
Objective: to study the effect of prenatal exposure to Cd21 in
cardiac response to induced experimental myocardial infarc-
tion performed at adult age, and whether this is associated to
the expression of aortic heme-oxygenase (HO-1), a gene
induced by agents that cause oxidative stress.
Methods: virgin female Wistar rats were mated and then
treated with 30 ppm of Cd21 (as CdCl2 in drinking water)
during the whole pregnancy period. Birth weight and size
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were first measured and, animals were left growing under
normal conditions of distilled water and food at libitum until
60 days old. At this age, experimental myocardial infarction
was produced by ligation of the left coronary artery as
previously described2. After 72 h post ligation, the size of the
infarction was measured with the triphenyltetrazolium
staining technique and the infarct region was measured by
planimetry. The magnitude of the infarction was expressed as
percentage of the volume of the infarct region related to the
total cardiac volume. The cardiac function post infarction was
evaluated by echocardiography. Cardiac histology was
analyzed in hearts fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, embedded
and cut into 4 mm sections, and HO-1 expression in aortic
tissues was determined by real time PCR.
Results: birth weight and size was not affected by the Cd21

treatment. At 60 days old, the Cd21- treated group showed a
significantly lower size infarct region than the control group,
with percentages of 7.1 6 1.5% vs 19.6 6 2.8% of damaged
tissue respectively (n 5 7). This result was corroborated by
echocardiographic analysis showing no effect in the LV
ejected volume (LVEV; 0.21 6 0.06 vs 0.19 6 0.05 ml/beat)
and in the fractional shortening % (FS; 52 6 7 vs 51 6 7) for
control and Cd21-treated postinfarction group respectively.
Histological analysis revealed increased vascularization of
cardiac tissue. Also, the Cd21-treated group showed increased
expression of HO-1, indicating a protective vascular response
against oxidative stress induced by Cd21.
Conclusions: prenatal exposure to Cd21 induces oxidative
stress leading to foetal adaptive responses to maintain cardiac
function at least until 60 days old. These responses including
increased expression of HO-1 and vascularization in vascular
tissues may represent compensatory mechanisms against the
oxidative stress insult during foetal development. Support:
Fondo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnologı́a (Chile) Fondecyt
N8 1071110.

1. C. Gicquel et al., Best Pract Res Clin Endocrinol Metab.
22:1–16, 2008.

2. H. Yin et al., J Biol Chem 280:8022–8030, 2005.
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Maternal arsenic exposure, impaired glucose tolerance
during pregnancy, and early programming of child insulin
resistance and obesity

A.S. Ettinger1,2,3, M.R. Hopkins1, A.R. Zota1, C.J. Amar-
asiriwardena1,2, J. Schwartz1,2, H. Hu1,3, R.O. Wright1,2,3

1Harvard School of Public Health, Boston, MA, USA; 2Harvard
Medical School, Boston, MA, USA; 3University of Michigan
School of Public Health, Ann Arbor, MI, USA

Objective: Accumulating evidence has shown an increased risk
of Type 2 diabetes in general populations with arsenic exposure,
but little is known about exposures during pregnancy and the
association with gestational diabetes (GD). Infants born to

mothers with GD are at increased risk of adverse birth
outcomes, subsequent impaired glucose tolerance, and obesity.
We studied 532 pregnant women and their newborn infants
living proximate to the Tar Creek Superfund Site in Ottawa
County, Oklahoma (USA) to investigate if arsenic exposure is
associated with impaired glucose tolerance during pregnancy and
adverse infant birth and growth outcomes.
Methods: Maternal blood and hair were collected at delivery
and analysed for arsenic concentration using inductively
coupled plasma mass spectrometry with dynamic reaction cell
(DRC-ICP-MS). Maternal plasma glucose was measured
between 24–28 weeks gestation after a 1-hour oral glucose
tolerance test (GTT) as part of routine prenatal care. Infants
born to these women are being followed from birth for
growth and developmental outcomes. Appropriate institu-
tional ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: Maternal arsenic concentrations ranged from 0.2 to
24.1 mg/L (ppb) (mean 6 SD, 1.7 6 1.5) and 1.1 to
724.4 ng/g (ppb) (mean 6 SD, 27.4 6 61.6) in blood and
hair, respectively. One-hour plasma glucose levels ranged
from 40 to 284 mg/dL (mean 6 SD, 108.7 6 29.5); impaired
glucose tolerance was observed in 11.9% of women when
using standard screening criterion (.140 mg/dL). Adjusting
for age, Native-American race, pre-pregnancy body mass
index, Medicaid use, and marital status, women in the highest
quartile of blood arsenic exposure had 2.8 higher odds of
impaired GTT than women in the lowest quartile of exposure
(95% confidence interval, 1.1–6.9) (p-trend 5 0.008). Neonatal
plasma glucose levels ranged from 25 to 130 mg/dL (mean
69.6 6 17.3); 6% of infants were born with hypoglycemia
(,45 mg/dL) which is often a consequence of being born to a
diabetic mother. At birth, almost 7% of infants were greater
than 90th percentile for weight; this increased to 25% and 28%,
respectively, at 12 and 24 months of age.
Conclusions: Among this population of pregnant women,
arsenic exposure was associated with increased risk of
impaired GTT at 24–28 weeks gestation and, therefore,
may be associated with increased risk of GD (1). Prenatal
exposures may also trigger early programming events related
to the risk of insulin resistance and obesity in offspring. Better
understanding of mechanisms responsible for development
of obesity and identification of modifiable risk factors such
as environmental exposures, diet, and activity patterns, may
lead to efforts at primary prevention. Acknowledgements: Dr.
Ettinger was supported by US National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) grant number:
K01-ES014907. This study was supported by NIEHS grant
numbers: P42-ES05947; P30-ES00002; P01-ES012874;
R01-ES014930; R01-ES013744; and US Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) STAR Research Assistance Agree-
ment No. RD-83172501.

1. Ettinger AS, et al. Environ Health Perspect, 117:
1059–1064, 2009.
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Maternal smoking during pregnancy and blood pressure
levels in early adulthood - intrauterine effect or familial
confounding?

L. Högberg1, S. Cnattingius1,2, F. Lundberg1, C. Hultman,
A.N. Iliadou1

1Department of Medical Epidemiology and Biostatistics;
2Department of Medicine, Clinical Epidemiology Unit,
Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden

Objective: To investigate the association between maternal
smoking during pregnancy and systolic and diastolic blood
pressure levels in offspring in early adulthood. Furthermore,
we aimed to investigate if found associations could be
explained by familial confounding.
Methods: The study population consisted of all men born
between 1982 and1988 who were conscripted for military
service in Sweden in 2000–2006. Information about maternal
smoking during pregnancy, birth and parental characteristics
was obtained from the Swedish Medical Birth Registry and
merged with information about the offspring’s blood pressure
levels from the Conscript Registry. To address the question of
familial confounding we identified brothers by using the
Multigeneration Registry and compared blood pressure levels
in brothers where only one had been exposed to smoking during
gestation. We performed logistic regression analyses to estimate
b -coefficients (with 95% confidence intervals). Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance was obtained.
Results: Smoking during pregnancy was associated with an
increase of diastolic blood pressure. The association was
attenuated after adjustment for potential confounders, including
body-mass index, but remained significant; b 5 0.24 (95% CI;
0.03–0.44) for moderate smokers (1–9 cigarettes per day) and
b 5 0.46 (95% CI; 0.19–0.73) for heavy smokers (>10
cigarettes per day). However, the fully adjusted within-sibling
analyses showed no significant effect on diastolic blood pressure
b 5 0.055 (95% CI; 20.005–0.114). Neither did we see an
effect on systolic blood pressure in sons to mothers who had
been smoking during pregnancy.
Conclusions: Maternal smoking during pregnancy was asso-
ciated with an increase of diastolic blood pressure in early
adulthood. However, as there were no significant association
within brothers in the sibling analyses, this increase in diastolic
blood pressure could be due to familial confounding rather than
an effect of maternal smoking per se. Support: The Swedish
Research Council (grant nr K2007-70X-20510-01-4).

P-9C-432

Assessing Bisophenol A exposure in long term stored urine
specimens

P.A. Nepomnaschy1, D.D. Baird2, C.R. Weinberg3,
J.A. Hoppin2, M.P. Longnecker2, Al.J. Wilcox2

1Faculty of Health Sciences, Simon Fraser University, BC, Canada;
2Epidemiology Branch, National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences. Department of Health and Human Services, National
Institutes of Health, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA;
3Biostatistics Branch, National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences. Department of Health and Human Services, National
Institutes of Health, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA

Bisphenol A (BPA), an estrogenic contaminant has been
linked to adverse developmental effects in laboratory animals.
Evaluating developmental effects of this compound in
humans is logistically difficult and expensive. Assessing BPA
in urine samples already collected for fecundability or
gestational studies carried on in the past might be a promising
method to advance our understanding of the effects of BPA
on human development.
Objective: To assess the long term stability of BPA. As the
half-life of BPA is ,6 hours, we also decided to evaluate
within-person temporal variability in environmental exposure
to BPA.
Methods: We evaluated BPA levels in samples from the
North Carolina Pregnancy Study, which included daily urine
specimens collected 22–24 years ago.
Results: Total BPA concentration was measured by mass
spectrometry in first-morning urine samples from 60 women
of reproductive age. We analyzed three urine samples
collected approximately two and four weeks apart. To assess
cycle effects, we evaluated specimens from both the follicular
and luteal phases of the menstrual cycle. Temporal variability
was assessed with mixed model regression and correlations. In
our sample, the phase of the menstrual cycle was not
associated with urinary levels of BPA. We observed a slight,
yet not statistically significant, increase in BPA levels during
the three-year collection period. The inter-quartile range was:
1.1 to 3.1 ng/mg (BPA/creatinine), slightly higher than the
levels observed in NHANES specimens collected 3–11 years
later. Samples collected 2 weeks apart were more closely
correlated than those collected 4 weeks apart (Spearman
rho 5 0.5 and 0.3 respectively).
Conclusions: The similarity between the BPA levels measured
in our sample and those reported by NHANES, plus the
association between BPA levels and the length of the sampling
intervals, suggest that BPA is relatively stable during long-
term freezer storage. The correlations imply that over periods
of weeks BPA exposures is relatively stable. Our results
suggest that urine stored over prolonged time periods could
be use to study developmental effects of BPA exposure.

P-10A-433

Influence of breastfeeding, gestational and perinatal
variables on medicine use at the ages of 3, 12 and 24
months: the 2004 Pelotas (Brazil) Birth Cohort Study

A.D. Bertoldi1,2, A.J.D. Barros2, P.C. Hallal2,
M.R. Domingues1, E.A. Oliveira1, I.S. Santos2
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1Programa de Pós-graduação em Saúde Coletiva. Universidade do
Vale do Rio dos Sinos. São Leopoldo – RS, Brazil; 2Programa de
Pós-graduação em Epidemiologia. Departamento de Medicina
Social, Universidade Federal de Pelotas. Pelotas – RS, Brazil

Objectives: To evaluate the effect of breastfeeding, gestational
and perinatal variables, on medicine utilization among
children aged 3, 12 and 24 months.
Methods: Standardized questionnaires were administered to
mothers of children belonging to the 2004 Pelotas (Brazil) Birth
Cohort Study at the ages of 3, 12 and 24 months. Medicine
utilization in the 15 days prior to each interview was assessed.
The medicines packaging were requested to collect detailed
information on each medication reported. Independent variables
included: delivery complications or health problems (yes/no),
utilization of neonatal intensive care units (yes/no), low birth
weight (,2500 g), birth order, type of delivery, maternal
morbidity during pregnancy (yes/no), feeding patterns at 3, 12
and 24 months of age (never breastfed, breastfed in the past but
not at the time of the interview, still breastfed). After unadjusted
analyses, all associations were tested using Poisson regression,
including adjustment for confounding variables based on a
theoretical framework. Confounders included in the regression
were: sex, skin color, maternal age and schooling, socioeconomic
status and health insurance. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent were
obtained.
Results: Sample sizes were 3,985 at 3 months, 3,907 at 12
months, and 3,868 at 24 months. The prevalence of medicine
utilization within the 15 days prior to the interview was around
65% at ages 3 and 12 months, and around 55% at 24 months
of age. Variables significantly associated with medicine use at 3
months of age only were: health problems taking place at
delivery (prevalence ratio (PR) 1.10; 95%CI 1.02:1.18), low
birthweight (PR 1.11; 95%CI 1.02:1.21) and no breastfeeding
(PR 1.50; 95%CI 1.22:1.84). Firstborns were 10% more likely
than others to use medicines at 3 and 12 months of age. Those
admitted to neonatal intensive care units at birth were 16%
more likely to use medicines at 24 months of age. Children born
by C-section were 5% and 7% more likely than others to use
medicines at 12 and 24 months of age, respectively. Maternal
morbidity during pregnancy was associated with 16% and 12%
higher use of medicines at 3 and 24 months, respectively.
Conclusions: Medicine use, an indicator of overall health status,
is, at least, partially programmed by factors operating in early
life. Future follow-up visits of the same cohort will enable us to
test the long-term effect of these exposures on medicine use
throughout childhood, adolescence and adulthood.

P-10A-434

Perinatal iron deficiency programs long-term metabolic
dysfunction and blood pressure dysregulation

S.L. Bourque, M. Komolova, M.A. Adams, K. Nakatsu

Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology, Queen’s
University, Kingston, Ontario, K7L 3N6, Canada

Objective: The World Health Organization estimates that
more than 66% of the global population has some degree of
iron deficiency (ID). Importantly in the context of the
developmental origins of health and disease, the populations
most are risk are pregnant women and those of child-bearing
ages. ID during gestation has been reported to cause
hypertension in adult offspring, although the underlying
mechanisms have not been elucidated. Given that results from
the Framingham study suggest that 78% of essential
hypertension in men have a component directly attributed
to obesity, we investigated the long-term cardiovascular
consequences of perinatal ID (PID), and whether these were
associated with metabolic dysfunction. Specifically, we
determined the effect of PID on (i) weight gain and food
consumption, (ii) visceral adipose tissue (VAT) deposition
(iii) locomotor activity, and (iv) systemic and renal
hemodynamic properties.
Methods: Female Wistar rats were fed a purified low-iron diet
(3 mg/kg Fe) prior to and throughout gestation, and a control
diet (225 mg/kg Fe) thereafter; control rats were fed the
control diet throughout the entire study. At 12 wk, offspring
were instrumented with radiotelemetric transducers for
continuous assessments of locomotor activity and hemody-
namic parameters. At 36 wk, rats were killed and visceral fat
pads were removed and weighed.
Results: Offspring of iron deficient mothers had significantly
reduced hematocrits (PID: 0.227 6 0.028 vs. Control:
0.383 6 0.032; P , 0.001) and bodyweights (PID:
5.4 6 0.2 g vs. Control: 6.1 6 0.1 g; P , 0.001) compared
to controls at birth. These differences in bodyweight persisted
into adulthood. However, despite having lower body weights,
PID offspring had 15% greater VAT deposition (P , 0.001),
and were 25% less active in their home cages than their
control counterparts (P , 0.001). In a parallel series of
experiments, imposition of a high-fat diet (40% fat energy)
exacerbated the differences in VAT deposition between adult
control and PID offspring. Mean arterial pressures, as assessed
by radiotelemetry from 10 weeks of age onward, were
significantly elevated in the PID group compared to controls
(P , 0.05), and exhibited a nearly 2-fold greater change in
response to altered sodium intake (P , 0.05). Furthermore,
in anaesthetized rats, we determined that the relationship
between renal artery pressure and renal interstitial hydrostatic
pressure (RIHP), which represents a fundamental control
mechanism of sodium excretion, was blunted by 34% in the
PID group compared to controls (P , 0.001).
Conclusion: PID results in increased visceral adiposity and
altered energy metabolism, which is associated with enhanced
blood pressure responsiveness to dietary salt. Whether these
two phenotypes are mechanistically linked in this highly
relevant model of developmental programming is currently
being investigated. Support: The Canadian Institutes of
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Health Research and the Bickell Foundation of Canada. SLB
is a recipient of the CHS/Pfizer/CIHR Rx&D Doctoral
Fellowship.

P-10A-435

Trypsin effect in heme iron bioavailability in humans

G. Cediel1, F. Pizarro1

1Institute of Nutrition and Food Technology (INTA), University
of Chile, Chile

It has been established that meat present in the diet increases
heme iron bioavailability1. There is a lack of information
regarding the effect that some of the proteins found
intraluminally may have. Recent studies using the Caco-2
cell model have shown that Trypsin increases heme iron
absorption2; however, there is no evidence that this also
occurs in humans.
Objective: To establish the effect of the Trypsin in the
bioavailability of heme iron in humans.
Methods: Fourteen apparently healthy women between
35–45 years of age were selected to participate in one iron
absorption study. Informed consent was obtained from all the
volunteers prior to the absorption studies. The women
received 5 mg of iron as heme intrinsically labeled with either
3 uCi 55Fe or 1 uCi 59Fe plus 1.7 g of mucin. On days 1, 2,
14 and 15 the subjects intake heme alone, heme 1 Trypsin,
partially digested hemoglobin 1 Trypsin, partially digested
hemoglobin 1 mucin 1 Trypsin, respectively. On days 14
and 28 blood samples were collected to assess iron status and
to determine the amount of circulating radioactivity using the
Eakins and Brown double isotope technique. Repeated
measures ANOVA was used to compare the mean percent
bioavailability of iron from the test meals.
Results: Geometric mean (range 6 1SD) of heme iron absorp-
tion was de 5.1% (3.1–8.3), 2.9% (1.6–5.1), 7.3% (4.1–13.1) y
6% (2.7–13) for heme alone, heme 1 Trypsin, partially digested
hemoglobin 1 Trypsin, partially digested hemoglobin 1

mucin 1 Trypsin, respectively (ANOVA, p , 0.05).
Conclusion: Heme iron bioavailability in humans improves
in presence of the globin degradation products by Trypsin.
Support: Fondecyt Grant 1061060.

1. M. Layrisse, C. Martinez-Torres. Am J Clin Nutr.
25:401–441, 1972.

2. Uc et al. Am J Physiol, 287:G1150–G1157, 2004.

P-10A-436

Maternal supplementation with vitamin A or b-carotene
and cardiometabolic risk among pre-adolescent children
in rural Nepal

P. Christian1, C.P. Stewart1, S.K. Khatry2, S.C. LeClerq1,2,
K. Schulz1, J. Katz1, K.P. West, Jr.1

1Center for Human Nutrition, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School
of Public Health, Baltimore, MD, USA; 2Nepal Nutrition
Intervention Project-Sarlahi, Kathmandu, Nepal

Objectives: Vitamin A deficiency is common among women
in developing countries. While vitamin A plays an important
role in fetal renal and cardiovascular development, there has
been little research on the effects on vitamin A or b-carotene
during pregnancy on cardiovascular risk later in life.
Methods: Women of reproductive age were enrolled in a
cluster-randomized, double blind, placebo-controlled trial of
weekly supplementation with 7000 mg retinol equivalents of
preformed vitamin A or b-carotene from 1994–1997 in rural
Nepal. Women received their assigned supplements before,
during and after pregnancy. Over a study period of three
years, 17,361 infants were born to women enrolled in the
trial. In 2006–2008, we revisited and assessed 13,171
children aged 9–13 y to examine impact of maternal
supplementation on early biomarkers of chronic disease.
Blood pressure was measured 3 times using an automated
oscillometric device on all children. Among a subsample of
1390 children, venous blood was collected for plasma glucose
(fasted), Hb1Ac and lipids and a morning urine specimen was
collected to measure the ratio of microalbumin/creatinine.
Detailed anthropometry was also conducted. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance and participants’
informed consent were obtained. Results: The mean 6 SD
age of children at follow-up was 10.9 6 0.8 y. Their mean 6

SD systolic and diastolic blood pressure was 97.2 6 8.2 and
64.6 6 8.5 mm Hg, respectively. About 5.0% had high blood
pressure (>120/80 mm Hg), 4.7% in males and 5.4% in
females. Blood pressure rose with age and was higher among
girls than boys (Figure 1). Children had a mean 6 SD BMI of
14.5 6 1.3 kg/m2 and waist circumference of 55.4 6 3.7 cm.
The 90th percentile cutoff for BMI and waist circumference
in this population was 16.08 kg/m2 and 60.1 cm, respectively.
The mean HbA1c was 5.1 6 0.30% and fasting glucose was
72 mg/dl (IQR: 65–78). The prevalence of microalbuminuria
(>30 mg/g creatinine) was 4.8%; 3.5% in males and 6.2% in
females. High triglycerides (>150 mg/dl) and low HDL
(,40 mg/dl) were 9 and 85%, respectively. There were no
treatment group differences in mean blood pressure, fasting
glucose, HbA1c, triglycerides, and total, or HDL-cholesterol
overall and after adjustment for age and gender. Nor were
there differences between groups in the risk of hypertension,
microalbuminuria or dyslipidemia in unadjusted and adjusted
models. There was evidence of a significant interaction
between treatment group and fatness: prenatal vitamin A or
b-carotene supplementation protected against the risk of
hypertension among children who had a high waist
circumference, although not with high BMI. There were no
apparent interactions between treatment group and gender on
either of these outcomes.
Conclusions: Maternal supplementation with vitamin A or
b-carotene had no overall impact on cardiovascular risk
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in this population of pre-adolescent children in rural Nepal,
but may be protective against hypertension if the children
become overweight. Acknoedgements: The authors acknowl-
edge funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,
Seattle, WA.
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Figure 1: Systolic blood pressure differs by age and sex among
children in rural Nepal.

P-10A-437

Blood pressure and kidney function at 4.5 years of age in
the offspring of the MINIMat trial: effect of maternal
food and multiple micronutrient supplementation

S. Hawkesworth1, E.C. Ekstrom2, L.A. Persson2,
S. Arifeen3, D. Hossain3, Y. Wagatsuma, A.J.C. Fulford1,
A.M.P. Prentice1, S.E. Moore1

1MRC International Nutrition Group, London School Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine, London UK; 2International Maternal
and Child Health, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden;
3International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease Research,
Bangladesh, Dhaka, Bangladesh; 4Graduate School of
Comprehensive Human Sciences, University of Tsukuba,
Tsukuba, Japan

Objective: To investigate the impact of improved prenatal
nutrition on blood pressure in rural Bangladesh by following
offspring born during the Maternal and Infant Nutrition
Interventions in Matlab (MINIMat) trial.
Methods: Mothers had been randomised in early pregnancy
(week 10 gestation) and were either encouraged to access
Government food provision as soon as possible or they were
given no such promotion and were expected to access these
services later in pregnancy, which is the usual care in this
community. The food packets provided an additional 600kcal
per day. In addition, mothers had been randomised at week 14
of gestation to receive daily supplements containing either 30 mg
Fe 1 400 mg folate (Fe30F); 60 mg Fe 1 400 mg folate (Fe60F);
or a multiple micronutrient supplement (MNS) containing
15 vitamins and minerals at around the recommended daily

allowance. The offspring were recruited into the follow-up study
when they were 4.5 years old. Blood pressure was assessed in
triplicate using an automated device (Omron 705IT). Kidney
function was assessed in a sub-sample of children by ultrasound
measurement of size and volume (n 5 1148) and via glomerular
filtration rate calculated from laboratory analysis of plasma
cystatin c (n 5 1334). Appropriate institutional ethics commit-
tee clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained
prior to fieldwork.
Results: Blood pressure was assessed for 2312 children who
had been born at term, representing 71% of the original live
singleton births during the trial. After adjustment for age, sex,
wealth index, gestational age and season of birth, no
difference was observed for systolic blood pressure in relation
to food (mean difference: 0.42 mmHg; CI: 20.21, 1.05; p:
0.19) or micronutrient (mean difference MNS vs both Fe
groups: 0.004 mmHg; 20.66, 0.67; p: 0.99) intervention.
Diastolic blood pressure was higher in individuals whose
mothers had followed the usual care and accessed food
provision later in pregnancy (mean difference: 0.57 mmHg;
CI: 0.03, 1.11; p: 0.04). There was no difference in diastolic
blood pressure in relation to micronutrient supplementation
(mean difference: 0.42 mmHg; CI: 20.15, 0.99; p: 0.15).
Neither kidney volume nor glomerular filtration rate were
found to be affected by either of the maternal interventions.
Conclusions: In contrast to an earlier study in Nepal1, we
found no evidence that maternal micronutrient supplementa-
tion was related to offspring systolic blood pressure. However,
mothers who had been promoted to access additional food
packages early in pregnancy had offspring with slightly lower
diastolic blood pressure at 4.5 years of age. The importance of
such a marginal difference is debatable but may suggest
childhood health improvements that could be promoted by
simple community interventions traditionally designed to
impact on maternal and newborn health.

1. A. Vaidya et al. Lancet, 371:492–9, 2008.

P-10A-438

Vitamin B12 and folic acid supplementation and plasma
total homocysteine concentrations in pregnant Indian
women with low B12 and high folate status

P. Katre1, D. Bhat1, H. Lubree1, S. Otiv1, C. Joglekar1,
E. Rush2, C. Yajnik1

1Kamalnayan Bajaj Diabetology Research center, KEM Hospital
Research Center, Pune, MS, India; 2Centre for Physical Activity
and Nutrition Research, Auckland University of Technology,
Auckland, New Zealand

Objective: Maternal vitamin B12 deficiency and hyperhomo-
cysteinemia predict poor pregnancy outcome, foetal adiposity
and insulin resistance. There is little appreciation of the
widespread maternal vitamin B12 deficiency amongst practi-
cing clinicians and policy makers in India. We investigated
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details of vitamin supplements, and circulating concentra-
tions of vitamin B12, folate, and total homocysteine in
pregnant Indian women.
Methods: We enrolled 184 (94 rural, 90 urban) pregnant
women, 163 (86 rural, 77 urban) in this observational, non-
intervention study, were measured 3 times (18, 28, 34 weeks
gestation). History of dietary intake and supplements was
obtained. From the information provided at each visit total
supplemented dose of B12 and folic acid received up to the
last study visit (34th week) was calculated. Three groups were
formed according to supplementation; those receiving no
supplementation, those receiving only folic acid, and those
receiving B12 with folic acid.
Results: At enrolment 80% rural and 65% urban women had
low vitamin B12 concentration; two rural women had low folate
concentration. During pregnancy 95% of urban and 85% rural
women received folic acid; 84% urban and 12% rural women
also received vitamin B12 in combination with folic acid (both
p , 0.001 compared to urban). In women receiving no
supplementation (n 5 17) plasma vitamin B12 and folate did
not change from 17 to 34 weeks of pregnancy and homocysteine
increased (p , 0.05). Homocysteine concentrations at 34 weeks
gestation in women receiving only folic acid (n 5 71, mean 8.4
(95% CI 7.8, 9.1) mmol/L) were comparable to the
unsupplemented group (n 5 17, 9.7 (7.3, 12.7), p 5 0.15),
but women who received vitamin B12 supplement dose of
.1000 mg (n 5 42, all with folic acid) had lower concentrations
(6.7 (6.0, 7.4), p , 0.001, compared to the unsupplemented
group. Increasing dose of vitamin B12 (rs 5 20.31, p 5 0.006)
but not of folic acid (rs 5 20.19, p 5 0.11) was associated with
lower plasma total homocysteine concentration.
Conclusions: In vitamin B12 insufficient, folate replete pregnant
women, vitamin B12 supplementation is associated with a
reduction of plasma total homocysteine concentration in late
pregnancy. Our results suggest that vitamin B12 supplementa-
tion may be used to balance 1-C metabolism in Indian mothers.
Support: International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).

P-10A-439

Associations of long chain polyunsaturated fatty acid
concentrations with birth outcome and gender in term
Indian mothers

A. Kilari1, S. Mehendale2, H. Yadav1, K. Dangat1,
V. Taralekar2, S. Joshi1

1Department of Nutritional Medicine, Interactive Research
School for Health Affairs, Bharati Vidyapeeth University,
Pune 411043, India; 2Dept of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
Bharati Medical College Hospital, Bharati Vidyapeeth
University, Pune-411043, India

Objective: Our earlier studies have shown that mothers
delivering preterm babies have lower plasma and erythrocyte
docosahexaenoic acid levels as compared to term babies.

There is a need to examine these long chain polyunsaturated
fatty acids (LCPUFA) levels in low birth weight babies born
at term. The purpose of the study was to examine the
maternal and cord LCPUFA concentrations and their
associations with birth outcome in term deliveries.
Methods: Pregnant women (n 5 253) delivering at term were
recruited at Bharati hospital Pune, India. They were divided
into two groups based on their babies’ birth weights 1)
normal birth weight (NBW) i.e. >2.5 kg (n 5 188) and 2)
low birth weight (LBW) i.e.,2.5 kg (n 5 65). Each group
was further divided into two groups according to the baby’s
sex i.e. male NBW (M-NBW), female NBW (F-NBW), male
LBW (M-LBW) and female LBW (F-LBW) groups. The
LCPUFA were estimated using the gas chromatograph. The
omega 3 fatty acids included alpha linolenic acid, eicosa-
pentaenoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid while omega
6 fatty acids included linoleic acid, gamma linolenic acid,
di-homo-gammalinolenic acid, docosapentaenoic acid and
arachidonic acid. The study was approved by institutional
ethics committee and participants’ informed consent was
obtained.
Results: Maternal plasma docosahexaenoic acid concentration
was lower (p,0.05) in LBW (1.2 6 0.4 g/100 g fatty acids) as
compared to NBW (1.3 6 0.5 g/100 g fatty acids) group.
Similarly maternal erythrocyte arachidonic acid levels were
lower (p , 0.05) (13.3 6 2.6 g/100 g fatty acids) in LBW
group as compared to NBW group (14.5 6 2.8 g/100 g fatty
acids). In contrast, cord plasma docosahexaenoic acid was
higher (p , 0.05) (2.4 6 0.9 g/100 g fatty acids) in LBW as
compared to NBW (2.1 6 0.8 g/100 g fatty acids) group.
Similarly cord erythrocyte arachidonic acid (19.3 6 3.5 g/
100 g fatty acids) levels were also higher (p , 0.01) as
compared to NBW groups (17.4 6 2.6 g/100 g fatty acids).
Lower (p , 0.05) plasma (1.29 6 0.49 g/100 g fatty acids)
docosahexaenoic acid concentrations were seen in mothers
delivering male NBW babies as compared to mothers delivering
female NBW babies (1.40 6 0.50 g/100 g fatty acids). Cord
plasma docosahexaenoic acid (n 5 160, r 5 20.152, p 5 0.05)
and erythrocyte arachidonic acid (n 5 153, r 5 20.236,
p 5 0.003) were negatively associated with birth weight.
Conclusions: Reduced maternal and increased cord LCPUFA
levels may indicate an efficient preferential transport
especially of arachidonic acid and docosahexaenoic acid to
LBW fetuses. A differentially altered LCPUFA status in
mother due to altered metabolism may significantly influence
the birth outcome.

P-10A-440

Folic acid, vitamin B12 and omega 3 fatty acid
metabolism and levels of homocysteine in pre-eclamptic
women

A. Kulkarni1, S. Mehendale2, H. Yadav1, A. Kilari1,
K. Dangat1, S. Salunkhe2, V. Taralekar2, S. Joshi1
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1Department of Nutritional Medicine, Interactive Research
School for Health Affairs, Bharati Vidyapeeth University, Pune
411043, India; 2Dept of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Bharati
Medical College Hospital, Bharati Vidyapeeth University,
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Objectives: Elevated plasma homocysteine has been impli-
cated in vascular changes and oxidative stress contributing to
endothelial dysfunction in pre-eclampsia. Our earlier studies
have shown increased oxidative stress leading to reduced
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) levels in pre-eclamptic women.
In animals we have shown that maternal folic acid
supplementation alters brain essential polyunsaturated fatty
acid levels especially omega 3 fatty acids in the offspring.
Folate and vitamin B12 are the major determinants of one
carbon metabolism in which S-adenosyl methionine (SAMe)
is formed which helps to maintain methyl group supply for
various macromolecules like DNA, neurotransmitters and
membrane phospholipids. The present study for the first
time examines the levels of key micronutrients (folic acid,
vitamin B12) and omega-3 fatty acids, vital components of
one carbon metabolism and resultant homocysteine concen-
trations in pre-eclamptic women and compares it with
normotensive women.
Methods: 49 pre-eclamptic and 57 normotensive women were
recruited at Bharati hospital, Pune, India. Plasma folate and
vitamin B12 levels were estimated by the fluorescence polariza-
tion immunoassay while homocysteine estimation was per-
formed by the micro particle enzyme immunoassay method.
The important long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids were
estimated using the gas chromatograph. The omega 3 fatty acids
included alpha linolenic acid, eicosapentaenoic acid and
docosahexaenoic acid while omega 6 fatty acids included
linolenic acid, gamma linolenic acid, di-homo-gammalinolenic
acid, docosapentaenoic acid and arachidonic acid. The study was
approved by institutional ethics committee and participants’
informed consent were obtained.
Results: Mean levels of homocysteine were significantly elevated
in pre-eclamptic women (14.28 6 7.31 mmoles/L) as compared
to normotensive women (11.11 6 4.37 mmoles/L) (p 5 0.007)
despite similar levels of both folic acid and vitamin B12.
Erythrocyte DHA concentrations were lower in the pre-
eclamptic women (3.87 6 0.91 g/100 g fatty acids) as compared
to normotensive women (3.45 6 1.05 g/100 g fatty acids),
(p , 0.05). After adjusting for age, BMI and gestation folic
acid levels showed a positive association (n 5 38, r 5 0.317;
p 5 0.046) with maternal omega 6 levels while erythrocyte
omega 3 levels (n 5 38, r 5 20.453; p 5 0.003) were negatively
associated with plasma homocysteine concentrations.
Conclusions: Increased folate concentrations during pregnancy
may lead to increase in omega 6 fatty acids which are pro
inflammatory and may promote vasoconstriction. Our study for
the first time provides evidence for the associations of altered
omega-3 fatty acids especially DHA, metabolism and resultant
increased homocysteine concentrations in pre-eclampsia.

P-10A-441

Anaemia during pregnancy in the Arauco province, Chile

F. Mardones1, A. Zúñiga2, D. Gattini1, F. Oyarzún1,
D. Ahumada1, K. Ramı́rez1, S. Silva1, M.A. Domı́nguez1

1Department of Public Health, Faculty of Medicine, Pontificia
Universidad Católica de Chile. Marcoleta 434, Santiago. Chile;
2Arauco province Public Health Service, Lebu, Chile

Objective: Anaemia caused by iron deficiency is one of the
main nutritional problems in the world. Recent studies in two
of the most important cities in Chile, Santiago1 and
Concepcion2, indicate that anaemia prevalence in pregnant
women was 13% and 14.5%, respectively. The prevalence of
maternal anaemia in other parts of the country is unknown.
The Arauco province is located in the south of the country. It
has the highest indicators of poverty and the largest
proportion of indigenous population, the so-called mapuche
people, in Chile. The aim of this study is to establish the
prevalence of anaemia in pregnant women of this province
and its association with maternal nutritional status.
Methods: Prospectively collected anonymous data from
pregnant women who initiated their pregnancies and attended
prenatal clinics of the Arauco province during 2006 was used.
The CDC criterion3 was applied to diagnose anaemia. This
criterion allows for the effect of gestational age on anaemia
diagnosis and permitted to analyse just first haemoglobin data
available coming from different weeks of gestation. The Rosso-
Mardones4 curve was used to determine maternal nutritional
status and statistical differences between means and proportions
were calculated using the t-student and ANOVA. Appropriate
institutional ethics committee clearance was obtained.
Results: The 1305 women included, presented the following
mean variables: a) gestational age (weeks) at the first
haemoglobin test: 13.9 6 6.9; second test: 29.5 6 10.1; third
test: 36.5 6 12.4. b) The haemoglobin (g) values at the first
test were: 12.3 6 1.1; at the second test: 11.6 6 1.1; and at
the third test: 12.2 6 6.9. c) The proportion of cases without
haemoglobin data at the first test were: 13.9%; at the second
test: 25.5%; and at the third test: 75%. Anaemia during
pregnancy was mostly diagnosed using haemoglobin data
from the first blood test (86.1%); few cases provided
haemoglobin data from the second and third blood tests.
Anaemia prevalence diagnosed in the complete cohort of
pregnant women of the province of Arauco reached 21%.
When this prevalence was distributed by maternal nutritional
status, there was not statistically significant differences
between categories, although there was a tendency to be
higher in low weight for height mothers (p 5 0.06).
Conclusions: Anaemia prevalence at the beginning of pregnancy
could be fairly diagnosed, adding a few cases with a higher
gestational age to complete the information. The prevalence
of anaemia in that period is larger in the Arauco province than
two recently studied cities of Chile. This is in agreement with
above mentioned socio-economic data and demands to improve
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prevention activities. Prospectively collected data from pregnant
women during 2007 will be added to this information in the
future and may improve the analysis presented.

1. F. Mardones et al., Rev Med Chile, 131:520–25, 2003.
2. F. Mardones et al., Arch Latinoam Nutr, 58:132–8, 2008.
3. Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Science.

Nutrition During Pregnancy. Washington, DC: National
Academy Press, 1990.

4. F. Mardones, P. Rosso. Matern Child Nutr, 1:77–90,
2005.
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Vitamin D deficiency in pregnancy and risk of cesarean
section in rural India

C.S. Yajnik1, A.A. Kanitkar1, C.V. Joglekar1, D.S. Bhat1,
K. Coyaji1, C.H.D. Fall2

1Kamalnayan Bajaj Diabetology Research center, KEM
Hospital Research Center, Pune, MS, India; 2Medical Research
Council Epidemiology Resource Centre, University of
Southampton, UK

Objective: Vitamin D plays an important role in promoting
skeletal growth and maintaining muscle strength. A recent
study1 in US has demonstrated that vitamin D deficiency is a
risk factor for cesarean section in pregnancy. We investigated
the association between maternal vitamin D status in
pregnancy and risk of a cesarean delivery in the Pune
Maternal Nutrition Study (PMNS).
Methods: The PMNS database has information on maternal
pre-pregnancy size, socio-economic status (SES), education,
food intake (24-h recall, food frequency questionnaire),
physical activity and circulating levels of nutrients and
metabolites (glucose, lipids) during pregnancy. We also
measured maternal serum 25-hydroxy vitamin D [25(OH)
D] (vitamin D) at 28 weeks gestation by ELISA method.
Mothers with concentrations below 20 ng/mL were consid-
ered vitamin D deficient2. Delivery details (mode of delivery,
complications if any) were recorded. Women were classified
into 3 groups according to mode of delivery: normal vaginal,
assisted vaginal and cesarean section. Neonatal size was
measured within 72 h of birth. The data were compared
between the three groups using analysis of variance. Risk of
cesarean section was analysed using multiple logistic regres-
sion. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and participants’ consent were obtained.
Results: Of 780 deliveries, 727 (93.2%) were normal vaginal,
19 (2.4%) assisted vaginal and 34 (4.4%) cesarean section (22
primary). There was no difference in age and SES between
the three groups, however mothers who delivered by cesarean
section were more educated (p 5 0.01), had higher BMI
(p 5 0.03) and higher hip circumference (p 5 0.01) before
conception. Plasma glucose concentrations were similar in the
3 groups. Twenty two percent of women had vitamin D

deficiency. Cesarean women had lower vitamin D concentra-
tions (median 21.1 ng/mL) compared with the other two
groups (26.2 ng/mL, p 5 0.007). Eight percent of vitamin D
deficient women had cesarean section compared with 3.5% of
those with normal concentrations (p 5 0.05). Babies deliv-
ered by cesarean section had larger head circumference
compared to the other two groups (p 5 0.001), however
gestational age at delivery and gender ratio was similar in the
three groups. Multiple logistic regression revealed that
maternal vitamin D deficiency [(OR 2.40, 95% CI: 1.04,
5.50, p 5 0.03), and short stature (OR 2.68, 95% CI: 1.06,
6.71, p 5 0.03) predicted cesarean section, independent of
various confounding factors (maternal age, height, BMI, waist
circumference, hip circumference, fat percent, gestational age,
and neonatal head circumference, length and gender).
Vitamin D deficiency predicted cesarean delivery even in
those with primary cesarean section (OR 2.90, 95% CI: 1.06,
7.93, p 5 0.03).
Conclusions: In rural India, low maternal vitamin D status in
pregnancy is associated with an increased risk of cesarean
section. Support: The Wellcome Trust, UK.

1. A. Merewood et al., J Clin Endocrinol Metab 94:940–945,
2009.

2. Lips P. Endocrine Rev, 22:477–501, 2001.
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Dietary Assessment Methods (DAME) for micronutrient
intake in pregnant women: a systematic review

A. Ortiz-Andrellucchi1, J. Doreste-Alonso1,
P. Henrı́quez-Sánchez1, I. Cetin2, L. Serra-Majem1

1Nutrition Research Group. Department of Clinical Sciences.
University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria. c/ Dr. Pasteur s/n.
Las Palmas. España; 2Unit of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
Department of Clinical Sciences L Sacco. University of Milan.
Via GB Grassi 74. Milan. Italy

Objetive: The EURopean RECommendations Aligned
(EURRECA) Network of Excellence needs clear guidelines
for assessing the validity of reported micronutrient intakes
amongst vulnerable population groups. In this review, the
studies on dietary methods used to assess micronutrient
intake during pregnancy are presented.
Methods: A systematic literature search was conducted for
studies validating the methodology used for measuring the
usual dietary intake during pregnancy. The quality of each
validation study selected was assessed using a scoring system
developed by EURRECA. Validation of FFQs were cate-
gorised according to whether the study used a reference
method that reflected short-term intake (,7days) long-term
intake (>7 days) or used biomarkers. A correlation coefficient
for each micronutrient was calculated from the mean of the
correlation coefficients from each study weighted by the
quality of the study.
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Results: Seventeen papers were selected for inclusion in this
review which included the validation of 15 FFQs, 2 dietary
records, one diet history and an iron intake check list.
Estimates of 26 micronutrients by 6 FFQs were validated
against 24 hr recalls indicating good correlation for 6
micronutrients. Estimates of 24 micronutrients by 2 FFQs
were validated against EDRs and all had good or acceptable
correlations. Estimates of 14 micronutrients by 3 FFQs were
validated against weighed dietary records indicating good
correlations for five. Six FFQs were validated against
biomarkers, presenting good correlations only for folic acid.
Conclusions: FFQs appear to be most reliable for measuring
short-term intakes of vitamin E and B6 and long-term intakes of
thiamin. Apart from folic acid, biomarkers do not add any more
certainty as to the reliability of intake methods. When frequency
methods are used for assessing micronutrient intake, the
inclusion of dietary supplements improves their reliability for
most micronutrients. Support: European Union.

P-10A-444

Antenatal supplementation with folic acid reduces kidney
dysfunction and risk of metabolic syndrome while folic
acid1iron1zinc improves growth among 6–8 year old
children in rural Nepal

C.P. Stewart1, P. Christian1, K.J. Schulze1, S.C. LeClerq1,2,
S.K. Khatry2, K.P. West, Jr.1

1Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, Baltimore,
MD, USA; 2The Nepal Nutrition Intervention Project-Sarlahi,
Kathmandu, Nepal

Objectives: Micronutrient deficiencies are common among
women during pregnancy in much of the developing world,
and are associated with poor fetal growth and other adverse
outcomes in infancy. Low birth weight has been linked to an
increased risk of chronic disease, yet few have examined the
long-term effects of micronutrient deficiency during gestation
on risk factors for chronic disease in later life.
Methods: We conducted a community-based, cluster-rando-
mized, controlled trial of micronutrient supplements pro-
vided to women beginning in early pregnancy in the rural
terai of Nepal. Women were randomized to receive daily
supplements of either a control; folic acid; folic acid1iron;
folic acid1iron1zinc; or a multiple micronutrient. All
supplements contained vitamin A. A total of 4130 infants
were born during the trial from 1999–2001. Children were
re-visited and enrolled in a follow-up study from 2006–2008.
Blood pressure was measured using an automated oscillo-
metric device. Height, weight, mid-upper arm circumference,
waist circumference, triceps skinfold, and subscapular skin-
fold thicknesses were measured. Early morning blood and
urine specimens were collected to assess glycated hemoglobin,
plasma cholesterol (including HDL and LDL fractions),
triglycerides, glucose, insulin, and urinary microalbumin/

creatinine ratio. The homeostasis model assessment (HOMA)
was used to estimate insulin resistance, using fasting glucose and
insulin. Microalbuminuria was defined as urinary microalbu-
min/creatinine >30 mg/g and metabolic syndrome was defined
using a modified National Cholesterol Education Program
definition. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: A total of 3524 children were enrolled in the follow-up
study ( , 93% of surviving children). Relative to the controls,
maternal supplementation with folic acid 1 iron 1 zinc resulted
in a modest improvement in height of 0.64 cm (95% CI: 0.04,
1.25) and a reduction in triceps skinfold thickness of 0.25 mm
(20.44, 20.06) and subscapular skinfold thickness of 0.20 mm
(20.33, 20.06). There were no other differences in anthro-
pometry between treatment groups. Maternal supplementation
with folic acid reduced the risk of microalbuminuria by 44%
(OR: 0.56; 95% CI: 0.33, 0.92) and metabolic syndrome by
37% (OR: 63; 95% CI: 0.41, 0.97). There appeared to be a
protective effect among all groups that received folic acid
supplementation during gestation (Figure 1). There were no
other between-group differences in blood pressure, cholesterol,
triglycerides, or markers of insulin resistance.
Conclusions: In this poor, rural population with prevalent
micronutrient deficiency, micronutrient supplementation of
women during pregnancy can have long-lasting effects on the
growth and risk of chronic disease in her offspring. Acknowl-
edgements: The authors acknowledge funding from the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation, Seattle, WA.
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Figure 1: The risk of microalbuminuria (urinary microalbumin/
creatinine ratio $30 mg/g) in children by maternal supplement
group. FA, folic acid; FAFe, folic acid 1 iron; FAFeZn, folic
acid 1 iron 1 zinc; MM, multiple micronutrients.
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Higher maternal plasma folate concentration but not
vitamin-B12 concentration during pregnancy is associated
with higher cognitive function scores in 9–10 year old
children in South-India

S.R. Veena,1 G.V. Krishnaveni,1 J.C. Hill,2 K. Srinivasan,3

A.V. Kurpad,3 S. Muthayya,3 A.K. Wills,2 A. Saroja,1

C.S. Yajnik,4 C.H.D. Fall2
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1Epidemiology Research Unit, Holdsworth Memorial Hospital,
Mysore 570021, South India; 2MRC Epidemiology Resource
Centre, Southampton General Hospital, Southampton
SO166YD, UK; 3St. John’s Research Institute, St. John’s
National Academy of Health Sciences, Bangalore 560034,
India; 4Diabetes Unit, KEM Hospital, Pune 411011, India

Objective: Data linking maternal micronutrient status during
pregnancy with offspring cognitive function are scarce. Our
main objective was to examine whether maternal plasma
folate and vitamin-B12 concentrations during pregnancy are
associated with cognitive performance in the children.
Methods: Between September 2007–May 2008, cognitive
function was assessed in 536 (259 boys and 277 girls) healthy
children, aged 9–10 years, from the Mysore Parthenon birth
cohort, using 3 core tests from the Kaufman Assessment Battery
for children and additional tests measuring long-term retrieval/
storage, attention and concentration, visuo-spatial and verbal
abilities. Maternal plasma folate and vitamin-B12 concentrations
were measured from the stored blood samples collected at
30 6 2 weeks of gestation. We also collected data on a variety of
potential confounders like maternal age, parity, gestational age at
birth, birth size, sex, children’s current age, size, years at school
and folate and vitamin-B12 concentrations, parents’ area of
residence, educational attainment and current socio-economic
status. Associations of maternal plasma folate and vitamin-B12
concentrations with cognitive function were examined by
multiple linear regression analysis using stata version 10. The
study was approved by the Holdsworth Memorial Hospital,
Mysore, research ethics committee and informed verbal consent
was obtained from parents and children.
Results: During pregnancy 22 (4%) women had ‘folate
deficiency’ (plasma folate concentration ,7 nmol/l) while
228 (42.5%) had ‘vitamin-B12 deficiency’ (plasma vitamin-
B12 concentration ,150pmol/l). Maternal folate correlated
with maternal vitamin-B12 (r 5 0.1, p 5 0.015) and with the
children’s folate at 9.5 years (r 5 0.2, p , 0.0001).Maternal
vitamin-B12 correlated with the children’s vitamin-B12 at
9.5 years (r 5 0.2, p , 0.0001). In multiple linear regression,
there was a 0.2 SD increase in all the children’s cognitive
scores per SD increase in maternal folate concentration
(p , 0.05 for all) and the associations with Atlantis (learning
ability and long-term storage and retrieval), verbal-fluency
(broad retrieval ability, speed and flexibility of verbal thought
process), Kohs block design (visuo-spatial ability) and coding-
WISC-III (visual-motor processing speed and coordination,
short-term memory, attention and concentration) were
independent of the confounding variables listed above. There
were no associations between maternal vitamin-B12 concen-
trations and tests of cognitive function. There were no
significant interactions between vitamin-B12 and folate in
relation to cognitive scores.
Conclusions: In this Indian population higher maternal plasma
folate, but not vitamin-B12, concentration during pregnancy
independently predicts better childhood cognitive performance.

Acknowledgements: We are grateful to the families who
participated in the study and to the entire research team
and the psychologists who made substantial contribution to
the study. Support: The Parthenon Trust, Switzerland, the
Wellcome Trust and Medical Research Council, UK.
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Reversal of developmental programming with vitamin B12

supplementation – a pilot study

C.S. Yajnik1, S.M. Joshi1, U.S. Deshmukh1, V.K. Bhate1,
R.S. Ladkat1, A.J. Bhalerao1, V.A. Solat1, S.D. Chougule1,
T.M. Deokar1, A.A. Jackson2, H. Refsum3,
A.S. Nanivadekar1, C.H.D. Fall4

1Kamalnayan Bajaj Diabetology Research Centre, KEM
Hospital Research Centre, Pune, MS, India; 2Institute of
Human Nutrition, University of Southampton, Southampton
General Hospital, Southampton, UK; 3Department of Physiol-
ogy, Anatomy and Genetics, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK
and Department of Nutrition, Institute of Basic Medical
Sciences, University of Oslo, Norway; 4MRC Epidemiology
Resource Centre, University of Southampton, Southampton
General Hospital, Southampton, UK

Objective: In the Pune Maternal Nutrition Study, maternal
imbalance of folate and vitamin B12 (B12) status during
pregnancy showed unfavourable associations with body
composition, and metabolic and cognitive functions in the
offspring, which may reflect intra-uterine programming by
maternal nutritional status. Our objective was to study the
possibility of reversal of these effects with oral supplementa-
tion of near physiological doses of B12 and folic acid in these
offspring during early adolescence.
Method: This was a randomized, placebo-controlled, double-
blind, 2 3 3 factorial trial. Vitamin B12 was given as 2 or
10 mg capsules, with or without 200 mg folic acid, forming six
groups (B0F0, B2F0, B10F0, B0F200, B2F200, B10F200), for
12 mo. The following parameters were measured at baseline
and after 12 mo: anthropometry (height, weight, skin fold
thickness, waist circumference), grip strength, body composi-
tion (DXA), cardiovascular (CV) risk parameters (glucose,
insulin, lipids, blood pressure) and different tests of cognitive
performance. KEM Hospital Research Centre’s ethics
committee clearance, parents’ informed, written consent
and children’s assent were obtained.
Results: One hundred and six children of mean age 9 y were
randomised and allocated supplements; 105 completed the
trial. There was no interaction between effect of B12 and folic
acid supplementation in relation to change in body
composition, CV risk parameters and cognitive function
(P . 0.05 for all), and hence their effects were analyzed
separately: B0 vs. B2 vs. B10; and F0 vs. F200. After 12 mo the
plasma B12 concentrations increased in B10 by 140 (95% CI:
110, 168) pmol/L, in B2 by 54 (95% CI: 25, 83) pmol/L and
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decreased in B0 by 1 (95% CI: 229, 27) pmol/L. In F200 group
folate concentrations increased by 13.1 (95% CI: 10.0, 16.0)
pmol/L and in F0 fell by 2.3 (95% CI: 25.3, 0.7) pmol/L.
Plasma tHcy fell by a mean 2.9 (95% CI: 23.9, 11.8) mmol/L
in B10 and by 0.48 (95% CI: 21.5, 0.6) mmol/L in B2,
compared to a rise of 2.2 (95% CI: 1.2, 3.2) mmol/L in B0. In
F0, plasma tHcy increased by 0.18 (95% CI: 20.82, 1.19)
mmol/L compared to a fall of 0.91 (95% CI: 21.91, 0.84)
mmol/L in F200. Supplementation had no effect on growth,
body composition, HOMA-R, lipids, BP, grip strength and
cognitive scores in any group (P . 0.05 for all) after 12 mo.
Conclusion: Daily oral supplementation with physiological
doses of B12 for 12 mo was effective in improving circulating
vitamin B12 status, but did not influence body composition,
CV risk parameters or cognitive performance. Our findings
suggest a possible irreversibility of developmental program-
ming effects in the offspring, at least through early adole-
scence, at the doses and duration of B12 supplements we used.
TRIAL REGISTRATION: ISRCTN 59289820. Support:
The Wellcome Trust, UK.
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Assessment of nutritional quality in healthy pregnant
women of the Canary Islands

A. Ortiz-Andrellucchi1, A. Sánchez-Villegas1,
O. Ramı́rez-Garcı́a2, L. Serra-Majem1

1Grupo de Investigación en Nutrición. Departamento de Ciencias
Clı́nicas. Universidad de Las Palmas de Gran Canaria. c/
Dr. Pasteur s/n. Las Palmas. España; 2Departamento de Obstetricia
y Ginecologı́a. Hospital Universitario Materno Infantil de Gran
Canaria. Avda. Marı́tima del Sur s/n. Las Palmas. España

Objetive: to describe the composition of the diet of healthy
pregnant women of the Canary Islands and to estimate the
nutritional quality using the Healthy Eating Index (HEI).
Methods: cross-sectional study based on 103 women aged 18-
40 years, who gave birth at the University Hospital Materno-
Infantil of Gran Canaria. Food consumption and macro and
micronutrient intake were estimated using a food frequency
questionnaire used in the Canary Island Nutrition Survey
(ENCA) and the HEI was calculated. This index includes 10
components and the maximum possible score of the index is
100 points. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: the score of the index was 54,9. This result remains
below the optimum score of >80, which is considered good
the diet quality of pregnant women in our study population.
The average score of the first 5 components of the index
showed that cereal consumption was below the daily portions
recommended for pregnant women, whereas vegetables, fruit,
milk and meat consumption surpassed the recommendations. A
significant number of pregnant women did not reach the 50%
of the recommendations for iron, folate and vitamin D intake

(36.9%, 26.2% and 38.8%, respectively). At least 30% of the
population exceeded 200% of the recommendations for
proteins, thiamin, niacin, riboflavin, vitamin C and vitamin A.
Conclusions: dietary advice for improving the diet quality
during pregnancy and the supplementation of mainly iron
and folate are necessary. Support: Danone S.A.
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The association between maternal dietary intake and
antioxidant status with maternal and fetal physical
outcomes – study methodology

S.L. Loy1, H.J. Jan Mohamed1, N.M.Z. Nik Mahmood2

1Nutrition Programme, School of Health Sciences, Universiti Sains
Malaysia, 16150 Kubang Kerian, Kelantan, Malaysia; 2Obstetric
and Gynecology Department, School of Medical Sciences, Universiti
Sains Malaysia, 16150 Kubang Kerian, Kelantan, Malaysia

Objective: A poor dietary intake and low body level of
antioxidant nutrients may be particularly important due to the
surge of maternal oxidative stress during pregnancy (Scholl &
Stein, 2001). However, little attention has been paid to the
potentially important issue of antioxidant nutrient status in
pregnancy and related outcomes (Allen LH, 2005). Hence, this
cross sectional study aims to focus on the maternal dietary intake
and total serum antioxidant status as well as serum selenium
status in relation to both maternal and fetal physical outcomes.

Subjects selection (n 5 173)
k

Baseline
k

Mothers’ sociodemographic data and anthropometric
measurements (pre-gravid weight and height).

11–15 weeks of gestation
Gestational weight at each antenatal visit and dietary intake

(24-hour recall).
k

33–37 weeks of gestation
Gestational weight at each antenatal visit, dietary intake

(24-hour recall and FFQ) and
k

biochemical measures (total antioxident activity and serum
selenium level).
After delivery

Meternal anthropometric measurements (weight, height,
waist, hip and neck circumference, body fat composition,

subscapular and triceps skinfold thicknesses),
neonatal anthropometric measurements (birth weight, length,
head, mid-upper-arm, chest and abdominal circumferences,

subscapular and triceps skinfold thicknesses).
k

Sample and data analysis

Figure 1. Flow Chart of Research Activities.
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Methods: A total of173 pregnant women and their newborns
will be recruited from the Obstetric and Gynecology Clinic,
Universiti Sains Malaysia Hospital for this cross sectional
study. To increase accuracy, mothers with gestational age
more than 6 weeks during first antennal visit will be excluded.
Maternal dietary intakes (24-h recall and food frequency
questionnaire), serum total antioxidant status (using ELISA
method) and selenium status (using atomic absorption
spectrophotometry method) will be measured at 11–15 weeks
of gestation and 33–37 weeks of gestation. Maternal and
neonatal anthropometric measurements will be taken after
delivery. Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance
and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Complete results shall be made available for publica-
tion by July 2010. Conclusions: Findings from the study will
address the importance and beneficial role of antioxidant
nutrient balance and selenium intake for pregnant mother in
resulting optimal maternal and infant outcomes. Possible
collaborative research works are welcomed.

1. T.O. Scholl, T.P. Stein, J. Matern. Fetal. Med., 10:
182–185, 2001.

2. L.H. Allen, Am J Clin Nutr., 81:1206S–12S, 2005.
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Effect of micronutrients and exercise during pregnancy
on factors related with non-transmissible chronic diseases.
A randomized controlled trial

A.C. Aguilar1, J.C. Mateus2, M. Mosquera1, B. Salazar1,
M. Romero1, R. Ramı́rez-Vélez1, I. Echeverry1, J.G. Ortega1

1Grupo de Nutrición, Universidad del Valle. Calle 4B 36-00.
San Fernando. Cali. Colombia; 2Grupo de la División Salud,
Fundación FES Social. Cali. Colombia

Manifold studies had indicated the relation between meta-
bolic alterations and fetal growth with the development of
Non-transmissible chronic diseases-NCTD in adult age. It
has been proposed that maternal factors(endothelial function-
EF, oxidative stress-OS and adipokynes levels-AL) and
placental ones(mitochondrial dysfunction-MD) are the pre-
cursory mechanisms of fetal metabolic alterations and of the
later development of NCTD. Also, it has been suggested that
possible supplementation with micronutrients and the
physical exercise during the gestation could regulate both
maternal and placental factors. For these considerations, is
important to clarify if the proposed factors are related with
maternal and fetal metabolic alterations and if the supple-
mentation with micronutrients and/or the physical exercise
during the gestation can regulate them. This could be an early
and original choice to strengthen the NTCD prevention in
the population.
Objectives: 1. To evaluate the maternal and placental
metabolic factors associated to NCTD in the newborn. 2.
To evaluate the effect of the physical exercise and the

micronutrients supplementation during the pregnancy on the
maternal and neonatal EF, OS and AL and also in the
placental MD and the newborn’s anthropometry.
Method: Study Type: experimental. Study Design: Basic
Science, Randomized, Blind(Investigator, Outcomes Asses-
sor), Active Control, Blocks Assignment, Effectiveness Study.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent will be obtaining. Subjects:
400 first time pregnancy women, between 16-20 gestational
weeks, are going to be randomized and assigned to the
following groups(Diagram 1): 1. Control Group: they take
placebo(maltodextrina) and usual prenatal care. 2. Exercise
Group: they take placebo and practice regular aerobic physical
exercise: Walking(10 minutes), aerobic exercise(30 minutes),
stretching(10 minutes) and relaxation exercise(10 minutes).
Exercise will be performed at three sessions per week. 3.
Micronutrients Group: micronutrients supplementation of
Zinc 30 mg, Magnesium 400 mg, Beta-carotene 9 mg,
Tocopherol 30 mg, vitamin C 200 mg and Niacin 100 mg
and usual prenatal care. 4. Combinated interventions Plus-
Group: micronutrients supplementation plus regular aerobic
physical exercise. Measures will be taking at the start and
at the end of the intervention. Placental sample will be taking
at the delivery moment. Brachial artery flow-mediated
dilation, Dimetilarginine Asymmetric, Nitrates-Nitrites and
cyclicGMP, F2-isoprostanes, Adiponectin, Leptin, Tfam,
Citrate Sintase, Citocrome C Oxidase, Oxide Nitric sintase,
Superoxide dismutase, Maternal Anthropometric indicators,
Functional capacity (VO2max), Neonatal Anthropometric
indicators.
Expected Results: There will be changes in the outcome (OS,
AL, mitochondrial and endothelial dysfunction).
Conclusions: measures between the interventions groups,
indicating that micronutrients supplementation and physical
exercise during pregnancy will play an important role in order
to avoid fetal programming of chronic diseases. This will help
to clarify whether the proposed items are related to metabolic
abnormalities and if complementation with micronutrients
during pregnancy and/or regular physical exercise can be an
early and innovative alternative to strengthen the prevention
chronic diseases in the population. Support: Instituto
Colombiano de Ciencia y Tecnologı́a ‘‘Francisco José de
Caldas’’ (COLCIENCIAS-Project Code 110645921540).
Trial registration: NCT00872365.

Graphic 1. Study design.
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Health care management: current nutrition problem in
kenyan society

I. Njoroge1, J.N. Muthotho2, N. Njoroge3

1Nutrition and Health Program, King Baudouin Foundation,
P.O. Box 3944, Nakuru; 2Kenya Medical Research Institute,
P.O. Box 54840, Nairobi; 3Life Springs Counselling Services
P.O. Box 3944, Nakuru, Kenya

Objective: The current daily meals for all Kenyans are creating
many medical nutrition problems. For people of 35 years old,
mental fatigue, back ache, joint muscle pains, swollen joint
(arthritis like) Neuropathy have become major clinical presenta-
tion. Current meals lack Zinc, Selenium, Manganese, Magnesium,
Calcium, and Copper, Vitamins A and B and essential amino
acids. This is due to over cooking and high use of polished grains.
In modern society control was initiated presenting with above.
Methods: Nutrition health clinics were started in 2001. All
patients over 35 years old were enrolled in programs. Their
routine food eating and nutrition composition was recorded
first. Locally available foods rich in Zinc, Selenium, Manganese,
Copper, Vitamins A, B and other essential amino acids were
incorporated in daily meals for the family. Breakfast, lunch or
supper forms to monitor mainly clinical changes and BMI were
used for one (1 year). Artificial micro-nutrients rich on above
chemicals (Beta Vit) were used for serious cases but later
changed to natural diet supplying the same.
Results: 75% over 50% people who were put on above
chemicals received there indicated probably. It is also proved
highly effective in reducing micronutrient deficiencies as well
as improving vitality.
Conclusion: Our study showed Routine foods eaten by Kenyans
lack antioxidant essential mineral: Nutrition value is destroyed
by over cooking (vitamin A) there is high intake of non essential
amino acids (proteins). Our study shows that the above current
medical problems facing Kenyan society can easily be controlled
by people feeding on food rich in Zinc, Selenium, Vitamin A, B,
C and K and Manganese, Magnesium, Copper, Vitamins A and
B and essential amino acids. Polished foods are creating many
nutrition medical problem societies. Those who remained on
convention treatment continued.

P-10B-451

‘‘Similarities in the inequalities’’ and physical activity in
young adults

M.Z. Goldani1, A.K. Portella1, P.P Silveira1, F.S. Fernandes1,
M. Agranonik1, A.A.M. da Silva2, H. Bettiol2, M.A. Barbieri2

1Núcleo de Estudos da Saúde da Criança e do Adolescente
(NESCA) – Hospital de Clı́nicas de Porto Alegre – Universidade
Federal do Rio Grande do Sul. Rua Ramiro Barcelos, 2350CEP
90035-903 - Porto Alegre/RS – Brazil; 2Departamento de
Pediatria, Faculdade de Medicina de Ribeirão Preto, SP, Brasil

Objective: Low birth weight individuals are known to be
more vulnerable to develop metabolic syndrome later in life1.
In addition, it is known that these individuals exercise less in
adulthood, a behavioral trait that may contribute to their
increased disease risk2. Physical activity is a known health
protective factor, benefiting both metabolic and psychological
aspects. The objective of this study is to verify early and late
determinants of physical activity in young adults.
Methods: 2063 individuals from a birth cohort study born from
June 1978 to May 1979 in Ribeirão Preto, Brazil, were studied
at age of 23/25 years old. Logistic regression was performed
using three models: (a) Early model considering the variables
birth weight, gestational age, maternal schooling and smoking
data collected shortly after birth; (b) Late model considering
individual’s gender, schooling and smoking (c) Combined
(early 1 late) model. Physical activity was evaluated using the
International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ), stratifying
the individuals in two categories: active and sedentary.
Results: In the early model, low birth weight (RR 5 1.207,
95% CI 1.023–1.423) and low level of maternal schooling
(RR 5 1.213, 95% CI 1.028–1.430) were risk factors for
sedentary activity. In the late model, poor schooling (RR 5

1.138, 95% CI 1.021–1.269) and female gender (RR 5

1.385, 95% CI 1.285–1.516) were associated with sedentary
behavior. In the combined model, low birth weight, female
gender and individual’ schooling were significant. In
addition, we found an interaction between birth weight and
individual’ schooling, in which sedentary behavior is
statistically more prevalent in individuals born with low birth
weight only if they have higher levels of education.
Conclusions: This study shows that the early environment
interacts with later life course events in a complex manner, with
low birth weight individuals practicing less physical activity,
possibly related to behavioral programming effects2, but this is
seen only in groups with higher levels of education. Low birth
weight individuals with lower educational backgrounds exercise
more probably due to their increased labor related physical
activity. Therefore, variables from early development such as
birth weight and social insertion in later life course interact to
determine an individual’s physical activity. We demonstrated
here an example of the ‘‘Similarities in inequalities’’ model3, in
which social inequalities are linked to similar health outcomes
(in this case, physical activity).

1. C.N. Hales, D. J. Barker, Br Med Bull. 60:5–20, 2001.
2. E. Kajantie et al., PAS Annual Meeting, 2009.
3. P.P. Silveira et al., Lancet, 366:451–452, 2005.

P-10B-452

Early exercise training increases heart weight without
hypertension later in life irrespective of birth weight

R.C. Laker, G.D. Wadley, G.K. McConell, M.E. Wlodek

Department of Physiology, The University of Melbourne,
Parkville, VIC, Australia
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Objective: Fetal growth restriction induced by uteroplacental
insufficiency in rats has previously been shown to result in
high blood pressure, particularly in males. Furthermore our
lab has previously reported a nephron and cardiomyocyte
deficit in offspring born small, which may contribute to
the development of cardiovascular disease. We studied the
effects of early and late exercise training on blood pressure as
well as heart, kidney and body weights on growth restricted
male rats.
Methods: Uteroplacental insufficiency was induced on day 18
of pregnancy and resulted in Restricted litters which were
compared to sham-operated Controls. In order to control for
the reduction in litter size in Restricted litters, sham-operated
Reduced litter offspring were included, where litter size was
reduced at birth, previously reported to alter postnatal
lactation and growth. Offspring remained sedentary or
underwent Early (5–9 weeks) or Late (20–24 weeks) exercise
training. Exercise training involved treadmill running 5 days/
week, 60 minutes/day. We examined blood pressure by tail
cuff and body weight at 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24 weeks of age as
well as heart and kidney weight at 9 or 24 weeks (n 5 10).
Results: Restricted offspring were smaller than sham operated
offspring 1 day after birth. There was no effect of early
exercise on body weight at all ages, however, at 24 weeks rats
that underwent late exercise were lighter than those who
remained sedentary or underwent early exercise training
(P , 0.05). At 24 weeks of age both early and late exercise
training was associated with significantly larger absolute and
relative heart weights (P , 0.05). Interestingly this increase in
heart mass with exercise training was not apparent immedi-
ately after early exercise at 9 weeks. Late exercise training also
cause relative kidney weights to be larger (P , 0.05). At 16
weeks of age the Control and Restricted offspring were not
different from each other but were smaller than offspring
exposed to a Reduced litter after birth (P , 0.05). Interest-
ingly at 8 and 12 weeks Reduced litter offspring had higher
blood pressure compared to Control and Restricted offspring
regardless of exercise training (P , 0.05) and by 24 weeks
Reduced litter offspring had significantly heavier absolute
kidney and heart weights but not when normalized to body
weight. Furthermore at 16, 20 and 24 weeks of age blood
pressure was not different between any groups.
Conclusion: A major finding of this study is that a short
period of exercise training early in life results in increased
heart mass in adulthood. Furthermore the increased heart
weight in adulthood with both early and late exercise was not
associated with differences in blood pressure. Late exercise
training was beneficial in reducing body weight and may
prevent the onset of adult disease in high risk populations.

P-10B-453

Adults with very low birth weight have lower resting
energy expenditure than their peers born at term – The
Helsinki Study of Very Low Birth Weight Adults

M. Sipola-Leppänen1, P. Hovi2,3, S. Andersson3,
K. Wehkalampi2,3, M. Vääräsmäki1, S. Strang-Karlsson2,3,
A. Järvenpää3, O. Mäkitie3, J.G. Eriksson2,3,4, E. Kajantie2,3

1National Institute for Health and Welfare, Aapistie 1, 90101
Oulu, Finland; 2National Institute of Health and Welfare,
Mannerheimintie 166, 00300 Helsinki; 3Hospital for Children
and Adolescents, Helsinki University Central Hospital;
4Department of General Practice and Primary Health Care,
University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 20, 00014 Helsinki Finland

Objective: Adults born preterm have increased risk factors of
cardiovascular diseases. Low resting energy expenditure
(REE) may, for example by increasing the risk of obesity,
also contribute to cardiovascular risk. We studied the effects
of very low birth weight (VLBW; ,1500 g) on REE.
Methods: In conjunction with the Helsinki Study of Very
Low Birth Weight Adults1 indirect calorimetry was used to
measure REE and dual X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) to
measure lean body mass in 118 VLBW individuals and 121
individuals who were born at term (mean age: 22.5 years
[95% CI 22.2–22.8]). Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and informed consent were obtained.
Results: As compared with controls, VLBW adults had on
average 1.4 kg/m2 (95% CI 0.5 to 2.4) lower BMI, and 5.9 kg
(95% CI 4.1 to 7.7) lower lean body mass, but similar body fat
percentage (p 5 0.9). Their REE was also lower (1589 kcal/24h
[95% CI 1537 to 1642]) than in controls born at term
(1695 kcal/24h [95% CI 1640 to 1749]). The table shows that
the difference remained similar when adjusted for age, sex,
parental education and daily smoking. However, it attenuated
after additional adjustment for body mass index and became
non-significant when adjusted for lean body mass. Among the
VLBW group, those born small for gestational age (SGA) had
8.7% (p 5 0.02) lower REE than those born appropriate for
gestational age (AGA). Again, the difference was no longer
statistically significant when adjusted for lean body mass.

Table. Linear regression models showing differences in
resting expenditure (95% CIs) between VLBW and term
born young adults, unadjusted and adjusted by covariates in
different models.

Measurement Model* N of Subjects

Mean difference term-

VLBW (95% CI) P Value

Resting Energy Expenditure

(kcal/24h)

Unadjusted 239 26.3% (210.4 to 22.1) 0.004z

1 239 26.3% (29.2 to 23.3) ,0.001z

2 238 26.4% (29.3 to 23.3) ,0.001z

3 238 23.4% (25.9 to 20.9) 0.009z

4 238 1.5% (20.7 to 3.8) 0.2

*1 Adjusted for age and sex, 2 Adjusted for 11 parental education (4 levels) and daily smoking, 3
Adjusted for 21 BMI (kg/m2), 4 Adjusted for 21 lean body mass (kg).

Conclusions: Adults with VLBW have lower resting energy
expenditure than their peers born at term. This is attributable
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to their lower lean body mass. We previously reported a lower
degree of physical activity in VLBW adults1. These findings
suggest that, while there is no evidence of increased rates of
obesity in young adult age, people with VLBW may
constitute a risk group for developing obesity and related
metabolic traits at a later age.

1. P. Hovi et al. NEJM, 356:2053–2063, 2007.

P-10B-454

Predictors of physical activity and energy expenditure in
Afro-Caribbean children

C.P. Campbell1, A.T. Barnett1,2, M.S Boyne1,
S. Soares-Wynter1, C. Osmond3, R.A. Fraser1,
T.E. Forrester1

1Tropical Medicine Research Institute, University of the West
Indies, Mona, Jamaica; 2Department of Surgery, Radiology,
Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, University of the West Indies,
Mona, Jamaica; 3MRC Epidemiology Resource Centre,
University of Southampton, Southampton, UK

Objectives: The worldwide incidence of obesity in children is
increasing. The underlying mechanisms are poorly under-
stood, but early life events may influence physical activity in
later life. We hypothesized that maternal size during
pregnancy and birth size are determinants of physical activity
energy expenditure (PAEE) in children. Also, childhood
PAEE would be inversely related to adiposity and cardiovas-
cular risk factors.
Methods: The Vulnerable Windows Cohort Study is a
longitudinal observational study of Jamaican mother/child
pairs recruited during the antenatal period. Maternal
anthropometry was measured in each trimester. Anthropo-
metry of the children was measured at birth, at 6 weeks, 3
monthly to 2 years and then every 6 months. Physical activity
was measured in 100 boys and 122 girls at mean age 13.4
years (range 11.5–14.9 years) using the Actical activity
monitor (Mini-Mitter, Inc.). Resting energy expenditure was
measured using Oxymax (Columbus Instruments). Cardio-
vascular risk factors (blood pressure, fasting glucose, insulin
and lipids) were also measured. Appropriate institutional
ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: The girls had greater fat mass and percentage fat.
Boys spent a greater proportion of the day being active
(P , 0.001) and expended more energy than girls (12.3 6 3.3
vs. 9.6 6 2.8 kcal/kg/d; P , 0.001). Maternal weight was
positively associated with child’s mean Actical count
(r 5 0.18; P 5 0.007) and energy expenditure (r 5 0.16;
P 5 0.02). There were similar, though weaker, associations
with mother’s height (P-values ,0.05). PAEE was not
associated with birth weight (P-values .0.3). Maternal
weight after adjusting for child’s age and sex was also
positively correlated with child’s fat-free mass (P , 0.001), fat

mass (P , 0.001) and percentage fat (P 5 0.01). Total
physical activity after controlling for age and sex was
positively associated with body composition i.e. fat mass,
fat-free mass, percentage fat and waist circumference (P-
values ,0.001). However, these associations became non-
significant after adjusting for current weight. Age- and sex-
adjusted PAEE was positively associated with triglycerides,
insulin levels and systolic blood pressure (P-values ,0.05),
but not after adjusting for current weight and height.
Conversely, PAEE was associated with fasting glucose even
after controlling for age, sex, weight and height (r 5 20.16;
P 5 0.02).
Conclusion: Maternal size, but not birth weight, is a
determinant of childhood PAEE. Physical activity, unlike
maternal size, is not strongly associated with childhood body
composition. Physical activity is independently and inversely
related to fasting glucose levels.

P-10B-455

Higher physical activity and aerobic fitness attenuates the
influence of birth weight on fasting insulin in youth

C.L. Ridgway1, S. Brage1, S. Anderssen2, L. Sardinha3,
L.B. Andersen2,4, U. Ekelund U1,5

1MRC Epidemiology Unit, Institute of Metabolic Science,
Cambridge; 2Department of Sports Medicine, Norwegian School
of Sports Sciences, Oslo, Norway; 3Faculty of Human Movement,
Technical University of Lisbon, Portugal; 4Institute of Sports
Science & Clinical Biomechanics, University of Southern
Denmark, Odense; 5School of Health & Medicinal Sciences,
Örebro University, Sweden

Objective: Low birth weight is associated with increased
metabolic risk, including insulin resistance and type 2
diabetes in later life. We examined the influence of birth
weight on fasting insulin. We also examined whether physical
activity and aerobic fitness modify the associations between
birth weight and later fasting insulin.
Methods: The European Youth Heart Study (EYHS) is a
mixed longitudinal population based cohort study of 10 and
15 year old children in Denmark, Portugal, Estonia and
Norway. Maternally reported birth weight data was available
for 2,928 participants after exclusion of very low BW
(,1.5 kg, n 5 ?). Body weight and height was measured
with the volunteer wearing light clothing and sexual maturity
was recorded according to Tanner categories. Overnight
fasting blood samples were collected, separated and stored at -
80oC within 30 minutes. Fasting insulin, used as a measure of
insulin resistance and was assessed either using an enzyme
immunoassay or by 2-site immunometric assay with 125I or
alkaline phosphatise labels (r between methods 5 0.94).
Aerobic fitness (watt/kg) was assessed using a progressive,
maximal cycle ergometer test. Physical activity (PA) was
objectively measured using a hip worn accelerometer (MTI
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Actigraph). Overall PA was expressed as counts per minute
(cpm), and time (min/day) spent in moderate and vigorous
activity (MVPA) was defined as .2000 cpm per day.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants informed consent were obtained.
Results: Lower birth weight was associated with higher fasting
insulin, adjusted for sex, age group, country and sexual
maturity (ß 5 20.037, 95%CI 20.07, 20.003, p 5 0.031),
this association was also independent of maternal BMI and
waist circumference (ß 5 20.069, 95%CI 20.104, 20.035,
p , 0.001). This association was partially attenuated with
further adjustment for aerobic fitness (ß 5 20.068, 95%CI
20.104, 20.033, p 5 0.001). The models were repeated
adjusting for total physical activity (cpm), which partially
attenuated the association (ß 5 20.047, 95%CI 20.090,
20.004, p 5 0.030). Following adjusting for MPVA per day
the association between birth weight and fasting insulin
ceased to be significant. (ß 5 20.034, 95%CI 20.083,
0.061, p 5 0.180). There was no evidence for an interaction
between birth weight and aerobic fitness or between birth
weight and either total physical activity or MVPA.
Conclusions: Lower birth weight is associated with higher
fasting insulin, which was independent of central adiposity,
measured by waist circumference. This association was
partially attenuated by adjustment for aerobic fitness. The
association between birth weight and fasting insulin ceased to
be significant following adjustment for time spend in
moderate and vigorous physical activity. Suggesting increased
physical activity levels may be useful to reduce the deleterious
influence of lower birth weight on later fasting insulin.

P-10B-456

Early growth and leisure time physical activity in later life

M.K. Salonen1,2, E. Kajantie1,3, C. Osmond4,
H-M Lakka5, T. Forsén1, H. Ylihärsilä1,
M. Paile-Hyvärinen1, D.J.P. Barker3,6, J.G. Eriksson1,7,8

1Department of Health Promotion and Chronic Disease
Prevention, National Institute for Health and Welfare, Helsinki,
Finland, PO Box 30, FIN-00271, Helsinki, Finland;
2Department of Public Health, University of Helsinki, Finland;
3Hospital for Children and Adolescents; 4Epidemiology Resource
Centre, Southampton, UK; 5School of Public Health and
Clinical Nutrition, University of Kuopio, Finland; 6University
of Southampton, Developmental Origins of Health and Disease
Division, Southampton, UK; 7Unit of General Practice,
University of Helsinki, Finland; 8Helsinki University Central
Hospital, Finland

Objective: To assess the role of early growth on leisure
time physical activity (LTPA) in later life among men and
women.
Methods: We examined 2003 individuals born in Helsinki,
Finland between 1934 and 1944. Of them, 1967 individuals

with adequate information on their LTPA were included in
this study. LTPA was assessed by the validated exercise
questionnaire (KIHD-12 month leisure time physical activity
history). Subjects’ birth and serial growth measurements were
obtained from birth, child welfare and school health records.
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Participants with higher engagement to LTPA,
showed a more favourable adult anthropometric and body
composition profile than those who were less active. Weight
and height at birth, and weight at 2 years were positively
associated with intensity of total LTPA (p 5 0.04, p 5 0.01
and p 5 0.03), respectively. Height at 2, 7 and 11 years
were positively associated with intensity of conditioning
LTPA (p 5 0.01, p 5 0.04 and p 5 0.004). Weight and
height at 2, 7 and 11 years were all positively associated
with energy expenditure of total LTPA (p 5 0.03, p 5 0.02,
p 5 0.01, p 5 0.02, p 5 0.03 and p 5 0.03), respectively.
Furthermore, height at 2 and 11 years were positively
associated energy expenditure of conditioning LTPA
(p 5 0.02 and p 5 0.03).
Conclusions: Body size and growth from birth to 11 years
may play an important role in programming of leisure time
physical activity in later life.

Figure 1. Intensity of Conditioning LTPA.

Figure 2. Energy Expenditure of Conditioning LTPA.
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Very low birth weight and adult attachment

R. Pyhälä1, K. Räikkönen1, A-K. Pesonen1,2, K. Heinonen1,
P. Hovi2,3, A-L. Järvenpää2, J. G. Eriksson3,4,5,6,
S. Andersson2, E. Kajantie2,3

1Department of Psychology, University of Helsinki. P.O. Box 9,
00014 University of Helsinki, Finland; 2Hospital for
Children and Adolescents, Helsinki University Central
Hospital, Helsinki, Finland; 3National Institute for Health
and Welfare, Helsinki, Finland; 4Department of General
Practice and Primary Health Care, University of Helsinki,
Helsinki, Finland; 5Vasa Central Hospital, Vaasa, Finland;
6Unit of General Practice, Helsinki University Central
Hospital, Helsinki, Finland

Objective: The first attachment relationships a baby develops
are important for his/her ability to form close relationships
later in life. Severely preterm birth is a challenge to the
development of early attachment. Studies show that indivi-
duals born severely preterm are less likely to start a family
than their peers born at term; whether this is related to
attachment behaviours is not known. Our aim was to
examine potential differences in adult attachment between
young adults with very low birth weight (VLBW, ,1500 g)
and those born at term. In addition, we examined the effects
of being born VLBW and small for gestational age (SGA) on
these differences.
Methods: Experiences in Close Relationships – Revised
(ECR-R), a 36-item questionnaire was used to assess
attachment related anxiety and avoidance in romantic
relationships. Anxiety refers here to concern about being
abandoned by a partner and avoidance refers to discomfort
being close to others. The questionnaire was filled in by 162
young adults with VLBW (42.0% men, 32.7% SGA) and
172 control adults born at term (40.1% men, 0.0% SGA) at
the mean age of 22.4 years (SD 2.2). Appropriate institu-
tional ethics committee clearance and participants’ informed
consent were obtained.
Results: Participants with VLBW had on average 8.9% lower
scores in attachment anxiety (95% confidence interval (CI)
1.2% to 17.2%). There was no difference in attachment
avoidance between the VLBW and control groups. The
VLBW-SGA women, in turn, scored 16.0% higher than
control women in attachment avoidance (95% CI 3.1% to
30.5%), while among men the corresponding groups did not
differ from each other (95% CI 220.1% to 7.3%). All results
were adjusted for sex, age and whether the participant was
currently in a romantic relationship or not.
Conclusion: Our results suggest no uniform pattern of
attachment behaviours in young adults born severely preterm.
There is evidence for lower levels of attachment anxiety in
VLBW adults contrasted to those born at term. However, the
results also imply that VLBW-SGA women may be
characterized by higher attachment avoidance.

P-10C-458

Gender differences in psychotropic drug consumption
may indicate enhanced risk of pharmacotoxicologic
programming in perinatal period

V.I. Goudochnikov, R. Petersen

Santa Maria – RS, Brazil

Objective: Earlier we have shown clear gender differences for
consumption of antidepressants (AD) and benzodiazepines
(BZ) in a population of North-Western region, close to the
town of Ijui, in the state of Rio Grande do Sul (RS), Brazil. In
fact, female/male ratio was approximately 2:1 for consump-
tion of the majority of psychotropic drugs in these two classes.
Such evidence could indicate higher risk of pharmacotox-
icologic programming/imprinting in perinatal period. How-
ever, in our previous studies the age dependency of drug
consumption was not explored. Therefore, we have under-
taken an investigation, in order to establish both gender
differences and age dependency in psychotropic drug
consumption.
Methods: As earlier, we have performed a collection of data
in commercial pharmacy of Ijui – RS, using national brazilian
system of special prescriptions for controlled psychotropic
drugs. The period of data collection was during the second
half of 2006, and patient gender was indicated by its name.
As a whole, 76 and 125 prescriptions were analysed for AD
and BZ respectively. In more than a half of them, patient age
was identified by a pharmacist at the moment of drug
dispensing.
Results: As in our previous studies, clear gender differences
were established, demonstrating female predominance in
consumption of the majority of psychotropic drugs explored.
For example, female fractions in the quantities of AD
consumption were 87.5%, 87.4%, 68.4% and 68% for
fluoxetine, venlafaxine, paroxetine/imipramine and nortriptiline
respectively, but only 42.2% for amitriptiline. On the other
hand, female fractions in the quantities of BZ consumption
were 87.3%, 77.8%, 69.4% and 66.7% for alprazolam,
bromazepam, clonazepam and lorazepam respectively, but only
33.3% for diazepam. What for the number of prescriptions
with patient’s age identified, the majority of female and male
consumers were more than 40 year-old, although for BZ this
age difference was less expressive one, at least in females.
Conclusion: It seems to us that the risk of pharmacotox-
icologic programming by psychotropic drugs is lower than
could be supposed on the basis of gender differences only,
since the great part of female consumer population is more
than 40 year-old. Nevertheless, and especially for BZ, a risk of
such programming really exists, considering not only the
possibility of inadvertent drug use in a period close to
conception, but also due to addiction potential for this class
of psychotropic drugs. In conclusion, the research on gender
differences, together with age dependency, for drug con-
sumption should be continued and even amplified, including
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other classes of different drugs, for evaluating relative risk of
pharmacotoxicologic programming/imprinting in perinatal
period. However, the studies on these phenomena in
experimental models of laboratory animals are highly
encouraged also, in order to establish, e.g., the combined
effects of psychotropic drugs and known agents with
programming capacity, like glucocorticoids, as well as to
clarify the molecular mechanisms of such effects.

P-10C-459

Synergistic role of nerve growth factor and breast milk
fatty acids in mothers delivering low birth weight babies
at term

A. Kale1, A. Kilari1, S. Mehendale2, K. Dangat1, H. Yadav1,
V. Taralekar2, S. Joshi1

1Department of Nutritional Medicine, Interactive Research
School for Health Affairs, Bharati Vidyapeeth University, Pune
411043, India; 2Dept of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Bharati
Medical College Hospital, Bharati Vidyapeeth University,
Pune-411043, India

Objective: The successful progression of pregnancy depends
on the complex interactions between numerous biological
molecules within the uterine microenvironment. This
involves an interaction of intracellular and extracellular
factors including micronutrients, hormones, adhesion mole-
cules, growth factors and immunomodulators that determine
the fetal growth outcome. Nerve growth factor (NGF) is
important for pre and post natal brain development. Low
birth weight (LBW) is a key determinant of neonatal
mortality, morbidity, subsequent growth and developmental
retardation and early onset of adulthood diseases. Reports
suggest that breastfeeding plays a role in preventing the
neurological consequences of growth retarded babies. The
present study therefore examines the association of circulating
levels of NGF and breast milk fatty acids in women delivering
normal birth weight babies (NBW) and LBW babies at term
(>37 weeks gestation).
Methods: Singleton pregnant women delivering NBW babies
(>2.5 kg; n 5 61) and LBW babies (,2.5 kg; n 5 32) at term
without any pregnancy complications were recruited at
Bharati hospital Pune, India. The long chain polyunsaturated
fatty acids were estimated using the gas chromatograph. The
omega 3 fatty acids included alpha linolenic acid, eicosa-
pentaenoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid while omega 6
fatty acids included linoleic acid, gamma linolenic acid, di-
homo-gammalinolenic acid, docosapentaenoic acid and
arachidonic acid. The study was approved by institutional
ethics committee and participants’ informed consent was
obtained. Maternal and cord plasma NGF levels were
analyzed using promega kits.
Results: Maternal plasma NGF levels were significantly
increased (p , 0.01) in LBW (359.71 6 90.66 pg/ml) as

compared to NBW (286.71 6 110.25 pg/ml) group. Similar
increase in cord NGF levels was seen in LBW
(171.67 6 114.89 pg/ml) as compared to NBW (125.85 6

60.77 pg/ml) group. Breast milk docosahexaenoic acid
concentrations were increased (p , 0.01) in mothers deliver-
ing LBW babies (0.29 6 0.17 g/100 g fatty acids) as com-
pared to NBW babies (0.20 6 0.11 g/100 g fatty acids).
Maternal plasma NGF levels showed a positive association
(r 5 0.254, p 5 0.023, n 5 80) with milk omega 6 fatty acids.
Cord plasma NGF levels were negatively associated with baby
weight (n 5 85, r 5 20.240, p 5 0.025), head circumfer-
ences (n 5 84, r 5 20.211, p 5 0.05) and chest circumfer-
ences (n 5 84, r 5 20.258, p 5 0.017).
Conclusions: Increased levels of NGF together with the
increased docosahexaenoic acid content in breast milk may
have most important implication as the adaptive changes to
spare/protect early brain development. Breast feeding LBW
babies may be advantageous and help to prevent adverse
neurological consequences in later life. Future animal studies
need to be carried out to understand how NGF concentra-
tions regulate breast milk LCPUFA composition.

P-10C-460

Dehydroepiandrosterone in newborn nails: a new tool for
the biological assessment of fetal stress following maternal
adversities during pregnancy?

G. Meinlschmidt1,2, M. Tegethoff1,3, C. Jamey4, J.-S. Raul4

1Department of Clinical Psychology and Psychotherapy, Faculty
of Psychology, University of Basel, Switzerland; 2National
Center for Competence in Research ‘‘Swiss Etiological Study
of Adjustment and Mental Health (sesam)’’, Switzerland;
3Department of Neurobehavioral Genetics, Institute of Psycho-
biology, University of Trier, Germany; 4Institute of Legal
Medicine, University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France

Objective: Early life factors may predispose individuals to
certain diseases across life. Therefore, an understanding of
fetal responses to such factors is of paramount importance.
Several tissues, including fetal blood, amniotic fluid, and cord
blood, have been sampled and analysed for fetal stress
hormones in previous studies. However, difficulty of sample
collection and storage, as well as decomposition of body fluids
and single measurements limit the usefulness of these
approaches. These limitations may best be dealt with by
identifying an easily accessible tissue that can cumulatively
indicate the fetal biological stress-response. Newborn nail is
such an easily accessible tissue that may offer insight into fetal
physiology. The detection of endogenous concentrations of
cortisol and cortisone has been demonstrated in human hair,
which is histologically comparable to the human nail. The
biological basis for the measurement of stress hormones in the
nail is that both nail growth and adrenal steroidogenesis start
early during pregnancy. The aim of our work was two-fold: It
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was to study whether i) the major fetal adrenal steroids,
dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) and its sulfated form
DHEA-S, can be detected in the newborn nail and ii)
maternal stress during pregnancy is related to their
concentration in the newborn nail.
Methods: We determined in 80 infants the concentration of
DHEA and DHEA-S in their fingernails (mean weight of nail
samples 5 4.9 mg (range: 1–29.4 mg)) with tandem mass
spectroscopy. We then compared the concentrations of
DHEA and DHEA-S in the offspring’s nail between offspring
of mothers reporting stress and offspring of mothers reporting
no stress during pregnancy. Maternal stress was defined as
having experienced at least one very severe life event during
pregnancy assessed with the Inventory of Life Events (ILE).
Appropriate institutional ethics committee clearance and
participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: Both steroid hormones were detectable in nail
substance (detection limit was 50 pg/mg nail for DHEA and
10 pg/mg nail for DHEA-S). Infants of mothers reporting
stress during pregnancy showed increased concentrations of
DHEA (t(41) 5 22.471, p 5 0.018), while there was no
difference between groups in DHEA-S concentrations
(t(77) 5 20.876, p 5 0.384). To control for confounding
by factors that influence general maternal stress sensitivity, we
repeated analyses after stratifying the mothers according to
stress before pregnancy and did not observe any group
difference (t(41) 5 20.098, p 5 0.922).
Conclusions: The major fetal steroids are detectable in newborn
nails. Hence, they appear to be incorporated into nail tissue
from systemic sources or synthesized locally. The concentration
of DHEA in the nail seems to be associated with maternal stress
during pregnancy. Hence, the measurement of DHEA in
newborn nails is a potential, easily applicable tool to study stress
biology in the fetus. As pituitary-adrenal activity plays a major
role in mental health and disease processes, the method may
provide a new approach to scrutinize the psychobiological
mechanisms underlying the developmental origins of mental
health and disease. Support source: This project was supported
by the German National Academic Foundation (PhD scholar-
ship to MT).

P-10C-461

Preeclampsia and depressive symptoms in the offspring at
age 60 years: The Helsinki Birth Cohort Study

S. Tuovinen1, K. Räikkönen1, E. Kajantie2,3,
A.-K. Pesonen1,3, K. Heinonen1, C. Osmond4,
D.J.P. Barker4,5, J.G. Eriksson2,3

1Department of Psychology, University of Helsinki, 00014
Helsinki, Finland; 2Department of Chronic Disease Prevention,
National Institute for Health and Welfare, 00300 Helsinki,
Finland; 3Hospital for Children and Adolescents, Helsinki
University Central Hospital, 00029 HUS, Finland; 3Depart-
ment of General Practise and Primary Health Care, University

of Helsinki, 00014 Helsinki, Finland; 4Medical Research
Council Epidemiology Resource Centre and Developmental
Origins of Health and Disease Division, University of South-
ampton, Southampton SO16 6YD, UK; 5Department of
Medicine, Heart Research Center, Oregon Health and Science
University, Portland, Oregon 97201-3098, USA

Objective: Low birth weight and short length of gestation pose
a risk for depressive symptoms later in life. Preeclampsia is one
of the main factors underlying fetal growth and earlier delivery.
Yet, the impact of preeclampsia on offspring mental health is
not known. Our aim was to test whether preeclampsia predicts
depressive symptoms in the offspring later in life.
Methods: Using mothers’ blood pressure and urinary protein
measurements at maternity clinics and birth hospitals, we
defined preeclampsia according to current criteria for 981
women and men born at term (between 37 and 42 weeks of
gestation) after primi- and multiparous pregnancies, and who
participated in the Helsinki Birth Cohort 1934–44 Study.
At ages 60 and 63 years they completed the Beck Depression
Inventory (BDI). Linear and logistic regressions were used for
the statistical analyses. Appropriate institutional ethics
committee clearance and participants’ informed consent were
obtained.
Results: Those born at term after a primiparous pregnancy
complicated by preeclampsia had 36.9 (95% CI, 2.0 to 71.8,
P 5 0.04) and 52.2% (95% CI, 7.8 to 96.6, P 5 0.02) higher
depressive symptoms scores at ages 60 and 63 years,
respectively, compared to those born at term and after
primiparous normotensive pregnancies. When we applied the
cut-off criterion for mild depressive symptom severity (BDI
score >10), those born after primiparous pregnancies
complicated by preeclampsia were 3.7-fold (95% CI, 1.2 to
11.3, P 5 0.02) more likely to have at least mild depressive
symptoms than were those born after primiparous normo-
tensive pregnancies. These effects were unaffected by
adjustment for mother’s age and body mass index at delivery,
childhood socioeconomic status, gender, age and educational
attainment at testing, and birth weight adjusted for gestation.
Preeclampsia and depression were not associated among those
born at term and after multiparous pregnancies (Ps . 0.22).
Conclusions: Preeclampsia predicts depressive symptoms in
adult offspring, at least among those born at term after a
primiparous pregnancy. There was no evidence for this
among subjects born from a multiparous pregnancy. Our
results suggest that propensity to depression has its origins
during fetal life and highlight the importance of identifying
specific pregnancy disorders in birth cohort studies.
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Spectral analysis of EEG in violent offenders with
diagnosis of alcohol dependence

A. Calzada Reyes1, A. Alvarez Amador2
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1Clinical Neurophysiology, Psychiatry Department, Legal
Medicine Institute; 2Clinical Neurophysiology, Neurophysiology
Department, Cuban Center of Neuroscience

Objectives: To contribute to electrophysiological character-
ization of the offenders with alcohol and illegal drugs abuse.
Methods: The resting electroencephalogram was recorded in
12 alcohol and illegal drugs abuse offenders, evaluated for
forensic psychiatric (Experimental Group). They were
compared with 9 offenders without psychiatrics disorders
(Control Group). The features at visual inspection of the
Electroencephalogram and the use of frequency domain
quantitative analysis techniques and time-frequency are
described.
Results: 50% of experimental group had electroencephalo-
graphic abnormalities. The most frequent were the back-
ground activity organizational alterations, low amplitude
electrogenesis, an attenuated alpha rhythm. Global increase of
the delta-theta slows activities associated with a decrease of
the alpha activity. The quantitative analysis showed differ-
ences between the frequency spectrums and between the
broad band spectral measures from both groups and between
experimental groups and the Cuban norms. The global delta-
theta frequencies and beta activity in posterior temporal and
parietal regions predominate in the experimental group.
Conclusion: A high incidence of electroencephalographic
abnormalities was found in the experimental group. The most
frequents were: electrogenesis alterations, attenuated alpha
rhythm and global delta-theta slow activity and excess of beta
activity in posterior regions. The quantitative analysis
confirmed this finding. The results provides a strong lead
for examining the electrophysiological differences between
offender groups, the neurotoxic effect of drugs on the brain
and to establish possible relations between the deficiency in
information processing capacity of central nervous system
how one of possible mechanisms related to increase the
likelihood of criminal act in offenders with this diagnosis.
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Impact of a participatory intervention with women’s
groups on maternal depression and exclusive breastfeed-
ing in tribal communities of Jharkhand and Orissa, India

A. Prost1, R. Lakshminarayana2, P. Tripathy3, N. Nair3,
S. Barnett1, R. Mahapatra2, S. Rath2, S. Rath2, R. Gope2,
D. Mahto2, V. Patel4, A. Costello1

1UCL Centre for International Health and Development,
Institute of Child Health, University College London, 30
Guilford Street, London, UK; 2Effective Intervention, London
School of Economics and Political Science, Houghton Street,
London, UK; 3Ekjut, Ward No-17, Plot 556B, Potka, Po-
Chakradharpur, Jharkhand Pin- 833102, India; 4London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street,
London, UK

Objective: To examine (1) the impact of a participatory
intervention with women’s groups on maternal depression
and on exclusive breastfeeding in tribal communities of
Jharkhand and Orissa (India); (2) to determine whether the
intervention improved infant feeding practices by reducing
maternal depression. Maternal depression is prevalent in low
and middle-income countries and has adverse consequences
for infant development1. Interventions that reduce maternal
depression therefore have the potential to improve long-term
child health outcomes2.
Methods: We analysed data from a cluster-randomised
controlled trial in 36 clusters of 3 districts in Jharkhand
and Orissa, eastern India (ISRCTN21817853). The trial
tested a participatory intervention with women’s groups: in
intervention clusters, women facilitators convened monthly
meetings to support participatory action and learning for 244
groups. Groups facilitated the development and implementa-
tion of strategies to address maternal and newborn health
problems. We monitored birth outcomes, health-care seeking
and home care practices for 19 030 births in a population of
228 186 over 3 years. Maternal depression was measured
using the Kessler-10 item scale in the last 2 years of the trial.
We compared maternal depression as a categorical outcome
between intervention and control clusters. In addition, we
will compare exclusive breastfeeding among infants whose
mothers had no or mild depression, with breastfeeding
among infants born to mothers with moderate or severe
depression, and stratify the analysis by intervention and
control group. Appropriate institutional ethics committee
clearance and participants’ informed consent were obtained.
Results: In the third year of the intervention, 150 of 3119
(4.8%) mothers in intervention areas had K10 scores of
16–30 indicating moderate depression compared with 292 of
2963 mothers (9.8%) in control areas (adjusted OR 0.39,
95% CI: 0.16–0.92). In addition, infants were more likely to
have been exclusively breastfed in the first six of life in the
intervention clusters (OR 1.47, 95%CI: 0.90–2.39). We will
further test and report whether the intervention may have
improved breastfeeding practices by reducing maternal
depression.
Conclusions: A participatory intervention with women’s
groups reduced moderate depression by 61% in rural tribal
communities of eastern India and improved exclusive
breastfeeding. The impact of the intervention on exclusive
breastfeeding may have been mediated by its effect on
maternal depression. The reductions in maternal depression
achieved through a participatory intervention with women’s
groups may have positive long-term consequences for child
health outcomes by influencing infant feeding practices.
Support: The Health Foundation & The Big Lottery Fund.

1. P.L. Engle. Am J Clin Nut, 89:963S–966S, 2009.
2. WHO-UNFPA. Maternal mental health & child health

and development in low and middle-income countries.
World Health Organization, 2008.
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Knowledge, attitudes and practices around health
research: a trainee physicians’ perspective

H. Khan1, S.Khan1, A. Iqbal1

1Aga Khan University, Karachi, Pakistan

Objectives: Assessment of the level of knowledge, attitudes
and practices towards research amongst a group of Post
Graduate Medical Trainees (PGMTs’) at Aga Khan Uni-
versity (AKU), Pakistan.
Methods: A cross sectional health research survey was carried
out on all PGMTs’ at AKU Pakistan. AKU is a tertiary care
health facility which offers residency in 28 specialties and
fellowship in 16 programmes. Knowledge, attitudes and
practices related to health research were assessed using a
pretested, structured and validated questionnaire. Health
research related practices of the residents were examined
using questions graded on Likert scale. The study was
conducted in compliance with ‘Ethical principles for medical
research involving human subjects’ of Helsinki Declaration.
Informed consent taken from all participants and all measures
were undertaken to ensure the confidentiality of each
participant.
Results: Mean percentage score 6 SD on the knowledge scale
was 36.9% 6 20.2 and 47.19% 6 25.18 on the attitude scale.
Of 104(55.6%) who had previously participated in research
28(26.9%) had been involved in basic science research only,
62(59.6%) in clinical research and 14(13.5%) had partici-
pated in both clinical and basic science research projects.
88(47.1%) planned to pursue a future research career. Those
who planned to pursue a future research career had more
positive health research attitudes p , 0.001. Limited time
(45%), poor research infrastructure (20%) and inadequate
research funding opportunities (20%) were the major hurdles
faced by PGMTs’ to pursue research.
Conclusion: PGMTs’ demonstrate inadequate knowledge,
while they have moderate attitudes towards health research.
Residency training and research facilities at the institution
need to undergo major transformation in order to encourage
meaningful research by resident trainees.
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Education and mortality: Causality and selection – A twin
approach

M. Madsen1,2, K. Christensen1,2, A.M.N. Andersen1,
P.K. Andersen3, M. Osler1,4,5

1The Danish Ageing Research Centre, University of Southern
Denmark; 2The Danish Twin Registry, University of Southern
Denmark; 3Department of Biostatistics, University of Copenha-
gen; 4Department of Social Medicine, University of Copenhagen;
5Research Centre for Prevention and Health, Glostrup University
hospital, Denmark

Objectives: A strong inverse relationship between socio-
economic position (SEP) and mortality has been widely
demonstrated1. There seems to be a general agreement that
socioeconomic conditions have lifelong effects, and that social
exposures accumulate over the life course2. Nevertheless, it is
disputed whether all phases of life are equally important or if
there are critical periods. Is the effect of social conditions on
mortality most pronounced in childhood, or is it primarily in
adulthood that SEP plays a role? In addition to a causal effect
of SEP, the association may be confounded by background
factors, e.g. genetic factors, that influence both obtained SEP
and mortality3. To disentangle the complex network of
mechanisms potentially driving the association between SEP
and mortality, we investigated whether SEP, indicated by
educational status in adulthood, has an additional impact on
all-cause mortality above and beyond the influence of
childhood environment and genetic constitution. Intra-pair
twin analyses allow us to isolate the effect of educational
status in adulthood by means of adjustment for genetic and
environmental confounding per design, exploiting the fact
that twins are partly or fully genetically identical and have
similar socioeconomic exposures in childhood due to their
common upbringing. If twin pairs discordant on SEP differ
significantly with respect to mortality, it will suggest an
independent effect of SEP in adulthood, whereas a lack of
association will point to other explanations i.e. childhood
environment and genetic confounding.
Methods: The study is register-based and includes data from the
Danish Twin Registry and Statistics Denmark. Using Cox
regression, we estimated the hazard ratios for mortality according
to highest attained education among 5260 monozygotic (MZ)
and 11,088 dizygotic same sex (DZSS) twin pairs born
1921–1950. Follow-up lasted from 1980–2006 and analyses
were conducted separately for zygosity (MZ and DZSS), gender
and birth cohorts (1921–1935 and 1936–1950). Intra-pair
analyses were carried out by inclusion of a strata variable of twin-
pair specific values in the model. Results from standard and
intra-pair analyses were compared.
Results: Preliminary results show the expected social gradients
in mortality in the standard analyses of all analysed subgroups.
For all-cause mortality, risk estimates ranged from HR 5 0.69
(CI 95% 0.60–80) to HR 5 0.87 (CI 95% 0.78–0.97) for
‘‘long’’ compared to ‘‘short’’ education’’. In the intra-pair
analyses, the association between education and mortality was
generally attenuated and most estimates were close to one
(HR 5 0.93 (CI 95% (0.71–1.23) to HR 5 0.96 (CI 95%
0.71–1.31)), except for men born 1921–35 who displayed
estimates of the same magnitude as in the standard analysis. We
found no significant differences in the estimates within MZ and
DZSS twin pairs, respectively, but a tendency to a larger
attenuation of the association within the MZ twins.
Conclusions: Since the association was attenuated in the
intra-pair analyses, the results are most compatible with an
effect of early environmental and genetic factors in explaining
the educational inequality in mortality. Due to limited
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statistical power in the intra-pair analyses of the 15,000 twin
pairs, results should, however, be interpreted with caution.

1. D. Black et al., Inequalities in health: The Black report:
The health divide. London, Penguin. Ref Type: Report,
1988.

2. G.D. Smith et al., BMJ, 316:1631–635, 1998.
3. M. Osler et al., Int. J. Epidemiol., 36:77–83, 2007.
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Knowledge, Awareness and Practices Regarding Dengue
Fever amongst the population Dengue hit Cosmopolitan
and Implications for its’ Children

H. Khan1, M.I. Sethi1, M. Kamal1, A. Itrat1, A. Khan1,
S. Javaid1, S. Javed1, S. Kalia1, A.H. Khan1, I. Jehan1

1Medical College, Aga Khan University, Karachi, Pakistan

Objectives: Recent studies report the incidence of Dengue
Fever (DF) in children in slum population of Karachi to be
185/100,000 population per year. No documented evidence
exists in Pakistan which reveals the awareness and practices
of the country’s population regarding DF. This study was
conducted to assess the level of knowledge, attitudes and
practices regarding DF in people visiting tertiary care
hospitals in Karachi.
Methods: A cross-sectional pilot study was conducted among
people visiting two tertiary care hospitals in Karachi. Through
convenience sampling, a pre-tested and structured questionnaire

was administered to 447 visitors. The study was conducted in
compliance with ‘Ethical principles for medical research
involving human subjects’ of Helsinki Declaration. Con-
fidentiality of each participant was ensured. The study was
approved by the Ethical Review Committee, Community
Health Sciences Department at The Aga Khan University.
Results: 89.9% of individuals had heard of DF and most
(84%) believed the disease was infectious and transmissible.
Fever (81.5%) and bleeding (41.9%) were the most
commonly recognized symptoms. 51.1% were aware that
dengue mosquito breeds in clean water and bites at sunset
(57.5%) or sunrise (44%). People were more focused towards
prevention of mosquito bites (78.3%) rather than mosquito
eradication (17.3%) with use of mosquito sprays (48%) as
commonest preventive measure. Sufficient knowledge was
found in 38.5% of sample, with 66% in Aga Khan University
Hospital and 33% in Civil Hospital. Significant associations
were found between knowledge scores and education
(p , 0.001), income (p , 0.001), and the hospital of inter-
view (p , 0.001). Respondents with education up to (grade-
6) were more ignorant compared to those with 10 years of
schooling (48.4% versus 29.7%). Income and hospital-
presented-to were independent predictors of knowledge.
Television (62%) was considered as the most important
source of information on the disease.
Conclusion: Dengue fever has been labeled endemic in
squatter settlements of Karachi. Inadequate knowledge about
the disease and preventive measures was seen amongst low
socio economic and illiterate population which could account
for this trend.
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